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Abstract 

Iconographic Windows to Ezekiel's World 

by 
Bruce Arthur Power 

Doctor of Philosophy 
Centre for the Study of Religion 

University of Toronto 
1999 

The biblical book Ezekiel, often castigated by its critics, has in recent years found those who draw 

comparisons between the literary descriptions in the book and the art of the ancient Near East. But while 

drawing such parallels is helphl, it does not illuminate the intense programmatic nature of a writing which 

claims to be both historical and prophetic. Clearly something more is needed. 

The use of iconography to interpret biblical writings is in its infancy, in part because ancient Near Eastern 

iconographic systems are only beginning to be understood. And while efforts have advanced studies of 

poetic texts and isolated views of "historical moments," no adequate model for the interpretation of a 

writing like Ezekiei had been undertaken. An adequate tool to apply the iconographic record from the 

ancient Near East was needed, a significant methodological advance necessary. Understanding unifying 

principles behind the art, in order to correctly apply them to the type of  text under consideration, led to the 

development of an "iconography of empire." 

Examining art from the ancient Near East (including Egypt), with particular attention to the first half of the 

first millennium BC, allowed ideological motifs connected with the great empires to be understood in a 

systematic manner. While the analysis could hardly be exhaustive, sufficient evidence was found to 

demonstrate that the value systems presented in the art were understood and shared across social and 

political boundaries, as well as culrural and chronological borders. 

The book of Ezekiel provided a test case. Could an iconographic reading using the ideology of empire 

enable the interpretation of a literary work? A thoroughgoing reading of Ezekiel is undertaken, with clear 

results. Ezekiel worked with readily recognizable images and patrerns and used this material to facilitate 

communication with the reader. This fresh reading of Ezekiel indicates the value of the model to texts of a 

similar genre. Such an opportunity for new insights to an ancient text is not to be minimized. By enabling 

us to read the text as sensible and programmatic, an iconographic analysis of the text represents a major 

advance in the study of Ezekiel. 
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She saw men portrayed on a rvaZ1,figttres of Chaldeans portrayed in red, with belts around their waist3 and 

flowing turbans on their- heads: all of them looked like Babylonian chariot officers, natives of Chalriea 

(Ezekiel 23: 15). 

passing reference in the book of Ezekiel is one of the few explicit biblical acknowledgments of 

art of the ancient Near East. ' While descriptions of cukic objects in Jerusalem, and of decorative 

patterns of temple architectural features are also knokm, in general terms, the linking of the text to 

features of ancient art appears minimal. But is it that connections with artistic metaphors and images are 

non-esistent, or might it be that the features of the conceptual world as represented in the art of the ancient 

world are assumed as understood? It is the contention of this study that the second scenario is in fact 

correct. The authors and editors of the Hebrew Bible utilize visual conceptions of their world with a natural 

regularity. In some works critical new insights to the book can be discovered by taking into consideration 

the conceptual world of the ancient Near East, available to us through an analysis of the art produced by 

artisans synchronous with the text or texts under examination, A case in point is the book of Ezekiel. 

' Perhaps the other most explicit reference is lob 38: 11-14, which describes the day as being "changed like clay under 
the seal." This and all other biblical citations are, unless otherwise indicated, taken from the New Revised Standard 
Version. 



iconographic Windows to Ezekiel 's World. lnrroduction 2 

Ezekiel and his book straddle a number of boundaries. According to the testimony of the book, the 

prophet's lifetime begins during the independence of Judah, and during his maturity he witnesses the 

transformation of Judah into first, a Babylonian vassal, and beyond the fall of Jerusalem to transformed 

status as a Babylonian province.' Ezekiel knows From first hand experience of the exiles of Judeans to 

Babylon. He "witnesses" the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple and the beginnings of a radical 

reinterpretation of ancient Israelite religion. Ezekiel's prophetic work borders on the developing genre 

known as apocalyptic. His personaIity has been understood by many as at least verging on the 

dysfimctional. And his declarations have been chaIlenged as violations of the Torah, yet have also earned 

him a title as the "father of J~daism."~ This work intends to argue another area in which Ezekiel pushed the 

boundaries, an area which offers critical advantages to understanding his work. Ezekiel, it will be 

contended, employed the metaphors and symbols of the art of the fust millennium empires' to sharpen and 

clarify his programmatic understanding of the direction of Judah's -and the world's - history, and the 

Fate that had come upon his people. 

The work is thus divided into three main parts. This first section will introduce more fuIiy the reason for 

the topic, and will review methodological matters. Part Two will review and advance iconographic issues 

essential to the work with particular attention being paid to an examination of the concept of empire in the 

major srates of the ancient Near East in the first millennium BC. The €ma1 section will begin with an 

observable consensus that the descriptions in the theophanic portions of the book of Ezekiel can be readily 

understood through a comparison with ancient Near Eastern iconography. Some advances on these basic 

obsenlations will be considered. before an interpretation of the programmatic features of the entire book of 

Ezekiel will be considered. Thus while the work is written primarily for biblical scholars, in an effort to 

advance the discipline, it is truly an interdisciplinary project, which demonstrates a major dependence on 

art history, and at the same time, it is hoped, contributes to the ongoing work of art historians. 

' "In regard to Judah, Babylonian control under Nebuchadnezzar 11 moved through two stages: vassal and then 
province. The first lasted for almost twenty years, from 605/603 to 586, and through three Judean vassal kings: 
fchoiakirn (605 [became king in 6091 - 598). his son, Jehoiachin (598-597), and his brother, MattaniahIZedekiah 
(597-586)" Peter Machinist: 'Palestine, Administration of (Assyro-Babylonian),' 69-8 1 ,  ABD 5, 76. 

The transitions precipitated by these circumstances arc multiple: cf. Lawrence Boadt: 'Ezekiel, Book of,' 7 1 1-722, 
ABD 2, 713. 

' "It was he more than any other who set the direction of postexilic Judaism" Norman Gottwald: A Ligfzr to [lie 
Nariorrs. An Inrroduction ro rile Old Testanrenr (New York: Harper, 1959) 3 8 1. 

The focus will be on the first half of the first millennium and the development of the iconography of empire, with 
particular attention to its programmatic understanding in Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian art. These 
concepts are also employed in the art of the smaller states, and the final section wilt utilize the relevant evidence 
from Syria-Palestine in its analysis of Ezekiel. 



/conographic Windows to Ezekiel 's Worki. introduction 3 

The development of art and literature are found together in the chronicles of human attempts to 

communicate. This link between the picture and the letter is clearly evident in the development of writing.' 

Pragmatic concerns to order and interpret aspects of life, and to record relationships in the economic sphere 

seem to have been paramount motivational factors in early forms of written communication, and it is 

important to note how the sounds of things are represented, and move from being pictures which are 

pronounced, to becoming syllabIes. to the final development of the alphabet. An examination of the history 

of language reminds us that the conceptual world of a developed language rests on the use of picture as 

metaphor, first for itself, and then as an increasingly generic signaling device. In some contexts both 

applications remain valid. Most contemporary biblical scholars are clearly aware of the important impact 

an understanding of literary structures and metaphors from the ancient world can have on the interpretatifin 

of ancient texts, A nuanced understanding of an ancient text, and new options for interpretation are often 

the result of a careful consideration of these literary features. Similarly, we would expect the art historian 

to use artistic features to bring a meaningfkl reading to an artistic representation. But the marriage of the 

two concepts to interpret an ancient literary work is a relatively new phenomenon. 

This work began with the observation that a consensus had arisen to "normalize" Ezekiel's theophanic 

visions by drawing upon features well attested in the art of the ancient Near East. The initial intent was to 

compile an iconographic commentary by beginning with the text of Ezekiel and looking for artistic 

representations of the features which might be ilIustrated. There is no shortage of such material available. 

The probism arose in trying to organize and catalogue this material. While it has often been argued that 

ancient Near Eastern concepts were maintained for long periods of time, what criteria would be used for 

the inclusion or exclusion of material? What controls would be placed on the data? How might one group 

material to accommodate the repetitious programmatic features of Ezekiel? Methodological concerns 

moved from an introductory paragraph or two to become a central concern of the process6 

The organizing principle which emerged was the ideology of empire. This emphasis can be seen in the 

literary work, and is sharpened and clarified by an understanding of common features of artistic programs 

' Cf. Orly Goldwasser: From Icon to Metaphor. Srudies in the Scmiorics of rhe Hieroglyphs (Fribourg: University 
Press, 1995); Dominique Collon: First impressions. Cylinder Seals in the Ancient Near East (Chicago: Chicago, 
19SS j 12-3 1 ; Denise Schmnndt-Besserat: How Wriring Catrte Abour (Austin: University of Texas, 1997), a work 
derived from the author's earlier two volume Before Writing (Austin: University of Texas, 1992). Volume 1 is 
entitled From Comring lo Crmeifornl, Volume 2, A Catalogue of Near Eastern Tokens. 

AS will be elaborated subsequently in the introduction, my original plan was to produce a work related to Ezekiel, 
somewhat modeled on Keel's groundbreaking analysis of the Psalter, Othmar Keel: The Symbolism of the Biblical 
World (New York: Seabury, 1978). 
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from the ancient Near East. These observations will help to clarify and nuance the literary landscape 

provided in the prophetic work. 

But why turn to iconography in the first place? To conchde our introductory comments on the topic it will 

be necessary to outline the history of interpretation of Ezekiel, and develop an outline of the iconographic 

approach as developed in the 20th century. It is to this task we now turn. 

The interpretation of Ezekiel 

Throughout much of its history the biblical book Ezekiel has often been understood as the product of a 

troubled mind. Early Jewish interpreters found the written legacy attributed to the prophet extremely 

disturbing. Rabbi Hananiah ben Hezekiah, a first century AD scholar, is reported to have spent long hours 

attempting to unravel the perceived difficulties of the book in relation to the Torah.' Though he is credited 

with keeping the book from being "withdrawn," apparently his efforts were not completely successfil, as 

both the private and pubIic use of Ezekiel was strictIy limited, and a minimum age limit of  30 was set for 

those who wished to study the ~vriting.~ 

Talmudic tradition describes Hananiah, head of the school of Shammai, as burning 300 jars of oil in his attempts to 
reconcile the differences with the Torah, and explain the obscure portions of the book. Cf. Shabb. 14b: Menahoth 
45a; Hagigah 13a; Zirnrnerli I, 74;  Daniel Bodi: The Book of Ezekiel and the Poem of Erra (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 199 1 )  1 1-1 2. 

Brownlee notes that the Council of lamnia (ca. AD 90) "found smong opposition to the book of Ezekiel. This is very 
surprising, since in all probability it had been recognized as inspired Scripture for centuries" William Brownlee: 
Ezekiel 1-19 (Waco: Word, 1986) xl, The contention in rabbinic circles is described by R.K. Harrison: lnlroducrion 
to the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1969). "There was some dispute between leading rabbinic scholars 
concerning its genuineness ... The school of Shamrnai repudiated the prophecy, holding it to be apocryphal on the 
ground that the first ten chapters appeared to be theosophical in character, and that the book conflicted at certain 
important points with the Torah" 823. 
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Many modern scholars have also found the book to be problematical, but the focus of the daculty has for 

the most part shifted to other issues - the mental state of the author and whether the book is a literary 

fiction or the delusions of an abnormal mind being often discussed in standard introductions and 

commentaries. Some scholars have even attempted to psychoanalyze the character whose biographical and 

anecdotal reflections purport to be collected within the book.' 

Our central question will be: does an iconographic reading of the book offer an alternative to a 

characterization of the prophet Ezekiel fantasizing, hallucinating, experiencing psycho-normal conditions, 

dreaming or writing literature? Or, at the Ieast, does such a reading offer alternative interpretive strategies? 

While the history of interpretation will not form a major concern of this study, it will set a context for the 

understanding of this project. We will attempt to determine whether the images and descriptions employed 

in the book would have appeared as strange to an exilic audience, as they have appeared to subsequent 

generations of interpreters, or if the categories make sense in light of what we know of iconography from 

the ancient world. The main premise will argue that rather than being psychotic or abnormal, Ezekiel 

worked with readily recognizable imagery and utilized this material in a manner which transformed 

recognizable images to make a point. 

Given the highly influential status of the book in the six centuries between its formulation, and the rabbinic 

concerns regarding its relation to the Torah cited above, it should at least be considered that the struggle 

concerning the authority to be afforded to the book of Ezekiel may also have been motivated a t  some levels 

by the clear acceptance and influence it had enjoyed in pseudepigraphic and eschatological spec~lat ion. '~ 

One might hr ther  assume such widespread use of the book indicates that ancient Judeans understood it. 

Cf. The critique of N. Cassern: 'Ezekiel's Psychotic Personality: Reservations on the use of the Couch for Biblical 
Personalities,' 59-70 in R. Clifford and G. MacRae (ed). T / J ~  Word in the World: Essays in Horror of Frederick 1. 
hhriarry. S.J. (Cambridge: Weston College Press, 1973). 

lo Cf. Michael Stone: 'Apocalyptic Literature,' 383341 CIWU,  390 and 392. Also Saul Olyan: A T/~ortsand 
Thousar~ds Served Hirrl. Exegesis and the Naming of Angels in Ancienr Jtidaisnt (Tiib ingen: Mohr, 1 993); David 
Halperin: T / J ~  Faces of [he Chariof (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1988); George W. Nickelsburg: Jewisl~ Literaftire Between 
the Bible and rhe Mishnah. A Historical arzd Literary fnrrodttction (Philadelphia: Fortress, I98 I )  53. Stone notes "a 
line of continuity [which] could be traced back from the earliest body of Jewish mystical texts, the Hekalot and 
rnerkabah books of the mid-first millennium CE, through certain passages in Tannaitic literature and into certain of 
the pswdepigrapha ... shows that the utilization of Ezekiel I as the basic text for description of the heavenly realm 
and t h e  ascent through it was already well established by the third century" Michael Stone: 'The Book of Enoch and 
Judaism in the Third Century BCE' G 1-75 in Michael Stone and David Satran (ed.): Emerging Judaism. Sfrrdies or1 
the Fourdl and Third Centicries B. CAE. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989) 7 1-72. 

On the use of Ezekiel by the Qumran community see: Zirnrnerli: I, 75-76; Frank M. Cross: Tire Ancient Library of 
Qumran & Moderrt Biblical Srtcdies [revised edition] (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980) 127-128, 155. The use of the 
some of the descriptive imagery in the Angelic Liturgy from Qumran is regarded by D. Flusser "as clearly 
dependent upon Ezekiel", 'Psalms, Hymns and Prayers,' 55 1-577, CIRNU, 565. 

Ezekiel is also a favorite source of quotations and allusions for the author of Revelation. For a list of citations see 
Craig Evans: Noncanonical Wrifings and New Tesranlenr Interpreration (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1992) 2 1 7-2 19; 
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1n modem times a number of interrelated issues have been under scrutiny as major "problems": 

I )  the location / biography of the prophet, 

2) the "psyche" of the prophet, 

3) literary unity and genre, 

3) the utilization of high levels of symbol and metaphor, and 

5 )  the message. 

We will now review these in order. 

I) The location / biography of the prophet 

The ancient equivalent of the modern title page, the opening lines of the book of Ezekiel provides us with 

significant information regarding the reading of the book: 

In the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, on the fifth day of the month, as I was among 
the exiles by the river Chebar. the heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God. On 
the fifth day of the month (it was the fifth year of the exile of King Jehoiachin), the word 
of the LORD came to the priest Ezekiel son of Buzi, in the land of the Chaldeans by the 
river Chebar; and the hand of the LORD was on him there (Ezekiel 1 : 1-3). 

First, we note the double chronological statement. The work's initial sentence invokes a chronology related 

to an unspecified "thirtieth year," which is cross referenced editorially to the "fifth year of the exile of King 

Jehoiachin." The first sentence is clearly marked as autobiographical, "I was among the exiles ... and I saw 

visions of God," the second as editorial, "the word of the LORD came to the priest Ezekiel ... and the hand 

of the LORD was on him there." We rnight fiuther notice the clarifications offered by the editorial 

comments in verse two: the writer is identified as "the priest Ezekiel son of Buzi," the location "among the 

tsiles by the river Chebar" is identified as being "in the land of the Chaldeans," and the "visions of G o d  

seen when "the heavens were opened" are linked to the "the word of the LORD" and the fact that "the hand 

of the LORD" is responsible for what happens to this priest. These final clarifications serve to identify the 

figure as one in the prophetic tradition - "the word of the LORD came to Ezekiel" - while at the same 

time sharpening the terminology from elohim, a term capable of a more generic understanding, particularly 

in a Babylonian context, to the tetragrammaton, YHWH, a term linked closely to Judean and Israelite 

tradition as the personal name of their deity.'' 

Jiirgcn Roloff: The Revelation of Jofln. A Continental Conrntentary (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993) 12. For further 
comments on the New Testament use of Ezekiel cf. Brownlee: xli-xlii. 

I '  On the use of "'word of the LORD" as a technical term indicating a "prophetic word of revelation" cf. W. H. Schmidt: 
'The Word of God,' I 1 1-1 25, TDOT 3, 1 1 1. The singular construct chain "occurs 242 times and almost always (225 
times) the expression appears as a technical form for the prophetic revelation" Bruce Waltke: 'dabar', 180, in R. 
Harris, G. Archer and B. Waltke (ed.) T~~eological Wordbook ofthe Old Testntent I (Chicago: Moody, 1980) 180. 
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This introductory section offers still hrther clues to the focus of the book. To  those familiar with Judean 

history, the book's internal testimony confirms the conclusion the prophet was deported to Babylon in 597 

BC with other Judean nobles, and had been settled in Tel-Abib near the Kebar canal by the Babylonian 

authorities (Ezekiel 1 : I)." Later parts of the book affirm that Ezekiel lived in his own house (Ezekie! 3:24; 

8:1), and describe how he is to enact a scene using as part of  his "living" metaphor all too familiar 

"baggage for exile" (Ezekiel 12: 1-7)." Further, these opening verses a f f m  that Ezekiel's "visions of God" 

began in 59312 BC. The section which follows, often referred to as his prophetic "call," is intended to be 

understood as an account of the prophet's initial vision." This launching of a description of an initial 

vision in Babylon is much clearer when we leave aside the editorial c l d ~ c a t i o n s :  

In the thirtieth year ... the heavens were opened, and 1 saw visions of  God ... As I looked, 
a stormy wind came out o f  the north ... (Ezekiel 1:1 and 4)- 

The introductory clarifications atso make it clear that Ezekiel has been trained for the priesthood in 

Palestine, an education that likely was shaped against the backdrop of the Jerusalem Temple." The most 

likely significance of the notation that these visions took place in the 30th year is that this serves as an 

indication of the prophet's age at the time of his initial vision.16 We might ask why such a notation would 

need clarification. One possibility is that an editor found the allusion to the fact that the year in which 

Ezekiel's service in the Jerusalem Temple would have commenced is now marked by the dramatic caII of 

the prophet in Babylon, far too abstruse for the average reader to comprehend, especially with the lack of 

an indication of the figure's priestly status. This option needs to be taken seriously. The initial vision, as 

many have noted, bears marked sirnihrities to Isaiah's vision of W W H  in the Jerusalem Temple (Isaiah 

6) .  Isaiah's vision is generally understood to take place in the inner sanctums of the Temple, a priestly 

location. In Ezekiel's narrative, a priest has a prophetic vision of marked similarity to that of his 

I' "The Kebar is probably the present-day htr  en-nl'l, a canal which leaves the Euphrates near Babylon and comes out 
into it again at Uruk or Warka, and cuts through the ancient Nippur, in the neighborhood of which Tell Abib is to be 
looked for" Otto Kaiser: Introdtiction to rlte Old Tesranrent. A Presenrarion of its Restilts and Problem 
(Minneapolis: Augsburs, 1977) 255-256; Zirnrnerli, I, 1 15-1 16; Allen, 1,22. 

'' .4n illustration of Judems bearing such exile's packs are familiar from the reliefs depicting the fall of Lachish in the 
palace of Sennacherib in Nineveh. Of course, the "portrait" depicts the invasion by the Assyrian army, about a 
century and a quarter earlier. Though there are technotogical and sty!e changes the image remains helpful. 

I.' Cf. Harrison: Introdttction 833. Georg Fohrer: Infroduction to the Old Testament (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968) 4 17. 

" The Jerusalem Temple's requirements for trained personnel would necessitate "a formative education for their 
service (reading, writing, singing, music, rites, feasts, calendar, national religious traditions, etc.)." Andri Lemaire: 
'Education (Ancient Israei),' 305-3 12, ABD 2,309. 

l6 ''This view is reinforced by the tradition that Levites, and doubtless priests also, were about thirty years of age when 
they commenced their official duties mum. 4:3ff.; cf. Lk. 323). Accordingly the birth of the prophet occurred about 
622 BC" Hamson: Introdilction 837-83s. Similarly, Allen concludes "the most plausible solution, one that requires 
the fewest assumptions or the least reading into the text, is to relate the tantalizing chronological reference to 
Ezekiel's age at the time of this experience, an explanation that goes back to Origen" Atlen: I, 21. For another 
perspective cf. Zimrnerli: 1,  1 12-1 15. 
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predecessor, but the locale is not sacraI. Both visions are understood to signim a divine call on a human 

life. And while the earthly locale differs, the place to which each visionary is granted access is none other 

than the divine throneroom," 

Finally, we need to take seriously the fact that no oracle is dated earlier than the initial vision which forms 

the first chapter of the book, an oracle clearly represented as taking place in Babylon. The initial vision is 

thus marked out in the canonical form of the text as introductory to the whole message and program of the 

prophet Ezekiel, an account which might be seen as marked by the bizarre and incomprehensible, or 

ahernately, by the unexpected and unpredictable. 

Once relocated to the Babylonian plain it would seem the deportees had the opportunity to establish their 

communities and begin a lifestyle which was likely quite different from the activities of their former, more 

privileged status. While some may have been skilled artisans, and later documentation from the area shows 

a development of a family of Judean bankers, the status of the original settlers may well have been closer 

to that of an agricultural worker." 

Further biographical materials in the book are outlined in the following comments from Rendtorffs 

introduction. The comments illustrate the limited biographical facts, and the problem created due to the 

nature of the narrative. The text claims that all of these "sign-actions" and prophetic declarations are 

biographical, that YHWH commanded and the prophet responded. What makes the issues so complex are 

the debates concerning the prophet's mental state, the state of the literary archive, and beyond that, the 

question of whether the prophet was a writer, a performer of street theatre, or a .  actual living sign that a 

straightforward reading of the text indicates. In Rendtorff s view, an answer to this essential biographical 

question is impossible. 

" The manifestation of YHWH outside of Israel is not new to the traditions. The Abraham story begins in Ur of the 
Chaldeans, m d  cirher there or in Haran, Abraham encounters YHWH (Gen 11:3 1-121). The Exodus narrative 
similarly celebrates the theophanic manifestations of YHWH in victory over Pharaoh, his divine adversary, the sea 
(which is also capable of being rl divine foe), and at Sinai. The wars of YHWH in which the ark is vic:orious over 
the Philistines demonstrates YHWH's sovereignty is not confined to Israelite or Judean boundaries (1 Samuel 5-6). 
Certainly Ezekiel knew these and other traditions describing YHWH as lord of the world. Yet while he might 
theoretically affirm the reality the old theologies of multiple temples understood, that YHWH might manifest 
himself anywhere, YHWH had chosen to make himself cultically avaihble only in Jerusalem. By Ezekiel's time 
Jerusalem was understood to be the centre of the world, and the Temple the focal point of earth and heaven. With 
the Temple in Jerusalem still standing at the time of his initial vision, Ezekiel can be understood to have been 
ovenvhelrned by the completely unexpected theophany. Not that any theophany is to be understood as mundane. 
Yet even more overwhelming is the message which eventually comes to him. YHWH has set aside his residential 
rights in his house, and has decided to move east. 

IS "[All] ... indications are of reasonabie freedom, of settlement in communities - perhaps engaged in work for the 
Babylonians, but possibly simply engaged in normal agricultural life - of the possibility of marriage, of the 
orderins of their own affairs, of relative prosperity" Peter Ackroyd: E d e  and Resroration. A Study of Hebrew 
Thought of rhe Sirrll Century B.C. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1975) 32. 
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The book of  Ezekiel is such a complex and artistic composition that it is virtually 
impossible to discover much from it about the person of the prophet. It emerges from 
1: 1-3 that he was a priest and was among those deported to Babylon fiom Judah in 597. 
23: 15ff. mentions a sign-action he performed on the death of his wife. It is as uncertain 
whether this is to be understood in biographical terms as whether the abnormal physical 
states like temporary dumbness (3:25-27; 33:21f.) and immobility (4:4-8) which are 
depicted as sign-actions can be interpreted as manifestations of iUness and whether the 
sometimes eccentric sign-actions and expressions, like clapping hands, stamping feet, etc. 
(6:ll; 21:19) are symptoms of an abnormal personality. At the latest by the 
transportation scenes, in which the prophet is carried to and fro between Babylon and 
Jerusalem (8:3; 1 1 :24; 40: 1 f.), psychological and biographical explanations are 
automatically ruled our. The ingredients of the portrait of the prophet as presented by the 
book of Ezekiel can no longer be analyzed." 

On the other hand, the astute observation from a literary critical approach reminds us that it is "not the 

quantity of biographical material that is significant, but its placement'' which is of signifi~ance.'~ The 

biographical material is used to shape the entire archive. 

Of  all the challenges to the biographical details of the prophet's life, that which is in many ways the most 

profound has developed around a hypothesis for an original Jerusalem milieu for the prophet's oracles 

concerning the destruction of  Jerusalem. This resolution to the "problem" of Ezekiel's visions of Jerusalem 

has not gained general acceptance.'' Yet the argument that the book of Ezekiel might be so heavily edited 

concerning such essential biographical matters has led to all sorts of conclusions which it is unnecessary to 

rehearse here. Similarly, the problems of the Jerusalem visions can lead to the conclusion that the 

prophetic message is not intended for those who remain in Jerusalem at all. Fohrer, for example, argues: "If 

Ezekiel lived in Babylonia and exercised his prophetical ministry there, it is no longer possible to state that 

he was enrmsted with a message for Jerusalem, to which he spoke from Babylonia, although he continually 

dwelt on its fate. He understood his mission as being esciusively to the Judean exiles; he was to dash their 

hopes for Jerusalem's deliverance and alleviate their dread of its destruction."" 

Yet does a Babylonian locale for Ezekiel's visionary program dictate that his message of doom for 

Jerusalem is merely a literary or editorial fiction? Can it be said that his focus on  the hture role of the 

'' Rolf Rendtorff: The Old Testament. An /ntrodtrccion (Philadelphia: Fortress, I9SG) 214. 

'O Joel Rosenberg: 'Jeremiah and Ezekiel,' 184-206, in Robert Alter and Frank Kermode (eds.): The Literary Guide to 
the Bible (Cambridge: Han1ard, 1987) 200. 

" Bertholct's 1936 commentary claims Ezekiel worked in Jerusatem until 587, then anived in Babylon with the second 
deportation. The idea was not compietely new, but brought the option into focus for contemporary biblical 
scholarship. Yet there is no need to think Ezekiel could not know and describe Jerusalem events from memory and 
through continuing contacts with the city. Cf. Harrison: htrodmtion 834; GottwaId: A Light 383; J. Alberto Soggin: 
Introduction to the Old Testament. From its Origins to the Closittg of the Alexandrian Canon (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1976) 302 and Fohrer: Inrroducfion 407. 

" Fohrer: Introducfion 407. 
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exilic community necessitates a lack of communication of his message to Jerusalem, or to those remaining 

in Judah? Could word of his message not be communicated either directly or indirectly through the 

ongoing communication with the city? And what of the role of the former elite of the city? Are not their 

fortunes still cIosely tied to the fate of the homeland capital? 

2) The "psyche" of the prophet 

For many modern readers, discomfort with and alienation from the prophetic archive begin with the initial 

chapter's almost incomprehensible picture of an unfamiliar divine realm, and are further stirred by the 

prophet's declarations. Ezekiel states he "fell on his face" - cast himself to the ground (Ezekiel 1:25) - 

had "a spirit enter into me and set me on my feet," and was commanded by God to eat a scroll and did so 

(3: 1-3). The recurring theophany and the prophetic declaration that the completion of the initial vision left 

him "stunned, for seven days" cement feelings of ~neas iness .~  By now, the reader has only read the 

introduction to the book and its message. Still to come are accounts of eating food cooked on dung (4: 12- 

15), swashbuckling battles with portions of hair cast into the wind after it has been cut from his head with a 

sword, and then weighed and apportioned (5-6) amid discussions of such matters as cannibatism and 

pestilence. These constitute a half dozen chapters which could raise a film version's rating from PG to X. 

Yet what are we dealing with in these "autobiographical" descriptions? Are we to understand the passages 

literally or literarily? The "answers" vary. For example, considering the fearures under consideration, 

Gottwald writes: 

In the most controversial detail of the vision Ezekiel beholds the death of Pelatiah, one of 
the hostile elders ( 1 1 : 1,13). The prophet might easily have remembered the pagan 
religious intrusions into the temple from his own experience before deportation, but how 
could he see the death of Pelatiah when he was hundreds of miles away? If there is an 
answer it must belong in that debatable sphere of parapsychic phenomena. EzekieI was 
gifted with second sight or clairvoyance so that he could see events beforehand and at a 
distance, yet he himself was convinced that he had seen Pelatiah's death in person. In the 
light of the personality revealed in the book and the unquestioned fact that unusual 
psychic powers have Seen clinicdly observed, the best account of the mysterious 'trip' to 
Jerusalem is that it was an experience of levitation and clair~oyance.'~ 

'-' While various expianations are posited to elucidate the initial chapters most see it as essential to understanding the 
prophet. For example Soggin notes: 'The vision which marked his call almost ovenvhelmed him, and the divine 
power excited in him phenomena which were at the same time both mysterious and disconcerting" Soggin: 
In~rodrccfion 306. 

'* Gotnvald: 11 Ltgh  331-382- At the same time Gotnvald is concerned to root Ezekiel in the mainstream of 
prophetic tradition: "Unlike the distraught Saul, Ezekiel was accepted by his peers and made immense social and 
religious contributions to his people, which they quickly recognized. This is possible for an eccentric but not for a 
madman or psychological misfit" 382. Also cf. Soggin: lnrrodrtction 303. 
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Others have sought to explain the prophet's knowledge of Palestinian events by regarding his declarations 

as prophecy ex eventu or in the relocation of Ezekiel to PaIestine until the fall of Jerusalem, It is 

encouraging to see the move of contemporary scholarship away from such facile responses as "mental 

illness" to a more nuanced perception of the prophetic corpus as derived from a cornpiex and enigmatic 

personality.3 In part this reflects a closer examination of the features of the text, as Boadt rightly 

concludes: 

Ezekiel shows strong tendencies toward psychic powers and an older style of prophetic 
behavior which includes dreams, trances, ecstasy and fantastic visions ... Because of 
these kinds of behavior, many commentators have called Ezekiel a psychotic person, or 
at least highly neurotic. But they miss an important factor -by doing popular 
psychoanalysis on the prophet. All of his actions and visions draw on very old traditional 
language used by prophets in earlier centuries. Elijah and EIisba stories often refer to the 
work of the spirit of God or of the hand of the Lord. Visions and ecstasy are recorded for 
prophets in the days of both Samuel and Elijah. Mmy of his own words of warning or 
judgment are borrowed from the old curses attached to treaties, or from covenant 
ceremonies of one type or another ... In short, Ezekiel was not crazy, he was very 
skillfully tryins to recreate a sense of trust that God still worked as he always had, and 
that he stilt spoke with as much authority and power as he always had. This was no easy 
task ...'6 

A critical observation is the authority which accorded Ezekiel in the text, despite the bizarre 

disturbing descriptions of his prophetic activity. The text makes it clear that he still enjoys the respect of 

the community elders, even if at times they categorize his work as "art" of some sort: Then 1 said, "Ah 

'' The scope of E~ek~e l ' s  kno~virdge marks him as a unique individual, if we take the archive as reprcsentativc of the 
person denoted as author. Greenberg rightly regards this as one of the critical challenges to insightful work on the 
text in the preface to volume 2 of his commentary. "One set of dificulties stems from the encyclopedic range of 
Ezekiel's references. Since he was a priest, and therefore trained in the traditions and literature of his people, we 
may suppose that in principle everything contained under the rubrics 'literature' and 'traditions' in the sixth century 
BCE kingdom of Iudah was accessible to him. And in fact he does allude to almost every genre of Israelite literature 
known from the Bible ... Beside the literary allusions, the prophet's familiarity with a wide range of realia (not 
mentioned elsewhere in the Bible) appears repeatedly: e.g., the events attending childbirth, smelting processes, 
brothel argot, the construction and crew of a Tyrian ship, Tyre's trade, the ethnic components of Egypt's army, and 
Egypt's main cities ... Especially difficult ro assess is the extent of the prophet's use of non-Israelite culture 
material. Was he familiar, e.g. with Mesopotamian iconography (in connection with the chariot vision); with 
Assyrian royal inscriptions (in connection with depictions of battlefield corpses; with native mythical representation 
of Egypt's king?" Greenberg, 2, 3'95-396. Also Rosenberg 195. 

'" Childs summarizes the overall impact of the psychoanalytical approach: "Various theories have been suggested to 
explain the peculiarities of Ezekiel's ecstatic behavior in terms of psychological disturbances or physical illness ... 
but in genera1 these attempts have met with little positive reception by critical commentators and have left only an 
indirect influence on the history of research" Childs: Inlroduction to the Old Testantenr as Scripture (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1979) 359. For similar concIusions cf. Cassem: 'Ezekiel's Psychotic Personality .. .'; and more recently 
Block: I ,  10- 1 1. Also Lawrence Boadt: Reading rhe Old Testament. An Introdtxtion (New York: Paulist, 1984) 387, 
Harrison: Inrroducrioti 850-85 I ,  Soggin: Introdrtction 306. 

Having said this, analyses of Ezekiel as abnormal persist. David Halperin: Seeking Ezekiel. Text and PsycImlogy 
(University Park: Penn State University Press, 1993) argues that Ezekiel is characterized by a deeply buried rage 
against women, as well as  an even more vehement anger towards men which results from chitdhood abuse. The 
more things change, the more they remain the same. 
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LORD God! they are saying of me, 'Is he not a maker of allegories?"' (20:49)." This observation is quite 

interesting in that it suggests a certain level of ambivalence toward the prophet's message, an ambivalence 

which sees a distinction between "art" and "reality."'8 

Both prophetic and priestly roles however, have a history in which separation from the "normal" aspects of 

social structure and convention are often a part of daily Iife. Could such roles have developed among other 

Judeans a certain tolerance for idiosyncratic behavior not afforded to others? And what light might 

submersion in Babylonian cutture offer'? Clearly, magical rites, divination and other rituals may offer 

further close parallels to such symbolic behavior as we frnd in Ezekiel. The community of exiles associated 

with Ezekiel was located in the vicinity of Nippur, a major religions site founded by about 5,000 BC, and 

in almost continuous use until 800 AD." 

To many, one of the most problematic of these "biographical" features is the motif of prophetic silence 

indicated at the beginning and end of the first half of the book (3:25-27; 2427). 

It is difficult to accept that the prophet was actually silent for the three years 588-585, 
since at least four of the dates attached to oracles fall in that period, much less to believe 
that he did not preach at all from the moment of his call in 592 until 585. Either scenario 
would cast Yahweh as a supreme 'double binder' who commands the prophet to speak 
messages that he is physically prevented from delivering. Nonetheless, it is probable that 
Ezekiel experienced periodic and recurrent difficulties in bringing himself to speak his 
grim message, which may help to explain his frequent resort to symbolic action and 
strong physical gestures." 

But is such a physical silencing necessitated by the 1mguage?" The "call" narrative to which this 

description forms a concIusion, suggests rather a symbolic silencing of the prophet, a denouncement of 

profane speech in order that the gravity of the call of the watchman (3: 17-2 1) and of the one whose mouth 

- - 

" Hebrew 21 5 .  According to BDB the phrase means "one telling parables, or speaking poetry." 

"Apparently Ezekiel passed back and forth between the mundane and the ecstatic with a facility unequaled by most 
mystics, for how else can we explain the great influence that he had upon his contemporaries?" Gottwald: A Light 
386. Twenty-five years later, his conclusicsls are much the same: cf. Norman Gottwaid: Ttle Hebrew Bible. A Socio- 
Literno* /ntroducrion (Phihdelphirt: Fortress, 19S5) 492. 

" "Ezekiel's visions grew mostly out of concrete situations: (1)  a storm cioud form the north (chap. I), (2) the sight of 
apostasy at the temple (chaps. 8-10), (3) the g-im remains of an old battlefield (37:l-10). Only his vision of 
restoration (chaps. 40-48) lacks this concreteness; it seem to be rooted in his past remembrances and his 
contemplations of the future" Brownlee: xxxiii. 

I9 Cf. Richard Zcnler: The Ur IiI Temple of Inanna at Nippttr. Tlle Operation and Organizatiom of Urban Religious 
/ td[ut iot~s  in Mesopotanlia in [he Late Third Millennium B. C. (Berlin: Reimer Verlag, 1 992) 5.  

'* Gomvald: The Hebrew Bible 486. 

" Childs thinks not: "Whatever Ezekiel's dumbness may once have entailed, the motif within the present canonical 
context serves to limit the prophet's preaching rather than to silence him completely" Chitds: Introduction 365. 
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is filled with the word of God (3:I-4) might be emphasized." The message he is to deliver must be 

consumed, and is anticipated to be bitter (3:3). The prophet is given a document symbolically written on 

both sidesV3' that is, overflowing with "words of lamentation and mourning and woe" (2:10). Though the 

prophet is described as physically set apart in this passage - "As for you, mortal, cords shall be placed on 

you, and you shall be bound with them, so that you cannot go out among the people; and I will make your 

tongue cling to the roof of your mouth, so that you shall be speechless and unable to reprove them" (3:25- 

26) -he is still able to communicate when he functions in a prophetic role. ''When I speak with you, 1 will 

open your mouth, and you shall say to them, 'Thus says the LORD God"' (3:27).'" 

The call narrative repeatedly speaks of the character of Israel as "a nation of rebels" (23)  or a "rebelIious 

house" (2:7, 8; 3:9, 26, 27). This second phrase repeatedly appears in the first half of the book (cf. 12:2, 3, 

9, 25; 17:2; 24:3) but is absent from the second half of Ezekiel. After the fall of Jerusalem and the arrival 

of the messenger marking this disaster (24:26), the prophet is able to engage in normal conversation once 

again?' "On that day your mouth shall be opened to the one who has escaped, and you shall speak and no 

longer be silent. So you shall be a sign to them; and they shall know that I am the LORD" (24:27).36 

The essential conclusion to all of this is that the book makes sense. There is no need to see the main 

character as delusional, or psychotic, nor is it helphl to attempt to psychoanalyze his persona from a 

distance of two and a half rniI1ennia. A contextual reading of the text can help us to discover ways in which 

his behavior and actions, though unusual, might be understood." 

Blenkinsopp observes: "The assumption behind the image is that these events are known to God and, so to say, 
written in his book, an idea reminiscent of the Tablets of Destiny of ancient Mesopotamia and hinted at elsewhere in 
the Hcbrew Bible (Ps. 139:lG; Dan. 7:lO)" 24. Thc vision of the scrolI/call thus "exemplifies once again that 
mysterious process by which traditional materials -accounts of previous prophetic cornmissionings and the actual 
words of 3 prophetic predecessor (Jer. 15: 16) - are appropriated and transmuted by intense personal experience. I t  
also illuminates how, with Ezekiel, prophecy is in process of transformation into a literary activity" 25. 

Normally, only one side of a scroll was used as a writing surface. A similar motif appears in Exodus 32: 15 where 
Moses is given tablets written on both sides by God. Later other analogies to Ezekiel as a Moses figure wiil be 
made. 

However we understand the situation, as we will see, the liceray effect is clear. "Precisely at the moment in which 
the news of the disaster reaches him, Ezekiel's tongue is loosened to proclaim new life and the conditions necessary 
for sustaining it" Blenkinsopp: 6. 

"Our sense of paradox is compounded in chapter 3 ... He is first told that, a s  a watchman over Israel, he is personally 
responsible for the fate of his chargcs shouId he fail to warn one who is capable of repentance (3: 17-21). He is then 
told (392-27) that he is to keep silent and remain within his house ... Several times further in the book (see 24:27, 
29:21, 33:22), the prophet's dumbness is alluded to, and we must appreciate the puzzle in the fact that though 
prophetic messages flow aplenty rh~ough the prophet during his entire alleged period of silence ... some aspect of 
that ministry is held unrealized, is judged or ordained to be a type of muteness ... Understanding the book in this 
manner helps make clear much that is othenvise peculiar about its contents or design" Rosenberg: 197. 

Brownlee: xxxiv. 

37 The most problematic of these features, the message seemingly directed to Jerusalem but delivered to the community 
in exile in Babylon is not incomprehensible. Various solutions can make sense of this. The addresses might be 
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3) The question of literary unity and genre 

The essential shape of the book of Ezekiel has also been a matter of  debate. Clearly modeled as a literary 

whole, the parts of the book are linked together by repetition, cross referencing of themes and motifs, and 

by an overall program which will be outlined and analyzed in light of  ancient Near Eastern iconographic 

programs. .4s we have already noted, there is no doubt that some level of editorial activity has taken place 

within the archive. But what is the extent and nature of this editorial shaping? And who is responsible for 

it?" 

Various attempts to reconstruct a credible Ezekiel within a radically reduced core of the 
book were not satisfactory. The literary analyses were arbitrary, disregarding the 
distinctive stylistic cohesion of the work, and frequently dictated in advance by the 
expurgated version of Ezekiel favored by the analyst ... The key to the book and to the 
prophet lies then somewhere between the simplistic notion of the book's unity and a 
splintering dissection that bypasses the nature of the traditions and the subtleties of 
Ezekiel's synthesis of  judgment and ~alvation.~' 

The literary shaping and repetition and development of the essential structure of the text give the whole 

work a unity and coherence that is lacking in most of the other prophetic collections. We know that 

Jeremiah prepared a collection of his oracles which it was possible to reconstruct after its destruction 

(Jeremiah 36:28). There is no reason Ezekiel could not have done likewise. The biographical data, as 

sketchy as it might first appear, allows for the oracles concerning the fall of Jerusalem and those against the 

tbreign nations to have been shaped into a coherent literary form, to which is attached a final vision of the 

restored Jerusalem. We will return to consider these chronological notations after we look at some larger 

structural issues. 

understood as rhetorical, and intended for the exilic audience. The shift of attention to the exilic community can be 
understood as a second phase in the prophetic career. Or the message was intended for all who had a stake in historic 
Israel. Nevertheless, it is "probable that his entire prophetic career was spent in the Babylonian diaspon. His 
intimate knowledge of what was happening in ludah some seven hundred miles distant does not, in any case, 
invalidate this conclusion. Close contacts were maintained with the homeland by exchange of correspondence (e-g. 
Jer. 29) and no doubt aIso by visits back and forth" Blcnkinsopp: 9. 

'' Grcenberg has been criticized for his conservative views on the authorship of Ezekiel, but the scholarly attempts at 
reconstructing an "original Ezekiel" are equally numbing. As Greenberg notes, "It is doubtful that there can be 
found five consecutive verses on which all critics agree that they stem from the sixth-century exilic prophet" 
Greenberg: 1. 396. Views range from conclusions which see the whole as stemming from the prophet - "the work 
as a whole bears the decided imprint of a single personality" (Harrison: inrrodrtction 838) - to those which 
postulate a plethora of editors and editorial insertions. 

Zimmerli's contributions to the understanding of Ezekiel are not to be underestimated. His thorough critical analysis 
of the text using form critical and tradition historical analysis cannot be dispensed with or ignored by any serious 
students of the book. Childs raises concerns that by assessing much of the text as commentary, Zimmerli has 
substituted his own reconstructed basic text for the canonical Hebrew text. Childs: lnrrodnction 359,370. 

39 Gottwald: T/,e Hebrew Bible 483-484. 

Harrison: frrrrodrtcrion 839-840. 
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As we have seen, the book is clearly marked by a linking between the call of the prophet, the declaration of 

the prophet's muteness, and the re-opening of the prophet's mouth. The notations in chapters 2 and 24 

serve to mark off the first section of the book, and form an inclusion in which oracles concerning the fall of 

Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple feature prominently. We might even consider the implication 

that the scroll full of "lamentation and mourning and woe" has now been communicated in full. The 

section concludes with the statement "you shall be a sign to them and they shall know that I am the LORD" 

(2427) .  The final statement in which Ezekiel is designated "a sign" is a description of what is to be the 

prophetic response to the death of his own wife: "Mortal, with one blow I am about to take away from you 

the delight of your eyes; yet you shall not mourn or weep, nor shall your tears run down. Sigh, but not 

aloud; make no mourning for the d e a d  (24: 16- 17). 

When asked: "Will you not tell us what these things mean for us, that you are acting this way?'(24: 19), the 

prophetic response is: "Thus says the LORD God: I will profane my sa~~ctuary, the pride of your power, the 

delight of your eyes, and your heart's desire; and your sons and your daughters whom you left behind shall 

fall by the sword. And you shall do as I have done ... Thus Ezekiel shall be a sign to you; you shall do just 

as he has done. When this comes, then you shall know that I am the LORD God" (24:2 I-22,24). 

At the same time we are invited to take a second look at the shaping of 2-24 by the link made with 33:21- 

22. The fact that chapters 3 and 33 also serve to frame a large section of the book serves as well to suggest 

we read and reread the section - or put another way, we are called to rethink the structure of the book 

almost as soon as a structure is applied. 

This description of Ezekiel's actions as "a sign" provides a Iink to a tenninologica1 marker which is 

featured three times in the first half of the book to designate specific and bizarre behavior as "living 

symbolism," It is not without justification that some have regarded Ezekiel's sign actions as a sort of street 

theatre. In fact, the possibility exists that we read Ezekiel's "muteness" as a suggestion that the whole 

oracle sequence was presented as mime or street theatre, the literary description serving 3s an explication 

of the drama. Or could an orator have read a script like a Greek chorus? Yet another option is that we 

might think of the entire process as literary rather than literal?" Whatever we envisage as the solution to 

" Fohrer describes this as the definitive opinion of an earlier generation of scholarship. In its place he argues for "an 
intimate association of oral proclamation and written preservation. Oral proclamation is suggested by 24-7; 3:4-7, 
IGb-21; 8:l; 11:25; 14:l; 20:1; 215 (Eng. 20:49); 24:19-24; 33:30-33. Unlike the other prophets, however, Ezekiel 
probably wrote down his sayings and reports himself rather than relying on oral tradition ... Some think in terms of 
a Iong process involving many hands (Freedman); others ascribe the process to an 'editor' (May) or to a particuIar 
circle of disciples (van den Born, Zimmerli), whose expansions, enrichments, and exegetical con~butions have 
more or less overgown the words of Ezekiel. Some take as their point of departure a kind of proto-scroll composed 
by Ezekiel, into which sayings and passages were interpolated from his other extant writings or from the memory of 
his disciples and hearers; the whole was later consciously supplemented (von Rabenau)" Fohrer: Introduction 4 10- 
41 1. 
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the problem42 the present shape of the archive includes an initial sign act after the call of the prophet (4:3), 

a similar motif at the approximate midpoint (12:6), and a final symbolic command (24:24), echoed in a 

concluding statement (24:27). The motif is not used in the second half of the book. This fiaming device 

serves to shape our understanding of all the materials in the section, while at the same time binding the 

whole together by utilizing the metaphor of the prophet as a living sign. 

Such clear marking of the midpoint has caused a number to suggest this bifurcation of the book may be 

reflected in the fact that Josephus attributes two books to the prophet Ezekiel." 

Brotvdee suggested what might be an even better arrangement whereby the second 
volume of the bifid would commence at Ezekiel 24: 1 or 24: 15, thereby dealing with 
Jerusalem as a beginning rather than with foreign nations. According to this pattern the 
antithesis between the destroyed and restored Temple would be embraced by the 
beginning and the end of the second scroll. It would have the further merit of placing the 
second and Final mention of the name of Ezekiel (Ezek. 24:24) at the commencement of 
the second portion of the work, and as such would be analogous in pattern to the renewed 
claim to authorship made by Thucydides in his History (V, 26) at the probable beginning 
of the second roll of his workaU 

Regardless of our conclusions about a division of the book into two scrolls, we need to return to the 

observable editorial shaping of the book. We have noted that the reference to the prophet as a sign in 24:27 

serves as a marker of the end of this section. Yet at the same time the other portion OF the concluding 

sentence provides a bridge over this marker. The bridging motif is the declaration "they shall know that I 

am the LORD," an affirmation which is used in both halves of Ezekiel. This statement appears in 6:7, 10, 

13, 14; 7:4, 9, 27; 11:10, 12; 12:15, 16; 13:9, 14, 21, 23; 14:8; 15:7; 16:62; 20:12, 20, 26, 38, 42, 44; 

22: LO; 23:49 and 24:27 in the first half of the book. Each of these usages marks disaster and death as a 

means of identification of YKWH's sovereignty. The cumulative effect of this repetition is to mark the 

coming destruction as both judgment and theophany." The motif continues into the second half of the 

book, marking in the "oracles against the nations" the same essential message of YHWH's glorious 

theophany and the subsequent revelation offered by death and destruction (255, 7, 11, 17; 26:6; 28:22, 23, 

If indeed, as we have noted before, the "muteness" is a probIem at all. 

"According to Josephus, Ezekiel 'left behind him in writing two books"' Harrison: 848, quoting Josephus: AJ, X, 5, 
I .  

Hamson: /tlrroduction 845. He argued conscious construction as "a literary bifid following certain customs in 
antiquity ... helps to account in a much more satisfactory manner for some of the doublets and repetitions that 
pcrplexed earlier writers" Harrison: Introduction 848-849. 

We have certainly not exhausted these formulaic phrases, for example, we note that: "1, the Lord, have spoken" often 
concludes speech units. "Of the various extensions which the formula can undergo, its connection with the 
recognition formula 'you will (they will) know that I (am) YHWH* (5:13; 17:21; 37:14) is significant. This 
statement is one of the most frequent and characteristic elements, and permeates the whole book (outside 40-48). It 
usually has an emphatic position at the end of a speech unity (6:7,lO,I3,14; 7:2,9,27; I 1 : 10,12 etc.); often it can be 
taken as the real culmination of the divine discourse, so that it is possible to talk of a genre or proof saying, which is 
concerned with the divine 'proof of identity' (ZimrnerIi: 1957, cf. 1954)" Rendtorff: Introduction 209. 
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24, 26; 29:6, 9, 16, 21; 309, 19, 25, 26 and 32: 15). In 33:29 it is again Judah that comes to this brutal 

realization. Mount Seir serves as a metaphor for the Edomites coming to this understanding (35:4, 9, 15). 

In 36: 1 1 the motif is significantly transformed in a message to the "Mountains of Israel." For the first time 

the rhetoric is given a positive twist: "I will multiply human beings and animals upon you. They shall 

increase and be fruitful; and I will cause you to be inhabited as in your former times, and will do more 

good to you than ever before. Then you shall know that I am the LORD." The subsequent use of the 

metaphor brings "the nations" and Israel together for the first time: "I will sanctify my great name, which 

has been profaned among the nations, and which you have profaned among them; and the nations shall 

know that I am the LORD, says the LORD God, when through you I display my holiness before their eyes. I 

wit1 take you from the nations, and gather you from all the countries, and bring you into your own land" 

(36:23-24). Death and destruction have been removed from the equation. Images of the restoration of Israel 

are understood to be communicating knowledge of YHWH's sovereignty. This is signaled again by the 

rhetoric when we are told the ruined towns of Israel will "be filled with flocks of people" (36:38) and the 

dry bones of Israel's fortunes will be returned to life (37:6). The culmination of this motif is its use in the 

conclusion to the Gog and 11:agog passage (38-39): 

I will display my glory among the nations; and all the nations shall see my judgment 
which I have executed, and my hand that I have laid on them. The house of IsraeI shall 
know that I am the LORD their God, from that day forward. And the nations shall know 
that the house of Israei went into captivity for their iniquity, because they dealt 
treacherously with me. So I hid my face from them and gave them into the hand of their 
adversaries, and they all fell by the sword. I dealt with them according to their 
uncleanness and their transgressions, and hid my face from them. (39:21-24). 

The nations and Israel witness the sovereignty of Y H W  over all human affairs. Then these two aspects of 

the motif are brought together in a manner which serves to further link the relationship with the first half of 

the book. The initial sign the prophet is to enact involves what appears to be a reversal of the priestly 

blessing instituted in Numbers 6:24-26. There we learn that Aaron and his sons are to bless the Israelites by 

invoking the blessing: 

The LORD bless you and keep you; 
the LORD make his face to shine upon you, and be gracious to you; 
the LORD lift up his countenance upon you, and give you peace. 

The enacted sign described in Ezekiel 4:l-3 serves as a counterpoint to the manner in which the priests 

were "to put my name on the Israelites, and I will bless them" (Numbers 6:27). The prophet who is a priest 

represents YHWH and the invocation of blessing. Between himself and a model of Jerusalem, is an iron 

skillet, This serves as a impenetrable barrier, making it impossible for the face of YHWH to "shine" upon 

the inhabitants of the city. In the blessing the metaphor of the smiling face is, of course, a symbol of a 

relationship between YHWH and his people. Now the relationship is broken. Graciousness and peace are 
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also clearly distant. The enacted message of the besieged brick is not one of preservation, but of 

destruction, not of peace but of sword. The elaborations on this which follow serve to nuance and clarify 

the motif. Chapter 39, as we have seen returns thematically to the hidden face of YHWH. The command 

"set your face" is repeated first in 4:3, but is picked up as a refrain in 4:7; 6:2; 13:17; 14:8; 15:7; 20:46; 

21:2; 25:2; 28:21; 29:2; 35:2 and 38:2 to describe prophetic pronouncements against both Israel and the 

nations. Again, the bridging effect of the rhetoric is to be noted. 

The face of God has been hidden, though the face of the deity has symbolically been set against them. In 

20:35 a face to face meeting is predicted in which judgment gives way to mercy. The links with the 

imagery we are considering at the end of chapter 39 are difficult to miss: 

"As I live ... I will be king over you. I will bring you out from the peoples and gather you 
out of the countries where you are scattered, with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm, 
and with wrath poured out; and I will bring you into the wilderness of the peoples, and 
there I will enter into judgment with you face to face ... I will purge out the rebels among 
you ... Then you shall know that I am the LORD" (20:33-35,38). 

The intersection of themes is unmistakable. Judgment is transformative and theophanic. The entire world is 

able to attest to the ultimate rule of YHWH as divine emperor. The theophanic character of this program is 

also marked by the use of knbod, a key term in the book. "I will display my glory among the nations" 

( 3 9 2  1 ). The conclusion of chapter 39 sets the stage for the Final vision of the book, a restored land, while 

at the same time, the section provides a programmatic model for the entire book: 

"Now I will restore the fortunes of Jacob, and have mercy on the whole house of Israel; 
and I will be jealous for my holy name. They shall forget their shame, and all t!-ie 
treachery they have practiced against me, when they live securely in their land with no 
one to make them afraid, when I have brought them back from the peoples and gathered 
them from their enemies' lands, and through them have displayed my holiness in the 
sight of many nations. Then they shall know that I am the LORD their God because I sent 
them into exile among the nations, and then gathered them into their own land. I will 
Ieave none of them behind; and I will never again hide my face from them, when I pour 
out my spirit upon the house of Israel, says the LORD God" (39:25-29). 

The stage is set for the new worId described in 40-48.% 

The cross referencing is also clear in the theophanic portions 1-3, 8-1 I and 43 which are clearly linked by 

annotations of the relationships between these sections (8:4, 10:20-22; 33:3):' or by internal The 

'" It is often argued that the last section, 40-48, is an independent unit, either composed by the prophet and appended to 
the collection, either by himself or an editor, or by a disciple of Ezekiel's. In either case, the canonicaI shaping of 
the archive includes this vision as an integral part of the overall program attributed to the prophet. "A second part of 
the plan is laid out in chapters 40-48. These are written in a prose style that may be from a disciple of Ezekiel but 
certainly foIlow the master's thought" Boadt: Reading 396. Blenkinsopp: 194. 
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use of the term kabod also provides a motif which overarches the entire work, and which figures heavily 

into the programmatic message. In fact, the "glory" marks the initial vision in 1:2S; 3:12 and 23. This 

metaphor which is part of the theophanic appearance of YHWH will be discussed further, but for now, its 

significance is to be noted as marking the appearance of YE-fWH in Babylon. Chapters 8-1 1 use the tenn to 

reference the departure of YHWH From within the Temple, to the outskirts of the city and indeed, the land 

to the east (8:4: 9:3: 10:4, 18- 19 and 1192-23). In 43:2-5, the departure is reversed and YHWH again is 

resident in a Jerusalem temple. In 435 and 44:4 the glory of YE-IWH again fills the temple, as it had the 

original temple built by Solomon ( t Kings 8: 10-1 1). This time, however, the residence is marked as 

permanent by a closing of the gate of the temple: "This [east] gate shall remain shut; it shalI not be opened, 

and no one shall enter by it; for the LORD, the God of Israel, has entered by it; therefore it shall remain 

shut" (44:2). The larger description of the program of restoration in 40-48 makes clear what is implied in 

39:2 1, that the glory of the Lord will be displayed before all nations. As we will see, the restored temple of 

47: 1- 12 is to be understood as the centre of the world. The term kabod is used elsewhere only to describe 

the failure of Egypt to live up to its potential (3 1:L8), in a context where the utilization of Edenic language 

reminds us of both the similar failure of Tyre (28:ll) and of the failure of the original Jerusalem Temple 

(ch LO), viewed in the iconography and the literature as the centre of the world. 

Together, these references present us with the following scenario. The work begins with the appearance of 

YHWH to the prophet in Babylon. The doorway to the divine throneroom indicates both the presence of 

YHWH with the exiIic community, and serves as a reminder that YHWH is not a parochial deity confined 

to the hills of Judea. We are then called to witness the vacating of his palace/temple by YHWH, who leaves 

in an easterly direction. The restoration of the temple in JerusaIem, the new cosmic centre of the world, is 

not affirmed until the message of human failure to live up to YHWH's expectations is f U y  explored. The 

solution to the problem of human failure is outlined twice in the book. The first time it is presented in the 

midst of a legal argument appealing to Israel to choose life. "Repent and turn from all your transgressions; 

othenvise iniquity will be your ruin. Cast away from you all the transgressions that you have committed 

against me, and get yourselves a new heart and a new spirit! Why will you die, 0 house of Israel? For I 

have no pleasure in the death of anyone, says the LORD God. Turn, then, and live" ( 18:30-32). But such 

hopes in human choice prove futile and the second reference to a new heart and a new spirit come as an 

'The vision I saw was like the vision that [ had seen when he came to destroy the city, and like the vision that I had 
seen by the river Chebar" (43:3). The response is also consistent: the prophet falls facedown and is lifted by the 
spirit (43:3-5). 

48 Within chapters 1-3, a second theophany is experienced by Ezekiel, and is linked back to the initial vision (332-27). 
"The visions, too, form a span behveen the first and the third parts. At the beginning the prophet sees the 'glory' 
(kabod) of YHWH, while he is among the exiles in Babylonia ( I :  l ff.); then he is carried off to Jerusalem and there 
sees the kabod of YHWH a second time (chs. 8-1 I ) ,  first of all within the temple, and then going out of the city, on 
the 'hill which lies east of the city' (1 1 :22f.); finally, he is wimess to the return of the kabod to the temple 'from the 
east' (43: lff.). In the last passage reference is explicitly made to the two previous appearances of the kabod (43:3)" 
Rendtorff: rnrroducrion 2 10. 
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affirmation of YHWHTs intent to reestablish Israel - in spite of themselves. "A new heart I will give you, 

and a new spirit I will put in you; and I will remove from your body the heart of stone and give you a heart 

of flesh. I will put my spirit within you, and make you follow my statutes and be carehl to observe my 

ordinances. Then you shall live in the land that I gave to your ancestors; and you shall be my people and I 

shall be your God" (36:26-28). 

"Ezekiel is one of the most highly ordered books in the Yet despite this fact, the complex literary 

structures within the book are highly sophisticated. and allow a number of breakdowns of the material. A 

second clearly defined structure allows us to divide the archive into three clear sections: 

oracles of judgment on Judah and Jerusalem 1-24 

oracles of judgment on foreign nations 25-32 

oracles of salvation for Israel 33-48. " 

As we have already noted, individual parts are linked together in many ways. Thematically, we have seen a 

number of cross-linking devices which allow and encourage the focusing and refocusing of ideas, images 

and metaphors. We will look at these literary aspects in hrther detail in the following section. For now, the 

use of dating motifs will provide an important reference point in the discussion. " Yet the chronological 

indicators are not without problems: 

'9 Borldt: Reading 3 SS 

Cf. Rendtorff: ln~roduction 209. Eissfeldt and Wciser argue that Ezekiel composed hvo first hand reports/journals, 
one concerning Jerusalem and Israel, the other Tyrt and Egypt, which when combined and other Ezekiel materials 
were added. comprised the book. Fohrer arzues the material is original to Ezekiel but contends the overall 
organization is not. He envisions the formation of minor collections to which the chronological structure is applied 
prior to the final insertion of the collection of oracles against the nations and the arrangement into a three part 
scheme. Fohrer: Inrroducrion 4 1 1. 

This chronological chart of dates in EzekieI is taken from Boadt (Reading: 389). 

5th year 
5th year 
6th 
7th 
9th 
1 lth 
10th 
27th 

July 593 
July 593 
Sept 592 
Aug 59 1 
Jan 588 
587-586 
Jan 587 
Apr 571 

vision/call 
watchman 
vision of judgment of Jerusalem 
prophecy on the new Exodus 
siege of Jerusalem begins 
prophecy vs. Tyre 
prophecy vs. Egypt as ally 
prediction of Egypt's capture 

30:20 1 lth April 587 Egypt with broken arms 
31:l 1 lth June 587 Egypt as felled nee 
32: 1 12th Mar 585 Funeral lament over pharaoh 
3217 12th Mar 585 Pharaoh's descent into Sheol 
3321 12th Jan 585 News of Jerusalem's capture 
40:l 25th Oct 573 Vision of new Temple 
1 : 1 30th year 593? 

On the final item he comments: "This is the general heading for the whole book and may be dated as 1) 30th year from 
Josrah's reform in G22; 2) Ezekiel's age in 593; 3) 30th year of his call to be a prophet (563); 4) 30th year of 
Jehoiachin as king (568)." Boadt observes: "The plan is very carefully modeled on the Book of Joshua which tells of 
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1) the material is not uniformly in chronologicaI order, 

2) oracles are not always given a chronological marker, and 

3) as a result the boundaries intended by the chronological indicators are impreci~e.~' 

Thus while the chronological notations serve as obvious indicators of the fact that we should consider the 

literary goals of the text, the manner in which the dating formula seeks to serve specific purposes remains 

clouded. On the other hand, the dates serve to contextualize the whole archive and formally relate it to the 

reign of Nebuchadrezzar. Further, the scheme might be understood as arising from an updating or editing 

of the archive under the direction of the prophet. Thus the final vision marked as given in the 25th year 

(4045) and the latest dated oracle in the book (29: 17) coming in the 27th year o f  exile may be entered into 

a structure which is at least close to fulIy developed. Reading the dating formula in 1:l as the 30th year in 

the life of the prophet, it is not a stretch of the imagination to think that the original visionary may have 

lived long enough to reflect on and order his programmatic understanding o f  YHWH's design for history. 

Dating the formula in 1 : 1 as coming at the end of all the oracles would allow the same modifications of an 

original chronological structure, which was basically in order." 

The impression given by the form of the book that EzekieI evoked a continuing interest 
in preserving, cokcting, commenting on, and adding to his oracles is complemented by 
indications that his contemporaries consulted and dialogued with him. Elders are said to 
have come to Ezekiel at his house to 'sit before him' and 'to inquire' of Yahweh (8:l; 
14: 1; 20: 1). Assuming that in the absence of normal political leadership these elders were 
the acting heads of the exilic community where the prophet resided, this implies their 
recognition of  the authoritative calling of the prophet.u 

the holy war for the possession of the promised land. So, too, Ezekiel first preaches against the people's sins in 
order to purify them for the battle; then he denounces the power of the foreign nations and rids the holy land of its 
enemies; lastly, he portions out the land to the tribes of Israel" Boadt: Reading 389. 

5' Yet the order and detailing of the archive in contrast to other collections of prophetic materials does not resolve all 
chronological issues. Not all of the dated sections are in chronological order, nor is all the material behveen dating 
formulas necessarily from the same time. Harrison: Irrtroducrion 839. Also cf. Gotnvald: A Liglrf 385, Rendtorff 
In~roduction 208. 

53 Peckham's reconstruction of the history of the biblical traditions, History and Prophecy raises important questions 
regarding the nature of the Hebrew Bible as a literary work. Unfortunately, the book has not received the scholarly 
attention and debate it merits. In the case of Ezekiel, Peckham argues that: "Ezekiel composed his prophecy in 
Babylon as a chronicle of events surrounding the siege of Jerusalem and the ensuing revival of Israel. It begins at the 
end, with the vision that occasioned and authorized the chronicle, and it ends slightly earlier, with the vision of a 
new beginning that made sense of the intervening prophecies of doom. The chronology was problematic for those 
who lived in JerusaIem and had never heard any of his prophecies, and the chronicle was annotated to explain that, 
despite his original prophetic authorization, Ezekiel had been obliged to keep silent until after rhe fall of Jerusalem" 
Brian Peckham: History and Prophecy. The Development o/ Lore Judean Literary Trarliliorls (New York: 
Doubleday, 1993) 434. 

Peckham argues there are two edirions: "In both versions the first book is programmatic. In the first version it 
introduces the characters and the viewpoint of the chronicle. In the second version it introduces the principal images 
and ideas that will be developed bit by bit as the story progresses. In both there is startling material that commends 
further reading" Peckham: Histo,y and Proplrecy 439. 

" Gottwald: The Hebrew Bible 49 1-492. 
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Thus links to earlier prophetic materials, expansions and refinements of an original collection into a unified 

whole" as we11 as the clear internal linking of rnateria~s,'~ set Ezekiel apart from the other prophetic 

coIlections which while shaped by authorial and editorial interests do  not share the same levels of 

interrelated materials, cross referencing, or the length and prosaic nature of oracles." 

4) The utilization of high levels of symbol and metaphor 

When one begins to read Ezekiel after becoming familiar with the other collections of prophetic material 

the obvious response is to sense both continuity and discontinuity.s8 While much is familiar - many of the 

symbols and metaphors used by earlier prophets are reused, the motif of YHWH's judgment of Israel and 

Judah being based on violations of the toralz is not new, and the collection of  oracles against the nations 

certainly has predecessors - the style of writing, the length and complexity of  oracles, and the 

programmatic nature of the entire collection are immediately n~t iceable . '~  

Ezekiel's style is . .. ehborate and favors long oracles with many repetitions and literary 
allegories and images. Unlike the shorter and more direct words of  an Amos or Hosea or 
Isaiah, Ezekiel creates very dramatic picture stories, in which he uses other people's 
words, or a favorite proverb, or even pagan myths about the gods, to get his point across. 
Examples of this are the allegory of the two eagles in chapter 17, the great mythical cedar 
tree in chapter 31, or his description of Egypt as the great sea monster Leviathan in 
chapters 29 and 32. He describes the city of Tyre as a great ship sinking with all its 

55 "At times there is an explicit artempt within the canonical process to link Ezekiel's message to previous prophecies. 
38: 17 refers to the earlier prophets who foretold the coming of the enemy from the north. Ezekiel's prophecy against 
Cog and ~Magog (chs. 38f.) is then seen as fulfilling these earlier prophecies and the language of Isa. 5, Jer. 4-6, and 
Ps. 36 is brought into Ezekiel's passage to assure thc connection between prophecy and fulfillment" Childs: 
hrrodi~criot~ 368. 

"In thc face of sin and judgment Ezekicl takes up thc old prophetical exhortation to repent and return to Yahweh 
( l8:30-3 1 )" Fohrer: Inrrodrtcrion 4 17. 

56 "Even more characteristic of Ezekiel's method of internal exegesis is the interpreting and expanding of one of the 
chapters in the light of another." Such can be seen in the cross referencing of chapter 1 with chapters 8-1 1 and the 
complex relationship between iG and 23. "... this conflation is not simply a textual problem, but an intentional 
exegetical expansion" Childs: /nrrod~tccion 368. 

'' Rendtorff: Inrrod~rcrion 2 14. 

SB Rendtorff argues: "... most distinctive of all is that fact that the prophetic saying gives way completely to other 
methods of expressing the prophetic message" lnrrodiccrion 208-209. 

59 Ezekiel's distinctive language has been described as: "an expansive, idiosyncratic prose which shows clear affinities 
with the 'Priestly' parts of the Pentateuch, and in some respects also with Deuteronomistic language" Rendtorff: 
/ntrodicction 208. 

The layering of images and reinterpretations of earlier prophetic analogies. is typical of the archive. Childs: 
/ntroducrion 364; Fohrer: lnrroducriort 409. 
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cargo, and compares the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah to two sisters who choose to 
live as prostitutes (chapters 16 and 23).60 

Furthermore, as we have already noted, the biographical descriptions of the prophet as a living metaphor 

while not new, are certainly of unprecedented scope in the presentation of the collected materials. The 

metaphor of the prophet as visionary shapes the entire corpus, to the extent that the prophet ultimately 

disappears from view, as it were, merging into the vision of the new Israel at the end of the book. This 

consistent use of extended meraphors is unique. The book begins with a vision of God, which climaxes in 

the incredible realization that the God who appears enthroned in the midst of a glorious theophany is in 

anthropomorphic form. Immediately following this launching of the work, the prophet is addressed. From 

this point on, the characteristic designation for the prophet is "son of man." 6' The phrase is ubiquitous: 2: 1, 

3, 6 ,  8: 3:1, 3, 4, 10, 17, 25; 4:1, 16; 5:l; 6 2 ;  72: S : 5 ,  6 ,  15, 17; 11:2, 4, 15; 12:2, 3, 9, IS, 22, 27; 13:2, 

17; 14:3, 13; 15:2; 16:2; 172: 20:3, 4, 27, 46; 21:2, 6, 9, 12, 14, 19, 28; 22:2, 18, 24; 23:2, 36; 24:2, 16, 

25; 25:2; 262; 272; 282, 12, 21; 292, 18; 30:21; 31:2; 322, 18; 33:2, 7, 10,12, 24, 30; 342; 35:2; 36:1, 

17; 37:3, 9, 11, 16; 38:2, 14; 39:1, 17; 40:4; 43:7, 10, 18; 445;  and 47:6. As this list of references makes 

clear, the designation of the prophet by means of this circumlocution is consistent. On the other hand, 

references to the prophet by name are extremely limited ( 1 3  and 24:24), and in the first case is certainly 

editorial. The second use of the prophet's name comes almost at the end of the oracles of judgment and is 

used in a context where the prophet as metaphor is being articulated to the audience, "the house of Israel" 

as part of the word of YHWH delivered through the priestly messenger: "Thus Ezekiel shall be a sign to 

you; you shall do just as he has done. When this comes, then you shall know that I am the LORD G o d  

(24:24). 

Yet the choice of this term "son of man," rather than the more typical "man" is striking. CIearIy, the term 

designates Ezekiel as a part or representative of the human community. And the unanticipated metaphor 

serves to draw attention to the manner in which the prophet is addressed by the deity. But is more 

intended'? What is the significance of the fact that the centre of the theophanic opening is a vision of God 

as human in form, and that the dialogue with the prophet that begins at the height of that ovenvhelming 

esperience is couched in this peculiar "son of man" terminology? It would appear that the connection 

should not be easily dismissed. The overall shape of the book notes the fact that YHWH manifests himself 

as a man, plays with imagery concerning Adam ("You were in Eden" 28: 13), Eden (2733; 28: 13; 3 1 :9, 16) 

and cherubim (28: 14, 16; 4 1: 18; 9:3; 10:2, 4, 7, 9, 1 1 and by cross referencing the visions in chapters 1, 3 

and 43), and includes accounts of the failure of the king of Tyre, the Pharaoh of Egypt, and a succession of 

davidides on the throne in Jerusalem. The failure of the first king, located in the garden of Eden, centres in 

61 "Another striking peculiarity is the way in which YHWH addresses the prophet as 'Son of Man' (ben- 'adan! in the 
sense of individual man, as distinct from the collective meaning of 'adani as mankind" Rendtorff: lnfrodttction 208. 
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the declaration of his divine status (28:2). A similar indictment is offered regarding Pharaoh (29:3). While 

not spelIed out in identical language, the charges against Judean kings is that they too have not come to 

identify who is truly God. The rhetoric we have already noted declares that a point of realization will come: 

"and they shall know that I am the LORD." 

The climax of the oracles concerning the nations lists the inhabitants of the netherworld: Egypt, Assyria, 

Elam, Meshech and Tubal, Edom, Sidon, and the "princes of the nor th  (32:  17-32). The culmination is the 

"consotation of Pharaoh," a strange moment of pathos when Pharaoh sees himself and his vast, annihilated 

army have joined with the slaughtered dead of the other superpowers. The clirnav to Pharaoh's empire is 

the world of the dead! 

In the wake of this overwhelming encounter with death, the "son of man" encounters life, not through 

merit or might, but as an act of creation. The dust of fallen men leads to a promise of life. The life Force 

which animates the bones is the breath given by God which animates Adam in the garden of Eden. FinaIly, 

the book culminates in a new garden, a new centre of the world, where streams of living water flow out to 

bring Iife to the earth, this time, from beneath the very threshold of YHLVH's temple. The message of the 

"son of man" is that the old Adam has meticulously chosen death, and in doing so has jeopardized the plan 

of God, but that YHWH's program of life is not so easily cast aside. The culmination of the book is a 

description of the "son of man" touring a new garden, which is at the same time a new Israel, with a 

renewed temple, populated by transformed people, who have been raised from the very dust and given life. 

The name of the city in perpetuity, the final words of the book acclaim, is to be "The LORD is there" 

(35:35). Thus the symbolism of the book affirms the sovereignty of Y H W  from beginning to end. The 

opening theophany appears as a manifesto of YHWH's refusal to be bound by traditional expectations, 

while the book culminates in an unexpected and unanticipated transformation of the world into a sphere of 

YHWH's uncontested sovereignty. An initial theophany presents the gate to the divine throneroom from 

which the deity rules amidst a backdrop of despair and alienation. The culmination is the enthronement of 

the divine emperor in heaven and on the earth. Even those in the underworld are forced to acknowledge his 

supremacy. 

The repetitious character of Ezekiel's style6' is sometimes criticized, but our m e r  investigations will try 

to determine what functions such layering and repetitions might serve. Certainly, the final form of the book 

has read the positive features of the overall program into the first half of  the book.63 A €ma1 aspect of 

'' "Ezekiel's writings present a forbidding exterior ... The allegories, more numerous than in any other book of the 
Bible, are abstruse and labored. Funhermore, the prose style of the majority of the book is woefdly dull and 
repetitive" Gotnvald: A Lighf 38 1. 

'' ".4lthough there is no convincing evidence to suggest that the original oracles of EzekieI lacked the element of 
promise, the later canonical shaping has ordered the oracles of salvation in such a way as to emphasize the ultimate 
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Ezekiel's literary style involves the employment of a much more diverse body of material than his 

predecessors. This includes literary, and we will argue, artistic metaphors, which are of import to the most 

significant nuances of his work. 

Ezekiel is the first prophet to draw extensively on non-Israelite traditions, including not a 
few that were originally mythological. This tendency can frequently be observed after his 
time, so that the use of such traditions may be considered practically a mark of late 
origin. It is ptainly based on a changed set of convictions, influenced if not actually 
brought about by the deportation and life in the diaspora. In addition to Canaanite and 
Phoenician material (16; 23; 28; 29:lff.), Ezekiel makes use particularly of 
~Mesopotamian subject matter, images, cult practices, and so forth (1-3:9; 9:lff.; 14:21; 
16:23-24; 17:3-4; 21:26-27 [Eng. 21:21-221; 28; 29: 31; 32; 34; 44:1-3; 47). In addition, 
he frequently draws upon ancient popular material for concepts, narratives, songs, and 
poems (14:12ff.; 16; 17; 19: 21: 13fE [Eng. 21:gff.l; 23; 26: 19-21; 28; 3 1; 32: 17-32}." 

Thus we might conclude that although the archive attributed to Ezekiel is eclectic in its drawing on 

materials and imagery from a wide variety of sources, the argument is sustained and sensible, and deserves 

further careful reflection: 

Despite all the peculiarities of his style, Ezekiel's ideas are completely comprehensible. 
His thought processes do nor differ from those of a healthy man. He does not invent 
incomprehensible neologisms; his sentences follow the rules of grammar, his ideas are 
connected logically with each other, their sequence yields a meaningfid continuity. 
Probably, however, an extreme polarity can be observed in his nature. He is a sensitive 
ecstatic and yet thinks logically and systematically. He combines a burning passion with 
pedantic casuistry, bold hopes for the future with a sober sense of reality. He speaks 
coldly and bluntly and yet feels fu!l sympathy for the devout and the wicked, lamenting 
the judgment to come. In contrast to his creative intellectual power and his effortless 
rhetorical fluency stand his adherence to traditional concepts and formulas and the piling 
up of synonymous expressions. which give his style a dry, long-winded, and ponderous 
effect. Ln this polarity the internal unity of his personality is grounded in his experience 
and consciousness of being senr as a prophet.65 

By this point in our summary of some of the main insights and controversies concerning Ezekiel in the 

history of biblical scholarship, the clear contours of the archive's programmatic argument are beginning to 

come into focus. The central theme of the book is the incontestable, universal sovereignty of W I .  The 

articulation of the universal rule of YHWH is not new. Neither is a working through of the implications of 

will of God for [srael's restoration even at every stage of the nation's impending destruction1' ChiIds: Inirodmtion 
366. 

Fohrer: Inrroditciion 4 16. 

65 Fohrer: Introdzlciion 4 15. 
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this theological construct. Yet the work of Ezekiel provides a radical restatement of Yahwistic beliefs in the 

face of the total collapse of the perceived meaning of the promises to David66 and Abraham. 

This declaration of sovereignty is focused in the choice of YHWH to manifest himself at the side of an 

irrigation canal,67 to an exiled priest, with a message that is disturbing and yet ultimately hope filled. The 

impact of the prophetic work is confirmed by the course of events: 

What in the frst place marks off Ezekiel from his predecessors is that here fcr the first 
time the actual destruction of the city and temple and the experience of exile are a central 
reality ... Ezekiel's attention is entirely concentrated upon the reaIity of disaster ... Both 
judgment and promise turn on this. For to Ezekiel judgment is to be understood in terms 
of the absolute righmess of an action which has fallen upon the whole people. He is 
concerned to demonstrate how the disaster fits into the plan and purpose of God.68 

Ezekiel's sweeping categorizations and concepts shape his description of the points of piety and politics on 

which the fate of the nation hangs. The need for a new society is spelled out in detail, as the oracles 

rehearse a history of failure and inadequacy. Babylon is held up as the chosen weapon wielded by YHWH 

to do his sovereign will. The king of Babylon wields YHWH's sword (implicitly in chapter 2 1, explicitly in 

3024-25), his "gods" provide an answer determined by YHWH (2 1: 18-23}, and he is never denounced or 

defeated. .4nd yet as the conclusion of the book demands, he too will fall, for the sovereignty of the 

restored Israel, and the reign of YHWH as divine emperor demand the fall of the current All of 

history is thus brought into focus, through the metaphor of the rule of God, the very language of creation 

being employed in the agenda of the work.'' 

* "That there were tmditions of the inviolability of Zion seems clear from Jer. 7.4 and from Ezekiel's concept of the 
withdrawal of the glory of God before the Temple's destruction" Ackroyd: Erile and Restoration 46. 

b7 This amounts to an exclamation that "the deity could not be localized" Harrison: Introduction 852. 

6g Ackroyd: Elrile arld Restoration 105. Also Gotnvald: The Hebrew Bible 482. 

" '  As we can casily see, chapters 38-39 might be read as an account of the elimination of the final foes remaining in the 
landscape of historical empires, 32: 17-32 has consigned the other superpowers to the netherworld, Included in the 
cast of characters is the actor once cast in the role now assumed by the Babylonian king and his entourage, that of 
the hired "iazor" (Isaiah 720; note the manner in which the text is interpreted. In Isaiah the "razor" shaves the 
bodily hair from, implicitly, Israel and Judah. Ezekiel takes this metaphor and enacts it using a sword (cf. 5: 1-4 and 
the further development of the metaphor in the remainder of the chapter). In this reading, Magog is a cipher for 
Babylon. In any case, the foe which attacks "from the north," is, at  the very least, a conglomeration of states which 
must include Babylon. 

'O "Above all he reinterprets the whole sweep of Israel's history (20: 1-32), selecting, omitting, or adding certain motifs 
in order to show that even in Egypt the Israelites practiced idolatry, i.e., that they were sinful from the very 
beginning and remained disobedient and rebellious to the present day, despite the increasingly severe threats made 
by Yahweh and the measures taken by him. The influence of Israel's narrative traditions, however, is less than that 
of the mythological or popular traditions. From Israel's history Ezekiel borrowed primarily legendary motifs 
(14: 12K; 2 1 : l3ff. [Eng. 21 :!Iff.]; 26: 19-21; 28:13; 3 1 :9; 3227) and the Blessing of Jacob (Genesis 49; cf. Ezek. 15; 
17:l-10; 19:l-9, 10-14; 21:32). In addition, he refers frequently to Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah" Fohrer: 
Infrodztction 417. Yet in spite of any innovations Ezekiel brings to the task of proclamation, he is to be seen as 
wearing the mantle of the prophetic tradition. Cf. Soggin: Introduction 308. 
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The dual message of the book holds it together in a clearly defined unity of thought. First, we see a 

divinely decreed destruction of Jerusalem and its centrepiece, the Temple of YHWH. This edifice, 

constructed by Solomon, and expanded, rebuilt and beautified by successive rulers had come to serve as a 

symbol of the sovereign protection of the land. As a result of the "miraculous" preservation of the city of 

Jerusalem in the face of the might of Assyria (cf. Isaiah 36-37), by the time of Jeremiah, Zion was thought 

to be inviohble." And yet, according to Ezekiel's vision, the truth of the matter is that the people have 

turned their backs on YHWH (10: 16) and declare "The LORD has forsaken the land, and the LORD does not 

see" (8: 12; 9:9). If such apostasy is at the centre of the house of YHWH, amongst a people who reportedly 

believe that Zion is under his divine protection, how can the state survive'? Ezekiel's answer is clear. It 

cannot survive. 

On the other hand, Ezekiel's message declares that this disastrous turn of events is to be followed by an 

ultimate and divinely determined rebuilding of land, people and temple. The destruction of Judah is 

necessary to the larger purposes of God, the restoration of the conditions of Eden. And yet, this restoration 

will prove an important advance forward in the grand historical perspective of the prophet. The restored 

state will be a transformed place: 

There will be a new David to shepherd the people; God will aboIish idols and 
abominations; old hearts will be removed so that new hearts and a new obedience can be 
given to the people, and God will drive a11 the arrogant pagans from the land and make 
his people secure in peace. Of all of these, the passage about the new heart in Ezekiel 
3692-32 is the most important. It takes up the work of Jeremiah and extends it to all 
areas of life. Where Jeremiah foresaw a new covenant written on the heart (Jer 31:3 I ) ,  
Ezekiel adds that it will also result in totai purity under the law, holiness, and even 
abundance in crops and  flock^.'^ 

Ezekie17s central message is clear. Under the rule of YHWH, human history is directional and is moving 

toward a recreation of human life. As the book opens, the reader is taken, with the prophet/priest into the 

heavenly throneroom of God. The book unravels a tale of human failure to appropriate the blessing offered 

by YHWH through a lack of recognition of his identity as the heavenly emperor. By the end of the book, 

the earthly symbol of his rule, corrupted and contaminated by misunderstanding and sin has been leveled, 

the land is purified and restored, and as the culmination of the establishment of his sovereignty over the 

whole world, YHWH's new palace is erected, and the meeting place of heaven and earth, symbolic of 

YHWH's rule over the entire universe is inhabited. Thus earthly metaphors of empire serve to solidify and 

clarify this complex of theological ideas. 

" Cf. Jeremiah 7. 

'' Boadt: Reading 39G. 
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The iconographic approach 

The scholarly interpretation of biblical texts has long utilized literary metaphors and structures on the basis 

of "canonical concepts." In other words, literary metaphors and structures are able to function because 

there are generally conceived notions of how such use of language was to be understood. In light of this 

realization, biblical texts have come to be read against formally "typed" texts, allowing the comparison of  

like and unlike features. Over the last century, it has become commonplace not only to note literary 

features found in ancient Near Eastern texts, but also to examine larger literary forms. Thus much of the 

contemporary analysis of  biblical texts notes literary features like inclusio, acrostic, metaphor, and simile 

alongside forms such as parable, lament, casuistic law and covenant. 

Such literary analysis is done generically, for example, by comparison of texts to an "ideal type" such as a 

covenant, or more specificaIly, by comparing Deuteronomy to Neo-Assyrian loyalty oaths, such as those 

imposed by Esarhaddon, examination of the Psalter in the light of  Babylonian hymns and prayers or the 

analysis of the Song o f  Solomon with attention given to the parallels found in Egyptian love songs. At 

times, very specific texts are formally compared. In the case of Ezekiel, the recent study of Daniel Bodi 

compares the archive to the Erra Epic." Given the widespread utilization of such comparative analysis, and 

the significant results obtained by such examinations, it would appear that a consensus as to the value o f  a 

literary analysis o f  biblical texts in light of the insights offered by a comparative/contrastive 

msthodological approach has been well established. If this is a rnethodologicaIly sound endeavor, it would 

seem appropriate to pose the following questions: Could similar advantages result from an analysis of the 

visual art of the ancient Near East'? Would artistic allusions in a literary work be recognizable? It would 

seem the possibility should be explored. 

71 Dan~c l   bod^: T / J ~  Book of Ezekiel and the Poem of Erra (Goningen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 199 1). 
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In his introduction to the study of iconography, Albert Moore notes that "most reLigions have found 

expression in some way in visual imagery,"'" And yet, as we shall see, the use of iconography as an 

interpretive tool is truly in its infancy in biblical studies. "Why?" we might ask. Moore suggests an answer 

to this question when he notes: "The modem Western world in its emphasis on the written word 

predisposes scholars to study religions through their texts to the neglect of religious a n  and other media." 7J 

The term iconography is derived from the Greek words eikon meaning "image" and graphein "to write" 

and thus Iiterally signifies a "description of images" or more properly a "reading of written images," which 

in turn. "implies a system and a tradition which man develops SO that his mliting, either in words or in 

pictures, can be understood by others." '' The term has also come to refer to "a research program in art 

history that exposes the different meanings of images vis-bvis the beholder.'" 

In a signiiicant essay concerning the analysis of Renaissance art, the art historian Erwin Panofsky provided 

the following definition: "Iconography is that branch of the history of art which concerns itself with the 

subject matter or meaning of  works of art, as opposed to their form."'s TO illustrate his point he uses what 

was, at the time of writing, a familiar sight in the Western world: "When I interpret the lifting of a hat as a 

polite greeting, I recognize in it a meaning which may be called secondary or conventional; it differs from 

the primary or natural one in that it is intelligible instead of being sensible, and in that it has been 

consciously imparted to the practical action by which it is ~onveyed."'~ Upon analysis he concludes: 

... besides constituting a natural event in space and time, besides naturally indicating 
moods or feelings, besides conveying a conventional greeting, the action of my 
acquaintance can reveal to an experienced observer all that goes to make up his 
'personality.' This personality is conditioned by his being a man of the twentieth century, 
by his national, social and educational background, by the previous history of his life and 
by his present surroundings; but it is also distinguished by an individuaI manner of 
viewing things and reacting to the world which, if rationalized, would have to be called a 
philosophy. In the isolated action of a polite greeting all these factors do not manifest 
themselves comprehensively, but nevertheless symptomatically. We could not construct a 
mental portrait of the man on the basis of this single action, but only by coordinating a 
large number of similar observations and by interpreting them in connection with our 
general information as to his period, nationality, class, intellectual traditions and so forth. 

75 AI bert C. Moore: /conograpliy of Religiotis. rlrt Introducliott (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977) 20. 

' 5  Moore: 20. 

'' Moore: 21. His definition reads: "... the study of images, their formation, nansmission and transformation in the 
various cultures and civilizations ... a descriptive discipline based on the systematic grouping of  particular themes ... 
a descriptive and classificatory study of images with the aim of  understanding the direct or indirect meaning of the 
subject matter represented" 2 I .  

H. G.  Kippenberg: 'Iconography as Visible Religion,' 3-7 in ER 7 ,3 .  Moore: 21. 

'' Erwin Panofsky: Meaning in rhe Vistral Arrs (New York: Doubleday, 1955). 

79 Panofsky: 27. 
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Yet all the qualities which this mental portrait would show explicitly are implicitly 
inherent in every single action; so that, conversely every single action can be interpreted 
in the light of these q~alities.'~ 

Panofsky argues that art has three levels of meaning. First, the "primary or natural subject matter" is 

essentially a descriptive understanding of the work. This could be described as the factual data, and 

consists of observations of the color, texture, material, and basic technical aspects of the art. For example, 

to observe two men, a woman and a house are depicted. At this level of understanding expressional data, 

such as frowning, throwing etc. might be included. Next, he speaks of "secondary or conventionaI subject 

matter" pointing out that "a group of tigures around a dinner table in a certain arrangement and in certain 

poses represents the Last Supper, or that two figures fighting each other in a certain manner represent the 

combat of Vice and Virtue." Motifs are thus combined and connected to convey meaning which is borne 

not simply by the artistic motifs either singly or in combination, but which is reflective of stories, themes, 

or ideas which are not necessarily derived fiom a descriptive analysis. For example, a basic knowledge of 

motifs is required to identify a scene as depicting the Last Supper. The art cannot convey this information 

on its own. At the very least an inscription is required. Inability to recognize the motif prohibits the 

understanding of the artistic representation. But even a correct reading of the iconographic imagery does 

not convey the meaning of the scene." 

The f i a l  level of interpretation is described as analyzing the "intrinsic meaning or content." 

As long as we limit ourselves to stating that Leonardo da Vinci's famous fiesco shows a 
group of thirteen men around a dinner table, and that this group of men represents the 
Last Supper, we deal with the work of art as such, and we interpret its compositional and 
iconographical features as its own properties or qualifications, But when we try to 
understand it as a document of Leonardo's personality, or of the civilization of the Italian 
High Renaissance, or of a peculiar religious attitude, we deal with the work of art as a 
symptom of something else which expresses itself in a countless variety of other 
symptoms, and we interpret its compositional and iconographical features as more 
particularized evidence of this 'something else.' The discovery and interpretation of these 
'symbolical' vaIues (which are often unknown to the artist himself and may even 
emphatically differ from what he consciously intended to express) is the object of what 
we may call 'iconology' as opposed to 'ic~nography.'~' 

This distinction behveen iconology and iconography is important to our analysis of biblical texts and marks 

the various ways in which iconographic images from the ancient Near East have been utilized in the field. 

The descriptive level is well illustrated in the use of line drawings in standard reference works. These 

60 Panofsky: 27-28. 

'' Panofsky: 28-30. 

" Panofsky: 3 1 .  
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depict "things" which are found in the art. We are thus able to see what a wall or pot o r  an Assyrian soldier 

"looked like." At least in theory. 

The second level of interpretation has also been used in Bible dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other 

reference works. In such works, Assyrian "winged-bulls," the gate of IStar at Babylon and its various 

components, and the "seal of Shema, servant of  Jeroboam" are depicted. They are used t? an illustrative 

manner, perhaps comparing the bulls to Ezekiel's vision, or noting that the gate of War was perhaps seen 

by the Judean exiles, that the gates in Babyion date to the time of Nebuchadrezzar, or even that the symbols 

o n  the gates represent muShuSiu dragons and lions. But the analysis is limited to specific motifs, and is 

often markedIy incomplete. Panofsky's analysis o f  a second level of  interpretation in art is for the most part 

appropriate to the level of  interpretation we frnd in such approaches. 

Iconography is, therefore, a description and classification of images ... it is a limited and, 
as it were, ancillary study which informs us as to when and where specific themes were 
visualized by which specific motifs ,.. In short, iconography considers only a part of all 
those elements which enter into the intrinsic content of a work of art and must be made 
explicit if the perception of this content is to become articulate and c~mmunicable.~' 

The level of iconographic analysis which is now beginning to be attempted in biblical studies is what 

Panofsky describes as "iconology," "a method of  interpretation which arises from synthesis rather than 

analysis. And as the correct identification of motifs is the prerequisite of their correct iconographical 

analysis. so is the correct analysis of images, stories and allegories the prerequisite of their correct 

iconologicaI interpretation."*' 

It is with this second stage of relating artistic images which have come to us from the ancient Near East to 

particular biblical texts that much of our work must remain. To properly complete this task a knowledge of 

the textual materials from both the Hebrew Bible and the ancient Near East is required- "Iconographical 

analysis, dealing with images, stories and allegories instead of with motifs, presupposes, of course, much 

more than that familiarity with objects and events which we acquire by practical experience. It presupposes 

a familiarity with specific themes or concepts as transmitted through literary sources, whether acquired by 

purposeful reading or by oral traditi~n."'~ 

'' Panofsky: 3 1-32. 

'' Moore comments on Panofsky's three "tasks" as "description," "iconographical analysis" through comparison with 
iltcrary sources and becoming familiar with conventions, themes and concepts, and "iconographical interpretation," 
which seeks to "uncover the intrinsic meaning or content, the symbolic values underlying a work of art" 25. 
Kippenberg: 5. 

'' Panofsky 35. Moore: 25. 

Wittgenstein's influence on the question is derived from his demonstration through the use of a simple symbol, that 
the idea conveyed by an image can be predetermined by our expectations. ''This danger of excessive interpretation is 
due to the very ambiguity of images and to the dificulty of comparing them. Every iconological statement must 
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On the other hand. when we have worked towards this process, it is inevitable that the obvious benefits of 

an iconological reading appear. We begin, through reading the literature and the art in combination, to 

perceive an understanding of the world of ideas, conveyed by the artist, but inaccessible without a proper 

vantage point.86 The iconographic reading of the text thus opens a window to a previously inaccessible 

world. The title for this study, is derived from the concept that is seen in a developed state in an Eastern 

Orthodox view of icons. 

In the developed doctrine of Eastern Orthodoxy icons are seen as sacred manifestations 
pointing beyond themselves to the eternal archetype who is unseen in heaven. The icon 
should not therefore be realistic; anything in the nature of statues or three-dimensional 
images is prohibited, tvith tests and limits specified on reliefs to ensure their flatness; 
likewise natural light and shadow are omitted from paintings. The icon is regarded 
instead as a window or mirror reflecting supernatural light and enabling the viewer into 
their mystical presence, On this basis also the icon is credited with miraculous power to 
protect, heal and to mediate divine grace in the various concerns of 

While all that may be healed are our misunderstandings of the text of Ezekiel, and perhaps our 

understanding of the personality of the prophet, the opportunity to comprehend the world of the prophet in 

a more nuanced manner, allows us to re-read the text with increased vision.88 AS recent sociological 

research has demonstrated, our ability to comprehend a worldview is of essential importance to the 

interpretive task: 

Language provides the fundamental superimposition of logic on the objectivated social 
world. The edifice of legitimations is built upon language and uses language as its 
principal instrumentality. The -logic1 thus attributed to the institutional order is  part of 
the socialIy available stock of knowledge and taken for granted as such. Since the well- 
socialized individual 'knows' that his social world is a consistent whole, he will be 
constrained to expIain both its hnctioning and malfunctioning in terms of this 
'kn~wledge'.'~ 

therefore be carefully argued and submitted to certain control" Kippenberg: 6. See also the analysis of Wittgenstein 
and Gombrich in W.J.T. Mitchell: Iconology. Inrage. Tea. Ideology (Chicago: Chicago, 1986) 14-46,75-94. 

AS Kippenberg notes, "word and image sometimes compete against each other and sometimes supplement each 
other. There is no universal law for this relationship" 3. Mitchell likewise contends: "'we create much of our world 
out of the dialogue between verbal and pictorial representations" 46. 

87 Moore: 247 

88 Moore builds on this final element, referring to man as "the symbolizing animal" and noting that "symbols refer to a 
reality which would otherwise elude one's grasp." He describes the "multi-valence" of symbols, which are 
"apparently inexhaustible reservoirs of meaning" 36. In this manner, "the image captures a religious experience 
which is valued as a continuing reality so that in confronting the image it can be deliberately repeated, ever anew. 
Just as masked ceremonies ritually enact past events and myths and ritually perpetuate the past, so the image 
captures the action ofthe holy and 'freezes' its motion" 34. 

99 Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann: The Social Constntction of Reality. A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge 
(New York: Doubleday, 1967) 64. 
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To reach this conch.tsion, Luckmam and Berger examine the issues related to the communication of ideas 

through symbolic language, noting how symbol systems are utilized to bring together a cornucopia of 

ideas: 

Any significative theme that thus spans spheres of reality may be defined as a symbol, 
and the linguistic mode by which such transcendence is achieved may be called symbolic 
language. On the level of symbolism, then, linguistic signification attains the maximum 
detachment from the 'here and now' of everyday life, and language soars in to regions 
that are not only de fncto but a priori unavailable to everyday experience. Language now 
constructs immense edifices of symbolic representations that appear to tower over the 
reality of everyday life like gigantic presence's from another world. Religion, 
philosophy, art, and science are the historically most important symbol systems of this 
kind. To name these is already to say that, despite the maximal detachment from 
everyday experience that the construction of these systems requires. they can be of very 
great importance indeed for the reality of everyday life. Language is capable not only of 
constructing symbols that are highly abstracted from everyday experience, but also of 
'bringing back' these symbols and appresenting them as objectively real elements in 
everyday life. In this manner, symbolism and symbolic language become essential 
constituents of the reality of everyday life and of the commonsense apprehension of this 
reality. I live in a world of signs and symbols everyday.M 

It is the contention ofthis study that Ezekiel's language and ideas, while pushing the limits of conventional 

usage and the representations of theological ideas and metaphors of his day, remains within the limits of 

normal discourse, a reality marked by the ongoing dialogue the prophetlpriest has with members of the 

community, and in particular, its leadership. While the book of Ezekiel has been much debated on a 

number of key issues, our purpose wiIl focus on the fairly obvious conclusion that the book made sense to 

the audience who preserved and copied it. The decision to communicate in language heavily laden with 

signs and symbols, which draw upon both Israelite and broader Near Eastern traditions, allows the 

communication of a complex of inteneked ideas. These ideas move from the familiar and known to the 

new and unexpected. The system of ideas calls, at the same time, for personal response and commitment - 

or expressed theologically - a leap of faith." Again and again Ezekiel is represented as demanding a 

personal response from his hearers, and outlining the significance of personal decision-making. The 

demand is reiterated on a personal level (the watchman metaphor in chapters 3 and 33 is outlined as 

applying to the prophet himself) and as a message to the community as a whole (the extended legal 

argument in chapter 1 8).9' 

* Berger and Luckmann: 40-4 1. 

9' As Kierkegaard expresses it: "Faith ... is not an aesthetic emotion but something far higher, precisely because it has 
resignation as its presupposition; it is not an immediate instinct of the heart, but it is the paradox of life and 
existence" Soren Kierkegaard: Fear and Trembling and The Sickness Unto Death (New York: Doubleday, 1953) 58. 

'' On the use of signs as signals, cf. Berger and Luckmann 35-36. For an interesting collection of essays on the use of 
symbols cf. Thomas AItizer, William Beardslee and J. Harvey Young (ed.): Tmdz, Myth, and Symbol (Englewood 
Cliffs: Prcntice-Hall, 1962). 
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With this background in place, we will turn our attention to the development of iconographic analysis in 

biblical studies. The publication of Othmar Keel's Die Welt der altorientalischen Bildrymbolik und das 

Alre Testament: Am Beispiel der Psalmen in 1972 marks a watershed in the advance of iconographic 

studie~.~' 

Prior to this time, the cultural remains of the ancient Near East had been mined for illustrations, and for 

some comparative material, but what was lacking was a systematic attempt to use the material in the 

thoroughgoing inspection of a biblical work. Keel's 1972 book moved the examination of artistic motifs in 

relation to biblical texts towards the development of what might be termed the "iconographic method," or 

at least, an "iconographic analysis." I employ these terms to describe an approach to biblical studies dong 

the lines utilized in the field.94 In this seminal work, Keel used insights derived from iconography to 

develop an understanding of the conceptual world of the Psalter. In a brief introduction he sets the 

groundwork for his approach. First, he notes the close relationship between the development of language 

and art: "It has long been recognized in the abstract that, unlike our orthography and graphics, most ancient 

Near Eastern orthographic systems are - or at least once were - connected with relative closeness to 

pictorid arts." 9s Bearing in mind this close relationship, he argues that both letter and image developed as 

something "intended to be read.  The advantage provided by this utilization of artistic motifs from the 

ancient world is that: 

As opposed to the scholarly, literary simplification, the iconographic simplification has 
the advantage of having been produced by the ancient Near East itself. With powerfir1 
and emphatic strokes that world has drawn its own main lines. The iconographic 
approach can claim the advantage of originality and authenticity no transkition of ancient 
Near Eastern texts can.96 

Thus, while "iconography can in no way replace the study of written sources"" it provides an important 

means of access to understanding the world from which the text derives. The comprehension of a world 

9J Othmar Keel: Die Welt der altorientalisci~en Bildsynlbolik und das riltes Teslament: Am Beispiel der Psabrren 
(Ziirich: Benziger Verhg, 1972)- Translated into English by Timothy J. Hallett, with corrections and additions by 
the author, the work appeared in translation in I978 as The Synrbolisnt ofrlre Biblical World. Ancienr Near Easiern 
Iconography and the Book of Psalrrzs (New York: Seabury, 1978). Long out of print, it has been reissued by 
Eisenbrauns in 1997: Tlze Synlbolisnt of [he Biblical World. Ancient Near Easfern Icorrography and the Book of 
Psalnts (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1997). The publisher indicated in a telephone conversation that the author did 
not feel a new translation or revisions were required, and that a reprint of the earlier edition wou!d be appropriate. 
The German edition is in its 4th revision. 

9" The term appears appropriate in light of the standard usages in the discipline: 'form criticaI method,' 'literary 
analysis,' 'a feminist reading,' 'anthropological readings' etc. 

95 Keel: Symbolisnr 7. 

96 Keel: Symbolisrrr 7-8. 

97 Keel: Syntbolism 8. 
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view is, of course, an assumption we might imagine to be made by ancient authors.98 The examination of 

archaeologica1 artifacts, and the iconographic representation of daily life enables us to begin to truIy 

understand the material culture reflected in the texts.* Keel correctly observed, as had many of his 

predecessors, that the lack of ancient artifacts leads to a facile repIacement on the part of the reader, with 

the contemporary counterpart. 

Beyond ctarifying our understanding of physical objects such as pots and pans, Keel contends that 

iconographic analysis alIows us to reexamine areas where our understanding of more abstract concepts 

might be radically at odds with those of the ancient Near East. A case in point is provided by various 

aspects of the natural world. Iconographic analysis demonstrates a conceptualizing of the meaning of 

various elements of natural phenomena in a manner far removed from the worldview of the modem reader. 

Our only means of access to such concepts is through materials that come to us from that world. Thus, he 

contends that the visual representations of such ideas provide an important corrective, uriavailable thmugh 

texts alone. "Iconography allows our preunderstanding considerably less latitude than does the abstract 

phoneme ... Iconography compels us to see through the eyes of the ancient Near East."'oo 

Iconography deveIops as a means of comunication of its own, though at its foundational level it is based 

on a system which is initially closeiy reIated to the letter or hieroglyph: 

... ideogram and symbol signify a concrete dimension; but to this concrete dimension is 
attached a significance larger than that which it inherently possesses. In an ideogram this 
meaning is artistically defined; in a symbol it is drawn rather more from nature and is 
thus less precisely fixed. We tend to work almost exclusively with concepts either 
concrete (tree, door, house) or abstract (being, kingship, mentality). The ancient Near 
East, on the other hand, has a preference for concepts which are in themselves concrete, 
but which frequently signify a reality far larger than their concrete meaning. To the 
ancient Near East, similar forms, coIors, movements, and sounds readily suggest a deeper 
coherence. l o '  

A similar intellectual process seems attested in the ability of ancient scholars to transform a concrete 

incident into an omen. And yet the categorization of this material into a sort of "language" of 

communication is not without its pitfalls. Keel warns that: "We constantly run the risk of reading these 

pictures too concretely, or having avoided that risk, of treating them too abstractly. Depending on their 

9s In fact, we might note that it is characteristic of  the presentation of an alternative worldview, to begin with the 
known, and from this to develop and nuance the innovative conception. 

'19 "in most cases, however, only archaeology can instruct us concerning the exact appearance of these man-made 
objects" Keel: Symbolism 8. 

lo' Keel: Syrnbolisnt 8. 
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context or on the attitude of the observer, their significance can range fiom the historical, concrete event to 

the universal, eternal world ~rder." '~'  

As a means of illustrating this point, Keel discusses the so-called "smiting scene" familiar fiom ancient 

Egyptian art: 

When Pharaoh is shown striking down his enemies (Nubians, Libyans, Canaanites) the 
representation may commemorate the specific, historical execution of one or more 
insurgent princes. It is thus to be taken quite concretely. But the picture may also serve to 
portray the conquest of a hostile nation. In that case, such an execution may never have 
occurred. The context of the scene or very nearly allegorical variations on it reveal the 
scene is frequently to be viewed without historical reference. Rather, it symbolically 
represents that Egyptian kingship which er natrrra sua successfilly defends the borders 
of Egypt against every neighboring nation, destroys every threat, and is able in every 
circumstance to subject the enemies of the land to its dominion. The pictures evidence a 
tendency to place their subjects in stereotyped, increasingly unrealistic attitudes. Contexts 
are fluid, ranging from the realm of the historical to the magical-mythical.Io3 

Keel begins the next paragraph with the statement: "The Bible shares the mentality of the ancient Near 

East", and goes on to describe the manner in which biblical scholars routinely recognize metaphorical 

statements like "horn of the wicked (Ps. 75:4, 10)."'m Obviously, understanding this ancient woddview 

allows us to begin to set biblical texts into context, 

So far, what we have observed from Keel seems obvious, and we might wonder why and how Keel's work 

could be described as seminal, or innovative. Perhaps this is, in part, what makes it significant, It is obvious 

that the iconographic presentation of the world with which ancient Judah and IsraeI were in contact 

provides an important source to enable us to more clearIy understand both ancient Near Eastern and 

biblical texts, both through a more sophisticated understanding of the literature, and by a growing 

comprehension of ideologies the literature does not express. As Keel himself observes, his analysis moves 

the discussion beyond the rather limited use which had been made of ancient art in the analysis of the 

Hebrew Bible, and smves to understand the art in a more thoroughgoing manner than had its previous 

interpreters. This realization of the use of concrete symbols to communicate in a polyvalent manner is an 

important observation: "Ancient Near Eastern perception usually preserves the continuity behveen the 

concretrirn and its related ab~traci."'~' 

lo' Keel: Syrrrbolisnl 9 .  

Ia3 Keel: Symbolisnr 9. 

Keel: Synrbolisnl 9. 

'OS Keel: Syn~bolisnl 9. 
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Keet moves on to describe how ancient thought allows variant metaphors to stand side by side, without a 

sense of tension. This he argues, is more easily recognized in the art than the literature. Grouping aspects of 

reality rather than attempting to present a comprehensive view, is well illustrated by the Egyptian practice 

of mixing perspectives. An offering tabIe is represented in profile to describe the essential shape of the 

table, an important aspect of the function of the table. Yet such a presentation does not allow the artist to 

adequately present the abundance of offerings presented on the table to the god so adored. To overcome 

this difficulty the table is contexrualized in two manners. First, as a part of the scene of worship it is shown 

in profile. Secondly, and immediately above the first presentation, the artist represents the contents of the 

table as seen from above. While the profile renders a flat surface depicting the tabletop as empty, the 

profile view serves only one aspect of the total representation. The "bird's eye view" is used to represent 

the bounty of the gift presented.106 WhiIe a dictionary might place an illustration of the table in profile to 

illustrate what a table Iooked Iike, such a rendering, while useful from a modem point of view, 

fundamentally misrepresents the totality understood ancient viewer of the scene: 

In such pictures, each part must be viewed first from the standpoint from which it was 
conceived; then the composition as a whole must be read as a thought-picture, not 
merely viewed. Even so, the attempt to bring widely diverse aspects into systematic 
relation presupposes the beginnings of a comprehensive view. More frequently, however, 
quite different images stand unrelated side by side.'07 

In the ancient Near East, Keel notes, it is aIso typical to allow different images to coexist, without any 

attempt to systematize or reconcile them: "the sky as a fixed cover, the sky as a pair of wings, the sky as a 

woman, the sky as ocean. In each of these renderings, a different aspect of the sky is represented in 

symb~l."'~"t is obvious that such perspectives are not foreign to the biblical worldview. The opening 

chapters of the Bible attests to the fact that two distinct but somehow editorialIy interrelated views of 

creation stand in tension at the beginning of Genesis. A simiIar Iayering of metaphors is used by Hosea to 

describe the worshippers of Baal: "They shall be like the morning mist or like the dew that goes away 

early, like chaff that swirls from the threshing floor or like smoke fiom a window" (Hosea 13:3). It is 

'06 Kcel uses the example of the Egyptian rendering of a standing man: "Each part of the subject's body is presented to 
the viewer in such a way that its most typical aspect stands out: the face in profile, the eyes in front view, the 
shoulders in front view, the rest of the body and the legs in profile" 9. 

'" Keel: S)wbolisnr 10. Another example he provides is that "two aspects stand side by side in ancient Near Eastern 
views of the nether world. They are not brought into perspective with each other ... To be sure, the nvo aspects are 
connected, or better, mixed ... But this does not imply an attempt to achieve a unified view of what is beneath the 
earth. It is difficult to penetrate the peculiar, ancient Near Eastern character of these panems of thought, where 
diverse, yet equally valued conceptions stand side by side ..." 10. 

'08 Keel: Synrbolimz 10. The numerous examples of images he provides are indicated by number in Keel's text. These 
have been deleted in the citation. Thus, "Ancient Near Eastern thought and discourse are, as a rule, intensely 
engaged and thoroughly determined by their objective. The multiplicity of aspects standing unrelated side by side 
corresponds to a multiplicity of approaches determined by various objectives. Consideration of this peculiarity is of 
the utmost importance to the exegesis of the psalms" 10-1 I .  
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obvious that the intent is to layer a series of concretely ephemeral images! In other words, all of the 

attributes described by Hosea are visible to the average person. All are familiar sites. But none of these 

have any substance. The point is made not by the image, but by the characteristics which link the image, 

the ephemeral qualities of all these familiar sights. 

Thus iconography may communicate on several levels simultaneously, in a polyvalent manner. Keel 

observes that: "In the ancient Near East, the usual purpose in literary or visud representation of an event or 

object is to secure the existence of that event or object and to permit him who represents it to participate in 

it."lo9 This is developed in many ways throughout the book, noting the manner in which Egyptian tomb 

paintings seek to ensure a particular quality of existence in the afterlife, the manner in which the 

iconography of a temple represents various aspects of the cosmos, and the presentation of a king as servant 

of the gods ensures his continued pious actions, to name but a few examples. Keel elaborates on this in his 

introduction to his method: 

[The] scene of the striking-down of enemies does not usually h c t i o n  as the portrayal of 
an historical event, still less as an explanation of why Pharaoh and not his enemies 
triumphed. Rather, the picture is intended to represent and secure the power of the 
Pharaoh in all its varied forms. [ I 0  

In his description of The Symbolism of the Biblical World, Keel states: 

The present work represents, to the best of my knowledge, the first attempt to compare 
systematically the conceptual world of a biblical book with that of ancient Near Eastern 
iconography. The choice of the Psalter for this comparison is not fortuitous, though the 
study will also include portions of other books, such as Job or Jeremiah, which bear the 
impress of the language of the psalms.'" 

Citing "the close relation of the hymns and prayers of Israel to those of neighboring cultures" Keel argued 

that work on the Psalter in comparison with the extant Iiterature from Egypt to Mesopotamia had 

demonstrated the sharing of ideas and metaphors among the cultural communities of the so-called fertile 

crescent. As is clear from a careful reading through of the book, Keel demonstrates that these related 

worldviews are not monolithic, but are nuanced and vary from culture to culture."' At the same time, it is 

IW Keel: Synrbolisnr 1 0. 

"O Keel: Synrbolisnr 10. 

! ' ' Keel: $nrbolism I I . 

"' Keel uses both the iconographic and textual evidence from the ancient Near East to develop and test his 
understanding of the iconological statements he makes. At times, he finds evidence of a commonly held view: "To 
Israel, just as to Babylon and Egypt, it is self-evident that it inhabits the centre of  the earth ..." Synrbolisnl 38, also 
39. But he also points out areas where it is clear that the approaches diverged: "In the Egyptian mind, the divine life 
exists in an eternal circuit, o f  which the evening plunge into the (regenerating) world of the dead is as much a part as 
the new ascent to the heavens every morning. In the OT, on the other hand, the heavens remain the sphere of God, 
but the world of  the dead is a region utterly remote from the divine" Syrnbolisnr 41, also cf. 46, 59. 
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in terms of a general approach to understanding the world that he makes a tremendous contribution. As a 

glance at the table of contents, and its division into logical sections clearly demonstrates, Keel attempts to 

organize and relate the varied ideas of aspects of ancient life into a more comprehensive picture. 

He begins with ancient representations of the cosmos, and the nature of relationships between the world of 

the gods and the human world. Next in a section entitled "Destructive Forces" he demonstrates the 

interrelated character of the metaphors of death and destruction which appear in the Bible and the literature 

of the ancient Near East. By bringing together "the grave, prison, cistern and pitfall, torrent and sea, the 

desert and the night" he clearly illustrates the manner in which these are interrelated: "Sooner or later, 

every man finds himself at the frontier between those powers which benefit life and those which are bent 

on its destruction. The primary spheres of the demons are tombs, cisterns, pits, and the desert. From there 

they press fonvard, especialIy under the cover of darkness, into 'the Iand of the living'.""' Following his 

analysis of the basic destructive forces, he then elaborates personal and national adversaries. 

Turning his attention next to the concept of temples, and in particular the Jerusalem Temple celebrated in 

the psalms, a subtitle serves to describe the temple's role as a "place of Yahweh's presence and sphere of 

life." In this chapter, Keel outlines the basic concepts common to all ancient Near Eastern tempIes, while at 

the same time, appropriately distancing Israelite conceptions when the evidence required it. This chapter 

was immediately succeeded by a chapter examining "conceptions of God," and is followed by an analysis 

of the king, and his role as a mediator between the world of the divine and the world of his subjects. A final 

chapter examines the conceptions of "man before God" and concerns the representation of worship, and in 

particular, prayer, procsssionals, the sacrificial cult, and music, song and dance."' 

The conclusion is clear: "Israel did not live in isolation. It engaged in an active intellectual exchange with 

the world around it. Not infrequently, this posed a catastrophic threat to Israel's particularity. However, it 

also permitted Israel's experiences and conceptions of God to be rounded out by those of neighboring 

peoples. Only thus did Israel achieve that mature firllness which never ceases to amaze those in a position 

to compare the Psalter with other ancient Near Eastern collections of prayers.""' 

Bridging the gap between such diverse and distant cultural traditions is also possible when we have both a 

desire to take the cultural world of ancient Israel seriously, and are sensitive to our common humanity: 

"' Keel: Sy~nbolisnr S l 

"' Keel notes "A number of themes which play a very special role in the psalms are also among the favorite subjects of 
ancient Near Eastern iconography. They include, among others, the cosmic system, the temple, the king, and the 
cultus" 1 I .  

'I5 Keel: Sy~nbolisnl 335. 
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We can legitimately doubt, however, that things were so hdarnentally different when 
we observe the countless pictures from the ancient Near East which show its people 
being born and giving birth, bending over scrolls of writing, p Iming  and erecting their 
buildings, falling in love, celebrating festivaIs, taking care for their sustenance, waging 
wars, taking sick, and dying. All these things they do not much differently then 

This brief overview of Keel's book allows us to return to his own introductory remarks. In them, he 

correctly acknowledges that most commentaries since Gunkel's groundbreaking work on the psalms in 

1929 have "indeed made occasional reference to the iconography of the ancient Near East. Gunkel himself 

did so with some frequency, but even he did not undertake such reference systematically. In the work of his 

successors, such as Kraus, reference is still less systematic, even though a great deal of new pictorial 

materia1 has become available.""' The criticism is just. On the other hand, Keel by necessity begins by 

elaborating the worldview represented in iconography of the ancient Near East, and uses the Psalms as a 

means of illustrating the validity of his analysis, and its importance for the interpretation of the Bible. A 

more systematic analysis according to the textual structure of a book will follow in his commentary on the 

Song of Solomon. 

Though the decision to group thematically can be challenged on a number of points, the author is well 

aware of the problems. The most significant issue as far as the interpretation of the psalter is concerned is 

the methodological decision to break the psalms into fragments. At the same time, to structure an analytical 

worldview it was also necessary to break the art into fragments. "Our procedure requires a double 

fragmentation. At the conclusion of this repeated process of decomposition and reconstruction, there will 

of course be room for argument regarding the placement of particular details, nevertheless, the advantages 

of this procedure are obvious: in a thematic arrangement, one picture or one psalm verse can illustrate 

another, and a positive overall impression can be obtained. The treatment of individual psalm verses in 

their specific context is the concern of commentaries." ' I S  

He defends his methodological decisions on the following grounds: 

... the present work intends above all to suggest a particular approach. It is not primarily 
concerned with the clarification of every detail. It assumes instead the task of making 
easily accessible, in a kind of survey, the broadest possible range of pictorial material, 
and of indicating, in the text, similarities between the problems and conceptions 
presented by the pictures and those presented by the psalms. The dependence of a psalm 
verse on ancient Near Eastern art, though possible (historically conceivable) in itself, is 
very rarely considered. The object is rather to exhibit identical, similar or even 

'Ib Keel: Symbolism 355. 

"' Keel: Synlboiism 1 1. 

"" Keel: Sytr~bolisn~ 12. The fact that the book is thoroughly indexed is also helpful in the use of the volume as a 
reference tool. Keel's contends his "index of biblical references, ... often affords access to not just one, but several 
illusnations for a single psalm verse" 12. 
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diametrically opposed apprehensions of the same phenomenon (e.g ., of the heavens, of 
death, of the king) in ancient Israel and its environs. In so doing, differences generally 
receive less emphasis than points of contact. The former are, after all, more readily 
apparent to the observer - especially to one not intimately acquainted with ancient Near 
Eastern pictorial  work^.''^ 

In his final comments introducing the work Keel turns his attention to the three major sources which, some 

might suggest have provided the sort of interpretive analysis the author declares innovative. The earliest of 

these is Hugo Gressrnann's riltorientalisclre Bilder zum AIten Testament, a collection of illustrations and 

information which fails the test on two main counts. Gressmann leaves "the establishment of  connections 

with the OT" almost completely to the reader. Even more problematic is the fact that Gressrnann's second 

edition was done in 1927, and thus lacks - at best - everything beyond the date of publication. Given the 

expIosion of materials and the growth in the sophistication of decipherment of both languages and 

iconography, Gressmann's pioneering study must be essentially regarded as a period piece, an important 

marker in the development of the analysis of ancient Near Eastern materials in relationship to the Hebrew 

Bible."' 

An extensive collection of pictorid material was made readily available by the publication of Pritchard's 

monumental Aticietlt Near Eastern Pictures Relating to the Oh? Testament (1954 t supplement 1969).12' 

While "This collection is indispensable to anyone engaged in the study of our theme ... A noticeable 

shortcoming of ANEP, however, is its failure fully to live up to the second part of its title. The work is 

indeed organized with regard for the relation of the individual illustrations to the OT. Nevertheless, the task 

of actually discovering the relation behveen the OT and the given ilIustrations is left, almost without 

exception, to the user. Moreover, the collection is rather one-sidedly plamed from a perspective of 

objective, historical knowledge. Thus illustrations most important to the world of concepts and ideas are 

wanting.""' Anyone who has worked with both ANET and ANEP will immediately recognize the validity 

of these observations. 

"O Hugo Gressmann (ed-): Altorientalisc/ie Bilder run1 Alterr Testament (Berfin: 1926). 

I" James Pritchard (ed.): Atlcietlt Near Eastern Pictures Relating to the Old Testanrent (Princeton: Princeton 
Un~versiry, 1954; A revision with supplement 1969). This widely used reference book was also partially issued, 
along with selected texts from its companion volume, James Pritchard (ed.): Ancient Near Eastern T m s  Relating to 
ihe Old Testanrent (Princeton: Princeton, 1955; revised 1969) as James Pritchard (ed.): The Ancient Near East. An 
Anthology of Tmis and Pictures (Princeton: Princeton, 1958). By 1973, just after Keel first published his work in 
German, the anthology had been issued in sixth editions in both hardback and paperback. A second anthology 
drawn from the revised versions of the larger collections was issued by Princeton in 1975 (James Pritchard (ed.): 
TIe Ancient Near Easi. A New Antl~oloa~ of Texts arrd Pictures (Princeton: Princeton, 1975). These come to be 
more familiarly The Ancienr Near E m ,  Volumes I and 11. 

"' Keel: Synzbolisni I I 
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Under Mazar's leadership, Views of the Biblical Worki was issued between 1958 and 196 1 .'=' This is the 

last work which Keel must consider in his claim to move into virtually uncharted temtory in his 

examination of the Psalter. Again Keel concedes the "wealth of material in the form of maps, pictures of 

the landscape, and photographs of archaeological discoveries," among other strengths."' "One drawback of 

the series is its allotment of comparatively few pictures to the individual books of the BibIe (e.g. 20 for the 

psalms). More serious is its failure to group the illustrations thematically. Thus it is necessary to search out 

from a11 four OT volumes the ilIustrations relating, for example, to 'king.' As a result, the individual 

illustrations can provide only a limited measure of mutual explication, and it is difficult to obtain any 

reasonably compact (visual) view. Technical data are supplied only in a rudimentary degree; 

bibliopphical information may as welt be lacking entirely. The selection of materials, like that of ANEP, 

has been determined in the main by considerations of objective knowledge and historical fact."13 

KeeI describes his agenda as a "concern not only to offer illustrative material, but also to confront this 

material. picture by picture, with the texts of a biblical book. In doing so we intend not merely to present 

objective facts, but to make every effort to explore hdamental  orders and religious propositions."''6 This 

analysis of the weaknesses of the major works preceding the release of The Symbolism of rhe Biblical 

World is certainly accurate, and Keel is to be commended for recognizing the weakness in the prevailing 

approach to ancient Near Eastern iconography, and the development of an alternative approach. 

As a perusal of the bibliography of the present work will attest, since the release of The Symbolism of the 

Biblical World advances in the interpretation of artistic "systems" has been ongoing. The continuing 

publication of the results of archaeological excavations, in terms of both text and art has vastly increased 

our knowledge of the ancient world, The growth of information has led to further analysis and the 

retranslating of vast text archives, updating the work of scholars who followed the initid discoveries of the 

archives of the ancient world, and the decipherment of long forgotten languages with initial readings of the 

texts."' Likewise, the cataloguing of collections of art, and the ongoing analysis of various forms of 

ancient art in scholarly books and journals has raised our level of understanding of ancient artistic 

"' B. Mazar: Views of the Biblical World (3 volumes; Jerusalem: 1958- 196 1 ). 

"' Keel: Symbolism 1 1. 

I" KeeI: Symbolism 12. Along with the arbitrary arrangement of materials, Keel notes that the five volume work is 
lacking an index. 

'" Keel: Syrrzbolisrn 1 2. 

I" Two excellent examples of this ongoing work are The Royal Irzscriptions of Mesopotantia project based in Toronto, 
and The Sfare Archives of Assyria project based in Helsinki. Yet even while such major projects are being 
undenaken, thousands of tablets await initial reading, translation and analysis in museum storerooms around the 
world. The amount of already excavated information still needing basic processing is staggering. Even the most 
mundane of these texts may contribute to our overall understanding of the world by offering clarification of a word 
or situation previously unknown or misunderstood. 
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materials, and has enabled us to begin to "read" the art on its own terms. Coupled with this is our 

increasing knowledge of the actual techniques employed by artisans. 

The development of our understanding of the biblical world has been related to the work of  historians, 

archaeologists and art historians by publications which work to develop broad-based understandings of the 

elements of life in various ancient cultures. The series Orbis Biblicrrs et Orientalis and its supplementary 

series. published by I'lnstitut Biblique de I'universiti de Fribourg Suisse, du Seminar fur biblische 

Zeitgeschichte der Universitat Miinster i.W. et de la Sociiti Suisse pour 1'Etude du Proche Orient Ancien 

and closely associated with Othrnar Keel, and more lately Christoph Uehlinger, are a prime example of  the 

sort of pubtication projects which are rapidly bringing a more nuanced understanding of life in the ancient 

Near East, and of the representations of Iife in the surviving art of the period.'" 

The publication of hvo major English language Bible dictionaries illustrates k c  lzfancy of the 

iconographic interpretation of biblical materials. The Interpreter's Dictionary of the ~ i b l e , " ~  published in 

1962 provides a major resource to scholars, teachers and preachers, which remains of value until the 

present. Yet though both the ICIB and the /DBS contain essays on ancient Near Eastern art there is no 

article listed under "iconography." Turning to the publication in 1992 of the massive Anchor Bible 

Di~rionar-y,'~~ we discover the situation to have changed. This time, there is an article of significant length 

on the topic of "iconography." The author is none other than Othmar Keel.'" 

  me tho do logic ally, things have not moved too far over the 20 year period. The tremendous increase in the 

publication and analysis of the material cultures of the ancient Near East notwithstanding, Keel's 

presentation of the situation bears a striking resemblance to the earlier presentation of methodology in the 

initial publication of The $mbolism of rhe Biblical World. 

"Wther series, such as Alrer Orient und Altes Testament. Veroffenlichungen zur Kultur und Geschichte des Alten 
Orients und des Alten Testaments, as well as individual volumes and more synthetic studies are also rapidly 
appearing. In the latter category one might consider works as diverse as Dominique Collon's overview of cylinder 
seaIs entitled Firsr Impressions. Cylinder Seals in the Ancient Near Easl (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1 987), 
Jeremy Black and Anthony Green: Gods, Demons and Synrbols of Ancienr Mesopotantia. An Iflustraled Dicrionary 
(Austin: University of Texas, 1992) and P.R.S. Moorey: Ancient Mesopotarttian Materials and Indrisfries. The 
Arclraeological Evidence (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994). Biblical studies as a discipIine has not yet taken account of the 
lconoyraphlc method, never mind keeping up or taking account of important trends in the analysis of ancient near 
eastern art. 

"9 George Buttrick et. al. (ed-).: The Interpreter 's Dictionary of the Bible. An Illustrated Erlcyclopedia (4 volumes plus 
Supplementary volume, Nashville: Abingdon, 1962). 

David Noel Freedman et. al.: Tlze Anchor Bible Dictionary (6 volumes, New York: Doubleday, 1992). 

13' Othmar Keel: 'Iconography and the Bible,' 358-374, ABD 3. 
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The dictionary entry is launched with a formal definition: "The study of artistic subject matter or content 

(as opposed to artistic techniques and styles). Iconography therefore strives to describe the appearance, 

development, and disappearance of certain motifs and compositions, or the substitution of one artistic form 

by another .. . iconology attempts to establish which movements of social and religious life and thought 

manifest themselves through the changes described by ico~ography."'~' To his technical vocabulary, this 

term "iconology" has been added. 

Iconographical analysis is not the study of art which has been inspired by the Bib1e,l3' rather, it is an 

examination of "the influence of the contemporaneous art on the biblical texts in Israel itself and in the 

neighboring countries, or as the scientific pictorial reconstruction of certain data given by the biblical texts 

(cg. description of architect~re)."'~" Further to this he adds in a more nuanced manner, observations he had 

already practically demonstrated in his analysis of the Psalter. 

Although innumerable biblical handbooks are illustrated with pictures from ANE sources 
... the relationship between biblical texts and pictures contemporaneous to them remains 
neglected, in that it has never been studied in a systematically thought out way, as is 
normal in the other disciplines of biblical research. These relationships are manifold: (1) 
A biblical text can explicitly descnie a work of art, as in e.g., the descriptions of 
drawings of Chaldean warriors in Ezek 23:14. (2) Descriptions can also be implicit. 
There are sound reasons for believing that Ezekiel was influenced by pictorial 
representations when describing the 4 living creatures supporting the sky (Ezekiel 1; 
Keel 1977: 125-273). (3) A text and a picture can independently deal with the same 
subject matter, as e-g., the appointment of an official or his being rewarded (Gen 3 1:37- 
45 and several Egyptian tomb paintings of New Kingdom date ....)I3' 

What was lacking in the methodological introduction to the previous work was this sort of categorization 

of theoretical relationships between the text and the art. Instead, KeeI tends to use broader categories such 

as "like" and ''~nlike."''~ For example, though he posits the question of a direct relationship between a 

particular piece of art and a particular biblical text, a range of possibilities is not fully articdated. In 

fairness to Keel, we might observe that it is fat simpler to critique methodological approaches than to 

develop them. and we might not be overly surprised if the formal statement is not fully developed. 

13' Keel: ABD 3, 358. Here he references E. Kaemmerling (ed.): Bildende Kunsf als Zeichensystem, VoI. I ,  (Cologne: 
DuMont Taschenbiicher, 1979). 

"' "The relationship between the Bible and iconography is not understood here as the ediQing illustration of biblical 
texts by the arts, although this pictorial expression is a valuable contribution to the history of bibtical exegesis" 
Keel: ABD 3,358. 

"" Keel: ABD 3,355. 

'" Keel: :IBD 3, 358. The internal citation is to Othrnar Keel: Ja/rrve-Visionen und Siegelknnst, Eine neue Deutrcng der 
~Clajestatssc/~ildentrtgen irr Jes 6, Ez 1 imd 10, irrrd Sach 4 (Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1972). 

Keel: 12. 
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While this is merely a sharpening of focus on the theoretical end of things, it is an important step fonvard. 

Keel then explores the particular advantages of both literary and iconographicat usage: "the visual image is 

better adapted for the portrayal of complicated relationships. The proportions of a human face or body, or 

any other object, are far more easily conveyed by means of a picture than through the use of descriptive 

words; the relationships uniting family members are more easily understood by a family tree than by the 

use of mere words. Also, it wouId require an extraordinary number of words to provide information 

regarding the exact relationship between a large number of buildings, streets, rivers, etc. to each other - 

relationships that are more conveniently conveyed by a simple map. Conversely, a series of actions is more 

easily described by words than by pictures."'37 

The picture also breaks through barriers formed by language, or literacy.138 Language is capable of extreme 

specificity or generalization and can also "easily distinguish one aspect of a thing; pictures lend themselves 

to the representation of clusters of aspects. The description of the cherubim in 1 Kgs 623-28 mentions a 

few aspects ... but fails to furnish an all-around picture. Thus Josephus may claim, 'as for the cherubim 

themselves, no one can say or imagine what they looked like' (Ant 8.73)'."'39 Thus, Keel correctly 

observes, the value of pictorial representations has long been recognized. 

Again, Keel notes the importance of iconography when dealing with things with which we are familiar: 

Faced with words and ideas, the individual hearer quite often understands them in terms 
supplied primarily by his o r  her own cuItural heritage ... Iconography allows this 
influence of the cultural heritage considerably Iess latitude than does the abstract 
phoneme. It can thus emphasize a number of very common peculiarities in the reasoning 
and imagination of the ANE more quickly and effectively than can the written word. 
Iconography unavoidably compels us to see with the eyes of the ANE.I4O 

The new methodological treatment provided for the Anchor Bible Dictionary, though considerably longer 

than the initial half dozen pages provided for The Synzbolism of the Biblical World, does not really advance 

I J 7  Keel: :LBO 3, 358. 

"""Thc figurative picture always maintains a certain afinity to the object represented. A horse or a cow in an ancient 
Egyptian or Chinese painting is recognizable to every human being (familiar with horses and cows), despite the 
styiistic variations. I t  is, however, impossible to recognize the Chinese or Egyptian words for horse or cow without 
proper knowledge of these languages and their scripts, since language is wholly artificial. This artificiality permits 
differentiation ad libi;rcni1' Keel: ABD 3,358. 

Keel: ABD 3,358. 

''O Keel: ABD 3,359. if the language and ideas sound familiar, it is not surprising. Compare this second paragraph with 
one, in part, cited previously: "Iconography alIows our preunderstanding considerably fess latitude than does the 
abstract phoneme. It can therefore make evident more quickly and effectively than written records a number of very 
common peculiarities of ancient near Eastern reasoning md  imagination. Iconography compels us to see through the 
eyes of the ancient Near East" Synrbolism, 8. 1My point is not to demean the significance of Keel's work, but rather 
to demonstrate the limited methodological advances which have been made in the 20 years between his 
methodological comments. 
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methodological issues. What he provides which is new is a historical prospectus on the approach. The 

manner in which 19th century travelers' reports and narratives whetted the appetite to "see" a biblical 

worid; the rediscovery of ancient sites through an explosion of archaeological excavation in the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries; and the manner in which, begiming especially in the early 20th century, increased 

understanding of material culture, languages, and the interpretation of texts began to transform our 

understanding of the ancient world are all provided to set a context for the development and application of 

this new approach to assist the reading of biblical texts. Another important aspect to this historical 

overview is the notation of attempts to represent cultural realia in synagogue art and manuscript 

illustration. Thus, Keel concIusively provides evidence that our desire to "picture" the biblical world is not 

new. 

Keel also uses this opportunity to discuss several methodological pitfalls which he has observed: 

It has often been stated that Jehu is the only historical personality of  ancient Israel 
represented on an ANE monument. What does this actually mean? ... Only the 
decipherment of the legends revealed that one of the two prostrate figures before the 
Assyrian king was 'Jehu of the House of Omri.' The costume and physiognomy of the 
figure representing him, unfortunately, appear to be identical to that of  his counterpart, 
King Sua of Gilzanu. The figures are thus not portraits but mere 'detenninatives' for 
vassal kings paying homage to the Assyrian overlord- Israel and Gilzanu were probably 
selected since they represented Shalmaneser 111's most distant conquests, lying 
(respectively) far to the SW and NE of ~ s s y r i a . ' ~ '  

This distinction between representative art as portrait and propaganda is an important observation, well 

attested in numerous ancient Near Eastern sources.'"' The iconographic presentation of various peoples as 

"ideal types" - to borrow a phrase from Max Weber - is typical of ancient Near Eastern art. It is with 

this realization that Keel turns his attention to a related phenomena, the depiction of  an historical event: 

In a lavishly illustrated volume, D. Ussishkin has attempted to demonstrate that the 
Lachish reliefs of Semacherib give a realistic picture of the conquest of Lachish in 701 
BC. We can view a landscape with hills, fig trees, vineyards, and a city situated on a hill 
with a double wall (most probably representing the city walls and the acropolis) and 
square towers. Walls with square towers are conventionally used to represent the cities 
of the hilly and mountainous regions to the N and W of Mesopotamia ... Apart from the 
general scheme, however, the reliefs do not bear much resemblance to the 
archaeologically based reconstruction of Lachish.''" 

I" '  Keel: ABD, 359. The latter nvo points cite first C. Smith: 'Jehu and the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser 111,' in A. 
Merrill and T. Overholt (eds.): Scriptrrre in History and Theology (Pittsburgh: 1977) and S. J. Liebermann: 'Giving 
Directions on the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser 111,' RA 79 (1985) 88. 

'"' There is clear evidence from Egypt and Mesopotamia that even royal portraiture was often "recycled." 'The custom 
of labeling older statues with the names of living kings, as Ramcsses [I was particularly inclined to do, reveals that 
they could not have been primarily intended as 'portraits' in the modem sense, but rather intended to represent a 
role and not an individual" Keet: ABD 3,360. For now, it is sufficient to observe that it is only from mid 5th century 
BC that "the Greek world had been cultivating a realistic type of portraiture which the Romans subsequently 
developed even further" Keel: ABD 3, 359. 

''" Keel: ABD 3, 359-360. 
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Having thus considered two prime examples of events long considered to "illustrate" the biblical record, 

Keel correctly concludes: 

Thus, ANE art does not supply 'historical photograph' as W. KeIIer suggests in his 
popular book, The Bible as History. Pictures had more or less the same function as 
Egyptian hieroglyphic detenninatives; representing a class of objects, and not specific 
individual phenomena.Iu 

All of this illustrates the real need for solid methodological procedures. If we do not take care to 

understand the art on its own terms, the best we can do is to understand isolated aspects of cultural artifacts 

- but even here the dangers of misinterpretation are ever close to hand. 

Keel argues that one of the prime factors distancing the modem world from the ancient Near East is the 

perception of historical events: "History was conceived as the perpetually repeated fidfillrnent of divine 

decrees, a kind of ritual; history was a festival where the roles were more important than the individuals 

who filled them. In this manner, ANE art intended to emphasize the position and fimctions of the king and 

to a lesser extent individual kings and dignitaries. This was the approach selected by H. Frankfort and 0. 

KeeL""' 

The significance of this statement is apparent. In the modern world, primary significance is afforded the 

individual, and a concept of the individual as a sort of "everyman" has gone out of vogue. The 

philosophical distance between these views of the world is clear, as is our need to attempt to understand the 

values and ideas expressed by the Literary and artistic conventions of the ancient world. Without a 

conscious effort to understand these cultural communicators on their own terms, our perceptions are bound 

to be skewed. 

Keel correctly observes that the need for historical illustrations of the BibIe will continue to encourage and 

ensure the pubIication of pictures and artifacts from continuing excavations and currently known 

collections. Such uses of iconography will serve to h i s h  the historical names and events of the Bible 

with contemporary clothes, weapons, etc., and to provide 'portraits' of the various types of people." These 

endeavors are not without value, but lead to a distorted view of the world.'" 

Fragmentation, as initiated by Wilkinson and Layard and followed by many biblical 
scholars, is still typically the way in which Egyptian and Assyrian pictures are presented 
in illustrating biblical civilization. Very seldom is an entire relief or a complete wall 
palming reproduced. Usually particular kmds of agricultural activity, specific cult 

I" Keel: ABD 3,360. Keel's reference is to the popular work which was issued in many editions in multiple languages, 
in both hardback and paper. The English edition is Werner Keller: T / J ~  Bible as History. A Con/irnlarion oJt/le Book 
o/'Books (New York: William Morrow, 1956). 

KeeI: ABD 3,360. 

"6 Keel: ABD 3,360. 
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utensils, or single musical instruments are selected for illustration. This is legitimate for 
those interested in material culture in a narrow sense. For example, to illustrate 'dress,' 
individual figures are - as a space-saving measure - invariably removed f?om their 
contexts. Although technical aspects are thus clear, the social significance of  a given 
dress is lost. Egyptian harvest scenes show that the field workers wore a kilt (if anything 
at all), while the overseer wore a sleeved garment; Joseph's robe with 'sleeves' (Gen 
37:3) thus may not be a mere gown but a status symbol.'J7 

To illustrate the importance of examining artistic elements in context, Keel provides several further 

examples of the type of analysis he has in mind. He notes that David Ussishkin has illustrated several social 

classes by examining the whole room of reliefs depicting the fall of Lachish, which were commissioned by 

Semacherib for inclusion within his "palace without rival." This stands in contrast to the isolated use of 

one or two figures typically employed to represent ~udeans.'"~ The representation of Asiatics approaching 

the pharaoh from the tomb of Haremhab, Keel observes, is typically fragmented, and thus loses the 

compositional signals marking both physical and social distance illustrated in the scene.IJ9 

Noting the manner in which the fragmentation of the reliefs limits the sociological analysis which can be 

done, Keel describes the depiction of nomads on reliefs of Assubmipal, now in the British Museum. Do 

such reliefs indicate "the situation of minorities like the early Hebrews"? 

Aside from the shape of the tents (round!), they show that nomadic woman [sic] - in 
contrast to their urban sisters - were mercilessly abused and slaughtered. This unusual 
behavior by the Assyrian army may reflect the opinion that nomads were somehow 
subhuman, or that their women were actively engaged in combat (which is less likely 
since the women are not depicted defending themselves). If this very interesting relief 
was used at all, then it tended to be used only to illustrate how tents in biblical times may 
have ~ooked."' 

As is again important to note, the depiction of the tents along with the accompanying scenes of the killing 

and rape(?) of women by the Assyrian army form part of a much larger relief scene. Once again, the point 

which the author is making had been articulated in embryo in his earlier methodological analysis, but is 

more explicitly and concretely developed for the ABD article: 

... when the great relief of the conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib serves to illustrate 
'battering rams,' 'women's clothes,' and 'wagon types', that is indeed useful; but the 
picture's possibilities for information do not stop there. This method of presenting only 
fragments, characteristic of all the handbooks, pays no respect to the original message of 
these works, the purpose of which was not the illustration of perceptual material culture, 
but of concepts like divine rule, world order, kingship and the gods, etc. The same also 
holds for Yadin's very informative work on the art of war, which indeed uses entire relief 
cycles and impressively presents the technical side of war with the help of numerous 

I" Keel: ABD 3,367-368. 
14s Keel: ABD 3,368, in reference to David Ussishkin: The Conquest ofLac/zis/~ by Senrtacher-ib (Tel Aviv: 1982). 

Keel provides the entire scene with his comments, ABD 3, 368. 

'jO Keel: ABD 3, 369. 
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illustrations, but does not take into account the sociological and ideological aspects of 
warfare which are expressed in these relief cycles.'5' 

The conclusion Keel then reaches is: 

Because the Bible itself is no more concerned with material culture and its achievements 
than is the art of the ANE, it would be better to evolve a system of comparison 
identlfLing their common points. Since neither deals primarily with history in a modem 
sense nor with material culture, one needs to search at  the conceptuaI level.'s' 

In a final section of Keel's article subtitied "Iconography and the CuIture of Concepts" he reviews some 

material new to his methodological discussions, although he again does not push his methodological 

approach much hrther  than what he had established in The Symbolism of the Biblical World. He notes, for 

example, that when Layard discovered the gate genii in Nimrud he thought Ezekiel had been influenced by 

having seen these creatures,"' as well as providing reference to similar speculative analysis based on the 

then newly discovered physical remains from ancient Assyrian sites: 

Jeremias likewise saw the similarity between the temples depicted in Neo-Assyrian 
reliefs (a temple on a mountain with a park and rivers) and the description of Paradise in 
Genesis 2 and Ezekiel 28 (3rd ed., pp. 65-57). Along the same line as Jeremias, L. Diirr 
(19 17) systematically used the ancient oriental iconography along with the texts to come 
to an appropriate understanding of the complex visions in Ezekiel 1 and 10.'" 

Again, his survey of usages notes that Gunkel makes some use of iconography, acknowledges the series of 

popular works by the French archaeologist A. Pa r r~ t , "~  and tackles the inadequacies of ANEP. 

I i l  Keel: ABD 3, 369. The allusions are to: Yigael Yadin: The Art of Wagare in Biblical Lands ( 2  Volumes, New York: 
1963) and to K. Galling: Biblisches Reallaikoa (Tubingen: 1937). 

Is' Keel: ABD 3,369. 

15' KeeI: ABD 3, 369, provides references to Austin Layard: Nirleveh and its Renzains ( 2  Volumes; London: 1849) 
1 :69C 2:464f. 

Is' Keel: ABD 3, 370. The works cited are: A. Jeremias: Das Alte Testanlent im Lichte des Altetz 
edition 1904; 3rd edition 1916). and L. Diirr: Ezechiels Vision von der Ersclieinltng Gottes 
Liclrre cier vorderasiatisclzen :I lrrrmrriskltnde (Wurzburg: 19 17). 

'jS Parrot's series, published as "Cahiers d'Archiologie Biblique" included: 

Orients (Leipzig: 
(Ez. c- f wid 10) 

I st 
inz 

La tour de Babel ( 1 954). De'lrrge et Arche de No6 ( 1 953, Babylone et 1 'Ancien Testanrent ( 1956) arzd Le nutst!e dzr 
Louvre et la Bible (1957), cited b y  Keel, as well as numerous other volumes intended to show the relationship 
behveen the Bible and archaeological evidence. Andri Parrot's status as "Conservateur en chef des Musees 
Nationaux, Professeur a 1'Ecole du Louvre, Chef de las mission archCologique de Mari" as well as his industrious 
production of popular works helped to familiarize people with the results of archaeoIogicaI excavations, but while: 
"In Babylone et l 'Ancien Testament, haIf a dozen pictures for Ezekiel 1 were presented; the insights, however, do 
not go any farther than chose of Diirr. A year later he illustrated the concept of Paradise in Genesis 2 (4 rivers, 
Cherubim, etc.) with the famous Mari walI painting ..." 371. Again, Keel then moves on to the "classic and still 
extremely useful collection (ANEP)" and the five volume Views ofthe Biblical World, noting their promise, but the 
inadequate nature of the books. 

The series "Cahiers d'ArchCologie Biblique" was published by Delachaux et Niestlt in Neuchatel and Paris. 
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At this point. Keel begins to summarize the advances which he has made in the field of iconographic 

analysis. In his own assessment he writes: 

Keel attempted a systematic comparison of ideas about the world, the temple, the king, 
etc. found in the Psalms, with concepts represented in ANE an, identifying points of 
contact and divergence. The attempted comparison is that of thought with thought, and 
pictures are only one type of evidence, while words are another. For the representation of 
the world, Keel was inspired by H. Schaefer's study on the representation of the world by 
the ancient Egyptians, while the chapter on the king stood under the influence of H. 
Frankfort. While Pritchard illustrates royalty almost exclusively with "portraits," Keel 
illustrates the role of Pharaoh using relief cycles of the birth, enthronement, temple 
foundation, etc., stressing the role and functions of the king (not royal individualities) 
and comparing this role with that played by the Israelite king in the Royal ~salrns. ' '~ 

In recent years Keel endeavored to show that certain of the motifs used in the Bible were 
to be found not onIy in Egyptian TempIe reliefs, or their counterparts in the Assyrian 
palaces, etc., but also in the realm of miniatures, such as seals, amulets, ivories, textiles, 
etc. which were well distributed in Israel itself. He was able to interpret Isaiah 6, Ezekiel 
1 and 10, and Zechariah 4 by drawing on contemporaneous glyptic art. A year later he 
interpreted the singular passage in Job 39 (where Yahweh refers to his dealings with 
lions, wild oxen, onagers, ostriches, etc.) as an exploitation of the "Lord of the Animals" 
motif, thus providing this part of the speech with a meaning, without being obliged to 
seek recourse in modern theological reasoning. The advantage of a picture for the clear 
representation of stellar constellations was particularly usefkl for the interpretation of Job 
38.15' 

Certainly Keel's important study Jahwv- Visionen und Siegelkrrnst af fmed  in detail the significant parallels 

to be drawn between ancient Near Eastern iconography and the theophanies which shape the book of 

Ezekiel. At this point it is important to note that substantial steps forward have been made in the 

examination of particular areas of relationship between ancient Near Eastern art and the text of the Bible. 

Attention is also drawn to Urs Winter's Frau rtnd Gijrrin,'" a massive work comparing Syrian images of 

women and goddesses with the biblical presentations of women. Two contributions to the study of the 

Song of Solomon, which Keel himself presented are also noted. The first of these was preparatory to a 

commentary which appeared in German in 1986, and in English in 1994.IS9 

While Keel does not comment on the methodological approach undertaken in his commentary on the Song 

of Songs, it is significant for our assessment of the methodological statements made by Keel. First, we 

lS6 Keel: ABD 3, 372. Internal references are to H. Schaefer (no bibliognphicaI information provided) Principles of 
Egypfian Arl; (Oxford: Ciarendon, 1974) based on the 4th edition of H. Schiifer: Yon iiopfischer Kmsf 
(Wiesbaden: I-ianassowin, 1963) 1st edition (Leipzig: 1919); Henri Frankfort: Kingship and the Gods (Chicago: 
Chicago, 1969); ANEP nos. 376-463, e.g. no. 4 I9 and Keel: Die Kelt ... ( 1  972). 

Is' Keel: .4BD 3, 372. Citations represent Othrnar Keel: Jakwe-Visionen rind Siegelkztnst (Stuttgart: 1977) and 0. Keet: 
Jahwe Enfgegnung an /job (Gottingen, 1 978). 

'jS Urs Winter: Frau und Giirrin: Exegerische rind ikonographische Siudien a i m  weilblichen Gottesbild inr Alfen Israel 
und in dessen Umwelf (Freiburg and Giittingen, 1983). 

"' The three works are: Othmar Keel: Deine Blicke sitld Tauben. Zur Metaphoric des Hohen Liedes (Stuttgart: 1984); 
Das Hohelied (Zurich: 1986) and The Song ofSongs. A Continental Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994). 
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might note that while the book is approached in a more typical form for a biblical commentary, a verse by 

verse exposition, ud ike  the approach necessary in his work on  Psalms, his methodology is strikingly 

similar to that which we find in his creative presentation of a world view in The Symbolism of the Biblical 

Worfd. His use of images ranging over wide historical periods, and yet conveying the same essentials, is 

undergirded by 3 supposition that such images were essentially static and internationally understood. The 

static nature of  the images is essential to their employment over a long period of The international 

argument is necessary both to fill in the time gaps, and to make the material applicable to Israelite tradition. 

Keel aIso typically crosses from one type of art to another to iIlustrate the relationships he sees between the 

understanding of symbols and metaphors which he finds in the art of  the ancient Near East, and the literary 

representations of  these ideas which appear in biblical texts. Obviously, in the commentary, like 

comparisons are more dominant than differences. 

In concIusion, Keel cites an ongoing project of his own and another work in the OBO series, as 

foundational to the future development of the approach: 

S. Schroer has collected and critically analyzed a11 the accounts about representative art 
in the OT and related them to the finds of the archaeoIogica1 work done in biblical lands. 
A global presentation of Canaanite-Israelite iconography presupposes a systematic 
treatment of the smaller works of art - especially the seals - to provide material for 
further comparative work, the possibilities and the methodology of which will demand 
more reflection in order to consolidate what has been hitherto achieved, and to assure a 
solid basis for additional possible  result^.'^' 

While we might add a few more recent items to Keel's summary, no 

major breakthroughs in methodology have taken place. Commentaries 

have, in recent years, been much aware of iconographic resources, 

thanks most probably to Keel's work, and Philip King has produced 

two works which topically examine the text of prophetic works in the 

Iight of the evidence available through archaeologica1 research, but 

Keel's approach remains the most analytical approach to the reading of  

biblical texts in light of ongoing iconographic research. 16' 

- .  

The connection of the dove to Ishtar, Astarte, and Aphrodite is discussed on pages 69-73, and is illustrated by art 
from "Cyprus; fourtldthird century BC," "Ancient Syrian cylinder seal; ca. I750 BC," "Mitanni seal from Tell 
Fakhariyah in northern Syria; thirteenth century BC," "Terra-cotta figure from Lachish; eighth century BC," and "an 
Attic d ~ s h  . . . End of the sixth century BC." 

'"' Keel: ASD 3,  372. S. Schroer: In Israel gab es Bilder (Freiburg and Gottingen, 1987). The projected work he cites 
(two volumes had appeared) has now been complcted The four volumes are: 0. KeeI and S. Schroer: Studien zu den 
Stenlpelstcgeln aus Pal?srina/lsruel. Band I (Freiburg and Gottingen, 1985); 0. Keel, H. Keel-Leu and S. Schroer: 
Srudien zu den Stentpelsiegeln arcs Paliisrindlsrael. Band / I  (Freiburg and Gottingen, 1989); 0. Keel, M. ShuvaI 
and C. Uehlinger: Studien zu den Sfempelsiegeln aus Palastindsrael. Band 111 (Freiburg and Gottingen, 1990); 0. 
Keel: Studien zu den Stenrpelsiegefn atu Pallistincdisrael. Band I K Mir Registern zu den B6nden I-IV (Freiburg and 
Gottingen, 1994). 
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Why iconography offers the opportunity to advance our 
understanding of Ezekiel 

4. 

At long last we come to the goals of the present work, an iconographic analysis of the book of Ezekiel. The 

presuppositions in using iconographic imagery implied in Keel's work now need to be articulated so that 

research into the book of Ezekiel might move foru~ard. It was at this point that the present writer 

discovered a need to advocate not merely a hrther step in formally articulating a methodological 

procedure, but a need to discover a further interpretive strategy. 

As we might observe, Keel's work presupposes several things we need to formally state concerning the 

iconographic representations which derive from the ancient Near East. First and fundamental to all our 

work is the argument that iconographic metaphors were understood by ancient people. Such a statement 

allows us to argue that iconographic representations helped to cement and clarifj. arguments, and represent 

realities and relationships which might prove difficult to communicate, or would require lengthy detailed 

''' Philip King: Amos. Hosea, Micah -An Archaeological Conmentary (Philadelphia: Westminster, I988), and Philip 
King: Jeremiah -An Archaeological Companion (Louisville: WestminsterIJohn Knox, 1993). 
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written accounts to present. Second, and related to the fust statement is the implied argument that there 

were canonical understandings of certain ideas and concepts which could be understood throughout the 

ancient Near East. Closely related to this observation is the fact that we have a similar phenomenon which 

has been clearly exploited in the analysis of biblical texts on the literary front. The "canonical" 

employment of iconographic ideas is therefore to be understood to paralleI literary usage of symbols, 

rnetap hors and types. Such representations might be further defined as explicitly "canonical" and implicitly 

"canonical." A third manner in which Keel develops his study is also based on an understanding of the 

iconography as essentially static in nature. While there may be regional variants, there is enough continuity 

of thought to allow us to "read" icons across cultures, and across "platforms." The use of the term 

"p1atfonns" is related to modem technology, but conveys well the idea which needs to be advanced. In 

computer technology the term "platforms" is used to describe different operating systems on which 

programs "run." m i l e  a computer program may in fact run in the same or identical manner on the surface, 

the operating system upon which the program runs is hdamenta l ly  different. This describes well what can 

be observed in the iconography. Cylinder seals may employ the same iconographic messages and 

representations as relief carving, or painting, or embroidery, but there are some subtle - or significant - 
transformations which result from the change of the platform on which the artist works. While KeeI has 

observed all of the features we have noted above, they have not been formaIly demonstrated or articulated 

in his methodological introductions. 

Though it has become clear chat Keel's work is in need of further refinement, we must acknowledge his 

tremendous contribution in establishing the need for biblical studies to utilize this field of analysis already 

well developed in other areas of research.'63 Keel began with the symbolic world represented in the 

iconographic traditions, and structured for us a vision of that world painted in broad stokes, bringing in the 

book of Psalms to illustrate point after point at which the realia of the ancient world confirmed that the 

representational conventions of the ancient Near East were drawn upon to inform the writers' perspectives. 

He does not attempt to articulate whether that "drawing in" of conventional art is undertaken at a conscious 

or unconscious Ievel, but is satisfied to provide an iconographic commentary on the Psalter which begins 

with an elaboration of a worldview from the ancient Near East and draws the texts of the individual psalms 

into that world. As we have already noted, this is not a verse by verse commentary in the traditional sense, 

but a foray into the unknown, a courageous and ingenious step forward in a discipline of study. 

''' See for example the massive literature on Greek iconographic traditions. The massive dictionary Lericon 
Jconograpllicurn Myfhologiae Classicae (Ziirich und Miinchen: Artemis Verlag, 198 1 ff) attests to the development 
of study in the field. The use of iconography in medieval and renaissance art has been similarly established, but in 
each case the circumstances are so different to those we address they are essentially other communication systems. 
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Keel moved from this type of approach to tackle a biblical book in the more traditionat manner, using 

iconographic images as an integral part of his commentary on the Song of Songs. Here too his findings 

offered fresh insights into the unique perspectives of the book. 

We have observed that almost from the beginning of the discovery and publication of artifacts from the 

ancient Near East, comparisons to the book of Ezekiel have been made. An understanding of this material 

has helped to "normalize" the theophanic visions found in EzekieI. The advances of Durr are now the basis 

of a rough consensus of views shared by writers such as Zimmerli, Greenberg, Blenkinsopp, Brownlee and 

Allen. These writers have divergent views of the text and its history and meaning, but seem to have 

reached a limited consensus which acknowledges that rather than being gobbledygook or delusional, the 

theophanic descriptions can be informed and articulated by comparison with the 3rt of the ancient Near 

East, and particularly that found in Mesopotamia. 

It was an examination of these factors that caused the present writer to consider an iconographic 

examination of the book as a whole. The next logical step appeared to be to build on this foundation of 

understanding, and the further development of our abilities to correctly read the iconographic world, to 

present a fresh approach to the problems faced in the book of Ezekiel. While it appears clear that the text of 

a biblical book can effectively draw upon such iconographic conventions as a means of interpretation, the 

problem encountered surfaced when the next stage of the interpretive task was approached. On what basis 

could the vast amount of material which might be compared to the text of Ezekiel be organized? 

The work of Keel suggested an approach, but the problems encountered in a change of literary type did not 

suggest a similar approach to be pragmatic. The desire was to write an iconographic commentary, one that 

would press our comprehension of the book fonvard, rather than providing an assemblage of images which 

might be compared with the various features of the book in a more random manner. 

After an examination of the art of various ancient cultures the following observations were compiled: 

1. There were canons of art which were recognized and followed - if not formally articulated - in Egypt, 

~Mesopocamia, .Mycenae, and elsewhere from very early times; 

2, Some of these canonical features were particular to a culture and functioned as distinctives which were 

and are used to provide immediate identification of a cultural style of art; 

3. Such distinctive features were copied by cultures who wanted to affirm an affrnity with a dominant state 

due to trade relations, political subservience or dominance, or at times style; 

4. The result of such copying was often a transformation of the original model and the creation of a byform 

or byforms of the original; 
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5. At times canonical conventions came to be shared by a broader cultural milieu and developed into a sort 

of international language of symbols and gestures; 

6 .  Various external factors led to periodic 'back to the roots,' movements where archaizing style and 

features dominated the art [and literature] of an era. 

Such conclusions recognize both regional particularities and widespread conceptualizations. As we 

carefully noted to begin our study, with particular reference to Ezekiel 23:15, the clear examples of 

references to a n  in the Hebrew Bible are limited. Yet despite the many questions which remain concerning 

the following description, it provides us with an important clue whereby we can attempt a methodological 

advance: 

She saw men portrayed on a wall, figures of Chaldeans portrayed in red, with belts 
around their waists and flowing turbans on their heads; all of them looked like 
Babylonian chariot officers, natives of Chaldea (EzekieI 23: 15). 

The text describes a form of an  which is familiar to us from the carved reliefs and wall paintings of the 

Neo-Assyrian empire. While it is not clear if the art in mind is orthostatic or painted plaster, the 

relationship of the images to what we will articulate as the iconography of empire is clear. Still, the 

questions bristle beneath the surface. Is this hyperbole? Rhetoric? Or is the writer alluding to some actual 

representations of the states of the larger world which could be seen in the city of Jerusalem? Some suggest 

Ezekiel is transferring imagery familiar from BabyIonian sites (or even Assyrian?) to a Jerusalem 

context.16j If such art was created in Jerusalem, when woutd it have appeared? What relationships was it 

intended to describe?16s Who would have seen such representations? 

We will examine all of this in greater detail, but at this stage it is proper to draw some postulates: 

I .  Generally, art was intended to communicate in understandable means. 

2. The artistic traditions of the ancient Near East intended to be more than merely decorative. Art, like 

language, provided a functional means of understanding and ordering the world. 

3 .  The official artistic presentations of the ancient Near East, though often of variable quality, were based 

on theoretical ideals, even when these were not clearly understood by the audience, or the artist. At 

I M  "The glamor of Babylon is described in terms of architecturai ornamentation. Doubtless Ezekiel and his audience 
had seen such painted bas-reliefs on Babylonian buildings, and the account is embroidered by the contemporary 
reference in the interests of communication with his hearers. Hab I:6-11 reflects the tremendous impression the 
Babylonian army made on Judah" Allen: 2, 49. Zimrnerli notes: "The accusation that the first contacts with the 
Babylonians were occasioned by familiarity with images drawn on walls with vermilion, which represented 
Babylonian officials, remains thoroughly obscure" I, 486. 

On the one hand a tendency to copy and emulate the art of Assyrian and Babylonian overlords would be quite 
understandable. On the other hand, it is also likely that the pretensions to independence or even more grandiose 
illusions of power would have been articulated in the decoration of the palace. 
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times there may have been some symbolic values intended to be obscure except to a certain segment of 

people or gods. 

4. At times, these conventions were copied by unskilled, or untrained artisans, who distorted the original 

purpose, yet in spite of this tended to maintain the basic protocol of artistic Iariguage. 

5. Skilled artists were not straightjacketed by the canons of convention, but rather used these to express 

intended nuances and refocus meaning. If there were no rules to art, the "breaking of the rules" and 

expanding of conventional means of representing reality would have had no meaning.'66 

Methodologically the point of all this is simple. As a vehicle for communication art can represent piety, 

power and propaganda at both the level of "official" and "personal" art. The transfer of image to icon 

moves artistic metaphors from being ilIustrative to offering new vistas of meaning, and new insights to 

order the conceptuai world of the author and artist. Meaning can only be communicated if there is a 

sufficient basis of common understanding to allow the transfer of ideas from one persorr !n another. Ezekiel 

used descriptive allusions to the artistic canons of his world as a basis for conveying meaning, just as he 

uses literary conventions, and language to convey meaning. His assumption was that such allusions would 

sharpen and cIarify his presentation, not that it would conhse, bewilder or alienate. To state this is to argue 

that basic broad conceptions of artistic representation are reflected in Ezekiel's work and that these 

conceptions offer fundamental insights which enable us to more clearly understand the meaning of various 

portions of the book. 

Our goals are modest. To establish a basic relationship between broad representational ideas of the way in 

which things are represented and the text of EzekieI. In the case of Ezekiel the key figure is identified as 

part of the priestly class, and as such, one who is clearly trained and literate in preparation for a role within 

the Jerusalem establishment. While it is not cIearly demonstrable as a "fact," we can assume Ezekiel to 

have had a knowledge of the iconography of the TempIe and of the cultic paraphernalia associated with it, 

an awareness of Judean religious traditions and texts, and perhaps a knowledge of other languages and 

cultural uaditions based on a formal training. Whatever the details, the text of the book suggests that we are 

dealing with an individuaI who has a familiarity with the art of the elite, and a sophisticated knowledge of a 

wide variety of textual traditions. The location of the author in Babylon, coupled with a march through 

much of Syria and northern Mesopotamia to arrive in Nippur, some 60 miles from the capital, suggests as 

"" Two obvious cases will suffice. Sennacherib's artists who decorate the "paface without rival" completely refocus 
the style of palace relief by largely eliminating traditional registers. But the intent of these innovations is not to deny 
or eliminate previously employed trditions, but rather to sharpen and focus them. In the palace of Assurnasirpal 11, 
the art created a focal point in the throne room, with all the varied extremities of the empire highlighted by costume 
and tribute. The new style of relief allows Sennacherib's artist to explore the landscape of the empire in a heightened 
representational manner, and thus aftinns the old canonical meaning, but introduces an alternative canonical 
representation. From this point on, the hvo methods of representation can stand side by side, affirming and 
confirming the same point, but aesthetically and graphically expanding the conceptual horizons. 
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well the opportunity to observe, at least from a distance, some of the major sites of earlier empires. What 

might have been visible to him on such a journey must, by necessity, remain a matter of debate. 

The method of applying iconographic interpretations to literary texts is in its infancy with regard to ancient 

Near Eastern texts, and more particularly with biblical texts. The need to find a means of taking a book like 

Ezekiel, with it historiographic and programmatic concerns, and utilizing the insights available from 

iconographic research. should, by this point, be obvious. The iconography which develops in the first half 

of the f ist  miIIennium BC alongside the growing intellectual fomu1ations concerning empire provides a 

means for us to address the text of Ezekiel in a fresh and innovative manner. 

Imagery drawing on these conceptual canons is integral to the force and direction of the literary whole. 

Ezekiel, in its canonical form, offers us a sweeping Literary work, which despite its layered and nuanced 

literary features, presents us with an opportunity to see if the application of iconographic images and 

programs from contemporary art will help us to sharpen, clarify and focus the reading of the work. Does an 

iconographic analysis help us to make sense of what we read? Does it hone and nuance our reading of the 

text, and offer opportunities to understand the book as polyvalent in its employment of symbols and 

metap hors'? 

Obviously, the lack of an iconographic interpretation has not rendered the book of Ezekiel completety 

incomprehensible. But can one argue that while not leaving the work void of meaning, the lack of a 

contextualization offered by a reading of contemporary artistic concepts does leave the work far less 

nuanced, and with a much more open ended horizon than the author intends'? 

A conscious effort is required to divest oursetves of modem perceptions of the world, while at the same 

time attempting to assimilate ancient values and ideas. Can an iconographic reading enable us to visualize, 

emulate responses, reactions and realities which would simulate the reading of the text by an ancient 

reader? The ideology of empire as developed by the Assyrians, Babylonians and Persians offers us an 

16' "The use of an object clearly influences the beholder's perceptions and associations: function guides the projection 
that the beholder makes. This phenomenon is also familiar from literature, where the reader's expectations arc 
shaped by literary genre- The same holds true for visual representations: an image of a god on a coin evokes other 
associations than those summoned by the same image on an amulet: whereas the coin conveys political legitimacy, 
the amulet is associated with personal feelings of veneration. Thus, only by studying genres are wc able to specify 
meanings, and only by studying institutional contexts can we discern between the true and false implications of 
images" Kippenberg: 6 .  On the manner in which images can be read as elements of a structure and as models of 
social reality Kippenberg: 6-7. 
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opportunity to develop a new model to understand YHWH as king, emperor, lord, builder and patron of the 

world. 

The icon understood as a tool to "see through," to comprehend a deeper reality, is a key concept. It is 

similar to the literary uses of forms, metaphors, and other devices to frame and order our reading of 

particular texts. Sophisticated markers would be understood by those educated in the traditions of 

contemporary culture, and we should not be surprised to find such perceptions help us to make sense of 

ancient art and literature. A literary reference to an iconographic symbol would thus trigger ideas, reference 

points and perhaps broader programmatic relationships to enable the contextualization of a concept 

expressed in literary form. 

What is difficult to describe in a nuanced and layered manner can thus be signaled in the text by the use of 

an iconographic image which is a part of a larger symbolic system. The wonderful theophany, the smiting 

of pharaoh, the description of a new Eden are all iconographic keys to enable us to understand the larger 

metaphor wlth which Ezekiel plays throughout the book. YHWH, emperor of the world, takes up arms 

against rebel vassals, vanquishes all who oppose his reign, establishes his new palacdtemple, and is fmalIy 

enthroned as emperor once again - this time ushering in a new age. 

A final word is in order. As the intent of our study is to demonstrate the manner in which iconographic 

ideas are used by Ezekiel in an essentiaily aniconic manner - as literary devices - the use of h e  

drawings in our analysis of the prophetic corpus will be illustrative rather than specific. Ezekiel uses 

iconographic Senres and metaphors to clearly represent and sharpen specific aspects of his message. The 

entire archive, shaped under the influence of the dominant ideology of empire, and its iconographic 

portrayal, can be read and understood in a fresh and exciting manner, not by arguing that Ezekiel saw any 

specific work or works of art, but by identifying and articulating the intellectual worId in which he was 

raised, subsequently lived, and in which his cognitive life was shaped. For this reason the work is 

ahistorical in its use of art, while at the same time it strives to demonstrate the real value in reading the 

book as a text written in its entirety in the Neo-Babylonian era. The archive bears witness to the 

intelligence and wide ranging interests of the creative force behind the book, and that force most certainly 

would appear to have been the figure whose name the book bears. 
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The prophet's skilled use of the iconography is remarkable. He manages to convey an integrated picture of 

the iconographic ideals of empire while, at the same time, by leaving specific details aside, he renders the 

who!e "aniconic." Ezekiel simultaneously shapes word pictures which convey the ideology of empire 

according to its iconographic patterns while leaving his literary descriptions "undrawable." In other words, 

artists have been inspired by Ezekiel's visions, but it is impossible to use the text as an accurate guide to 

visual representation, other than in general terms. The intent of the current work is to demonstrate how 

iconographic traditions connected with the ideology of empire offer us fresh opportunities to read the book 

of Ezekiel, and to understand his message as an integrated whole. 



The iclomcrgraphy o-F e~mapiire 

The biblical traditions are highly influenced by concepts of empire. This should not surprise us as the bulk 

of the Hebrew Bible emerges in the fust millennium BC, an era dominated by a sequence of "world" 

empires. As was true of all the small states of Syria-Palestine, it was impossible to ignore the imperial 

claim of these emergent superpowers, One could simply choose among options - comply with their 

imperial intents, conspire against their power at an opportune moment or openly conflict with their agenda. 

Much of the Hebrew Bible is formulated against these realities. 

In the ancient Near East, a fully deveioped vision of a world empire can be firmly established for the f ist  

half of the first millennium. While Egyptian, Hittite and Mesopotamian states had previously demonstrated 

imperial claims, it is at the turn of the millennium that the kingdom of David emerges in the power vacuum 

left when both Assyria and Egypt are focused on internal issues of stability. Between these hvo great states 

with their traditions of empire, and in the lull before a fresh renewal of territorial claims by either of these 

great powers, David forges a modest empire in the hills of Canaan, His son and successor Solomon pushes 

the concepts of empire to an extent that become paradigmatic for later traditions. 

Solomon's reign is depicted as a microcosm of the great empires of Egypt and Assyria. The king is 

enthroned at the centre of the world, is the temple builder of his God, the highest mediator in the iand, the 

wise ruler who brings the prosperity of a golden era to his people. The narrative is characterized by an 

idyllic presentation in which the goIden age of Israel's empire is described in delicious detail. From the 

time YHWH promises "King Solomon shall be blessed, and the throne of David shall be established before 

the Lord forever" (1 Kings 2:45), the reader is presented with a catalogue of this great blessing. We read 

"the kingdom was established in the hand of Solomon" (1 Kings 2:46), to conclude the succession story, 

and are immediately told "Solomon made a marriage alliance with Pharaoh king of Egypt; he took 
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Pharaoh's daughter and brought her into the city of David" ( I  Kings 3:l). Not only is such an alliance with 

the leader of a superpower impressive, it is rendered doubly so if we realize that Pharaoh's daughters were 

seldom - if ever - mamed off to cement poIitical relationships. 

Solomon is presented as having a divine gift of wisdom (1 Kings 3: 12) riches and honor (1 Kings 3: 13). In 

fact, "no other king shall compare with you." (13). This promise is couched in a conditional format "If you 

will walk in my ways, keeping my statutes and my commandments, as your father David walked, then I 

will lengthen your life" (1 Kings 3:14). This language invokes Deuteronomy, and of course, serves to 

remind the reader of the so-called "law of the king" found in Deuteronomy 17: 14-20. Reading the narrative 

describing the "Golden Age" of Solomon with the "law of the king" at ready reference is instructive. The 

account skillfully depicts as tottery, flimsy, and ephemeral, the wonder years of the Solomonic empire. 

What the narrator gives with one descriptive hand, is shown by choice of terminology arid f-iniliarity with 

the Deuteronomy passage, to be at the same time insubstantia1 and misguided, and is thus taken away. 

This law suggests that a time may come when Israel will feel a need to enthrone a king. At that point "you 

may indeed set over you a king whom the Lord your God will choose. One of your own community you 

may indeed set over you; you are not permitted to put a foreigner over you, who is not of your own 

community" (Deut. 17:15). The succession story tells of palace intrigue and jockeying for position and 

influence amongst factions within the court, including the priesthood and the prophet Nathan, but 

interestingly there is not a word about consulting YHWH to render this important decision. And firrther to 

the intriguing case, the successor who is elevated to the throne is a man whose parentage is of David and 

Bathsheba, a woman consistently marked in the narrative as "the wife of Uriah the Hittite." At best, this 

designation calls into question the descent of Solomon. Can he be regarded as an undefiled member of the 

community, when according to the Deuteronomic standard his heritage is questionable?' 

The enthroned king is not to "acquire many horses for himself, or return the people to Egypt in order to 

acquire more horses, since the Lord has said to you, 'You must never return that way again.' And he must 

not acquire many wives for himself, or else his heart will turn away; also silver and gold he must not 

"Those born of an illicit union shall not be admitted to the assembly of the Lord. Even to the tenth generation, none 
of their descendants shall be admitted to the assembly of the Lord. No Ammonite or Moabite shall be admitted to 
the assembly of the Lord. Even to the tenth generation, none of their descendants shall be admitted ..." Deut. 232-3- 
The Hittites are among those peoples to be "annihilated" when Israel possesses Canaan (Deut. 7: 1-6; 20: 17-18), 
specific instructions being given which warns of the dangers of non-compliance with this instruction: "Do not 
intermarry with them, giving your daughters to their sons or taking their daughters for your sons, for that would turn 
away your children from following me, to serve other gods" Deut. 7:34. The "prophecy" finds its fulfillment in the 
story of Solomon. 
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acquire in great quantity for himseIfT (Deuteronomy 17: 16-17). Solomon "had forty thousand stalls of 

horses for his chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen" (1 Kings 4:26). A lengthy description of the gold 

pouring in from SoIornon7s trading and tribute payments ( I  Kings 10:14-22) is summed up in the 

description: 

Thus King Solomon excelIed all the kings of the earth in riches and wisdom. The whole 
earth sought the presence of Solomon to hear his wisdom, which God had put into his 
mind. Every one of them brought a present, objects of silver and gold, garments, 
weaponry, spices, horses, and mules. so much year by year. 

SoIomon gathered together chariots and horses; he had fourteen hundred chariots and 
twelve thousand horses, which he stationed in the chariot cities and with the king in 
Jerusalem. The king made silver as common in Jerusalem as stones, and he made cedars 
as numerous as the sycamores of the Shephelah. Solomon's import of horses was from 
Egypt and Kue, and the king's traders received them from Kue at a price ... (1 Kings 
I0:23-28). 

King Solomon loved many foreign women along with the daughter of Pharaoh: hloabite, 
Ammonite, Edomite, Sidonian, and Hittite women, from the nations concerning which 
the LORD had said to the Israelites, 'You shall not enter into marriage with them, neither 
shall they with you; for they will strrely incline your heart to follow their gods'; Solomon 
clung to these in love. Among his wives were seven hundred princesses and three 
hundred concubines; and his wives turned away his heart. For when Solomon was old, 
his wives turned away his heart after other gods; and his heart was not true to the LORD 
his God, as was the heart of his father David ... ( I  Kings 1 1 : 1-5). 

The narrator suspends an account of the apostasy of Solomon until following his description of the 

completion and dedication of the temple. The literary picture of this magnificent building with its elaborate 

canring, and its fine decorative hrniture is wondefil, and adds to the glorious portrayal of this glamorous 

time. But there are sufficient clear signals along the way that the toppling of this "house of cards" is certain 

- from the beginning of the narrative. The glitter of the golden era is assayed and found tainted. Whatever 

conclusion we draw concerning the shaping of the portrait of the historical Solomon, the account in Kings 

links his empire to models, architecture and iconography closely linked with Phoenician, Egyptian and 

Mesopotamian ideological structures, While clear aniconic details are added, the overall imagery is 

connected with empires represented in Egyptian and Assyrian contexts, which inform the Israelite 

portrayal. By the first millennium two major developments of the iconography of empire have been 

established, one in Egypt, and the other in Mesopotamia. While they are far from uniform, they share some 

basic features, and Ezekiel clearIy draws on these ideoIogica1 prototypes which so highly influenced the 

iconographic traditions developed in the Levant. 

In Mesopotamia, it is during the final centuries of the history of Assyria as an independent state that her 

kings bring the concept of a world empire into a full blown ideological program. This program finds 

expression by a number of means, not the least of which is in the artistic conventions for the state, and 
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while the concept of a world empire is not without precedent on a number of fronts, it is in the first half of 

the first millennium that we find all the elements of a world empire clearly articulated across a number of 

spheres. Understanding the ideology of empire represented in the art and the employment of iconographic 

metaphors in both large scale narrative representations of the empire, and as iconographic "signals" which 

appear individually, but derive their meaning from an abstract relationship to the whole being represented, 

will be the goal of our methodological considerations. Following this, in the final section of this work, we 

will look for these iconographic metaphors in relation to their use and structure in the book of Ezekiel. 

When we come to d e h e  what we mean by the term ancient Near Eastern art, we encounter a number of 

difficulties. As Ann Gunter observes: "the term 'ancient Near Eastern an' does not embrace a coherent 

body of works of art linked by an obvious unity of style, purpose, or means of expression. Moreover, it 

includes works made by artisans of a variety of ethnic identities. No histories of art survive from the ANE: 

typological, aesthetic. and historicaI categories and trends have been established only in modem times. 

Because the modern distinction between art and craft is difficult to apply to the ANE, scholars generally 

admit a wide range of objects to the realm of art."' 

These cautionary words are important to heed. The lack of formal articulations of artistic conventions or 

the analysis and critique of art in texts derived from the ancient Near East does present us with significant 

interpretive problems.' At the same time, the problems are not insurmountable. For example, rather than 

being able to draw upon a literary presentation describing the "canonical" principles of Egyptian art which 

derives from ancient Egypt, or even one of her neighbors, the modem interpreter must develop such 

explanations of the features used by the artists and work out their significance. Texts at times serve to 

affum this analysis, by providing bits and pieces of information from which we might construct an ancient 

viewpoint, but often aspects of the iconographic program must be "figured out," occasionally on the basis 

of parallel uses in other artistic traditions. At times, in spite of all efforts to decipher and decode, elements 

remain enigmatic. Further, while the difficulty in distinguishing art and craft has facilitated the analysis of 

decorated materials across a variety of artistic platforms, the viewpoint of the ancients on the relationship 

between medm forms remains unarticulated and largely unknown. While we struggle to understand the 

relationship between icons, scenes and motifs which appear in different materials, the fimction and 

meaning of these isolated iconographic representations may vary. We will speculate that the identical or 

- -  - 

' Ann Gunter: 'Ancient Near Eastern An' 402-408, A BD, Vol. I .  (New York: Doubleday, 1992) 402. 

' Contrast this to the situation in Greek A n  where both labeled amvork and signed pieces of art offer a significant 
contrast. Further, a whole body of critical analysis exists which serves to define and focus the art. Cf. J.J. Pollitt: The 
Ancient View of Greek Art: Criticisnt, History, and Terminology (New Haven and London: Yale, 1974). 
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similar artistic images which we find in the so-called minor arts or in "crafts" and which reappear in palace 

or tempIe art can be interpreted on the basis of their relationship to these more formal works of art. This is 

a concept which parallels the relationships which exist between inscriptions found serving a variety of 

purposes, and preserved in a haphazard manner on diverse materials, and formal literary, religious and 

political works. It is often the role of the one to focus and interpret the other. While I do not know of a 

formal articulation of such an argument, it is appears to be a concept which is widely, though implicitly 

employed. 

Our focus is the development and articulation of concepts of empire, and the representation of these 

ideological concepts in the art of the first half of the first millennium BC. The most appropriate approach to 

this analysis is to document these concepts by establishing two basic approaches to ancient Near Eastern 

art, that of ancient Egypt, and that of Mesopotamia. The peripheral regions, highly influenced by one or 

both of these approaches maintain their own peculiar features, though:" 

... at most periods in antiquity each region was open to outside influence through 
movements of works of art, of patrons and artisans, and of conquerors and prophets. 
Because Mesopotamia alone provides a continuous sequence of excavated building 
remains and works of art accompanied by written records beginning about 3200 B.C., it 
continues to serve as a framework for ANE art as  a whole. Yet all regions of the Near 
East displayed independent artistic traditions, and Mesopotamia, at various periods in its 
history, was in turn the recipient of forms, styles, and techniques of manufacture that had 
originated elsewhere.' 

The close relationship between text and image also, at times, provides us with interpretive strategies. When 

a work of art contains an inscription, or is labeled, or described in a text, the value of such a contemporary 

articulation of '.meaningw is of great value to analyzing the art. On the other hand, a variety of other literary 

materials can also help us to establish an interpretive context for the analysis of artistic motifs, and 

approaches: 

When available, written sources - Iiterary texts, correspondence, administrative 
records, annals, or inscriptions - are used to help reconstruct those contexts. Works of 

' Or as Gunter expresses the situation: "component regions in large measure followed independent avenues" Gunter: 
ABD 1,402. 

Gunter: ABD 1, 402. While Gunter is discussing the art of Western Asia, the essential principles enunciated are 
relevant to the problems and issues faced in the analysis of Egyptian art. Our use of the term ancient Near Eastern 
will imply the inclusion of Egypt, though formally a distinct region, unless otherwise specified. The exchange of 
ideas, techniques and motifs makc this expansion of the strict definition of the territory of the ancient Near East 
pragmatic. Cf. Hcnri Frankfort The Art and Architecture of the Ancient Orient (Middlesex: Penguin, 1970) 1 1. The 
cultures of the Levant found themsetvrs between these influences and served to transmit, reject and modify a variety 
of ~deas and images. Cf. Annie Caubet, 'Art and Architecture in Canaan and Ancient Israel,' 2,671-2,691, CANE 4. 
As she remarks: "In this vast region of various populations and environments that were never potitically united, one 
unifying factor is art expressed by the elite" 2671. Society was "enmeshed in a network of international ties," its 
artists enjoying a widespread circulation of the goods they produced. Much was due to the fact: "The artists of the 
Levant showed remarkable capacities for assimilation as  well as for developing their own forms while borrowing 
from the dominant cultural powers of Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Aegean world" 2690. These observations are 
critical to the essential arguments underlying this analysis. 
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ANE art are usually classified and studied with close attention to the social and political 
circumstances in which they were made and used. ... Through study of their forms, 
subjects, and development, works of art and architecture can furnish information about 
the rituals, aesthetic sensibilities, or cultural traditions that engendered them. In turn, 
therefore, they help to supplement information available in ancient texts by providing an 
independent, rich, and complex set of sources documenting aspects of religion, politics, 
economics, and society. Works of art play a significant role in reconstructing the broader 
cultural history of the ANE6 

The challenge of the diversity of ancient Near Eastern art, both in terms of chronology, material and 

technological variety, and cultural specificity is obvious to anyone who has begun to examine the extant 

and published materials. At the same time uneven recovery and preservation patterns plague the art 

historian: 

Organic materials, such as woven textiles, and fragile media, such as wall painting, are 
preserved only under exceptional circumstances; the scope of their production and their 
place in the history of AVE art is therefore extremely difficult to judge. Metalwork, a 
principal medium of ANE art, survives only in a small proportion to its original 
abundance. Ancient written sources, such as texts describing the manufacture or 
commercial exchange of those materials, or inscriptions preserved on statue bases, heIp 
to indicate the kinds and quantities of works of art once produced in the ANE.' 

The development of various formal arts is closely linked to those institutions able to support them. Just as 

this is m e  of the development of writing, we also discover the temple and the palace to be the locus of 

these luxury items8 Economically, this is the only sector that can initially afford to allow such specialists to 

develop their skills. The service of the gods, and subsequently the gods primary representatives on earth 

form the initial "sponsors" of art. As society evolves, those who become able to emulate and copy such 

items are eventually able to use these as well. Most often, however, in the materials under consideration, 

this remains a select group of the elite. 

' Guntrr: ABD I ,  403. 

' Gunter: ABD 1, 404. Both Egyptian and Mesopotamian art historians have the benefit of major reference works 
providing summary results of a vast amount of analysis of data from a technological viewpoint. As the boundaries 
between art and crafts are fluid and open to a variety of interpretations, this approach is useful. Cf. A. Lucas (rev. I. 
Harris): Ancient Egypfian Materials and fndrcsrries (London: Arnold, 1962).; P. Moorey: Ancient Mesopotanrian 
Marerials and Indusrries. The A rclraeological Evidence (Oxford: Clarendon, 1 994). A brief introduction is readily 
available. Cf. A. Gunter, 'Material, Technology, and Techniques in Artistic Production,' 1539-155 1, CANE 3. 

' "In most cases, artisans were organized in palace or temple workshops, where they held lifetime positions. In those 
institutions, specidized personnel were given temporary or long-term assignments, either within the capital or in 
peripheral locations administered by the palace or temple. Most abundant among the documents concerning 
craftsmen employed by such institutions are the MB Age archives from the palace at Man'." Gunter: ABD 1, 403. 
For an introduction to the artists and their crafts in these areas cf. Rosemarie Drenkhan: 'Artisans and Artists in 
Pharaonic Egypt,' 33 1-343; CANE I; Donald Matthews: 'Artisans and Artists in Ancient Western Asia,' 455-468, 
CANE 1. 
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Though we might wish to debate the existence of "art for art's sake" in the context of ancient Near Eastern 

art, once again, Gunter's summary comments provide a helpfil synopsis of the consensus which appears to 

exist on some points amongst art historians: 

... we are best informed on the production of art for poIitical and reiigious purposes. In a 
number of cultures, art helped to define the relationship between the ruler and society, 
both human and divine. To that end, works of art were often used to create and circulate 
an image of a ruler that conformed to social expectations, or that sought to introduce a 
new order or set of relationships. In addition, kings were directly involved with rituals in 
the construction of temples and paIaces, and sometimes atso panicipated in the design 
and decoration of buildings or works of art.' 

Trade, diplomacy, imperialism, and voluntary or forced population movements are among the mechanisms 

for the spread of artistic motifs and  artist^.'^ As this interchange takes place, a number of responses are of 

course, possible. Ideas can be copied and understood (adopted), copied and reinterpreted (adapted), 

modified in both form and meaning (altered), or rejected (abandoned or discarded). Such interchanges are 

also subject to other transformations. Ideas may change over time, in either the adopting or  the original 

context. It is at least theoretically possible that a conservative retention of an earlier ideology is retained by 

the adopting culture, while the cultural "parent" adjusts, adapts, alters or abandons the original model. On 

the other hand, motifs may be transformed in alternate ways in a variety of situations, even within the same 

"parent" culture. While all of these diversities based on chronological, cultural and "craft" (artistic media) 

diversities present considerable interpretive challenges, they do, at the same time make the convergences of 

ideas and metaphors, when accurateIy plotted, of extreme importance. Though the exchange of goods 

Gunter: rlBD I .  404. "Relatively little is known of the production of art for private, nonroyal settings, at Ieast before 
the Roman era" Gunter: ABD I, 405. Cf. Michelle Marcus: 'Art and Ideology in Ancient Western Asia,' 2487-2505, 
CANE 4, for a concise introduction to these ideas. 

'O Cf. Gunter: ABD I, 405. Israelite and Judean traditions clearly reflect such a range of international contacts. David 
and Solomon are clearly noted as using craftsmen from the Phoenicians. "Hiram of Tyre sent ... cedar trees, and 
carpenters and masons who built David a house," (2 Samuel 5: 1 1 )  and Solomon sent a request to Hiram to supply 
professional artisans (cf. I Kings 5: 1-1s; 7). Similarly, King Toi of Harnath sends David tribute (2 Samuel 8:9-12). 

Ahaz, in Damascus to appear before the Assyrian emperor Tiglath-Pileser, sees an altar which he uses as a model to 
modify cult practices in Jerusalem (2 Kings 1G:lOff). Whether the altar reflects Damascene or Assyrian cultic 
practices, and the related question of Assyrian imposition of their gods on subject states h a s  been fully rehearsed in 
recent times by J. McKay: Religion in Judalr Under the Assyrians 732-609 BC, (London: SCM, 1973) and M. 
Cogan: lnrperialisn~ and Religion: Assyria. Judah and Israel in the Eighth and Seventh Centuries BCE (Missoula: 
Scholars, 1974). Cogan has reiterated his conclusions: "No Assyrian text states or implies that conquered peoples 
were required to worship the gods of Assyria. Furthermore, no single paradigm can explain the mosaic of politicaI 
and social relationships that developed between Assyria and its dependents" M. Cogan: 'Judah Under Assyrian 
Hegemony: A Re-examination of [mperialism and Religion,' JBL 1 12 ( 1  993) 403-414,412. Rather, Assyria herself 
fell victim to the power of culture: "... in the end, it was a new and cuhural koine, Assyro-Aramean in derivation, 
that ultimately dominated the entire region, wherever Assyria appeared. This koine insinuated itself into the very 
court of Nineveh" 412-413. Cogan cites this culturaI blend as influencing language, art and architecture in an 
immediately noticeable manner. It becomes reasonably clear that in spite of charges which might be leveled against 
Ahaz, he wants to be "in style." 
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through trade, tribute and booty formed the primary means for transmitting artistic ideas," other 

mechanisms persisted. Amongst equals o r  unequak, negotiations for the services o f  professionals is cIearly 

evidenced." Some "works of art" were transferred to the service o f  a conqueror's god, others end up as 

"museum pieces" o r  are prized as royal "trophies."" 

" The "Black Obelisk" of Shalmaneser 111 (c. 825 BC) shows tribute brought to the Assyrian overiord, including 
precious metal objects, luxury goods crafted from a variety of materials, dong with various exotic beasts. Cf. J. 
Readc, .-lssyriatr Sciilpfrrre (Cambridge: Harvard, 1983) 45. Other representations of captured goods on display are 
found rn Sennacherib's palace reliefs from Nineveh, c. 630-620 BC (43) and Assurbanipal's famous "portrait" at 
rest with his queen in the royal garden, surrounded by trophies of war (68). On this last point see the two significant 
articles by Pauline Albenda entitled 'Landscape Bas-Reliefs in the Bit-HiIani of Ashurbanipal,' BASOR 224 (1976) 
49-72, and BASOR 225 (1977) 2948. 

'' "Artisans were also employed by assignment from one court to another, usually at a foreign mler's express request. 
Thus. specialized craftsmen - including physicians and diviners as well as sculptors - were sent to and from 
Egypt, Babylonia, and Hatti during the LB Age." In the 1st millennium BC larger numbers of skilled slaves worked 
as craftsmen, but bargaining groups of free craftsmen were also coming to the fore. Gunter: ABD 1, 404. 

l 3  Assyrian reliefs depict the "deportation of gods" after military campaigns. Cf. the reliefs from the time of 
Sennachcrib at Maltai, J. Reade, 'Maltai,' RLA 7, 320-322, 1989; Keel: Synlbolism, iIlustrations 3 16, and 3 17, from 
Sennacherib's palace, and that of Sargon 11. 1 Samuel 4: 1-7:2 provides a literary account of such a 'deportation," as 
well as the redeployment of the captured " g o d  in order to bring honor to the main deity of the temple. 

Other evidence suggests the redeployment of cultic objects derived from one temple in the further exaltation of another 
deity. The description of the stripping of the temple of JerusaIem by the Babylonians clearly suggests some items 
would be melted down for transportation as raw materials, and some of the (smaller?) more unique pieces, might be 
taken intact as ..treasure" (2 Kings 24: 13-17). The existence of museums in several excavated capitals (Babylon, 
Susa) suggests an interest in significant pieces. Joan Oates: Babylon, 126, 152, 162 provides details concerning 
several instances of museums in ancient Mesopotamia. 

'' For a summary cf. Holly Pittman: 'Cylinder Seals and Scarabs in the Ancient Near East,' CAXE 3. 1589-1603. 
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"foreign" and did not survive. Instead, the Egyptian use of the scarab serves the same role, its usage, and 

the impression produced being similar to that of the stamp seal. On the other hand, for millennia the 

cyIinder seal was used, with regionaI variants, as a primary means of personal identification throughout 

Western Asia, IS eventually giving way to the stamp seal in the period with which we are primarily 

concerned - the fust half of the fust rnillenni~rn.'~ Clearly, the JerusaIem in which Ezekiel was raised was 

polsed between these nvo similar, and yet distinct approaches to art and ideology." 

Another important contributor to the deveIoprnent of international motifs in art resulted fiorn the 

widespread appeal of fine furniture and other items utilizing carved ivory." This cross cultural interchange 

seems to have been clearly connected to the development of ivory carving in the Levant. "Important 

Intercultural influences are attested by Assyrian cylinder seals being used on Aramaic tablets, Aramean stamp seals 
with Assyrian reliefs, and so forth. Cf. Madeline Trokay: 'Interconnections in Glyptic d u r i n ~  i k  Neo-Assyrian 
Period,' Abr-Nahrain 33 ( 1995) 96-1 12. 

The best introduction to cylinder seals is Dominique Collon: First Impressions: Cyli~rder Seals in the Ancient Near 
East (Chicago: Chicago, 1987). Gunter comments: '"The abundant category of  cylinder seals and their impressions, 
many inscribed with the names of  their owners, furnishes an exceptional opportunity to investigate works of art 
belonging to individuals of different social levels, the personal selection of subjects or styles, and the function, 
meaning, and reuse of those works of art" .4BD 1, 405. One might wonder how far across social strata seal use 
actually went. In Mesopotamia, fingernail or garment hem impressions were used in some contexts as a substitute 
for a seal impression, which suggests that the owner does not have, or perhaps could not afford a seal. As seals and 
seal impressions form the primary source for artistic metaphors in the Neo-Babylonian period, this presents us with 
a situation unique to the articulation of the an  history of the major empires under consideration. 

An examination of seals and scarabs and their impressions excavated in Syria/Palestine quickly allows the 
conclusion that the region was open to influences from Egypt as well as  Mesopotamia. Christian Hemnann: 
.~gypfisclle Amulef re aus Palastitldlsrael mil einenr A rlsblick all/ i/rre Rereprion dwch das A Ite Testanrerrt. 
(Gottingen, 1994), has compiled a massive catalogue of  Egyptian amulets found in the region. 

Artistic ideas spread as a result of  trade: "Thoilsands of small objects from Egypt, such as scarabs, amulets, figurines 
and beads, have been recovered throughout the east Mediterranean countries, at North African sites and as far away 
as Italy and Spain ... but objects were no doubt also conveyed as souvenirs or trinkets picked up along the way by 
individuals moving around the ancient world" William Ward: 'Egypt, ancient. Trade and Exchange,' DA 9, 785- 
789, 786-787. Ward describes a "mobile middle class" of artisans who hired out their skills from Assyria to Egypt. 
But others would argue that art was dominated by the elite, either of the palace or temple. Zainab Bafirani: 'Jewelry 
and Personal Arts in Ancient Western Asia,' CANE 3, 1635-1645, notes that "historical texts o f  various periods 
record the exchange of jeweIry behveen rulers or the giving ofjewelry in the bridat dowry of princesses" 1642. The 
reality of cultural exchange is well established in a variety of artistic contests. Cf. W. Smith: lnterconrrections in the 
Ancient Near East. A Study of ilre Relationships between the Arts of Egypt, the Aegean, and Western Asia (New 
Haven: Yale, 1965). 

Furniture is widely attested in the ancient Near East in the texts and art deriving from throughout Western Asia. 
Gifts of furniture were exchanged by rulers, paid as  tribute or taken as booty. Cf. Elizabeth Simpson: 'Furniture in 
Ancient Western Asia,' 1647-1 671. Sirnpson notes the consistency in the design and features of furniture known 
from art and excavation: "In light of this cosmopolitan setting, it is interesting to note that the furniture shown as 
booty and tribute on Assyrian reliefs is remarkably consistent in style, virtually indistinguishable from the 
depictions of furniture used by Assyrian kings and their retinues for ritual, ceremonial, and other occasions" 1657. 
Peter der Manuelian: 'Furniture in Ancient Egypt,' CANE 3, 1623-1634, describes Egyptian furniture of the first 
half of the first millennium as being under the influence of  "the increasingly integrated Mediterranean world" 1628. 
On ivory carving in the region cf. Richard Barnett: Ancient Ivories in the Middle East and Acljacent Countries 
(Jerusalem: 1982). 
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centres of ivory-carving flourished in N Syria and Phoenicia in the early 1st millennium BC; in part under 

Assyrian royal patronage. Assyria was also involved in artistic exchanges with its neighbors in Phrygia, 

Urartu, and W fran."19 The circulation of ivory as tribute or through trade, took an internationally 

influenced set of artistic metaphors throughout the fertile crescent, either through this exchange of goods, 

the deployment of carvers, or most likely, a combination of the two. Thus decorated furniture and other 

carving features marvelous hybrid winged beings, winged sun disks, and so forth as well as motifs that 

might appear at first glance merely decorative, such as rosettes, braids of palm or vine and the like. 

The representations on cylinder seals and ivory carving done as furniture inlay and for other purposes can 

often assist in bridging significant gaps in the preservation of  art of  other types. This is particularIy 

important in reconstructing the ideological links from Assyria to the Persians, for which the Babylonian 

empire's artistic corpus - or lack thereof - presents a significant ~hallenge.'~ Thus, while conctusions 

concerning some matters may, by necessity be tentative and subject to fin-ther clarification, the basic 

contours of artistic communication can be articulated. 

Two basic questions are essential: is there evidence of a "canonical" approach to art? Can we define an 

iconography of empire within such bounds by the first half of the f i s t  millennium? Our emphasis will be 

on defining the iconography of empire as articulated in the major empires. First we will define a principle 

of canon for the art of Egypt, and then define the contours of that canon in terms of the iconography of 

empire. We wilI next argue a similar canonical understanding exists for the successive Mesopotamian 

empires, and will articulate the features determined by the ideology of empire which characterizes these 

states in the first millennium BC. The art of the Levant in general, and ancient Israel and Judah will, for the 

most part, be drawn into the discussion in the final section of the study, when the text of Ezekiel is 

examined in the light of the iconographic traditions of empire. 

-- - - - - - - - - 

l9 Gunter: ABD I ,  407. Summarizing the transition following the Assyrian period, Gunter states: "The end of the 
Assyrian rule in 6 12 BC was followed by the rise of the Achaemenid Persian dynasty to the status of world empire 
in W Asia. Under the leadership of Cyrus (reigned ca. 560-539) and his successors, the Achaemenid Persians came 
to rule over western and central Asia, parts of SE Europe, and Egypt." Gunter: ABD 1, 407. We might note in this 
statement the complete absence of Babylonian artifacts in this summary of art! This is the very period in which we 
are looking for the artistic influences behind the presentations of Ezekiel, and illustrates the problems associated 
with the limited artifacts stemming from Neo-Babylonian sites. 

Gunter: ABD 1,407 
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a) I E g y p t i a m  art 

' I  I~ave broken the arm of Pharaoh ' (Ezekiel 30:2 1). 

One of the striking fearures of ancient Egyptian art is its recognizability. The fact is, shown a 

representation of typical Egyptian art, many people can readily recognize the art they see as being derived 

from ancient Egypt, without having had any formal training in art history or in the interpretation of art. In a 

remarkable manner, we can "tell by looking" if the art "fits" the category - ancient Egyptian art. This is 

striking, and offers some tantalizing suggestions. First, if moderns, faced with a plethora of artistic 

approaches and centuries of varied art forms can readily recognize the art of ancient Egypt, we might 

surmise that ancient non-Egyptians possessed the same skills. This is not to say that they could distinguish 

clearly between truly Egyptian and Egyptianizing art, but is a suggestion that a basic recognizability 

pertained then as now. Ezekiel's comment on breaking the arm of Pharaoh (Ezekiel 30:21) is a case in 

point. The reference to the arm as a symbol of might and power is, of course, readily arguable from the 

literary context. But even a cursory knowledge of the canonical representation of Pharaoh would suggest a 

more nuanced reading of the text (ill. 9, 10, 1 1, 15 etc.)." 
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From the remotest stage of Egyptian history, Pharaoh is depicted as smiting his enemies. The Narmer 

palette (ill. 10) which celebrates the unification of Egypt, one of the earliest ideological representations of 

Pharaoh, depicts the king with his arm raised in triumph over a cowering enemy: 

[The] Narmer palette opens up a new 
world in which a formal rigidity of 
structure is the rule .,. The reverse side is 
almost completely taken up by a 
composition used until the most recent 
period of Egyptian art to symbolize a 
victorious pharaoh: the king, wearing the 
Crown of Upper Egypt, has seized by a 
tuft of hair an enemy who has collapsed 
before him, and is preparing to strike 
him with a mace." 

This "formal rigidity of structure" allows the ready 

identification of the art of ancient Egypt. The term used for 

this phenomenon is canon. The development of canonical 

representations indicates that a "right" and "wrong," or 

appropriate as opposed to unacceptable mamer  of 

depicting the world was perceived by the ancient 

Egyptians.y We are not to imagine such representations to 

be haphazard, or related to a Iack of sophistication on their 

part. In fact, just the opposite is to be imagined. The 

emergence of the canon represents a series of societal decisions regarding how the world is to be 

represented. As a part of this development, certain ideologies are clustered together as fundamental 

" The most basic of iconographic images seems to have gone unnoticed by the commentators. The arm of pharaoh is 
immediately recognized as a literary metaphor of might in all the following representative works - but is never 
mentioned as an eIement in the standard iconography of pharaoh. Cf. the relevant portions in Allen 2, Davidson, 
Eichrodt, Grecnberg 2, HaIs, Taylor, and Zimmerli 2. 

" Irmgard Woldering: The Art o f  Egypt. Tire Time of tlre Pharaohs (New York: Greystone, 1963) 50-5 1. For an 
analysis of the palette cf. Whitney Davis: The Canonical Tradition in Ancient Egyptian Art (Cambridge: Cambridge, 
1989) 159ff.; S. Yeivin: 'The Ceremonial SIate-Palette of King Narrner,' 22-53 in Stlrdies in Egyptology and 
Linguistics in Honorrr of H. J. Polorsky (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1964). 

I3 Though these reliefs span five millennia "most Dynastic sculpture is remarkably consistent in its adherence to a basic 
set of conventions and proportions, tending constantly towards archaism" S. Cuno: 'Egypt, ancient: Relief 
sculpture,' DA 9, 863-869, 864. "Canonical images were all governed by a unitary set of formal and iconographic 
principles," Davis: The Canonical Tradition 2. Also cf. Erik [versen: Canon and Proportions in E a p t i a n  Art 
(Warminster, 1975); M. Schafer: Principles of  Egyptian Art (Oxford: Oxford, 1974). Baines refers to themes 
established in the N m e r  palette which appear in a developed but recognizable form in the decoration of Greco- 
Roman era Egyptian temples; John Baines: 'Egypt, ancient: Ideology and conventions of representation,' DA 9, 
796-798, 797. Sculpture in the round functions as part of the same system, Robert Bianchi 'Ancient Egyptian 
Reliefs, Statuary, and Monumental Paintings,' CANE 4,2533-2554.2546- 
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conceptual pillars upon which Egyptian society defines itself. These principles fmd illustration in the art 

produced by that society." 

Any piece of Egyptian art originating within three millennia of dynastic history may be imrnediateIy 

hterpreted in the light of this canon, as in the first pIace, canonical or non-canonical. Beyond this 

preliminary analysis, once the canonical principles are understood, any work may be evaluated in light of 

canonical practise.'.' Such a nuanced "reading" of the art will soon demonstrate that art within the canonical 

corpus is marked by unity yet defies 

The most important sources for our analysis of ancient Egyptian art come from the tombs and temples of 

ancient Egypt. Those more "ordinary7' dwellings, be it lavishly decorated palace, simpIe peasant hut. or 

something behveen, have long since disappeared - with the exception of their rendering in tomb art. 

Though everything in the repertoire of tomb and tempte followed a common conception of representation it 

is ironic that our understanding of ancient Egyptian art is so heavily dependent upon works not intended 

for popular sight." Fortunately, the art of temple and tomb served as a means to represent and interpret the 

realia of the worId of the ancient Egyptian. The fact that art which is from outside these more limiting 

contexts is in every sense continuous with the canonical traditions allows us to realize the extent to which 

the canonicd view permeated the community. The focal point of the traditions was the pharaoh, who 

formed a bridge between the world of the gods and the human world, and between the realm of the living 

and that of the dead. Yet as we will realize, though the preservation of art in structures built for eternity is 

of major importance in reconstructing the general parameters of ancient Egyptian art, the extant record 

hints a t  wonders beyond the basics which can now be articulated. For example, the grave goods of the 

Of the various options avaihble to the ancient Egyptians: "The canon is a methodical, deliberated effort to map 
certain properties of the world, which is fully regularized, consistent, intelligible, and unambiguous given the 
requircrnents of all and only its several interpenetrating conventional rules" Tl~e Canonical Tradition 57. Canonicity 
in art was a way of drawing the world, not an indication of some biological or psychological uniqueness on the part 
of ancient Egyptians. The choice of representation is a social fact which is "overwhelmingly successful," and it is 
only in that light that it becomes a psychological fact (57-58). 

Davis articulates it as Fundamental that "any canonical work serves as an exemplification of general principles," Tile 
Canonicai Tradition 5 (italics original). Baines also refers to these as "a system of decorum." Cf. John Baines: 
'Egypt, ancient: [deology and Conventions of Representation,' 796-798, DA 9, 796. Bianchi: 'Ancient Egyptian 
Reliefs .. .' refers to "three principles: ( 1 )  Egyptian art is the visible manifestation of societal values formulated by 
an elite representing iess than 5 percent of thc total population of the country; (2) the art created for this elite was a 
canonical enterprise . . . and (3) Egyptian an  may be regarded as an extension of the system of hieroglyphs, because 
the rules regulating rhe design of any given hieroglyph are precisely those governing the composition of any given 
visual image" 2533. 

Cf. John Baines: 'Egyptian Art and Architecture,' 428-440, ABD 1, 43 1-432. Also cf. John Baines: 'Egyptian Art 
and Aesthetics,' CANE 4, 2581-2582; Bianchi notes that transformations within or against canonical form are used 
to mark political transformations, 'Ancient Egyptian Reliefs . . . ' 2550-2552. 

" "Many works were not created primarily to be seen but to fulfili a religious function. They were objects of intense 
interest for patrons, especially during their lengthy manufacture, and more generally for artists; once created they 
were viewed by a few, but those few included the gods and the dead" Baines: 'Egyptian Art and Aesthetics,' 258 1. 
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minor king Tutankhamen, provided for a king who died at a young age after a short reign, caught the 

attention of the entire world when discovered. This corpus of artifacts provides the only known burial of a 

pharaoh to have escaped ancient robbery, and thus arrive relatively intact for modem interpretation. An 

examination of these famous "treasures" bears witness to the fact that much of the splendor of ancient 

Egypt has been lost to us forever." 

In spite of the fact that we can merely imagine what splendor the ancient pharaohs must have enjoyed in 

life 'end death, the a n  intended for eternity which has survived in the major monuments meant to house the 

gods and the remains of the pharaohs and the elite allow us to understand the manner in which ancient 

Egyptians understood and represented their world. The artistic canon allows us to interpret these remnants 

of a totaIity with a high level of confidence. 

The principal sources of Egyptian art which have been preserved for our examination fall into three broad 

categories. First, there are the images and scenes in relief or painting from temples and tombs, and 

secondly, statues of gods, pharaohs, and nobles. To these more monumental works we caii add an eclectic 

category of smaller objects with carved or painted motifs. To these three broad classifications of art we 

might add a fourth which underlies and is often incorporated into the others - hieroglyphic symbols.29 

"These types of sources remain constant throughout the more than three thousand years of ancient 

Egyptian history from the Old Kingdom to the Roman period (c. 3000 BCE - 395 CE)."30 

Relief sculpture and painting are the foundational and primary resources for our understanding of the art of 

ancient Egypt. The scenes which are depicted in these two dimensional works allow the [inking of icon and 

scene, text and metaphor, and provide us with insights to the ideological pillars represented in the 

canonical system (ill. 11). Without these Larger articulations in which numerous canonical features are 

interrelated, analysis of iconographic features would be far less secure. While these media often share 

location. and may be integrated side by side into a total presentation, they are cross-linked by the very 

process of relief carving which involved drawing, carving and finally painting on stone. Their hvo- 

dimensionality was hdarnental to all representational art: 

'' Cf- Howard Carter: The Tomb ofXrrank/znmem (London: Barrie & Jenikins, 1972); I. E. S. Edwards: The Treasures 
of Tttranklranrzrn (Middlesex: Penguin, 1977); Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt: 7irtankhamen (Middlesex: 
P e n p i n .  1965): Raymond de Gans: Trrrank!~amen (Geneva: Fcmi, 1978). 

'""Architecture and representational an formed an integrated system, whose basic organization was created around the 
beginning of the dynastic period ... Writing also partakes of the system: much preserved writing is on permanent 
monuments incorporated within architectural and artistic contexts, and has its fulI meaning within those contexts. 
Art was central to Egyptian high culture; in times of prosperity, a high proportion of resources was used to create 
works of art," Baines: ABD I ,  425. 

'O Mysliwiec, Karol: 'Egyptian Iconography,' 3 1-36 in ER 7, 3 1. On artistic conventions in € a p t  see also Moore: 
Iconography 75-76. 
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Egyptian principles of representation have more distinctive consequences in relief and 
painting. Despite fundamental differences of type, these two media share a linear mode 
of representation, and reliefs could be carved on the basis of existing paintings; 
preparatory drawings for both were essentially the same. Low raised relief was normal 
indoors and sunk relief, in which the stone of the background between the figures was 
not removed, outdoors; sunk relief shows up better in sunlight." 

To this category we might add those monumental forms which utilize the same principles, namely stelae, 

ceremonial palettes, obelisks, carvings on rock outcroppings, vignettes on coffm, painted scenes 

illustrating copies of the book of the dead and similar works. 

"Three-dimensional" sculpture is an application of these principles to the carving of a figure from four 

sides sirnulraneously." The painting of statues provides another link with the fust category examined." 

Smaller works "in the round" follow the basic canonical models worked out in the dynastic period.3J A 

Baines: ABD 1 ,434 .  In addition to the manner in which these forms of relief carving reacted to light, labor intensity 
is a major factor in their use. Raised relief limited the amount of work a craftsman could produce daily, as the 
removal of the stone background was far more difficult than the extraction of the stone required to incise a figure. 
Later building projects largely abandon raised relief when the desire is to complete huge monumental structures. 

Cf. Davis: The Canonical Tradition 179ff.; Edna Russmann and David Finn: Egyptian Sculpture: Cairo and L i ~ r o r  
(Austin: University of Texas, 1989) 2-8. 'Through learning and applying the canon of proportions, several 
craftsmen were able to work together on a single figure," Rosemarie Drenkhahn: 'Artisans and Artists in Pharaonic 
Egypt,' CANE I ,  331-343.338- 

Russmann and Finn, Egyptian Sndplure, 6. 

"Whether miniature or colossal, executed in materials as soft as wood or as hard as granite, Egyptian sculpture 
incorporates a unique essence that endured throughout 3000 years of Egyptian civilization," Rita Freed: 'Egypt, 
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corpus of material including statuettes depicting deities and pharaohs, to the figures of a workforce for 

eternity rendered in diverse styles, to amulets intended for apotropaic purposes, to handles for mirrors, fly- 

whisks and so forth, can all be intelligently interpreted on the basis of the "three-dimensional" canons 

worked out for sculpture in-the-round in the earliest dynastic period. 

Other art in a profision of formats and media 

was produced according to the essentially two 

dimensional approaches which had been 

developed in the repertoire of state and temple. 

The canonical principles are appIied to and 

developed within a variety of artistic contexts. 

For example, ivory was cut and used to d a y  

furniture, and scarabs are designed then cut, 

drilled or engraved. Ornamental decoration is 

found on everything from horse trappings to 

thrones to dishes in royal or temple contexts 

(e.g. ill. 12.). 
1 L. 

The representations we discover across these 

various broad categories are not to be understood as mere decoration." Integral to the design are concerns 

best described as "life and death." All of the elements which we might take for granted need to be 

rethought in light of ancient Egyptian ideaIs, and an understanding of the power of word, image and 

symboI to create, maintain and sustain reality. 

This canon is manifest in a variety of ways which includes basic form or shape, direction, size, rnateriaIs 

from which an object is constructed, color, number, hieroglyphic symbolism, and the actions and gestures 

performed by the figures in a composition.36 In addition to the multiple types of symbolic information 

which may be conveyed are the further intricacies connected with their interpretation. 

ancient: Sculpture,' DA 9, 853-855. For an excellent summary of these forms cf. Philip Watson, Robert Bianchi, 
Henri Fischer and Jaromir Maiek: 'Egypt, ancient: Sculpture. Forms,' DA 9,855-863. 

" As Wilkinson observes, IittIe in Egyptian art "... can be classified as 'art for art's sake'," Richard Wilkinson: Symbol 
and Magic in Egyptian Art (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1994) 7. Baines makes the same point: "There is little 
evidence for artistic production that was not concerned with the cult of the gods or with the next world, though some 
works of art were certainly more 'religious' than others," John Baines: 'Egypt, ancient: Religion, General,' DA 9, 
79 1-792, 792. Baines further points out that while the ancient Egyptians had no term equivalent to our "art," there is 
also no term for "religion." 

" Wiikinson: Synlbol and Magic 8. 
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Symbols can in any case seem almost to have lives of their own. Their meanings may 
change over time, and it does not always folIow that the symbolic significance of a given 
element in one composition will be identical in another work of earlier or later time .. . 
Symbols in Egyptian art may also exhibit different meanings in different contexts in the 
same period of time." 

The result is that we are often confronted with a range of potential meanings for a particular symbol, and 

"while we may select a specific interpretation that seems best to fit the context, other symbolic associations 

may also be involved. This is not to say that Egyptian symbolism is either inchoate or inconsistent, simply 

that a flexible approach must be maintained in attempting to understand its  working^."^' To the modem 

person, this at first glance seerns intolerable, but polyvalence is the very essence of the most articulate 

ancient art. To "work" at several levels of meaning simuItaneousIy is not a characteristic of art which has 

failed, but rather of art which has succeeded. Often, it is apparent that the longer we reflect on the work, 

the more compiexity we see in the whole message which it intends to convey. In particular, we will find 

this is a helpful interpretive principle to assist in understanding the iconography of empire: the sum is more 

than the total of all its constituent parts. This is not mathematics, this is art and ideology. 

- - 

'' Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 12. 

'' Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 12-13. 
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1) Static concepts 

From the beginning of the developing state, we discover that artists in the ancient world used "canons of 

representation." In other words, there were conventional and appropriate manners in which to depict the 

realia of everyday life. This  artistic world which was created was an ideal one, the intent of which was not 

to replicate reality, but to represent its multiple layers of meaning. An intent to "photograph" reality was 

unknown - and yet the modem "photograph" is perhaps the closest analogy to the intent of the artist - to 

capture a moment in time, for all time. In the photograph, the photographer intends that the essence of 

reality is caught, preserved, presented and somehow reconstituted. The ancient artist intended all these 

same things -but this was not rnereIy art. It was "magic" or put another way, it was the enunciation of the 

"real."39 If we do not understand this basic concept we cannot understand ancient art (ill. 14):' 

39 Peck describes this art as a means of transmitting knowledge, of  conveying ideas properly defined as "eternal and 
timeiess." For this reason there was "no intention of capturing the momentary or the unusual, no particuiar necessity 
for innovation and no premium attached to originaiity," William Peck: 'Egypt, ancient: Methods of Representation,' 
DA 9,798-799,798. 

'' "The purpose of Egyptian art was not so much to satisfy one's aesthetic sense but to fulfill the objectives of  cult and 
magic. To be precise, one cannot speak of art in the western sense" Manfred Lurker: The Gads and Synrbols of 
Ancient Egypt. An lilusrrated Dictionary (London: Tharnes and Hudson, 1980) 8. He too points out the symbolic 
character of the art, which "... must not be regarded totally as reproductions of visible reality for they were not 
meant to be copies but symbots" 8. 

Mertz observes that whether the art of the ancient Egyptians is primarily magical or not, it is also beautiful. Cf. Barbara 
Mertz: Red Land, Black Land. Daily Life in Ancient Egypr (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1978) 156. 
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Ancient Egyptian art sought to capture the eternal reality of 

Iife in a strict code of static artistic concepts. A canon. In 

ancient Egypt, these canons included ideals of human physical 

proportion. and sufficient evidence is avoiiabte to confidently 

assert the use of a grid to aid the artist in correctly representing 

that image (ill. IS).'' Likewise certain canons of representation 

were applied. 

The aim of the artists was to depict the 
enduring nature of the objects and scenes 
they portrayed; they were not interested in 
how these might appear at any one time from 
a particular viewpoint. They used established 
conventions to encode the information about 
the world that they wished to convey. Since 
viewers were familiar with these, they could 
easily grasp the meaning. A fundamental 
convention was that objects were shown in 
what was their most characteristic form, 
independent of time and space-" 

The principle of representing the object in its most characteristic form led to the need to present more 

cornpiex characteristic forms through a summation of typical elements. Sometimes these wouId be 

integrated into a single composite entity, as in the case of the human body. At other times, multiple aspects 

would be represented side by side, as in the case of  the offering table. 

- - 

'" The fullest discussion of the grid is provided by Gay Robins: Proportion and Style in Ancienr Egyprian Art (Austin: 
University of Texas, 1994). Robins effectively demonstrates the utilization of a grid system to articulate bodily 
proportions throughout the history of Egyptian art, from the Old Kingdom through to Ptolemaic representations. 
Obviously, there are developments and transformations of the Old Kingdom prototypes over the millennia of their 
use: "Clearly i t  is not correct to ascribe one canon of proportions to Egyptian art, because the proportions of the 
human figure varied over the three thousand years of Egyptian history. However, it is possible to speak of classic 
proportions with reference to those found almost universally in the fifth dynasty and much of the sixth, to which 
draftsmen deliberately returned from time to time after periods of political upheaval and artistic change" 258. 
Robins further articulates the flexibility that was inherent within these canonical guidelines: "The grid was not, then, 
a straitjacket that forced all figures to be identical ... there was room for some variation" 259. Also Erik Iversen: 
Canon and Proportions in Egyptian Arr (Warminster: 1975). For Robins' methodological critique of Iversen's 
work, see Proportion and Sryle 40-56. Also. for a summay cf. Gay Robins: 'Egypt, ancient: Proportion,' DA 9, 
799-80 1 ; Dav~s: The Cunon~cal Tradi~ion, 20ff. 

" Gay Robins: Proporrion atld Sryle 3 .  
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The artist was concerned then to present the human body in a collective unity of forms which together 

presented a sort of summary of the human body by means a collection of individual elernent~.'~ Anatomical 

impossibility did not form a barrier to the creation of the ideal human figure, thus the shoulders and chest 

can be shown from a front view, while at the same time the nipple or breast, elbows, legs, knees and feet, 

as well as the head, would be shown in profile (i11.29). Together form, age, color and proportion work 

together to create a symbolic icon of human life. Woldering describes this well: 

In portraying the human figure the Egyptian artist proceeds from natural models. But 
what he conveys is not a portrait as seen through his own eyes, which would necessarily 
be subjective; instead, basing himself upon his own experience and ideas, he fashions an 
image that expresses in generalized and schematic terms the nature of "man" as such. 
What he is concerned to create is not a likeness but a symbol. The artist represents the 
figure by broad areas and makes it whole by adding individual parts bounded by outlines. 
Thus the head is shown in profile, but the eye, shoulders and body are viewed frontally, 
while the legs once again are rendered in profile. Each single part is given a form that is 
appropriate to its meaning, and the figure as a whole has a message valid for eternity. 
The deceased is depicted in a calm contemplative mood, never performing an action. The 
belief in the magic properties of images produced to last for ever necessitated a scheme 
of representation that had no place for random features. Egyptian carving in relief is thus 
unaware of foreshortening, perspective, depth, shadow, or the concept of space; nor is it 
possible to identify the age or individual characteristics of the deceased. The title and 
name are the only clues that enable one to ascertain for whom the relief was carved. The 
most important element used in composition is the line. The outline is drawn in such a 
way as to form acute angles. The linear style is suited to work on a plane surface. There 
are no projections and none of the figures is turned to face the o b s e r ~ e r . ~  

The comments made concerning the "static" 

nature of representing humans does not apply 

only to funerary art, but is typical of all the art 

of ancient Egypt. The Egyptian male is 

virtually always depicted in one of two forms, 

either young, slender, and muscular (ill. 14, 

IS), or older [middle-aged, not elderly], portly 

[yet not obese] and thus "distinguished" (iI1. 

29). The first caricature describes youth and 

virility, the seasoned warrior whose vitality 

cannot be called into question. The second 

shows the established man in his prosperity 

" "Artists drew each part of the body in what was regarded as its typical aspect and put the parts together to form a 
composite diagram. The result is immediately reco@zable as a human figure, although it plainly does not 
correspond directly with reality" Robins: Proportion and Sryle 13. 

" Woidering: The Art ofEgyp[ 8 1-82. 
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and wisdom. Both males bear the correct "color," the reddish-brown which descnies the Egyptian male. 

Representations which do not comply with these essential rules are rare. Similar schemes apply to the 

depictions of females. Females are shown young and beautiful and a lighter color than males (ill. 16, 17).'" 

Other equally clear schemes are applied to the depiction of foreigners (ill. 21,  22).* The rules applying to 

the lower classes are more relaxed, with the depictions of field workers and dancing girls, for example, 

being more freely rendered. But we should not suppose that the rules of art were compIetely ignored at this 

level. 

These rules - or 
canons - fixed 
not only the form 
of sculpture and 
painting, but the 
poses and postures 
as well. The canon 
applied most 
rigidly to persons 
of rank. The lower 
the individual in 
the social scale, the 
more freely he 
could be 
portrayed; children 
and animals were 

17. 
just about at the 

bottom of the scale, and that is one reason why Egyptian animals and birds are 
particularly charming. They could fly and prance and crawl and flutter without injuring a 
dignity they did not posses. Servants were fairly undignified, so they could be shown 
indulging in activities which were not proper for the nobility." 

To reiterate, it is this unity of presentation which makes Egyptian art "recognizable." The figure which 

remains the most unchanged over the millennia, and thus becomes paradigmatic as a symbol of Egypt 

whether in works of grand or minor proportion is that of pharaoh. The static image of pharaoh is pivotal to 

the iconographic program of ancient Egyptian art. f haraoh was always to be recognizable through the use 

of a canon of symbols which included crowns, sceptres, postures and stature. The image of pharaoh was 

always larger than enemies and compatriots alike -but was at "eye level" with the gods (ill. 18, 23).' The 

'' On the human figure see Robins Proportion and Style 13ff. 

J6 Ancient Egyptian art depict four types o f  people: Egyptians, Nubians, Asiatics and Libyans. CE Wilkinson: Symbol 
and Magic 123. 

'" Barbara Mertz: Red Land. Black Land 163. Also Erik Iversen: 'The Canonical Tradition,' 55-82 in .I. R. Harris (ed.): 
The Legacy of Egypt (Oxford: Oxford, 1971). (Cf. ill 37). 

" The technical term for this is isocephaly. "Isocephaly indicates equality between subjects, or maintains a hierarchical 
difference by placing heads of figures at the same level so that an individuaI o f  lesser importance does not look 
down upon a more important figure," Wilkinson: Symbol atid Magic 56. 
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canonical representation in the art made visible what was not represented in natural proportion, the divine 

status of the king-J9 The various roles of pharaoh were placed into standardized and conventional "scenes." 

These scenes remain canonical, and while the particulars may be adjusted, the essential ideologies 

concerning pharaoh remain static, unchanged in essentials over the millennia." And it is to these canonical 

features that Egyptian artists return after periods of chaos or instability. 

18. 

While our attention has been drawn primarily to relief scdpture and painting as the most easily analyzed 

on the static nature of Egyptian art, similar principles applied to sculpture and other artistic 

representations.*' M e m  observes concerning sculpture that: "One point which supports our contention that 

' 9  The royal physique was important, the "divine ruler was supposed to be handsome," Barbara Mcrtz: Red Land, 
Black Land 164. 

j0 We will not rehearse these concepts further at this point, as we will return to the topic. 

"In the first three dynasties the aspect of the composition was often conditioned by the medium used: figures in 
ivory might be soft, free, fluid, and naturalistic, whereas statues in stone would be lumplike and massive. This 
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exact resemblance between a statue and its owner was not important is the frequency of usurpation of 

statues. If one king wanted to 'borrow' the statue of one of his predecessors he did not - as the Romans 

did in reliefs - remodel the features of  the head. He simply cut his name over that of  the original 

~wner."~ '  This situation makes clear the fact that the name of the pharaoh is of  far more importance than 

the image, and that artistically, the majority of representations of pharaoh were ideali~ed.~' 

19. 

Each aspect of reality, w h e ~ l e r  it be a person or a table could be combined into a scene which stood in a 

static relationship with time and space. The "real" was constituted not by the visual reality but by the 

meaning represented in the art. Aspects of the human form communicated the ideals of a person's 

composite nature. As we have seen, a simple example is provided by the offering table. The table is shown 

in profile to represent its characteristic shape, and to place it in a relationship with the deity and the offerer, 

typically pharaoh. The offering table is empty according to this particular view. Above the profile view is 

plazrd a "bird's eye" view, which depicts an array of food piled high on the altar. Each item is thus 

represented in its typical form. and its placement on the table is symbolized by the layers of gifts (ill. 19). 

difference disappeared in the Fourth Dynasty in a thoroughly sophisticated expression in any medium" John Wilson: 
The Culfrtre of Ancienf Egypr (Chicago: Chicago, 195 1) 77. 

Mertz: Red Land, Black Land 161. As we have already observed the conclusion to be drawn from this is obvious. 
There is a "canon for sculpture as we11 as for painting," Mertz: Red Land. Black Land 156. 

Baines: 'Ancient Egyptian Art and Aesthetics,' 2581-2. Even in the revolution of art and ideology brought into 
being by the reforms of Akhenaten, canonical representations are quickly established, a phenomena which allows us 
to so readily recognize and identify the art of the reign. Cf. Cyril Aldred: AMtenaren and Neferfiri (New York: 
Brooklyn Museum. 1973). For an overview of the reign and the interpretive issues involved cf. Donald Redford: 
Aklienaten. The Heretic King (Princeton: Princeton, 1984). 
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Egyptian art continually returns to these archaic canons." The stability of the state is idealized in the 

unchanging representations of reality.ss Formal scenes which depict both ritual and battIe are characterized 

by a static conceptualization of reality. These scenes "in temples and tombs and on stelae ... lie outside the 

time and space of this world and depict the changeless worlds of the gods and the dead. They tend to be 

static in character and energetic movement is mostly avoided. In potentially vioIent scenes like those 

depicting the king smiting his enemies, the artist concentrated on conveying a sense of perfectly balanced 

and controlted power rather than the action itself' (ill. 14, 20).56 

20. 

The canonical adherence to static rather than narrative representation offers a system in which 

representation after representation restates and refocuses an essential ideological concept. The 

overwhelming pharaoh who smites the foe, or honors the gods, or leads the way to the next life is 

constantly restated in works of art large and small. The "variations on a theme" simply enhance the overall 

complexity of a simple central point. This is the manner in which the world "works." We will now look at 

the elements from which these static representations are constructed. 

- - 

j4  Following the reign of Akhenaten, the art of Tutankhamen returned to more traditional representations. Similarly 
following 720 BC a deliberate archaism manifests "itself chiefly in art. The spiritual emptiness of the day sought 
compensation by seeking out ancient models and copying them faithfully. For the most part, the artists avoided the 
Empire and went back to the Old and Middle Kingdoms for their inspiration, back to the ages when the Egyptian 
spirit had been most vigorous and most native" John Wilson: Tile Culture of Ancient Egypt 294-5; Stephen Quirke 
and Jeffrey Spencer (ed.): The British Muse~itn Book of Ancient Egypt (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1992) 148- 
9. 

55  "In all our considerations we must not forget that our reasoned logic would be alien to the inhabitant of the NiIe 
valley. He did not live in a world of concepts but in a world of images. This wortd of the Egyptians appears to us to 
contradict itself, but this is only because we cannot apply the standards of that age to oursehes" Lurker: Gods and 
Symbols 7 .  

" Robins: Proportion and Sryle, 2 1 .  
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a) color 

Ancient Egyptian art was vibrant with color. The color in paint was produced by using mineral compounds 

which retain their chemical basis, and as a result the colors have not faded, but remain bright and fresh. 

lMost OF what we are familiar with as "natural" stone was originally painted according to well established 

canonical rules." Because color was understood to distinguish one thing fiom another and was perceived as 

an integral part of the object, person or thing described, almost a11 "art" was originally colored. Color was 

so integrated into the Egyptian view ~ l f  the world that each hieroglyph had a canonical color. While cotor 

symbolism is not fully understood, basic principles are clear.'* Four to six colors were used to describe the 

range of hues which the eye could see - black, white. red, green, blue and yellow.59 As a result of this 

limited canon of colors, symbolic values associated with color came to be equated. In other words, colors 

we would regard as distinct, such as blue and green could be used interchangeably. For example, Osiris, the 

god associated with the underworld and death might be colored with black, blue or green skin echoing his 

associations with the Nile, fertility and vegetation. 

L l .  

In the use of color, realism or naturalism is not intended, though sometimes a sort of idyllic picture of 

nature is constructed which might seem to belie this Fundamental ob~ervation.~' Rather, color was intended 

The list according to Wilkinson: Symbol and hfagic, 106-1 10, is given above. Bianchi lists five primary color: 
Black, white, red, green and "variegated," Bianchi: 'Ancient Egyptian Reliefs,' 2535, Baines lists four: black, 
white, red and variegated. Cf. John Baines: 'CoIor Terminology and Color Classification: Ancient Egyptian CoIor 
Terminology and Polychromy,' American Anrltropologist 87 (1 985) 282-297. 

Cf. Davis: The Canonical Tradirion, 47. Eric Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 171 1- 
1730, i724-1725. "Color in all an forms was essentially standardized, and little attention was paid to coIoristic 
effects." William Peck: 'Egypt, ancient: Methods of Representation,' DA 9, 798-799, 799. 

For the logic which lies behind this color system cf. Lurker: Gods and Syntbols 7; Baines, 'Color Terminology,' and 
Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 104- 125. 

Cf. C. Wilkinson and M. Hill: Egyptiarr Waif Paintings. The Metropolitan Musmni ofArt's Collection o/Facsin~iles 
(New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art) 1983; color photos on pages 8-9,25, 40-41. While these are clearIy 
facsimiles, the citation is as useful as any. Color reproduction varies greatly from book to book, even from one 
edition to the next. Compounding printing idiosyncrasies with the changes of color resulting from fading, aging, 
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to contribute to the symbolic capture and magical recreation of reality. Amulets for example, clearly place 

more importance upon the canonical color of the piece than upon the artistic skill demonstrated in its 

~raftsmanship.~' 

Male and female Egyptians were portrayed as having two distinct and different colors. The male was likely 

represented in reddish brown, and of a generally darker hue to resemble his, at least theoretically, more 

suntanned body, the maIe having duties and activities more closely directed to the outdoors. The woman, 

on the other hand, was of fairer skin 

- yellow - reflective of her more 

house-bound life~tyle.~' The 

distinction is so clear that to the 

modem uniformed viewer, one 

might suppose an Egyptian couple 

to be racially distinct?' Here again 

it is an idealism which is 

represented, and which a11 

understood, despite what must have 

been a considerable variety of 

bodily tone among Egyptian 22. 

individuals .a 

chemical transformation etc. we can only surmise what the original colors might have "looked like." While this is a 
barrier to some degree, the general principles of color use remain clear. 

Cf. Carol Andrew: 'Egypt, ancient: Amulets,' DA 10, 38-39; Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' 
1725; Wilkinson: Synrbol amd Magic I 16-1 17. Drenkhahn puts the matter succinctly: ".. . what was decisive for the 
'consumer' of amulets was not quality of material or execution, but the requirement in a particular context for an 
object of a specific category in its typical form and color. The significance and value of an amulet lay primarily in 
its efficacy in protecting its owner," 'Artisans and Artists,' 34 1 .  

"The emIy Fourth Dynasty statues of Rahotep and Nofret were already painted in this way" Lurker: Gods and 
Sj~nbols 4 1.  Older established men are sometimes depicted in the lighter color associated with women, and this may 
be reflective of a more leisurely lifestyle - or at least, an indoor role. Cf. Richard Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 
125. 

While in some cases the distinction is not as marked as in others, the comparison to the typical representation of the 
four races of humanity is instructive. A color photo of the four "races" (ill. 22) can be found in Wilkinson: Syntbol 
and Magic 123. '"The Egyptians classified a number of different races and peoples but four were usualIy used to 
portray all of humankind. The Egyptian male was portrayed with a red-brown complexion. The Syrian or Asiatic, 
representing the peoples to the north and east, was shown in pate whitish tones. The Nubian, representing the 
peoplcs of the south, was characteristically black; and Libyans - peoples to the west -were shown as near white. 
Paintings illustrating the funerary Book of Gates which was inscribed on the waIls of many New Kingdom royal 
tombs frequently depict figures such as these representing the Four human 'races' harmoniously coexisting in the 
afterlife" 123. 

The pale yellow skin of women was not of uniform color: "A good deal of variation existed in the shade and tonal 
value of yellow used, however, and some representations actuaIly use a pale orange color to depict the skin of 
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To the Egyptians the word "color" meant the same as "substance," of which color was 
not an accidental but an integral part. When it was said of  the gods that one couId not 
know their color it meant that their substance was inscrutable. In painting an emotive 
aspect was attributed to coIor apart from its h c t i o n  of covering s~rf'ces~~~ 

Pure gold was highly prized due to its perpetual gleam. In general, the Egyptians capitalized on the fact 

that the naturaI brightness of certain metals echoed that of the sun.66 This, in particular, was characteristic 

of gold. The flesh of gods was gold, and the shining divinity and splendor of  the god was thus reflected in ' 

the untarnishable character of pure gold.67 The smelting of gold was required to purify the metal 

sufficiently for it to be used in the cult. While the purity requirements of  gold for cult usage seems obvious 

on a symbolic level, it was, in addition, a practical requirement. Precious metals cannot be hammered, and 

thus used for "leafing" if they contain imp~rities.~' Much of the gold used by Egyptian artists was for 

gilding. Shrines, doors, statues, and the top of obelisks all employed techniques of gilding rather than the 

casting of solid gold. 

Pharaoh's palaces for both life 

and death must have been 

lavishly enhanced with gold. 

But the only evidence we 

have are those hints of a 

splendor provided by a few 

chance finds, the burial of a 

minor king, and the 

representations found in relief 

sculpture. But few would have 

seen this lavish display of 

riches from day to day. 

Egyptian women. During the Amarna Period women were sometimes shown in the same red tones as men which 
may have resulted from sharing of gender characteristics often seen in this period, or alternatively, the desire to 
avoid the similarity with yellow portraits of goddesses," Wilkinson: Symbol and  magic 125, also notes the use of a 
lighter tone of the male color to represent women in the New Kingdom. 

65 Lurker: Gods and Symbols 4 L . 
66 Jean-Luc Chappaz: 'Egypt, ancient: Metal,' DA 9, 8 16-8 19, 8 17. The production of gold, silver and electrum were 

under the control of the king. In part this may have been attached to the expense of mining these metals, as well a s  
their symbolic connection with the "flesh of the gods." Though Egypt was renowned for it gold, the mines were in 
the frontier areas rather than in Egypt proper. Electrum occurs naturally in the region. Cf. Chappaz, 'Metal,' 8 17. 

67 "Gold was regarded as a divine metal, especially in respect of the shining sun-god," Lurker: Gods attd Symbols, 55. 

Chappez: 'Metal,' S 17. In early times all metal objects were precious, and were owned by the crown or temple. As 
such, there is evidence of their being weighed before distribution to the craftsman, and after their usage. 
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The gold of the gods was also largely hidden from profane view. A glimpse of glinting gold in the remote 

darkness of a temple added to the sense of awe which the entire complex sought to highlight.69 Thus 

precious metals serve as indicators of the bounty provided by the gods to a king7' and as a gift of which 

the king uses to adorn the houses of his gods in various acts of piety. 

When mined, Egyptian gold often contained large amounts of silver, a substance which, when mixed with 

gold is referred to as electrum." This was also highly prized in antiquity, but high silver content can 

jeopardize the untarnishable character of pure The only way to test the purity of gold was to smelt 

it. Much gold was impure and did not measure up when assayed (ill. 24). The case of a dispute between 

kings over the quality of gold sent as a gift iIlustrates this well." The gift had been cast as an object to 

mask the poor quality of gold contained in the gift. Assaying had brought this to light. It aIso made a 

statement about the relationship between the gift-giver and the recipient. 

the color symbolism remains enigmatic to us. Typically red was viewed as aggressive and 

.g, yet paradoxically as life-giving.74 The land itself was colored as red and black. The "red land" 

O9 Carter describes his firs1 glimpse into Tutankhamen's tomb: "... widening the hole a little, I inserted the candle and 
peered In ... At first I could see nothing ... but presently, as my eyes grew accustomed to the light, details of the 
room within emerged slowly from the mist, strange animals, statues, and gold - everywhere the glint of gold." 
Carter: The Tomb of Tutankamerr 35. Such an abundance of gold must also have awed ancient visitors to the ruling 
god, pharaoh. For an excellent series of photographs of gold objects frorn ancient Egypt cf. Henri Stierlin: L br des 
Plraraons (Paris: Terrail, 1993). Also cf. Lise Manniche: 'The Body Colours of Gods and Men in Inlaid Jewellery 
and Related Objects from the Tomb of Turankhmun,' Acra Orienfalia 43 ( 1  982) 5-1 2. 

' O  Solomon's goldcn age provides an apt parailel. 

For a discussion cf. Lucas: clncient Eglipiian Muterials and Industries, 224-235. 

Economics aside, "frorn a symbolic point of view ... [gold was] a divine and imperishable substance, its 
untamishing nature providing a metaphor of eternal life and its brightness an image of the brilliance of the sun," 
Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 83. Mirrors of gold and silver could also be used as symbols of sun and moon, cf. 
Wilkinson: Syrnbol and Magic 4,  8 .  

While this citation continues to elude me, a parallel situation prevails in EA 20, 27, 29 where a dispute exists 
benveen the kings of Mitanni and Egypt over solid gold statues vs. wooden statues plated with gold. Cf. W. Moran: 
The An~arna Lerrers (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1992) 48, 87,95. 

"' To do green things' rncant to generate goodness in contrast to doing 'red things' which meant to do evil. Green 
was regarded as the color of vegetation, and of sprouting life" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 55. Also cf. J. GrifEiths: 
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was the sphere of death, and yet this was the location of the tombs which  had attached the promise of the 

afterlife. The "black land" stretched behveen the expanses of red desert which could be viewed from either 

side of the Nile. The black land was the flood plain, turned black and fertile by the amual flooding. The 

paradox here was also that of life and death. The flood which could potentially destroy all, allowed the land 

to subsequently live. Death gave way to life on the black land. 

Blue was everywhere visible in the life giving waters of the river, and in the expanse of the sky above. It 

functioned as a symbol as life and rebirth, signifying the fertility offered by the waters of the Nile. Black 

symbolized death and netherworld but also rebirth (ill. 43).'* Sometimes gods were colored according to 

these sorts of attributes, in particular Hapi, the god of the Nile who was depicted as blue, and Osiris, the 

god of the dead, typically shown in black (ill. 116). But the interchange of colors and the association 

behveen colors complicates this simple, understandable series of relationships. '' 

Red and white were also opposites. When placed in juxtaposition to each other, they 
were an expression of wholeness and perfection. The White Crown of Upper Egypt and 
the Red Crown of Lower Egypt were worn by a single ruler of all Egypt in the form of 
the Double Crown. Bread made from white grain and beer from red were food and drink 
in the Nethenvorld. In the case of hippopotami, the 'red' male animal and the 'white' 
female animal were distinguished, the former being outlawed as hostile and the latter 
regarded as sacred a n d  helpful. 

The use of coior by the Egyptians does not always follow the logic we might employ in analysis of the art. 

For our purposes, to note that color fmctions as a component p m  of a symbolic system is of importance," 

'The Symbolism of Red in Egyptian Religion,' Sl-90 in Er Orbe Religionurn. Srttdia Geo Widertgren, Volume I, 
(Leiden: Brill, 1971). Solar symbolism, the hieroglyph for Re, and other positive forces are also marked by red 
coloration. The Red Crown of  Lower Egypt remains an honored part of the double crown. He concludes that red is 
'+naturally Iinkcd with blood, the sun, tire, and, in Egypt, the desert. If blood is ambivalent, so is fire, which can be 
helpful or destructive; the sun is mainly benign, though it can smite with suffering; and the desert is a place to be 
feared, for it breeds dangerous wild animals and is barren," Grifiths, 90. 

" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 4 1 [sometimes black as an absence of color Lurker: Gods and Svnlbols 341. Wilkinson: 
Syrttbol and Magic, 107- 1 10. Manniche argues that the black skin o f  the dead may indicate a particular stage in the 
existence o f  the dead, the period before the individual is "reborn," cf. 'The Body CoIours ...,' 10. 

'' T h e  fact that each color had specific symbolic connotations for the ancient Egyptian is sometimes complicated for 
the modem viewer by the fact that the Egyptians appear to have classified some coIors quite differently from the 
way in which we would categorize them, and some colors apparentIy were quite interchangeable." Wilkinson: 
Sv~rtbol and Magic 1 1 I .  

n Lurker: Gods and Syntbols 4 1 .  

'' "ln painting reiiefs, too, the artist works from life, but follows a color scheme that does not correspond to that of his 
subject. The background is painted grey and blue, while for the figure various colors are used, ranging from red, 
yellow, white and blue to black and green. The pigment is obtained from mineral substance; unrcfracted colors alone 
occur" Woldering: The Arr ofEgvpt 82. 

"Almost all works were planned to be painted, or were naturally colored. With few exceptions, coloring was 
polychrome. The basic coloring system consisted of black, white, red, yellow, green, bIue, with gray both as a hue 
and as a neutral; brown and pink were later added to the repertory. Colors could appear in more than one shade. The 
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as is the recognition that this essential characteristic is foundational to the system of writing hieroglyphics. 

Each hieroglyph had a canonical color, and this script which is foundational to the art remained in use in 

formal contexts, throughout the dynastic period, long after simpler scripts were developed.79 

In summary we should note the continuity of concepts in: 

... the basic principles of the coIor symbolism of Egyptian art. A vital and largely 
unchanging aspect of Egyptian painting and sculpture, the significance attached to 
various colors seems to have remained, overall, relatively static throughout the many 
centuries of pharaonic history, and is largely accessible to us. Our knowledge of the usual 
connotations of the colors is enhanced by an appreciation of the principles of color 
ambivalence and interchange, as well as by awareness of the frequent juxtaposition of 
certain colors with their symbolic 

b) perspective 

Egyptian art was essentially two dimen~ional.~' One of the most obvious aspects of this two dimensional 

perspective was evidenced in drawing the human figure. Egyptians combined profile and front views in a 

color classification visible on the monuments is more complex than that known from Egyptian language ... Painting 
was the 1 s t  stage of work on sculpture and relief; because many works were not finished, people will have been 
familiar with the appearance of unpainted works" Baines: ABD 1,432. 

79 W ilkinson: Symbol and Magic 1 1 0. 

Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 125. 

"The Egyptian would rather depict an object in formal contexts not as it appeared concretely in one time and place 
but as that object was known to the society from at1 sides; the object was created in two dimensions by drawing it 
from the aspect considered most characteristic. Complex objects could be built up out of the elements considered 
distinct ..." Quirke and Spencer: Ancienr Egypr 150. 
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manner which is simultaneously clearly representative of the constituent parts, unique in approach and thus 

recognizabIy Egyptian, and is symbolic and representational, and thus in its essentials iconographic." Strict 

rules of proportion ensure harmony, and this is the factor that brings unity to Egyptian art over time, and 

also makes its identification simple. "In Egyptian art there is seldom any suggestion of depth or recession 

in space, and the common visual indicators of perspective - converging lines, relative size and color 

change or gradation to suggest distance - are almost entirely absenteWpJ This rigid two-dimensionality does 

not imply a lack of sophistication or concern with reality. Rather, it signals that we are to seek the meaning 

of the art in a different manner than that to which we have become accustomed as modem Westerners. 

Mertz describes this process using the examples of the human body and h e  garden, two very different 

realities which share this idealized representation: 

--./J--- 
26. 

The face was drawn in profile with the eye in front view; the shoulders were again drawn 
in front view and the feet in profile, but in between the body was gradually turned so that 
there was no abrupt change in point of view. The drawing of the garden combines the 
two points of view less ingeniously. It is really a combination of what we would call plan 
and elevation.'' 

Obviously the reality which is communicated by Egyptian artists is not visual reality, but rather serves as a 

representation of an idealmS6 A person is rendered in his or her constituent parts in their most characteristic 

and recognizabIe manner and in ideal form. These figures were then rendered into characteristic postures 

'' "One obvious characteristic of Egyptian hvo-dimensional art ... is the absence of foreshortening." Mertz: Red Land. 
Black Land 1 53. 

""... [Vhis canon of proportions provides both clarity and the means by which the method of depiction survived - - . - 
across the millennia" Quirke andspencer: Ancient E a p r  1 SO. It also provided for the "instant recognition the artist 
has achieved for compositions both as a whole and in their constituent parts" Quirke and Spencer: Ancient E o p r  
150. Or put more succinctly, "The sum of the parts describes the whole," Peck: 'Methods of Representation,' 799. 

Peck: 'Methods of Representation,' 798. Peck refers to the art as "essentially diagrammatic." 

Barbara Mertz: Red Land. Black Land 154. Cf. Davis: The Canonical Tradition, 1 1. 

Thc human body used as the major component to depict the god -a standard representation was a theriomorphic 
composite which combined the head of a bird or animal with a human body - was "one of the most complex sets 
of elements" Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypt 150. 
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and gestures." The same principles apply to the representation of the garden. "All of the parts of  the garden 

are there: pool, trees, doors in the wdI, duck in the pool. Not all of these elements are visible in the 

perspective drawing, which is thus inferior to the Egyptian version with regard to the complete and 

accurate rendering of an object in all its parts" (ill. 27, 28)." 

The approach adopted by the ancient Egyptians is often analyzed as follows: 

Schafer was one of the people who pointed out that perspective drawing, instead of being 
the 'right' way of drawing, is actually uncommon. It was discovered once - and only 
once - in Greece, in the fifth century BC; and only those cultures which came in 
contact, directly or indirectly. with Greek art learned to draw this way . . . his main point 
is certainly correct; perspective drawing is unusual in those parts of the world which have 
no cultural connections with ancient Greece . . . 

We do not find the use of perspective in two-dimensional art in any of the ancient 
cultures of the Near East. This does not mean that they were unaware of its effects. Their 
eyes were constructed just the way ours are ...." 

The observations of Curto 

however, challenge this basic 

assumption. He regards the 

typical analysis of predynastic 

rock-carvings as primitive or 

magical as inadequate, instead 

regarding this work as 

"sophisticated narrative." But in 

addition to the potential to 

interpret this material as a 

precursor to the narrative 

themes we find in later Egyptian 

art - an incredible opportunity 

in itself- the presentation used 

by these ancient people stands in opposition to the assumptions of Schafer and others: 

s7 T h e  seated and standing postures were the most popular for persons of dignity, but they were also allowed to kneel, 
before the gods or the king. The king, being more dignified than anyone else, only knelt to the gods" Barbara Mem: 
Red Land, Black Land 1 63.  C f. Brigitte Dominicus: Gesfen ztnd Gebdrden in Darsfellungen des Alfen ltnd Mirrleren 
Reiches (Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1994). 

Barbara Mertz: Red Land. Black Land 153. 

s9 Barbara M e n :  Red Land, Black Land 154. Schser believed it necessary to deeply probe Egyptian spiritual and 
ethical values, its content, in order to understand its art. "Another critical school, however, argues ... Its form can 
have sufficient meaning in itself ... Frankfort believed that both approaches were necessary, but that the study of a 
form must come first. He himself admitted one obvious difficulty- that while form and content can be separated in 
theory, it is not so easy to keep them apart in actual practice." Barbara Mertz: Red Land, Black Land 152 
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The style o f  representation is naturalistic: men and animals are generally shown in 
profile, sometimes foreshortened as they run up the slopes of river banks. The banks 
themselves are occasionally marked with lines representing the ground-surface and 
plants, usually as if from a raised per~pective.~ 

90 S. Curto: 'Egypt, ancient. Chronological survey. Reliefs. Predynastic, early dynastic,' DA 9, 863-869, 865. The 
hunting and boating scenes remain a feature of ancient Egyptian art. 
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perpetual reminder to a particuIar god that a vow had been fulfilled by the offerer in the creation of an 

image of his god. To  this end, the most significant aspect of statues was a correct inscription, rather than an 

accurate likeness?' Baines notes that: "Apart from a geometric character which is basic to the system and 

was probably valued for its dignity, the human figure was depicted realistically," going on to further 

observe that "there is nothing inherently contradictory in the presence of realism in a nonperspective 

tradition." 9' StilI, the "realism" which is intended is based on ideats of age, physical shape, stature and so 

forth, leaving any idea of  a "portrait" behind. "Portrait" is a term far too "culturally loaded" for use in the 

description of Egyptian statuary. The representation of humans - even Pharaohs tend to follow the 

iconographic ideals of the era: "People commissioned many statues of  themselves with differing 

iconography that included the physique, which was youthfi~lly slender in most cases, and prosperously 

obese for older, wiser figures."93 Thus the essential principles which we find in relief sculpture and painting 

are maintained. 

'' Cf. William Simpson: 'Aspects of Egyptian Art: Function and Aesthetic,' 19-25 in Denise Schmandt-Bessent (ed.): 
Irnniortal Egypt (Malibu: Undena, 1978) 19-20. 

'' Baines: ABD 1,  432. Statuary does not normally require the use of perspective. "It is a gross oversimplification to 
suggest that the 'squareness' of Egyptian sculpture was due to the stonecarvers' inability to break free from the 
rectangularity of the blocks with which they started ... But the 'squareness' might better be described as  self- 
containn~ent, heaviness, density - and this is deliberate." Edna Russmann and David Finn: Egyptian Sculpture: 
Cairo arid Luor  (Austin: University of Texas, 1989) 6. On the square block as an aesthetic ideal established in the 
dynastic period, see S .  Curto: 'Egypt, ancient. Chronological survey,' 866; William Stevenson Smith: A Hisrory of 
Egyplian Sculpture and Painting in the Old Kingdom (London: Oxford, 1949); W. Stevenson Smith (revised with 
additions by William K. Simpson) The Art and Archifecfzrre of Ancient Egypt (Middlesex: Penguin, 198 1). 

93 Baines: ABD I ,  432. 
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In all aspects of Egyptian art we note that by the Fourth Dynasty a canon of representation has been 

es tabl i~hed.~~ Objects are related to each other in their total, idealized wholeness, and the only concessions 

to perspective is relative size, a manner to which we will next turn in our next section, and overlapping. 

OverIapping of figures provides a means of offering depth to the scene by creating a row of identical sized 

figures which are understood to be one behind another (ill. 30, 3 1 j. Representing the most characteristic 

realities of Iife in preparation for the afterlife usually credited with driving the canonical program, by 

offering assurances that the "good life" would continue after the grave. But such canonical standards must 

have been equally motivated by their effectiveness in articulating the manner in which the world of the 

ancient Egyptian "worked." 95 

n- -. 

3 1. 

One final aspect of the use of perspective is to be noted which reidorces our earlier conc1usions that 

ancient Egyptians enjoyed the same visual perceptions as modem peoples. It is the exception which proves 

the rule. The one area in which perspective is brilliantly used by ancient Egyptian artists is the architecture 

of the temple. Pillars, stairways, long processional halls and doorways are a11 used with maximum impact. 

The essential temple paradigm, with its construction based on a rising floor and diminishing ceding, 

allowed the architects of ancient temples to create a vast and overwhelming sense of distance from the god 

91 Quirke and Spencer also use the term canon to describe this observable set of representational principles which 
emerges in the Fourth Dynasty: "... a canon, or fixed set of harmonious proportions, had been developed to govern 
the way in which objects were depicted ... but it does not cease to develop and explore its own potential" Ancient 
Egypt 149. This development in the history of art, "the Pharaonic canon of proportions provided archaic Greek art 
of the sixth century BC with the framework from which the proportions and rules of perspective were developed to 
depict the human body" Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypt 15s. 

Regarding the canonical aspects of sculpture Russmann and Finn comment: "If we admit that the Egyptians produced 
art, then we have to calI the men who made it artists, although they worked to rules and conventions that seem to us 
inflexible and burdensome in the extreme. It is not likely that the Egyptian sculptor, a product of his own 
conservative society, saw things that way" Egyptian Scrrlpftrre 9. 

95 Hawkes contends: "As the distinctive Egyptian "form" or style emerged and became set these, too, hardened and 
must have been enforced from one generation to the next." Jacquetta Hawkes The First Great Civilizations. Li/e in 
Mesopotutnia, the Indus Valley and Egypt (Middlesex: Penguin, 1973) 350. 
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by also reducing the size of each inner doorway on all sides. The cumulative visual effect for the person 

standing outside of the main doors of the temple was to encounter a series of gradually diminishing gates 

and increasing darkness. Physically and visually distanced fiorn the individual who approached the shrine, 

the temple communicated a sense of the awe of approaching the deity (ill. 32.). Approaching the deity was 

to enter another sphere - the holy realm of the gods. This use of perspective in a world filled with two- 

dimensional representations would have been even more startling and impressive than it zppears to the 

modem obser~er.'~ 

96 Cf. Keel: Symbolism 171-174. Similar effects could be achieved outdoors. Consider the Tempte complex of 
Hatshepsut at Deir el Bahari, Henn Stierlin and Jean-Louis de Cenival, Egypt (Volume 4 of Architecture of the 
World; Lausanne: Benedikt Taschen, nd.) photo p. 78. This volume contains numerous other photos of Egyptian 
sites which convey the "perspective" which is natural to the monumental art of Egypt, which the architects and 
designers also utilized to its maximum potential through design decisions. 
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c) size and orientation 

One obvious signal to determine power, strength and importance was the use of physical size in 

rekitionship to other aspects of the art. Typically pharaoh is shown as larger than the other people around 

him (ill. 30, 3 1, 35, 36). This is to be expected because pharaoh is also a god. In his depiction with various 

deities, pharaoh is 

consistently shown as of the 

same stature as the gods, 

and in fact, to underline 

this, their eyes are generally 

portrayed at the same level 

in the representations (dl. 

23,42).'" 

Other related tendencies can 

also be observed. To be 

beneath another figure 

"comoted inferiority or 

sub j~ga t ion"~~  and such a 

relationship was sometimes 

conveyed in both physical 

position and size. For 

example, thrones might 

depict subject peoples in 

miniature size, under the 

seat, or the feet of the 

enthroned king (ill 33).99 

Similarly, the so-called 

smiting scene often features 
33. 

a powerful image of 

pharaoh as both physically superior and visibly larger than his enemies. Two of the earliest examples of 

" Further on isocephaly and its part in the canonical representations in ancient Egypt cf. Whitney Davis: The 
Canonical Tradirion; Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 56. 

Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 63. 
99 The same point might be made in the minor arts. Tooled into the leather soles of Tutankharnen's sandals are the 

"nine bows" of Egypt's traditional enemies, so that as the king wears them, with each step he symbolically 
dominates his foes. For a photograph cf. Nicholas Reeves and Richard Wilkinson: T / J ~  Conlplere Valley of the Kings 
(Westminster: Thames and Hudson, 1996) 43. 
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this canonical scene, the N m e r  palette (ill. 10) and mace head of the Scorpion King, celebrate and 

commemorate the subjugation of the Delta region. "The large size of the principal figure now dominates 

the rest of the composition and the conventions for drawing the human figure are reaching their 

standardized form."'00 Another early, simple composition, is found on an ivory "label" associated with the 

pharaoh Den (ill. 34). 

34. 

The more elaborate scenes celebrating the victories of pharaoh are developments from the essential themes 

established in the earliest dynastic canon of representation. The iconographic meaning on the small ivory 

label of Den is clear. Pharaoh ovenvhelms his enemy in the midst of rough terrain. The might of pharaoh 

equally demonstrated in the wall relief of Ramses 11 who rides roughshod over Syrian foes who flee in 

chaos (ill. 35). 

Stevenson Smith 34. On the canon of the human figures cf. Baines ABD 1,434. 
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The progression in this is clear, as a transitional image will quickly indicate. The king in the classic pose 

uses a mace to smite his enemy. There is little or no indication of other topography. Size, stature or 

position mark the dominance of the king. Substitution alIows a larger than life pharaoh to use spear, or 

bow and arrow rather than a mace. The same principle of development allows for the mounting of a 

chariot with a variety of weaponry. Pharaoh overcomes all the forces which threaten the stability of life in 

the kingdom. As a resuIt, the enemy over which he conquers can be from the natural world. First the 

enemies are represented by single foes, human or animal. Then increasingly large numbers of foes are 

rendered victims. First these enemies are depicted on registers, but as time progresses the value of a 

chaotic throng of figures as a foil to the triumphant pharaoh marks the frnal development of the scene to a 

static image approaching but not embracing narrative (ili. 36, 35). As it develops, the scene is 

democratized in a particular manner, by the canonical approval of the depiction of non-royal figures in 

hunting and birding scenes, yet whose posture and presence mimics the iconography of pharaoh as hunter. 

At the same time, the barrier to depicting a commoner in the roIe of the divine warrior pharaoh is never 

'O '  "In works from the earliest dynastic period the Egyptian king is depicted dispatching enemies in the classic 'smiting 
scene'. In these scenes, the king and one or more of the enemy are the main figures in the composition and may 
therefore be shown as being the same size. In the temple reliefs of the later New Kingdom the king is frequently 
shown in the midst of battle grasping an enemy who is drawn at the same scale while other enemy figures shown on 
the same ground line are much smaller. Thus, in a depiction of Ramesses [I attacking an Asiatic city, the king gmps 
the head of an enemy which protrudes from the top of the enemy fortress. The enemy's head and upper body are 
impossibty large for their setting but provide realism of scale in relation to the king for the key central area of the 
representation. In scenes such as this the enemy figure shown at the same scale as the Egyptian king is a type figure 
representing the enemy as a whole. Hierarchical dominance is maintained, however, in that the heads of the king and 
his foe are never shown at the same lcvel- equality of scale is employed, but not isocephaly" Wilkinson: Symbol 
and Magic 47-48. 
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A final stage in this iconographic development is also easily explained. Both in registers and in more 

chaotic scenes, captives or tribute bearers may appear before pharaoh. This can be seen in many relief 

sequences, including the famous representation of the larger than life pharaoh in the service of the gods and 

h ~ s  people to be found in representations of Ramesses 111 in battle, on the temple at Medinet Habu, Thebes 

(ill. 46, 80):'"' 

This famous representation celebrates the victory accomplished by Rarnesses III over the 
"Peoples of the Sea" who attempted to invade Egypt during his reign in the twelfth 
century BC. The tiny bound captives beneath the king's feet are primarily meant to 
represent literal enemy troops captured in the battle which is depicted, but they are also 
reminiscent of the generic "Nine Bows" or enemies of Egypt which are often represented 
as ethnically differentiated captives beneath the king's throne, beneath his feet on statue 
bases, or on the soles of his  sandal^.'^' 

Io2 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 20. 

'03 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 55. 
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the major temples, and we might imagine was 

exterior of palace compounds and walls. 

These relative proportions are not haphazard or 

unintelligible, but convey a consistent 

ideological message. IQI Pharaoh is of the stature 

of the gods, and brings the power and majesty of 

-the gods into the realities of life faced by the 

Egyptians. The overwhelming chaos of battle is 

itself overwhelmed by the power and might of 

pharaoh, who rides over the chaos to bring peace 

and order. The iconography supports this 

message consistently regardless of the scale at 

which the art is completed. Principles of 

isocephaly and scale are maintained even in 

scarab and seal iconography. 

Oversized portrayals of pharaoh's person are 

commonly used to communicate ideological 

messages in sculpture and relief.''' This is true in 

particular of the art which adorns the outsides of 

also used to communicate a similar propaganda on the 

It has frequently been noted that the representational program for the Egyptian temple 
reliefs places scenes of warfare, the delivery of captives to the deity, smiting of captives, 
and hunting of wild animals on the outer walls of a given structure for apotropaic 
reasons, to ward off evil- It may also be an important aspect of this same program that the 
figures of gods and the king are usually drawn much larger in these depictions than those 
within the temples. This size is of course made possible by the larger outside walls, but 
the larger scale does seem to have been used consciously, for these walls could just as 
easily have been divided into more registers with their figures drawn at the same scale as 
those within the temple. The massive size of some of these outer figures certainly could 
have had a symbolic basis - both in terms of increasing the apotropaic power of the 
representations, and also in impressing the human viewer, for they appear in precisely the 
areas to which the Egyptian population - and foreign visitors - had access. As 
Amenhotep III is reported to have said of his additions to the Luxor temple: "Its pylons 

Iw "Pharaonic art is the formal depiction of objects according to certain proponions in use from the Fourth Dynasty to 
the Roman Period; this artistic canon took shape from the First to Third Dynasties ...." Quirke and Spencer: Ancienr 
Egr'pr 149- 150. 

'OS "The use of larger than life-size representational works was also stressed at different times, and massive works of 
sculpture and relief were produced not only when economic conditions allowed, but also when the symbolic 
statement made by the massive was especialIy important from a political standpoint" Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 
39. 
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reach to the sky, its flagpoles to the stars. When the people see it they give praise to his 
majesty. '06 

39. 

We are beginning to see how interlocking are the various conceptualizations which govern the proper 

representations of life in Egyptian art. The proper understanding of the "meaning" of these representations 

and the use of relative scale is illustrated in the two contrasting details we next examine. First, we can see a 

magical or apotropaic purpose to the external wall representations of pharaoh as victor over his enemies, 

the forces of nature, and the other negative threats to the continuing prosperity of Egyptian life. Thus: 

... hostile creatures such as the crocodile and hippopotamus are also sometimes 
represented at very small scale in order to diminish their magicaI influence. The 
hippopotami which represent the god Seth on the wall reliefs of the Ptolemaic Temple of 
Edf5.1 are thus shown as tiny, relatively helpless-looking animals easily overpowered by 
the figures of the  king and the gods who assail them. The New Kingdom depiction of 
captive enemies at an extremely diminutive scale beneath the royal throne, on footstools, 
and in other locations may also have carried this same symbolic connotation of weakness 
and defeat.''' 

The use and reuse of these images in many different art fonns serves to maintain and reinforce the 

ideoIogical centre of the state. The roles of pharaoh as advocate of the people, stabilizer of the state, and 

essential to the well being of all in the land are reinforced in numerous ways, yet all point to the same basic 

tenets of the royal theology. 

Io6 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 40-4 1. 

'07 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 45. Baines provides sober second thought to broadening this view, arguing that 
"religion or magical beliefs did not affect representation as  much as has been claimed. Because living beings were 
represented mutilated or incomplete in some contexts, it has often been proposed that the Egyptians believed 
representation to substitute for or to recreate reclity. This interpretation neglects the symbolic character of religious 
art, which forms a system with interdependent meaning. Most of the contexts in which mutiiation is found are 
unusual ones, such as coff~ns, and any animation of the figures would occur as part of a magical enactment in the 
next world, and in a region beyond human verification" John Baines, 'Egypt, ancient. Religion,' DA 9, 791-792, 
792. 
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40. 

Physical size is also determined by context. Relative size is the critical matter. When in battle scenes 

soldiers are shown in the classical smiting pose it falls within canonical structure to allow this posture. No 

one tvill confuse the larger than life divine pharaoh with 

one of his footsoldiers! But such a smiting scene would 

not appear on its own, 

Ln the depiction of the victorious Thutmose IV, found on 

the sides of his chariot cart, we see f h e r  how this 

canon of representation works (ill. 40-41). The same 

basic scenes appear on both sides of the chariot. In each 

case there is an upper scene in which the divine pharaoh 

rides over his vanquished enemies. The pharaoh is 

designated as divine warrior, both by size and by his 
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secondary representation as Horns, hovering above the scene. The king as Horns is repeated in the lower 

section where as a living cartouche he smites a row of prisoners bound together with a rope. These 

prisoners are nine in number, representing all the enemies of Egypt. A fmal point should be made. Amidst 

the powerful images of chaos through which pharaoh effortlessly rides a small figure stands out as part of 

pharaoh's entourage. It is an anthropomorphized ankh - a living symbol of life - who runs behind the 

chariot bestowing life on the king. Such variations on the basic themes within Egyptian art could be 

multiplied. but the point has been made. It is relative size which provides the key to interpretation of 

specific pieces. The fact is: 'There are as many minuscule representations of Egypt's kings as there are 

huge colossi."'08 Thus it becomes quickly apparent that the system is not woodenly uniform in its 

employment of symbolic meaning, but rather utilizes a variety of conceptions to convey meaning. 

Where human and divine figures are featured in the same piece of art, the only human to attain the stature 

of the gods is pharaoh. When pharaoh is shown with a god, they face one another. Most often, they are 

represented with their eyes at the same Ievel (ill. 42). 

There is a royal and a divine side to any scene, and the two main protagonists face each 
other. The divine side is sanctified, while the royal side is slightIy open and may need 
protection, as the king himself does when he leaves his palace. This is reflected in the 
formula 'all protection and life around him for ever,' commonly inscribed behind figures 
of the king'' 

While not universally 

applicable, there is a 

general tendency for 

Egyptian art to be 

oriented to the right. 

The most important 

figures in the scene 

usually face to the 

right."' A dominant 

exception to this would 

be scenes based on 

another principle, when 

it stands in conflict with 

a right orientation. 

Wilkinson: Sytttbol and Magic 42. 

Baines: 'Egypt, ancient. Decorum,' DA 9, 796-798, 797. 

'lo Davis: The Canonical Tradition, 7. 
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Pharaoh is depicted in virtually all temples as the one who makes offerings to the god. He is depicted 

facing into the temple, while the god is universally depicted facing out of the temple. Less sacred scenes 

are visible on the outer walls of the temple, more sacred scenes are M e r  inside the building."' 

Some of the most "realistic" art in terms of  size and proportion of human figures to natural objects is to be 

found in the art of the tomb. The tombs tended to feature two groups of scenes, an outer room with scenes 

from the life of the deceased, and an inner area depicting the funeral rites [esp. opening the mouth]. Both 

33. 

were considered essential to the continued existence of the deceased, but the realism of proportion in the 

scenes dealing with the harvest, the hunt and the other aspects of daily life depicted are significant.''' Their 

intent was to enable the inhabitants of the tomb to continue the life they had enjoyed by the banks of the 

Nile into eternity. A related idea is demonstrated by those miniaturized workers for the next life, among 

which consistently occur the numerous shabti figures buried with the dead. These figures are obviously not 

life-sized, yet are conceived as being firlly h c t i o n a i  for service in the life to come. Again, in this context, 

11' Baines: 'Decorum,' 797. 

' I '  "Given the purpose of formal an in Egyptian tombs, for their owners, and in temptes, where scenes undenwite the 
bond behveen the offerings from earth and the blessings from heaven, it is not surprising that many modern eyes 
find that art repetitive. One sign of vitality that is often overlooked is in the variety of composition; another is the 
subtle variation of details such as the image of a lotus in the hand of a standing woman" Quirke and Spencer: 
Ancient Egypt 153. Robins correctly notes that the abilities of the mists within the canonicat structure were such 
that "exact repetition was rare and they were able to produce endlessly various, fresh and successfu1 versions of 
scenes from within this limited repertory," Gay Robins: 'Egypt, ancient Non-royal iconography. Subject-matter,' 
DA 9 ,  804. This section of DA provides a concise and insightful elaboration of the sorts of scenes rendered in tomb 
art. Cf. Gay Robins, J. Ruffle and Lise Manniche: 'Egypt, ancient. Non-royal iconography. Subject-matter,' DA 9, 
S O 4 8  12. Also J. Vandier: Marutel d 'arcltkologie ~ g y ~ f i e n n e .  volumes IV-V (Paris: Picard, 1964-1 969). 
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we find hieroglyphic characters modified to protect against destructive forces coming into contact with the 

dead, and thus jeopardizing the afterlife."' Thus the smallest detail can be considered relevant to the 

overall program. 

44. 

All our discussion of size has been dominated by a discussion of human proportion. This is due to the fact 

that the human figure is at the centre of the canonical system: 

Egyptian iconography centres on figures, especiaIly the human figure, as the form in 
which royal or non-royaI actors and most deities are portrayed. Locations and the 
appurtenances such as houses and furniture, are represented sparingly if at all."' 

d) number 

Another element which contributes toward a total conceptual understanding of Egyptian art is the use of 

numbers as symbols. It is clear that at his accession, the act of pharaoh shooting an arrow toward each of 

the four cardinal points, which in themselves represented the four directions of the earth, was a religious 

and ceremonial representation of the reality that pharaoh's rule reached "to the ends of the ea~th.""~ In a 

sense, the act of  firing the arrows to the four cardinal points may have been understood to have set in 

motion the reality the actions syrnboli~ed.' '~ 

l i 3  Cf. Steven Quirke: rirlcient Egyptian Religion (London: British Museum, 1992) 160. 

'la Baines: 'Iconography,' DA 9, 80 1-804, 80 1. 

' lS Lurker: Gods and Syntbols 30. 

"" A comparable conceptuaIization is found in encounter between Elisho and Jehoash, King of Israel (2 Kings 13: 15- 
19) which involved the symbolic acts of  shooting an arrow out o f  an east window, and striking the ground with a 
handful of arrows. 
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Pharaoh held sovereignty as the designate chosen by the gods to rule the earth. For this reason "the four 

cardinal points were extremely important in the orientation of buildings ranging from pyramids and 

temples to various other ritual structures and tombs, as well as the individual features within these 

structures.""' Bringing these symbolic structures into line with the geographical orientation of the world 

would achieve a desirable harmony of purpose and function between the structures and the divine order of 

the cosmos. As with much else in Egyptian art the use of  numbers is neither indecipherable nor completely 

understood. And "if we say that the real symbolism inherent in Egyptian numbers does not lie in advanced 

knowledge or in the mystical and the profound, this is not to deny the symbolic significance that numbers 

could have had in ancient Egyptian c u i t ~ r e . " ' ~ ~  Offen the complexities make a final determination certain. 

The si~nificance of numbers in Egyptian art must be seen then as another dimension of 
symboIism like color, size, or shape - things routinely employed by artists as their 
'symbolic' pigments. But it must aIso be realized that a number may actually have no 
specific significance in the context in which it appears. Artists might choose to depict 
groups of gods or animals, for instance, in numbers that are perhaps significant in 
themselves (e-g. 2-3, and 4), but do not necessarily add or say anythng about a particular 
c o n t e ~ t . " ~  

!I7 Wilkinson: Svmbol and Magic 65. Though some of this geographical orientation is conceptual and ideoIogicaI 
rather than literal. In particular this is the case with temple orientation which modifies literal east-west orientation to 
accommodate bends in the river Nile. 

Pharaoh's role in rule and ritual was represented in temple decoration up and down the Nile. This multiplicity of 
representation was an essential aspect of royal ideology. Pharaoh was the high priest of every temple, the servant of 
all the gods. Hornung notes that "the multitude of pharaoh's names, titles, and epithets was matched by a multitude 
of depictions. The artist could represent him with a variety of crowns and attributes, thereby avoiding monotonous 
repetitions in scenes appearing in temples and tombs," Eric Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconog-raphy,' 
CANE 1725. 

'la Witkinson: Synlbol and Magic 127. Wilkinson further correctly draws attention to: "the caveat that here, as 
elsewhere, no single interpretation of a given symbol is everywhere applicable" Symbol and Magic 127. 

' I9 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 128- 129. 
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With that caveat, the use of numeric symbolism works as follows. One is utilized to represent unity and yet 

at the same time Two may represent both duality and unity [heaven and earth, light and dark, 

sun and moon, man and woman, etc. form typical pairs, which taken together constitute a whole.]"' Three 

is used to represent plurality, The number four can also be used to "connote totality and completeness" 

because of its connection with the concept of the four cardinal points.'" The natural world which 

comprises Egypt's daily reality also is focused around four geographic points. These are the upper and 

Iower Nile, along which the country as a whole stretches, and the path of sun which daily crosses over the 

Iand from desert to desert w+S; EtW]. Arrows shot to the four cardinal points and four birds released in 

coronation and jubilee ceremonies, as well as words spoken to the four cardim1 points represent this 

totality in the ceremonies concerning p h a r a ~ h . ' ~  

Because this aspect of completeness is also fundamental to the number's symbolic use, it 
often takes precedence over or replaces direct links with the symbolism of the geographic 
four quarters. From the Egyptian perspective, the "four races of mankind" comprising 
Asiatics, Nubians, Libyans, and Egyptians may have been connected with the four 
regions, yet their representational use came to imply simply "all pe~ple.""~ 

'" Cf. for a full study. Erik Homung: Corrceplions of God in Arzcierir Egypt. The Orre atld [he Many (Ithaca: Cornell, 
1982). "For the Egyptians the world emerges from the one, because the nonexistent is one. In his work of creation 
the creator god differentiates not only the world but also himself. From the one emerges the duality of 'two things' 
and the diversity of the 'millions' of created forms. God divided, creation is division; only man jumbles everything 
together. The divided elements are interdependent, but remain divided so long as they are existent. Only the return 
of nonexistence fuses what is divided and once more annuls differentiation" 253. 

'" Hornung observes the basic duality of pharaoh: "he was Horus and Seth, Sakhmet and Bastet (the wild and the 
pacified deity); he was Lord of the Two Lands, or king of Upper and Lower Egypt; and he was god and man. As 
king of Upper Egypt, he wore the white crown, as king of Lower Egypt the red crown, and the two were combined 
in the double crown," Hornung, "Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 1725. 

'" Wilkinson: Synrbol and Magic 133. 

"' Wilkinson: Syrnbol arid Magic 134. 
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In this sense, symbolicaIly the "whole world" pays tribute to Pharaoh when the four characteristic figures 

render homage. 

Seven has important connections with magical rites, and is seen as a nurnber which is o f  importance to the 

Egyptians." It is likely that the connections of seven with the concepts of the week, and with the visible 

planets may have contributed to these ideas of completion and perfection, as they do in the West Semitic 

world (ill. 47, 48). While Wilkinson notes it is difficult to clearly articulate the significance of  the number, 

that does not diminish in any manner its use. "One of the most important symbolic numbers, seven is 

nevertheless difficult to define in terms of specific meaning though it often seems to have been associated 

with the concepts of perfection and effectiveness, and as the sum of three and four, may have been believed 

to embody the combined significance of these two numbers -plurality, completeness, and t~tality.""~ 

Wilkinson: Synrbol and Magic 134-135. The Assyrian king uses the related title "Lord of the four quarters-" 

"... a number of great potency in Egyptian magic" Wilkinson: Synrbol and klagic 136. 
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Multiples and sums of numbers are also prominent in symbolic usage. The nine bows is a prime example of 

layered symbolic meaning. "As the multiple of three by three, the number nine represented a plurality of 

pluraIs, and thus ultimate plurality itself. In this way, nine may represent a great number or even 'all 

p~ssible',""~ The concept of the nine bows depicted under pharaoh's control, or beneath the feet of the 

sovereign king thus represented the divine gift of the dominance of pharaoh over all of Egypt's traditional 

enemies, and by extension all the enemies that could exist (ill. 33, 38,49, 52).lZ8 

49. 

e) permanent / remporary 

In general terms, we can notice that ancient Egyptian tombs and temples have been much more hlly 

preserved than palaces and houses. The question might be posed, why are these structures permanent and 

palaces and houses temporary? 

The first thing we might observe is that while construction in mud brick lasts for a generation, temples and 

tombs are intended to last forever: 

A desire for permanence early led to the use of low relief carvings on the stone-lined 
walls of a tomb chapel or temple. Like the statues, these were painted to complete their 
life-like aspect. In praising the beauty of these carvings there has been a tendency to 

- - 

'X Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 135-6. 

"' Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' 1727. Wilkinson: Synzbol and Magic 146. 

On the symbolic use of numbers cf. Robins: 'Egypt, ancient. Non-royal iconography,' DA 9, 808. Lurker: Gods and 
Syntbols 88-89. 
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overlook the fine quality of the painted detail or the work in paint alone which sometimes 
takes the place of these  relief^."^ 

As we have seen, the art of Egypt works in a unified manner to reinforce central principles. How can we 

make sense of the unique fact that though temple and palace share many features in both structure and 

iconography, and both symbols represented a "meeting point of the divine and human spheres,"'" one is 

clearly built for eternity, and one is temporal? 

Perhaps the role of the king in 

constructing his palace is an idea 

shared by the Egyptians with 

Mesopotamians? The remarkable 

lack of palace remains leads us to 

wonder how palaces might have 

been constructed and decorated, 

and if the building of a place was 

an integral function of the king as 

ruler. Every indication would 

suggest that this is the case. The 

difference is not in the quality of 

art or even the quality of 

construction, but rather in the role 

of the palace as opposed to that of 

the temple. Both are intended as 

"stages" on which the essential 

principles of Egyptian society are 

enacted and l i ~ e d . ' ~ '  Yet much of 

the drama was hidden from 

public view: 

W. Stevenson Smith (Revised with additions by William Kelly Simpson): The Arr and Arclritecfure of Ancient 
Egypl (Kingsport: Penguin, 1986) 16. On the other hand. note another assessment of the presenred sites: "Even 
when comparatively well-preserved, Egyptian buildings convey Iittle of their original appearance because their 
external decorations have now vanished. The reliefs that adorned the pylons and outside walls of the great temples 
were covered in polychromy and gilded in parts," Ann Bomann, 'Egypt, ancient. Architecture,' DA 9, 824-836,825. 

IJ"ohn Baines: 'Palaces and Temples of Ancient Egypt,' CANE 1,303-3 17, 305. 

"' Baines argues that the "king's life was ritualized, and the palace was a stage on which he acted out his rule" 306. On 
the other side of things "temples were the stages on which kingship and the maintenance of the cosmos were acted 
out, in a society that placed enormous emphasis on ritual" Baines, 'Pataces and Temples ...' 303. 
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Palace and throne were symbolically equivalent: when they saw the complex from 
outside, those who could not enter saw both of these crucial symboIs of rulership. When 
the king went outside the palace complex, he traveled with a portable throne, which 
symbolized the paiace wherever he stopped and sat on it.I3' 

Even the title pharaoh, which literally means "great house" reinforces this overall symbolism. The throne 

can serve as a symbol of the palace compIex because the one who sits on the throne embodies a11 that the 

palace symbolizes. 

The temple, on the other hand, 

was the locus for those central 

rites which brought order to the 

universe. At each temple, 

pharaoh is regarded as the high 

priest, the primary mediator in 

the cult, and as such is depicted 

on the temple walls perpetually 

offering service to the various 

gods. The iconography of 

pharaoh standardized his 

appearance into an ideal form, 

which meant that each 

subsequent ruler added onto the 

51. 
temple structure. Ln contrast, the 

palace may well have been 

regarded as the domain of a particular pharaoh, or dynasty. As such, we might wonder if the rule of a 

pharaoh was endorsed by his role as palace builder. If this were to be the case, the riddle concerning the 

construction of palaces in mudbrick, their need for perpetual renewal and their ultimate lack of 

preservation couId be resolved on the analogy of the king as palace builder, closely paraIleling the situation 

we find in Mesopotamian traditi~n."~ It is significant that: 

Although it is the stone monuments which have received the majority of attention from 
scholars, it should not be forgotten that the vast majority o f  Egyptian building was 

-- -- 

'" Baines: 'Palaces and Temples ...' 305. 

'" Wooden relief panets exist from some Old Kingdom sites. The reIief is stylistically such as would have been 
normally cut in stone. Could such have been in use later? It is more likely that relief carved on wooden panels was 
experimental, a stage in the development of  standardized methodoIogy. Wood suitable for panels would need to be 
imported, and as such was probably as scarce as stone for relief carving was in Babylonian contexts. Cf. Stevenson 
Smith 62-63. 
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formed of sun-dried brick, used in all areas of architecture but especially for domestic, 
administrative and military projects."' 

Obviously, if many of the sites that comprised the ancient cities and villages have not survived, much of 

the decoration of sites has not survived. Most particuIarly those sites that were in the Nile floodplain, and 

were not constructed of stone have been lost forever. Painting, wooden and metal objects, wall hangings 

and other cloth or textile objects would have not survived the moisture of  the ground over time.'35 Leather 

objects would similarly be Iost. The preservation of objects of a variety of sources in the desert 

necropolises has been subjected, 

not to the problems of 

preservation brought about by 

high moisture 1 e v e l s " ~ u t  Fell 

prey in ancient times to the 

constant plunder of sites by 

tomb robbers. Even stone 

structures have been damaged in 

ancient times by the reuse of 

stone, when sites fall out of use, 

by weathering which would 

remove the painting from 

exterior walls as well as 

damaging the relief,"' and by 

134 Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypr 160. On the development of palaces and temples, cf. Baines: 'Palaces and 

Temples,' CANE, 304ff. 

135 On the other hand, we can contrast the situation with the other areas of interest to our study, where "accidents of 
preservation have confined our knowledge of the painting of Western Asia to a few examples widely separated in 
time. Thus Egypt provides by far the largest body of evidence for the development of early painting" Stevenson 
Smith 16- 17. By contrast, Egyptian evidence of painted work is abundant. 

"6 At least not in ancient times. Salt and moisture are a continual problem in the opening of these ancient sites to high 
levels of tourist traffic. Many sites are endangered, or in need of extensive repair due to the probierns related to the 
radical change in tomb climate which high traffic volume brings in its wake. 

137 Remnants of paint on the Great Sphinx attest to its once painted surface, though this colorful, protective covering 

has been Iost for centuries, if not millennia 

In this regard, the observation by Baines of considerable interest: "The nvo principle contexts for sculpture were tomb 
and temple. There is little evidence for statues in other public places, except where large areas of a city were linked 
by avenues, principally of sphinxes (best known in Thebes)," Baines: ABD 1, 432- Was there no paiace sculpture? 
Was palace sculpture moved to the tomb when a pharaoh died? Has all palace sculpture - or more public sculpture 
- been purloined, appropriated by others, or been lost due to its construction in a perishable medium'? Or are we 
rn~ssing the pomt completely? 
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"vandali~m."'~~ Yet despite the vast amounts of materials which have disappeared From the record, what we 

have availabIe allows us to enjoy the marvelous intellectual sophistication and artistic sensitivity that 

offered a sense of order and meaning to the world the gods had entrusted to the rule of pharaoh. 

Yet there are other factors that impact on the evidence provided by material culture. Reuse and recycling 

are not simpiy modern concepts. There is clear evidence that sculptured heads were simply appropriated by 

later pharaohs for their own use, their name replacing that of the original patron, and the head or statue put 

into use without r e c a r ~ i n ~ . ' ~ ~  Jewelry and other metal objects or objects of precious stone were of 

particular value for recycling: 

There is good evidence to 
suggest that much silver was 
imported into Egjtpt in the 
form of scrap. A treasure 
dating form the reign of 
Arnrnenemes I1 of the Twelfth 
Dynasty (c. 1929-1897 BC) 
found in the temple of El-Tod 
in Upper Egypt, contained 
ingots of gold and silver, and 
one hundred and fifty-three 
silver cups, all but ten of 
which had been flattened and 
folded small, presumably to 
allow them to be packed more 
tightly. The whoIe treasure of 
El-Tod represents perhaps pan 
of a consignment of tribute or 
of a gift from a foreign 
potentate to the Egyptian king; the cups, deliberately damaged, were treated as bullion, 
not as carefully worked pieces to be valued at a higher price than if they were scrap- 
metal. The design of the cups suggests an Aegean or Syrian origin. An even clearer case 
of silver "waste" imported for use in Egypt either by native Egyptian craftsmen or by 
foreigners settled in Egypt, was excavated at Akhenaten's town, El-Amarna (Metaten),  
in 1930. A small jar was found in the courtyard of a house or estate. The excavators 
describe what happened: 'With a certain amount of unwillingness to perform what they 
knew by experience to be a fruitless and troublesome task, the workmen pried off the lid 
and shook the earth to loosen it. -4 bar of gold dropped out. then came twenty-two bars of 
sold, much silver and a figurine of a Hittite god in silver with a gold cap.' The silver 
included many pieces of jewelry, armlets, bangles, rings, mostly twisted into small size, 
and fragments of vessels folded up into tiny parcels of metal. The excavators concluded 
that this hoard had been buried by a thief perhaps at the time of the abandonment of the 

13' For exampIe, reuse of temple structures by Coptic Christians, and the "renovations" done to buildings; the removal 
of names from hieroglyphic inscriptions; the emasculating of ithyphalic representations of gods such as Min. 

lJ9 Within close proximity the interchange was less obvious, but even over greater chronological and stylistic spans, 
the practice continued unabated. "It does not require an expert to teIl and Old Kingdom head from one made in the 
Nineteenth Dynasty. But this very difference tends to obscure the fact that heads of the same period took a great deal 
alike" Barbara Mem: Red L a d .  Black Land 160. 
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city in about 1350 BC. It is more likely, however, that the contents of this jar represented 
the surviving metal stock from a jeweler's workshop, consisting of gold and silver ingots 
(roughly cast in channels drawn in the sand with a stick or even an finger), and second- 
hand jewelry and metal vessels. The jewelry is not Egyptian in style, and the so-called 
Hittite god, although surely not Hittite, is equally not Egyptian. Again an Asiatic source 
is suggested, although this source cannot be precisely deter~nined.''~ 

Lt is IikeIy that materials stolen from tombs, and in particular those of the pharaohs and their families, 

would have been reduced te valuable raw materials as quickly as possibIe. In the violation of the royal 

tomb, one was not only defying the law and the ruling king, but potentially "murdering" the inhabitant of 

the tomb, for whom the grave goods secured a positive afterlife. In defiling a royal tomb, one was 

contending with the very god of the underworld. The theoIogica1 cons~ctions did not serve to protect the 

royal tombs, and thus the site of the royal necropolis was moved from the Giza plateau to the Valley of the 

Kings in an attempt to secure a more secretive, and thus more protected environment for the royal dead.I4' 

Finally, we must imagine that many objects also wore out over time and usage, and were intended only for 

a limited usage. This would be true of clothing, carpets, leatherwork, as well as Iarger objects such as 

h i t u r e .  Decoration and even dwellings and official buildings may have been understood as requiring 

continual rebuilding and renovation. These were the practical realities of this fxansitory life, but the objects 

and preparations for the tomb, were for the "house of eternity." 

''O T.G.H. James: Plraraoh's People (Chicago: Chicago, 1984) 186. 

''I Cf. Nicholas Reeves and Richard Wilkinson: The Complete Valley of fire Kings. 
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f )  The developmenc of scenes - from symbol to scene ... from scene to symbol 

We must now bring these ideas into focus. The varied elements which characterize the art of the ancient 

Egyptians find their order in the person of the king.'" The king is everywhere a key to understanding the 

art of the ancient Egyptians. Wilkinson declares the symbolic message of the art to be its unifying theme: 

Through syrnbols the Egyptians sought to 
represent many of their religious beliefs and 
ideas about the nature of the cosmos. Symbolic 
objects and pictures were used in this way to 
make the transcendental and the unseen both 
immediate and understandabIe. Sometimes this 
symbolism would refer to the creation and 
origin of life on earth, sometimes to the mystery 
of its propagation and continuance. Symbols 
were atso used for protection, to keep the 
Egyptian safe from evil influences in this life, 
and even beyond - for much Egyptian art has 
to do with the theme of life after death.'" 

At the centre of this scheme stood pharaoh, who straddled the 

world of the gods and the world of men. Pharaoh was abo the 

focal point through which the world of the living and the world of 

the dead were given shape and structure. it was pharaoh who 

ensured order on earth, with the power and support of the gods 

and pharaoh who served as the high priest of the land.'" Pharaoh 

mediated the elements of both life and death. He offered 

protection and bounty to the living, and led the way to discovering 

how the dead could enjoy the same bounty of life for ever.I4' 

'" "Representational art in particular must be understood in terms of iconographic as well as representational 
conventior?~. Both these types of convention affected compositions in ways that are sufficiently alien from those of 
Western art to need explicit study. iconography related to a system of decorum which governed what was depicted 
and how it was shown in most contexts, and had extensions outside the artistic sphere" Baines: ABD 1,428. 

"' Wi I kinson, Richard: Reading Egyptian Arr. ..I Hkroglypllic Guide to Ancient Egyptian Painfing and Sculpllrre 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1994) 9. 

lU According to Baines, the dominance of the king in the representational art was attached to the idea of decorum. 
"The king was shown in rather more contexts than were the gods; the hierarchy of ways to denote the king ran from 
direct depiction, through the royal king's Homs name, to various terms by which he could be referred to in texts" 
Baines: 'Ideology and conventions of representation,' D A  9, 796. 

'" At first, the funerary practices of Egypt are the domain of pharaoh. These are eventually democratized, first to 
include the royal family and court, then the nobility, and finally are seen as more broadly available to Egyptians. Cf. 
A- J. Spencer: Death irr Ancient Egypt (Middlesex: Penguin, 1982). H. Frankfort: Kingship and the Gods, 18 1-212 
notes that the rise in democratization coincides with a loss of power over the land by the pharaohs. The power as 
King of the Dead, thus offers some compensation for losses in power and prestige to the high priests of massive 
temple complexes. 
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A generalization which might be made at this point and which applies not only to 
literature but also to art is that earlier Egypt provided no strictly secular products, no 
literature of idle entertainment, and no art for art's sake, Art and literature had an applied 
purpose, and that purpose was indissolubly related to religion. All phases of life carried a 
strong coloration of the sacred, from the beginnings down to the f i s t  important 
secularization under the Empire. Every work of art, in line or word, fitted somewhere 
into the pervading religiosity of the age.[* 

From the earliest representations of pharaoh, he is at the centre of the life of ancient Egypt. The symbolic 

elements on the Narmer palette together bring a message which is clear and complete (ill. 10). Symbols 

which might stand individually are brought into relationship with a scene which reinforces an ideology of 

the identity and stature of pharaoh, and at the same time communicates a propaganda of the proper manner 

in which society is to be ordered: 

[The] Narmer palette opens up a new world in which a formal rigidity of stmcture is the 
rule ... The reverse side is almost completely taken up by a composition used until the 
most recent period of Egyptian art to symbolize a victorious pharaoh: the king, wearing 
the Crown of Upper Egypt, has seized by the hair an enemy who has collapsed before 
him, and is preparing to strike him with a mace. Over this enemy is an explanatory sign, 
"harpoon district." ... The other figures disposed in an arbitrary fashion over the 
battlefield palette are here arranged in proper order on the plane, which is divided into 
several zones. This disposition, and the manner of relating the figures to one another, 
constitute a step towards the development of the style adopted in Egyptian reliefs: the 
variety and abundance found in the early pictures are here subjected to formal 
principles. '" 

In this earliest instance, a moment in time is Frozen and rendered "mythic." This idealizing of a historical 

event provides an early, if not the earliest, example of an ideological rendering of the concept of pharaoh's 

rule. By moving the event outside of the confmes of space and time, the artist has expressed the event as a 

symbol of an eternal reality. The rule of pharaoh is static and unchanging. Pharaoh is depicted on the 

palette in human, bovine, and ornithological forms. Gods on the other hand, are only represented as 

symbols, or in theriomorphic Already the elements we find throughout Egyptian art are fixed and 

canonical. Events and adversaries might challenge the decision of the gods to incarnate their earthly desires 

in an individual man, but that decision is eternal, and challenges to the choice of the gods spell disaster for 

the challenger(s), but glory and honor for pharaoh. 

John Wilson: The Culture of/incienr Egypt (Chicago: Chicago, 195 1)  77. 

"" Woldering: The Art ofEgypr 50-5 1 .  

I48 Cf. Baines: 'Ideology and convention of representation,' DA 9,797; Davis: The Canonical Tradition 159-162. 
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This essential ideoiogical construct undergoes minor modifications, and is gradually transformed in terms 

of its representation in the work of ancient Egyptian artists, but the system as a whole is maintained 

throughout the whole three thousand year history of the ~ i n ~ d o m s . ' ' ~  Many details are retained intact over 

this whole time, and one of the most significant of these retentions is the smiting scene, which stands at the 

centre of the Narmer palette. 

One of the obvious 

developments from the 

earliest iconographic 

scenes, such as that on 

the Narmer palette, is the 

development of larger 

scenes on walls of 

temples and tombs, and 

we might suppose, 

palaces as well. This 

necessitates the use of 

various zones, and the use 

of baselines:'50 

Compositions are organized as groupings conveying information visually, not as visual 
or perceptual images. The picture surface is an area to be filled, not three-dimensional 
space or a specific location, and there is no fixed point from which compositions are to 
be viewed, Figures are related to one another by their actions and gestures or by 
overlapping, while relative size indicates relative importance, not distance. The chief 
organizing element in compositions is the register, a sequence of figures or separate 
scenes on a single baseline. A set of registers fills a wall surface, while principal figures 
or scenes may be the height of several registers and bracket them together. Designs are 
arranged to fill a surface evenly and arrange it meaningfully, rather as in the layout of an 
illustrated b00k.'~' 

'" "Egyptian art may seem static and rigid, but within its representational system it evolved very greatly. Development 
tended to be uniform in direction within major periods, mostly moving toward greater complexity and richness, but 
artists often sought inspiration in works of much earlier times than their own" Baines: ABD 1,437. The most radical 
break with tradition is in the art of the court of Akhenaten, yet even this art retains strong conventional aspects. 
Davis works out the expansion of canonical ideals in some detail. Cf. The Canonical Tradition 64-93. 

"The evolutmn of iconographic patterns in the three-thousand-year course of ancient Egyptian history parallels general 
changes in religious concepts, which are themselves a function of political and social changes" Mysliwiec ER 7-35. 

"Egyptian artists ... seek to convey the significance of a subject by portraying it in an abstract manner, outside 
space and time. The breaking up of the plane into zones, and the introduction of base lines on which figures arc 
placed, constitute one of the main principles of arrangement in Egyptian reliefs. The unique character of Egyptian 
art is from now on unmistakable" Woldering: The Art oJEgypt 52. 

Baines: ABD 1,434 
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Even during periods in which the art diverts most radically from tradition, it remains uniquely Egyptian - 
and continues to be recognizable as such. The relationships between figures, the static quality of developed 

scenes, the iconographic communication of basic ideas a11 remain despite radical departures and 

modifications at some levels within the art. Thus a triumphant scene from the Arnama period employs the 

sun iconography associated with the centrality of the Aten as an integral part of traditional use of size, 

registers and orientation (ill. 57). 

57. 

While we will more formally examine the main thematic ideas, it is important to note that the decoration of 

the so-called minor art forms, scarabs, ivory, jewelry, furniture and the like indicates that these themes 

were integral to all the art produced by the ancient ~ ~ ~ ~ t i a n s . ' ~ '  The interrelationships of the art can be 

understood by the manner in which the individual symbol is used as an element in the communication of a 

larger reality.'" As we have seen, the depiction of pharaoh as a smiter is thoroughly tied into the identity of 

pharaoh and his relationships with the divine and human worlds. As a part of a scene, pharaoh as smiter 

communicates the roie of the king as a living god in relation to the other elements conveyed, typically the 

divine and human realms (ill. 57). As an element in the larger scene, the symbol of pharaoh as smiter 

comes to convey the entire propagandistic message of the empire. Egypt, indeed the whole world, has been 

'" "Art was thus not confined to temples and tombs, but pervaded elite life as  a whole ... Nonetheless, the principal 
preserved record is from tombs, and includes very important categories of material, such as coffins and sarcophagi. 
Despite the constraints of decorum, there was stylistic and formal uniformity across the genres of minor art, from 
temple and tomb to objects of household use" Baines: ABD 1,437. 

153 "True symboIs . . . direct the individual away from the superficial concerns of life towards .. . the poles of existence, 
around coming into being and passing away, light and darkness, good and evil. The true symbol .. . is a signpost to 
another world ... The purpose of symbols is not to reveal the hidden relationships between earthly phenomena in a 
rationalistic way but rather to point to the irrational, Knowledge of cosmic order was one of the secrets which were 
withheld from the profane" Lurker: Gods and Syn~bols 9. 
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given to pharaoh by the gods, and is maintained in perpetuity by their 

divine sponsorship. All nations or peoples who oppose this rule will be 

ovenvhehed by the sheer might of  this king who wields the power of 

the gods. The symbo1 works within a scene as an icon for the ideology 

conveyed in other complete scenes, which may or  may not be 

represented in the scene under consideration. The depiction of pharaoh 

invokes the ideology of empire. In a similar manner the simple scarab 

which shows pharaoh as smiter - with or without other elements - 

serves to signal the entire message of the iconographic program (ill. 

58).  The icon of pharaoh serves as a window in the same manner as the 58. 

scenes. Both present us with iconographic 

windows through which we are able to 

glimpse the deeper realities concerning the 

order of the universe, both now, and for 

eternity.'54 

The representation of pharaoh as a lion can 

also be used to demonstrate the principle 

described in our discussion of the king as 

srniter. The sphinx is a monumental version 

59. 
of an iconographic metaphor seen in a variety of 

contexts, from the side of a chariot (ill. 60), 

where pharaoh as sphinx replaces the king as 

charioteer or smiter in the vanquishing of his 

enemies, to scarab scenes where the symbol of 

the sphinx invokes these more fully developed 

metaphors (ill. 61). From these connections it is 

a short step to the conceptualization of pharaoh 

as a winged sphinx (ill. 62) .  

60. 

Is' "The interior of the walls enclosing the courts are often decorated with episodes of the most important feasts, while 
the grandiose tableaux found on the exterior of the walk and on the gates (frequently in the form of pylons) 
commonly illustrate the king's military achievements. Standard scenes on the pylon faces show the king smiting 
foreign captives, presenting them to a god, and images of the king offering a figure of the goddess Maat - the 
personification of truth, justice, and order - to the main divinity of the temple" Mysliwiec ER 7, 34. 
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The addition of wings to the sphinx thus marks the divine 

status of the king, his supernatural power, and his abilities to 

execute sovereignty over the ends of his empire. He has the 

power of a heavenly lion, the mobility of a winged creature, 

and the cognitive abilities of a human who is endowed with 

"the wisdom of the gods." 

61. The point of  all of this is straightforward. Images are related 

to one another in clusters of meaning. The icon is used to launch a sequence of interrelated concepts in the 

mind of the viewer. These ideological vaIues fmd 62. 

their order and substance in the iconography 

associated with pharaoh. It is the relationship of the 

people of Egypt with pharaoh that determines their 

fate and their future, and it is pharaoh's intimacy 

with the gods that is determinative to his role and 

status. We will unpack this more fully further along 

in our study. The point at this juncture is to note the 

interconnectedness of icon, scene and program. To 

compare the iconography with the language with 

which it ultimately 

shares its roots, icons are determinatives for scenes which, when correctly 

read, together define and elucidate all aspects of Egyptian life. Past, present 

and future, the heavenly, earthly and Nether worlds, gods, kings, 

commoners and foreigners are all to be understood on the basis of their 

place in the worId as defmed, maintained and ordained by the gods. It if for 

this reason that in times of uncertainty and turmoil there is a marked 

tendency to return to the roots of the iconographic system. The order which 

it defines is an order to live by. 

'j5 ''Many temple scenes form standardized sequences of pictures showing summarily, sometimes almost symbolically, 
successive episodes of mythicized rituals that often refer to important historical events, such as the miraculous birth 
of the king, his coronation, his victories over enemies, his jubilee, and the founding of the temple. These 
representations appear in the inner parts of the temple, together with tableaux depicting the daily ritual performed 
before the statue of the temple's principal deity and scenes showing various offerings being made. Often the 
iconographic repertory of the decoration of the pillared hall - the central part of many temples - constitutes 
something of a 'showcase,' reviewing in abbreviated form all the important elements of the temple's relief 
decoration," Mysliwiec ER 7, 33-34. The fully developed iconographic program includes the "minor arts." Cf. 
Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 17 1 1-1 7 12. 

Within this complex of ideas, symbolic motifs may "give visuaI form to religious, political, or geographicai ideas," 
Mysliwiec ER 7, 34. The standard representation of conquered peoples [are] the "ring" names "showing legless 
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g) hieroglyphic representations 

At a fundamental level we have seen a connection between the sacred 

writing of ancient Egypt, the hieroglyph, and the essential beginnings of 

Egyptian art. Shape, color, "picture" and historical continuity are 

specific aspects of the canonical form of each individual hieroglypkLS6 

Egyptian canonical art draws upon the hieroglyphic forms available in 

the language to represent ideas. "Canonical" images from the 

hieroglyphs are thus grouped into pictures to represent scenes in the 

canonical art. This is fundamental to the whole artistic system.'57 

At times the connection is 

even closer, and the scenes 

composed are used to form 

actual words, or function as 

detenninatives. Sometimes a 

connected hieroglyphic script 

is left without a determinative, 

the related art being 

understood to instruct the 

human figures, with hands bound, behind an oval ring containing the name of the foreign province. The facial 
features were meant to characterize the physiognomy of each particular people" Mysliwiec ER 7, 34 (ill. 64j. The 
metaphor declares, those who oppose pharaoh's divine empire will never succeed. Still, "the composition of scenes 
is so highly conventionalized that it is often meaningless to ask what locations or furnishings are shown in the 
scenes. The most prominent exceptions to, or extensions of, the normal principles of composition are in the royal 
battle reliefs of the New Kingdom" Baines: ABD 1, 434; Also cf. G.A. Gaballa: Narrative in Egyptian Art (Mainz 
am Rhein: Deutsches Archaologisches Instltut, 1976). 

' 5 6  This is the only writing system in the world which included both fixed form and coior for every letter, cf. 'Ancient 
Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1724. John Baines: 'Communication and Display: The Integration of 
Early Egyptian Art and Writing,' Antiquity 63,  240 (1989). Aldred summarizes: "... once a scribe had learnt to draw 
the full range of ... signs with requisite skill he had become ipsoJacto an artist, since the composition of his pictures 
is the assemblage of a number of ideographs with some interaction between them" Cyril AIdred: Egyprian Art 
(London: 1980) 15 1 ; Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 17. 

"Although the cursive script was developed at an early date to speed the process of writing with brush and ink, the 
system of carefully carved and painted hieroglyphs utilized in both monumental and ornamental contexts was 
maintained throughout Egyptian history" Wilkinson: Synrbol and Magic 150. 

'*' Wilkinson's Readi~lg Egyptian Art is especially helpful in visualizing these relationships. 
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reading of the words of the inscription. In other cases, when scenes are carefully examined they "spell out" 

another concept. For example, a scene might present a rebus on the name of a particular phara~h.'~'  Thus 

boundaries between word and picture remain fluid. 

Bianchi finds the relationship between the two so intimate that he declares: "Egyptian art may be regarded 

as an extension of the system of hieroglyphs, because the rules regdating the design cf any given 

hieroglyph are precisely those governing the composition of' any given visual image."'59 Often the two are 

used together to comm-csnicate a single idea either by supplementation. clarification or integration.'" The 

lack of an Egyptian word for a n  does not invalidate the concept of Egyptian art, there are also no words for 

such concepts as religion and politics. The world was d ~ e d  and centred in the person of pharaoh, and 

what we would term religion, politics and art served to explicate, clarify and articulate the way in which the 

world "worked." One who became literate learned both the hieroglyphs and the mythology, while 

simultaneously learning to be an artist.I6' Thus, becoming literate might be regarded as an  act of piety: 

The ancient Egyptians referred to the hieroglyphic signs by which their language was 
written as the m e h  nercher: "the god's words" - a meaning preserved in the word 
hierogt'yphs which the Greeks coined for the carved Egyptian temple reliefs and 
inscriptions. The connection between these written signs and larger, representational 
images was always a strong one.I6' 

I58 On the rebus concept cf. Bianchi: 'Ancient Egyptian Reliefs, Statuary, and Monumental Paintings,' CANE 4,2545. 

Bimchi: 'Ancient Egyptian Reliefs, Statuary, and Monumental Paintings,' CANE 4, 2533. Homung argues: "In the 
language of religion, words do not suffice. Long before writing was invented, religion operated with pictures and 
symbols," 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography, CANE 3, 171 1. As symbols in the art noc sremming from the 
hieroglyphic system are extremely rare, he describes the boundaries between word and picture as "fluid" (1724). 
Peck describes the art and hieroglyphs as "intertwined, interdependent and often interchangeable," 'Methods of 
Representation,' DA 9,978. 

1 M) Cf. Wornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1724; Gay Robins: The Art ofAncient Egypt 
(Cambridge: Harvard, 1 997) 2 1-34. 

16' Cf. Drenkhahn: 'Artisans and Artists in Pharaonic Egypt,' CANE 1, 338. AIso see the summary by W. Tait: 'Egypt, 
ancient. Writing and Books,' DA 10, 1-7. "The hieroglyphic texts that accompany New Kingdom figurative relief 
scenes may often constitute artistic and sculptural masterpieces in miniature, while their iconography often provides 
new examples of Egyptian regaIia and imagery," Karol Mysliwiec: 'Egypt, ancient. New Kingdom. Relief,' DA to, 
88 1 -883. 

Ib' LViIkinson: Readitlg 9-1 0. Also Bianchi: 'Ancient Egyptian Reliefs, Statuary, and Monumentai Paintings,' CANE 4, 
2533-4. The level of sophistication in this is incredible. As Wilkinson argues: "This interaction between the signs in 
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The close relationship between the writing and art is demonstrated through what Wilkinson refers to as 

"personification," a phenomenon he further categorizes into formal and emblematic types - the first 

designating those many cases in which ideas are anthropomorphized, 

the second describing the giving of  human attributes such as hands to 

symbols or signs (ill. 67).'63 The interplay between text and 

representation was very close, and at times the observant would see the 

connection between the text written on  the monument, or in sculpture, 

and the larger iconographic representation o f  the image in the compIete 

work of art.'M Some have seen this from earliest times, arguing that the 

pyramids and the sphinx form a man-made three dimensional construct 

of the hieroglyph for the horizon, while the Valley of the Kings 

provides the same icon in the natural contours of the land.I6' 

Egyptian paintings and sculptures may thus contain, or even be wholly composed of, 
hieroglyphic forms, and the interaction between writing and pictorial representation was 
one of major symbolic importance. In fact, the hieroglyphic signs form the very basis of 
Egyptian iconography, which was concerned with the fkction of making specific 
symbolic statements through pictorial rather than written means. The embedded or 
"encoded" hieroglyphic forms also frequentty interact to some degree with the texts or 
inscriptions with which they are associated, for the use of hieroglyphic forms in Egyptian 
art rarely occurs in complete isolation from the written 

- - - - - 

Egyptian paintings or sculptures is important ... The individual "ideographic" elements of Egyptian pictures must be 
"read" like the signs of an inscription . . . for the use of the hieroglyphic signs in Egyptian art occurs on two distinct 
ievels" Wilkinson: Reading 10. Thus: "A simple offering scene showing a famiIy of father, mother and son may 
represent a complex symbolic statement through the use of various symbols, gestures, and colors" Wilkinson: 
Reading 9 .  

16' There are: "two kinds of personification ... Formal personification involves human figures which are made to 
personify an object, place or idea, such as 'fire,' or 'the west.' These personifications are often represented with 
identifying hieroglyphs worn OF. their heads like claborate crowns or headdresses ... or depicted as figures whose 
heads are actually shown in the form of their hieroglyphic signs ... In all cases, however, formal personification 
involves a human figure made to represent something else. Conversety, emblematic personification relates to non- 
human objects or emblems, such as hieroglyphic signs, which are given human attributes - as in the case of arms 
added to the ankh sign" Wilkinson: Reading 11. Multiple layers of meaning are inherent in such representations. 
CVi tkinson: Synrbol and Magic 16 1. 

Iw "Iconographic details indicate the identity of many gods and of the king, but in addition most statues are inscribed 
with the owners' names and titles; statue and inscription complement each other so that the statue is the last 
'hieroglyph' of the text (which does not mean that text is more important than statue ...)" Baines: ABD 1,432. 

16' On the sign for akher or "horizon" in general, and in the constructed landscape of the Giza plateau, as well as the 
natural landscape of the Valley of the Kings cf. Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 158-159. 

16" Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 152. Thus, "hierog1,vphic signs may appear overtly ...[ or] at a secondary Level. At 
the primary level, hieroglyphic signs are incorporated quite clearly in essentiaily their norma1 written forms, and the 
painting or sculpture may be composed almost entirely of such signs. This may be seen in many Egyptian artworks 
which not only depict an individual, but also spell out his or her name through the hieroglyphs used in the 
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Such interaction may be apotropaic, seeking to control the forces of chaos which oppose the orderly rule of 

pharaoh: 16' 

The magical potency associated with the signs may certainly be seen in the way in which 
hieroglyphs representing hostile or dangerous creatures were often incompletely drawn 
or purposely mutilated in order to render them harmless. ParticuIarly dangerous animals 
might also be drawn as though transfuted with knives or spears through the head or back 
... In short, the hieroglyphic signs were themselves powers with which to be reckoned. In 
fact, the Egyptian's hieroglyphs far transcended a simpIe system of communication and 
were regarded as symbolic entities which could function magically not only within 
written texts, but also in many aspects of what we, today, consider artistic 
represe~tations.'~~ 

Thus, the power of the hieroglyph sen7es to reinforce and support the ordered world. Because the very 

language is that of the gods, the attniutes of pharaoh and his empire are celebrated and reinforced by the 

hieroglyphs, which are thus working in harmony with the overall program of the art.'" 

composition ... At the secondary IeveI of depiction, objects or people may spell out a symbolic message by being 
represented so as to suggest the form of hieroglyphic signs." Wilkinson: $vnrbol and Magic 15 1- 152. 

1 b7 "This intense realism may well have contributed in no small amount to the Egyptian's attitude of reverence toward 
thc~r system of writing, for the hieroglyphs were regarded as being possessed of a magical life of their own" 
Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 150. 

lb8 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 150- 15 1. 

169 The power of words is most clearly illustrated by the use of names. "A name contained its owner's whole being. 
People and objects actually only had an existence from the moment that they bore a name ... One often finds an 
aversion to pronouncing the god's name, thus pseudonyms came into being ... The life of each person was sustained 
by the secret powers of his name. One Egyptian proverb runs thus: 'whosoever's name is uttered, he then lives,' 
hence the names of kings and dignitaries were repeatedly written on monuments and in inscriptions in order to 
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Architectural representations 

As temples, palaces and tombs develop, the overall conceptual features are obviously interlocked. The 

temple is a house for the god, the palace a house for the pharaoh, and the tomb, a house for the dead. We 

should not therefore, be surprised to fmd that as the programmatic features of these buildings evolve and 

develop, they share a number of conceptualizations. At the same time, there are some clear differences to 

be noted. In the temple, the gods are the focal point, in the palace, pharaoh as representative of the gods is 

central, and in the tomb, the deceased takes precedence. We will now attempt to unpack the basic patterns, 

although the particulars vary within the canonical range of acceptable motifs and approaches. 

The iconography of ancient Egypt reached "full 

during the New Kingdom."' 

From the time of the New Kingdom, the 
exterior w a h  of most Egyptian temples 
(including those of the pylon and first 
court) show scenes depicting the 
destruction of enemies. Although these 
scenes may depict actual enemies, the 
motif is symbolic in that it represents the 
much broader chaos and disorder which 
threatened Egyptian society - and the 
balance of the very cosmos itself. The 
depicted destruction of these enemies is no 
mere military boasting, therefore, but the 
symbolic containment of chaos and the 
establishment of order and harmony, with 
the scenes creating by their very location a 
magical guarantee of security and calm for 
the god's home which lay within their 

flower" 

parameters. As one progresses deeper into 
the heart of the temple, typically the floor 
level rises and the height of the walls and 
ceilings drops. This means that the sanctuary and innermost areas are enclosed within the 
outer temple, as the centre of an egg, implying the complete protection and setting apart 
of the area. In this inner area the scenes of battle are replaced by representations stressing 
the king's adoration and service to the gods."' 

- - - - - - - - 

ensure the survival after death of their owners. The direst punishment therefore was to obliterate the name either by 
execration or hacking it out of monuments. The 'heretic king,' Akhenaten, was supposed to have been deprived of 
continued existence by the loss of his name. The only person who could curse or even destroy demonic powers was 
one who knew their names, The spirits of the next world were supposed to be rendered harmless with the words, 'I 
know you and I know your names'." Lurker: Gods and Symbols 83-84. W e  can usefu1ly compare the biblical use of 
the name of YHWH, and the implied power of knowing the 50 names given to Marduk by the gods in the Epic of 
Creation Cf- Stephanie Dalley: Myths from Mesopotamia (Oxford: Oxford, 199 1) 260-274. 

I i 0  Cf. Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 171 1; who also describes the manner in which 
this iconography pervaded the minor arts, 17 I 1 - 17 12. 

"' Wilkinson: Syrtlbol and Magic 67. 
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The purposes of the exterior scenes are both apotropaic, in setting into motion the mighty acts of pharaoh 

- including magically guarding the sacred compound within - and propagandistic, in that the massive 

smiting scene on the outer pyIons of the temple building is clearly visible to all who pass by. This need not 

be rnereIy native Egyptians, but 

also foreigners who pass by on 

trade or diplomatic missions. The 

depiction reinforces the might of 

pharaoh as conqueror and 

preserver of order, as one of 

superhuman strength and power. 

This formal representation also 

serves to focus attention on the 

mysteries which are reinforced 

within the temple confines where 

the role of pharaoh as high priest 

of the gods brings bounty and 

order into being for those 

Egyptians who might onIy catch a 

gIimpse of pharaoh's entourage. 

Within the temple are 

representations of the king making 

offerings to the gods, or engaged 

in other ritual acts associated with 

the role of the high priest. Thus, 

even when the role is delegated to the head priest of the temple, the iconography embodies the pious acts of 

pharaoh in the service of the gods (i11.70, 74, 75). Moving towards the inner shrine, the gods are depicted 

looking out of their temple, while pharaoh faces the most holy place."' 

Researchers studying later temples speak of a "temple grammar" which relates text and representations in 

specific sequences and 10cations."~ Such an ideology is a further elaboration of the essential concepts 

I" "In the main area which occupies the greater part of a given wall or coiumn's surface, the primary motif is that of 
the king presenting offerings, tending the needs of the god, or performing some other action associated with the 
functioning of the cult. Here, the figures of the king face toward the god's sanctuary, or toward the central 
processional path of the remple if they are located away from this central axis. Images of the god or gods who 
inhabit the temple, on the other hand, face outward -away from the sanctuary" Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 68. 
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which are found in the ideological relationships depicted in the earliest iconography.Ii4 Over time, the 

various elements become traditional, until the whole concept of the temple as "cosmic centre" can be 

expressed in the architecture and iconography in a unified manner throughout the temple complex: 

The architectural program utilized in the developed Egyptian temples thus incorporated 
virtually every structural feature found witbin these great monuments. It was a 
symbolism which dictated many of the forms of the various features - roofs, walls, 
columns, and doors - and which integrated them and provided a coherent meaning to 
the whole. It was symbolism, too, which allowed the tempIe to function in its role as a 
model of the cosmos itself. All this was accomplished primarily through the 
programmatic use of form symbolism, which was also employed in the construction of 
Egyptian palaces and tombs. and in several non-architectural contexts such as the design 
of many of the amulets pIaced on the mummy of the deceased. Yet even so, form was 
only one of the symbolic dimensions which the ancient Egyptians utilized in expressing 
and establishing order in their world, and is usually found with other symbolic aspects 
which support and enhance its basic ~ipificance. '~ '  

"' Wilkinson: Syrnbol and Magic 68;  Baines puts matters succinctly: "The conception underlying the temples was that 
the gods gave the king rulership on earth and created a world that could be made bountiful both for themselves and 
for human beings. The king's duty was to set order, which was constantly threatened, in place of disorder, and to 
maintain and expand the territory of Egypt. In return for the god's bounty and for the victories they vouchsafed to 
hlrn, the krng constructed temples, filled them with exquisite furnishings made of  rare and exotic materials, and 
endowed them with land and personnel to support and perform the cult," 'PaIaces and Temples ...' CANE 1,  308. 
Iconography articulated these central concepts and reinforced their continuance. The common people were to revere 
the king and celebrate his bestowal of bounty and security upon them. We see this reflectcd in tomb iconography. 
Cf. Rosalie David: .4 Guide to Religious Ritual at Abydos (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1981); and the collected 
essays in Ro 1 f Gundlach and Matthias Rochho lz: ii'gYptische Tentpel - Strtthtrr. Funktion wld Programnr (Akte~l 
der / ~ - ~ ~ t o l o ~ i s c h e n  Tenrpeltagtmgen in Gosen 1990 und in Mainz 1992) (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1994); Dieter 
Arnold: Wanrlrelief rind Razml/imk!ion in iigq.ptisclren Tenrpefndes Netten Reiches (Miinchner ~ ~ ~ ~ t o l o g i s c h e  
Stud icn 2, 1 962); D ieter Kurth (ed.): ~ g Y ~ t o l o ~ i s d l e  Tenlpeltagtcng. Systeme und Progranrnle der iapfischen 
Terrrpefdekoration (Miinchen: Harrassowitz, 1995); 

"' "New styles in Egyptian art ... emerge with new dynasties and historical eras" (e-g. the Amarna Period, the 19& and 
30h Dynasties). 'There are also periods of marked external influence ... the art of  the Early Dynastic Period shows 
apparent Mesopotamian contact in a number of its motifs, and some three thousand years later Pharaonic Egyptian 
history likewise closes with strong external influence from the Greco-Roman world." Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 
13. 

175 Wilkinson: Symbo( and Magic 29. Hornung declares the component parts of the temple "replete with symbolic 
meaning," 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography, CANE 3, 1725; Baines extols "architecture was the premier 
artistic form ... both as a setting and in itself, architecture was a prime vehicle of meaning," 'Egyptian Art and 
Aesthetics,' C.4NE 4, 258 1. 
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From earliest times the evidence of  syrnboIic -I C I  
forms and symbols within the architecture of  

the ternp1e can be traced. The earliest 

temples in Egypt were most likely 

constructed of perishable materials - reeds 

and mud plaster - and have not survived.'76 

But the imitative decoration of columns 

which shows them as reeds and trees is clear. 

in fact, it is clear that some temples were 

buiIt to allow the annual flooding of the Nile 

to actually enter the courtyards and turn the 

temple as model of the cosmos into "reality." 

Each temple in Egypt celebrated itself as 

founded on the primeval hill, that first 

ernersing peak of land which rose out of the 

waters of chaos at the foundation of the 

world.'" The iconography, the ideology and the literal flooding worked together to "recreate" the 

foundation of the world on an annual basis. Thus order is restored when the waters recede, the bounty of 

the land follows, and the priesthood of pharaoh is again vindicated.17' 

-- - -  

I" Dieter Arnold: Die Tempe1 &yPcens. Gonenvohnrtngen. Kultslatren. Baudenknlaler (Ziirich: Artemis & Winkler, 
1992) 14-16. 

177 On thc construction of the temple and the theological constructs connected to the architecture cf. Patricia Spencer: 
The Emprian Temple. t l  Lericographical Sritdy (London: 1984). Erik Hornung: 'The Temple as Cosmos,' 1 15-1 29 
in idea info Image; Harold Nelson: 'The Egyptian Temple,' 147-158 in The Biblical Arcl~aeologis~ Reader, I (ed. 
G. E. Wright and D. N. Freedman) (Missoula: Scholars, 1975) originally BA 7 (1944) 41K; Arnold: Die Tempel 
&ypcens. "Other nations of the ancient Near East held the widespread, symbolic concept that temples and palaces 
were models of the structure of the cosmos, therefore columns became a type of support for heaven" Lurker: Gods 
and Syrnbols 4 1 .  

"""Egyptran architecture possessed distinct characteristics, derived in large part from primitive plant forms which had 
been the basis of the earliest buildings, and which persisted for centuries with relatively little alteration. The 
tradition is particularly evident in monumental architecture, in which the preservation and constant repetition of 
familiar patterns and motifs was not simply conservatism, but part of an active desire to sustain the original model 
and maintain things as they always had been" Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypt 160. 

The symbolism of the temple works as follows: 'The two entrance towers, the pylons, symbolized Isis and Nephthys 
supporting the sun. The hall of columns (hypostyle) signified the prirnevd marsh from which papyrus columns 
grow. The sanctuary was the primeval hill, and the ceiling was the sky. Even the brick enclosure wall was designed 
to imitate the waves of the primordial ocean. The whole temple was the 'horizon' of the deity wherein the sun rose 
and set, and its straight axis underlined the processional path of the divine image," Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian 
Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1725. 
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Very few early temples have survived and consequently our view of the standard 
Egyptian cult-temple is colored by monuments of the New Kingdom and later. In these 
buildings it is possible to discern a regular pattern in the layout of the temple, although 
almost every temple possesses its own variant elements or adaptations to the basic 

Entering a temple of the standard 

design, that form which is most 

generaHy followed, the worshiper 

approached: "a monumental pylon 

(gateway) entrance leading to an 

open court, surrounded by 

colonnades. Beyond this lay the 

hypostyle, a roofed hall with many 

columns, followed by one or two 

srnalIer rooms before the sanctuary, 

in which the image of the local 

divinity rested, was reached" (ill. 72, 

73)."%e level of access to the deity 

which different individuals within 

Egyptian society might attain is 

unclear, thus we cannot be certain of 

how much of the iconography would 

have been within the view of the 

typical Egyptian, or even the nobility. 

We know pharaoh acted as high 

priest for all the gods, thus 

presumably had the potential of 

regular access to the inner shrine, as servant of the god's daily requirements. As this task was delegated to 

the priesthoods, we may conclude that at least the higher orders of clergy had access to the inner parts of 

the temple. Whether the nobility or che common people could enter the holy world beyond the first 

monumental pylon is uncIear. 

"' Quirke and Spencer: At~cierrl Egypt 160. 

Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypr 160. 
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Side rooms in these arrangements 

served for storage, dressing and 

cleansing rituals and so forth, while the 

overall axial arrangement of the 

complex was suited to the processional 

nature of many ceremonies. Overali, the 

"house of the god" ideology which 

formed the basis of the earliest temples 

remained a vital component, central to 

the conceptualization of the temple's 

meaning and purpose. "No temple was 

complete, however, until the stone 

buiIding was enclosed by a mud-brick 

perimeter wall which ran around the 

whole of the sacred precincts, within 

which the subsidiary buildings - 
stores, priests' houses, temple libraries 

and usually a Sacred Lake - were 

~onstructed.'~'~' 

By the New Kingdom, the iconographic program had developed to the stage where the activities which 

went on in an area of the temple would be illustrated on the walls, rows of offering bearers, scenes of 

feasts, and other significant cycles of imagery could be depicted. At the same h e ,  mythoIogica1 sequences 

also came to be featured more prominently in the icon~graph~. '~ '  The exterior walls of temple complexes 

were increasingly dominated by scenes of pharaoh's victories and thus served apotropaic and 

propagandistic purposes.183 

While these more developed structures and clearly prograrnmatic iconography came to characterize the 

fully developed temples of the Late Period, the central concepts remained static amidst the refinements.'" 

- - - - - - - - - 

IS' Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypr 160. 

18' Mysliwiec: 'Egypt, ancient. Relief,' DA 9, 882. 

Is' Mysliwiec: 'Egypt, ancicnt. ReIief,' DA 9, 886. 

Is'' Some temples had special functions which influenced design cg. mortuary temples, yet retain the essential premises 
of temple ideology. 
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The "whole building was considered to be a replica of the prototype temple of reeds; not only the columns, 

but also the walls show evidence of this tradition"'85 and as such preserve the basic, seemingly original 

model of the temple as the primal hill - the beginning of the ordering of all creation.lg6 

Turning to the paIace we find the essentials of 

the temple ideology are repeated. While the 

evidence is limited - palaces seem to have 

been built to survive a generation or two at 

most, needing continual repair and 

reconstruction due to their mud brick 

construction - what we have confirms the 

case. 

Like the temple, the palace is 
also a microcosm. The rooms 
with coIumns in the form of 
marsh plants represent the 
primeval swamp, out of 
which the elevated throne 
dais rises, symbolizing the 
mound on which the creator 
god appeared. Thus the 
enthroned king is the 
equivalent of the divine cuIt 
statue in its shrine and 
identified with the creator. 
Nevertheless, the decoration 
is distinctive, with little 
relating specifically to deities 
in contrast to the inner rooms 
of a temple. Instead the 
floors were painted with 

pools full of lotuses, fish and ducks, around which a variety of plants grow. Among the 
plants animals leap and play, while birds fly overhead. The whole composition depicts 
the reanimation of nature by the life-giving rays of the sun-god, when he rises from the 
underworld at the start of each day. The king appears on his throne like the sun in the 
heavens, the creator and sustainer of life in the world. 

lSS Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypt I6 1. 

I" Hornung points to the theo!ogicaI message o€  the constant change in temples: "In their constantly changing nature 
and manifestations, the Egyptian gods resemble the country's temples, which were never finished and complete, but 
always 'under construction.' The axial form of temples in Egypt is clearly ordered and articulated, and yet never 
excludes the possibility of continual extension and altemtion; every king can add new cult chambers, halls, 
courtyards, and pylons without affecting the underlying form of the temple. In this Egypt differs markedly from 
Greece, where both the temples and the gods are relatively finished and complete. However much information we 
assemble about Egyptian gods, and however receptive we become to their reality, we will never be able to see them 
as ... clear figures" The One and the Many, 256. On the other hand the Egyptians are always an integral part of 
something much larger than any individual. 
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Throughout the palace the king was also depicted as the upholder of created order. 
Scenes showing the king triumphant over foreigners were carved on stone columns and 
door jambs, and may have been painted on the outer walls. Figures of bound prisoners 
decorated the floors and throne emplacements, so that the king regularly walked over 
them, holding them in s~bjection.'~' 

The principle of this rehionship based on the king is marvelously illustrated by a piece of temple art in 

which the king receives water from the gods, which he pours out as an offering, from a vessel shaped like 

an ankh - the symbol of life. The wall painting is mirrored in its imagery of the gift of life in the 

decoration of a wooden chest from the tomb of Tutankharnen, a piece which presumably frrst found service 

in the royal palace. Tutankharnen is shown offering the same life giving substance to his queen (ill. 76). 

The king thus brings the benefits of the gods to the rest of the world. 

It is in the private tomb that we also see this system at work. The only theoretical foundation upon which 

the private individual can appeal to the gods is through the mediation of pharaoh. The art of the private 

tomb, while depicting pious acts of veneration of the gods on the part of individuals, never lost an 

awareness that it was through the good offices of pharaoh that any such pious observations might be 

effective. Is8 

Is' Robins: The Art ofAncient Eg).'pf 136. The palace is clearly another functional metaphor for the world in order. All 
elements of the compound, pools, fish, buildings, gardens are in a sense "sets" for the "stage" on which pharaoh acts 
out the rites and rituals essential to the maintenance of order. Cf. Baines: 'Palaces and Temples ...' CANE 1, 305- 
306. Or as Baines puts it: "In one sense, the royal 'residence ' was also the country and the cosmos," 'Palaces and 
TempIes ...,' CANE 1,306. 

IsS As Davis remarks: "offerings made by a private person, as in the tombs, could onIy achieve full eficacy if 
presented in the name of the king," The Canonical Tradition, 4. 
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The iconography of ancient 

Egypt celebrates this ideoIogy 

of a world in order. While the 

extant evidence is most hl ly 

developed in the iconography 

which adorns temple walls, the 

oldest known Egyptian 

monumental relief comes not 

from a temple, nor even from 

within the boundaries of Egypt, 

but horn a monumental - and 
77. 

we must assume territorial - 
declaration, when "the penultimate king of the 1st Dynasty, Semerkhet, had himself portrayed on a rock- 

face in Sinai as a victorious pharaoh triumphant over his enemies, in the same fashion as on the Narmer 

palette" (ill. 78).'89 Thus, from the very beginning of 

Egyptian art, power and propaganda, might and magic, 

empire and icon are fused together in an inseparable complex 

of ideas. 

The development of iconographic programs appears to have 

taken place as follows. The first step is to make the 

comparatively small adjustment to expand a sirnpIe scene, in 

order to take advantage of those natural sections which 

buildings present to the artist. The wall of any building thus 

presents a larger "canvas" to the artist: 

In Egyptian art compositions executed on a 
flat surface, such as carvings in relief and 
paintings, are closely linked-to architecture, 
of which they form a subordinate element. 
The nature of the carvings in the tombs is 
determined by the dimensions of those 
parts of the wall where they are placed. They do not continue round comers on adjoining 
walls. Instead each wall is treated as a unit, the last figures being turned inwards to face 
the middle.1g0 

IB9 Woldering: The Ar t  of Egvpl52. 

Woldering: The Ar t  of Egypt 78. 
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The next stage in development is, obviously, to begin to integrate the overall design of the iconographic 

elements into a fully programmatic presentation, working in conjunction with the architectural and 

ideological concepts to present a completely integrated me~sage. '~'  

At the same time, we must not be overly simplistic. Much of early Egyptian art clearly "... dispensed with 

the person of the viewer. Reliefs and statues in tombs were not visible to the passer-by," and it is clear that 

they were "not made to be admired from an aesthetic point of view: they hlfilled a ritual hnction by their 

very existace." 13' Other works, such as the Sinai relief which provides our first example of pharaoh 

smiting his enemies, clearly have magical and ritual roles which are simultaneous to their fiinction as 

political and imperiaI propaganda. It is often the case that representations serve a multiplicity of purposes, 

turning "real phenomena into sy~nboIs" '~~ and at the same time routinizing and continuing the real through 

the power of the icon to magically and powefilly reconstitute life; affuming the way things "are," and the 

way things "should be" in perpetuity. 

79. 

Beginning at about the time of Seti I who aggressively sought to reestablish Egyptian dominance of 

SyridPalestine, Egyptian art flirts with narrative representation of particular events (ill. 79).lg4 The wars of 

pharaoh - which are also to be understood as the wars of the pantheon of Egypt with that of the Hittites 

empire - ended when a treaty was concluded and sealed by the marriage of a Hittite royal princess to 

"' "Just as architecture provided a setting for ritual and developed in accordance with the changes that took place in 
religious ideas, so also reliefs and paintings derived their purpose and meaning from magic and religion" 
Woldering: The Art of Egypt 78. 

19' Woldering: The Art of Egypt 95. 

19' Woldering: The Art of Egypt 95. 

'%c. 1314 BC. 
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R;unses 11. The prosperity and stability in the land brought about by the peace, and the over 50 year rule of 

the pharaoh resulted in lavish building projects up and down the Nile.195 

In temples dating from the XIXth and XXth Dynasties, however, imposing scenes have 
survived. They depict pitched battles fought by Seti I, Ramses II and Rarnses m. They 
are almost invariably executed in sunk relief, and are carved with an eye to the viewer. 
They unfurl before him on a grandiose scale lively and dramatic pictures of specific 
historical events.'% 

I 3 e  iconography carved on 

the exterior of the temple, in 

impressive size, and with 

elaborate scenes depicting 

the overwhelming might of 

pharaoh, triumphing over a 

sea of conhsion depicted in 

the army being routed, 

serves to affirm both the 

virtue of the rule of the god- 

king, and the overwhelming 

power of the incarnate state 

to execute rule. In these 

powerful battle scenes, the 

message is clear. Pharaoh is 

Egypt. Egypt cannot be 

ovenvhehed (ill. 80). But 

there is more. 
The so. 

iconography clearly renders 

an identifiable historical event as rnetahistorical. The frozen moment is rendered in mythic not 

photographic terms and is intended to turn an actual event into an icon. What is portrayed is what is "real" 

not what an observer might have seen. The event is rendered as an icon - a window through which reality 

may be grasped. The defeat of the Hittites, or the Sea Peoples, or any other depicted event becomes 

paradigmatic for the fate of all potential enemies. While close to representing "history," the iconography is 

still concerned to preserve the traditional elements of the smiting scene, and thus retain its traditional 

19' Cf. Smith 358ff. Also: T11e Great Pharaoh Ranues II and his Time. An exhibition of antiquitiesfrom the Egyptian 
Museum, Cairo, at the Great Hall of Ranues II, Erpo 86. Yancoriver, British Columbia, Canada [text by  Christiane 
Desroches Noblecourt] ( I  985). 

'96 Woldering: The Art of Egypt 194- 195 Also cf. Smith 357ff. on the art of the Rarnesside period. 
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potency, while at the same time sharpening the propagandistic edge through allusion to contemporary 

This transformation to attempt to represent specific events did not take place instantly. Already, by Middle 

Kingdom the iconographic program of Egyptian art has begun subtle modifications which slowly transform 

the manner in which the art is to be comprehended: 

A study of the varied course taken by these branches of art during this period shows 
distinctly that images are losing their magic purpose and corning to depict conditions in 
this earthly world, at a particular pIace and time. What began as a symbol is becoming a 
likeness, a monument designed for human eyes. The range of themes conforms to the 
new significance attached to these images. So, too, does the style, which is free and far 
removed from the schematic regimentation imposed by the artistic workshops. In reliefs 
executed in this style the human tigure is elaborately modeled, and the details are clearly 
shown; they are harmoniously combined to form a whole. In paintings the themes are 
drawn from a wide range of colorhl natural phen~mena. '~~ 

19' A primary source in the analysis of narrative is the work by H. A. Groenewegen-Frankfort: A r m  and Moventerrt: 
.4n Essay on Space and Tiole in the Represerrrational A n  oftke Ancient Near East (London: Faber, 195 1). Helene 
Kantor: 'Namtion in Egyptian An,' AJA G 1  (1957) 4-4-54, summarizes: "In temples there are endlessly repeated 
rituals and heraldic diagrams of the victories and exploits characteristic by definition for the king," 44. 

The celebrated scenes on temple walls are impressive on the basis of sheer size, but the ideological significance of the 
temple as a sacred centre, representing the world and mirroring the heavenly shrine of the deity continues to retain 
its conceptual power. Pharaoh's power is still based on his right to cnrer "the doors of heaven" and encounter the 
gods. The sacred enclosure retained its separation from earthly corruption and potent power to re-sanctify the world, 
and pharaoh retained his role as agent of these powers of transformation with his role as high priest. Cf. Morenz 88; 
EIiade: The Sacred and tire Profane 58.  Clearly, by  the period in which Egyptian influence on Israelite traditions 
begins, the ideology of pharaoh's empire, and its development in temple art and ideology is well estabIished as  a 
complete programmatic system. 

19' Woldering: The Art of Egypt 124-125. Themes begin to celebrate the "vast expanse of the Egyptian empire. Foreign 
embassies presenting gifts, tributary foreigners, and files of prisoners" witness events beyond the borders 
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New Kingdom evidence from the mortuary temple of Hatshepsut illustrates the broadening of motifs to 

include representations of historical events and undertakings. In particular, the Punt cycle describes an 

expedition sent by the queen to obtain precious goods from the Somali coast. And even though these relief 

sequences are accompanied by inscriptions and captions which allude to specific moments in time and 

persons in history, there is still a timelessness to the representation. These developments still form a 

continuity with canonical features, and ultimately preserve the standard elements. 

On the northern side of the central terrace is the important scene of the conception and 
birth of the queen, and on the southern side is a series of scenes depicting in detail the 
expedition to Punt, the Land of incense. Punt is portrayed with almost scientific 
exactitude: it has beehive-shaped huts, various plants and trees, and a princess who is 
charmingly characterized - with a lined face and a corpulent body. The keen sense of 
observation and the loving attention to detail give the impression of a lively r e ~ 0 r t a g e . l ~ ~  

WoIdering: T/te Art of Egypr 164. [n the funerary art, the king begins to be presented in tombs, enthroned and 
worshipped by the dead. 

'" LVoldering: The At-! of Egypr 163. Narrative art develops in the reliefs of Hatshepsut, yet: "... elaborate narration 
was no sooner reached than abandoned. The next historical reliefs, those of Ramses 111, revert in their composition 
to a conventional and strict registration and in their iconography to a hieratic statement of victory" Kantor: 
'Narrative . . .,' 50. This short-lived narrative rendering of historical events in the 1 Sh and 19" dynasties soon ended. 
"This delight in the accurate recording of actual events is also evident in the reliefs carved in a room of  the festive 
temple of Thutmosis 111 at Karnak ... caIIed 'the Botanical Gardens' on account of the naturalistic treatment of the 
animals and plants brought back by the king from his Syrian campaign ... accurate reportage is combined with a 
joyous delight in natural phenomena Thutmosis [II's summary lists of military events and picttires of booty in the 
Hall of Annals at Karnak are the products of a sense of history and a desire to record events with the utmost 
accuracy for the benefit of posterity" Woldering: T/le Art of Egypt 163- 164. 

Much of the embellishment of the temples and tombs in the New Kingdom reflected the new income brought about by 
the shift of emphasis from Egypt as a world unto itself, outside of which was chaos, to Egypt a s  the centre of the 
world. "Wealthy temples were embellished with gold throughout; some had floors lined with silver, doorways 
covered in electrum and statues encrusted with precious stones" Ann Bowman: 'Egypt, ancient. Architecture,' DA 9, 
825-836, 83 1. 

On the decoration of royal tombs cf. Friedrich Abitz: Baugeschichte und Dekorarion des Grabes Ramses' VI 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1989); Friedrich Abia: Ramses Iii. in den grabern seiner Sohne (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986); Geoffrey Martin: Corpus of Reliefi of the New Kingdom from the hfemphife 
Necropolis and Lower Egypr (London: KPI, 1987). 
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The iconographic program returns to the basic canonical core following the experimentation with 

"narrative" specifics during the New Kingdom. Perhaps the reason is to be found in the comfort and 

stability provided by the underlying value systems consistently reinforced for so many generations: 

Just as the ordered, cultivated area of Egypt was opposed to the chaotic regions of the 
desert, so Egypt itself stood in contrast to the foreign lands that lay outside its borders. In 
Egypt the world was ordered in the correct way and people behaved in the proper 
manner. Outside Egypt everything was at odds with these norms. Other countries had no 
Nile to bring water and had instead to make do with rain. Mesopotamia did, indeed, have 
the river Euphrates running through it, but it flowed the wrong way, Customs in foreign 
countries differed form those in Egypt, and people wore different clothes, worshipped 
unfmiliar deities and spoke incomprehensible languages. They did not behave in 
accordance with the norms established at the time of creation. Therefore foreign lands 
and their inhabitants were regarded as representatives of the forces of chaos, and the king 
could strike a blow for the maintenance of order by trouncing Egypt's foreign enemies in 
battle. A major icon of kingship showed the victorious king about to smite cowering 
enemy captives, in image that symbolized the triumph of order over chaos.'@' 

The uinity of Egyptian iconographic representations 

We are now in a position to begin to draw the Egyptian iconographic program into focus for our purposes 

of attempting to tnce  the development of the Israelite prophetic view of the god Yahweh as the Lord of the 

universe. That an ideology and iconography of empire is developed in Egypt before the settlement of Israel 

in Canaan is certain - however we view the process. The biblical account of a sojourn in Egypt for at least 

some elements of the Israelites would place them in the empire at the height of its ideological self- 

awareness, and in the heyday of Egypt's This articulation of the world relies on the canonical 

presentation of pharaoh as king, high priest and icon of the land: 

'0° Robins: The Art of Ancierlr Egypl 17. 

'O' Cf. on these questions Roland de Vaux: The Early History of Israel, Volume 1 (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 
1978) 29 I ff. 
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... the Egyptian king is 
relatively rarely depicted 
in realistic action in New 
Kingdom works, for 
most of his 
representations are set 
within the mythical or 
iconographic spheres. 
This is to say that his 
actions usual1y take on 
the significance of 
larger-than-life activities, 
even if this is merely 
sitting - ruling - upon 
his throne.202 

In "freezing" characteristic actions and 

gestures into icons the potential for the 

communication of ideas as broad 
84. 

concep tuaIizations is ex~hanced.'~' Such 

symbolic gestures may be defied as "specifically prescribed individual movements, stances, or poses and 

may be used as part of a larger activity or may fuoction The iconographic usage depicts 

gestures at the same point in a characteristic action, rendering the symbol readily recognizable, and making 

the attendant meaning clear to those familiar with the system, if not rhe particular action. The most 

important gestures that appear in the art can be categorized: dominance, submission, protection, praise, 

invocation, offering, mourning, and rej~icing.'~' 

Although some poses are represented more commonly in certain periods and changes 
may have occurred through time in the performance of some gestures, there is a 
remarkable consistency and continuation in the use and meaning of Egyptian gestures. 
This is true to the extent that in some cases what appear at first sight to be identical 

'O' Wilkinson: S'rnbol atrd A4agic 173. For 3000 years Pharaoh's rule is symbolized by a series of crowns, sceptres and 
other symbols of office. Cf. Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1725-1 727. These too 
are elements of an overall concept of canon. Cf. John Wilson: The Culture of Ancient Egypt (Chicago: Chicago, 
195 1 ) 53; Hawkes: Civilizations 45 I .  

'O' Egyptian art suspended time to represent a deeper meaning: "As the Egyptian myths made momentary activities 
timeless and everlasting, so Egyptian art made the depicted individual a stereotype, and thus immortal. This does not 
mean that there was no characterization of individuals in Egyptian art; such individuality of portraiture as did not 
violate the essential of eternal repose was permitted." Wilson: The Culture of Ancient Egypt 53-54. Cf. Hawkes: 
Civilizations 450-45 1 ; Stevenson Smith 17-1 8; Woldering: The Art  of Egypt 80. 

'w Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 192. "To some extent, most human cultures make use of specific stances and 
gestures in the course of everyday life and even in quite formal contexts in order to express relationships or to 
communicate ideas, opinions, or emotions" Wilkinson: Sytrrbol and Magic 192- 

'05 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 194-195 While in sequences of gestures there may be a problem in determining 
simultaneous or sequential actions, this is of more critical importance in trying to reconstruct ritual acts, rather than 
the broad conceptualizations which concern us Cf. Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 193. 
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gestures can be differentiated based upon relatively small differences in the way the hand 
or even the individual frngers are held.'06 

Given the tong relationships of Egypt throughout the Levant it is not surprising that at least some of the 

iconography of Egypt should be understood and utilized elsewhere. This could be in an imitative or 

innovative manner. The smiting pose is certainly familiar in the broader ancient Near East, regardless of 

whether we see the origin of the motif as coming from Egypt or ekewhere. Some common postures and 

gestures may have been standardized at an early stage as cultures contacted one another. This would not be 

tembly surprising, as a major role of an iconographic image is achieved when the icon is understood. A 

king on his throne, hands raised before a god or altar, the arm raised to strike, and other similar gestures are 

all common to a number of cultures, though the nuancing of particular usage may vary through time, or 

even within a culture. Still, the gesture clearly articulates a message which can be understood in its basic 

elements: 

A find aspect of gesture syrnboIism to be considered here revolves around the rather 
fascinating fact that gestures could function as a kind of international language 
understandable to peoples of different cultures and languages. This is not to imply that a 
universaI language of gestures exists, but rather that certain symbolic poses could spread 
among a number of cultures connected by trade, diplomacy, or even warfare - as Egypt 
was with various cultures of the ancient Near East - to the point where the gestures 
became widely ~nderstandable.'~' 

Wilkinson has argued that such an international understanding of gestures can be demonstrated for gestures 

involving the bow: 

One of the more interesting groups of gestures shared by Egypt and her eastern neighbors 
is a complex of poses and stances involving the use of the bow. Because it was the most 
powerful weapon of the ancient world, the bow held an important place in the 
iconography of many ancient cultures, especially in Egypt where it was a symbol of 
monarchical power, and one which seems to have been used extensively in the 
vocabulary of dominance gestures, and ... in gestures of submi~sion."'~~ 

Wilkinson: Synlbol and Magic !95-196. Cf. the comprehensive work on Egyptian gestures by Brigitte Dorninicus: 
Gesien und Gebarden in Darsrelltcngen des A lren und Milrlerert Reiches (Heidelberger Orientverlag, 1 994). Charts 
of typical postures are also provided in Vandier: Manuel ..., volumes IV-VI. Also Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian 
Religious Iconography,' CANE 3,  1724- 

'07 Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 200. 

'08 Wilkinson: Syntbol and Magic 200. 
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His further analysis of the expansion ofthe motif merits our consideration of his argument, and thus its 

citation at some length: 

As might be expected, this motif of an enemy turning his bow over himself in surrender 
seems to coincide with Egyptian territorial expansion of the New Kingdom, and in 
Egyptian art the gesture disappears with the eventual fall of Egyptian military 
ascendancy in the Near East. That this pose entered the international vocabulary of 
commonly understood gestures - such as holding up one's hands to surrender in the 
modem world - may be seen in that the gesture is found in a slightly different, though 
directly parallel Mesopotamian scene on an obelisk of the eleventh century BC now in 
the British .Museurn where the god Ashur holds a turned bow over the heads of bound, 
vanquished enemies as they stand before an Assyrian king. 

So Egyptian iconography utilizes the motif of the turned bow in exactly those contexts in 
which the motif is found as a dominance gesture in the art of several ancient Near 
Eastern cultures. While deities, kings, and Egyptian archers are represented holding the 
turned bow toward enemies or inferiors, once the tradition is established, we do not find 
examples of kings turning the bow before gods, Egyptians before their kings, nor 
foreigners before Egyptians. Thus, the pattern existing in the instances of the gesture's 
appearance and non-appearance indicates that the turned bow was used as a potent 
gesture of dominance and of submission in Egyptian art. The turned bow gesture may 
even have originated iil Egypt, though this is presently beyond proof - we simply do not 
have enough early examples of the motif to allow us to track its movement successfully 
from one culture to another - but that it was a difhsed and shared gesture seems 
certain.'0g 

'w Wilkinson: Syntbol atrd Magic 203. 
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Clearly, a knowledge of these gestures and their meaning within the larger complex of pharaonic ideology, 

allows the independent use of a gesture to be read as an icon which directs us to reflect on the larger 

ideological system. Such use may be confirmed by the appearance of particular gestures in scenes where 

they serve as a component which contributes to the promulgation of a larger programmatic message. Once 

an image has a standardized cluster of meanings, it can serve as an icon, giving independent witness to the 

larger scenarios of which it is a standard element. 

An example of this which we have already considered is the irnage of pharaoh smiting his enemies. The 

gesture in its most iconic state can convey the might of pharaoh to dominate an enemy, without any krther 

iconography being present, on a scarab, for example. We would be hard pressed to read this message from 

the mere gesture however, If we lacked firher evidence. Historically, the most common usage has at least 

one victim of the smiter. At this still very basic level anyone can understand the imagery and its basic 

symbolism. But it is not until we have learneci L~GK h e  simple 

smiting image works as an icon that we truly "read" the symbol. 

The many uses of the image tend to have a cumulative effect. We 

see additiona1 enemies and the message is modified. Sometimes 

specific peoples are indicated - or in a more generic manner 

every possible enemy may be symbolized. Placing pharaoh as 

srniter in the midst of a larger scene of battle in which no 

Egyptian falls victim to sword or arrow, and over which pharaoh 

strides as a giant figure, physically intimidating and annihilating 

and the message is further elaborated. Include a winged falcon 

hovering above, or a winged disk or other elements which 

contribute to further iconographic readings of the scene, and the message is magnified, both in terms of 

ideology and application, Knowledge of the larger grouping of iconographic symbols enables an 

articulation of the meaning of the single icon which is far beyond the obvious message conveyed in the art. 

Thus the icon of pharaoh as smiter can become a window to the larger meaning of pharaoh as king, god, 

and high priest, for we have only begun to explore all the uses of the simple image. What aIso becomes 

clear the firther we understand the iconographic messages embedded within the art, is how little we really 

understand of the overall interlocking canon of images. Less pessimistically, what we do know allows us to 

begin to gain an appreciation for how the ancient Egyptians understood their world to work. 

The elaborate combinations of elements which are brought into relationship in temples, palaces and tombs 

pick up the visual symbolism which "pervades Egyptian art and religion, so that in the tremendous temples 

which they produced architecture and decoration became 'a kind of mythlcal landscape' in which 
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'everything had a meaning or could be made to have From single icon, to simple scenes bounded 

by corners of walls, to scenes which encompass rooms and interlock throughout large complexes, the 

iconographic program grows. Regardless. the essential elements which comprise scenes are still able to be 

used either singly or in small groups to convey and reinforce this ideology of empire which pervades 

Egyptian culture. It is, in theological terms, an empire given by the gods, maintained through the benefit of 

the gods and the source of order and meaning in the world. At the same time, the role of pharaoh as high 

priest and mediator remain central, and those salvific events rendered in the timeless perpetuity of icon, 

essential."' 

"O Moore 67, citing R. T. Rundle CIark, Myfh and Symbol in Ancien! Egyp  (Thames and Hudson, 1959) 29. 

"' Peck points out the obvious impact these essential factors make on the art. Narrative is rare, instead scenes which 
are "generalized icons" dominate. There is no method to indicate time of day or season, and so forth. Cf- Peck: 
'Egypt, ancient. Methods of Representation,' DA 9,799. On palace and tempie as  central iconic symbols cf. Baines: 
'Palaces and Temples in Ancient Egypt,' CANE 1 . 3  15. 
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What is "real" is thus presented and preserved through iconography. Iconography represents reality more 

effectively and accurately than a photographic representation for such "realism" might depict a pharaoh 

who is less than physically ideal in age and musculature, or whose dominance in battle is Iacking. The 

beneficent power of the gods and the overwhelming gIory of pharaoh were not to be comprehended 

through mere appearance, rather the proper representation of events "for all rime" served to magically 

protect the temple and the land, the person of pharaoh and his priesthood, while reminding those who 

might contest this power of the omnipotence eternally available through the offices of the divine 

representative on earth. Thus real events are presented statically and mythically and serve to reaffirm the 

essential ideological values for present and future generations of Egyptians."' 

'I2 The idealized presentation of pharaoh as muscular and mighty, as one who looked like a king, is also matched 
clearly in a dominant aspect of the viewpoint of the art, the fact that "the right side was deemed to be more 
auspicious than the left." This is likely due to the predominance of right-handedness in humans. The practical results 
are right facing figures, actions undertaken by the right hand, and texts which speak of a powerful right hand, right 
ear, right eye etc. Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 64.  

Iconographic actions can depict an ideal action in a wholly unrealistic manner. For example, pharaoh is shown firing 
his bow from his battle chariot. The frozen scene presents an adjusted reality, in which the king pulls back the bow 
further than is "practical or possible, for even if the bow could be drawn back as far as depicted, the bowstring must 
be kept ahead of the ear ... More importantly. a bow actually cannot be aimed if fired in this manner since the 
archer's rear hand must be consistently anchored to the same point on the face (usually the chin, nose, or car) in 
order to provide the rear element of the sighting radius - the equivalent of the rear sight of a rifle. If  the length of 
the mows  in the chariot quiver is compared with that of the arrow being pulled on the king's overdrawn bow, the 
former will be seen to be only long enough to reach a realistic anchoring point. ... the longer draw seems to have 
had a propagandistic purpose in portraying the king's superhuman strength and prowess ... frlhe king is usually 
shown riding alone in his chariot, with the reins of his horses tied around his waist in order to free his hands for the 
purpose of shooting the bow ... [this is] unrealistic, too. All the evidence would suggest that the Egyptian king was 
accompanied in his chariot - as all archers were - by a driver who held the reins while the king fought. The tying 
of the horse's reins to the king's waist is thus probably a representational device aimed at letting nothing detract 
from the king's glory - and actually augmenting it by once again suggesting superhuman levels of power and 
skill," Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 172-173. [Also cf. Gay Robins: 'Problems in Interpreting Egyptian Art,' DE 
17 ( 1990) 45-58,541. 

Pharaoh was also supposed to be male, thus statues of Hatshepsut "depict her as a man, with the amibutes of royal 
power" Woldering: The Art ofEgypt 173. An interesting sidebar to this is that: "Since the figures were kept in a 
secret hiding-place, the painting on them has been preserved suficiently well for it to be ascertained that limestone 
or sandstone statues were painted ail over, whereas in the case of those of hard stone only individual parts, such as 
eyes, jewelry, hair and inscriptions were cotored" Woldering: The Art of Egypt 173. 
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Pharaoh as "Egypt" 

The icon pharaoh symbolizes the land o f  Egypt in the earliest dynastic art, and from that point forward 

throughout dynastic history the "dominant institution of Egyptian society was king~hip."~" Scenes 

constructed to highlight pharaoh's role as king, high priest. o r  warrior, in each instance present pharaoh as 

larger than life. This larger than life characteristic of  pharaoh is not always represented in showing pharaoh 

as of a larger physical size than others depicted, but is conveyed by the overall iconographic program, even 

at its earliest stages. Humans meet pharaoh as above them in stature and power - gods meet pharaoh face 

to face, as eq~als . ' '~  The might of  pharaoh is overwhelming in battle, yet he is a humble servant and high 

priest o f  the gods, whose pious service brings bounty to the Iand. En battle, pharaoh can stand alone, 

representing the entire army of Egypt as well as the divine retinue of heavenly warriors who d f e r  victory. 

In the cult shrine, he brings the bounty offered throughout the land to present to the gods. On behalf of the 

gods he offers the substance of life to the peopIe of  Egypt as their portion. In death, pharaoh becomes 

:'' Baines: 'Palaces and TempIes ...,' CAVE I ,  303. Cf. Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 
1726. Davis concludes that from earliest times pharaoh is "the focus of the right order of the universe," Davis: Tile 
Carrottical Tradition .. 195. On kingship cf. David O'Connor and David Silverman (eds.): Ancient Egypriatt 
Kingd~ip (Leiden: Brill, 1995); Ronald Leprohon: 'Royal Ideology and State Administration in Pharaonic Egypt,' 
CANE 1,273-287- 

'I4 At least as near equals in nature if not in status. Leprohon makes a clear distinction between the transformation of 
pharaoh into a divine state after death - 'That the king became a god after his death is indisputable" (275) - and 
his sratus while alive - "... the evidence shows that the living pharaoh was not, as was once thought, divine in 
nature or a god incarnate on earth. Rather, we should think of him as a human recipient of a divine office. Any 
mdividuaI king was a transitory figure, while the kingship was eternal" 275. Robins unpacks the distinction: 
"Although the king was himself a human being, the office of kingship was divine; the human body of the king was 
the vessel in which divine kingship manifested itself in the form of the royal ka or life force that was passed on from 
one king to the next. The king was thus in some ways similar to, though not identical with, the gods, and one of his 
titles, n e w  nefer, meant 'Perfect God.' In the hierarchical ranking of beings, this title placed him in a junior 
relationship to the major gods, who bore the titie netjer aa, 'Great God'." Robins: The Art ofAncient Egypt. 18. 

On the other hand, Hornung maintains the traditional understanding of the Horus title, stating: "Pharaoh . . . embodied 
a duality .. . he was god and man" Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1725. 
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Osiris and leads the way through the obstacles which might serve as barriers to etemal life. Whatever is 

Egyptian, from pyramid to tomb, from temple to triumphant obelisk, from colossi to scarab seems 

somehow inextricably connected with the god-king who stands central to the iconography. The canon was 

applied to all art for: "Egyptian decoration, whether in a temple or a vessel, is never ornamentation per  se, 

but always a means of interpreting the object by evoking its wider context.""' 

A vast array of minute details also convey meaning, including crowns, sceptres, and particular  garment^."^ 

"By wearing different crowns the king could symbolize his rule over different areas of the country, or his 

great power and relationship with the gods.""7 Such symbols of rule over different parts of the country, or 

his dominance over particular groups were usually affirmed as well in other motifs, such as cartouches, the 

nine bows, figures under the throne o r  footstool, tribute bearers, and so forth. All o f  these aspects of 

highlighting the extent of pharaoh's empire hrther articulate the central icon o f  the recognizable king. 

Whether he is portrayed in the iconography as standing, enthroned, or making an offering, to look on the 

splendor of pharaoh was to see the centre of  Egyptian power and majesty. "' 

"Earthenware pots used for everyday purposes did not require such interpretation," Dorothca Arnold: 'Egypt, 
ancient. Ceramics,' 25-28, 25. On the other hand, 'decoration was required for funerary, ritual, cosmetic or 
medicinal functions, as well as for eating and drinking at religious feasts" 25. Even as the canonical form is 
cmcrging its "cross platform" characteristics are already in place. Davis: T11e Canonical Tradition .... 154. For 
example, jewelry of the Middle Kingdom can be described as having "a fixed repertory of iconographic motifs and a 
canon of proportions that provide an overall unity .. . the versatility of the Middle Kingdom jeweler ... also reveals a 
conservatism and adherence to the symmetry and established canons that characterized Egyptian jewelry for the next 
1500 years," Jack Ogden: 'Egypt, ancient. Jewellery,' 28-34. 30-31. For further details a convenient source is 
provided by the various sections on specific art types in the huge "Egypt" entry of DA. 

" 6  Cf. Rita Freed: 'Egypt, ancient. Dress DA 10,42-46; Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 
1 725- 1727. 

"' Wilkinson: Reading 9. 

= I s  "[Flrom the time of the Scorpion at least the King was depicted as a superhuman figure, towering over mortals, 
utterly splendid and awesome. In the promotion of the King in this role, a primarily political conception 
incidentally, and not a religious one, art in all its forms had a decisive function to discharge" Michael Rice: Egypt's 
bfakittg. The Origins ofAncient Egypr 5000-2000 BC (London: Routledge, 1991) 105. We should not be surprised 
to find the elite emulating pharaoh as far as possible in the hope that the powerful forces at work in the king might 
in some manner come to be at work in the lives of those closest to him. 
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Pharaoh as smiter 

We have seen that a key icon representing pharaoh as king and god is found in the so-called smiting scene. 

The Fullest study of the motif has been undertaken by Emma Hall who observes: 

The scene of smiting the enemy is a way of 
commemorating a victory. The King is not 
struggling with an enemy, he has conquered 
him. Scenes that come near the smiting 
scene and sometimes associated with it show 
the enemy beheaded, the king may be in the 
form of a sphinx trampling the enemy, the 
king in his chariot shooting an arrow or, 
finally, leading a group of bound prisoners, 
or presenting them to a deity.?I9 

Until the time of Tuthmosis IV in the lgh Dynasty, the smiting 

scene maintained an independence from other iconographic 

representations, but beginning with the 1 9 ~  Dynasty the scene 

expands in size, complexity and quantity, and most especially 

is often featured on stelae and temple walls, for both 

apotropaic and propagandistic purposes. As emulating pharaoh 

begins to characterize the lives of the elite, and in turn those in 

the immediate service of the elite, the smiting motif comes to be applied in the art on a broader basis. Thus 

Hall notes: "The people of Egypt formed the base of a pyramid with the king at the top. The lowliest 

triumph over domestic animals, the nobility over wild animals, and the king-god over anyone threatening 

the land.""0 

Hall refers to the ceremonial palette of Narmer, dated c. 3000 as "the frrst formal statement of The Pharaoh 

Smiting the Enemy" (ill. 10). The scene depicts two running, prostrate or dead enemies, above whom is a 

sign which either indicate 2,000 enemies or a town and a country or tribe."' Roughly contemporary is the 

"9 Emma Hall: The Pharaoh Smites his Enemies. 11 Comparative Study (Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1986) 3. 

"O Hall: Pharaoh Smites ... 4. Hornung also observes that the transfer of the smiting scene from temple and palace 
contexts, to the use of the posture by non-royals in hunting and fishing scenes. Cf. Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian 
Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1728. 

Of course, while pharaoh also demonstrates his skills over the natural realms, military victory is always reserved for 
the king. Pharaoh is also shown overwhelming the more treacherous beasts which threaten the stability of the land. 

"' Hall: Plm-aoh Smites ... 5 .  Hal1 describes Old Kingdom precursors to the first formal articulation of the scene. "The 
earliest smiting scene is one among several which appear on the wall of a tomb at Hierakonpolis ... datable to ... 
before 3000 B.C. In the painting, a large man with a weapon raised in one hands holds, by a rope in the other, three, 
meaning 'many' (Hornung 1966, p. 54), small kneeling prisoners bound together at the shoulders. The man being 
larger than the prisoners shows that he is more important- This is a sketch of what was to follow" 4. As well, an 
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smiting scene depicting Den, "The One who slays" (ill. 34). The barefoot smiter is a tradition that will 

remain until the time of Tutankhamen (ill. 93, 99).= 

The fkont of the label bears a picture of the king beating a heeling enemy with a mace, 
explained by the inscription at far right: 'Year of the First Time of Smiting the 
East(erners)* - that is, the inhabitants of the Palestine or the desert east of the Nile. 
Three signs under the king's left arm procIaim: 'they [the enemy] shall not exist'. The 
smiting gesture was to become the classic symbol of the conquering pharaoh, repeated 
countless times on royal monuments for thousands of years.% 

With depictions of Djoser, 

deities begin accompanying 

the king in the smiting scene, 

and soon the smiting of groups 

of prisoners appears.'/' The 

basic elements of the scene 

thought out and articulated in 

the Old Kingdom period reach 

the pinnacle of their 

development in the New 

Kingdom, when the Egyptian 

empire is at its height. Now, 

"carved less often on rock, 

like those from Sinai 

commemorating the site of a 

victory" the scene is more often "on the gateway to a temple, for apotropaic purposes, and serves as a boast 

and a ~arning.""~ 

ivory sceptre [?I includes the representation of a larger man smiting a smaller man whose hands arc bound behind 
him. In what becomes a characteristic pose, "the larger man hoIds a mace by the middle of the handle with one hand 
and the prisoner's hair in the other" 4. 

" B a r e  feet may be symbolic of the holiness of the act of smiting the enemy. The king is also shown barefoot in his 
priestly roles. In the smiting pose, "The weight of the body is on the front foot and only the toes of the back foot 
touch the ground" Hall: Pharaoh Snrites ... 5-6. 

'" From the catalogue of the exhibit: Civilization: Ancient Tremtresfiom the British Mzcseztm (Canberra: Australian 
National Gallery, 1990) 23 (photo 27). 

".' Hall: Pharaoh Snlires *.. 7 .  "From Ny-user-ra's pyramid temple at Abusir come the fi-agments of the first known 
scene of the king smiting a group of prisoners" (1 l ) ,  and while Middle Kingdom evidence is limited, Hall points out 
a rare scene from the reign of Mentuhotep II which depicts pharaoh smiting an Egyptian wearing the royal kilt, 
while three other prisoners seemingly wait to be dispatched in their turn. The other three are identified in an 
inscription as Nubian, Asiatic and Libyan (14). 

" Hail: Pharaoh Sntites ... 16. Leprohon notes that all credit for military victories belonged to the king, cf. Leprohon: 
'Royal Ideology ...,' CrlhlE I ,  283. 
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Originally at Karnak the smiting scene appeared on both sides of the gateway lpylon 71, but now only the 

south side is preserved. On it is shown Tuthmosis In. "He holds by 

the hair a hoard of prisoners ... forming a complex of hands and feet 

and faces, turned towards and away from the King, and in full face 

peering out. These are the bearded Asiatics whom Tuthmosis III 

conquered during his campaigns in Syria. What is celebrated here in 

particular is the victory at Megiddo," The appearance in the scene of 

the god Amun above the king, marks a transition. From now on, 

deities appear regularly beside the smiting pharaoh,- 

During the Ramesside Period the smiting scene is hl ly 

developed."' At Karnak, the north exterior of the Hypostyle Hall 

depicts two scenes in which Sety I smites a group of prisoners, a 944. 

Nubian and ~~rians. '" Horses prance over fallen enemy bodies, and a variation depicts Sety I spearing an 

enemy while tramping others . All these developments flow smoothly from the essential scene, in fact, the 

body posture of pharaoh remains that of the smiting scene. 

Rarnses I1 commissioned an unprecedented number of smiting scenes, distributed further afield than 

previous works.E9 In these monuments the Egyptians never experienced defeat, and the variations in 

crowns, symbols and deities convey variations on the centraI theme of the indomitable pharaoh. The 

victims' postures also very, at Beit el Wdi a relief "shows the King taking a whole town. He holds the 

'" Hall: Pharaoh Smites ... 17. Hall meticulously details innovations to the smiting scene - Amenhotep 11 using the 
ax mace f 1s); Tuthmosis IV wielding a battle ax for the first time, a weapon more common in Rarnesside times. 
Tuthnlosis holds two charioteers and prepares to smite them, while a protective falcon is placed above the king in 
the scene. The tower register shows a hawk-headed god wearing the double crown "and a cartouche of the king 
superimposed on his  partly hawk body" (21). Amenhotep 111's "foot rests on the enemy's head. Presented 
awkwardly here for the first time, by Dynasty XIX it becomes a standard position ... and might have Ied to the 
bright-colored faience figures of enemies being inlaid on the floors of the throne room in Ramesside palaces" (22). 
At this point "the ankh sign and the was sceptre become indispensable to the deities who appear in the scene" (23). 

The smiting motif appears in both early scenes of Amenhotep IV [Akhenaten] and when the artistic style changes 
(24ff.). The appearance of women in the scene is rare as smiter or enemy (25-26). Though Tutankharnen fought no 
wars a ceremonial shield shows him "smiting the enemy represented by two lions" (27). "For the first time in this 
scene, and from now on, the King wears sandals ... all the dements contribute to magnifying the King in his glory 
and hence the country at large .. . a companion piece showing the King as a sphinx trampling on the enemy" (27). 

"' Hall argues the 19-20 dynasties provide the finest development of the smiting scene (Hall: Pharaoh Solires ... 28). 

"' "Amun stands before the King, slightly above him and on a smaller scale. In later representations the deity becomes 
the same size as the king and stands on the same level. In the first instance of Tuthmosis 111 appearing in such a wall 
scene, the deity is pIaced high and made even smaller than here. Whereas in time the deity grows larger in size, the 
prisoners tend to dwindle" (Hall: Pharaoh Str~ites ... 28). 

""Hall: Pharaoh St~i tes  ... 29. 
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chiefs head by the hair; it is smaller than his own head, but larger than those of the townspeople (ill. 1 I). 

Here, the social perspective is demonstrated in the relative size of the characters, as though immense 

distances stretched between 

The variation of smiting the foe from a chariot is first attested in the an  of Tuthrnosis IV, who is perhaps 

the originator of the motif Repeated by Sety I,s1 it is then followed by closely related images of pharaoh 

in his war chariot, riding over enemies, and shooting arrows into the fray.=' The fmal step is the move of 

Rarnses I1 to show the battle at its height. Even so, here is no question concerning the outcome. The focus 

has simply shifted from representing the battle at its conclusion to declare that even when to all 

appearances the battle is undecided, the outcome is not in question. Pharaoh will dominate. 

Allied to this is the compositionai move of breaking free from the register system which allows the forces 

of the enemy armies to depict the confusing chaos of the battle as a backdrop to the strong and confident 

u0 Hall: Pharaoh Smites ... 32. "Rarnesses 11 uses this particular motif one more at Karnak and it never appears again" 
(33). On these topics cf. 29-32. 

"I Cf. Hall: Pharaoh Snzites ... 32-33. 

3' "In most of these reliefs concern with historical facts and the representation of large bodies of men take precedence 
over artistic treatment of detail. Those carved by Seti I on the outer face of the north wall of the great HypostyIe 
Hall at Kamak give a chronological account of his Syrian campaign. The phanoh is shown in his war chariot as a 
victorious leader, driving his enemies before him in a confused and disorderly rout. Some of them have taken refuge 
in a fortress which is under attack by the Egyprians. Instead of being arranged systematically in different registers, 
the multiplicity of pictorial detail is brought together to form a spirited composition. Ramses I1 furnished his 
temples with huge reliefs recording his campaigns against the Hittites and the famous battle of Kadesh. In the 
composition just mentioned which was carved by Seti I at K m a k  the battle is shown after the outcome had been 
decided, whereas in those decorating Rarnses 11's temple the king is shown in the thick of the fray, together with his 
Egyptian tribes and a force of foreign mercenaries" Woldering: The Art of Egypt 195. 
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presentation of pharaoh as invincible. The chaotic clutter simultaneously depicts a world in which the order 

established by the will of the gods and their incarnate representative is absent (ill. 96, 97). As such, these 

scenes are understood to take place in foreign battlefields, or at the borders of the land. The world outside 

of Egypt is a sphere in which c o n h i o n  and catasaophe dominate. The rule of pharaoh brings order, 

stability and prosperity. If a subject individual or community, a person, a city or a province is foolish 

enough to rebel against the will of the gods, the iconographic message is clear and concise - death and 

destruction will follow.'33 Those who oppose the rule of pharaoh are at best misguided, at worst heretical. 

The fine reliefs of the Abydos temple depict both the ferocity of the battle and also 
capture the mood of particular moments in it - its grim horrors - in superb detail. Thus 
the picture of a devastated countryside, with shattered houses and trees, gives an 
impression of the emptiness and desolation that followed the battle. In the pillared hall of 
the temple at Abu Simel the historic battle of Kadesh is depicted on the north wall. On 
the south wall are consecutive scenes which cannot be assigned to any particular locality 
or date. In the centre the pharaoh is shown stabbing a Libyan prince; to the left and right 
he can be seen conquering the Semites and the Nubians."" 

233 Foreigners are always carefully depicted, most likely because knowing their names and properly displaying their 
attributes in scenes of tribute payment, smiting, and so forth is likely understood a reinforcing the power pharaoh 
wields over them. Thus, "Features and costumes cf the foreigners are usually carefully observed and distinguished 
both from native Egyptians and each other" Robins: 'Egypt, ancient. Subject matter,' D A  9, 808. 

Furthermore, "while foreigners might be shown dying in battle, trampled beneath pharaoh's feet, crushed by his 
chariot or slaughtered by victorious Egyptian troops, Egyptians are rarely shown in the act of dying,' Robins, DA 9, 
805. Of course, such scenes serve a very different purpose than the tomb depictions. 

"' Woldering: The Art of Egypt 195-1 96. 
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97. 

Hall notes that in the depiction of the war against the Sea Peoples which Ramses 111 commissions at 

Medinet Habu the "ferocious sea battle" depicted on the outside walls, includes "at least three examples of 

ordinary Egyptian soldiers smiting the enemy."2ss The war motifs and the hunting scenes are connected 

during this period, both in terms of their metaphors for the power of life and death which is retained in the 

hands of pharaoh, as well as distributed to his servants. 

There is an unsurpassed virtuosity in the representation of the fierce turmoiI of battle. 
Enemy soldiers, drowning and dying, are shown in distorted postures. Hunting, too, lent 
itself to animated scenes with ample dramatic tension. On the outside of the northern wall 
of the temple is a scene showing a lion-hunt, and on the rear wall of the first pylon one 
showing the hunting of wild buIls, wild asses and gazelles. The historical pictures in the 
Ramessid temples would seem to have been carved with the viewer in mind, considering 
the pictorial character of the scenes, and the foreshortening and overlapping of the 
spirited figures. But they are placed high up on the temple walls and cannot be made out 
with the naked eye. Therefore we must condude that even these lively scenes of specific 
historical events must actually have been designed for the glorification of the pharaoh 
and his deeds, without any concern for the s p e c t a t ~ r . ~ ~  

"* Hall: Pharaoh Smites ... 34. 

''' Woldering: The Arc of Egvpc 196- 197. The extent of the attention given to the scene in the Rmesside period should 
be noted. In the 20* Dynasty fortress tempIe at Medinet Habu "Ramesses I11 gives the smiting scene a whole court 
to itself' with the motif appearing on both columns and walls. "On the columns of the first court, except for a 
change of crown, the King's position remains the same for every register. The prisoners, on the other hand, go 
through a series of gyrations in attempting to free themselves from the King's tight grip on their hair. Never before 
or after did the smiting scene receive so much attention" Hall: Pharaoh Smites ..., 35.  At the same site on the south 
tower ... "He [Ramesses 1111 holds an ax-mace at right angles to the Crown and, in the other hand, three tiers of 
kneeling prisoners with a staff." Halt: Pharaoh Smites . . ., 36. 
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The smiting scene is ubiquitous by this period, appearing repeatedly, in a variety of forms, in an assortment 

of media, and has become commonplace beyond the boundaries of Egypt. Pharaoh as the muter appears in 

Egyptianizing works from the Levant, and the metaphor is also either borrowed or shared in the numerous 

smiting god figurines and related iconography associated with the West Semitic gods,x7 

The wide use of the scene in the Late Period (664-3 10 BC) in the minor arts,38 offers us a means through 

which we might imagine Judeans, such as those addressed by EzekieI, become familiar with the scene.39 

Clearly the iconography of pharaoh as the warrior king is one of the central eIernents of the iconography of 

empire which is connected to the person of the Egyptian ruler. 

~ 3 '  "Karnak was a religious centre over a long period, it was also a centre of sculptural activity - as we know from 
several hundred pieces of statuary found in the Karnak Cachet in the court of Pylon VII. Among them are several 
examples of smiting scenes, or of variations on the theme, in the round" (40). "By now the scene is increasingly 
used in the minor arts" Hall: Pharaoh Smiles ... 4 1 .  Examples include bowls, scarab impressions, etc. 

3s Shabaqa "had his name inscribed on scarabs with smiting scenes," in fact, Layard found a seal with Shabaqa's name 
at Ninevch. Hall: Pharaoh Sniites ... 42. Psamtik 1's sardonyx ring contains the scene as well. 

"9 "To the seventh century BC are also attributed some handsome Phoenician bronze and silver bowls with a smiting 
scene in the centre of the inside. They were found at such diverse sites as Salerno in southern Italy, Palestrina near 
Rome, Pontecagnano, Idalia in Cyprus and, with the scene around the inside edge, again from Palestrina, at Curium 
in Cyprus and at Nirnrud in Iraq." Hall: Pharaoh Smites ... 42. The smiting god is well attested in the broader Near 
East, and many examples of the motif can be found from Canaan. "Deities brandishing weapons were represented in 
the Near East from the second millennium B.C. on seals and stelae, as well as in bronze statuettes (Collon 1972, pp. 
1 1 1-134). Hall: 47-48. Cf. I. Cornelius The Iconography of the Canaanire Gods Resef and Ba'al; D. CoIlon: 'The 
Smiting God,' Levant 4 (1972) 1 1  1-134; Helga Seeden: The Standing Arnred Figurines in the Levant (Miinchen, 
1980); 0. Negbi: Canaanite Gods in Mela/. An Arcl~aeological Srudy of Ancient Syro-Palestinian Fi'crines (Tel 
Aviv: 1976). 
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Other enemies of the scate 

For the ancient Egyptian, "victory 

is not merely assertion of power; 

it is the reduction of chaos to 

order" "O Therefore, it is not only 

foreign forces which threaten to 

invade which place the pleasant 

Iife by the Nile in jeopardy. Any 

form of instability whether caused 

by famine, disease, the lack of 

fertility, or an invasion of 

foreigners equally threaten the life 

which the Egyptian peoples enjoy, 

as beneficiaries of divine 

benevolence and pharaonic grace. Dangerous beasts which thrive in the dense underbrush by the river, or at 

the fringes of the desert must be hunted down and subdued, lest they kill or maim the residents of the 

villages and towns up and down the river. Especially dangerous were the lions, wild bulls, crocodiles, and 

jackals. And in the river, perhaps the most dangerous of all was the comical looking, but potentially deadly 

hippopotamus. 

Beyond the physical danger of these more wild beasts which threatened human and domestic young in 

particular, and who might enter the settled land from the dangerous boundary regions on all sides of the 

land, were the gazelles, and the smaller burrowing animals whose presence posed no physical danger, but 

whose activities could destroy the produce of the garden, and thus needed to be controlled as well. 

Dominance of the river, the fields, and the surrounding desert was in fact essential to preserving the way of 

life so enjoyed by the Egyptians. Pharaoh symbolically defeated a11 of these "enemies of the state," in the 

art of the ancient palaces in particular. This was an art form which also came to be used in royal mortuary 

an, and as such, is eventually democratized so that the elite class could picture themselves both as 

"smiters" over fish and fowl, and as the head of their own estates. Here too, postures and presentation 

imitate the rule of pharaoh. Pharaoh is the prototype of order in Egypt, the model of obedient harmony 

with the gods. 

"O Frankfort: Kingship and the Gods (Chicago: Chicago, 1978) 9. 
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100. 

The ordered garden or estate is an absolute contrast with the chaos depicted in the desert. There death is on 

every side. It is not surprising that the desert comes to be associated with death, the tombs, chaos, and the 

forces of "evil" embodied in the Seth animal. In the ordered life by the river there is plenty to eat and 

drink. Life is safe and enjoyable. The contrast between the red land and the black land could not be more 

obvious. Only one final enemy is to be faced. Death and disease. As we will see, the cult of the dead 

ventures into the very realm of the dead to offer life in place of death itself. As we will see, once again 

pharaoh Ieads the way. "I 

'" "An impression of the drama and movement of battle is evoked by the unnatural position of the various figures, 
which frequentIy overlap one another. The accuracy with which the Syrian enemies are portrayed, by emphasizing 
differences of costume and racial features, suggests that this is a representation of an actual event. The extent to 
which this animated scene departs from the traditional mode is illustrated by the fact that some of the Asiatic 
warriors who have been thrown to the ground are depicted with their heads en face, turned toward the viewer, thus 
infringing the law whereby figures are shown either in direct face or in direct profile" Woldering: The Art ofEgypt 
166. Woldering notes the massive amounts of material no longer extant, using Thutmosis as an example: ''The 
battles and campaigns that were apparently once represented on pylons and temple walls have not survived. These 
must have been magnificent works, both from the standpoint of composition and the attention given to detail. Some 
idea of their splendor can be gained from the scenes showing one of Thutmosis IV's chariots" (165-166) ill. 40,41. 
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The hippopotamus Runcer 

103. 

The fiercest foes of the natural world were the bulls and lions which served as emblems of the pharaonic 

power, and the crocodiles and hippopotami who inhabited the murky depths of the waters which sustained 

life. Thus chaos consistently lurked beneath the placid Nile waters, a reminder of the upheaval which could 

break forth at any moment were not the order of the universe maintained by the gods, whose servant on 

earth was the ruling pharaoh. 
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[ q h e  subjugation of human foes was not the only way in which the containment of 
unruIe was expressed. One of the most important motifs in this regard is that of the 
capture or destruction of animals which were considered hostile and which therefore 
served as an allegory of the establishment of rule over disorder. Of the various animals 
which represented untamed life-force - and thus chaos - the hippopotamus was 
probably pre-eminent, and representations of royal hippopotamus hunts are found from 
very eariy times, down through the Iatest periods of pharaonic history.'" 

104. 

Various representations of pharaoh as the hunter depict this alternate demonstration of supreme rule. From 

the tomb of Tutankhamun come statues in the round of the king spearing, which seem to represent the king 

hunting hippos. This sort of sculpture in the round is rare, and its appearance to commemorate the king as 

hunter may be an indication of the importance of this ritualistic pose, thus causing conventions to be 

stretched. "The hippopotamus itself was probably not depicted with the harpooning figures of the king, lest 

the creature magically become a danger in the royal tomb.""'3 Later representations of the king hunting a 

hippo at Edfu show the beast depicted at a much smaller scale than pharaoh, where in fact, the size of the 

hunted in comparison with the hunter makes the massive animal look proportionally like a piglet (ill. 104, 

1 OS)? 

'" Wilkinson: Synrbol and Magic 1 77. 

"' Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 179. 

'" Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 178 illustration. 
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At E d h  the symbolic meaning of this action is made clear because in the representation 
on the walls of that temple the net contains not only trapped birds but also the symbolic 
figures of bound human captives. The containment of unrule may be expressed in several 
ways, therefore, with matters of context and decorum doubtless playing important roles 
in the choice of the motifs specific e~pression. '~~ 

In sum, it is clear that the standard postures in hunting and fishing scenes are identical to those in military 

~cenes."~ We shalI see we can summarize this by the declaration that Pharaoh offers the benefits of nzaat to 

the land, thus bringing justice, order and mth. He does this through his office as high priest (ill. 107)."' 

'" Wilkinson: Syttrbol and Magic 179. 

'"" Cf. The extensive catalogue of hippopotamus scenes provided by Almuth Behnnann: Das NiIpfird in der 
Vorsfelltcngs7velr der rilten &yprer .  Teil I ,  Karatog (Frankfurt a Main: Lang, 1996). 

'." Cf- Homung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1729. 
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Pharaoh as high priest 

Pharaoh's rule is based on the decision of 

the gods to place him as the god-man who 

mediates benveen the heavenly realms and 

the earth. As such, pharaoh is high priest of 

every god, at every temple in the land. This 

is reflected in the iconographic imagery in 

every temple. It is always pharaoh who is 

depicted making offerings to the gods. No 

one could usurp the role of pharaoh in the 

theological constructs. In subject and style 

these ritual scenes follow traditional 

patterns. "They repeat with pious 

solemnity the ancient scenes showing the 

king worshipping the gods."'48 106. 

As high priest, the king was, at least theoreticalIy, subject to the demands of almost constant ritual purity: 

Without purification the effectiveness of ritual was called into question. Above the 
entrance to the temple the foltowing text was often written: "May he who enters the 
temple be pure." Basins before the temple gateway were for ritual ablution. Priests and 
kings had to undergo ritual purification again and again. "Water of all life and well- 
being" was mentioned in connection with the king's bath; the royal bathroom, called the 
"house of the morning," was always situated in front of the actual temple, as at E d h ,  
where it was built into the forecourt. The sun-god Re also purified himself in the celestial 
ocean before each daily voyage. In the Pyramid Texts a purificatory bath for the 
deceased is often mentioned whereby one was guaranteed not only cleanness but new 
life.'49 

Woldering: The Art of Egypt 197. "[Tlhe official worId view of the ancient Egyptians focused almost entirely on the 
ongoing interaction benveen the king and the gods, for in all periods the king functioned as an intermediary between 
the human and the divine, with the religious aspirations of the people resting upon his shodders ... [which] 
underscores both the importance of the king's actions and their intensely symbolic nature" Wilkinson: Svmbol and 
Magic 170. Baines: 'Palaces and Temples . . .,' CANE 1,307 notes that temple scenes of the king before the gods are 
standard from the beginning of the dynastic period. Cf. Herman Te VeIde: 'Theology, Priests and Worship in 
Ancient Egypt, CANE 3, 173 1-1749; Robins: 'Egypt, ancient. Subject master.' DA 9,806. 

Lurker 98. On priestly purity concerns in Egyptian religion in generai cf. Serge Sauneron: The Priests o/Ancienr 
Egypt (Ncw York: Grove, 1969) 37-40; Flinders Petrie: 'The Priesthood and Its Teaching,' 41-73 in Religiozts LiJe 
in Ancient Egypt (New York: Cooper Square, 1972) 44; laroslav Cerny: Ancient Egyptian Religion (New York: 
Hutchinson's, 1952) I0 l f. 
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In practice, temples were open to the king and various orders of priests. The king delegated his daily 

responsibilities to the temple priesthood, yet at the same time was inconographically continualIy presenting 

the daily requirements for the gods, and providing daily service in all the temples of the land.30 

All representations of the king facing a divinity illustrate the ongoing relationship of 
reciprocity between them. In return for the precious object that he presents to the god, the 
pharaoh receives symbols of life, strength, stability, many years of kingship, and the 

The king embodied various deities important to the 

life and well being of the nation which remains so 

tenuously situated behveen the vast seas of sand 

along the thin ribbon of the Nile.'5' Pharaoh bridged 

the gap between the world of the gods and the 

world of the Egyptians and as such he was the high 

priest of the land.s3 "In principle the ruler alone 

was entitled to officiate with the deiry."'" Ultimate 

secular and religious authority belonged to the king. 

It is his obligation to maintain maat, which 

Frankfort describes as "right order," and "the 

inherent structure of creation, of which justice is an 

integral part."15' 

The roIe of the king as god is most important to his 

cultic hnction. As the embodiment of Horus, the 

--- 

~ S O  As mediator the king is usually shown in front of the gods in the ritual scenes that decorate the temple walls, 
although in rcality it must have been the priests who performed the rituals in the king's name" Mysliwiec ER 7, 32. 
Te Velde: 'Theology, Priests and Worship . . .,' CANE 3, 173 1. 

"' Mysliwiec ER 7, 32. Pharaoh faces into the shrine. The gods face out. Cf. Baines: 'Palaces and TempIes . . ., CANE 
1,3 13. 

5' H. Frankfort, Kingship arid tire Gods (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1948) 38f., 43, 149, 159ff., 190, 197. 
Sigfried Morenz, Egyptian Religion (London: Methuen, 1973) 37,40. 

2s3 Ivan Engnell: Studies in Divine Kingship in the Ancient Near East (Oxford: Blackwell, 1967) 5; C. J. Gadd: Ideas of 
Divine Rule in fire Arlciertr Near E a s ~  (London: Cumberlege, 1948) 39f.; E. 0. James: 'The Sacred Kingship and the 
Priesthood,' (63ff., Supplenrenfs ro Nrtrnen IV, Lciden: BriIl, 1959) "In theory the Pharaoh was the high priest of 
every god" 65; Jaroslav Cerny: Ancient Egyptian Religion, 99; Leopold Sabourin: Priesrlrood: A Comparative Study 
(Leiden: Brill, 1973) 79; Morenz: Egyptian Religion, 50. 

L54 Morenz: Egljptiun Religion, 49. 

L55 Frankfort: Kingship, 5 1. Morenz (Egyptian Religion) notes that maat is constantly restored by the king ( 1  14) and 
that the king is responsible for justice (1 29). 
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supreme god of the land, he is the "giver of life" and the sustainer of all that man bas.'56 Through a 

complex of theological relationships the king is also regarded as the offspring of all the gods and goddesses 

of the Egyptian ~ y s t e m . ~ '  Most importantIy, as Horus, he was also the son of Osiris: 

It became the central myth of Egyptian religion and of the Egyptian state that Pharaoh 
ruled and maintained Ma'at as Horus, but on death became Osiris. Horus was all living 
kings, Osiris all dead ones.ls8 

The dead king was the defeater of death. 

As overcomer of death. Osiris, who 

manifested himself in the p i n ,  the Nile, 

the cycle of life and death, and was also 

seen in the lunar cycles, became 

eventually the centre of the mortuary 

Together with Horus 
[Osiris] is the bearer of 
the peculiarly Egyptian 
concept of kingship as 
an institution involving 
two generations. As a 
dead king he is a force 
in nature, and as a 
buried king he is seen 
more especially in the 
emergence of renewed 
life.'60 

Thus Horus ruIed the Iiving, and Osiris the dead. Yet "his death was transfiguration. His power was 

recognized in that life which breaks forth periodicaliy from the earth, everlastingly renewed. Hence Osiris 

was the god of res~rrection."'~' As "king of the dead" he eventually becomes the "prototype and savior of 

"" Cf- Frankfort: Kitrgship, 3 7ff., 59; Morenz: Egyptian Religion, 34; J.H. Breasted, A History of Egypt (New York: 
Bantam, 1967) 39; Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1729; Leprohon: 'Royal 
ldrology ...,' CANE 1,  275. 

257 Frankfort: Kingship, 43. 

Hawkes: Tj~e  First Great CiviIizations 434; also cf. Frankfort: Kirrgship, 42, 1 13. 

259 Cf. Frankfort: Kingship 18 1 ff.; I96ff. 

'* Frankfort: Kingship 2 1 1 .  

Frankfort: Kingd~ip, 184f. 
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the cornmon dead."26' The living king provided for the dead king,'63 and as in the ancient myth, witnessed 

his res~rrection. '~ This understanding is reflected in the "Ritual for Offering Food:" 

Words to be spoken: "0 Osiris King Nefer-ka-Re, take to thyself the Eye of Horus. Lift 
thou it to thy face." A lifting of bread and beer. 

Lifting before his face. Words to be spoken: ''Lift thy face, 0 Osiris. Lift thy face, 0 this 
King Nefer-ka-Re, whose state of glory has departed. Lift thy face, 0 this King Nefer-ka- 
Re, honored and keen, that thou mayst look at that which came forth from thee, ... Wash 
thyself, 0 King Nefer-ka-Re. Open thy mouth with the Eye of Horns. Thou callest thy 
ka, l ~ k e  Osiris, that it may protect thee from all. the wrath of the dead. 0 King Nefer-ka- 
Re, receive thou this bread, which is the Eye of Horus." Laid on the ground before 
him.265 

In his capacity as head of state and high priest o f  the nation, the Pharaoh was ultimately responsible for the 

service of the gods. Theoreticaliy every tempIe was constructed by the king as his monument to a god. 

Pharaoh was thus the centre of every communication with the god.'66 Yet, except at the earliest times,267 it 

would seem that an active role as high priest of  all sanctuaries was virtually impossible. Thus the role of 

.', -"- Frankfort: Kirtgxltip 197. Breasted traces the process by which Osiris becomes dominant in the funerary cult. Cf. 
flisrory, 1 43 ff. 

X' Frankfort: Kingship, 20Sf.; Morenz: Egyptian Religiorr, 194. 

'M For a summary of the myth cf. Hawkes: Civilizations, 434; Breasted: History, 47f.; Cemy: Religion, observes our 
inability to determine the most remote origins of Horus (32f.), notes the sun disk is a symbol of the king and Horus 
(36f.), and gives an account of the funerary cult based on the relationship between Horus and Osiris (98ff.). 

26s ANET 325. This text appears to have been used particulady in the funerary cult, although it is also found as an 
offering text. The key roles of Horus and Osiris were initially played by the kings, but eventually the rite was used 
by others as well. The importance of the relationship between Horus and Osiris was also seen in the succession 
ritual. Cf- Frankfort: Kingship, I 1 Of., 133. 

'66 Cerny: Religion, 68. Cf. B. J. Kemp: 'Temple and Town in Ancient Egypt,' 657-680 in Peter Ucko, R. Tringlan, 
and G. Dimbleby (ed.): Man, Serrlemeni and Urbanism (London: Duckworth, 1972) on the concept that the temple 
is built on the primeval island, or hillock and is thus the "hub" of the universe. In the same volume, cf. H. S .  Smith: 
'Society and Settlement in ancient Egypt,' 705-720 in Man, Settlentenr and Urbani~m. 

'" Egypt's earliest history is not completely recoverable. The king may have actually functioned in the daily cult ritual, 
if in fact there was one. 
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priest was a responsibility delegated by Pharaoh to others.'6s 

All the acts of the religion are performed, theoretically, by the king. If we glance over a 
wall of the temple, where the offering scenes and the various rites are detailed in long 
sequences, we will in fact be startled to notice the total absence of priests; the king is 
performing the religious acts. 

Obviously this was only a fiction. If it were possible for a chief of  a prehistoric clan to be 
at the same time captain, administrator, and pope, the king of  Egypt could not consecrate 
his life to administering, in a thousand different parts of  the land, the religion of the 

Thus priesthood was delegated by the king and 

represented the king. The sole right to the 

priesthood remained with pharaoh to dispense 

as suited his pleas~re."~ Of  all priestly roles 

delegated, the most important aspect of  the 

priestly office remained the daily service of  

the gods. Of this service the care o f  the image 

was central."' In the morning service of the 

god the priest prayed to the god, offerings of  

food and incense were then left before the 

image, and later the image is cared for: 

cleaned and washed, changed and anointed. 

Two further rituals of service were performed 

Iater in the day. Still, most priests were not 

involved in the daily rituals before cult 

Cerny: Religion, I 15; Frankfort: Kingship, 52; Morenz: Egyptian Religion, 100f.; Sauneron: The Priests of Ancient 
Egl;pi (New York: Grove, 1969) 34,43. 

'69 Sauneron, Priests, 34. At the conclusion of a text of the daily ritual of the temple a priest recites: "Now I am verily a 
priest; it was thc king who sent me to see the god" ANET 326. 

"O Sauneron: Priests, 44f.; F. Petrie: 'The Priesthood and Its Teaching,' Religious Lfe in Ancienl Egypt (New York: 
Cooper Square, 1972) 44; C. J. Bleeker: Hatltor and ThotA (Leiden: Brill, 1973) 79. In practice this normally meant 
that succession of the office from father to son was unimpeded. Yet it also allowed the pharaoh to appoint anyone he 
chose to the sacral offices. Sauneron (Priests) comments: "In practice, royal interference was rare" (44). Still, 
hereditary succession was onIy a custom (44-45). During Iater periods the office might be purchased, and 
eventually, powcr and influence began to determine the appointments to sacral offices. 

" "To contemplate the god was not an ordinary privilege. [n principle only the sovereign, son of the divinity, was able 
to do so; in fact, in each temple, a small number of priests - the highest in rank - could substitute for the king and 
see, face to face, each morning, the venerable idol where the divine power came to reside. In placing his hands on 
the statue, in a sort of embrace, the priest 'rendered his soul' to him; the god, visible in the Egyptian sky, resuming 
possession of his earthly resting place to reign all day in the temple, representing in the naos what he was in the 
universe" Sauneron: Priesrs 84. 
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figures."' In fact, most priests would have little access to the powerfix1 secrets enacted in the innermost 

areas of  the temple.'" In fact, the majority of  the priesthood would have concerned itself with the other 

affairs of the god.274 

The personnel of  the great temples was considerable. To keep up the large properties, to 
prepare the sacred food, to weave the prescnied fabric, and to provide for the god's 
processions on ground and water, numerous groups of artisans and workers added the 
service of their respective competence to the devoted attendance of the priests. A papyrus 
informs us that under Ramses 111 (12th.C. BC) the temples of Arnon in Thebes employed 
8 1,322 people. The temple property incIuded 433 gardens, 924 sq. rn. of field, 83 boats, 
46 workyards, 64 market towns, and 421,362 beasts. At Keliopolis and Memphis, in the 
Nonh, the personnel equalled respectively only 1/7th and 1/27th of that of Thebes, the 
capital of the united kingdom (New ~ r n ~ i r e ) . " ~  

The heads of these temple complexes were powefil men who always - at least theoretically - 
functioned as the king's representative and in the interest of the god. As such they held both secular and 

religious p o ~ e r . " ~  All of these complexes that support and legitimize the empire before which pharaoh 

stands as kin% and high priest are signs and symbols of divine blessing and favor: 

''' Sauneron: Priests, 35, 81; Bleeker, Egyptian Festivals, 48. 

"' Bleeker: Hatllor and Thoth, (8 I) describes these rituals as  "secret," yet can also claim there are no "mysteries 
Ancient Egypt" C. J. Bleeker: &gt.ptiati Festivals (Leiden: Brill, 1967) 45. Questions of access to the temples, and 
various portions of the temples is a complex question, and likely has variants according to time, place and the cult 
involved. Cerny (Religion) argues the public "were admitted only as far as the open court where they could 'pour 
water' as a libation to the god and pronounce a prayer" ( 1  19). Even during the "coming forth" of the god the image 
might remain veiled from public view (121). During certain processions an individual might question the god, 
anticipating an answer in an "oracular fashion" i 122). 

"' A plethora of priestly roles develop around the concern to adequately fulfil the requirements of the gods. Thus over 
time the personnel of the temples become numerous, their functions varied, and their offkes increasingly 
speciaIized. Specializations are described in: Sauneron: Priests 108ff, 140- 168; Cerny: Religion 1 12, 140ff.; and 
Petrie: Religious Li/e 55ff. 

''j Sabourin: Priestltood, 82. The large size of the temple properties would suggest that administrative skills were also 
well developed among the priestly orders. The size and power of these important institutions came to have a great 
political impact on Egypt. Cf. Cerny: Religion, 1 17. On the papyrus referred to above cf. Sauneron, Priests, 55f. 

Small temples would not be as complex to administer, having only a small staff, and limited land holdings. Oversight 
of religious functions and economic interests could well be handled by the same persons. "There are a number of 
texts which show priests from small sanctuaries accumulating administrative as well as religious titles, and passing 
from divine service to counting sacks of wheat" (Sauneron: Priests, 57). A larger temple would possess its own 
administrative staff, which might or might not include priests (Sauneron: Priests, 57, 60). 

"6 me pharaoh consulted the god in the temple, a rite conducted by the high priest. Evidence from the 18th Dynasty 
on suggests that such direction of state affairs increased in importance. The growth in size, power, and importance 
of the temples confirm this. Finally, the struggle for power between rival priestly families ends. By the middle of the 
20th Dynasty the affairs of state are ruled by the High Priest of Amon. One family controlIed the most important 
offices in the land, managing state finances for private interests, and controIling the resources of the king. 'The 
divine king had become a prisoner of the temple or of the little clan which held the highest temple offices" (Wilson: 
272f.). Cf. Wilson: The Culture ofAncient Egypt 170; 272; Breasted: History 204. 

This politica1 supremacy is finalIy attested openly in the violation of one of the oldest conventions of Egyptian art. "In 
a scene in the Temple of Amon at Karnak, we see Ramses IX recognizing the services of the High Priest Amen- 
hotep with decorations. Pharaoh is shown in his customary heroic size in proportion to the bustIing little officials 
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The king secured earthly and cosmic order. Like the gods he was the bearer of life, the 
symbol of which, the ankh (cmr aansata), he held in his hands. On his diadem or crown 
he wore the goIden snake (uraeus), symbol of the fiery eye of the sun which destroyed all 
the enemies of the light."" 

Pharaoh and the gods 

While contact with the gods was essential, it was also 

dangerous. The status of pharaoh helped to bridge this chasm 

behveen the hvo worlds. Pharaoh as a living god could enter 

the worId of the deities with ease, both in life, and after 

death. Having the ability to cross these thresholds allowed 

him to serve as high priest and mediator between these 

spheres."g Pharaoh is represented as being like the gods in 

his ability to appear in a number of forms. In the case of the 

gods, Hornung has theoretically classifed these forms of the 

gods as follows: 1) purely human form, 2) purely animal 

form, 3) mixed form, 4) attributes on the head, (i.e. animal 

head, anthropomorphic body) 5) reverse mixed form, 6) 

standing upon animal attributes, and 7) composite forms."' 

Iconographically, one of the canonical features which has 

afforded Egyptian art ready recognition is the form in which 

the gods are typically rendered. Most characteristic of the temple scenes are the representations of deities 

-- 

who carry out his instructions, but Amen-hotcp had the arrogance to have his figure carved in the same scale as his 
king. Funhennore, the composition makes him the focus of attention instead of pharaoh. Nothing could illustrate 
more clearly that reality which the texts piously ignored: that the king was only an instrument o f a  ruling oligarchy" 
(Wilson: 272). 

In just a few years a temple inscription reads: "Live king Ramses XII! ... High Priest of Amon-Re, king of gods, 
commander in chief of the armies of the South and North, the leader, Hrihor, triumphant; he made it a s  his 
monument for 'Khonsu in Thebes, Beautiful Rest'; making for him a temple for the first time, in the likeness of the 
horizon of heaven" (Breasted: History 434). The temple also contains representations of Heri-Hor, who rose from 
obscurity to become High Priest of Amon, actually replacing Pharaoh in the reliefs (Breasted: History 434-435; 
Wilson: Culture 288). Soon after this ternpie was completed, Heri-Hor and his allies seized power, and controlled 
Upper Egypt. The nation was no Ionger a unity. 

'" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 12. Gods and kings are enthroned, wear crowns and hold characteristic insignia (the 
ankh, a variety of scepters). Mysliwiec ER 7, 32-33. "The covering of wdl-surfaces with scenes representing the 
ruler's relationship with the gods of the temple or the glorification of his acts on earth seems to have been common 
to all ancient peoples" Stevenson Smith 16. 

"' Cf. Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconography,' CANE 3, 1725- 1727. 

'79 For details cf. Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious konography,' CANE 3, 17 12-1 7 14. 
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with anthropomorphic bodies and theriomorphic heads. The anthropomorphic form retains for the god 

elements of familiarity we might describe as knowable and understandable. But the theriomorphic head 

immediately distances the familiar human form and presents us with an enigma. A god who is much more 

than human - the therianthropic form identifies and separates simultaneously. "[Olne of his most 

surprising achievements was the convincing naturalness with which were combined human and animal 

parts in composite form for the representation of his gods.''280 

Egyptian gods were depicted both as human beings and as animaIs; a composite form 
combining a zoomorphic head with a human body enjoyed special popularity in relief 
and statuary alike. Anthropomorphic representations of Egyptian gods relate to their 
mythological functions and reveal narrative aspects of their relationships, whereas other 
forms may be defmed as the "metamorphoses" or symbols, emphasizing one particular 
feature or event. In this symbolic realm one divinity could be represented by various 
animals or  object^.'^' 

Such anthropomorphic forms for the gods are found from the earliest times in Egyptian history, appearing 

in the first dyna~ty.'~' The archaic dress of Egyptian gods is maintained from these early beginnings. 

Pharaoh too shares the ability to be represented in this compound, therianthropic view: 

The sphinx, with its body of a lion and the head of the king, was often placed in the front 
of the temple to symbolize the monarch's identity as solar god. Rows of sphinxes lined 
both sides of processional ways leading to the principal temple entrances."' 

Stevenson Smith 17. On the depiction of  the gods cf. Homung: Conceptions ofGod in Ancienr Egypt. The One and 
the Many ; George Hart: A Dictionary of Eaptian Gods and Goddesses (1986); Lurker: The Gods and Symbols of 
Ancient Egypf. 

Is' Mysiiwiec ER 7, 3 1. 

"' Moore 70. 
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At the same time it is interesting that in the case of pharaoh, the head remains human and the body is 

transformed - at once the same as the gods - transubstantial - but different, in that the gods have 

anthropomorphic bodies and theriomorphed heads (ill, 113). Again, the uniqueness of pharaoh seems to be 

stressed. 

A great variety of appearances was, of course, available 

to any god. The god might manifest itself in an number 

of embodiments, though there are traditional 

representations which come to be more cfosely identified 

with one or another deity.'&) 

Completely theriomorphic forms are also attested. ' T ~ e  

animal is a symbol of life and power and is venerated for 

the special capacities which it embodies." "* Most 

strikingly, "the Egyptian animal is calm, dignified, 

mysterious. The animal world reproduces itself in species 

which do not change, whereas human beings display a 

variety of changing individual characteristics. It is just 

this unchanging order which the Egyptian valued in his 

ideal of an eternal world order." x6 This continuity is an 

aspect which we have seen attested time and again in the iconography of the ancient Egyptians. "Thus, 

animal life would appear superhuman to the Egyptian in that it shared directly, patently, in the static life of 

the universe. For that reason recognition of the animal's otherness would be, for the Egyptian, recognition 

of the divine." ' 8 7  

One of pharaoh's epithets, the third royal title, describes pharaoh as "strong bull" and the iconographic 

representation of a bull attacking and ovenvhelrning a city on the obverse of the Narmer palette is generally 

understood to represent the might of pharaoh as a bull.'88 The Narmer palette also depicts a hawk 

"Conversely, one animal could embody various gods; thus, the protective cobra that appears on the forehead of each 
pharaoh could be identified with almost all goddesses. The divine identity of an animal may differ in various local 
pantheons" Mysliwiec ER 7, 3 1. 

"' Moore: 67. 

Moore 70 citing S. Giedion, The Elernal Present. I. the Beginnings o/Arf (Oxford). 

287 Frankfort: Ancient Egyptian Religion 14 [italics origins!]. It is this aspect which makes the animal a "fitting vehicle 
for the divine" Moore :70. 

Woldering: The Arc oJEgypt 40. 
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dominating a human headed marsh icon (ill. 10). The identification of pharaoh with the god Horus, 

iconographically represented as a hawk is well established (ill. 9 1, 105)."~ 

While the scenes show the gods in various relationships with one another, it is only pharaoh who shares 

these divine attributes which allow a god to manifest multiform presences: 

... interchangeability was understood as in keeping with the nature of the god. He was not 
confined to one personality or limited to certain forms. The very multiplicity and 
puzzling ambiguity of these forms express the power of the god; he is able to assume a 
variety of human, animal and symbolic incarnations within the interwoven texture of the 
cosmic order.'% 

IS9 On the various forms of the pharaoh's representation, cf. Davis: The Canonical Tradition 197; Robins: 'Egypt, 
ancient. Subject matter,' DA 9, 808. Hornung: 'Ancient Egyptian Religious Iconog-raphy, CANE 3, 1725-1727. In 
particular, sphinxes "were made from the reign of Radjedef onwards," MaIek: 'Egypt, ancient. Old Kingdom 
Statuary,' DA 9, 870. Drawings of the typical forms of the principaI gods are provided in Dominic Montserrat: 
'Egypt, ancient. Religion. Deities,' DA 9, 792-794. 

'" Moore 70. We can only guess at the complete variety of representations of the gods. "Temple reliefs depicting cult 
statues show a far wider range of types than is physically preserved, most of them being made of wood, metal, or a 
mixture of the two" Baines: ABD 1,434. "The relationship between man and these beings imbued with divine power 
is one of veneration and magic invocation. Attempts were made to influence them by ritual acts, pictorial 
representations, and magic incantations. This fundamentally magical outlook is later overlaid by other concepts, but 
is never eradicated entirely and remains alive in popular beliefs. It permeates the attitude to life and religious 
outlook of the Egyptians until the decline of ancient Egyptian culture" Woldering: The Art of Egypt 29, 

In Egypt there is "almost an embarrassment of iconographic riches, from colossal statues in stone to gilded miniatures 
and paintings, a profusion of human, animal and inanimate forms. Problems arise because of the complexity and 
ambiguity of many figures; the reasons for this lie probably in the fact that the ancient local deities were preserved 
and combined quite unsystematically from the time of the early poIitica1 unification of the country (c.3200 BC); 
further, rival religious centres continued to develop, such as those at Heliopolis, Memphis and Thebes with their 
differing pantheons and theologies" Moore 67. 
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Yet it was through the offices of pharaoh that most of the ordinary people would have appropriated the 

blessings of the gods. The gods remained remote and for the most part inaccessibIe. The acts of pharaoh 

brought the world of the gods into a contact with the life of Egypt that was safe and benefi~ent:'~' 

The purpose of religious processions was to make the gods' existence visible to all 
people. Whilst only the priests had access to god in his sanctuary, laymen could then also 
view "the beauty of their lord." The real cult image was, however, hardly displayed to 
public view because it remained shut in the naos in the barque. Accompanying statues of 
the gods were sometimes borne on a stretcher or a carrying-chair. The processional way 
was strewn with sand, a means of ritual purification. Often gods traveIed considerable 
distances in a boat on the Nile."' 

Overcoming death 

Pharaoh's role as mediator was 

essential to combat the constant threat 

of death. "Egypt only had two 

neighbors, the desert and the sea, thus 

an oasis culture in the truest sense of 

the word was able to form because of 

her seclusion from the rest of the 

~orld."'~' As Osiris, the ideological 

conventions surrounding pharaoh 

made him a leader into the next 

115. world.'gJ The hnerary cult in all its 

'9' The social distinctions of rank and status based on clothes, attributes and posture are described by Wilkinson SO. 

19' Lurker 96. ''The names of Egyptian gods could be described as words with symbolism. It is very probabie that the 
divine names originated for fear of pronouncing the real name, a name taboo as with the Hebrews. On the other 
hand, Egyptian names aptly described their owners" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 20 

'93 Yet " ... at all times in her history she had contact with other peoples. In the Archaic Period the Egyptian nation 
already displayed the character of a land which lay on an intersection, on an isthmus between two continents" 
Lurker: Gods and Synrbols 16. Early contacts with Mesopotamia are we11 documented, cf. Smith, William 
Stevenson: Itrtercortnecrions in the A~rcient Near East (London, 1965). Later, the conquest of Syria "paved the way 
for the introduction of Syrian material culture, such as musical instruments, and divine images of Syrian type, 
Astarte the goddess of love, and Qadesh, who was mostly represented naked" Lurker: Gods arid Symbols 19. 

'9.1 The most important "democratization" of religious rites generally, and funerary rites in particular allowed the 
identification of the deceased with Osiris. Cf. Mystiwiec ER 7, 35; Ragnhild Finnestad: 'The Pharaoh and the 
'Democratization' of Post-mortem Life,' 89-93 in The Religion ofthe Ancient Egyptians. Cognifive Strucrures and 
Popular Ejcpressions. Proceedings of Symposia in Uppsala and Bergen, 1987 and 1988 (ed. Gertie Engluna: 
Uppsala: Ubsaliensis, 1989) argues "... It is not so much an acquisition of royal privileges by everyone as a 
statement that when everyone is seen to partake in the social identity of the Egyptian community, they all gain 
access to that cosmic, repetitive life of which the Egyptian people are in charge as a cottununity," 92. In the same 
volume Jsrgen Surensen: 'Divine Access: The So-called Democratization of Egyptian Funerary Literature as a 
Socio-cultural Process,' 109- 125 in The Religion of the Ancient Egyptians . . .. The classic statement of the argument 
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utilitarian and pragmatic purposes begins, as we have noted, with a focus on pharaoh, develops to include 

the royal court, and is fmally the hope of all Egyptians. "If magic is at the basis of art, including Egyptian 

art, it is important that the object be shown as complete and whole, so that nothing vital is missing when 

the spiritual simulacrum is given to the soul of the de~eased."'~' 

Painting and sculpture were only significant in respect of magic but not in themselves. 
The sculptor was called "he who causes to live" and his work was described by the word 
"to give-birth." Images were not merely lifelike copies, they were imbued with life, or  
preserved the existence of the person represented for an endIess period. If a person's 
mummy should rot or be violated despite all the precautions, then the X-n, the second self, 
could find refuge in an image of complete resemblance to himself. Statues could also be 
set up as votive o f f e ~ g [ s ]  in temples to enable the deceased to participate in the life 
giving rituals. Tomb paintings served to perpetuate the property of the deceased into 
eternity. What the westerner might calI a symbol was reality to the Egyptian. Divine 
images were also reaLZ9" 

The funerary texts which are initially copied in pyramids and coffins become the basis of the so-called 

Book of the Dead, fragments of these books coming to be used to illustrate tombs, coffms, and ritual 

objects: 

of democratization is to be found in James Breasted: Developmenr ofReligion and Thought in Ancient &gyp[ (New 
York: Scribners, 19 12; New York: Harper, 1959). 

Though developments take place, and assumptions change or modify, the function of funerary art was consistently to 
"provide the prerequisites for life in the world beyond; just as temples served to represent the Links between the god- 
king and the celestial powers" WoIdering: Tile Art of Egypt 79. 

''* Barban Mertz: Red Larrd. Black Larrd 155. 

'96 Lurker: Gods and Svntbols 69. 
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Subsequent literary compositions of religious character are generally accompanied by 
elaborate t a b l e a u ,  often in the form of vignettes drawn above a column of text written 
on papyrus. From the New Kingdom (1569-1085 BCE) on, the most popular of these 
'books' was the Book of Going Forth by Day (the so-called Book of the Dead), a copy of 
which was a necessary element of the fherary offerings of every noble.'97 

The point of these representations were to ensure that the good life enjoyed by the Iiving in Egypt could be 

enjoyed in the future. The life to be enjoyed was magically recreated by its depiction in the tombs which 

were so carefdly prepared by the living for use after their demise. 

'" Mysliwiec ER 7, 32. While decoration in the royal monuments continues to be traditional relief sculpture, "in the 
tombs of private persons at Thebes painting comes into its own. One reason for this may be that the limestone here 
was too brittle for reliefs; artistic considerations must have played some part as well. The walls were at first coated 
with a mixture of clay and chaff, and then plastered with white stucco ... The range of subjects is further enlarged 
during the XVIIIth Dynasty. Pictures showing new techniques, such as chariot-building, are added to the repertoire. 
Religious scenes are enriched by detailed descriptions of rituat acts and ceremonies performed at the burial of the 
deceased. Ceilings are painted with ornamental designs" Woldering: Tile Art ofEgypt 164. 

Cf. Raymond Faulkner: The Ancienr Egypfian Book of rhe Dead (Texas: Texas, 1990); Andrzej Niwinski: St~tdies in 
die lllrtstrated Thebarr Frtnerary Papyri of the Eleventh and Tenth Cenrttries (Gottingcn: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1989); Andrzej Niwinski: 'Relativity in Iconography. Changes in the Shape and Value of some Egyptian funerary 
symbols dependent upon their date and authorship,' 96-104 in Funerary Symbols and Religion (ed. J. Kamstra, M. 
Milde and K. Wagtendonk; Kampen: Kok, 1988); James describes the situation with regards to the Book of the 
Dead succinctly: 'The repertory of 'vignettes,' as they are usually called, was determined by the ritual requirements 
of the texts and were largely established by conventions; they did not admit the small, incidental, episodes of 
unconventional content and humor that enlivened the decorations in the private New Kingdom tombs. Certain 
subjects became almost obligatory for all copies of the Book of the Dead, for example the judgment of the deceased 
. . .," cf. Egypt, ancient. Painting and drawing,' DA 9, 897-906, 904-905. 
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Pharaonic art has specific rules in part because it serves a specific purpose: not merely to 
represent or record an image but to bring that image to life. The scenes and statues in 
temples and tomb-chapels were intended to create and maintain a perfect world in which 
the good life available in Egypt could continue to flourish without opposition fiom the 
bad side of life that was equally present in the land. Therefore, Pharaonic art excludes 
almost universally images of decay, old age, disease, death and imperfection; people and 
objects are depicted in ideal condition, because they are intended to become the living 
people and tangible objects of an ideal cosmos and afterlife.'9g 

Overcoming the greatest enemy, death, required carehi and pious preparation, but it was but a reflection of 

the might of pharaoh being unveiled in a sphere yet to be encountered. The power of pharaoh, given by the 

gods was already manifest. 

'9s Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypt 150. The major underworld compositions characteristic of New Kingdom royal 
tombs, demonstrate a desire to "map out" the afterlife which is both an "innovation and eclectic use of models from 
earlier periods" Baines: A BD I ,  434. 

"The peculiarly Egyptian concern with the continuity of life after death in a form similar to that which had been 
experienced upon earth provided an element in the development of the arts which was not present to such an extent 
in other countries. Thus, while architecture, painting, and sculpture ordinariiy appeared in the service of the cult o f  a 
god or to glorify the wealth and power of a ruler, in Egypt we find emphasis laid upon providing a lasting dwelling- 
place for the dead, the re-creation of life magically in pictures to serve him, and lastly the provision of a substitute in 
stone for his perishable body" Stevenson Smith t 5. ''The deceased 'observes' the agricultural activities around him 
and only participates actively in hunting in the marshes, which probably symbolizes in part passage in to the next 
world" Baines: ABD i ,  434; also cf. Groenewegen-Frankfort: Arrest and Movement 28-62. Egyptian conceptions of 
the afterlife are thus the source of our knowledge of everyday life, actions and ideas. These are largely derived from 
tomb painting, funerary gifts and inscriptions. Woldering: The Art of Egypt 29. 
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Exporting the culture of Pharaoh 

While in a work of this sort it is impossible to provide an exhaustive analysis of the manner in which the 

canons of Egyptian iconography pervaded the everyday world of the ancient Egyptians, we have 

demonstrated the manner in which decorative features used in a variety of artistic contexts mirror the 

iconographic themes of the major presentations in relief sculpture, stelae and painting. As such they serve 

as signals to the iconographic program centred on pharaoh, and the world over which he has been made 

sovereign by the gods. Many of these icons appeared on scarabs, amulets and other small decorative pieces 

which circulated broadly through trade and other relationships with foreign states, and because they 

functioned as the personal property of all Egyptians in the elite classes - those who would be in military 

and diplomatic roles outside the homeland. As a result of such exposure: 

Egyptian artistic forms were very influential in the ANE. From the Old Kingdom or 
earlier, Egypt had close relations with Bybtos, from which it imported timber in 
particular, and to which it exported both works of art and raw materials. Poorly 
provenanced finds of this period have appeared in AnatoIia and the Aegean. By the early 
2nd millennium B.C., objects and motifs like scarabs and the winged solar disk, as well 
as more general Egyptian iconography, spread to Syria . During the late 2nd and earIy 1st 
millennium, Egypt exercised a dominant cultural influence in parts of Syria-Palestine, 
while particular categories of objects, such as ivories, acquired an 'Egyptian' style and 
were disseminated as far afield as Mesop~tania. '~ 

While not all aspects of Egyptian art are utiiized 

outside of Egypt, there are some icons which are 

particularly popular: 

The winged sun disk was so 
universally present in such works in 
the later periods of Egypt's history 
that it spread to a number of cultures 
influenced by Egyptian civilization 
to reappear as an important emblem 
in Hittite and Persian art and 
elsewhere. It  is possible that the 

image is even echoed verbally in the poetic Hebrew phrase 'the s& of righteousness 
shall arise with healing in his wings,' found in the biblical book of ~a1ach. i . '~  

'94 Baines: ABD 1,437-8. 

Wilkinson: Reading 101, Cf. Paul Dion: 'YHWH as Storm-god and Sun-god. The Double Legacy of  Egypt and 
Canaan as Reflected in Psalm 104,' ZA W 103 (1 99 1 )  43-7 1 ; J. Glen Taylor: Yahweh and rlre Stm. Biblical and 
Archaeological Evidence for Sun Worship in Ancienf ~sruel (Shefield: Shefield, 1993); -1. Glen Taylor: 'Was 
Yahweh Worshipped as the Sun?' BAR 20 (1994) 52-6 1,90-9 1. 
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The catalogue of Egyptian influenced art derived from Syria- 

Palestinian contexts will be referred to further in the second 

half of our analysis, when we will draw upon the art in 

conjunction with our examination of the text of Ezekiel. "' 

Breaking the rules 

We have seen that the art of the pharaohs developed and 

underwent modifications, aansfer of ideas and images from 

one craft to another, retroversions to archaic traditions, 

variations and expansion of thematic styles and other subtle 

changes to the overall program of the art.30' 

Yet rather than viewing the art as boring or repetitive, we would be wise to attempt to value the virtue such 

consistency represents to the ancient Egyptians. As Mertz observes concerning painting, the art "worked." 

It served the essential purposes of affirming and confming the order of society as ordained by the gods. 

Egyptian painting was not quaint, and it was not primitive. The rules of style, the 
"canon," were established by the middle o f  the second millennium BC and they were not 
altered until after the end of Egypt's existence as a distinct cultural entity. We may speak 
glibly about the static quality of Egyptian culture to explain this remarkable continuity; 
but the fact remains, that these rules would not have been followed for so long unless 
they had satisfied the demands of the society.J03 

'01 Egyptian influence on international style was profound: cf. Christian Herrrnann: &yprische Amulene arts 
Palastina/lsrael: Mit eirrenr A~isblick arcf i h e  Rezeprion durclr das Alte Testament. (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1994). Keel: Corprts ... [seals]. Ivory circulated widely, typically in an 'international style.' Other "materials, such 
as wood or Egyptian faience, are seldom well preserved archaeoIogically, while jewelry, which is known, for 
example, from Byblos, will have tended to be recycled, and has largely vanished" Baines: ABD I ,  438; Hawkes: 
Civilizations 457. "Our knowledge of international trade in the Late Bronze Age has been greatly advanced by the 
discovery of a shipwreck off the Anatolian coast at UIu Burun; the cargo included a gold ring with the name of 
Ncfertiti. wife of Akhenaten, and a range of materials recalling those carried by northerners on Theban tomb- 
paintings" Quirke and Spencer: Ancienr Egypr 195. 

In the Rameside period: "Cultural interchange between Egypt and its Asiatic possessions flourished- Asiatics sought 
employment in Egypt and appear under their own and adopted Egyptian names on Egyptian monuments, even 
holding positions at court. Asiatic gods and goddesses were introduced into the Egyptian pantheon. Ramses 11 gave 
his eldest daughter the Semitic name Bint-Anath, while one of his sons married the daughter of a Syrian ship's 
captain ... This cosmopolitan era came to an abrupt end with civil war in Egypt and the invasion of the Sea Peoples 
..." Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypr 200. 

'O' Peck notes that "certain rules were violated at will." but these are really a part of the overall canonical system, 
'Ideology and Conventions of Representation,' DA 9, 799; Bianchi describes experimentation with registers and 
color bleeds as falling within overall acceptable parameters, cf. 'Ancient Egyptian Reliefs ...,' CANE 4, 2538-2540; 
Lurker: Gods and Synzbols 9 .  

'03 " Barbara Mertz: Red Land, Black Land 155 
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Other than through the developments we have noted, major transformations of the art only took place due 

to misunderstanding the intent and purposes of the iconography, or to convey a deliberate message. For 

example: 

A vase found at Delphi has the sphinx chariot of a Nirnrud bowl, and a battle scene with 
Pharaoh destroying a group of bunched enemies. This subject decorated most of the 
temple pylons in Egypt and a number of Egyptian small objects, but it is not, I think, 
known on Egyptian bowls. It occurs in the outer zone of [a] Nimrud bowl ... In a bowl 
from the Bernardini tomb at Palestina, the motif is almost correctly rendered by Egyptian 
standards and the surrounding design, too, is purely Egyptian .,. The bands of 
hieroglyphs do not make sense, and this, the most purely Egyptian of the bronze bowls, 
carries a Phoenician inscription. Also, I do not know of Egyptian bowls with similar 
designs; the normal Egyptian decoration consists of marsh scenes - fish, fowl, and wild 
oxen, or boats and swimmers among the reeds."'" 

Such examples of 

misunderstanding or even 

deliberate modification of an 

Egyptian motif(s) are well 

documented in the art of the 

Levant (ill. 121). We aIso 

see variations on the basic 

iconographic program of 

ancient Egyptian art at the 

levels of the art where it 

does not make any real 

difference to the overall 

message which is being 

articulated, or, on very rare 

occasions, to convey a 

specific message.305 

The formal 
rules are 
broken to dramatic effect where this does not endanger the purpose of constructing the 
perfect world for Iife after death; to capture the beat and movement of dance and music 
the artist presents the bodies of the dancing girk not in traditional composition form but 
in pure profile and the musicians are shown partly at three-quarters or full-fr~ntal. '~~ 

'04 Frankfort: Art and Architecture 329-33 1 .  (Ill. 12 1). 

'05 A parade example of a powerful political message defined iconographically is described in footnote 276. 

'" Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypt I5 1. 
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Production by many 

The relief carvers, painters, sculptors and other artisans who have left us the vast array of varied and 

beautifid products were clearly skilled artists. "In the Egyptian language, characteristically enough, there is 

no word for 'art' or 'artist'; a sculptor is denoted by a hieroglyph showing a bow-drill. Prime importance 

attaches to workrnanship rather than to artistic irnaginati~n."~~' The role for which the artist trained, and 

which he was called upon to perform, was concerned with continuity and consistency of styIe, rather than 

with the expression of individual inspiration. We might not be surprised to find that the craftsman was also 

to undertake much o f  his work as a spiritual exercise, an act of piety,308 *'for he was not expected to express 

his subjective experience but to reproduce an object of eternal value in accordance with a definite 

schematic pattern, A community of artisans in a workshop worked out the rules, which were handed down 

to Iater generations."30g 

'07 Woldering: The Art o/Egvpt 82.  Cf. James: 'Egypt, ancient. Painting and Drawing,' DA 9, 897 or. techniques which 
facilitated group work. Drenkhahn: 'Artisans and Artists.,.' CANE I ,  notes it appears commonplace that "several 
groups of craftsmen worked together according to fixed rules," 337. It is, of course, a canon which allows such 
collegial activity. Drenkhahn summarizes: "an artist or artisan always formed part of a team and never produced his 
wok independently from start to finish" 336. Davis: Tile Canonical Tradition also describes the training process for 
artists (1 OS), as well as a full discussion on the principles of anonymity (108-1 15). 

"Pharaonic art depended upon the existence of workshops within which to maintain the canon and develop its 
potential; the task of these workshops, or 'foundation of gold,' was sacred, and it required lector priests who could 
read the necessary ritual prescriptions to make an image active, i.e. able to perform its duties and to absorb the 
energy of offerings" Quirke and Spencer: Ancient Egypr 158. 

'09 Woldering: The Arr o/Egypt 82. 
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It is clear that many artists were involved in the creation of a single work, and each person was responsible 

o d y  for a part of the process."""Adherence to a strict canon impeded the development of artistic 

individuality, but on the other hand this has been true of sculpture in all ages, and has had the function of 

keeping up  standard^."^" It is this canon which celebrates the overall program of the art, and creates a 

fundamental unity across time, space and media. While no individual is cetebrated as artist, all are 

recognized by their contribution to presenting and recreating the eternal reality that is Egypt, an artistic 

conception of the world which continues to invoke a response to the pre~ent.~'' 

In concIusion, the canonical system of ancient Egyptian art serves to present and reinforce the organization 

and conceptualization of the social, political and religious values and structures which dominate over three 

millennia of Egyptian life. As the order and bounty brought by the state was attributed to the rule of 

pharaoh we might describe the view of Egypt which dominates as based on a model of empire. The 

iconography of empire, in this case, is understood to affirm the rule of pharaoh as a decision rendered by 

the gods in the interests of the preservation of appropriate service to their good offices, the preservation of 

order in the face of the perpetual threat of chaos, and for the benefit of the peoples of Egypt. 

Woldering reconstructs relief and painting production from unfinished tombs. 'The carving of a relief began with 
the division of the plane into units for purposes of measurement . . . figures and objects were drawn in. After this the 
sculptor set to work. First he drew the contour lines with a copper chisel, and then hollowed out the space around 
the figure ... He did not, of course, always keep strictly to the drawing. The next stage was the modeling of the 
figure. Finally, the surface was overlaid with a coating of plaster, which was painted by another artist" Woldering: 
The A r t  of Egypt 82. 

' I 1  Woldering: The Art of Egypt 95. 

"' "Artists worked in teams, as is normal in most artistic traditions and necessary for manipulating intractable materials 
and creating very large works. This does not imply any devaluation of the resulting product or of  those who were 
responsible for its design and execution. What can hardly be attributed to Egypt is the ideologically and 
behaviorally loaded Western conception of the 'artist"' Baines: ABD I ,  429. 
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' Whom are you like in your greatness? 
Consider Assyria. a cedar of Lebanon, 

with fair branches and forest shade, 
and of great height ... ' (Ezekiel 3 1:2-3). 

124. 

The dearest presentation of a filly developed ideological concept of empire can be worked out through 

"reading" the palace art of Neo-Assyrian kings. The culmination of a lengthy history of imperial 

conceptualizations and artistic developments, the iconography of empire represented in the Assyrian palace 

reliefs provides a key to unlocking the use of metaphors in both the smaller or so-called 'minor' works of 

art and in the palace iconography which follows in Babylonia and Persia. W i l e  there is development and 

change in the application of art forms by the artisans of these consecutive empires, the message conveyed 

stands in direct and consecutive relationship throughout the first half of the first millennium. The 

iconographic vehicle is used to indicate the central status of the king, both as embodying the favor of the 
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gods, and the benefits of empire. His status as the benefactor whose rule brings bounty to the far flung 

reaches of the "world" is clearly defined in the narrative reliefs. As we will demonstrate, though later 

artistic conventions use iconographic "signals" to indicate larger conceptual "realities," understanding the 

ideology of empire as articdated in the palace reliefs will allow us to make sense of subsequent practice. In 

this section, our focus will be on the art of the Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian and Persian periods, and in 

particular in assessing the messages of empire communicated through these traditions. While we will make 

some reference to the employment of iconographic traditions in surrounding areas, the central focus is the 

articulation of empire in the developing empires of Western Asia in the first half of the first millennium 

BC. It is our contention that the traditions of empire thus articulated are emulated in their essentials by the 

surrounding smaller states and powers. The central concepts of the iconography of empire thus become 

informative of shared conceptions of empire which dominate cognitive life in the first millennium BC. As 

such concepts are sharpened, clarified and responded to, a new reading of texts becomes possible, the book 

of Ezekiel being a case in point. 

The iconography of empire has a 

long tradition in Mesopotamia, and 

the fuIIy developed form of the 

tradition as we outline it in the first 

half of the first millennium BC does 

not appear out of thin air. Rather, 

from an art historical point of view, 

the Assyrian palace reliefs mark the 

culmination of a series of ideas 

concerning the representation of 

divinely bestowed and sanctioned 

power. The art which is developed 

reflects a cluster of ideas which 

integrate ideological foundations 

already in place, for the most part, for 

millennia, fiom the dawn of the 

communication of ideas in 

lMesopotamian society. Art is thus a 

vehicle which assists in the 

communication of these systematized concepts which have been refined and developed to the point that 

they are central to the stability and self consciousness of Assyrian society. 
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In the course of time artistic traditions develop various concepts which become "canonical." A number of 

these emerging canonical traditions are concerned with the representation of kingship. The development of 

various city and regional kingships into states and eventually empires reaches its climax in the first 

millennium BC when a succession of West Asian empires lay claim to the rule of the world. As Neo- 

Assyrian art searches to express these values, it has at its disposal a system of ideological representations 

which have already been used to great effect on cylinder seals, painting, relief sculptures, and a multitude 

of other art forms. ' 

Iconographic traditions 

This iconographic tradition is seen from early times as representational art develops in Mesopotamia: 

Reliefs were employed to decorate cult vessels formed as bowls, libation jars, and tall 
cylinder-shaped containers. On the stone objects the reliefs vary from flat to high, to the 
extent of parts being done in the round. Their subjects include domestic animals (ox and 
sheep), beasts of prey (lion and eagle), and mythical scenes. Two alabaster vessels, both 
from Uruk, have the outside surfaces decorated with extensive friezes. One object, 
shaped like a trough, shows a herd of sheep around a reed hut. The other object, a tall 
container, has rows of friezes on which a long parade of figures offering sacrifices, a 
herd of sheep, and produce of the fields are depicted. The stele, an upright stone block 
with narrow sides and a rounded top, was decorated in relief with pictorial scenes and in 
later times had carved inscriptions. A basalt fragment of the Protohistoric period depicts 
two episodes of a king fighting a lion. The historic stele is exemplified by the limestone 
slab belonging to Eannatum (ca. 2600 B.C.), a ruler of Lagash, ancient Girsu. All four 
sides are covered with narrative scenes commemorating a military victory, and a detailed 
description fills the open spaces behveen the pictures.' 

[ In a survey article on ancient Near Eastern art, Pauline Albcnda explains: "Artistic creativeness was expressed in a 
long tradition of sculpture and relief carving. Wall paintings were utilized during the historical periods, and their 
subjects range from figural compositions to ornamental bands of animal, floral, and patterned motifs. The chief 
vehicle of pictorial art is the cylinder seal, whose entire surface was covered with carvings (known as glyptic), so 
that when it is impressed in a soft cIay, the design in reverse appears in relief and can be endlessly reproduced by 
rolIing," Pauline Albenda: 'Mesopotamian Art and Architecture,' 4t 9-428 ABD I ,  420. 

' Albenda: ABD 1,420-42 1 ; (111. I26 shows the Uruk vase). 
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The traditions of canonical representation which appear in Mesopotamian art are foundational to the 

developed relief programs of Assyrian palaces. Clear evidence for a canon of proportion in sculpture is 

demonstrable by the Akkadian period,' and a deveiopment of the concept of a "narrative" scene appears in 

the stele of Naram-Sin, "a dynamic composition in which the Akkadian king, considerably larger than his 

companions, places his left foot on the bodies of two fallen enemie~. '~  In representations on cylinder seals 

it is clear that a number of canonical forms have also stabili~ed.~ By this period much of the iconography 

used to represent the gods has been standardized, and the icons can be used to signal larger 

127. 

correspondences which have been fixed between the Sumerian and Akkadian pantheons. Thus Inanna and 

IStar can be represented by the eight-pointed star, the planet Venus, the ancient symbol of hama ,  the ring- 

post, or in anthropomorphic form, dressed for battIe, or as sexually available (or a combination of these), 

and is often shown upon her sacred animal, the lion. These standardized representations, sometimes 

combined and including several of the motifs together, are used to clearly identify the goddess in the art, 

Albenda: ABD 1,422. Also see Frankfort Art and Architecture 84-86,93-97; Moortgat Art 48-5 1,63-65. 

' Albenda: ABD 1, 422. Cf. G. Azarpay: 'Gudea's Canon: On A n  and Mensuration,' 83-87 in Fran~ois Vallat (ed.): 
Contribrition a I 'histoire de I 'iran (Paris: Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1990); Guitty Azarpay: 'A Canon 
of Proportions in the Art of the Ancient Near East,' 93-101 in Ann Gunter (ed.) Investigaring Artistic Environnzenrs 
of the Arzcierrr Near Easr (Washingtor,: Smithsonian, 1990). Winter correctly analyses how the statue 
commmunmtes visually the "qualities deemed important for and by the ruler." Thus, "the knowledgeable viewer 
would have been informed at once that the ruler was a leader, full of Iife and strength, wise and attentive to the gods 
- all attributes claimed in the inscription as wcll, and conforming to Mesopotamian ideals of rulership," Irene 
Winter: 'The Body of the Able Ruler: Toward an Understanding of the Statues of  Gudea,' 573-583 in Herrnann 
Behrens, Darlene Loding and Martha Roth (eds.): Dttmrc-Ez-Dub-Ba-A. Studies in Honor of Ake W. 96berg 
(Philadelphia: Occasional Publications of the Samuel Noah Krarner Fund, 1989) 578, 582). For an overview of the 
topic, cf. Guitty Azarpay: 'Proportions in Ancient Near Eastern Art,' CANE 4,2507-2520. 

' The popular use of the presentation scene is to be noted as an important building block in the iconography of empire. 
By 2100 BC this scene is both standardized and ubiquitous for at least two centuries. Following this time it is a 
recurring motif in the iconography. Albenda: ABD 1, 423; Colton: Firsf 32-39; Frankfort: Art 89-91. Cf- Martha 
Hauss perg er: Die Einfihrungsszene: Entwicklung eines mesopotamischen Motivs von der altakkadischen bis zunl 
Ertde der al~babyloniscllen Zeit (Miinchcn: Profil, 199 1) for a thorough analysis of the genre. 
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from this period In a few cases, the icon is used to develop a small scene as well. For example, the sun 

god ~ t u l h n a ~  is often depicted rising between the mountains, having completed his trip through the 

underworld, and beginning his daily crossing of 

the earth. The action is frozen as he steps from 

between the mountains, (sometimes the gates at 

the end of  the earth are also depicted), pruning 

saw in hand. The pruning saw itself is a 

metaphor for Utu's ability to "cut judgments" in 

his rote as divine judge, presumably due to the 

ability of the sun-god to "see all" in his daily 

journey across the earth (ill. 127). One of the 

chief venues for the display of this iconography 

was the cylinder seal, and many of the 

standardized motifs are utilized in the scenes 

and representations depicted in seal art. This 

usage provides a key element in the widespread 

familiarity with and use of many iconographic 
128. 

motifs (ill. 127). 

While much painted an  has disappeared, and the most impressive exarnpIes which are extant are from 

peripheral regions, such evidence as we have suggests that the paintings which adorned palaces and 

temples were clearly deveIoping toward programmatic  representation^.^ It is important to our 

understanding of the iconography of empire as a genre to recognize the manner in which painted work 

seems to be used to reinforce the rule of the king. At Mari, for example, many of the elements we will see 

developed and integrated into palace decoration are clearly present (ill. 129). Wondefi l  beings serve as 

Cf- D. Collon: 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' ER 7, 27-31; Anthony Green: '.4ncient Mesopotamian Religious 
Iconography,' CANE 1, 1,837-1,855; E. Douglas Van Buren: Symbols of the Gods itt Mesopotamian Art (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1945); Jeremy Black and Anthony Green: Gods. Demons and Symbols of Ancient 
Mesopotamia. An Illustrated Dictiorlary (Austin: University of Texas, 1992); Beatrice GofE Synrbols of Prellistoric 
Mesopotanlia (New Haven: Yale, 1963); appropriate sections of RIA. 

"Evidence for wall paintings is rare. Impressive wall paintings found at Mari include the so-called Investiture of 
Zimri-Lim (CL 1780 BC). Those from the palace at Nuzi (ca. 1400-1350 BC) are preserved only in small fragments. 
The designs consist of horizontal and verticaI bands and metopes decorated with palmette trees, human and bull's 
heads, and geomemc patterns. The paintings are in red, pink, white, black, and gray on plaster. A Kassite palace 
built at Aqar Quf, ancient Dur Kurigalzu, was decorated with wall paintings showing geometric themes, floral 
patterns, and precessions of men in white garments, dark hair, and red faces and arms against the gray walls. A few 
fragments of wall paintings from the MA palace at Kar-Tukulti-Ninurta (ca. 1240 BC) had pictorial motifs placed in 
metopclike panels and framed by ornamental bands" Albenda: ABD 1, 424. Cf. Frankfort: Art 132, 135-137; 
Moortgat: Art 99-100, 118-9; Oates Babylon 62-63; Strommenger: Art 421. For a brief synopsis by the chief 
excavator at Mari since 1979 cf. Jean-Claude Margueron: 'Mari: A Portrait in Art of a Mesopotamian City-state,' 
CANE 2, 885-899. Margueron succeeded Parrot at the site. 
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guardians of the throne room depicted. Within an inner chamber the king encounters the goddess IStar face 

to face. She blesses him, bestowing upon him the symbols of kingship, the rod and the ring. He gestures in 

a pious indication of thanks. The throneroom is surrounded by indications of the bounty offered through 

the rule of the king, at least two of which are also symbols of IStar - the trees and the dove. Patronage by 

IStar ensures that protection, fertiIity and order will characterize the state. Clearly she is visibly sovereign 

over the lion. Does the long relationship between kings and lions have anything to do with the symbol as 

connected to Mar? In this context, one could specutate that the king's rule over the powefil beasts is also 

a benefit of rule extended by IStar. Vases held by gods overflow with life giving water, their streams swarm 

with fish, and fertility visibly abounds. In the so-called "investiture scene" we see ideological principles 

extending across social and cultural boundaries to communicate effectively. The king serves to mediate the 

gifts of the gods to the state? The palace of the king thus serves as a focaI point for the benefaction of the 

gods. 

We can clearly see 

that a complex of 

ideological 

principles were 

expressed across 

social and cultural 

boundaries. This 

does not by any 

means suggest that 

iconographic 

themes were 

woodenly copied 

and applied, but 

rather serves to indicate an underlying shared conception of the manner in which society is ordered. 

Regional variants of iconographic themes, as well as idiosyncratic developments of motifs and 

presentations are evident, yet despite these variations, and the chronological gaps and material lapses in the 

extant evidence, there is a fundamental ideology which allows us to understand both the art and the 

imperial message it so clearly communicates. In contrast to the iconography of ancient Egypt, not 

In a pattern retained throughout the later empires, the main throneroom and reception room serve to divide the two 
parts of the palace at Mari. We find in the central, Court of the Palm a "variety of scenes that repeated the great 
themes of the iconographical repertoire of the Near East." Jean-Claude Margueron: 'Mari: A Portrait in Art of a 
Mesopotanian City-state,' CANE 2, 885-899. Cf. Yasin Al-Khalesi: The Court of the Palms: A Functional 
Interpretation of [he hfari Palace (Malibu: Undena, 1978) concludes "the building offers a total architectura1 effect 
with a harmonized functionat unity, which could not have been accomplished without a preconceived overall plan. 
The palace has all the architectural characteristics of a Mesopotamian palace" 66. 
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everything "fits" into a single canonical framework - although much more may be integrated than is often 

t h ~ u g h t . ~  And though the variety of iconographic representations in West Asian art are far more complex 

and variegated than in the canonical system which dominates Egyptian art a central core of ideas 

concerning empire may be ar t i~ulated. '~  

As we have seen, in seals and 

their impressions as well as in 

painted scenes we find images 

which will recur in the 

deveioped iconography of 

empire. It can be argued that 

such art represents a prologue to 

the developed representations 

which are now extant in the 

Neo-Assyrian palace reliefs. 

Other art forms which can be 

seen as contributing to the 

developed relief program are 

those representations found on 

stone pedestals, terra-cotta plaques, and krcciurrus - to note a few precursors rather than a comprehensive 

list (ill. 131),11 Likely, all these expressions of the conceptual world of  Western Asia in the millennia 

preceding the Neo-Assyrian empire make their contribution to shared iconographic approaches. 

New approaches to problems may ultimately have far reaching implications in our interpretation of the iconographic 
program, a case in point being Parpola's seminal interpretation of the Assyrian tree. Simo Parpola: 'The Assyrian 
Tree of Life: Tracing the Origins of Jewish Monotheism and Greek Philosophy,' JZVES 52 (1993) I6 1-208. 

10 Green concurs: ". . . what is striking over the 3000 years from the Early Dynastic period to the Persian conquest is 
not the diversity but the uniformity of symbols and motifs and so, perhaps also, of some of the underlying beliefs 
that inspired them," Anthony Green: 'Mesopotamia. Religion and Iconography,' DA 21,276-280,276. 

I '  Albenda points to various precursors: "Reliefs on the front sides of two stone pedestals, supports for divine 
emblems, are fine examples of Middle Assyrian art (ca 1240 BC). One work illustrates the king as worshipper, once 
standing and again kneeling, and the other ilIustrates the king standing between two hero figures who grasp tat1 
wheel-topped standards. Small terra-cotta plaques, showing reliefs pressed from molds, were especially popular in 
the Old Babylonian period. A majority of the plaques represent deities, and other subjects include mythical scenes, 
scenes of family life, and individual figures of musicians, craftsmen, and animals" Albenda: ABD 1, 424. The 
symbolic use of emblems is especially characteristic of the Kassite period in Babylonian art. Shaped like stelae, the 
use of registers and symbols is unique, but closely relates to the later Assyrian usage. On htdurms the seminal work 
to consider is Ursula Seidl: Die babylonischen Kudwru-Reliefs. Symbole mesopotunzisclter Gottlteiten (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1989). This is a reprint of the original publication in BaM. 
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made that relief sequences develop from 

the stelae which commemorate particular "events" or ideologies. 

The famous code of Harnmurabi pictures the king receiving laws 

from Utu. The earlier stele of Naram-Sin demonstrated the power 

of the king as conqueror endorsed by the gods. These and other 

ancient stelae may clearly be regarded as prototypes of Neo- 

Assyrian relief sequences, Still, the most developed reliefs on 

stelae are those honoring Assyrian kings. The White Obelisk pulls 

together the basic themes which come to be articulated in the 

palace relief sequences (ill. 132). These ideas are not new, but 

have been seen again and again. What is unique is the collection 

of all these motifs on one monument. The obelisk makes reference 

to "Assurnas~rpal," a situation which has allowed some scholars to 

date the obelisk to the king whose palace provides the first major 

use of similar relief sequences. Likely, however, the obelisk is to be properly dated to Assurnasirpal I" and 

is thus the earliest extant example of Neo-Assyrian relief sculpture in its programmatic form prior to that 

commissioned by his namesake Assurnasirpal 11." 

Reliefs with historical subjects appear on pillarlike stone monuments described as 
obelisks. The Broken Obelisk shows within a recessed panel bound captives before the 
Assyrian king, and above the scene are divine symbols. The White Obelisk has relief 
friezes in eight registers that extend around a11 four sides. The pictorial themes include 
warlike expeditions, ritual activities, and the hunt of wild animals. The monument is 
dated to the reign of Assurnasirpal I (1049-1031 BC) or Assurnasirpal 11. The Black 
Obelisk of Shalmaneser 111 has five registers of panel reliefs on each of the four sides. 
The scenes show local rulers paying homage to the Assyrian king, while attendants from 
different regions bring tribute. On royal stelae, the Assyrian king is always portrayed 
with shoulder-length hair and long beard; he is dressed in the prescnibed royal costume 
and carries the weapons of kingship. In the space above and in front of the ruler's head 
are symbols of important deities whose awesome splendors are conferred upon the king, 
pictorially. The royal stelae were set up in temples, at city gates, and in captured foreign 
cities. Rock reliefs of Assyrian kings were carved at the sides of mountains located in 
different parts of the Near East, and many are extant.'" 

Domonique Collon: rlncient Near Easlern Art (Berkeley: University of California, 1995) dates the stela c. 1050, 
noting that others have concluded the Assurnasirpal noted to be Assurnasirpal [I. 

As will be detailed later, Julian Reade has argued that the six major themes of relief sculpture all appear on the 
White Obelisk, these being the conquest of natural obstacles on campaign, the defeat of enemies, the review and 
sornctirnes punishment of captives and tributary persons, the triumphal procession, the celebration of a feast and 
various acts of worship. Cf. J. Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration: Techniques and Subject Matter,' BaM 10 
( 1  979) 17-49; 28ff. 

Albenda: ABD 1 ,  425-6. Cf. Barnett & Lorenzini: pi. 2; Mallowan: Nirrrrtcd and its Remains 62-3; Moortgat: Art 
122-3; Stromrnenger: Art 208. 
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The deveIopment of the iconographic program into a thoroughgoing presentation of the ideology of empire 

took place in the development of the art of Assyrian palaces. It is in the remarkable drawing together of a 

variety of pre-existing elements, that tbe ideological program displays its brilliance. The art and 

architecture are used together to maximum effect, and at the same time, the incorporation of traditional 

iconography serves to reconstitute and refocus the earlier art to affirm the program of the empire. This 

iconography is in turn used in sequences and scenes on works like the White and Black Obelisks (White 

Obelisk, ill. 132; Black Obelisk, i1I. 3 10) as well as in individual icons used to represent the state, for 

example the seal of the Assyrian king. 
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The integration of architecture and pictorial art occurred early in the 9th century BC. 
when wall reliefs replaced painting in the Assyrian palace. The unity of art and 
architecture was maintained throughout the following two centuries. Important portals 
throughout the palace were lined with huge human-headed winged bull (lamassu) and 
winged human-headed lion (Sedu) sculptures, whose duty it was to prevent evil spirits 
from entering. Stone slabs framing the doors were carved with winged and wingless 
human-headed and bird-headed genies and their images engendered a divine, protective 
atmosphere. Whole rooms within the palace had the lower part of their walls covered 
with limestone blocks, several meters high, Narrative scenes carved in relief on the stone 
blocks are essentially historical and deal with the Assyrian king's great deeds in war and 
hunting. The events are expressed in a monumental manner. Pictorial compositions, 
which became a determining factor in the development of style, are arranged in various 
ways. The episodic scene centers around a single activity; the narrative frieze shows a 
sequence of related events in one or more registers; the mural-type scene abandons the 
use of registers and, instead, dominates the entire surface of the stone block; and 
processions of large-scale human figures consist of soldiers, Assyrian officiaIs, priests 
and musicians, and foreigners advancing to the Assyrian king and his personal 
 attendant^.'^ 

Is Albenda: ABD 1,426; cf. Frankfort: Art 157- 1 GO, 168- 17 1, 174-i 94; Strommenger: Art 44 1,443,448,452. 
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We will now begin to assess the distinct political and imperial message conveyed in Neo-Assyrian palace 

wall reliefs, and the related program of art, It is our contention that the essential program of this art forms 

the basis of Neo-Babylonian and Persian iconographic traditions, and that the principles developed fiom 

the iconography of the past are solidified and clarified for reuse by the two succeeding world empires. In 

other words, icon becomes program, and then program is conveyed by icon.16 

Throughout the millennia, the art and architecture of Mesopotamia were linked by a 
unified tradition which stemmed from a comprehensive religious, political, social and 
economic outlook that was homogeneous. The essential character of works of art may be 
defined as a striving for harmony, symmetry, and lucid description. Moreover, specific 
structures and work of art display a striving for monumentality, magnificence, and 
dynamic description, such as the ziggurat, Assyrian palace, and stele of Naram-Sin. The 
complexity and outward variations between artworks reflect the different levels of 
technical skill and feeling for style prevailing at any one time." 

The best evidence would suggest that the outside decoration of the Neo-Assyrian palace was essentially a 

monotone in both color and contour. Breaking the brown tones of mudbrick and the uniform lines of the 

wall were the gateways which broke the monotony of the exterior's plainness. The decoration of the gates 

included both carving, perhaps brilliant engraved metal doors, and at least partially painted reliefs. In form 

and function, these gateways signalled a transition. The burst of color and decoration teased the viewer as 

to the splendor of the interior "world" yet at the same time marked a clear and powerhl barrier to 

passage. la  

As one approached 

the palace entrance, 

this first impression 

of transition was 

reinforced by the 

gateway figures 

which seemed to 

emerge from this 

16 "Systematic studies on Mesopotamian art have progressed in several important ways. One method of study focuses 
upon stylistic development and art historical interpretation ... Another method examines works of art within the 
context of administrative, historical, or social settings ... Both approaches have contributed to the understanding of 
Mesopotamian art." Albenda: ABD I ,  428. 

" Albenda: ABD 1,427. 
18 The plain exterior wall of palaces (and much of the time temples) is all the ordinary citizen would likely see, but the 

entrance colossi would impress both human and divine passersby. Cf. I. Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in 
.4ssyrian Art,' ~Cfesoporar~iia 7 (1979) 329-343. The scenes of people bringing tribute fiom the extreme ends of the 
empire may have occasionally been seen by the broader public. For exarnpte, up to 70,000 guests appear to have 
attended Assurbanipal's housewarming celebrations, and most of these were Assyrian subjects. 
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hinted at  other world. The massive stone'9 colossi, were typically human-headed winged bulls, with homed  

headgear (ill. 133, 135, 138). Alternatively a winged lion stood guard a t  the gate (ill. 136, 137). Evidence 

for lion iconography in use as guardian figures at  the gateways o f  palaces and temples in the ancient Near 

East dating from at least 3000 BC." 

19 Although texts speak of cast bronze lartlassu, we have no examples. Presumably they were melted down in antiquity. 

'' Cf. Collon: Ancienr Neur Eastern A r t  215. Ararnaean and Hittite prototypes are well known for the guardian figures. 
ReIief programs are also in place at Carchemish and other Hittite, Syrian and Levant sites prior to the first evidence 
we have of Assyrian relief carving in paIaces. If it is during. their western campaigns that Assyrian kings first 
encounter the iconographic program, and adopt it to their own purposes: "the execution was in a different style and 
on quite another scale" ColIon 130. Cf. Annie Caubet: 'Art and Architecture in Canaan and Ancient Israel,' CANE 
4, 2671-2691, notes "guardian animals of the doorways - lions, sphinxes, bulls - appear on the city gates and 
official buildings as early as the middle of the second millennium," 2677; Kay Kohlmeyer: 'Anatolian Architectural 
Decorations, Statuary, And Stelae,' CANE 4, 2639-2660, observes: "Lions and sphinxes belong to the usual 
repertoire of Hittite architectural sculpture" (2649). "This frozen canon of depiction is connected to the magical 
bond between image and actual person, whose integrity it was imperative to maintain," 2655; Collon ANEA 215. 

Assurnasirpal moved from lion guardian figures to human headed winged lions in his new Ninurta Temple at Kalhu. 
Cf. J. Reade: 'The Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture' BaM 1 1 (1979) 75-87. Within the palace, lamassu 
were used in an apotropaic manner, as guardians for the thronerooms. Seven pair of colossi fulfilled this guardian 
role in the thronerooms of Sargon 11, Sennacherib and perhaps Assurnasirpal. The number may be an indication of 
the magical significance of the number seven as a 'perfect' number in a variety of Semitic languages. If such is the 
case, the ideological whole depicts the enthroned king as perfectly protected by the Zamasstc. 
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Turning to the bovine type of the lamassu we may 

note the following. In many examples. the wings 

appear to be those of an eagle, the most powefil 

ornithological imge  known, while the essential 

bodily form of the bull represented both a mighty 

domesticated beast, and the image of the puissant 

wild bull. Joined with a human head, this 

combination represented the most powefil aspects of 

the earthly realms." While the symbolic elements are 

clear, a simple glance at the figure demonstrates that 

we are entering another realm. These are not "this 

worldly" figures, but represent semi-divine beings 

whose power to protect and serve the occupant of the 

palace applies not only to the visible, physical world, 

but also to the world of magic, and the divine realms, 
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WhiIe lion guardian figures 

persist in some contexts - 

particularly those in which the 

lion is closely related as a 

symbol of the deity such as the 

temple of [Star - for the most 

part, in Assyrian palace 

architecture simple lion or 

sphinx iconography comes to be 

largely replaced by the 

composite beings designated as 

lamasszc. Though these lamnssu 

can take both bovine and 

leonine forms, the bovine form 

tends to dominate palace 

architecture fiom the time of 

Assurnasirpal U onward. 

In the use of lamasszc and genies, all subsequent palaces follow the basic pattern used by Assurnasirpal, whether or not 
he is to be attributed with the origins of this basic design. Facades and grand entrances utilize colossi and genies on 
the principles of the throneroorn. 

" Some colossi seem to have fish scales on the underbelly of the gateway figure, adding another element from the 
natural world to their spheres of influence. In some palaces, lions and lion-headed winged beasts appear. In every 
case, the basic principles of magical protection and power remain. 
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The lamassrt figures, reliefs which are carved almost in the round, particularly at the heads, yet remain by 

defmition wall reliefs, serve notice to humans and gods that they are "on duty." The sight is certainly 

impressive, the size and sheer dominance of the figures growing from about 3.5 metres in height in the palace 

of Assurnasirpal, to 4.2 metres in height in the palace of Sargon, to 4.5 metres in height in Semacherib's 

"palace without rival," to a bulk of 5.7 metres in Esarhaddon's new palace at KalhuSz2 

" "Some were cast in bronze, but those that survive were carved from slabs deep enough to accommodate the width of 
the animal; one side remains uncarved as it was let into the wall. The head, worked almost entirely in the round, 
emerged from the end of the slab, and the body was carved in high relief' ColIon: AANE 137. 

One of the curious features of the lantmc is that the earlier examples, those from the 9th-8th C are shown as having 
five legs. Clearly, this is a holdover from the two-dimensional perspective employed in reliefs, as most early 
scuIpture appears to be essentially high relief. Thus, the front view is rendered complete, as is the side view which 
presents the figure as striding. The problem is that from most angles the figure has five visible legs. Sennacherib's 
artists "correct" this situation and the lanlassu come to be represented with four legs. This is the version adopted by 
the Persians at f ersepolis. 

Layard describes the use of colossi in a manner reminiscent of the use of perspective in doorways which we noted in 
our discussion of Egyptian temples: "There were three magnificent portals, one behind the other, each formed by 
winged bulls facing the same way ...; the largest colossi, those in front being 18 feet high [5.4 m], and the smallest, 
those leading into the inner chamber, about I2 [3.6m]. It would be difficult to conceive any interior architectural 
arrangement more imposing than this triple group of gigantic forms as seen in perspective ..." (Layard: Nineveh and 
Babylon, London: 1853, p. 445; aiso cited by CoIlon ANEA 139- 140). 
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These figures were installed at gateways in pairs." In the palace of Assurnasirpal II at ~ a l h u ' ~  there seem to 

have been in total, seven pairs of colossi. This number may reflect a magical significance, but this is uncertain. 

Sennacherib's "palace without rival" boasted 28 pairs o f  colossi, and his palace reliefs celebrated the 

tremendous effort required to quarry and move these t i g w e ~ . ~  The sheer bulk of Esarhaddon's figures 

required their assembly From blocks rather than the one piece units of his 

- 

'' The decorated stone thresholds often found in doorways between the lamassu likely imitate floor coverings. Cf. 
Pauline AIbenda: 'Assyrian Carpets in Stone,' JANES 10 (1 978) Iff.; Collon: ANEA 140. "Carpers and tapestries are 
not known directly from ancient Mesopotamia, but .. . the patterns of the carpets used in Assyrian palaces arc known 
to us from designs on limestone slabs. These slabs, set around the doorway of palaces, presumabIy matched the 
design of the carpets covering the floor of the rest of the room" Saggs: The Greatrtess that Was Babylon, 446. Most 
stone thresholds were inscribed, though Sennacherib breaks from this. John Russell: Sennacherib 3 Palace without 
Rival at Nineveh (Chicago: University of Chicago, 199 1 ) 17. Stephanie Datley: 'Ancient Assyrian Textiles and the 
Origins of Carpet Design,' frat1 29 (199 1) 1 17-135, critiques Albenda's view that carpets depicted in Assyrian stone 
thresholds derive from the Levant (127ff.). Daltey suggests threshold decoration was otherwise metal, citing nvo 
Babylonian parallels to this, the gold-plated threshold Nebuchadnezzar I1 provided for the rebuilding of Esagila, and 
an earlier bronze doorsill from Borsippa.  metals would indeed be better suited to the position than rugs, since 
ablutions were performed there and shoes removed at the doorway," 127. If Dalley is correct, stone thresholds 
substituted for more costly metals. 

The orthostats and lanlassu used to decorate the palaces of the Assyrian kings are usually quarried from local 
outcroppings of gypsum, the so-called Mosul marble. This stone is dazzling white to grey in color when first cut. 
The reliefs appear in cities nearby Mosul [Nimrud, Khorsabad, Nineveh]. Assur does not seem to have reliefs due to 
its location further south. away from sources of gypsum, there plaster and paint is used to render palace decorative 
schemes normally carved in relief. 

'' Assurnasirpal II  moved the capital of the Assyrian state from the more southerly Assur, to the village of Nimrud or 
Kalhu. By his account, this was a neglected village in sony shape, which could be a matter of royal hyperbole, or a 
statement of the provincial nature of the place compared to his former capital. The location was certainly more 
centrally located within the state, and the formation of a new city [the existing village seems to have been used as a 
platform to elevate the citadel upon which the palace was built] allowed Assurnasirpal to create the sort of 
monumental structure he desired. 

?i This monumental task presents us with both difficult terrain, and a massive undertaking, which the reliefs clearly 
portray, with their lines of men hauling on ropes attached to the "roughed out" figure. Closer attention to detail also 
demonstrates the cosmopolitan character of the Iabor gangs, and serve as yet another reminder of the power and 
strength of the empire. Cf. SAA 1, 56-57 for a sequence of reliefs illustrating the movement of colossi. 

" lraqi archaeologist have recently discovered a pair of lumassn on a smaller scale which have been completely 
composed of blocks. The gate was discovered at Nineveh when repairs to the supporting structure of a mosque were 
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In addition to their magical role, and their h ~ c t i o n  as ovenvhelming symbols of the power the king was able 

to assemble in both the human and divine realms, the Iamassrr figures were usually inscribed with the titles of 

the king. Sennacherib, in fact, utilized these figures to eliminate the titulary fiom his palace orthostats, instead 

chronicling titles, campaigns, benefits to subjects and personal piety on the Xie individual who 

could read cuneiform need go no M L e r  than the main entryway to encounter the ideology of the empire in 

Semacherib's program. The remainder of the program was depicted, rather than repeated in a central section 

of the relief. 

These figures at doorways were usually accompanied by genies, who stood behind the bull figures, and were 

also understood to provide magical protection to palace." In Assurnasirpal's time these were typically in the 

form of winged humans [with either two or four wings] and typically held a bucket in the left hand and a cone 

shaped "purif~er" in the right. They are usually depicted with the purif~er raised as if "sprinkling." A bird- 

headed figure is often seen in the same role, and there are many variant types of protective genies. The 

atternate forms of genies increase as the empire expands and contact with other cultures brings new stylistic 

being undertaken. This providzs an important link to the Neo-Babylonian use of glazed brick guardian figures. 
Numerous texts and illustrations describe the challenge of cawing and transporting the collosi: cf. SAA 1, letters 
#G I, 110, 119, 120, 145, 150, 163, 164, 166, 167; SAA 5, letters #I7, 57, 58, 298-300. The letters include both 
domestic and provincial records, and include a case where the colossi being transported sank in the river and was 
recovered (SAA 1, # 1 19). ColIon: AANE 137. 

Cf. Russell: Sennacherib's Palace witirout Rival 10-16. The location here eliminates the need for the system 
employed in Assurnasirpal's palace, which used the centre of the relief blocks to repeat the same inscription over and 
over throughout the palace. Winter argues that the palace constructed by Assurnasirpal is programmatic, and that the 
"standard inscriprion" written between the nvo registers in the relief carving is the basis of the program. Cf. Irene 
Winter: 'The Program of the Throneroom of Assurnasirpal 11,' 15-3 I in Prudence Harper and Holly Pittman (cd.): 
Essays on Near Eastern i l  rt and Archaeology irr Honor of Charles Kyrle Wilkinson (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1983). 

Essential to understanding these protective measures is a realization that there is "unequivocal evidence for the fact 
that according to Neo-Assp*an beliefs, drawing or sculpting a figure and inscribing the relevant text served to put 
into action powerful creatures that could serve as protectors against human and superhuman enemies" Edith Porada: 
'Problems of Late Assyrian Reliefs,' 233-248 in A. Leonard, Jr. and B. Williams (ed.): Essays in Ancient 
Civilizatiorz presented to Helene J. Kantor (Chicago: Chicago, 1989) 246. For a fine analysis of protective figures 
cf. F. Wiggermam: Babylonian Proplzylactic Figurss: T11e Ritual Texts (Amsterdam: Free University, 1986) and 
Mesopotamian Protective Spirirs. The Ritttal T a t s  (Groningen: Styx & PP, 1992). 
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variations. The role and functions of  these figures remains dear, even if at  times we have trouble knowing 

exactly which figures are being referred to in text traditions. 

141. 

The genies, who normally stand about the same height as the guardian bulls, are shown other than with the 

cone and bucket." Sometimes these figures hold a flower, which appears to also be used in purification rites, 

though the exact nature o f  this is unclear.30 At other times, their arms contain small deer, whose use is 

mysterious, or a small goat, which may well have been a "scapegoat" used to w u d  off evil influences, and 

safely take such negative "sins" out o f  the protected area. " Presumably, these wall representations symbolized 

'9 The so-called "genies" depicted by entryways carry "ritual buckets" and "purifiers." Most often the genie is 
depicted as a human-headed creature with wings, though in some instances a figure with a bird face and wings is 
shown. Some are even "clad in the skin of a fish." The iconography of the griffin goes back to Hittite and Nuzi seal 
impressions, and their location at entrances suggests they protect the palace. The plants and animals they hold are 
clearly important to their function though the exact meaning intended may be obscure. 

'O The plants held by the genies have daisy-like flowers which defy identification or else they hold palmettes [palm 
fronds]. The later are used in incantations, for example, in Utrckki lenrnuti the incantation priest takes and binds 
palm fronds to the patient bead, limbs] and recited an appropriate incantation, in hlaqlzc palms are used to 
counteract the effects of witchcraft. The protective aspects of palmettes are also to be seen in their use on "sacred 
trees" in the comers of rooms, comers being understood as a place where demons lurk. The comer is thus a strategic 
location for burying apotropaic figurines and taking other apotropaic measures. The date palm which would not 
survive in the Assyrian climate, was native to Babylon. "Tiglath-Pileser I, in completing his father's palace at Assur, 
faced the towers with glazed bricks depicting date palms ... likely. that Tikulti Ninurta's artists, who designed the 
frescoes ... and created the intricate banded palmettes of the 'sacred nee,' derivcd their inspiration from the date 
palm" Barbara Parker Mallowan 'Magic arrd Ritual in the Northwest PaIace Reliefs,' 32-39 in Prudence Harper and 
Holly Pittman (ed.): Essays on Near Eustern Art and Archaeology in Honor of Charles Kyrle Wilkinson (New York: 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1983) 38. Again the concept of the palmette as an apotropaic force is to be noted, 
as should the role of the king in learning magical rituals. 

" For example, the goat may be a scapegoat used in rituals intended to purify [e.g. the palace, to avert evil], but there is 
no evidence of deer used in this manner. Horns are used in fumigations, but is this to be related to the entryway 
representations? Human figures arc also depicted such costumes. Do "priests" or "magicians" [neither of these 
English terms truly translates an Akkadian original, bur conveys the essential concern intended Cf. Oppenheirn: 
Ancienf Mesoporanria, 106-108; Wolfram von Soden: The Ancient Orient: An Infroduction !o t l~e  Study of the 
Ancient Near East (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994, 194-198)] dress to perform rites somehow connected to the 
prophylactic concerns of the entryways, and other protected portions of the temples and palaces? And if we are 
correct to surmise humans ritually dressing in this manner, how is it understood to function? As a sort of 
sympathetic ritual would seem most likely, but the evidence is slim. Edith Porada discusses the relationship of a 
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the sort of divine protection afforded to the king in his role as high priest of Assur and vice-regent of the 

realm. 

This view would seem to be c o n f i e d  by 

the fact that the other major use of this 

second category of protective figure, is a 

scene in which the "sacred tree" is 

sprinkled by the genies, As we will see, 

the tree is a symbol of the way the state is 

to be ordered, and it is important to note 

there are examples of the tree being 

replaced in this scene by the king. 

With these entrance figures the poIitica1 

and imperial statements regarding the 

Assyrian king begin3' The king is the 

master of his world, and serves his regent, 

the god Assur. The power of the king is 

142. 

attested in his building projects in general, and in his palace in 

particular. Each Neo-Assyrian king builds his o\vn palace, or at least adds a suite to the existing palace 

structure to demonstrate his own right to rule. Tne palace was an embodiment of the might of the king, 

mobilizing natural and human resources to accomplish what these monarchs Iiked to boast, "their predecessors 

had been unable to ac~ornplish."~~ 

number of these apotropaic elements in her analysis of a piece of Parthian era jewe1r-y. Cf. Edith Porada: 'Of Deer, 
Bells, and Pomegranates,' hana Anriqua VI (1971) 99-110. The pomegranate, which also sometimes features, is 
used in incantation rituals for potency and purification. In sum, why the genies perform rituals on the sacred tree 
remains a matter of debate, such representations likely mark rites of purification or adoration. 

On the use of figurines in foundations and comers cf. Richard Ellis: Foundation Deposits in Ancient Mesoporanria 
(New Haven: Yale, 1968); 1. Reade: 'Foundation Records from the South-West Palace, Nineveh, ARRlM 4 (1986) 
33-34; E. Van Buren: Forrndafion Figurines and Offerings (Berlin: 1931); B.  Schlossman: 'Two Foundation 
Figurines,' 9-20 in Ancient Mesoporarnian Arf and Selected Tats.  The Pierpont Morgan Library (New York: The 
Pierpoint Morgan Library, 1976) and E. Porada: 'The Foundation Tablet,' 22-25 in the same volume provides 
analysis of the sorts of material buried by early Mesopotamian rulers and later excavated by Neo-Assyrian and Neo- 
Babylonian kings in their rebuilding and renovation activities at sacred sites. 

"Although the exact significance of all the apotropaic figures ... cannot be established as yet, it may be said that they 
were all meant to induce fear in their beholders and were believed by their makers and their public - the king and 
his court - to be powerful defenders of the palace and the persons within." Edith Porada: 'Problems of Late 
Assyrian Reliefs,' 233-248 in A. Leonard, Jr. and B. Williams (ed.): Essays in Ancient Civilizafion presented to 
Helene J. Kantor (Chicago: Chicago, 1989) 248. 

Such cIaims also appear in other inscriptions, for example the Phoenician inscription of Kilarnuwa from North Syria, 
cf. ANET 500-50 1. 
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Nineveh in order to build his "palace without rival." '%s pattern of establishing a new site as the capital 

becomes an innovation which is followed by the next kings.'"sarhaddon builds a new palace in Kalhu, 

moving the capital back to its former pIace, while his son Assurbanipal, following in his grandfather's 

footsteps, establishes his palace in Nineveh. The act of building a palace establishes the king as builder, 

serving as a visibIe sign of his magnitude in the heart of the empire. The location of the palace is not the 

important point, but rather what the palace symbolizes in terms of the might of the king, and the power and 

resources of  the empire." Moving the capital to a new site reinforces the centrality of the palace, as all 

government bureaucracies must respond to a new "centre of gravity." Other rebuilding projects serve a related 

but different role. These projects enhancing and reconstituting temples and maintaining or building important 

public buiIdings, and keeping up public works create employment, while at the same lime reinforcing the role 

of the king as benefactor, and in the case of - 
the temples, priest of the gods. 

These traditions ldcmg the king to his 

building projects are closely related to other 

manifestations of Assyrian and later 

Babylonian kings drawing upon archaic 

Mesopotamian traditions to reinforce and 

articulate their rule. Thus Assurbanipal has 

himself depicted as the "basket bearer'' 

along the lines of the ancient rulers of 

Sumer and Akkad, such as is represented in 

the iconography of the wall plaque of Ur- 

Nanshe (c. 2480, ill. 144.)." We will return 

to these points later in our analysis. 

'' Reade notes: "One of his  aims, apparently, was to create a stable imperial structure at peace with the outside world, 
but he knew that stability could only be ensured by asserting Assyrian power whenever it was challenged" Assyrian 
Scrrlprrire (36). Thus the irony that his palace is dominated by images of Assyrian military superiority over the 
realm. 

'' In building the "palace without rival," Sennacherib planned vast courtyards surrounded by suites of rooms, most of 
which were lined with reliefs depicting Sennacherib's military campaigns. Room after room and court after court 
was decorated with orthostats celebrating the achievements of the emperor. Doorways continued to feature bulls and 
lions, a s  well as genies, and such protective sequences were numerous. One sequence of three doorways lead to the 
Lachish room. Cf. Russell: Sennacherib's 'Palace without Rival' ... 10-16, 78ff.; Hannes Galter, Louis Levine and 
Julian Reade: 'The Colossi of Sennacherib's Palace and their Inscriptions,' ARRIM4 (1986) 27-32. 

" Reade notes a thematic shift in palace decoration from apotropaic figures 19th C] to formal scenes [Sth C] to small 
scale narrative [7th C], lulian Reade: 'The Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture' BaM 1 1  (1979) 75-87. 

'' In particular, later rulers call upon the idealizations of kingship expressed in earlier Mesopotamia. For an analysis of 
these traits, cf. Samuel Kramer: 'Kingship in Sumer and Akkad: The Ideal King,' 163-!76 in Le Pdciis ... ; J. N. 
Postgate: 'Royal Ideology and State Administration in Sumer and Akkad,' CANE 1, 395-4 1 1. 
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As we move into the Assyrian palace itself, the ideological elements of kingship are further developed and 

reinforced. En a sense, the palace enclosure forms an icon for the state or empire as a whole. The first palace 

which has a relief program to our knowledge is Assurnasirpal 11's palace at Kalhu. Clearly Assurnasirpal does 

not create this iconographic program without antecedents. The iconography of Mesopotamia's past in a variety 

of media as diverse as cylinder seats and architecture provides inspiration for some of the elements 

encountered. Painted palaces and glazed tile decoration of Middle Assyrian kings, as well as the palace 

decoration seen on military campaigns in the west, such as the orthostatic reliefs at TeU Halaf and Carchemish 

seem to have set a basic pattern for Neo-Assyrian palace archite~ture.'~ In any case, the iconographic program 

- -- 

'9 In Syria at Guzana (Tell Halaf) reliefs were carved on blocks used to line walls. The slabs alternated between blocks 
of stone painted red and black basalt. Each slab is a self-contained scene, and are not sequentially ordered. At 
Carchemish reliefs were similarly carved on alternating blocks of black basalt and white limestone. This seems to 
continue Hinite traditions, and may have inspired Assurnasirpal II to decorate his palace with carved orthostats. 
Assurnasirpal would have seen the Carchemish art c. 870. Cf. Collon ANEA 130f. In contrast to Assyrian practise, 
the whole royal family is depicted in these reliefs. Assurbanipal's presentation of a garden scene with his queen is 
unique in the Assyrian relief program (ilI. 170, 174). 

The wall paintings decorating the provincial palace of Tiglath-pileser III  at Ti1 Barsip may provide some indication of 
earlier and enduring decorative schemes: "All the usual subjects - war, hunting, submission of enemies, winged 
genii -appear; the paintings are the equivalent of reliefs, but rather clumsy provincial works, lacking the richness 
of plasticity without displaying the direcmess attainable in brushwork. Purely decorative wall paintings were weil 
preserved too ... The dominant colors of the painted bands are bright blue and red, with white and black as 
secondary colors. The effect is garish, but if the light entered only through the three doorways it may have been 
sufficiently subdued to reduce the gaudiness and give the painting depth and sparkle. The stele-like design above the 
decorative bands may have been distinctive of audience halls" Frankfort: Art and Architecture 17 I .  Cf. Seton Lloyd: 
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established in the palace of Assurnasirpal is followed in its essentiak by subsequent monarchs in their 

decorative programs. 

The shift of the state capital from Assur to Nirnrud took place in the fifth year of  Assurnasirpal 11 (885/6). 

The king acknowledged the influence of Neo-Hittite state decoration in the use of orthostats, and large 

figures at gateways, but the design is clearly Assyrian. The so-called "standard inscription" runs through 

the centre of all the relief sculptures, which are about two metres high, sometimes divided into hvo 

registers, at other times not divided. When undivided the reliefs usually feature griffins and human headed 

genies, and occasionally figures of the king, sitting or standing. 

After moving through a series of painted, carpeted corridors and reception rooms, the decoration of which 

may have prepared the way for what was to come in the relief decoration within the palace, we come to a 

reception area whose wall relief forms the exterior wall of the throneroom. Little painting or carpeting has 

The Archaeolog;r: of  hfesopo[anria. From the Old Stone Age to the Persian Conquest (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1984) 2 l I .  A thorough analysis o f  the Ti1 Barsip paintings is offered by Yoko Tomabechi: 'Wall Paintings from Til 
Barsip,' d/O 29 (1 983) 63-74. Also see the color plates in Parrot Nineveh and Babylon (I96 1) [pI i-iv, fig 109- 120, 
266, 366-3481. 

Unfortunately, little painted work has reached us. Climate, the destruction, including burning of some sites, as well as 
the more primitive excavation techniques employed by earlier excavators have destroyed much. Painting may have 
been ubiquitous: "... throughout the whole of antiquity in Mesopotamia plastered walls may often have been 
covered with murals. After the collapse of the buildings bearing them works of art of  this kind would have a very 
poor chance of survival in the wet earth, but by good fortune a few actual examples d o  survive ... From the first 
millennium there are a few instances of wall paintings known from the Assyrian period; such paintings, which were 
in red, blue, black and white, have been found at the sites of Nimrud, Ti1 Barsip and Khorsabad. Much of the 
composition in the Assyrian exampies consists of geometrical figures or mythologicaI beings regularly repeated to 
give a pattern: such a pattern commonly forms the setting or framework for the principal panels, in which cult 
scenes are depicted" Saggs: The Greatness . . . 45 1-452. 
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survived, but the evidence we do have d e s  such a general description likely. Carpets may have been 

decorated and tapestries m y  have been hung on walls during winter months. The analysis o f  the painted 

portions of palaces, and the nature o f  their decoration also remains a matter which is at  present irresolvabIe, 

largely due to varying evaluations o f  the actual appearance o f  the or tho stat^.^ In broad terms, those of the 

British and European school tend to see the reliefs as spot colored, while Americans argue the entire 

surface of the orthostats was awash in color. Even the basic color palette defies consensus, some scholars 

declaring blue, red, white, yellow and black "primary colors", a position opposed by MaHowan and Paley 

who argue only white, red and black were used." These reconstructions are quite different, leaving us 

without an overall "view" o f  what the decorated stone actually looked like." The sculptured relief leads 

fiom here into the throneroom itself, as the eye fo1lo.rc.s a procession of m i u t e  bearers from various parts o f  

the empire. 

'' Cf. Y. Tomabechi: 'Wall Paintings from the Northwest Palace at Nirnrud, (ASSurnasirpal [I, 883-859 B.C.),' AfO 33 
(1987) 43-54, who argues: "These sporadic and diversified remains of paints on the sculptured orthostats of the 
Neo-Assyrian period strongly suggest that the whole surface of the reliefs was originally covered with paints ... 
easily washed off by natural elements when the sites were abandoned ... Plastered walls and ceilings above the 
alabaster orthostats, which were usually about 3.7 m high, were also painted with color pigments" 4445.  Vs. 
Lloyd's conclusion that colored paint was "sparingly applied to their hair, beards and the exposed parts of their 
bodies" Tile =Irchaeologv of Mesopotanria. 2 1 1 .  

Collon (ANEA 135-136) describes the reliefs as having features picked out in color, while Layard thought the whole 
of the orthostats were covered with paint. Paley contends the stone surface was first covered with a white basecoat 
over which other colors were applied. He cites as evidence, color fragments recovered from deep within cuneiform 
signs, and notes the manner in which painting could be used to cover up "any number of mistakes in the carving, 
changes of idea in the details of the composition or the design, or even relief work that was somehow never 
finished," Samuel Paley: 'Assyrian Palace Reliefs: Finished and Unfinished Business,' 48-58 in Prudence Harper 
and Holly Pittman (ed.) Essays on Near Eastern Arr and Archaeology in Honor of Charles Kyrle Wilkinson (New 
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1983) 54. Tomabechi suggests a blue basecoat, Aj.0 33, 45ff. Reade 
provides a full discussion of color use in Assyrian palaces, cf. Julian Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration: 
Techniques and Subject-Matter,' Bahi I0 ( 1979) 1749, 1 8-33. 

'" M. Mallowan: ~Virteveh and its Renrairrs (London: 1966) 105; Paley: King of the World, 14. Yet on how much of the 
onhostats' surface was covered, Mallowan and Paley part company, with Mallowan urging the sparing use of color 
and Paley viewing the stone as completely painted, cf. Mallowan: .Virreveh and its Remains, 105; Samuel Paley: 
Kitrg of tile World, I 0 f. 

" Similar problems are encountered in statuary. Though statuary must have been proudly and prominently displayed as 
an exhibition of imperial grandeur its presentation at the most basic level is elusive. Was the whole statue was 
normally painted, were parts highlighted, or is evidence for painting an aberration rather than a representation of a 
typical presentation? Did this depend on the type of stone used as seems to be the case a cache of statues of 
Hatshepsut? (Cf. p. 144, n. 212.) Or did styles of coloring vary from king to king or in various eras? "Inscriptions 
which in any way reveal contemporary assessments of the artistic quality of sculpture are so rare that the closing 
phrases of an inscription of Shafmaneser 111 on a statue of himself intended for Kurba'il, but found awaiting repair at 
Nimrud, arc particularly striking: 'So that my lord Adad may be pleased whenever he is moved to look at it, I have 
made this statue of polished, shining, precious alabaster (gis/rnugalltr), whose artistic features are most beautiful to 
see' (J. Kinner-Wilson: 'The Kuba'il Statue of Shalmaneser HI,' Iraq 24 (1962) 90-1 15. Iines 36-37). The stone has 
not been identified by a specialist and is variously described as calcite or limestone. Black paint was only visible on 
the hair, beard, and necklace, suggesting, as the inscription implies, that only parts were painted and much of the 
original stone surface was visible. Beauty was generally identified by the Assyrians with the opulence of the 
materials used (P. Garelli: 'La Conception de la beaut6 en Assyrie,' 173-177 in T. Abusch et al (eds): Lingerirfg 
Over Words: Studies in Ancier~t Near Eastern Language and Literature in Honor of William L. Moran (Scholars: 
Atlanta, 1990.)" Moorey: AMMI, 35. 
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The centre of the world 

h her significant essay, "The program of the throneroom of Assurnasirpal II," Irene Winter argued that the 

throneroom is the centre o f  the palace, and its message is, at least theoretically, intended to be understood by 

all those who enter it.43 As the focal point of royal ideology, the throneroom is a microcosm not only of the 

entire palace, summarizing in its various elements the overall ideological message of the decoration, but also 

symboIically representing the entire e r n p ~ e . ~  The throneroom of Assurnasirpal's palace is about 45 metres 

long by about 12 metres wide. A t  one end of the tong room, against the orthostats, is a dais on which the 

throne was placed. The main entrance to the throneroom is at the opposite extreme of the room. Using the 

long approach in the design of the throneroom, creates a sense of distance from the king, and awe of his 

accomplishments is further enhanced by the architectural and decorative program. Thus, as Geoffiy Turner 

observed the king sits, almost as a living extension of the reliefs, or to modify that observation, as  the 

embodiment of all that the reliefs express about the king. ''' Put another way, the king sits as the incarnation of 

the state. This is the centre of the empire. 

The essential argument is that Assurnairpal Il's (883-S59) palace sets a pattern for subsequent palace relief 
programs. One of the continuing structural patterns is to move from a public forecourt to reception rooms, and then 
to the throneroom. In turn the throneroom marks a division within the palace itself, as it opens onto an inner court 
from which access is gained to private reception rooms, and the other parts of the residence. Cf. Irene Winter: 'The 
program of the throneroom of Assurnasirpal 11,' 1 5-3 1 in Essays on Near Easrern Art and Archaeology in Honor of 
Charfes Kyrle Wilkinson (ed. Prudence Harper and Holly P iman ;  New York: The Metropolitan Museum of  Art, 
1983). 

Within the palace "historical narrative" provides "visual validations for the temtorial acquisitions of the state," for 
audiences which may have included the gods, the king, state functionaries, and visitors from outside the state 
(Winter: 'The program ...' 27). The palace reliefs can be "read" at a primary level, without elaboration or the ability 
to read the cuneiform inscriptions, or on a more sophisticated level. Both the content and style of the art have power 
to impact an audience. Size and the proportions of figures also "embody" the power of  the state. The programmatic 
message intends to communicate the king is "the sole agent through whom divine patronage and military victory" 
are available. Events take place "in the present rather than [as] history or  prophecy." The palace is thus, "an 
integrated architectural, pictorial, and textual representation of the institution of kingship and the ideal of  the Neo- 
Assyrian state . .. [whose throneroom] functions as the symbolic centre of the empire and its resident lord as the sole 
legitimate force in its maintenance" (28). 

Geofiey Turner observed that throne diases in Neo-Assyrian palaces were set within a niche and protruded "as if the 
king were emerged from the waIl as an extension of  it himself." The powerful political and propagandistic 
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The orthostat behind the king, raised to compensate for the dais, depicts two genies each with a bucket and 

a cone who sprinkle the king. The unique placement of this scene's design about a third of the way up the 

height of the slab sets this apart from the remainder of the relief carving, as the primary focal point in the 

room. The king in turn points to a stylized tree, over which hovers the winged disk (ill. 148). The wall is 

designed, so that when the court is in session, the winged icon of Assur would appear above the enthroned 

king's head, reinforcing iconographically both his centrality to the state and his status as the one chosen of 

the god Assur. The position of the slab in the throneroom is thus crucial and "occupies the primary location 

lrnmzdiatdy behind the throne base at the eastern end of the room." J6 The image of the winged disk, on the 

absolute axis which centres the room thus assumes the climactic point of the reliefs. 

We have noted that in other contexts the king could take the position here heId by the "tree," but what does the 

tree ~ ~ r n b o l i z e ~ ~  And why is the king also depicted in this manner?' Clearly, opinions as to details vary. 

statements of  a n  and inscription thus "came to life" when the king was receiving visitors. In a sense the hvo- 
dimensional and representational became three dimensional and alive. Geoffrey Turner: 'The State Apartments of 
Late Assyrian Palaces' Iruq 32 ( I  970) 177-2 13, 185. 

Winter: 'The program ...' 16,17. Behind the throne dais the reliefs suggest movement inward and upward. The 
genies and the double representation of the king, are turned to honor the tree directly behind the throne, as the centre 
and source toward which a11 the figures in the palace program are faced. Above the trec, the god in the winged disk 
hovers as the focus of the scene. 

" WhiIe the tree is clearly the beneficiary of apotropaic and other rituals, Frankfort argued it symbolized "vcgetal life" 
or a "tree of  life." Frankfort: AAANE 135-1 37, 141-132; also Saggs: The Greatness 466-467. Cf. J. Reade: 'Assyrian 
Architectural Decoration: Techniques and Subject Matter,' 42. Also see the work of  C. Kepinski: L 'arbre srylise' en 
asie occidentale au 2e ntilfinaire avant J.-C. ( 3  volumes, Paris: ~ d i t i o n s  Recherche sur les civilisations, 1982); E. 
0. James: The Tree of Life. An Archaeological Study (Leiden: Brill, 1966); NelI Perrot: 'Les representations de  
I'arbre sacri sur les monuments de misopotamie et d'ilam,' Babyloniaca 17 (1937) 5-137, plates 1-32. Parpola 
Iaments the "almost total lack of relevant textual evidence" in his consideration of  the motif. In Assurnasirpal's 
palace, he argues that the tree clearly "represents the divine world order maintained by the king as the representative 
of  the god Assur. embodied in the winged disk hovering about the Tree", noting that in some reliefs the king takes 
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Some have seen the tree as a "map" of the well 

tended garden, the irrigated tree which is thus 

h i t h i ,  and as such have seen the tree as 

embodying the basis of life. 

Recently, Simo Parpola argued that the tree 

symbolizes the same sort of unity which is 

found in the Kaballah. Parpola used the 

Mesopotamian gods and their numbers to 

diagram the branches (or channeIs) on the 

sacred tree, using the diagram of the Sefirot as 

his modeI. To his amazement "practically all 

the great gods of the Assyro-Babylonian 

pantheon figure in it, some occupying the same place because they were theologically equivalent. Only one 

major god is missing, Assur, for whom no mystic number is attested. This strongly suggests that this 

important god has to be identified with the winged disk over the Assyrian Tree from which the Divine 

stream emanates and, accordingly is identical with the transcendent God of Thus Assur in a 

multitude of manifestations is symbolized by the central tree.50 

- 

the place of the tree between the genies. The tree of life is known from the middle of the 2nd M. This form of the 
tree spreads through the Ancient Near East to the end of I M. "Essentialiy, it consists of a trunk with a palmette 
crown standing on the stone base and surrounded by a network of horizontal or intersecting lines fringed with 
palmettes. pinecones, or pomegranates ... Antithetically posed animal, human, or supernatural figures usually flank 
the tree, while rr winged disk hovers over the whole ... meticulous attention to overall symmetry and axial balance" 
(164-5). Simo Parpola: 'The Assyrian Tree of Life: Tracing the Origins of Jewish Monotheism and Greek 
Philosophy' JNES 52 (1993) 16 1-208, 167. 

Also Barbara Porter: 'Sacred Trees, Date Palms, and the Royal Persona Of Ashurnasirpal [I,' JNES 52 (1993) 129- 
139, who notes the distinctively Assyrian character of the cluster of motifs, and seeks to "defend the old date palm 
pollination theory, convinced that no other interpretation satisfactorily accounts for both the representation of the 
tree in the Northwest Palace carvings as a date palm and for the characteristic apparatus - the bucket and the oval 
- that are signature marks of the scene" (133). While the tree scene is less frequently used in Iater paiaces, it still 
appears on the royal robes and so forth (139) with its essential cluster of meanings. According to Porter these are to 
depict "an act of pollination occuring in the divine sphere ... an emblem, representing the gods' gift to mankind of 
abundant crops and, by extension, of the security such agricultural success provides" (137)' and, when the king is 
the object of the "pollination" he is being metaphorically bestowed with "abundance and security as a gift from the 
gods - a meaning which would have been easily grasped from the picture because it represented an agricultural 
process whose consequences were well understood" (137). Porter's comments appear in the same issue as Parpola's 
'The Assyrian Tree ...,' so it is unlikely that she had knowledge of this innovative and insightful analysis. 
Nonetheless, it would seem to the present writer that the layered symbolic meanings attached to the symbol of the 
tree over centuries, if not millennia, of use retained their validity as such, and were incorporated into the newly 
developed scene. 

49 Cf. Simo Parpola: 'The Assyrian Tree ...' , 184-5. Seeing the king as the human personification of the tree is a true 
image of God, a perfect Man, thus providing the tree with a dual function: "it symbolized the divine world order 
maintained by the Assyrian king, but inversely it could also be projected upon the king to portray him as the Perfect 
Man." Still, he concludes, "only the basic symbolism of the Tree was common knowledge, while the more 
sophisticated details of its interpretation were accessible to a few select initiates only" (I 69). 
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The king's adoration of the tree, remains thematic in Neo-Assyrian art, appearing in a variety of forms in 

various media. Thus painted ornamentation and glazed tile representations are also used in subsequent palace 

decoration to convey the same metaphoric information. 
-7 

- -  - 

Parpola notes that variant spellings of Assur's name are used to express ideas of the One, Only or Universal God, 
while the solar disk suggests his essential nature is light. I f  Parpola's conclusions are correct, this offers profound 
insight and striking parallels to the vision of Yahweh as  described in the Hebrew Bible. While various 
manifestations are apparent, often in natural analogies, there is an essential unity to God, an aspect which is reflected 
as well in the divine council. Thus God is One and Universal, Lord of the entire universe, but is manifest in diverse 
manners. and the object of the worshipful adoration of lesser, yet somehow supernatural, beings. In this view, the 
parts of the nee are analyzed as Anu [crown] [Star [centre] and Nergal base] etc. 

Parpola refined his analysis in Simo Parpola: 'The Assyrian Cabinet,' 379-401 in Voni Alten Orient zztm Riteti 
Testantenr, M. Dietrich and 0. Loretz (eds.) (Neukircken-VIyn, 1995)' arguing that the government structure 
follows this pattern in the organization of the empire under the king. 

50 The attribution of this unity of the gods appears to be an Assyrianization of earlier lMesopotamian traditions. Enrtnla 
Elisli, tablets VI and VI1 which invokes the 50 names of Marduk clearly moves in this general direction, the names 
of deities becoming epithets by which the god may be addressed. "With fiCty epithets the great gods 1 Called his fifty 
names, making his way supreme. / May they always be cherished, and may the older explain (to the younger). / Let 
the wise and learned consult together, Let the father repeat them to the son. Let the ear of the shepherd and 
herdsman be open, 1 Let him not be negligent to Marduk, the Ellil of the gods. / May his country be made fertile, 
and himself be safe and sound. 1 His word is firm, his command cannot alter; No god can change his utterance." 
Transtation by Stephanie Dalley: Mythsfroni Mesoporamia. Creation. Tile Flood, Gilganzesh and Orhers (Oxford: 
Oxford, 1989) 273. Also cf. Speiser's translation in ANET 60ff. The text is represented in first millennium 
excmplars, and the dating of the composition remains debated. DaIley suggests the original "hero" may have been 
Amorite (230). In the Assyrian version of the text Assur replaces Marduk as the central character. Dalley credits 
Jean Bottero: 'Les noms de Marduk,' in Essays in honor of J.J. Finkelstein (ed. M .  deJ. Ellis) (Connecticut: 1977) 
with "the most comprehensive discussion" of a text in which the elaboration of divine titles is riddled with material 
which often "consists largely of an esoteric play on words and logograms that it is impossible to convey in English 
even when it is understood, and which can hardly have been meaningful in spoken form" 276. Unfortunately, I did 
not have access to Bottero's article, but the essential connection with esoteric formuIations presents a significant 
Iink to Parpola's analysis. One form of esotericism is visual, the other textual. 
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Whether we accept Parpola's analysis of the meaning of the tree or not, the basic "centre o f  gravity" o f  the 

room is the enthroned king.'' Next to the tree of life, and the winged disk, which surely must have visibly 

"hovered over the king as he sat upon his throne, the orthostatic program features representations on the 

south wall [the parallel portion of the north w a l  is not extant] o f  the king hunting lions (ill. I 5  I), in an upper 

relief, and hunting other game, in a lower relief.'' SymbolicaIly, these enemies o f  the domestication o f  nature 

(both plants and animals) and o f  safety in the village life of the state are overcome by the might of the king." 

'' The implications of Parpola's proposal are far reaching. If Parpola is correct - as he well may be - the 
implications for the iconography of empire are remarkable. Perhaps a far more inclusive canonical system, such as 
appears in Egypt underlies at least some of the iconography. Already, we can observe astounding continuities in 
iconographic motifs and their essential meanings over long periods of time in a variety of cultural contexts and 
media. Certainly, the lack of isolation and essential political continuities which dominated Egyptian canonical art 
will mean that the canonical structures in West Asian art will remain far "looser" than in Egypt, but there are likely 
many surprises in store as we come to more fully and clearly understand the iconographic traditions under 
examination. 

'' The south wall's representation of bull and lion hunts, in a position close to thc dais, hearken back to the imagery of 
bulls and lions which have been harnessed in the protective lamami. 

By c. 1750 BCE the king was the only person authorized to kill lions. The lion hunt reliefs of Assurbanipal are the 
most impressive of these hunting scenes, and the power and naturalism of the lions is matched only by the serene 
state of the king as he effortlessly vanquishes his foe. The "game preserves" and parks attached to the palaces, and 
the exotic piano and animals contained therein are also used to reinforce this image of the king as the living 
embodiment of the power of the gods, at work in the state. Are the gardens and their contents in some way 
understood as n microcosm of the empire'! The raising of plants and animals might stem From mere curiosity, or 
openness to new and different experiences as many have suggested, but it likely also reflects visible, powerful 
images of a vast, and impressive state. The living display of these "trophies of war" may have been another 
important element in the overall understanding of the state, and in the propaganda of maintaining the whole. One 
mark of the idealization of the scene is the fact that the king is never depicted wearing protective clothing of the sort 
we might expect. While his clothing is "protective" it is such as a result of iconography, not due to armor plating. 
Similarly, even when the king is depicted on the royal seal, thrusting his sword into a rampant lion, his left arm with 
which he holds back the beast, is unprotected. Assurbanipal is similarly pictured in the famous lion hunt reliefs, 
dispatching a rampant lion with his sword, while his unprotected left hand grasps the lion's throat (ill. 158). For a 
color photo, cf. Collon: ANEA 155. 

"The king of the beasts was both the natural symbol of sovereignty - kings are often likened to lions in descriptions 
of warfare - and the most challenging of prey for a ruler of men . . . This emphasis on the king and his exploits - 
doing battle or hunting, performing cultic ceremonies, or just reclining in his garden - was a new departure in 
official Mesopotamian art, which had before focused mainly on the gods and their worship. The reason lies in the 
essentially propagandistic purpose of the reliefs: to impress upon foreign dignitaries and other visitors the 
incomparable power and authority of the king" Potts: Civilization 36. These basic elements of kingship were 
conceptually developed over milIennia of Mesopotamian life. 
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A second entrance is then encountered on the north wall, and across from this entrance is a secondary 

purification scene. The entrance, of course, employs the apotropaic features we have come to expect in the 

palace. Across from the entryway, winged genies and the king provide a temporary focal point upon entry to 

the throneroom, before one turns to the left and faces the throne. Together, the nvo entrances to the room offer 

both an axial and a bent-axis approach to the king.s4 These two entrance points, the one from the private 

quarters of the king, and the second through the formal reception rooms, also combine to unite two traditional 

temple types, the so-called broad room and the long room approaches. Given the propagandistic and 

theological interests of the overall palace program, the decision to use such familiar temple architectural 

- - - p p p  

5J Parts of the reIief iconography from behind the throne is repeated across from the side entrance. As such, the person 
who enters the throne sees the king honoring Assur who hovers above the sacred tree, and who is being "purified" 
by genies as he gestures towards the centre. The repeated scene is thus used to "orient" and "re-orient" those who 
enter the throncroom, whether they come from the side entrance and thus enter and turn 90 degrees to face king and 
the same motif behind throne, or enter from the main entrance at the opposite end of the throneroom from the dais. 

That the tree is also used in an apotropaic manner seems clear from the fact that the "sacred trees" is used in each 
comer of the throncroom. This motif of the tree, flanked by genies gives a visible unity to the space, the tree being 
split on its axis to round the comers of the room. At the same time, this significant placement in a sphere where 
dangers lurk adds to the protective and prophylactic metaphors employed in the throneroom. 
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patterns is likely intentional, after all, the king is designated ruler by the gods, a status which in remotest times 

was "lowered from the heavens." The more accessibIe enthronement offered by the broad room approach is 

used for the entryway to the royal apartments, the private area which is linked to the more public parts of the 

palace through the throneroom. 

As the king can only be enthroned at one 

place in the throneroom, the broad room 

approach must be modified f7om the 

traditional type. This is done by the re- 

representation of the focal point of the 

relief program which appears behind the 

throne dais at the head of the room. The 

repeated scene thus fimctions as a 

refocussing metaphor. From outside the 

throneroom, one can "see" the king in his 

central role, yet the actual throne is on the 

long axis, requiring the individual entering 

the room From the private quarters to turn 

to face the royal dais. While this turning 

offers a bent-axis approach to the throne, 

in itself a distancing metaphor, at the same 

time the side entry retains a more intimate 

access for the inner circle. This is a 

brilliant balancing of the two desired 

messages, intimacy and remoteness. The 

secondary character of the reliefs of the 

king and the sacred tree opposite the side 

entrance of the room is also clearly 

marked. While the scene behind the throne 

dais is elevated to ensure its visibility, thus compensating for the raised ff oor level immediately before if the 

repetition of the scene is level with the other reliefs along the south wall. Thus, the iconography of the 

entrance is hlly integrated into the program of the throneroom, and serves as a prototype for later sites. 

Finally, it is important to note that architecturally both the private life and the official life of tht king are 

focussed on his enthronement at the centre of palace. The design of the building, centred on the throneroom, in 

turn represents the focal point of the empire according to the ideological program of kingship. 
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The king as hunter and warrior 

The next section of wall, on both sides, moving away £iom the throne, show scenes fiom military campaigns. 

These seem to be divided into nvo basic parts of the realm, those dealing with campaigns in the north, west 

and northwest portions of the empire are featured on the north wall, while the southern wall shows campaigns 

151. 

in the south, southeast and eastern portions of the realm. -4s Winter demonstrates, texts from the TempIe of 

Ninurta allow us to identi@ the locales and the campaigns pictured. This is possible because of the attention to 

detail which is a part of the palace relief art. Dress, landscape, and physical appearance Chairstyle, 

physiognomy, etc.] are represented with meticulous care. The point of this accuracy is to reinforce the 

message of the power of the empire, not merely in generic scenes but in recognizable presentations of people 

and places. This required the careful recording of detail, and is likely based on notes and drawings made by 

scribes who accompanied the army on campaign, and who are pictured in the reliefs." These "east" and 

j5 The suggestion of T. A. Madhloom: The Chronology of Neo-Assyrian Art (London: Athlone Press, 1970) that two 
figures ''writing" do not represent one scribe writing Akkadian while the other records an Aramaic parallel marks an 
advance in examination of the subject. [n his view the second figure is a "war artist" 122. Reade: Assyrian Sculpttm 
(33-35) agrees the figure records the scene for later depiction in retiefs. Moorey is less certain: "The only 
representations of Assyrian sculptors at work are those on the bronze covering of the great wooden doors 
commissioned by Shalmaneser 111 at Balawat. They show the carving on a rock face of a commemorative inscription 
and a stela marking this ruler's visit to the sources of the Tigris ... Three men are invotved in the scene where the 
inscription is cut: a supervisor in coun dress; another man in court dress with stylus and tablet, who has clearly 
composed the inscription; a third man, the mason in a kilt, who actually cuts the cuneiform on the rock face with 
hammer and chisel. In a lower scene a mason, again taking instruction from a courtier, is shown cutting the stela 
portraying the king" Moorey: Ancient Mesopotamian Materials and Indtrsrries. 34. 
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"west" spheres o f  royal activity are 

a b o  mirrored on a throne base, and in 

texts and other relief cycles.56 Clearly, 

part o f  the message is sirnilar to what 

we €id in the titulary as "king of  the 

four quarters," or in the more explicit 

declaration of  rule over "the world."" 

What the titles enunciate of effective 

power is visually portrayed in the 

organization of  the throneroom. 

According to the anaIysis o f  Winter, 

these and adjacent wall reliefs were 

organized around what she refers to 

as "a principle of  action and 

consequence." In this, the top register 

shows action - the hunt and the 

"A lettcr sent to Ashurbanipal (c.668-636 BC) indicates that designs for reliefs were first drawn up in outline and then 
inspected and approved by the king before final carving" Moorey: 34. 

Some light is shed on these figures by the discovery of a book "composed of fifteen or more 'leaves,' joined by golden 
hinges to open inwards and outwards ... The 'leaves,' of wood and ivory, had raised edges to protect a surface of 
wax, on which inscriptions were engraved in cuneiform. Together they composed a written document of several 
thousand lines. The 'cover' bore the name of Sargon 11, together with the title of the text and a note to say that the 
'book' should be kept in the 'King's new palace at Dur Sharrukin [Khorsabad].' Until that time, contemporary 
evidence of writing on a wax surface had been found only in Phrygia. But Mallowan was reminded of a later 
Babylonian inscription, in which the officer who read the omens to the king was instructed, when the reading was 
over, to 'close the book'; a phrase which was difficult to understand, supposing that it was a tablet form which he 
was reading" Seton Lloyd: Tile Archaeologv of Mesoporanlia 2 14. 

56 Cf. as an example L. King: Bronze Reliefifrom the Gares of Shalmaneser King of Assyria. B.C. 860-825 (London: 
British  usc cum, 19 15). Julian Reade: 'Sargon's Campaigns of 720, 716, and 715 B.C.: Evidence from the 
Sculptures,' JNES 35 (1976) 95-104, examines the argument that individual rooms in Sargon's palace represent 
particular campaigns undertaken by thc monarch. 

Samuel Paley carefully examines the titulary used in the "Standard Inscription," in King of the World. By the time of 
Assurbanipal, this titulary is attested as: "Assurbanipal, mighty king, king of the world, king of Assyria, overseer; 
son of Esarhaddon, king of the world, king of Assyria, overseer; son of Sennacherib, king of the world, king of 
Assyria, likewise overseer." 

"I, Assurbanipal, great king, mighty king, king of the world, king of Assyria, king of the four quarters, true 
shepherd. who does good, the just king, lover of truth, who makes his people content, who always behaves kindly 
towards the officials who serve him and rewards the reverent who obey his royal command ..." L. Kataja and R. 
Whiting (ed.): Granrs. Decrees and Gi/ts of rile Neo-Assyrian Period (Hetsinki: Helsinki, L995) 24-25,26-27, 3 1-32 
etc. 

Recently a full study of this has been undertaken on the topic. Cf. Barbara Cifola: Analysis of Varianrs in rhe 
Assyrian Royal Tirulary from the Origins ro Tiglarh-Pileser III (Napoli: Institute Universitario Orientah, 1995). 
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battle. The lower register shows consequence - Libations over dead animals, overseers of  prisoners, the 

presentation or collection of booty or tribute, the execution o f  rebel leaders. The details in these 

throneroom orthostats reflect specificity of dress, landscape and consistency of a profile view. In Winter's 

view, earlier relief work tended to be "cornmernorative rather than narrative." 

156. 

While the overall palace program appears to be in some manner "canonized" by the program of 

Assurnasrrpal, the narrative genre develops in the relief art of  succeeding emperors whose subtle 

modifications of the orthostatic tradition allow both h l le r  narratives and a more comprehensive 

presentation of terrain and "events." Yet even in the fully developed narrative programs, the art retains a 

static and prophylactic quality - to the end it is ideology and propaganda rather than "history." The end 

wall continues to illustrate the standard titulary in relating the king to the benefits offered by Assur as the head 

of the pantheon. 58 

Wild animals are among the hostile forces from which a king protected his land. King as lion slayer is a motif 
attested prior to 3000 BC, and from this point on serves as a constant icon - by c 1750 only kings are to hunt lions. 
Sometimes tame [or drugged] lions were kept at court, most likely to depict the domination of the "king of the 
beasts" by the sovereign as a Iiving reality. Assurbanipal is noted as having a park where lions are kept, but the 
custom most likely predates this time. So closely associated was the king with lions, that the Assyrian royal seal 
depicted a lion reared on his hind legs, being grasped and stabbed by the king. [It should be noted that the 
Mesopotamian lion is smaller than the African lion.] 

Reliefs showing the lion hunt were a part of the decoration of Assurnasirpal's palace, but by far the largest number as 
well a s  the most fully developed representations are those commissioned by Assurbanipal for his paface at Nineveh, 
built c.645. One corridor was covered on both sides with Iarge scale lion hunt scenes. Some have suggested that the 
king is to be credited with a revival of the "sport." The remarkably conveyed pathos of dying lions has been "read" 
as a metaphor for "cruel enemies who deserved a painfuI, even ludicrous, death." The sense of drama, and the great 
power of observation and skill in execution in these refiefs have also been read as sympathetic and indeed 
compassionate towards the suffering of the royal beasts. 
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The action in aU these representations, both military and hunting scenes,5g moves towards the throne, s o  that 

the person approaching the king, looking at the reliefs, would encounter the king repeatedly. This idealized 

reality o f  hunt and conquest mirrored and recalled Literal hunts o f  various sorts and military campaigns to 

distinct parts of  the empire. These could be reiterated, relived and reinforced in stone, as well as in living 

tableaus through the undertaking o f  various hunts and the parading o f  the troops.60 Nor  is the orthostatic 

program limited to the throneroom. Moving into an anteroom, w e  again encounter the protective genies, and 

the figure of the king. This panel is in an anteroom, but is exactly opposite the enthroned king. From this 

room. tribute bearers and captives parade towards the throneroom, and the outer waiting area thus formed the 

beginning of a long procession towards the monarch. 

59 In preparation for the hunt, lions would typically be brought to the hunting grounds. Neither the lions or the locale of 
the hunt were necessarily wild, aIthough the drama of the lion hunt suggests both were untamed. Some lost slabs 
depicted the king hunting lions in thickets by a river. The suggestion has been made that less dangerous animals 
would be hunted in the wild, such expeditions being also represented in relief sculpture. Herds of gazelle and wild 
asscs may havc been problem to farmers, and in vanquishing such "enemies" the king is meritorious. Sometimes 
their presence is equated with desolation in texts, and while such hunts did not have the same glory as the Iion hunt 
and so were depicted on lower [less conspicuous] registers, the victory was, nonetheless, important. In the reliefs, 
we see beaters depicted whose role is to drive gazelle towards the king, hidden in a blind. Cf. J. Reade: Assyrian 
Scrdplure 53-60. 

60 The rcliefs of Assurbanipal depict the lions reIeased one by one from lion cages. Mastiffs, soldiers, and horsemen are 
shown, playing their part in the ritualized drama. In some reliefs spectators are shown. The king rides in a chariot, 
and by the end of the day the 18 lions and lionesses in the composition are defeated. Many are depicted, struck 
down by arrows. There is more than one set of such scenes [small scale hunt scenes ... in a "private gate chamber"]. 
These are similar but not identical. Some episodes are "narrated" - the lion that doesn't want to fight is 
"encouraged to aggression by a courtier, another lion is held by the ear and stabbed. In some depictions the king is 
portrayed without the necessary protective covering over his left arm, this detail most likely being omitted as a 
contribution to the glory atmbuted the hero. Another relief depicts a reclining lion clubbed with a mace. As the 
culmination of all these scenes Assurbanipal pours a libation to Ishtar, the goddess of battle, over the carcasses of 
his leonine victims. The celebration of victory and thanksgiving displays as portable cultic fixtures, an incense 
burner and a table. The latter is loaded with two joints of meat and a bunch of onions. Reade suggests that any 
danger to the king in such hunts is likely a fiction. 

Collon notes the portrayal of people who picnic and watch the lion hunt. In her view, "the sculptor shows far more 
sympathy for these royal beasts than for defeated and tortured human enemies" Collon: ANEA 153. She contends the 
purpose of the hunt can be understood as to make an offering to the gods, and contrasts the "impassive face of the 
king" with the pathos filled scene. 
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158. 

Winter argues that the "standard inscription" running through the room is mirrored in the symbolic 

representations in the art!' The panel behind the throne demonstrates the king in his roIe as vice-regent and 

high priest of Assw. The panel at the opposite pole of the throneroom, shows him to be the "great king." The 

representations of hunting and the following Iibations to the gods, followed by images of military conquest, 

and the bringing of tribute to the palace, are all aspects of the dominating presentation of the king. He is a king 

who is invincible, due to the abundant blessing of the gods. 

Winter balances the graphic presentation within the palace with the declarations of  the standard inscription which 
runs through the centre of the orthostats: 

1. I am Assurnasirpal = king on throne [on dais] 
2. Vice-regent of Assur = king flanking tree, with Assur above 

3. Titulary I: attributes = hunts and battles [opposing walls] (action: consequence) 
4. Annalistic account of specific campaigns = individual battle scenes [remaining wall area of throne room] 

5. Titulary [I: more attributes, including 'praiseworthy king' = king [at far end of room 3 
6. Description of building of palace plus tribute received = throneroom plus outer facade [capital centre of empire]. 
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This basic pattern is followed in the succeeding palaces. The more elaborate ones, such as Semacherib's 

*'palace without rival," contain far more sculptures, but the corpus of themes we have encountered continuesb' 

The throne room's symbolic depiction of  the centrality of the king to the well being of the state is shown in 

scene after scene fkorn military campaigns,63 which depict subject states offering gifts, and conquered peoples 

who come and pay tribute and homage to the king as vice-regent of ~ s s u r . ~  In three centuries of 

representations no Assyrian is 

ever depicted as wounded or 

at a disadvantage. The 

invincible army is thus 

reflective of  the invincible 

king, and the divine blessing 

bestowed upon the empire.6s 

The message is simple. 

Resistance is futile!66 

159. 

6' [n fact. some of these essential themes have been part of the orthostatic tradition from the first appearance of the 
relief art in Hittite palaces. As R. D. Barnert notes: "by the 14th century BC, the Hittite Palace at Alaja Huyuk has 
colossal figures of sphinxes in its gateway. We also meet here for the first time reliefs beside the gateway carved in 
stone. Their subjects arc of three kinds: hunting scenes, scenes of ritual and, perhaps, the capture or escalade of a 
city" R. D. Barnett and W. Foman: Assyrian Palace Reliefs and their Influence on the Sczrlptures of Babylonia and 
Persia (London: Batchworth, 1960) 7. 

"' We witness the overwhelming might of the Assyrian m y ,  the decimation of the enemy, and the payment of tribute 
as themes presented together in these later reliefs. 

TThc famous fall of Lachish telescopes a variety of narrative elements into a single scene which climates visuatly, not 
at the graphic scene of the fall of the city which can be seen from outside the room, but in the queue of prisoners 
who file before the enthroned Sennacherib at the right end of the room. 

The Assyrian army mastered the various components of military rule, keeping up with developments in the 
technology of defense by the development of appropriate countermeasures. This is presented as part of his overall 
introduction to ancient warfare by Yigael Yadin: T ! J ~  Art of War in Biblical Lands. In the lig/~t of ~rchaeofogical 
Study ( 2  vol.; New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963). A briefer introduction to the topic is provided by Stephanie Dalley: 
'Ancient Mesopotamian Military Organization,' CANE 1,413-422. Grayson describes the situation: "The Assyrian 
army consisted mainly of infantrymen, but there were also smaller, more specialized units of chariotry, cavalry, and 
engineers. The infantrymen were equipped with spears, bows, slings, daggers, swords, maces, and battle-axes, and 
they defended themselves with various types of shields. The archers were a specialized group within the infanrry." 
Grayson. A.: 'Mesopotamia, History of (Assyria),' 732-755, ABD 4, 747. The cavalry, introduced to Near Eastern 
warfare in the first millennium, provided a whole new mobility for ancient armies. 

Chariotry had provided an important military advance in the previous millennium, but was confined in its usefulness to 
battIes fought on relatively level ground. The advent of cavaIry allowed a similar advantage of speed and power to 
troops in uneven terrain. "The cavalryman and the charioteer were the elite of the Assyrian m y "  747. On chariots, 
cf. M. Littauer and J. Crouwel: Wlieeled Vehicles and Ridden Animals in the Ancient Near East (Leiden: Brill, 
1979); W. Farber: 'Karnpfwagen (Streitwagen). A. Philologisch,' RIA 5 ,  336-344; M .  Littauer and J. Crouwel: 
'Kampfwagen (Streitwagen). B. Archaotogisch,' Rl.4 5, 344-351. Horse trappings, chariots and other military 
equipment could also be decorated with the emblems and scenes found in the reliefs. As we will see, the essential 
messages of the palace program are also articulated in iconographic signals of the larger program. 

b6 "Assyrian military strategy involved pitched battles, siege warfare, and psychological warfare ... The Assyrians were 
particularly adept at siege warfare, and they developed highly specialized siege techniques. These techniques were 
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These scenes depicting the king as 

the ultimate warrior are paralleled 

by the depiction of the king as a 

great hunter. Visual similarity is 

attained by the commonality of 

chariots, horses and weaponry 

between the two scenes. The chaos 

of pitched battle and the intensity 

of the hunt also serve to bring a 

visual unity behveen the relief 

sequences. Identical postures are 

used to dispatch human and animal 

enemies, and artistic techniques as 

overiapping also contribute to this 

unity. Increasingly, it is in the hunt 

that the emperor is shown in 

pitched battle, and not in the 

military reliefs. A final divergence 

comes when the scenes are treated 

outside of the throneroom. There, 

the campaign reliefs eventually 

telescope the events of battle, and 

the culminating scene is the 

appearance of the rebels before the 

enthroned king. In scenes like the Lachish sequence fiom Semacherib's palace, we see sequentially, fiom left 

to right, the approach of the army, the pitched battle for the city, the collapse of resistance, the marching out of 

captives for exile, the presentation of tribute to the enthroned king, and the surnmary execution of those rebels 

who epitomize the forces of chaos and rebellion (ill. 340-316).67 The king is active as high priest enthroned by 

-- -- 

adopted by later imperial armies ... But siege warfare was a prolonged and costly business, and even pitched battles 
consumed much less time, manpower, and equipment" Grayson, ABD 4, 748. It is likely that the Assyrians 
developed the banering ram which is of such importance to the breaking down of resistance to a siege by 
dismantling city walls or gates. 

67 Mutilation, flaying, beheadings and dismemberment are all deemed atrocities by modem thought. Often the 
Assyrians are categorized as "brutal" or "merciless," or are regarded with similar harsh judgments. Yet we need to at 
a minimum consider both the propagandistic nature of such summary executions of rebel leaders, and its 
advertisement to both eyewitnesses and to those who might review relief narratives, that resistance to the divine rule 
of Assyria, was both foolish and costly. "Whatever moral judgment one might pronounce on such tactics, the 
practice was extremely effective; and one must remember that it was selective. Only strategic targets were singled 
out for this treatment, and there was a specific purpose behind it" Grayson, A.: 'Mesopotamia, History of (Assyria),' 
732-755, ABD 4,748. 
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the gods, the one to whom subjects pay tniute, and whose rule renders just verdicts. The scenes of the hunt, 

and in particular the lion hunt, demonstrate the battle prowess of the king, not against mere human rebels, but 

against those forces of chaos which are at the source of all disorder (ill. 193, 401). Increasingly, indication of 

tenam becomes an important means of demonstration that geography presents no probIems to the 

ovenvhelrning might of the emperor (ill. 167, 201-203, 205). With increasing frequency topographical 

pecdiarities of regions are displayed, most likeIy For both aponopaic and propagandistic purposes. Hunting 

scenes typically culminate with scenes in which the king offers a libation to the gods For their aid in 

reestablishing rule (ill. 403). Scenes of military conquest culminate with such motifs as the presentation of 

captives and booty to the enthroned king, the execution of rebe1 leaders, the destruction of the conquered city 

and the deportation of the defeated. Together, the hunting and military scenes speak of victory over the natural 

and supernatural forces which strive to bring chaos into this carehlly ordained and ordered world. Such 

scenes demonstrate the ruler's sovereignty over human communities and over nature,6s and at the same time 

hnction as representations of the king's piety."' 

For example, the transportation of colossi over difficult terrain is celebrated in an orthostat from Sennacherib's 
palace, and the rerouting of a water source through an aqueduct to supply Nineveh is shown on the reliefs from 
Assurbanipal's palace (ill. 189, 187). 

"9 Probably the most familiar representation of the king outside of the palace would have been the king in his role as 
high priest of Assur. Both stelae, such as that of Esarhaddon, and that of Assurnasirpal 11, show the king in a gesture 
of respect and homage before the symbols of various gods. These were set up in various parts of the kingdom. 
Reliefs carved on virtually inaccessible rock faces and at other extremities of the empire also present the pious king. 
For example, at Maltai the king pays homage to seven enthroned deities who are in procession, and in a cave at the 
mouth of the Tigris a stelae of the pious king is also carved into the stone [the Balawat smps picture this event]. 
Little sculpture in the round was produced, and when it was, as the statue of Assurnasirpal illustrates, it might be 
described as essentially two reliefs carved back to back. On Maltai cf. J. Reade: 'MaItai,' 320-322 RIA 7 (1989); (ill. 
162-166,519). 
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Reiterations of power and piecy 

As the various Assyrian kings extended their empires, the essential message of the palace reliefs was 

reinforced in other contexts. The carving of the king's image in a cave at the source of the Tigris is still 

visible (ill 162). Shalmaneser II17s visit 

is thus commemorated at this imuortant 

location. The source of the Tigris is 

important as the protected location 

from which life giving water flows. 

The significance of the king's symbolic 

protection of this resource, a water 

suppIy which, together with the 

Euphrates and a system of canals 

overseen by the gods and the 

government enabled the irrigation of 

the dry plain downstream which 

stretched between these sources so 

essential to the civilization of the 

region. Our very name for the region 

- Mesopotamia, the Iand "behveen the 

rivers" - reflects this reality. The 162. 

symbolic sovereignty of the king is 

then depicted in a representation showing the carving of the memorial. The bronze band from Balawat, one 

of a group of metal fixtures both decorating and strengthening a gateway, provides a public presentation - 

a part of a sort of political "poster" which commemorates this event among other significant acts and 

achievements of the king. 'O 

Rock carvings in sites virtually inaccessible serve the same purpose, and affum the sovereign's ruIe over 

the extremities of the land. Today we stand in awe of these achievements - reproducing the response 

elicited from ancient viewers as  well. Such affirmations of the rule of the king do not require textual 

elaboration, but are understandable in their essentials without comment. At Maltai, for example, seven 

deities bless the Assyrian king, proffering him the rod and ring symbolic of rule (ill. 163). Their number 

and status designate the rule of the king to be divinely ordained. 

'' AS well as King's original publication cf. Michael Roaf: Cirfturaf Atlas of Mesopotanlia and the Ancient Near East 
(New York: Facts on File, 1990) 166-1 72. 
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Stelae erected in public places indicate the rule of the 

king as vice regent of the gods by depicting the king, 

dressed in the robes of a high priest, gesturing to the 

symbols of the gods, much like we find on the rock face 

at Maltai. Most often, the scene is regarded as complete 

when the gesturing king and the symbols are shown. A 

stele of Esarhaddon, excavated within a gate complex at 

Zinjirli (Sarn'al) includes these usual elements, but 

expands the iconographic message through the addition 

of two defeated enemies who gesture in homage towards 

the great king (ill. 164). These two figures are shown as 

of much smaller stature than the king, to whom they are 

attached by means of a leash which the monarch holds,. 

and a rope or leather thong which drapes down to the lip 

of the captive. A ring through the lip would thus appear 

to be the means of attachment. With a cup in his right 

hand, the king gestures towards the symbols of the gods, 

four of which are enthroned upon their sacred animals. 

In his Ieft hand, Esarhaddon holds the ends of the two 

leashes, a mace and a ring. The mace seems to take the 

place of the "rod" in this version of the "rod and the 

ring" scene. The two subservient figures have been 

tentatively identified as Taharqa, king of Egypt and 

Nubia (or his son), and either Abdirnilqut, king of Sidon, 
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or Ba'lu. king of Tyre. Esarhaddon's two sons, the crown prince Assurbanipal, and Sama5-sum-ukin, the 

"king of Babylon" were depicted on the sides of the stele, thus affirming iconographically, in a stele 

intended for public display in this comer of Syria, the choice of succession made by the king. We can 

imagine that such monumental stelae with their inscriptions were erected throughout the empire, but would 

have been among the first symbolic victims of any act of rebeIlion." 

The stelae representing the king in the r d e  of 

high priest, and likewise the monumental rock 

inscriptions were dependent upon a basic 

understanding of the iconographic system and 

the ideology behind it to communicate their 

message of domination b o u g h  the power of the 

gods. While such decoding is not necessary to 

the apotropaic hnctions of such a monument, it 

is essential to its propagandistic role in order for 

it to hnction on a deeper level than 

communicating "the Assyrian king was here." 

The fact that some of the symbols of the gods 

appear in West Semitic iconography would 

indicate that these were understood at some 

level. One would also assume that local scribes 

were available who couId decipher the 

inscription, as such were needea for the 

diplomatic and administrative needs of the local 

governing officials. Ln the case of areas which 

held a provincial status, the Assyrian officials 

would have been able to clearly analyze and 

expound upon the principles reflected in the 

stelae of the king. If Assyrians held sufficient 

power to erect a stele in a city, one would also 

assume its essential points to have been 

understood, if not in a sophisticated manner, at 

least at the Ievel of the fact that a glorious rule 

had been given to the king as a benefaction of the gods. 165. 

" For analysis and a color photo of Esarhaddon's stele, cf. Roaf: Atlas, 188-190; Erle Leichty: 'Esarhaddon, King of 
ASS+&' CANE 1,949-958,953. 
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The other side of the ideological equation was that clearly, the gods of a captured city, such as those 

depicted being carted off into captivity, had given themselves into the service of the god of the empire (ill. 

166). This would seem to represent the sort of view necessary if Parpola's assertion that all were 

understood to be manifestations of the god Assur. On the other hand, texts describe the decision of a god or 

gods to abandon a city, or allow its destruction. Such is the thesis behind the Sumerian Lamentation over 

the Destruction of Sumer and Ur and The Curse of ~gade." These and similar texts continued to be copied 

and used into the first millennium BC. Sennacherib utilizes such ideas in his propaganda to justify the 

Assyrian devastation of Babylon, and Esarhaddon argues the reverse - that the subsequent restoration of 

the cult of Marduk at Esagila and Entemenanki is now the will of the deity, whose status has been 

redefined as Assur's "son." 

166. 

The program of palace decoration we have outlined from Assmasirpal 11's palace clearly illustrates the 

essential ideology of empire. Though over time there are significant modifcations in the use of inscriptions 

as well as developments in and refinements of method and composition in the orthostatic compositions, 

these do not negate our basic observations. Rather, further developments build on the basic program, to 

sharpen and clarify the overall themes in this iconography of empire. One example of such developments 

will serve to demonstrate. Assurbanipal's palace reliefs present a remarkable sequence detailing war with 

Elam. We b o w  that in 664 Tepti-Human-Insushnak, abbreviated to Teumman by Assyrians, came to 

power as king of Elam. Sometime in the next 10 years war broke out when Teumman requested the sons of 

" Kramer's translations are ANET 6 1 1-6 19 and 646-65 1 respectively. Also cf. Mark Cohen: The Canonical 
Lamentarions ofMesoporamia ( 2  volumes, Potomac: CDL, 1988); J. Cooper: The Curse ofAgade (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins, 1983). 
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the previous king of Elam be turned over to him. These sons of the previous king had sought and received 

rehge in Assyria. The request was perceived by Assurbanipal as an insult, resulting in the severing of what 

had been normal diplomatic relations. The situation escalated into the invasion and conquest of Elam by 

Assurbanipal's army." The campaign is initially illustrated by Assurbanipal in his grandfather 

Sennacherib's palace, which seems to have been the initial location of his court. The cycle of compositions 

is repeated in modified form when Assurbanipal's own palace is decorated, a fact which highlights the 

importance of the victory to the king. 

167. 

Crucial to the Assyrian victory, is the battle of Til-Tuba. The rendering of this conflict is carefidly 

represented, and begins with the charge of the Assyrian forces - chariots, cavalry and helmeted infantry 

are all carefblly rendered in the orthostatic presentation (ill. 168). The Assyrian skill at close quarter 

fighting seems to have been a critical factor, and the celebrated battle depicts the enemy in retreat, the river 

choked with the corpses of Elamite soldiers, chariots and horses - and of course no dead or threatened 

Assyrian soldier. Then, in another scene, Elamites from the city of Madaktu come to greet Assurbanipal's 

appointee - one of the refugee kings - and a cheerfbl procession including musicians emerge from the 

73 In the depiction of the Battle of Ti1 Tuba, the Elarnites are shown with shorter hair and beards. 
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city to greet the designate ruler Ummanigash (ill. 169). Assyrian celebrations of victory stand in 

remarkable and typical contrast to the figures of those rebels who are executed and tortured. The orthostatic 

program conveys the message that it is the rebel leaders who have brought about this disaster. As such, 

they fall victim to battlefield justice." The "king of the world" thus restores order, and chaos is vanquished. 

We should also note the manner in which the policy aIiowing rulers to retain royal titles alIows the titulary 

to further exalt the status of the emperor. He Literally is the king of kings, and over provinces politically 

reorganized under a governor, the king or lord of lords.7s Reality thus mirrors ideology and vice versa. 

168. 

Attention to details highlights important facts. One captive wears Teumman's head around his neck. The 

two dipIomats sent with Teumman's insulting message and depicted wearing distinctive national costume, 

- - - - 

Photographs of the relief sequences are provided in Reade: Assyrian Sculpture 6 1 ff; Barnett and Lorenzini: Assyrian 
Sctrlprtire 13Sff. provides excellent close-ups. As Reade points out: "The register above the installation of 
Ummanigash shows one of the cetebrations in Assyria that followed the war. The Elamites themselves had been 
treated honorably, since Assurbanipal's quarrel had been with Teumman and there was no question of the 
inhabitants having broken faith. It was quite a different matter for some tributary Chaldeans who had allied 
themselves with Teurnrnm-, and their leaders appear on the left, being executed in a variety of ways" Assyrian 
Sculpture 61-62. For another analysis of this series of reliefs cf. Collon: ANGi 146-152. 

75 Clearly biblical titulary for both Yahwistic and Christological formulations depends upon the ideoiogy of empire for 
its terminology. 
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now display the letter to another pair of ambassadors fiom Urartu. These Urartians reappear as spectators 

in the execution scenes. Clearly the propagandistic intent is to articulate a message which will discourage 

the king of Urartu [and others] from making the same mistakes as  Te~mrnan.7~ 

The king as gardener 

In a fragmentary relief three ex-Elamite kings and an Arab leader who have been captured now serve to 

pull Assurbanipal's wheeled throne at Nineveh during a great festival of Istar. The last we see of the 

Elarnite kings is in a garden scene 

in Asspa  where two of them, in 

their royal regalia, act as servants 

for Assurbanipal- one holds some 

sort of vessel, the other wields a fly 

whisk (ill. 170, 174). On a nearby 

tree hangs Teurnman's head 

[mummified?]. Nearby, war 

trophies are laid on a table, a war 

bow, sword, and quiver all made 

visible by representation from two 

vantage points, a utilization of the 

approach to showing what is on the table familiar from Egyptian art. A top view is placed immediately on 

top of the characteristic profile representationmn The sofa on which Assurbanipal relaxes is adorned with an 

Egyptian necklace, hung at the head of the divan. 

Assurbanipal reclines on n sofa with a flower in one hand and bowl in the ~ther . '~  His queen is seated 

nearby on an elaborate throne.79 The furniture depicted is elaborately carved, probably decorated with 

76 The Elamite problem was far from resolved. Ummanigash, the Elarnite placed upon the throne by Assurbanipal, was 
murdered, and his successors meddled in the affairs of Babylon then ruled by hm3-~urn-ukin [who revolted 
against his brother 652-6481. One consequence of such insubordination was another series of campaigns against 
Elarn. Reliefs depicting resulting deportations, show Elamites in a futile attempt to hide from the conquerors. Cf. 
Reade: Assyrian Sculpture 63.  

The capture of Babylon in 645 is represented in Assurbanipal's throneroom which was "decorated with a wide ranging 
selection of illustrations from his principal campaigns." One slab shows the king inspecting booty from Babylon 
while prisoners stream past. In these scenes the king and his inmediate companions are conspicuously larger, and 
Assurbanipal a little taller than anyone else. Though such distinctions based on height are rare in Assyrian 
sculptures made before Esarhaddon's invasion of Egypt, and may be a concept borrowed from Egyptian art, we need 
to note this innovation. 

77 Another example of such a switch of views are provided by those reliefs which show the Assyrian military camp 
from above. 

78 This is "earliest securely dated example of the reclining banquet" Collon: ANEA 15 1. 
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inlaid ivory.80 Reade describes the scene in relation to surrounding representations. There seem to have 

been scenes of hunting in a lower register, which was "probably part of a series, including both hunting and 

military narrative, which decorated one of Assurbanipal's private apartments. The picnic was the 

culmination or focal point of a decorative scheme incorporating everything of which Assurbanipal was 

most proud."" 

170. 

To  hlly appreciate the symbolism of this scene, it is helphl to examine the ideology reflected in the royal 

gardedparWgame preser~e.~' Like the throneroom, the garden represents an ordered world. Gardens are 

divided into various sections, with pIants carefully and purposehlly chosen for pragmatic, aesthetic and 

symbolic purposes. The introduction of exotic birds and animals to gardens would have required the 

division of the area into varied sections. While the physical remains of such areas are obviously notoriously 

difficult to assess archaeologically, we know that in architecture, representations of plants and animals 

were used to inventory the flora and fauna of territories over which the king or gods exercised 

79 The depiction of the queen is rare. The depiction of Assyrian women and children was almost non-existent. The 
queen's throne is similar to that used by Sennacherib in the Lachish reliefs. 

Assurbanipal's couch is covered with leaping and reclining lions and %oman at the window" ivories. Are these to 
be connected to Istar as the giver of life, and the warrior goddess? Or is this another manifestation of Assur's rule? 
Or are these merely decorative? If the contention that the overall iconographic program is ideologically integrated is 
valid, such symbols, though at times dificuIt to compIetely unpack analytically, serve to reinforce the overall 
system of ideas. 

Reade, Assyrian Sculpture, 66. 

Though variously referred to, these share conceptual similarities. 
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so~erei~nty .~ '  Developments in the canon applied to orthostatic reliefs allowed the representation of 

regional diversities in flora and fauna as well as topography. The inclusion of these Living eIements from 

the various parts of the realm within temple and palace gardens [and other areas?] allowed these plants, 

birds and animals to serve as living icons of the extent of royal rule. The creation of a such a garden of 

delights not only added to the wonders associated with rule of the king, which were idealized within the 

palace, but provided another venue for the symbolic representation of the extent of the empire. The impact 

of introducing such exotic living tribute to the royal garden paralleled the practise of bringing back to the 

palace, and the temples of the gods, the most extravagant, rare, valuable or otherwise interesting of 

manufactured goods or raw materials received as tribute or taken as booty. 

The garden thus serves as a living icon of peace and conquest, for the order of the garden is an imposed 

order - an order which depends upon the continual watchfuhess, care and provision of the owner. The 

symbolic control of the world is manifest in the birds, plants and animals brought from the corners of the 

earth - but at the same time, their survival depends upon the will of the emperor. The garden is walled, 

tended, organized and irrigated. Seedlings are planted and carefully tended. Animals are carefully 

separated from one another. For all its display of the wonders of nature, the garden is not the world in its 

natural state. It is an ordered world - the ordered world - under the rule of the king of Assyria, by the 

will of the gods. 

'' Gallery notes this is also the case in Egypt. Cf. Leslie GaIlery: 'The Garden of Ancient Egypt,' 43-49, plates XI- 
XXXVHI, in Denise Schmandt-Besserat, (ed): /n~mortal Egypt (Malibu: Undena, 1978) 43: 
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Assur-nasir-apli f o r m  his royal gardens by planting trees, cuttings, saplings and seeds gathered in his 

travels.@ He lists 4 1 species including: 

. . . cedar, cyprus, box, juniper oxycecedrus and dupracea, myrtle, date-palms, ebony, 
mulberry, olive, tamarisk, oak, terebinth, laurel, fir, willow, pomegranate, plum, loquat, 
pear. quince, medlar, fig, grape-vine and, less certainly, swampapple, ricinus, Persian 
lilac, walnut and various nut bearing trees and aromatics. The effect was that "canal- 
water came flowing down from above through the gardens; the paths are full of scent; the 
waterfalls (sparkle) like the stars of heaven in the garden of pleasure. The pomegranate 
trees, which are clothed with clusters of fruit like vines, enrich the breezes in this garden 
of delight. I Assur-nasir-apli gather fruit continuously in the garden of joys like a 
squirrel(?)" 

172. 

By the time Sennacherib claims that the specimens which he has transplanted grew better in his garden 

than in their home environment, the garden as a characteristic element of the palace grounds was at least 

four hundred years old.85 Semacherib's boast is surely intended to indicate the bounty the emperor brings 

his world. The royal garden at the centre of the world ceiebrates the prosperity and fertility with which the 

gods bIess the works of the king. The lush garden in Mesopotamia represents an incredible act of the will 

of the king, an imposed rule over a bleak, d q  landscape which transforms it completely! Within the 

'' Donald J. Wiseman: 'Patace and Temple Gardens in the Ancient Near East,' 37-43 in Prince Takahito Mikasa (ed.): 
Monarchies and Socio-Religious Tradifions in the Ancient Near East ( W iesbaden: Harrassowi tz, 1 984) 3 8. 

Wiseman: ' PaIace and Temple Gardens . . .' 37. 
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compound of the garden is an idyllic life, in a space colored by means of the luxuriant growth of plants, 

and which is, by design, the home to birds, animals and fish in magnificent variety. This compound, like 

the empire, was marked off by boundaries, ordered into sections, populated by a diversity of life, and filed 

with the sights and sounds of fruitful prosperity. As a metaphor for the empire the compound with its 

orchards and vegetable plots, its ponds teeming with aquatic life, its created heights, and its hunting 

compound, celebrates the diversity of the kingdom and its lifeforms. Within the walls life abounded, 

protected and secured by the will of the king. Outside the walls, desolation lurked, a desert waited to 

encroach on life itself. Death dominated as the natural order of the plain between the rivers. Life and 

prosperity came through the domination of this chaos, to introduce rule and order. 

Thus trophies of war and 

items taken in tribute, 

including plant and animal 

specimens collected from the 

various parts of the empire 

are clearly integrated into the 

symbolic dimension of the 

garden's design. This 

tradition of royal gardens is 

"probably widespread 

throughout the ancient Near 

East by the third 

m i l l e ~ i u m . " ~ ~  The king's 

rule as designate of the gods 

is clearly demonstrated by 

the bounty of the palace 

garden which served as a 

symbol of the prosperity the 

king provided for the land. 

As such, the compound provided a source for temple offerings and for food intended for the royal table. 

Medicine and other by-products of the harvest were developed in temples, among specialized classes of 

priests. The fallowing observations concerning temple gardens in Egypt apply equally to the 

Mesopotamian context. "The Egyptian temple was the centre for the development of horticulture, advances 

in garden design and experimentation with new plants. Each temple park had a grove of trees. Although the 

86 Wiseman: 'Palace and Temple Gardens . . . ' 30: 
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main purpose of these trees was religious, they were also planted for shade revenue, and scientific study. In 

these temple gardens exotic trees were particularly valued and held sacred." " Lists of plants were 

developed for such spe~ia l is ts ,~~ and palace and temple nurseries appear to have supplied the initial 

seedlings and saplings for the public gardens of various cities. Here too, it is the provision of an adequate 

water supply through the system of dams, canals and aqueducts developed and maintained by the palace 

administration which alIowed these hrther developments of the cities. The very existence of the city 

depended on the control of flooding and the provision of a constant water supply for irrigation to provide 

for the state's food supply and drinking water. The beautification of the city through lush greenery was a 

bonus. None of this '>just happened."s9 

The bas relief of Assurbanipal relaxing in the garden with his queen has often been seen as representing a 

festive o c c a ~ i o n . ~  Assurbanipal "reposes on a lordly couch; and on a seat, as grandly decorated as his own, 

his wife sits at his feet; both are holding goblets in their right hands, and lifting them to their lips, while in 

their left hands they hold flowers - which reminds one of an Egyptian banquet. Beside the couches stands 

a fine table with food on it, and behind the master u e  slaves fanning him. Above their heads there is the 

arch of a vine arbor, but without visible support from stakes or columns; at the side it extends farther 

among the trees, which alternate regularly between a date palm in fruit and a fir-tlee with lower bushes 

between. A procession of servants, followed by musicians. come carrying dishes, and in the tree-tops birds 

are hopping about. But even this peace-lover among Assyrians cannot in a scene of tranquillity forget his 

conquered foe. On one of the branches hangs the head of his last antag~nist."~' 

Albenda seeks to place this scene within the larger context the tableau enjoyed in situ. "These unfolding 

scenes exalt the Assyrian king as a heroic and powefil figure against his enemies, whether the latter are 

human or wild beasts. Tbe notion is achieved nicely by placing the banqueting royal couple within the 

''Gallery 'The Garden of Ancient Egypt,' 38. 

" The continuity of palace and temple gardens from Sumerian through to Persian times and beyond seems clear. The 
essential symbolic elements we have noted also appear constant. A list of plants in the garden of thc Babylonian 
king Marduk-apla-iddina 11 provided the names of 67 varieties of plants. This piece, often copied by later scribes 
divides into IS sections, with vegetables predominating. While more than 500 types of plants are named in recipes 
and medicat texts many of these remain mysterious. Wiseman: 'Palace and TempIe Gardens . ..' 42. 

s9 In light of this discussion it is interesting to note that when Esarhaddon runs the Assyrian state using the 
circumlocution of the substitute king, he is addressed in the royal correspondence rts "the farmer." Cf. Sirno Parpola: 
Letters from Assyrian Scltolars .so the Kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, Part I ,  Teris (Burtzon and Bercker, 
1970) Letters 25-28, 30-3 1 etc. Also Simo Parpola: Leners from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings Esarhaddon and 
Asmrbanipal. Part /I .  Commentary and Appendices (Burtzon and Bercker, 1983). This is updated in Simo Paropola: 
Lertersfrorn Assyriun arid Babylonian Scholars (Helsinki: Helsinki, 1993). 

Wiseman: 'Palace and Temple Gardens ...' 40.- 

9' Marie Gothein: A Hisrory of Garden Art, Volume I (New York: Hacker, 1966) 38-39. 
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centre of the idyllic environment of an expansive outdoor setting that is balanced on each side with exploits 

of conquest in war and in the hunt."9' 

Albenda contends that there is a W e r  layering of symbolism embedded within the scene itself, 

iconographic signals which utilize the minor elements in the relief. The detached head in the scene is the 

minor detail which has received the most attention (ill. 174). The severed head which hangs in the garden 

"is assuredly that of the Elamite king, Teumman, whose decisive defeat at the UIai ... river in 653 BC 

resulted in his de~apitation."~~ While Teumman's beheading provided the material proof of his death, it also 

served as a powefil propagandistic reminder to "potential enemies of Assyria how traitors against the 

Assyrian throne would be treated."% 

This is not without precedent, There is evidence of the severed head of a rebel being carried by another 

member of a rebel coalition in the time of Esa rhadd~n .~~  The head which hangs in the garden may well 

have been preserved as a trophy of war.% As such, it would serve as a perpetual mnemonic of the 

vanquished enemy overcome by the might of the king, and through the power of the gods. Assurbanipal 

reminds us in his inscriptions that his authority was derived from the ultimate power source of his throne, 

the Assyrian pantheon. In particular he credits Assur and IStar of Arbela with his victory. "Thus the human 

head may be viewed as more than a memorial to a successfir1 battle; it is symbolic of a major threat to the 

Assyrian throne, a threat that was decisively eliminated through divine might." 97 

9' Pauline Albenda: 'Landscape Bas-Reliefs in the Bit-HiIani of Ashurbanipal,' BASOR 224 (1 976) 49-72,58. 

93 Pauline Albenda: 'Landscape Bas-Reliefs in the Bit-Hilani of Ashurbanipal,' BASOR 225 (1977) 29-48,29. 
p,Al Albenda: BASOR 225,30. 
95 Albenda: BASOR 225,30. 
96 Albenda: BASOR 225,32. 
'' Albenda: BASOR 225,3 1. 
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Another minor element for which Albenda provides helpfbl annotation is a bird which appears to be 

swooping, as if to devour a "crop pest." She suggests the locust may be symbolic of the Elarnites, pointing 

to a reference in Assurbanipal's annals in which the pesky enemy is referred to along these lines.98 

Albenda's suggestive interpretation is that the final elimination of the Elarnites is represented by this 

decorative motif. Similarly, "The inclusion of the necklace in the garden scene positioned in close 

association with the person of  the king, whether it was obtained as booty or as a royal gift, firfils the 

purpose of making explicit Assurbanipal's military achievements in Egypt."99 

There are also a number of weapons pictured in the scene. While it has often been assumed these weapons 

belong to Assurbanipal, Albenda argues that these weapons seem to be from Babylon o r  Elam and may "be 

trophy objects symbolizing 

Assurbanipal's defeat of his brother, the 

Babylonian king."loO 

Summarizing her interpretation of the 

various elements in the famous scene of 

Assurbanipal and his queen in the 

garden, Albenda concludes: "The 

motifs of the king as hero in war and in 

the hunt, while fully developed on 

these wall reliefs, are now shifted from 

a central position to the outer sections 

of the overall design, flanking a theme 

heretofore unknown in Assyrian art, 

Peace. " lo ' 

These arguments support our 

conclusion that the garden has become 

a metaphor for the empire as a domain 

blessed by the gods through the rule of 

the king. The king is their chosen 

9a ~lbenda: BASOR 225.3 1-2. 
Albenda: BASOR 225,36. 

'OO~lbenda: BASOR 225,38. 
''I Albenda: BASOR 225, 44. The garden as a metaphor of "paradise" is sometimes projected onto the Mesopotamian 

evidence. As it is well known that the word "paradise" is a Persian loan word meaning "park" we might be tempted 
to think of this as an accurate analysis of the meaning of the garden or park. The problem is that the idea is 
anachronistic, and distorts the Mesopotamian evidence. The Mesopotamian garden does not celebrate a paradise 
given by the gods, but the ordering of the worId by the human king, servant of the gods. 
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gardener, responsible for the care and order of the garden of the empire in every aspect. The king is only 

able to fulfil these requirements through the power vested in him by the divine council. When there is 

disorder, his mandate is to restore order once again, so gods and humans can enjoy the benefits of the 

garden. In the person of the king, the garden finds its life and purpose, for all the bounty and fruitfblness 

that the gods bestow within the 

garden are mediated through the 

person of the king.'02 

The creation of this symbolic world 

can also be linked to the royal 

titulary, for "It was after his military 

campaigns that Assurbanipal 

undertook the reconstruction of  the 

bit-riduti, the royal dwelling at 

Nineveh, and surrounded it with a 

park."lo3 This order makes sense as 

the building of palace and park serve 

as a reassertion of the traditional 

claims made by Assyrian kings, 

"mighty king, king of the universe, 

king of the four quarters, king of the 

w ~ r l d . " ' ~  Such claims are most 

appropriate and effective when the state is in order. 

'O' Tiglath-pileser 1 ( I  1 14-1076) established "a sort of botanicai garden, in which he tried to acclimatize some of the 
trees he had met with in his campaigns," A. H. Sayce: Assyria: Its Primes, Prizscs arld People (London: Religious 
Tract Society, n.d.1 130. Tiglath-piIeser formed herds of deer, gazelles and ibex, imported foreign trees and rare fruit 
trees, and may have tried to keep a crocodile and an ape he received from Phoenicia. Wild oxen, goats, elephants 
and "beasts from the great sea" are also raised in his park, along with dromedaries sent to him by foreign kings. 
Such projects would have necessitated the construction of lakes and compounds. A pond in a royal park is attested 
in the inscriptions as early as Sargon I1 (722-705). P. Albenda: 'Grapevines in AshurbanipaI's Garden.' BASOR 2 15 
(1974) 5-17, 6. Sargonic era tcxts discussing saplings and trees for royaI use can be readily consulted in SAA 1, 
letters $226,227, 28 1. 

Sargon founded Dur-Sharrukin (Khorsabad), surrounded it with a great wall and added a park which is compared to 
the Amanus in the inscriptions. The hill country of the Hittites is often used as an analogy to glorify a royal park. 
"Gardens were planted with a large range of plants and trees collected by the king in the course of his campaigns. 
Temples were built and ornamented, and a zoologicaI garden in which the king housed and bred herds of bulls, 
lions, ostriches and apes. Wild elephants were presented to him by his governors, all these beasts, except the apes, 
being destined to be cut down by the king in the ceremonial hunt" H.W.F. Saggs: Tile Greatness that was Babylon 
(New York: Mentor, 1962) 108. Also Gothein: A Hisrory ofcarden Art, 32. 

lo' Albenda: BASOR 225,44, cites David Luckenbill: Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia (2 Vohmes, Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 1926) 2. 835-840. [Citations from Luckenbill are by volume number and part.] 

Albenda: BASOR 225,45. 
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The royal gardens contained orchards with a large variety of trees, as well as artificial hills and terraces, 

with chapels and temples often erected on such hills. Trees were planted in formal order around such 

structures, and  vineyard^,'^^  flower^,"'^ high and low walls and walks, tanks of water, geometric garden 

plots, lakes, pools of water, canals, and gates helped to complete the picture.I0' Geese, fish and birds were 

bred for display and used for food.'0s The garden wall both protected the garden from winds, storms, and 

wild animals and marked it off as a world of its own in which life could thrive. It is obvious that such 

elaborate gardens required huge investments of time and manpower to bring to maturity. Symbolic of the 

dominion of the king, the garden requires a long term imposed order for trees in particular to come to 

maturity - as such it is a clear signal of the stable nature of the rule given to the king by the gods. 

'''There is evidence for the development of viticulture but this is peripheral to our concerns. 
'" Flowers do not have the role they did in Egypt (Gothein: A Hisiory of Garden Art, 37). Inscriptions speak of various 

sorts of woods and fruit trees, but rarely of flowers. "In all these elaborate accounts of hanging gardens we are not 
told one word about the way they were planted, nor do the park inscriptions give any clue to their plan or 
m g e m e n t .  On the whole we may take it that these people felt a greater interest, and at an earlier date, in the care 
and cultivation of trees than of flowers. Just as in the dim past the heroes of the Gilgamesh Epic had stood in 
amazement before the magnificent growth of the cedars, so did Xerxes, as later authorities tell, stand before a 
wonderful plane-tree which he came upon on his way to Sardis in Lydia" (Gothein 36). 

'08 Gallery 45. 
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The locations of the relief 

sequences which allow the 

reconstruction of events 

concerning the war with the 

Elarnites undertaken by 

Assurbanipal is aIso significant. 

One relief sequence is clearly 

designed for public display 

within the palace while the 

garden scene is part of a 

decorative scene in the private 

apartments of the king. These 

locations suggest that public 

propaganda and private 

conceptualization of the king's 

identity are in essential harmony. 

The orthostatic presentation is 

meant to mirror reality. Real 

victory has been achieved over 

Elarn, And the garden privately 

displayed in the state apartments 

presumably shows a real garden, 

which the broader "public" - at 

least the elite - would have 

known about, and perhaps upon 

occasion visited, We know, for 

example, that certain events, 

such as the dedication of a 

palace, or the lion hunt might include visitors to the palace, at time in huge n ~ m b e r s . ' ~  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

'09 Collon describes picnickers at lion hunts, which presumably took place in the royal game preserve, which may have 
been attached to, or a part of the royal gardens. "Screened off from the royal enclosure and protected from any 
danger by rows of spearmen with shields and hunting-dogs with their armed handlers, the people of Nineveh are 
climbing to the top of a mound (on which stands a royal kiosk decorated with a relief showing a lion hunt), in order 
to find a good vantage point from which to watch the proceedings; some cany their picnics with them. Then the 
hunt starts" Collon: ANEA 152. Of course, such displays of royal prowess and vigor also demonstrate the "true" 
nature of royal rule. 
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Shaping the world 

We have previously noted the importance of the builder metaphor for Mesopotamian rulers (ill. 144, 

180)."' This is attested in the characterization of the king as patron of the cults of the gods. As temple 

builder, the royal role in building, rebuilding and beautifying 

the temples of the gods is acknowIedged from earliest times. 

Kings are careful to describe their diligent searches to Find 

the original foundations of each temple which is 

reconstituted. The perpetual use of mud brick, even on those 

structures which are covered with a layer of baked brick, 

means that the ruler is constantly required to refiubish and 

repair, and often to rebuild decaying structures. At the same 

time, these perpetual building projects must have provided a 

powerful reinforcement to the central government, by 

organizing the massive resources, both physical and material, 

which were required to undertake and maintain these 

important aspects of the state. Such resources are also 

essential to canal construction and maintenance. For this 

reason the title "canal inspector" is an important appellation 

for gods and kings. In contrast to a "garden of Eden" idea, in 

Mesopotamian texts "the 'natwal' condition of humankind, 

i-e., without the benefits of kingship, is a far cry from being 

idyllic. Without the wise and finn leadership of a king, the 

extensive canal system necessary for the agricultural life of 

Mesopotamia remained undug. In Mesopotamia canals 

served the dual functions of providing irrigation where rain 

was lacking and of draining off excess water in the marshy 

regions so as to prevent the sahation of the soil which 

retarded plant growth. The primeval human beings are 

depicted as lacking even the most elementary agricultural 

knowledge necessary to feed themselves and prevent 

starvation."' l 3  

"'Cf. S. Lackenbacker Le roi batisseur. Les ricits de construction en assyrie (Paris: Editions La Dicouverte, 1990). 
On comparable concepts in Egypt a book with a similar title may be profitably examined. In particular the color 
photographs by the author convey the magnificent power of the architecture. Cf. H. Stierlin: Les pharaons 
batisseztrs (Paris: Terrail, 1992). 
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Thus, while the gods provide life giving rains to water the land, the king is responsible to provide the labor 

force necessary to harness the power of the waters, thus rulers are to take the necessary steps to provide a 

water supply. Aqueduct and channel, reservoir and irrigation labor must be provided by human efforts. 

Buckets and mechanisms can be used to irrigate fields and gardens from rivers or  canals, but such water 

sources must be brought to the garden or field. A few examples will illustrate the continuing royal 

consciousness of responsibility for the oversight and implementation of  irrigation projects across several 

millennia. 

In about 2340 BC the Sumerian king Gudea planted vineyards, and created fish ponds which he surrounded 

with reeds. The ponds served as reservoirs for the crops. Uruk "had a well-organized irrigation system, 

even in the time of Gilgamesh, fifth ruler of the dyna~ty.""~ During the "ninth regnal year of Hammurabi: 

'The canal [called] Hammurabi-hegal [was dug]'; under the twenty-fourth year, 'he redug the "Flowing- 

Vase" canal for Enlil, and also [the bed ofl the Euphrates,' while the entry for the thirtythird year reads, 

-He redug the canal [called] Hammurabi [spells] abundance-for-the-people, the Beloved-of-Anu-and-Enlil, 

[thus] he provided Nippur, Eridu, Ur, Lana, Uruk and kin with a permanent and lasting water 

~ u p p l y . " " ' ~ ~ n  early map of Nippur shows a walled city and canal c.1500 BC"' Finally, the Assyrian king 

Semacherib'sl" efforts to ensure the water supply of a city involved cutting a six d e  long c h a ~ e l  to 

bring water to the city, an engineering feat which included directing water over a 300 yard aqueduct."8 

- - - - - - - - 

"'Bernard Batto: 'Paradise Reexamined,' 33-66 in K. Lawson Younger, Jr., William Hal10 and Benard Bano (ed.): 
Tl~e Biblical Canon in Comparative Perspective: Scripture in Confeu IY (Lewiston: Edwin Mullen Press, 199 1 ) 47. 
The political structure valued in the divine sphere is given as a blessing to humans. With kingship comes the 
blessing and fertility of the land. The Mari mural provides a striking illustration of these theological concepts. "In 
the centre stands the king of Mari, to whom the goddess IStar is giving the emblems of power in the presence of the 
gods. This scene IS surrounded by trees, animaIs and goddesses ... Beneath the investiture, two goddesses hold a 
vase each, out of which pours a flow of water in four streams. On both sides of the central scene hvo different trees 
are represented; one is a palm-tree bearing bunches of dates to which men are ctimbing- The other, which has very 
stylized branches, cannot be definitely identified, but it is noteworthy that i t  is obviously guarded by three cherubim 
who are keepiny watch." Also cf. A. Parrot: 'Mari,' 136-144 in D. Winton Thomas (ed.): Arcl~aeology and Old 
Tesrantenf Study (London: Oxford, 1967) 139. 

"' George Tobey: A History of Landscape Architecture: The Relationship of People to Environment (New York: 
Elsevier, 1973) 22. 

' I 5  Hawkes: Civilizations (Middlesex: Penguin, 1977) 1 19. Cf. AIexander Badawy: Architecture in Ancienf Egypt atld 
the Near East (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966) 79. 

lI6Tobey: A History .. . 22-23. 

"'CC. H. W.F. Silggs: The Greatness that was Babylon (New York: Mentor, 1962) 13 1. 
1 IS Saggs: The Grearness rhar was Babylon, 1 83. 
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The modification of river 

courses, digging of canals 

and cutting of channels to 

direct water sources 

through mountains, all 

bring glory to the 

Assyrian and Babylonian 

kings. The power thus 

demonstrated over the 

natural world is symbolic 

of their status as rulers for 

the divine assembly. 

Alongside such provision 

of water, the raising of 

the city to protect it fiom 

the annual floods is 

another major 

innovation.' l9 The 

remnants of previous 

houses, temples and cities 

- teIls - become the 

basis for a raised platform 

on which buildings are 

erected. The older the 

city, the higher the 

structure rises above the flat plain, and consequently, the better protected the structures are from the 

destructive power of the flood. The highest portions of the city mound would be leveled into an extensive 

terrace, upon which the temple would be buikEO 

An inscription of Adad-Nirari I illustrates this royal concern to control flooding through the construction of 

ff ood control structures: 

The facing (of the quay wall) which faces the River (Tigris), which through the (action of 
the) water had become dilapidated and the flood had eroded away its limestone and 
baked brick: I restored that facing (of the quay wall) with bitumen and baked brick (and) 

'I9 Badawy: Arcliirecrure in Ancient Egypt and the Near East 1 16. 

"O Badawy: Architecttrre in Ancient Egypt and the Near East 99. 
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made it the tluckness of four and one half bricks. I faced the back of it with limestone and 
bi tumen mortar. [I deposited my monumental inscriptions]. 

May a later prince, when that facing becomes dilapidated and eroded by flood, restore 
(and) reface (it). May he restore my monumental inscriptions and my clay inscriptions to 
their places. (Then) the gods ASSur and Adad will listen to his prayers. (As for) the one 
who alters my monumental inscriptions and my name: May the god ASSur, my lord, 
overthrow his sovereignty. May the god Adad, my lord, strike his land with terrible 
lightning (and) afflict his land with want. May he kill him, his people, and his seed. May 
he not stand firm before his enemy and may he (Adad) make his land (look) Iike ruin 
hills (created by) the deluge."' 

As master of the earth and its water resources, the royaI mandate also included the establishment of cities in 

the land. Since without control of the water supply the city codd not exist in Mesopotamia, the founding of 

a city provided an important demonstration of the king's role as designate of the gods, and assured further 

glory to a powehl  and benevoIent ruler. Many kings founded new capital cities, restored dilapidated 

portions of cities, and buiIt or rebuilt temples. Domination of the earth is shown in the moving of vast 

amounts of earth, shaping the land and redirecting the paths of rivers and canals. All such activity served to 

affirm the blessing of the gods upon their chosen representative. We see the themes reflected in Tukulti- 

Urta's account of repairs to the city moat and wall. 

Tukulti-Ninurta, king of the universe, strong king, king of Assyria, king of the four 
quarters, sun(god) of a11 people, son of Shalmaneser (I), king of Assyria, son of Adad- 
nirari (I) (who was) also king of Assyria. 

-- -- 

'" R/M Assyrian Periods, Yofunre 1, 142- 143. 
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At that time the ancient wall of my city ASSur, which the kings who preceded me had 
previously built, had become dilapidated and old. I cleared away its debris, renewed and 
restored that wall.. I dug a large moat around the wall - a large moat which no king who 
preceded me had previously built, The bottom of the moat I cut into bedrock with copper 
picks. Twenty mufar-  down I reached water level. In that wall I deposited my clay 
inscrip tion. "' 

The symbolic building or rebuilding of the city represents the king's domination of the earth in the political 

homeland. The next logical stage is to represent the broader dominion of the king over the "four quarters of 

the earth." 'When Assurnasirpal describes his rebuilding of Kalhu, a city which had formerly been the 

location of a royal residence, we see these elements clearly. The palace is rebuilt using all kinds of 

imported woods, and with the representation of "beasts of the mountains and of the seas," fashioned from 

stone. In case the reader of this inscription does not realize the point of such abstract references to tribute, 

specific note is made of the use of tribute to construct the new palace. The use of precious materials gained 

through conquest and the representation of scenes from the remote comers of the earth are clear indicators 

of the glorious power of the sovereign, a point fkther reinforced by the resettlement of conquered peoples 

in the rebuilt city. 

183. 

The ancient city of Calah, which Shalrnaneser, king of Assyria, a prince who preceded 
me, had built - this city had become dilapidated: it lay dormant. I rebuilt this city. I took 
people which 1 had conquered from the lands over which I had gained dominion, from 
the land of Suhu, (fromj the entire land of Laqil, (from) the city of Sirqu which is at the 
crossing of the Euphrates, (from) the entire land of Zarnua, (from) Bit-Adini and the Iand 
Hatti, and from Lubarna, the Patinu. I settled (them) therein. I cleared away the old ruin 
hill (and) dug down to water level. I sank (the foundation pit) down to a depth of 120 
layers of brick. I founded therein a palace of cedar, cypress, dapranu-juniper, boxwood, 
meskanntr-wood, terebinth, and tamarisk, as my royal residence (and) for my lordly 
liesure for eternity. I made (replicas of) beasts of mountains and seas in white limestone 
and panltu-alabaster (and) stationed (them) at its doors. I decorated it in a splendid 
fashion: I surrounded it with knobbed nails of bronze. I hung doors of cedar, cypress, 
dapranu- juniper, (and) meskannu-wood in its doorways. I took in great quantities and 

'" RIM Assyrian Periods, Volunre 1, 267. 
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put therein silver, gold, tin, bronze, booty fiom the lands over which I gained 
dominion. 

184. 

Just as the building of canals, cities, temples and palaces can be linked together as means of demonstrating 

the king's role as servant of the gods, the constituent elements of civilized Iife - walls, roads, processional 

ways, gardens, parks, military buildings, public services, and so forth are other integral elements of this 

compIex of interrelated manifestations of blessing. The names and functions of many of these elements 

serve to reinforce the ideology of an empire that is favored by divine patronage. The consistent use of such 

analogies can be demonstrated through successive administrations. For example, Sargon 11 boasts of 

creating parks in his new capital, Khorsabad. Scmacherib laid out parks around Nineveh, diverted 

mountain waters over long distances to provide irrigation, planted imported trees, and even recreated a 

marsh environment for his parkland, these achievements being celebrated in inscriptions. Esarhaddon also 

planted a great garden, and a famous relief depicts Assurbanipal and his queen in a royal garden (ill. 174). 

The king is described as a master builder who shapes the land to his purposes in this inscription of 

At that time I greatly enlarged the site of Nineveh. Its wall, and the outer wall thereof, 
which had not existed before, I built anew, and raised it mountain high. Its fields, which 
through lack of water had fallen into neglect, and came to look like pitch(?), so that its 

RIM Assyrian Periods. 2,  227-228. 
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people did not have any water for watering, but turned their eyes heavenward for 
showers of rain, - (these fields) I watered. '''' 

Ln Babylon, the building of ziggurats illustrate the king's abilities to raise something "mountain high." 

While it is clear these ziggurats with their symbolic names and monumental staircases are attached to 

temple compIexes, the nature of the rites and rituals performed on these artificial mountains is far from 

lLS 

Refleccions of glory 

185. 
The royal palace is to be understood as reflecting the glory of the gods and their chosen king. The tribute, 

cultic artifacts and captured gods, kings and peoples which are displayed both in bas-reliefs and in temples 

and palaces are used reinforce the point. Celebrated victories are represented in detail."6 These individual 

units are, in turn, focused on the glorification of the emperor, with all that entails."' 

"' Luckenbill 2.332. He continues: "... waters from the c a d s  which I had caused to be dug, [supplied] Nineveh, 
together with its neighborhood. Gardens, vineyards, ail kings of ..... products of all the mountains, the fruits of all 
lands, ..... 1 planted(?), lerting out the waters where they did not reach the thirsty (field), [and reviving] its vegetation 
.. ." Luckenbill: 2.333. In Deuteronomy 1 1:s-12 YHWH is said to provide water by "rain from the sky." The 
topography of Isracl leads to this alternate metaphor for the provision of water, but the intent is the same as canal 
imagery - the sovereign provides water for the land. 

" Cf- A. R. Gcorge has worked extensively on texts dealing with the symbolic names of all these elements - 
ziggurats, temples, walls, canals, streets etc. All of these reinforce the ideology of kingship and the related role of 
the gods in the stability of the state. Cf. A. R. George: House Mm High. The Temples of Ancient Mesopotamia 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1993) and A. R. George: Babylonian Topographical Terrs (Leuven: Peeters, 1992). 

The problem of the so called "sacred marriage" rites is notoriously dificult. Cf. Samuef Noah Kramec The Sacred 
Marriage Rite (Bloomington: [ndiana University, 1969) and the critique by Ronald F. G. Sweet: 'A New Look at 
the "Sacred Marriage" in Ancient Mesopotamia,' 85-104 in Emmet Robbins and Stella Sandahl (ed.): Corolla 
Tororrtonensis. Studies in Honour of Ronald Mortott Smith (Toronto: Tsar, 1994). 

An example is the room in Sennacherib's palace dedicated to the victory over Judah. The reliefs depicting the siege 
and fall of Lachish "had a central position in a large ceremonial unit of the palace. The architectural position of the 
reliefs, their length, and detailed portrayals emphasize the special importance of this victory for Sennacherib," David 
Ussishkin: 'Lachish,' 114-126 ABD 4, 123. This depiction covered the walls of the room. "From left to right the 
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TisIath-pileser 111's description o f  the building o f  his palace 

iIlustrates this well: 

With long (lit., tall) cedar beams, whose 
fragrance is a s  good as that of the cypress tree, 
products o f  Amanus, Lebanon and Ammanana 
(Anti-Lebanon), I roofed them over, and brought 
(them) to faultless completion. T o  set  forth the 
splendor (thereof), o f  ... and stone, the work of 
the stonecutter, I fashioned and adorned the 
door(ways). T h e  doorleaves o f  cedar and 
cypress, which give unbounded joy to the one 
entering them (and) whose odor penetrates (?) to 
the heart, 1 bound with a sheathing o f  shining 
zahalu and (sariru) and hung (them) in the 
door(ways). Lion-colossi and bull-colossi, whose 
members were most skiIIfitlly wrought and 
which were clothed with exuberant splendor, I 

series depicted Assyrian horses and charioteers (this part is now missing), Assyrian infantry attacking the city, the 
besieged city (portrayed in the center of the series opposite the entrance to the room), Assyrian soldiers carrying 
booty and the deported Lachishites leaving their city, Judean captives, Sennacherib sitting on his throne facing 
Lachish. the royal tent and chariots, and the Assyrian camp ... The attacked city is shown in much detail. In the 
center is the city gate attacked by a siege machine, and to its right is the main siege ramp, on which six siege 
machines are deployed. A large structure, probably the palace-fort, is shown above the city gate. The city walls, 
manned by Judean warriors, are shown at both ends of the city. An analysis of the relief leads to the conclusion that 
the artist, although limited by the possibilities of the Assyrian schematic style, attempted to portray a reaiistic view 
of the city ... I believe that the relief portrays Lachish as viewed by the Assyrian monarch from his command post, 
and in fact he is depicted in the relief sitting on his throne and facing the city" 124. (111. 340-346). Also cf- R. D. 
Barnett, 'The Siege of Lachish,' IEJ 8 (1958) 161-164; D. Ussishkin: 'The "Lachish Reliefs" and the City of 
Lachish,' IEJ  30 ( 1  980) 173- 195; and D. Ussishkin: The Conqtresr of Lachislz by Sennacllerib (Tel Aviv, 1982) 1 18- 
126. 

The consistently high quality of carving of the Lachish scenes also indicate their importance in the palace's 
represcntrtrion of Sennacherib's rule over his realm. Carving was not always of such a high standard. To illustrate 
this we may contrast Paley's analysis of the "Buffalo relief." Cf. Samuel Paley: 'Assyrian palace Reliefs: Finished 
and Unfinished Business.' The Lachish sequence was badly damaged when the palace was sacked and burnt in 6 12 
BC. 

"7 The orientation of these scenes is towards the king, the banle stretched out towards the city, the central panel 
telescoping the heat of battle and the fall of the citadel, and at the same time beginning the procession of captives 
streaming toward the enthroned emperor. The military camp which is pictured behind the king focuses back towards 
the ruler. Thus, though looking through the door the central scene is the pitched struggle for Lachish, the natural 
narrative flow of the art shifts the focus within the room onto Sennacherib. 

Recently, it has been concluded that the familiar relief depicting figures playing harps while being marched into 
captivity is not intended to represent Judeans, though often associated with the literary portrait in Psalm 137. Cf. 
CoIlon: ANE.4 I44 who suggests the similarity of the lyres on the relief fragment to Nubian lyres found in Egypt 
provides a possible identification, and Reade: Assyrian Sculpture, who posits an identification with Phoenicians or 
other Palestinians, 36, 50. If the Judean figures exiled from Lachish are depicted as in typical Judean dress, these 
figures might be correctly associated with depictions of similarly dressed men, who in fringed turbans are shown 
moving a huge bull-colossi through mountainous territory. Colton concludes from these relationships that the exited 
Judeans "seem to have been employcd in construction work related to the building of Sennacherib's palace." 
Attention to minute details also prompts Collon to suggest that the onhostats depicting the battle for Lachish, as 
well as showing a group of what may be Nubian prisoners may also picture a Nubian chariot rather than one of 
Levantine origins, AANE 144. 
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placed at the entrances and set them up as (objects) of astonishment (to the people). Slabs 
of gypsum, of alabaster, I placed under them and (so) made the exits splendid. And I 
surrounded the sides with stone carvings-as a protection-of the great gods the creatures of 
the deep (apsu), and made them fear-inspiring. Clothes-hooks of gold, siIver and copper I 
put up all around them (the palaces), to make them complete(1y equipped), and (so) I 
made their appearance beautifid (lit brilliant). For my royal abode, a sun-chamber(?) of 
precious stones, the work of ... I built therein. "Palaces of Rejoicing," "Bringing 
Prosperity," "Blessing the King," "Causing Their Builder to Grow OId" (i-e., have Iength 
of days), - thus 1 named their names. "Gates of Justice," "Carrying Out the Justice of 
the Princes of the Four Regions," " ... the Tribute of Lands and Seas," "Bringing in the 
Products of the Towns before the King, Their Lord," - so I called the names of their 
gates. '" 

When Semacherib describes how he turned his attention to building the "place without rival" in Nineveh, 

we are given a heIpful glimpse into the integration of these themes. AfCer describing the leveling of the 

previous palace and his modification of the Tebiku River, Semacherib describes his raising the level of the 

ground to make the new palace flood-proof. He boasts: 

A great park, like unto Mount Amanus, wherein were set out all kinds of herbs and h i t  
trees, - trees, such as grow on the mountains and in Chaldea, I planted by its (the 
palace's) side. That (they might) plant orchards, I subdivided some land in the plain 
above the city, into plots of 3 PI each, for the citizens of Nineveh, and gave it to them. 
To increase the vegetation, from the border of the town of Kisiri to the plain about 
Nineveh, through mountain and lowland, with iron pickaxes I cut and directed a canal ... 
I made [water] to flow through those orchards in irrigation ditches. 

'Ig Luckenbill: 1.804. 
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AAer I had brought to an end the work on my royal palace, had widened the squares, 
made bright the avenues and streets and caused them to shine like the day, I invited 
Assur, the great lord, the gods and goddesses who dwell in Assyria, into its midst. I 
offered sacrifices in great numbers and presented my gifts.l3 

Semacherib's inscription goes on to describe the way in which the river had destroyed the mausoleums, 

resulting in the need to modify the course of the river and restore order to the royal necropolis. 

The area of Nineveh, my royal city, I enlarged. I widened its squares, and made it shine 
like the day. The outer wall I built and made it mountain high. Above the city and below 
the city I laid out parks. The wealth of mountains and all lands, all the herbs of the land 
of Hatti (Syria), myrrh plants, among which fruithlness was greater than in their 
(natural) habitat, a11 kincis of mountain vines, all the h i t s  of (all) lands (settIernents), 
herbs and fruit-bearing trees I set out for my subjects. 

... To (give) these waters a course (through) the steep mountains, I cut through the 
difficult places with pickaxes and directed their outflow on to the pIaiii of ?heveh. I 
strengthened their channels, heaping up (their banks) mountain high, and brought those 
waters into them. Following my plan I added them to the Husur's waters forever. I had all 
of the orchards watered in the hot (season). In winter, a thousand fieIds of alluvium, 
about and below the city, 1 had them water every year. To arrest the flow of these waters, 
I made a swamp and set out a cane-brake within it. Igim-birds, wild swine, beasts of the 
forest, I turned loose therein. 

By the command of the god, within the orchards, more than in their (native) habitat, the 
vine, every hit-bearing tree, and herbs throve luxuriously. The cypress and the 
mulberry, all kinds of trees, grew large and sent out many shoots(?) ... 

When I had made an end of building my palace, Assur, the great lord, the gods and 
goddesses who dwell in Assyria, I invited therein and offered countless sacrifices, and 
gave (them) presents. Oil of the fruit tree (the olive) and products of the gardens - more 
than these trees bore in their native habitats - I brought them in ab~ndance.'~" 

!" Luckenbill: 2.368-370. 
I-'' Luckenbill: 2.399,40 1-403. 
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This ordering of the land is said to have pleased both the gods and the king. Semacherib is proud of these 

achievements, and in particular the water system(il1. 187). It represents piety and pragmatism. First, his 

own garden is watered, then the needs of the city are provided for.'31 The festival house for the god Assur 

is built on solid rock, and a large garden is formed around the house. Before the building a walled canal 

provided water. Parallel water courses supply plants and trees, whose roots were accommodated by digging 

pits into the solid rock. Traces of this garden extend over 16,000 square  metre^.'^" 

The huge reservoirs created to supply a constant flow of water to the garden are to be imagined as alive 

with fish and birds, and likely surrounded by marshes. That the gods were pleased is clearly indicated: 

By command of the god, within the orchards, the vine, every fruit-bearing tree, and herbs 
throve luxuri~usly.'~' 

Ekewhere, in a string of royal titles, Semacherib is referred to in numerous ways that relate to his role as 

master of the Assyrian land~ca~e:~"  

"I Gothein: A History ofcarden Art 32. 
"'Gothein: A ?fistoryo/Gar&n Art 32. 
"' Luckenbill: 2.177. 
"' Attached to the palace were royal gardens with exotic animals and trees, and a specially constructed water system 

furnished the new capital with an adequate water supply. This in itself is a feat in which the sovereign is clear master 
over the natural world, constructing a watercourse which brings fresh water a distance of 10 miles, 300 metres of 
which is through an aqueduct, to conclude a journey of LO miles of canal. Cf. Thorkild Jacobsen and Seton Lloyd: 
Sennaciterib S Aqueduct at Jenvan (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1935); Julian Reade: 'Studies in Assyrian 
Geography. Part I: Sennacherib and the Waters of Nineveh,' RA 71 (1978) 47-1 75. Compare Genesis 24b-25. 

Reliefs depicted the sovereign as champion of the gods over a vast diversity of terrain. The depiction of the larnassu 
being brought to the new palace from mountain quarries, and dragged by lengthy lines of men from the various parts 
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Sennacherib, the great king, rhe mighty king, king of the universe, king of Assyria, king 
of the four quarters of  the world, ruler of the widespreading peoples; maker of  the image 
(statue) of Assur and the great gods; who restores all the forgotten cuIts of  Eshana, who, 
through the oracle, (and) at the behest of Shamash and Adad, multiplies their ceremonies 
(rituals); ... who fears the great gods of heaven and greatly befriends the gods of  Assyria, 
who exalts the great gods in their shrines, mdtiplies their adornments; maker of  Assyria, 
who completes its metropolis; subduer (who makes obedient) of the enemies' land, 
destroyer of their towns; who digs canals, open[s] wells, runs irrigation ditches, who 
brings plenty and abundance to the wide acres of Assyria, who furnishes water for 
irrigation to Assyria's meadows, - engineering and construction such as none had seen 
in Assyria in days of old, none had known of (those kings) who went before, (none) had 
made; who replaces (adobe)-brick work, both in buildings for the living and the tombs 
provided for the dead. with mountain limestone, which none of the kings of Assyria, who 
went before me, had done; provident prince, whose mle is praised above that of (all) 
kings who dwell in palaces; the support of  his land, temile  in battle and warfare, the 
(protecting) shadow of his armies, am I."' 

Certainly, though palaces of ancestors and predecessors might be maintained in their essentials, each ruler 

was expected to build his own palace. Each palace served as a memorial to one man, Assurnasirpal and 

Tiglath-pileser 111 at ~ a l h u , " ~  and Sargon at the city named after him, ~ur-Sharmkin."' Sennacherib 

of the empire over difficult terrain provides a graphic reminder of the power wielded by the designate of Assur. The 
specimens in the royal gardens, brought as booty or tribute from the far flung corners of the earth serve a similar 
propagandistic purpose. included in the new capital is also an impressive arsenal, a building used not only to 
warehouse military paraphernalia, but as a storage site for tribute, mustering troops, and even royaI parades. 

"' Luckenbill: 2.435. 
Nimrud/Kalhu chosen as administrative capital in 879. It was some distance from the traditional capitals, Assur and 
Nineveh, but was centrally located. Reade suggests the site had previously been neglected. Once begun, the work at 
Kalhu lasted almost 50 years meing continued in the reign of Shalrnaneser 1111, then resumed off and on until 
Sargon moved the capitat to Khorsabad c. 710. Nimrud included a 50 acre citadel within an 890 acre walled outer 
city. Within the inner city was a military arsenal. The citadel road was cobbled, its gate guarded by stone animals. 
To the left, the visitor would see the temple of Nabu, at the right, government offices. Moving ahead however, you 
arrived at a square containing at least two obelisks, Assurnasirpal's "Rassm" obelisk and the "black obelisk" of 
Shalmaneser. Cf. J. Reade: Assyrian Sculpture 24. 

Initially published by Victor Place, the more recent study by Pauline Albenda reexamines the materials, and makes 
them more readiiy available. C f. Pauline Albenda: The Palace of Sargon King of Assyria: Monimrental Wall Reliefs 
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moves the capital to N i n e ~ e h , " ~  to build what he  terms the "Palace without Rival." Esarhaddon builds 

again at Kalhu, and Assurbanipal at  Nineveh. Thus, each palace had an individual character with 

inscriptions which concentrate on  the "personal achievement of the king respon~ible."'~' Throughout the 

palace the "king's names, titles and achievements were written repeatedly in both conspicuous and 

concealed places."'40 

Building projects were also used as a means of  reinforcing the dogma that the gods had chosen the 

incumbent as sovereign. For example, in the case o f  Esarhaddon, it has been demonstrated that a balanced 

program o f  royal building and rebuilding initiatives was used as a means of reinforcing the propaganda of 

Assyrian divine rights to rule over its longtime southern rival. '"' 

ai Dur-sltar-nikin. In the palace of Sargon I 1  at Dur-Sharmkin we find "sometimes a close relationship behveen the 
subject-matter of the decoration and the uses, ar deduced front the groundplan alone, to which the rooms were put." 
J. Reade: 'The Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture' BaM 1 f (1 979) 75-87, 85 [my italic]. 

As Reade describes the layout of the palace, a "standard" entrance gate opens onto a court with another "standard" 
gate, and three scenes reviewing different subjects: 1. a procession of courtiers cany furniture to the king; 2. two 
other scenes showed tributaries, and transport of timber leading to representation of the king by the entrance to a 
corridor. This corridor, guarded by colossi facing ouhvards at both ends, was lined with processions of tributaries 
leadins to a third court. Turning right led to a suite of rooms with military narratives in two registers, a single 
register formal scene of king and courtiers at the narrow end where "the presiding dignitary, probably not the king, 
would have sat" SG. Turning left led to a reception room, where onhostats depicting the king dealing with rebels all 
directed the eye to a representation of the king. A similar reception room adjoined, as well as  a smaller room with 
hunting and feasting scenes. More courtiers, tribute bearers, hunting scenes and military scenes decorated the room 
where king seems to have been enthroned. Cf. J. Reade: 'The Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture.' 

"' Sennacherib's orthostatic innovations include detailing the geographical background of scenes, developing scenes 
across registers. etc. Cf. RusseII: Sennaclierib 's Palace rvitliotrt Rival ... 1 17ff. The reliefs show various ethnic 
elements in the army, thus realistically depicting the practise of incorporating military units from various parts of the 
empire into the army made clear by the texts. Julian Reade observed that in Sennacherib's palace "apart from 
aponopaic figures in the entrances, processions in the sloping corridors, and some scenes of civic achievement out 
of doors, virtually every surviving decorated wall ... indoors and out, showed war or prisoners" J. Reade: 'The 
Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture,' 84. This confirmed the political and ideological message that: "the 
empire was established, and the palace was the expression of this" L. Levine: 'Cities as Ideology: The Neo-Assyrian 
Centres of Ashur, Nimmd, and Nineveh,' BCSMS 12 (1986) 1-7, 7. 

Some blank slabs were decorated by later kings, notably Assurbanipal [grandson]. Sometimes reliefs were cut over the 
top of old ones, as for example, in a scene from southern Babylonia. The scene shows reed beds on the left hand side 
of the orthostat, which remain from the original carving, while the right side has been cut away for a new scene. 
Other rooms were left undecorated, perhaps just displaying a special limestone(?), one of these was covered by 
Assurbanipal. Of course, the major problem in analysis of such recycling operations, is that we only are aware of 
those examples that are, in some manner, less than fully successful or that intentionally leave earlier works (either 
for reference, because the work was incomplete, or for reasons that completely escape us. 

lJ9 J. Reade: '[deology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art,' Mesopotantia 7 (1979) 329-343,330. 

'"O J. Reade : 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 33 1. The back of the slabs used to decorate Sennacherib's 
palace were inscribed with the royal titulary, likely both as an attestation to the gods (to whom alone such would be 
visible after installation) of royal piety, and as a mark of ownership: "Palace of Sennacherib, great king, king of the 
world, king of Assyria, the almighty one, the lord of all kings." 

'" Barbara Porter: Images, Power, and Politic. Figurative Aspects of Esarf~laddun S Babylonian Policy (Phi ladel phia: 
American PhilosophicaI Society, 1993) provides a thorough analysis of the ideological principles driving Assyrian 
policy during the reign of Esarhaddon. Sennacherib had destroyed Babylon, and while there remained continued 
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Esarhaddon is carefully described as basket-bearer in ins~riptions, '~ '  and by noting his use of a common 

laborer's basket seeks to identify himself with conree laborers whose actions, though required, primarily 

show respect for Marduk. Inscriptions intended for display in Babylon use Babylonian motifs and 

- - -- -- 

opposition to A s s y r h  rule on the part of various coaIitions, Esarhaddon became a major patron of rebuilding, 
sponsoring construction or restoration of eight temples - far more than any predecessor - in an attempt to show 
the benefit of his rule. The centrepiece of this restoration activity was rebuilding of the city of Babylon and its 
centrepiece, Esagila and Etemenanki, the temple and ziggurat of Marduk respectively. The Assyrian king thus 
became the city's patron, and the major project of clearing debris, rebuilding and resettling can be seen to be a 
pivotal element in Esarhaddon's "foreign" policy. Intent to lay new foundations for Esagila and add rich 
ornamentation to the sanctuary pillaged by his father, Esarhaddon pIans to have the damaged statues of gods 
returned and restored, or replaced as an act of piety. The people of the city, "now scattered and enslaved, were to be 
returned to the city, their ancient freedoms restored, and their lands and goods returned" Porter: 43. 

In Assyria Esarhaddon's major construction projects include rebuilding the Esarra temple in Assur as well as the 
temple of Istar of Arbela. In all, seven tempIc projects are undcrtakcn as well as military and administrative projects. 
The major military and administrative construction projects are not undertaken in Babylon. Six palaces and two 
massive arsenals mineveh and Kalhu] are constructed or restored in Assyria. Thus the building program, while 
sensitive to the ideological concerns of the south, and a sincere attempt to establish legitimacy as a patron of 
Marduk and the gods of Babylonia, represents "no real shift of power." In Assyria, Marduk is regarded as the "son 
of Assur" - or, if Parpola's views are correct - a manifestation of Assur. 

'"' In his reversal of Sennacherib's policy Esarhaddon represents himself according to time honored traditions. On the 
propagandistic aspects also cf. Erle Leichty: 'Esarhaddon, King of Assyrian,' CANE 2, 949. Assyrian royal 
inscriptions portrayed Assyrian kings as military leaders and builders, however, Babylonian kings were almost 
exclusively idealized as "builders." In transitions! or otherwise difficult times this presentation became a particular 
focus in political propaganda. The establishment of kingship by building can be traced to the times of Ur-Nammu 
(c. 2100), and may be dated prior to that time. Thus "Esarhaddon was presenting himsetf as the embodiment of 
Babylonia's royal traditions on a grand scale" Porter: 45. His building programs were extended to other cities and 
continue to the end of his reign. The political impact of gifts and building projects was understood as a basic 
equation. Benefits to temples result in benefits to citizens. Such rebuilding provides a visible confirmation of 
Esarhaddon's intentions regarding the southern state. 
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emphases while inscriptions for an Assyrian audience use Assyrian titles and  epithet^.'^' The message 

intended for Babylon is that though Marduk had been angry, his anger is now assuaged. The announced 

succession of Assurbanipal, and the return of Marduk to his ancient shrine are intended by Esarhaddon as a 

package of highly visible symbols. An important procession would celebrate Marduk's return and vindicate 

Esarhaddon's sponsorship of the rebuilding and refurbishing of Babylon, and by extension his rule and the 

rule of his successor over the state. The image of Marduk served as an emblem of unity and well being, and 

at the same time, having been restored and refurbished [or replaced] by Assyrian craftsmen, on yet another 

Ievel the restoration and return is intended as a further endorsement of the divinely willed rule of 

Esarhaddon. Not surprisingly, Marduk's endorsement of Esarhaddon as king is celebrated in the official 

propaganda. But despite Esarhaddon's desire to return the exiled god, this aspect of the plan is not abIe to 

be completed. the statue actually returns during Assurbanipal's reign. Esarhaddon's ongoing concern with 

the pacification of Babylon, and integration as a willing partner in the Assyrian state was enhanced by the 

fact that he was able to resolve issues diplomaticaUy. Thus throughout his realm there were no military 

campaigns [ l l  years], a policy which was able to be sustained for the fist I7 years of Assurbanipal's 

reign, until the rebellion led by his brother, Samas-sumu-ukin. 

'" The inscriptional evidence describes the first building project undertaken by Esarhaddon as Esagila, followed the 
next year by the construction of Esarra. In the early inscriptions from Esarhaddon's reign the two projects are 
balanced. Later inscriptions unify the dual building endeavors as one event. The basket ceremony is used at both 
sites, serving in Babylonia to depict an Assyrian king in a role for Babylonian kings. The attempt to build an image 
of the king as rightful heir to the two states appears clear. Representations of his two sons Assurbanipal and Sarnas- 
sumu-ukin as basket bearers reinforce this message. Thus, "an extensive and systematic program of public 
appearances, public statements, and public patronage designed to win acceptance for Assyrian rule in Babylonia" 
(Porter: 149) might be deemed to have mer with considerable success, having demonstrated an "intention to permit 
Babylonia's national identity to survive under Assyrian rule" Porter: 150. 

By the middle years of his reign, Esarhaddon tried to acknowledge unity through culture, and in the titulary of the 
king. In his later years, restoring the gods to Babylon became programmatic. By this point in time many Assyrians 
worshipped Marduk, whose attractive characteristics included being the god of light, healing and protection from 
misfortune. With this popularity throughout Assy-ria and Babylon, Marduk served as a powerful unifying force. 
From the Assyrian royal viewpoint Marduk was seen as the son of Assur. 
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One of the means by which the benefaction of the gods was demonstrated was through the advancement of 

the affairs of the empire, so it is not surprising to fud the frequent assertion that the palace builder had 

done what his predecessors had failed to do either through neglect or inability. In this sense, Reade is 

correct to describe the palace as "a massive corpus of personal propaganda," for other than magical or 

ornamental art, the focus is on the achievements of the king.'= This concern to display the advances made 

possible throughout the empire by the mighty acts of the king may be a force which promotes the 

numerous subtle advances made in the representations of the empire in the bas-reliefs.I4' 

J. Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 33 I .  

"I Such transformations in specific representational details have been used by Madhloom to detail changing styles 
which allow the dating of uninscribed materials, or those materials which are not found in a datable archaeological 
context. His analysis also is of use in determining the original dating of carvings which may have been redeployed 
in a palace redecoration program. The number of horses attached to chariots, changes in the construction of chariot 
carts, and the type of horsetrappings used are carefulIy chronicied. Varying styles of helmets, swords, daggers, 
quivers, spears. bows, arrows, maces, and armor which reflect advancing technoIogica1 developments and styles, as 
well as dress for various non-military purposes, a variety of headdress styles, hairstyles, beards [or beardless] and 
mustaches, and earrings are all carefully analyzed and chronicled from their representations on orthostats whose 
dating is secure. Guardian figures are also catalogued according to the popularity of varied types of figures, their 
buckets, varying conventions in carving, as well as attire [including headdress]. Such standardized representations 
also provide evidence for the execution of reliefs by groups of craftsmen who worked according to very carefully 
determined standardized conventions. Madhloom's work is essential to detailed work on Assyrian orthostatic 
sculpture. For details cf. T. Madhloom: T\I~ Chronology of Neo-Assyrian At l  (London: Athlone Press, 1970). 
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K i n g  and cult 

The king as builder is especially modeled in the construction, reconstruction, rehrbishing and maintenance 

of temples as a mark of devotion to the gods. While the building of a palace for the use of the king 

becomes a means of celebrating achievements which designate the blessings of Assur upon the king's rule, 

construction on behalf of the gods is normative. From earliest times the linking of kingship with the will of 

the gods is marked in Mesopotamian tradition. The Sumerian king list declares kingship to be "lowered 

Fiom the heavens." AS a result, kingship, as a gift from the gods, is uitimately a sacral hct ion.  As 

patron of the cults and divine designate for rule the proper service of the gods is an ultimate responsibility 

for the reigning monarch. Their responsibilities are, in essence, threefold: "the interpretation of the will of 

the gods; the representation of his people before the gods; and the administration of the realm.""' 

As in Egypt, in practice, for much of early Mesopotamia the role of high priest was delegated to the 

priesthood.148 "But at all times the king stood at the head of the priesthood and appointed the high 

pr ie~t .""~ The king was chosen by the gods'" who provided guidance for him through signs, oracles, and 

 dream^.'^' 

"6 We should note that in Mesopotamian tradition the office, not the incumbent was divine. For the text of the 
Sumerian King List cf. RNET265f.; on the concept of kingship as eternal and descending to earth cf. Ivan Engnell: 
Studies in Divine Kingship it1 the Ancient Near Easl (Oxford: Blackwell, 1967) 16f.; Frankfort Kingship and the 
Gods 237; Guillaume notes: "The Babylonians held that the founder of divination, medicine, and the magical rituals 
of expiation, was Enmenduranna (or Enmenduranki), one of the legendary Sumerian kings who reigned before the 
flood" A. Guillaume: Prophecy and Divination (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 193 8) 3 9. 

'" Frankfort: Kingship and the Gods 252. 

'" Sabourin, Priesthood 50. The king fulfilled the role of "high priest" on certain important occasions. Cf. Enpell: 
Ideas 30ff; Sabourin: Priesthood 48, 5 1 ff.; H. W. F. Saggs: The Greatness that Was Babylon (New York: Mentor, 
1962) 329. 

"9 Frankfort: Kingship a t~d  the Gods 252. 

Frankfort: Kingship and the Gods 252; Saggs: The Greatness that was Babylon 342. 

"I Signs or omens that were not induced were provided by the gods as a means of revelation of the divine will, or of 
future events. Careful cataloguing of strange events and their results or perceived meaning could thus be used to 
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In Assyria, the king was clearly the most important cultic figure in the nation, and daily ritual attested to 

that fact. As "high priest" the king was involved in complex rituals, which occupied much of  his daily 

s~hedu le . '~ '  The Assyrian kings were energetic builders of temples,'" and restorers o f  cults. Ln the 

succession ritual the power and authority o f  the Assyrian king was attested to by the fact that all office 

holders deposited their symbols of authoriry before the king who was being enthroned.'" Clearly, the 

interpret later signs. Cf. A. L. Oppenheim: Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago: Chicago, 1964) 217ff; Saggs: The 
Greamess char was Babylon 308; Frankfort: Kittgsllip and the Gods 252. Also J. J. M, Roberts: 'Divine Freedom 
and Cultic Manipuiation in Israel and Mesopotamia,' 181-187 in H. Goedicke and I. Roberts (eds.): Unity and 
Diversify (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1975) 187- 

On dreams cf. A. L. Oppenheim: T h e  Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East,' PAPS 46 (1956) f79-307; 
Saggs: The Greatness that was Babylon 346f.; Frankfort: Kingsllip and the Gods 252ff.; Hawkes: Civilizations 234. 

Is' Oppenheim: Anciettt Mesopotan~ia 100; Roux: Ancient Iraq 3 16. 

The king has the gods as allies, and normally needs no justification for what he does. As high priest of Assur, whose 
glory he proclaims throughout the world, it is the "king's duty to protect his realm, the realm of the god Assur, from 
the powers of chaos" J. Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 332. He notes that "Sennacherib was 
even shown, according to one ancient description of a picture which does not survive, helping the gods in their own 
struggle against primeval Chaos." This ideology is also reflected in the seal of the king, who is shown vanquishing a 
lion. Lions threatened the security of the realm, as  did enemy nations. 

In all of these motifs, the justice of the cause of the king and the unquestioning loyalty of the people of the realm is 
portrayed. 

'*' Oppenheim: Ancient Mesopotanlia 108. 

"" Oppenheim: Ancient bfesopotanria 100: 
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sovereign was to restore or retain the offices according to his will. Temple and palace were architecturally 

united, separated by a wall From the common people, and elevated above all other structures in the city."' 

The well being of the king was considered essential for the survival of the country. Elaborate provisions 

were made for the care and we11 being of the king, as the head of the state, and as the high priest, the 

"designated" ruler, appointed by the gods. At times, this appears to have taken the form of appointing a 

"substitute king," when a negative omen threatened the Assyrian monarch.'" 

196. 

As obedience to the will of the gods was essential to the system, the priesthoods were delegated the 

responsibility of watching for the revelations of the god through the recognized means of manifestation, as 

well as for the maintenance of the daily cultic rituals. Thus, various specializations arose among priestly 

c l a s ~ e s . ~ ~ ~ ~ e r n a i n i n ~  central to all these concerns was the care of the god, which included various forms of 

service to the image in the cella. This included the provision of meals, washing of the image, changing the 

earments, and othzr services rendered to the deity. As Hawkes observes: "the physical tending of the god's - 
image can be seen as the central purpose and justification of the whole program and organization of the 

temple."ls8 

Is' Oppenheim: Ancient Mesoporan~ia 133. 

lS6 Oppenheim: Ancient Mesopotantia 100. Cf. Simo Parpola: Letfersfim Assyrian and Babylonian Scholars; For a 
brief synopsis cf. Leichty: 'Esarhaddon, King of Assyria,' CANE 2,954. 

15' Roux: Ancienr Iraq I99f.; Hawkes: Civilizations 225; Sabourin: Priesthood 63ff. 

Hawkes: The Firsf Great Civilizations 222; Cf. Oppenheim: Ancient Mesopotanlia 1 92; Roux Ancient Iraq I 99; C f. 
ANET 343ff. for the daily ritual at Uruk. 
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Assyrian equivalent of a political poster, the royal stele." Such representations are "placed inside shrines 

and in temple courtyards and gateways; in palace courtyards; in city gates and streets; on isolated rocks by 

battlefields, and on seemingly inaccessible cliffs in the far comers of the known world. They were directed 

at every possible audience: the gods, the king's contemporaries, universal p~sterity."'~" 

Reade believes such representations convey the conviction of each king that he had a place in history, and 

must ensure it! In at least two cases, monuments carved into rock have been placed next to other older 

ones, demonstrating clearly that these kings respected earlier rulers, as their inscriptions would declare, and 

as their invocations would attempt to ensure for their own rn~nurnents. '~~ Texts also refer to these 

l b 2  J. Reade: 'ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 340. Albenda concurs in the use of such representations to 
portray Assur as the "bestower of sceptre, sword, and crown to the king," Pauline Albenda: 'Expressions of 
Kingship in Assyrian Art,' JANES 2 (1969) 41-52, 49-50. Also see Pauline Albenda: 'Images of Royalty in 
ASS~.~~ZUI Art,' BCSMS 17 (1991) 7-16. 

'15' The following example demonstrates that this respect extends to earlier non-Assyrian empires as well, in fact, to a 
current enemy of the empire: "With Babylon secure (and perhaps to pay for its restoration!) Esarhaddon now 
undertook the conquest of Egypt, a kingdom long coveted by the kings of Assyria. Unsuccessful in his first 
expeditions (675, 671) and remembering his own contested succession, the now aging king decided before setting 
forth again to invest his son Assurbanipal with full powers. Thus in 672 in a great ceremony at Nineveh 
Assurbanipal was proclaimed Crown Prince and heir to the Assyrian throne. At the same time the title Crown Prince 
was given to Assurbanipal's (?twin) brother Shamash-shuma-ukin, this second title being tied to the Babylonian 
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monuments celebrating the rule of the king.Ia As icons of the empire, the comments of Reade are once 

again instructive: "This scene of the king worshipping his gods, in conjunction with the seal where he kills 

his lion, summarizes all the royal  achievement^."'^' In fact, these are used and reused in the art of the 

empire, and their influence extends through the succeeding Babylonian and Persian empires. The scenes 

appear carved in palace orthostats, embroidered on royal garments, etched and chased in metal helmets, 

horse trappings, and other metal objects, as well as on cylinder seals used by 

199. 

gods, kings and royal officials. Painted, glazed, carved in ivory, these central icons of the iconographic 

program signal and reinforce the ideology of empire across a plethora of presentation platforms, and come 

to be imitated by smaller or rival states seeking to convey a similar ideology, though with perhaps a locaI 

flavor. 

throne. Governors of provinces and vassal rulers were required to take an oath recognizing the settlement and 
promising, on thc death of Esarhaddon, to assist the two brothers to assume their co-equal thrones. In 671 
Esarhaddon returned from a spectacular triumph in which Memphis had been captured and Egypt placed under 
Assyrian administration. Like Ramesses I1 long before he paused to record his victory by the Dog River near 
Beirut." O m s :  Babylon 12 1 .  

IM In a development after the sack of Babylon, Sennacherib's hand holds an object used in Babylon, the identity of 
which is uncertain. This apparently announced his intention of fusing the two state cults. "Sennacherib's 
incorporation o f  Babylonian royal symbolism into the Assyrian iconographic tradition" is a most significant 
alteration in the tradition. Esarhaddon's succession plans are also represented in stele, Esarhaddon and his two sons 
in their robes of o f i ce  on either side of him. 

Another stele at Zincirli [Samal] depicts the emperor with two leashed enemies, who are carved on a much smaller 
scale, and whose reigns he holds in one hand along with a mace, while with his other, right hand, he gestures to 
symbols of the gods. "These royal steles are the trademark of the Assyrian empire," their dominant interest being to 
represent the "king as agent and servant of his gods." Here, "the emphasis is national rather than imperial, and 
pcrsonal rather than national" .I. Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 342. 

Id' J. Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 340. The gods represented by the symbols change. Originally 
five or six deities were represented, but in the early 8th century Marduk and Nabu were added under Babylonian 
influences, and Tiglath-pileser I11 cites Amunu, and Sennacherib, Ninurta. Many of the iconographic symbols are 
known throughout Mesopotamia from very early times, and their use in Babylonian boundary steles known as 
kudums may have lead to the sort of usage which becomes paradigmatic of the Assyrian king's piety. 
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For our purposes such an observation is of critical importance. The implication is that subjects understood 

the meaning of these representations, clearly understanding the implications which are spelled out in the 

narrative representations. While we cannot be sure who might have had access to the reception rooms, or 

the thronerooms of the palaces, these other symbols were available to the public at large, and at the 

extremes of the empire. 

The king as destroyer 

A f-ma1 aspect of the king as builder is articulated in text and orthostat alike. It is the two sided aspect to the 

role. The concept is summarized by the statement: "Today I appoint you over nations and over kingdoms, 

to pluck up and pull down, to destroy and to cjverthrow, to build and to plant."'66 Rule is clearly to be 

demonsuated. The king is both builder and dismantler, pIanter and destroyer. Those encountered by the 

king must decide whether he will be honored or come in conquest. No barrier, physical or military will 

'" Jeremiah 1:IO-11. This programmatic statement for the book which bears his name appears in the prophetic call of 
Ezekiel's contemporary, and indicates Jeremiah's rote as exercising the authority of YHWH, who is portrayed in the 
language of empire, as ruler of  the world. 
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stand in his way. Here, text and orthostat fruitfully combine to convey this imperial propaganda. As 

Tukulti-Ninurta describes his entry into new territory he claims: 

With my surpassingly strong might I frequently traversed mighty mountains (and) 
extremely difficult ranges, the paths of which no other king knew. I cut into their 
mountains with copper picks (and) widened their impassable paths. I did battle with forty 
kings of the lands Nairi (and) brought about the defeat of their army. Thus I became lord 
of all their lands. I fastened bronze clasps to the necks of those same kings of the l a d s  of 
Nairi (and) brought them to Ekur, the great mountain, the tempIe of my support, into the 
presence of the god AgSur, my lord. I made them swear by the great gods of heaven (and) 
underworld (and) levied upon them tribute and impost f~rever. '~'  

The conquest of uncharted territory is simiIarly described by Assur-nasir-pal: 

Moving on from this camp I marched to the cities in the plain of Mount Nisir which no 
one had ever seen. I conquered the city of Larbusa, the fortified city which (was ruled 
by) Kirteara, (and) eight cities in its environs. The troops were frightened and took to a 
rugged mountain. The mountain was as jagged as the point of a dagger. The king with his 
troops climbed up after them. In threw down their corpses in the mountain, massacred 
I72 of their fighting men, (and) piled up many troops on the precipices of the mountain. I 

'" RIM. Assyrian Periods. 1, 272. 
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brought back captives, possessions, oxen, (and) sheep fiom them (and) burnt their cities. 
I hung their heads on trees of the mountains (and) burnt their adolescent boys (and) girls. 
I returned to my camp (and) spent the night. 

I tamed in this camp. 150 cities belonging to the cities of the Larbusu, Dur-Lullumu, 
Bunisa, (and) Bara - I massacred them, camed off captives from them, (and) razed, 
destroyed (and) burnt their cities. I defeated 50 troops of Bara in a skirmish on the plain. 
At that time the radiance of ASSur, my lord, overwhelmed all of  the kings of  the land 
Zamua (and) they submitted to rne.I6' 

16' RIM, Assyrian Periods. 2,204-205. 
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Assur-nasir-pal is thus able to describe himself with epithets of empire - including "destroyer of cities and 

mountains": 

Assur-nasir-pal, attentive prince, worshipper of the great gods, ferocious dragon, 
conqueror of cities and the entire highlands; king of lords, encircler of the obstinate, lofty 
(and) merciless, he who stirs up strife, king of all princes, king of kings, attentive 
purification priest, designate of the wamor god Ninurta, destructive weapon of the great 
gods, the king who has always acted justly with the support of AJSur and the god Ninuta 
the gods who help him and subdued the fortified mountain and the kings hostile to him, 
all their lands, (he who) has always contested with the enemies of ASSur above and below 
and imposed upon them tribute and tax . . 

Assur-nasir-pal, strong king, designate of the god Sin, favorite of the god Anu, loved one 
of the god Adad, (who is) almighty among the gods, the merciless weapon which lays 
tow lands hostile to him, I; the king, capable in battle, vanquisher of cities and highlands, 
foremost in battIe, king of the four quarters, the one who defeats his enemies, I have 
subdued (and) brought under one authority fortified lands, dangerous highlands, (and) 
merciless kings from east to west."' 

Many of the elements we have used to describe the king's role as lord of the earth are brought together in 

this description of the receipt of tribute from the inscriptions of Assurnasirpal E: 

At that time I made my way to the slopes of Mount Lebanon (and) went up to the Great 
Sea in the land of Amurru. I cleansed my weapons in the Great Sea (and) made sacrifices 
to the gods. I received tribute from the kings of the sea coast, from the lands of the 
people of Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, Mahallatu, Maim, Kaizu, Amurm, and the city of h a d  
which is (on an island) - silver, gold, tin, bronze, a bronze casserole, linen garments 
with multi-colored trim, a large female monkey, a small female monkey, ebony, 

RIM, Assyrian Periods 2, 28 1 . 
170 RIM, Assyrian Periods 2. 28 1 . 
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boxwood, ivory of nahirus, (which are) sea creatures. They submitted to me. I climbed 
up to Mount Arnanus (and) cut down logs of cedar, cypress, dapranu-juniper, (and) 
buraSu-juniper. I made sacrifices to my gods. I made there a memorial to my valor (and) 
erected (it) therein. I transported cedar logs from Mount Amanus and brought them to 
EBarra to my temple, the shrine, a joyful temple, to the temple of the gods Sin and Sarna9, 
the holy gods."' 

Assur-nasir-pal describes himself washing his weapons in the Great Sea, the Mediterranean, a symbolic 

action which serves to demonstrate the conquest of the land to its remote limits. In fact, the "ritual" of 

washing his weapons in the Great Sea is an act attributed to other emperors."?- 

'" RfM, Asqrian Period 2 ,  2 18-219. Shalmaneser 111 describes: "Tribute of the land of Musk Camels, whose backs 
are two humps, a river-ox (buffalo), a sakea, a sum, elephants, monkeys, apes, I received from him" Luckenbill: 1. 
591. 

"' ''I razed, destroyed, (and) burned the cities along my way (and) [received] rhe tribute of [...Iw Shalmaneser 111 
declares. "I went down to the great [sea], washed my weapons in the great sea, (and) offered sacrifices to my gods. I 
received the mbute of all the kings by the sea. I created a colossal image of my lordship (and) wrote thereon the 
praises [of ASSur, the great lord, my lord, and the mighty deeds which] I had been accomplishing by the sea. I 
erected it by the sea. RIM, Assyrian Period 3,29. 
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The acute awareness that such dominion is a gift of the gods is reflected in this inscription of Shalrnaneser 

At that time, ASSur, the great lord, called [my name for shepherdship on the people, he 
crowned (me) with the exalted crown, [he ...I my dominion, (and) placed in my hands 
the sword, sceptre (and) staff appropriate for (rule over) the people. With the support of 
ASSur, the great lord, my Iord, and the god Ninurta, who loves my priesthood, I always 
acted (and) they placed f i y  in my hands a11 lands (and) mountains. 

Shalmaneser, the strong king, sun(god) of all people: I overwhelmed like the Deluge (lit. 
"tells of the Deluge") the entire (territory stretching) worn] the sea of the land Nairi, the 
sea of the interior of the land Zamua, and the great western sea of the land Hatti. I 
uprooted 44,400 of their troops (rvitlr) their officers (and) regarded (them) as people of 
my land. I unleashed upon the Iand Hatti my lordly radiance. Upon my passing by the sea 
I created a colossal image of my lordship (and) erected (it) where the image of Anurn- 
hirbe (stands). 

In a treaty, ASSur-nerari V describes the consequences of the vassal Mati'-ilu breaching the covenant made 

with the emperor in terms of the attack of the gods upon 

the vassal and upon the ability of the vassal's lands to 

sustain life: 

.May Sin, the great lord who dwells in Harran, 
clothe Mati'-ilu, [his solns his magnates, and the 
people of his land in leprosy as in a cloak, may 
they have to roam the open country, and may 
there be no mercy for them. May there be no 
more dung of oxen, asses, sheep, and horses in 
his land. 

May Adad, the canal inspector of heaven and 
earth, put an end to Mati'-ilu's land, and the 
people of his land through hunger, want and 
famine, may they eat the flesh of their sons and 
their daughters, and may it taste as good to them 
as the flesh of spring Iambs. May they be 
deprived of Adad's thunder so that rain become 
forbidden to them. May dust be their food, pitch 
their ointment, donkey's urine their drink, 
papyrus their clothing, and may their sleeping 
place be in the dung heap. 

If Mati'-ilu, his sons, or his magnates who (sic!) 
sin against this treaty of ASSur-nerari, king of 
Assyria, may his farmers not sing the harvest 
songs, may no vegetation spring forth in the open 
country and see the sunlight, may women 
fetching water not draw water from the springs, 
[may . . .I be their food, [. . . their drink], [. . .I7' 

' " RIM, Assyrian Periods 3,28-29.. 

".' SAA /I. Neo-Assyrian Treaties and Loyalty Oarhs, 10- I 1. 
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The ability of the king to subdue the peoples of the earth and to overcome great natural obstacles also 

indicates this special status of the king. Assur-nasir-pal "writes": 

Moving on from the city Zamru to mount Lara, a rugged mountain which was unsuitable 
for chariotry (and) troops, I cut through with iron axes (and) I smashed (a way) with 
copper picks. (Thus) I was able to move forward the chariotry and troops. I went down to 
the city Tukulti-ASSur-asbat, which the Lullu call Arrakdu. All the kings of the land 
Zamua took fright before the brilliance of my weapons and awe of my dominion m e  they 
submitted to me. I imposed upon them more tribute and tax than ever before - silver, 
gold, tin, bronze, bronze casseroles, garments with multi-colored trim, horses, oxen, 
sheep, (and) wine. Their corvee they performed in Calah.'7s 

Shamshi-Adad V, in describing his overthrowing of an enemy king, highlights the defenses of the city 

attacked, in order to accent the glorious manner by which overwhelms and levels the palace. T n h t e  taken 

indudes gods, furniture, and the harem: 

All of (the people of) the land Akkad, who had taken fright at the flash of my violent 
weapons (and) my incontestable mighty warfare and together with (the khabitants of) 
447 cities had entered Dur-Papsukkal, a royal city, which lay like a river meadow in the 
torrent of waters (and) was not easily accessible for (lit. "was not good for the approach 
of') my troops - that city I conquered on my march. I felled 13,000 of its soldiers with 
the sword, caused their blood to flow like river water in the square of their city, (and) 
piled up the corpses of their warriors in heaps. I captured 3,000 (soldiers) alive. I carried 
off from that city its royal bed, its royal couch, the treasure of its palace, the palace 
women, its property, possessions, gods, and anything desirable in its palace, in countless 
quantities. Its captured warriors were rounded up like locusts into the army of my land. I 
razed, destroyed, (and) burned that city."6 

'" RIM, Assyrian Periods 2,207-208.. 

"' RIM, Assyrian Periods 3 ,  1 88. 
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Likewise, Sargon is opposed by a powerful opponent sequestered in a strong city, who has made elaborate 

preparations for the king's attack. Yet the conclusion of the battle is that the Assyrian king is able to boast: 

In the thirteenth year of my reign, in the month of Am, I made ready my chariot (lit., 
span) and set my camp in order in Shuanna (Babylon) ... and the people of Ur, Uruk, 
Kisik and Nimid-Laguda he had carried off and brought into Dur-Iakini, whose defences 
he had strengthened. (The length) of a chain he removed (the earth) fiom the front of its 
great wall and made the moat 200 cubits wide. ... he made it deep and reached the nether 
waters. He cut a channel (leading) from the Euphrates and carried it up to its (the city's) 
environs. The city's meadows, where battles (are fought), he filled with water and cut the 
bridges (dykes). That one, with his allies (and) his warriors, pitched the roya! tent in the 
midst of the ditches (canals) like a pelican(?), and set his camp in order. At the command 
of Assur, Shamash and Marduk, I caused my 
eagles. They defeated 

picked fighters to fly across his ditches like 

The goal of aII such dominion is well summarized 

by Sargon: 

Peoples of  the four regions (of the 
world), of foreign tongue and 
divergent speech, dwellers of 
mountain and lowland, all that 
were ruled by the Light of the 
gods, the Lord of all, I carried off 
at the command of Assur, my 
lord, by the might of my sceptre. I 
unified them and settled them 
therein. Assyrians, hlly 
competent to teach them how to 
fear god and the king, I 
dispatched to them as scribes and 
sheriffs (supsrir~tendents).'~~ 

Sargon's description of his campaign provides an 

excellent example of the king who overcomes 

geographical obstructions in a "superhuman" 

manner, because the gods are his patrons: 

With the strong support of Assur, Shamash, Nabu and Marduk, for the third time I 
directed the line of march into the mountains. Against the Iands of Zikirtu and h d i a  I 
guided the yoke (i.e., the chariot) of Nergal and Adad, (whose) emblems go before me. 
Between Mount Nikippa and Mount Upa, high mountains, covered with all kinds of 
trees, whose surface was a jungle, whose passes were frightfll, over whose area shadows 
stretch as in a cedar forest, the traveller of whose paths never sees the light of the sun, I 
marched. The Buia River, which (flows) behveen them, I crossed as many as twenty-six 
times, my army being unafraid of the high waters of its flood. Mount Simirria, a large 
mountain peak, which stands out like the blade of a lance, raising its head above the 
mountains where the goddess Belit-ilani resides, whose summit reaches to the heavens 
above, whose root strikes downward into the midst of Arallu (the lower world); where, as 

- -p 

IT?  Luckenbill: 2. 39. 

17' Luckenbill: 2. 86. 
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on the back of a fish, there is no going side by side, and where the ascent is difficult 
(whether one goes) forward or backward; on whose sides gorges and precipices yawn, to 
look at which with the eyes, inspires fear; - its road was too rough for chariots to 
mount, bad for horses, and too steep to march foot soldiers (over it). With the quick and 
keen understanding with which Ea and Belit-ilani have endowed me, - (the same are the 
gods) who have freed my limbs (i.e., given me strength) to cast down the enemy's land, 
- I had (my men) carry mighty bronze pickaxes in my equipment, and they shattered the 
side of the high mountain as (one does in breaking) blocks of building stone, making a 
good road. I kept at the head of my army and made my chariots, cavalry and infantry fly 
over that (peak) like fierce (brave) eagles. I had the Iaborers (camp-followers) and 
sappers follow behind them. The camels and baggage asses scrambled to the summit of 
the peak like wild goats, natives of the mountain-(side). I brought the dense masses of 
Assur's hosts up the steep ascent in safety, and set my camp in order on top of that 
m~untain."~ 

As the concluding sentence makes clear, this builder can build where he chooses. Elsewhere, Sargon's 

annals describe the taking of an enemy city and in doing so, a means of irrigation is described. More 

importantly, the passage describes another king's royal garden being torn down, and its harvest taken to the 

Assyrian homeland as tribute: 

The ground of his uncultivated areas he made like a meadow, flooding it abundantly in 
springtime, (and) grass and pasturage did not fail (cease), winter and summer; into 
stamping grounds (corrals) for horses and herds he turned it. The camels in(?) all of his 
submerged country he trained(?) and they pumped (lit., poured) (the water into) ditches. 

Luckenbiil: 2. 142. Sargon writes: "The Rappa and Arana, streams flowing by their bases, I crossed at high water as 
(though they were) irrigation ditches" Luckenbill: 2.133. "Assur, my lord, heard my words of righteous 
(indignation), they pleased him and he inclined to hear (lit., turned toward) my just prayer. He granted my request. 
He sent at my side his terrible weapons, which in their going forth from the rising to the setting sun (east to west) 
despoil the rebellious; and the exhausted armies of Assur, who had come this long distance (lit., road) and were tired 
and weary, who had crossed innumerable mighty mountains, whose ascent and descent were most difficult, - their 
appearance (mien) became changed. 1 could not relieve their fatigue, nor give them water to quench their thirst, nor 
pitch my tent, nor strengthen the wall of the camp; I could not send my warriors (ahead) nor gather together my 
equipment (or army), what was right and left could not be brought . .." LuckenbilI 2. 154. 
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... Into Illhu, the store city (lit., city of properties) of Ursa I entered triumphantly; to the 
palace, his royal abode, I marched victoriously. The mighty wall, which was made of 
stone from the lofty mountain, with iron axes and iron hoes I smashed like a pot and 
levelled it to the ground. Great cypress beams (from) the roof of his substantial palace, I 
tore out and carried to Assyria. Its filled-up granaries I opened and let my army devour 
its abundant grain, in measureless quantities. Its guarded(?) wine cellars I entered, and 
the widespreading hosts of Assur drew the good wine from (the skin) bottles like river 
water. The canal which protects it, - its flow (?) I blocked (dammed) and the waters ..... 
I turned into a morass ..... Into his pleasant gardens, which adorned his city (lit., the 
adornments of his city) (and) which were overflowing with fmit and wine, like the 
immeasurable(?) downpour of heaven, my fierce warriors rushed, and like Adad (the 
storm-god), they made the noise of iron axes to resound (and) [felllgreat quantities of his 
fruit. Is' 

The destruction of the garden 

serves notice to all that the fruitfid 

rule of the vanquished king is no 

more. This symbol of the bounty 

offered by the rule of the king and 

thus the pleasure of the gods with 

this monarch is demolished, and 

will serve as a continual reminder 

of the Assyrian conquest, for the 

orchards which are destroyed will 

require several years before once 

again they are able to bear fruit, 

and at least a decade before they 

even begin to reach maturity. The 

orchard becomes a bitter reminder 

of conquest and thus serves as a 

warning against further 

insurrections against the emperor. 

To enjoy the bounty of life, the 

vanquished must approach the 

gods through the priesthood of the 

Assyrian conqueror. ''I 

- - 

lS0 Luckenbill: 2. 160. 

''I "The parks were the chief ornament of the country, and therefore the first to be exposed to the enemy's 
depredations" Gothein: A History of Garden Art 30. She further observes that: "In the earliest account of a war 
between Egypt and Asia, about 2500 BC, we are told that 'the army returned in good order to Egypt after it had cut 
down their (the enemy's) fig-trees and vines.' This was an act of revenge" 30. 
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Sargon provides hrther examples of symbolic destruction or use of gardens and orchards to demonstrate 

the power of the conqueror: 

I let my army eat (the b i t )  of their orchards; the date palms, their mainstay, the 
orchards, the wealth of their province, I cut down.'" 

Into his pleasant gardens, which adorned his city ... (and) which were overflowing with 
fruit and wine, like the immeasurable(?) downpour of heaven, my fierce wamors rushed, 
and like Adad (the storm-god), they made the noise of iron axes to resound (and) great 
quantities of his fruit, which could not be measured, came tumbling down. No quaking 
heart escaped from (that) fight, (their) eternal desire (they realized). His great trees, the 
adonunent of his palace, I cut down like millet(?), and I destroyed the city of his glory, 
and his province I brought to shame. The trunks of a11 those trees which I had cut down I 
gathered together, heaped them in a pile and burned them with fire. Their abundant 
crops, which (in) garden and marsh(?) were immeasurable, I tore up by the root and did 
not leave an ear (by which) to remember the destruction. His pleasant fields, which were 
spread out (lit., lay) like a platter painted lapis lazuli (blue), - the surrounding plain 
planted to grass and habbunt, with the chariots and horses of my destructive(?) advance, 
like Adad I overwhelmed and made the meadows, the support of his horses, like 
plowland. Shardurihurda, their great stronghold, together with 57 cities of the 
neighborhood of the Sangibutu district, I destroyed them totally, levelled them to the 
ground (lit., counted as ground). The beams of their roofs I set on fire and burned them 
up (lit., made like fame).''' 

210. 

Even the attack of the servant of the gods can be summarized in such natural terms: 

The cities of Sam'una, Bab-duri, fortresses which Shutur-nahundu, the Elamite, had 
erected against Iatburu, I overwhelmed like the onset of a storm.'*' 

Is' Luckenbill: 2. 32. 

IS' Luckenbill: 2.16 1 .  

Is' Luckenbill: 2. 33. 
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The hunting park 

The development of true hunting parks seems to have come in Assyrian tirnes.18' While earlier gardens may 

have provided areas to preserve livestock, the hunting park serves as a venue for the symbolic presentation 

of an ordered world. The wild animals kept securely in specific sections of the garden are released into the 

compound, where they threaten the order of "the The king's domination of ferocious beasts in 

the park thus served as a metaphor for the rule of the king over the extremities of the empire. In life, the 

hunt served the same purpose as its representation in the orthostats, though presumably greater precautions 

were used to ensure the safety of the kingt8' Lion hunts provided the king with an opportunity to show his 

bravery, as well as to syrnbolicaily demonstrate his lordship over the created order (ill. 212),lS8 The same 

principle appears to be at work in the tracking down of other game (ill, 21 1). Assur-nasir-pal "writes": 

With my outstretched hand and my fierce heart I captured 15 strong lions from the 
mountains and the forests. I took away 50 lion cubs. I herded them into Calah and the 
palaces of my land into cages. I bred their cubs in great numbers. I captiired live tigers 
(rrrindinai). I formed herds of wild bulls, elephants and lions, ostriches, male monkeys, 
female monkeys, wild asses, deer, aialu-deer, female bears, panthers, senkrrm, beasts of 
mountain (and) plain, all of them in my city Calah. I displayed them to all the people of 
my 

Is' Jellicoe: The Landscape of Man 23. 

Is' Although the reliefs do not show barriers behveen the various elements of the park, such must surely have existed 
for pragmatic reasons. 

187 In the iconography the king wears no armor as he does battle against these fierce lions. Various suggestions have 
been offered, including that the lions were drugged, or tame, but we hardly need to resort to such explanations. 
Ideology and reality are certainly not identical in the reliefs depicting battIe, where an Assyrian soldier is never slain 
in battle. Similarly, celebrating the New Year festival in a park may have been intended to syrnbolicalIy and 
"magically" return fertility to thc world. As an act of cult it was vital to the well being of the state of Babyon. 

PauIine Albenda: 'Ashurnasirpal I I  Lion Hunt ReIief BM 124534,' JNES 3 1 (1972) 167-78. 

IS9 RIM, Assyrian Periods 2 ,  226. 
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Note the king understands it is his "outstretched a m "  which captured the lions and allowed their fertility. 

At the same time we should note the importance placed in the display of these animals. Assur-nasir-pal also 

explicitly credits the gods with his role as master of these beasts. Slaying a symbolic animal makes the 

power explicit (ill. 158, 322). 

0 later prince among the kings my sons whom ASSur shall calls, or later people, or vice- 
chancellor, or noble, or eunuch - you must not despise (these animals). Before ASSur 
may these creature(s) live! The gods Ninurta and Nergal, who love my priesthood, gave 
to me the wild beasts (and) commanded me to hunt. 1 killed 30 elephants from an ambush 
pit. i slew 257 strong wild buIls from my . .. chariots with my lordly assault with swords. 
I killed 370 strong lions like caged birds with the spear.lgO 

In an insightfid analysis of the lion hunt, Albenda points out that the image of the king hunting lions is a 

motif transferred to the god within a disk often pictured in battle scenes above the monarch (cf. ill. 183, 

[410]; 193, 212, 219).'9' Similarly, the pictorial representation of the king at battle with human hrces 

shares the fundamental artistic shape of the lion hunt. The interweaving of these pictorial representations 

make a clear point. The "superhuman qualities associated with the status of kingship originate from divine 

 source^."'^' Albenda concludes it is "evident, therefore, that a twofold meaning is inherent within the lion 

hunt scene. While the recognizable aspect deals with the human levet of activity, which exalts the king's 

prowess in the hunt, the less obvious but more purposeful intent asserts the divine power behind the king's 

success in battle against his enemies; and in this instance the Iions may signiQ the foes who are attacked 

and subsequently defeated without he~itancy."'~' Clearly, as we saw in our analysis of Assurnasirpal's 

palace, the military campaign and the hunt - with all their variant motifs - make the same point. As 

designate of the gods the emperor is invincible. 

RIM. Assyrian Periods 2. 226-227. 

19' Albenda: 'Ashurnasirpal I1 ...' 175-6. 

19' Albenda: 'Ashurnasirpal I1 ...' 176. 

'93 Albenda: 'Ashurnasirpal I1 ...' 178. 
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Reviewing iconographic themes 

To summarize our analysis we might consider Julian 

Reade's synopsis of the essential message of Assyrian 

palace relief work.'9J Noting Assurnasirpal is the first to 

use orthostats and colossi extensively, and in so doing, sets 

a pattern for subsequent Assyrian palaces, Reade turns to 

the subject matter of the reliefs. The Fist characteristic he 

identifies is the narrative interests in orthostatic programs. 

Here, he catalogues six main themes: a) the conquest of 

natural obstacles on the march; b) the defeat of enemies; c)  

the review and sometimes punishment of captives and the 

more placid review of tributaries; d) the triumphal 

procession; e )  the celebrations at a feast and f') acts of 

worship. Though the king is usually present this is not 

necessarily the case. For example, in the seventh century 

the king is not directly involved in the fighting.'95 

Formal contexts provide a second major concern. The "king appears sitting or standing in a thoroughly 

dignified pose."'96 The royal robes, crown, slippers and jewelry, the bow held in the left hand, while arrows 

are held in the right; or the bow in the left hand, while a bowl is held in the right; or the king, with his left 

hand holding the sword [hilt], while his right holds a cup; and so forth are all standard representations. All 

these formal poses depict the king as thoroughly in control of the realm, blessed by the gods and due the 

homage of his subjects. 

"' Cf. Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration: Techniques and Subject Matter.' 

"* Reade's six themes appear on the White Obelisk, though fights and reviews dominate [as they do in other small 
scale work]. He also concurs with a number of our observations. That "wild animais suffered the same fate as the 
king's enemies, and the hunt is a campaign in miniature" (30), and "civic achievements spoke for themselves, and 
were seldom shown" (30). "[TJhis relatively simple framework of compositions is transformed by the inclusion of 
innumerable details" (3 1 )  and is enhaxed by setting the scene in landscape to communicate the various 
geographical features of the reaim. "The most straightforward and effective way, however, of making a picture both 
interestingly relevant and self-explanatory, was to ensure that all the participants were recognizable, with the right 
dress, the right hair, and the right objects associated with them. This is attempted at all dates ..." Reade: 'Assyrian 
Architectural Decoration ...' 3 1. 

Reade suggests "perhaps because professional artists were employed on campaign, circumstantial details are abundant" 
(3 1). While AssurbanipaI's sculptors exploited such details, the illustrations of specific events and peoples always 
strive for a stylized realism. Nmative subjects are increasingly given captions, the most detailed captioning being 
used in later palaces. "[Alt the same time we must observe that there was no whole-hearted trend towards realism," 
for example, though the physical representation of Assur on the battlefield disappears by the 8th century, no 
Assyrian dies in campaigns, fish are shown above water, etc. Cf. Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration ...' 32. 

196 Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration ...' 32. 
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Arguing such representations demonstrate " f i  views on how to represent the king in particular 

circumstances" he obser~es:'~' 

Possible deductions are that this 
outer robe was the standard 
dress for secular state occasions 
at this date, that the bow 
symbolizes the king as warrior, 
and that the cup symbolizes 
peacehl celebrations; perhaps 
the hand on the sheathed sword 
indicates strength in reserve, the 
open hand gives a general 
welcome, and the staff and 
sickle are connected with the 
king's role as shepherd and 
cultivator of the land of Assur. 
It is equally obvious that 
interpretations of this kind, or 
stated in this way, may never 
have crossed the minds of the 
Assyrians, but we do have what 
can onIy be a conscientiously 
calculated picture of the diverse 
personae of Ass~rnas i rpa l . '~~  

As we have already observed, much attention is given in the reliefs to apotropaic concerns.'99 This is the 

third major category outlined by Reade. Such are "designed to exclude or expel the malign influences, 

sickness or misfortune, which in the guise of devils haunted ancient ~e sopo t amia . " ' ~  

197 Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration ...' 33. 

19' Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration ...' 33. Other depictions of the king in his "ritual robe" are known. One 
of the most familiar depicts the king empty handed as he points with one finger or holds objects used in devotion to 
the gods. Such seem to present "the king in the standard dress and posture of the viceroy of Assur" (34). 

Iw The typical colossus is a human-headed winged bull, with bull-ears and a homed cap. Human-headed winged lions 
were used by Assurbanipal at Kalhu. Elsewhere lion figures serve. As Reade notes: "among real animals with 
possibly apotropaic functions, the lion predominated from an early date ... Syrian influence was undoubtedly 
responsible for the use of lions as column-bases by Sargon and Sennacherib" 42. A lion column base at Tell Tayanat 
(photo in Frankfort AAANE 284)' and anthropoid figures of gods standing on lions and bulls support the temple [i-e. 
serve as columns] at Tell Halaf (photo Frankfort: AAANE 293-294). The wild bull is also used, though it is more at 
home in Syria. 

The genii are many and varied. Some wear diadems or headbands and look like the standard cone and bucket figures. 
They may hold a bucket and sprig, or carry a bucket while the other hand is empty, or bear palmette and deer, or 
corn and wild goat, etc. The figure with the fish-cloak (including a fish head) with cone and bucket = apkalle; that 
with a man's body and the head and wings of hawk were common = apkalle; the commonest in 7th century has head 
of lion, ears of bull, ruff of bird, man's body, claws for feet, carries dagger in right hand and mace in Ieft, and wears 
a simple kiIt. Also familiar are a figure who is leonine from the waist down = lion man; the merman, goat-fish, 
~ r u s ~ i ~ i s s u ,  and the bull man [bull from waist down, human 'crowned' above]. Genies are occasionally depicted in 
conflict with monsters, a familiar example being that of a four winged figure with a scabbard and thunder boIts 
pursing a monster. Genii over time adopt Western images, especially the sphinx, and incorporate such 
transformations into Assyrian tradition. 
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Ornamental motifs consisting of "repetitive patterns, generally small scale and colored, which are found in 

both large and small  palace^"'^' are another major category of decoration suggested by Reade. Often 

appearing in registers separated 

by pIain bands, buds and 

palmettes, wild goats [kneeling] 

or bulls prancing before 

palmettes, buds and 

pomegranates, rosettes [large 

and small], guilloches, and in 

later contexts bud and lotus 

patterns can be catalogued. 

Reade also notes geometric 

patterns, e.g. hexagon, chevron 

in his description of this 

category of decoration, but 

seems undecided concerning a 

continuing apotropaic role.20' The iconographic employment of such motifs in apotropaic Functions in later 

culturd contexts would seem to suggest that we continue to assume a protective role for such decorative 

motifs.'03 It is in such decorative roles that some of the motifs appear in later Babylonian and Persian 

contexts, seemingly with apotropaic purpose. 

'" Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration ...' 35. While older Assyrian styles go out of fashion in the 7th C "and 
are replaced by other types which must have seemed more potent or acceptable to the rulers of a cosmopolitan 
empire with a profound respect for southern cultural traditions" (35) the apotropaic concerns represented in the time 
of Assurnasirpal do not disappear. Some of genies carved in relief resemble figures buried under floors, and these 
become increasingly Babylonian in appearance. Most common is a winged man wearing an Assyrian hairstylc, with 
rounded homed cap on head, a bucket in left hand and a cone in his raised right hand (ill. 141). This figure was 
especially common in time of Assurnasirpal. These genies were found beside colossi, in and beside doonvays, by 
the king and in groups including the king and the sacred nee. Some Assurnasirpa1 genies have sprig and mace, or 
empty hand and mace. They are also shown kneeling by the sacred trees wearing a sheepskin. 

in Sennacherib's time [7th century] male anthropomorphic genies wearing a homed cap and often a kilt, unwingcd, 
and often empty-handed were popular. Such are always associated with lion headed genies, and as such are similar 
in appearance to 3rd M heroes. By Assurbanipal's time an example of three anthropomorphic genies with flat 
homed caps bearing a hatchet in the right hand and a dagger in left appear. Reade wonders if these are the Sibitti 
referred to in texts. Cf. Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration: Techniques and Subject Matter' 37. 

'O' Reade, J. 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration: Techniques and Subject Matter' BaM 43. 

'" He writes: "Though consisting largely of motifs apotropaic in origin or intent, they seem to have been used as 
conventional ornament almost indiscriminately" 43. 

'03 Bringing the whole complexity of the situation into focus, are the prudent observations of Edith Porada who 
concludes: "Ornamental patterns and apotropaic representations were timeless and therefore could be renewed 
whenever necessary, and it probably did not matter if an artist of a later generation changed some of the forms. For 
narrative scenes of war and victory, however, some details were probabIy considered of importance, despite the 
general tendency to omit indications of time and space in the reliefs of Assurnasirpal" Porada: 'Problems of Late 
Assyrian Reliefs' 233. 
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The final category o f  meaning suggested by Reade in his Baghdader Mitteilungen article is a hieroglyphic 

subject matter. The argument begins with the recognition of a series of  signs rendered in glazed brick on 

the side of the platforms supporting Sargon's shrines at Dur-Sharmkin. 

Beside the entrance, on the side of the platform, is the king; then, on the face of  the 
platform, there are either a lion, a fig-tree, and a plough, or the same figures with a hawk 
and a bull inserted between the lion and the fig-tree; and at the back, on the other side of 
the platform, a human figure in court dress carrying a spear. Some of these figures, or 
symbols, are associated, on bronze bands from the shrine doors or poles, with a 
considerable number of others; and there are some more on the bottom of Sargon 
prisms.'OJ 

Weidner compared this to similar patterns used by Esarhaddon, and a consensus as to a symbolic reading 

particular to a given king was agreed upon- Luckenbill argued this was a hieroglyphic statement in the case 

of Esarhaddon, and should read, roughly "I am Esarhaddon." Though this has not been widely accepted, 

Reade notes the importance of the essential argument in potentially decoding other symbolic names and 

titles which might be represented as a pan of the overall program."' 

The ideology of empire 

But there is a larger unity of  importance to our observations. This is the ideology of empire which is 

manifest in the decorative programs utilized. Assyrian kings are depicted on Phoenician fhrniture and 

announce they have built palaces of Hittite style, leaving the impression that "they viewed the world with 

tremendous self-confidence, and were therefore willing to adopt anything which appealed to them, 

regardless of its origin."'& Wherever we turn the representations seem to move towards a unified message 

celebrating the manner in which the world is focused on the king of Assyria. "[Tlhe image these public 

monuments present is plain: a king, devoted to his religious duties, to whom gifts come from the far ends 

of the earth for the greater glory of the god Assur and his  servant^."^' 

Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration' 45. 

lo' Cf. Reade: 'Assyrian Architectural Decoration' 45-46. The possibility of such readings again demonstrates that our 
understanding of the overalI program of these palaces, and systems of royal confirmation of the role and function of 
the king as vice-regent of the gods, is merely in its infancy, despite the tremendous gains made in the past half- 
century. 

'06 Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Ass l~an  Art' 335. 

107 Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian Art' 356, The emphasis on peace rather than war, is illustrated by the 
higher levels of propaganda in the reception areas, where the power of the king is more strongly represented than in 
the throneroom which diplomats and others may have never seen. The reception wing of Sargon's palace can serve 
as an example. Here we find plenty of magical protective figures. Sculptures representing the king are visibIe 
through open doors which, "on entering the room, they found that the king was depicted presiding over the torture 
and execution of important rebels, a clear piece of deterrent propaganda" (338). An adjoining reception room had 
similar scenes, a small room otT of the suite had hunting and feasting scenes as well as representations of the king 
[and may have been a room where the king would sit?] 

This focus is reinforced by the fact that hunting scenes were more prominent in state apartments and approaches to the 
throneroom from the private sections of the palace. In the throneroom, such scenes also took the place of 
prominence closest to king. 
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The central themes of the reliefs celebrate the empire of the enthroned king. Acting as patron and high 

priest of the cult through refurbishing, rebuilding and sponsoring the construction of temples formed 

central conceptions of the royal ideology. Alongside this, the king as protector of the state, vanquisher of 

evil and chaotic forces on behaif of the gods, and bestower of  bounty upon the land were enacted in his 

role as commander in chief of the divinely blessed forces, head of the imperial army, and king 

quarters of the world. 

of the four 

The palace celebrated these achievements. While, as we have seen, for the most part the outside walk of 

the palace were monochrome [white, brown] mudbrick walls, of varying heights, the crenellations above 

sometimes hinted of the glories within the city, temple or paIa~e.'~' The lush greenery of irrigated fields 

and gardens also provided a contrast to this essential monotone. The walls might at times be constructed of 

limestone blocks at their base, and sometimes walls were divided by knobs, or other features built into the 

brick. The monotony of the wall was traditionally broken by buttresses, and the decorations and color 

surrounding main entrances. A few exceptional structures featured walls with repetitive motifs constructed 

through buttresses, and even niches, using molded brick. But the evidence for these is occasional and rare. 

Such reliefs function at several levels sirnu!taneously, not the least of which being that they gave the king pleasure. 
Reade describes as "an important feature of Assyrian narrative art, its entertainment value: it is full of anecdotes and 
reminiscences, and it was meant to be enjoyed as much as admired" J. Reade: 'Ideology and Propaganda in Assyrian 
An' 339. Thus "a courtier could look at a campaign scene, perhaps with an explanatory caption, and remember 
battles in which he himself had participated. This was preaching to the converted rather than propaganda" 339. 

The palace of Sennacherib, "who seems to have stood firm against further imperial expansion, appears paradoxically 
full of scenes of military narrative." His civic, in particular, building achievements are also celebrated. Relief work 
in temples was mainly concerned with magic or religion, though scenes of military narrative, notably in the Assur 
temple, "underlined divine interest in Assyrian military successes." In private houses wall decoration tended to be 
ornamental, magical or religious. The reception room of the largest private palace in Dur Shamkin depicts the 
owner and his king in act of worship [no warfare is depicted]. 

'08S~me crenellations seem to have been highlighted with blue glazed brick, for example. 
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For the most part no windows [or few] broke through the walls, and towers at intervals, and crenelated tops 

were the only features which provided city walls and buiIdings some decorati~n. '~ 

Yet as the gates of palaces and temples suggested, inside was a world of splendor and color of which the 

outer gates only hinted.=1° Principal courtyards were faced with carved orthostats, with hrther pictures in 

glazed brick or painted on plaster above the stone images. Figures direct eyes to doors, where colossi and 

genii stand as silent, forcehI sentinels over the inner courts. Each door is awash in color and magnificence, 

capped by an arch surrounded by glazed bricks. The doors themselves are wooden with metal overlay. 

Carehl inspection of the bmds binding the wooden planking together reveal fhrther evidence of the king's 

magnificence in the service of Assur. The motifs celebrate a cycle of events parallel to those found 

palace throneroom itself, indicating that the articulation of the king's ruIe is everywhere evident. 

in the 

2 17. 

While evidence for the content of these metal bands is limited, those which are extant have allowed us to 

reconstruct their purpose (ill. 191, 194)."' We can imagine these decorated metal strips to have been highly 

polished, and to have shone magnificently to tell their story to those barred outside the gates of the city, or 

throneroom, hr such decorative metal must have been featured on the doors and gates of the principal 

palaces and temples if they can be found at the outer gates of a royal rest place, about a day's march from 

the capital,"" 

'w Cf. Reade: 'The Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture.' 

" O  To a lesser degree the same argument which follows is also true of city walls. Once inside, the visitor or resident has 
entered a new zone, a different world. 

"' The extant evidence suggests Assurnasirpal 11 is the first to use metal bands in this manner. The bronze gates at 
Balawat proclaiming Assumasirpal's accomplishments are fully labeled, with captions locating the various scenes 
(Barnett and Lorenzini: 27). This idea is followed by his son Shalrnaneser 111. Shalmaneser's gates were discovered 
and published earlier in the century. Cf. L. King, Tile Bronze Reliefs from the Gates of Shalnraneser 111 (London: 
1915). The influence may extend even further: "The bronze bands from [mgur EnIil (Balawat) of Assurnasirpal's 
son Shalrnaneser 111 (558-824 BC) foreshadow much of the compositional development of later Assyrian art. For 
example, the surroundings of the figures in the scenes at the source of the Tigris prefigure the increased role of 
landscape and architectural elements in the reliefs of Tiglath-pileser [I1 (744-727 BC). These reliefs occasionally 
seem to convey a sense of the effects of Assyrian siege and plunder on the general enemy population" Porada: 
'Problems of Late Assyrian Reliefs' 234. 

"' The Balawat gates were constructed of cedar, covered with eight bronze bands about 27 cm in height. Each band 
was embossed and chased with two Friezes detailing Shalmaneser's campaigns, and edged with rows of rosettes 
which held nails. As we have seen, rosettes may also signify apotropaic purposes. The gates were about 6.8 metres 
high and presented an ideological program comparable to the palace orthostats. As such, gate decorations served the 
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218. 

Moving into the palace itself, the stone threshold replaces the baked brick used to pave the courtyard."' 

Inside principal palaces orthostats Lined the walls o f  important rooms and often continued onto the outside 

dual purpose of reinforcing the cedar planking and posting the central declarations of the state: the power of the king 
bestowed by divine choice, and the achievements which affirm and honor this selection. In the case of the Balawat 
gates, one scene illustrates the carving of a stone monumental niche in a cave at the source of a river (ill. 25 1). The 
text indicates the sculptor is at the source of  the Tigris [the actual representation carved in the walls of the cave site 
is still faintly visible]. In this scene, the king points with one finger towards symbols of the gods. The same (or 
paralleI) icons to which he points may be worn around the king's neck (cf. photo of Assumasirpal; Barnett and 
Lorenzini: I). The emperor wears ceremonial robes, and the theme is well known. Such representations could be 
free standing or carved into a rock face, and as the most public of all the Assyrian royaI monuments reinforced the 
central tenants of the royal ideology, that power rested in the king by the gods, and that the achievements of the king 
were undertaken on behalf of his divine benefactors. 

At Balawat WO sets of gates celebrated the military achievements of Shalmaneser III (858-824) and one his father 
Assurnairpal 11. Located on the road from Nineveh to Kirkuk, at a point 28 kilometers from Nineveh, Balawat 
might be interpreted on the basis of its royal decoration, and its distance as a "first-night stop." CE Joan Oates: 
'Balawat: Recent Excavations and a New Gate,' 40-47 in Prudence Harper and Holly Pittrnan (eds): Essays on Near 
Eastern Arr and Arclraeology in Hurlor of Cl~arles Kyrle kVilkinsorr (New York: Metropolitan Museum, 1 983) 4 1 . 
The site is also just 16 kilometers from Nimrud where ShaIrnmeser later built "Fort Shalrnaneser." The town 
obviously enjoyed considerable royal patronage under Assumasirpal I1 and Shalmaneser. Assurnasirpal may have 
used the site as a royal residence on campaigns to the mountains, perhaps even seeking omens in the temple of 
Marnu, the god of dreams. The gate narratives show him receiving tribute here after a campaign. Rather than being 
anomalous, it is likely that all palaces and temples had similar doors [with programmatic features] which have been 
plundered, the valuable metal being stripped off by conquerors, and the planking either used or bumed- 

An important scene to Ezekiel " shows the Phoenician city of Tyre, securely situated on a rocky island off the coast, 
sending tribute ashore to pIacate the king who was subjecting the mainland population. A text describes the 
campaign as follows: 'The upper cities of the land of Amurru and the Western Sea I overwhelmed like mounds in 
the track of a storm. The tribute of the kings of the sea coast I received. Along the coast of the wide sea I marched 
righteously and in triumph"' Frankfort: AAANE 165. 

"3 Cf. Reade: 'The Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture.' In Frankfort's evaluation: "The Assyrian reliefs also 
allow us to form an idea of the rich decoration of their textiles. Door-siIls of temples and pataces were engraved 
with designs which render carpets. The king's robe was embroidered with decorative motifs of the greatest variety: 
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walls of these rooms. Above the orthostats, plastered and painted walls and ceilings continued the 

decorative program. Carpets likely covered the floors, at least of important rooms. It is difficult to know 

how developed carpet decoration and wall hangings might have been.2'" In less important rooms painted 

narratives, ornamental friezes, or glazed plaques likely were used to decorate the walls. These techniques 

were also characteristic of the more remote or secondary  palace^."^ 

All the work was offered to the glory of the gods of the empire, but also to the glory of the patron, who is 

thus celebrated as "builder." While evidence is limited, it would appear that temples may have tended to 

have more glazed bricks and fewer orthostats used in their decoration. Here of course, royal statues, steles 

and obelisks would feature the pious intent of the reigning king. 

219. 

In corridors various kinds of procession were depicted, typically tribute bearing, and likely mirror activities 

that actuaIly went on in the corridor. The program of decoration pressed the focus toward the centre of the 

empire, where the king was enthroned. In palaces the king constantly faces out of the palace in the 

representational scheme, courtiers, vassals, and tribute bearers are depicted facing towards the centre of the 

palace, the throne room. While the king is depicted in temple decoration, he is the only offerer depicted 

and thus faces in, while the gods face out. Hunting scenes were popular in the private apartments of the 

at the top a four-wingcd genius, kneeling, holds in each hand a lion attacking a bull - a motif at least two thousand 
years old! Then follow genii confronting the sacred tree, and palrnettes and rosette borders. Other pieces show 
gazelles and antelopes in varying combmations with pIant-motifs, ostriches, lions, wild bulk, sphinxes, griffin- 
demons, and so on. Some of these recur on vases of polychrome faience; all of them are used on the cylinder seals of 
the period." Frankfort: AAANE 198. Many of these thresholds were inscribed with apotropaic purpose. Cf. Pauline 
Albenda: 'Assyrian Carpets in Stone,' JANES 10 ( I  978) 1 ff.; Russell: Sennaclrerib 's Palace rvitltout Rival 17- 18. 

In addition we should note that all rooms have a protective band of black bituminous paint at the foot of the wall which 
functions pragmatically as a water sealant and as an effective "magical" measure, and apotropaic figures are 
appropriately placed, along with other protective devices at critical places in the palace, and in important rooms. 

'I4 Cf. Carol Bier: 'Textile Arts in Ancient Western Asia,' CANE 3 1567-1588; Stephanie Dalley: 'Ancient Assyrian 
Textiles and the Origins of Carpet Design,' Iran 29 (1991) 1 17-135. 

"' Minor non-royal palaces would have just had paintings, a few glazed bricks or plain orthostats. Cf. Reade, J. 'The 
Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture.' 
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Icing, while narrative paintings of a military nature often were presented in a suite of the public portion of 

the palace.''' The throneroom then serves to focus all of this. 

Who would have seen these reliefs and understood their messages? One perpetual theme of the inscriptions 

associated with steles and other works, is that it is important that fbture kings do not distort or destroy the 

work of the king. This clearly implies that future rulers are part of the intended audience. Members of the 

royal family, and of course the king himself would have enjoyed the art, and it would have served to affirm 

their own roles as head of stare. Diplomats would have seen the power and resources of the Assyrian empire, 

and its role in intimidating through presentations of graphic violence should not be underestimated. But it abo 

signals the benefits to all of a stable state, with an implied message to the provinces and subject kingdoms to 

maintain loyal relations with their overlord. Older miiitary models clearly define the god Assur as offering 

divine resources to the king on campaign, and though by the 8th and 7th centuries the visible symbol of the 

god shooting from a winged disk hovering over the chariot of the king disappears £?om the reliefs, the basic 

message of a reign with massive divine and human resources remains clear (compare ill. 183 and 329 with 

346-347). Realistic representations of campaigns may have reminded members of the court of their past, as 

they hurried about the inner parts of the palace. In all, the scenes on palace walls reflected the typical tides of 

the king as the head of the empire, and the servant of the gods, titulary that was also spread throughout the 

palace in both visible and invisible placements. Yet it was the ubiquitous copying of these iconographic 

themes in countless manners that gave them even more spiritual and political power. 

Assurbanipal's palace also featured apotropaic figures and processions. Military scenes dominated the "public" 
areas, while hunting scenes prevailed in the private areas. The provincial palace at Ti1 Barsip was similarly 
decorated, though painted. Ti1 Barsip includes painted hunting scenes in the bathrooms. "It seems that the different 
aspects of the king's majesty are emphasized in the different contexts in which he appears" Reade: 'The 
Architectural Context of Assyrian Sculpture' 85. He argues "the relationships ... suggest themselves, and they 
cannot all be coincidences" 87. Four principal relationships are outlined: I .  decoration depicted what went on in the 
area; 2. less direct reinforcement of prominent themes; 3. series to pIease/impress users of the room; and 4. pleasant 
decoration / no special effect sought. 
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Art of the empire 

Seal impressions form an important component of our argument that the artistic representation of basic 

concepts of empire were ubiquitous during the fust millennium BC. As a major source of iconographic 

imagery cylinder seals are a critical source for Neo-Babylonian material.' While we have older materials 

from Babylon, such as kzdz ims ,  and some Neo-Babylonian artifacts, such as glazed tiles fiom the IStar 

gate and the processional way, seals and seal impressions provide the most significant single source for 

Neo-Babylonian iconographic imagery. This is true of both stamp and cylinder seals. The caveat to all of 

this is that Neo-Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian seals and impressions are very often difficult to distinguish 

from one another, a reality which is practically reflected in the fact that the two are typically treated 

together.' The similarity of imagery is the dominating aspect of the tradition, with introduction scenes, 

hunting, banqueting scenes, and seals for clearly amuletic purposes dominating the extant evidence. The 

hunting scenes always depict an archer, kneeling, standing or shooting fiom chariot. Typically the prey is a 

bull, but winged bulls and sphinxes are also pursued. The identity of the hunter is not clear, but is likely 

"Without seals ... our knowiedge would be extremely scant" D. Collon: 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 1, in ER 
7, 27. From the 8th century on the s tmp seal replaced the cylinder as the main type. Cf. Collon: First Impressions 
77f. 

White it is only in 729 that Tiglath-Pileser I11 became king of Babylon, the influence of Babylonian traditions on 
Mesopotamian art are ongoing for millennia. "The general uniformity of glyptic style in Assyria and Babylonia at 
the end of the eighth and during the seventh century reflects the influences of the political fusion of these two 
regions under Assyrian domination" Porada: 'Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian Seals' 7 1 ff. 72. The limited 
number of Neo-Assyrian inscribed seals make chronology difficult. That there is little in common bemeen seal and 
orthostat repertoire adds to the complexity. Babylonian seal iconography and style seem to be influenced by Middle 
Assyrian glyptic, but why this would be stronger in Babylon than in Assyria is not clear. 

The re-use of seais is well attested. Surviving glyptic tradition suggests most often the inscription is altered. On the 
other hand, it is only in the case of botched or shoddy recarving that we can distinguish the style in chronologically 
close pieces. Even then, with the archaizing influences constantly recumng, we might wonder how much recarved 
material is actually before us, to which we are oblivious, the evidence being effectively removed. The constant 
warning in inscriptions to not recycle materials and represent them as your own needs to be given credence. The 
question is not if such redeploymeat happened, but rather the extent of it. In tension with this stands the fact that 
typically, display of archaic material seems to have had its own merit. 
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human, though those in chariots are probably royalty. The banquet scenes depict the king holding a bow 

and cup(?) while an attendant fans food on an offering table. Often a pot on a stand or an incense burner is 

shown near the seated king. Some of the banquets may have followed a hunt. In contrast to the relief 

sculpture, scenes depicting warfare are rare. 

Other types of seals depict deities and religious ceremonies, etc. Occasionally earlier traditions are 

rediscovered and reused. Linear style seals dominate until the end of the 8th century, but towards the end 

of the 9th century designs began to be cut on hard stones using a cutting wheel and drill. Some are 

inscribed, and these tend to depict a worshipper and deities. A few seals show scenes like those which 

appear on palace reliefs - genies, the king, a sacred tree, and Assur. When genies are depicted they 

provide a means of distinguishing between Assyrian and Babylonian seals, for though almost 

indistinguishable the rendering of the four wings varies.' Genies in Assyrian art have upper wings which 

are shorter than their lower wings, Babylonian traditions treat them as being of the same length. Such a 

subtle distinction however, may not be completely foolproof. A related scene depicts scorpion men and/or 

bull men who "support" the winged disk. 

"Filling motifs" which are usually signs representing the deities become ever more characteristic. The 

meaning of such is not clear, but they may be intended to somehow invoke the blessings of the deities 

represented. All this would seem to reinforce our view that the standard iconography is understood and 

maintained on a broad basis.' In the minor arts, while there are variants which are driven by other agendas, 

- 

' Samuel Paley, who deals with the two traditions together, suggests three main categories: 1)  the sacred tree; 2) 
contest scenes in which a heroic figure masters one or two animals or monsters; and 3) a worshiper before divinities 
or divine seals. He subdivides the latter into three types as well: a) seaIs of titled individuals in drilled Assyrian 
style; b) royal seals in drilled Assyrian styles; and c) a modeled style of Babylonian manufacture. Cf. Samuel Paley 
'Inscribed Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian Seals,' 209-220 in M. Kelly-Buccellati (ed.): filsigl~r T/zrortgl! Images 
(Malibu: Undena, 1986). 

' Whether in linear or cut style, uninscnbed seals tend to ritual scenes of king and courtier or priest, animal contests, or 
hunting scenes using a bow and arrow. In the rituat scenes the figures often are depicted with their arms in an 
attitude of prayer or adoration, and there seems to be no preference in the direction the figures face [i.e. left or right]. 
Porada argues for a distinction in manufacture. She contends Iinear styles prevail on soft materials. These seals 
feature contests, monsters, animals, the sacred tree, rituals, chariot scenes, the king with a cup, ritual repasts, the 
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such as by devotion to the gods, rather than by the iconography of empire, when we do encounter icons 

familiar to us from the relief narratives, we find an essential continuity of intent within the glyptic tradition. 

It would thus seem that the individual icon, or the scene can be used as an indicator of the broader concept 

which is more clearly articulated in titulature, treaties, and of course, the narrative iconographic traditions 

familiar fiom the Neo-Assyrian orthostats. What is thus featured in the glyptic tradition, and in other art 

forms employing iconography is a return to the use of individuai icons and scenes following and 

simultaneous with the developed narrative tradition. This is clearly in line with William Hallo's analysis of 

the stamp seal as serving the ultimate metaphoric role: 

... as the symbol of completion, perfection, infinity. These qualities seem inexplicable in 
the stamp seal, which, if one may borrow a linguistic concept, is the very essence of the 
"punctual." The stamp seal is impressed once and for all and its impression is essentially 
endless- or rather, it need end only where the impressed surface ends. Hence it conjures 
up not only the image of legal perfection as in concluding agreements, but of perfection 
generally. It is in this sense that Ezekiel begins his description of the King of Tyre: 'You 
were the seal of perfection, h l l  of wisdom and flawless in beauty, you were in Eden, the 
garden of God' (28: 12b-l3a).~ 

Cylinder seals might represent some of the same ideas in an alternative manner. The rolled seal can be seen 

as continuing the same themes towards infinity, and yet there is a completion to the scene, and a wholeness 

to both the seal and the impression. 

Seal use of various sorts is attested. Gorelick compares the fimctional uses of seals noted in Bible to the 

attestations of seal use found more broadly in the ancient Near East. Seven uses are described in both 

sources: " 1. To designate authority (1 Kings 2 1 .O8); 2. To seal letters (Kings 2 1.08); 3. To seal a covenant 

(Nehemiah 9:38); 4. To delegate authority (Esther 2.8); 5. To seal a law (Isaiah 8:16); 6 .  To seal a purchase 

worship of deities, and some mythologica1 scenes. Drilled style is used on hard stones, the drill often being used to 
render stars. Porada: 'Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian Seals'7 I ff. 

William Hallo: "'As the seal upon thine arm': Glyptic Metaphors in the Biblical World," 7-17 in Leonard Gorelick 
and Elizabeth Williams-Forte (eds.): Ancient Seals and the Bible (Malibu: Undena, 1983) 14. 
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or sale (Jeremiah 32: 10); 7. To seal a door (Daniel 12:7)." Two uses, as a pledge (Genesis 38: 18) and in the 

sealing of  a book (Daniel 12: 17) appear in the Bible but are not found elsewhere in the ancient Near East. 

On the other hand, eight uses found in contemporary contexts do not appear in biblical traditions: These 

are: "1. As amulets; 2. As heirlooms; 3. As votive objects - in which the inscription can be read directly 

without imprinting; 4. As a gift; 5. For deposition in a temple; 6 .  For burial; 7. To seal windows; 8. To 

imprint the necks of vessels and on  stopper^."^ 

These Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian seal impressions allow us to c o d m  and sharpen a number of 

issues related to the iconography of empire, and will prove of importance to our analysis of the book of 

EzekieI. A number of important eIements are immediateIy recognizabIe. 

During the first half of the first millennium, the 

seals impress upon us the idea that the gods were 

fust of all conceived in very anthropomorphic 

forms. While we see gods enthroned o n  sacred 

animals, they are clearly presented as humanoid 

in form. In the palace orthostats it is only the 

lesser divinities or semi-divine beings who are 

presented in theriomorphic manners. Seal 

iconography is consistent with this. 
223. 

Gods and goddesses hold or wear symbols relative to their areas of potency.7 For example, [Star's depiction as 

the goddess who wears crossed quivers and carries a bow, would suggest characteristics or activities having to 

- -  - -  

L. Gorelick: 'Introduction: Ancient Seals md the Bible: An Overview,' 1-6 in Ancietzt Seals and tire Bible 4. The 
helpful observation is also made, which confirms that "artifacts, such as seals, can help bridge this gap between 
philology and archaeology. In addition, the pictoriat representation on seals augment our understanding and involve 
us emotionally" I .  

' Representation of the gods was at first marked by homed headdress, by Akkadian times (2340-2180) a distinct 
iconography was established for major gods, and a position facing left became fixed. In spite of this, we need to 
note the scope of our limited understanding. "In fact, it is only a very few representations which can actua!Iy be 
identified with any degree of certainty" D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 I ,  in ER 7, 29. While 
tremendous advances have been made in the analysis of Mesopotamian iconography it is instructive and sobering to 
compare Collon's comments to those made in the comparable work prepared for an earlier generation. The purposes 
of the iconography were well understood: "Images of divine emblems, when sculptured upon a stone monument, 
ensured that the monument was under the protection of the deities to whom the sculptured emblems belonged ... 
Divine emblems, in addition to the figures of patron deities, were also engraved upon cylinder seals, and both were, 
no doubt, intended to ensure the owner's protection." L. King: 'Images and Idols (Babylonian),' ERE 7, 117-1 19, 
119. On the other hand, though Marduk's "spade" is referred to as a "spear point" by King, not much is different in 
terms of the summarized iconographic relationships between the two articles. 

A pioneering work of enduring value in this area was E[Iizabeth] Douglas Van Buren: Symbols of the Gods in 
:l.lesopotanrian Art (Rome: Pontifical Biblical institute, 1945). More recently, a handy reference volume has been 
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do with the use of weapons, war or hunting. On 

the basis of her typically open "dress" and 

pronounced sexual attributes we make the link 

with her acclaimed sexuality. Seals clearly 

associate IStar and her symbol, the star, 

i denwing  her in inscriptions. W e  there 

remain numerous mysterious symbols in the 

iconography of seals,' a number o f  major 

relations between god and symbol can be made: 

Anu, a set of horns; IStar, an eight pointed star; 

Assur, the winged sun disk; $ama~, a cirde with 225. 

an enclosed star to represent the sun;9 Sin, the crescent moon; Nabu, a stylus; Marduk, the spade; Adad, the 

lightning fork; etc. These first millennium symbols and characteristic representations are well defmed, and 

have a lengthy heritage in glyptic traditions (ill. 127, 13 1, 164, 165, 195, 197). 

A second major observation we should make is that there is a growing tendency to move from representing the 

gods at all." Some representations from the earliest part of the period utilize the much older "presentation 

scene" in which a human [king or priest] is introduced to the presence of a major deity through the of ices  of a 

-- - - - -  

produced by Jeremy Black and Anthony Green: Gods. Demons and Symbols of Ancient Mesoporamia: An 
Ilfustrared Dictionary (University of Texas, 1992). As well cf. the ongoing research in RIA. 

"From the wealth of symbols which represent deities, many can only be tentatively identified. The Babylonian 
boundary stones show these symbols on podia and list names of deities, but there is often no correlation between 
image and text. This is also the case on Old Babylonian seals of the earlier part of the second millennium BCE 
where we have frequent representations of unidentifiable figures and a large number of inscribed seals mentioning 
divine protectors: the names do not generally have any bearing on the representation. It seems that the owners of the 
seals were 'hedging their bets' and invoking some deities in pictorial form, others in written form, and still others by 
their symbols ... likely certain deities had a well-established iconography ... while others were invoked by name 
because their iconography was not as immediately recognizable. The picture becomes even more complex in Neo- 
Assyrian times when demons played an ever-increasing part in religion: we have descriptions of the demons, but 
these are diftlcult to reconcile with the representations" D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 1, in ER 7, 
31. 

The iconography of ~tu/Sama3 and IStar/Inanna is well established. D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 I, 
in ER 7,30. The imagery of %ma3 is used in Zechariah 6: 1-8 in a modified sense to describe four charioted figures 
who ride into view from between mountains of bronze. Cf. Carol Meyers and Eric Meyers: Haggai, Zeclturiah 1-8 
(New York: Doubleday, 1987) cf. in particular 3 19-20. 

'O Though symbols are commonly associated with particular deities, they are not always consistently attributed to 
particular deities. An example of this confusion is the god in the winged disk, often identified as Assur, but nay also 
be the sun god Sam&. Cf. D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 1, in ER 7, 30. Similarly, the standard 
iconography for Adad places the god on the back of a bull holding a lightning fork, but other gods stand on the back 
of a bull, and use the bull as an icon for their presence, or to invoke their blessing. Whether this is through 
hypostatization, as appears likely in the relationships between Adad, Hadad, and Baal, or represents some other 
connection, or is a resuit of independent tradition is irrelevant. We simply cannot easily disentangle these 
iconographic relations. 

C f. Suzanne Herbordt Nerrassyric/te GIyptik des 8.- 7. J/L V. Cfir. : un fer bosonder Beriikrichrigung der Siegelungen 
auf Tafln rtnd Tonverschliissen (Helsinki: University of Helsinki, 1992) for a detailed analysis of Assyrian glyptic. 
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minor or personal god (ill. 229). The scene usually indudes the worshipper being taken by the arm while both 

offer homage to the major god, by holding their arm in a raised position. This arm position seems to symbolize 

prayer, supplication, and an offering of homage to the god. The counterpart to this, the raised arm of the deity 

seems to represent the granting of a petition or benefit to the worshipper." 

An innovation of the period is the increasing use of the nimbus to represent the "gIorifrcation" of the dominant 

deity in seal representations (ill. 226). Many seals strip down the presentation scene to a worshipper =d a god 

(ill. 224, 231), but over time, the worshipper is increasingly shown before symbols of the gods, rather than 

before the gods themselves (ill. 228 and 225!). From this we might conclude a sense of distancing fiom the 

way in which the encounter with the divine was understood as accessible to  human^. " The bansformations in 

iconogmphy which we see in seals and stamps from representations of the gods with worshippers, to 

worshippers before symbols of the gods, to symbols alone, suggests such "distancing" of the divine and 

human realms.'4 In the orthostatic tradition a similar disappearance of the visible presence of the deity over the 

king can be observed, In 

realm of divine blessing 

for the king. It would 

seem, on the contrary, 

that the representation 

of the king was, in 

itself, sufficient to 

invoke his status. 

The iconographic 

program related by seals 

and their impressions 

also make a point of 

such cases we are not to understand some sort of loss of prestige or status in the 

profound importance to the analysis of Ezekiel. Throughout the glyptic tradition clear evidence is provided to 

indicate that the appropriate and acceptable physical posture for an encounter with the divine was standing. 

Representations of worshippers kneeling or prostrated before divine beings are extremely rare. 

The essentia! work on this is Martha Haussperger: Die Einfiihrungsszerte: Entwicklung eines mesopo&amisclzen 
Morivs von der allakkadiscllen bis zum Ende der al~babylonischen Zeit (Miinchen: Pro fil ,  I 99 1 ). 

This is different than a monotheistic motivation, though some rationales may be shared: '* ... where there is one 
supreme God who does not beget man but creates him and the universe, the problem of images is sharpened. God is 
beyond sexuality, bodily forms and the visible world; he is creator of all things and therefore not to be identified 
with any one of them. Therefore God (Yahweh, Allah) may not be represented in visual images. This is the basic 
principle of 'prophctic iconoclasm"' Moore: 205. 

"That earrings were particularly prized as votive offerings and virtual idols in their own right is clear from other 
biblicaI passages" William Hallo: "'As the seal upon thine arm': Glypttc Metaphors in the Biblical WorId," 7-17 in 
Ancient Seals and [he Bible 9 .  
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A related point is also of note. Mediation is necessary for commoners. It is always the king or a priest who is 

pictured before the god. The inscriptions help to clarify this, as they often name a non-royal person on a seal 

which depicts a king before the god. In this sense we can surmise another distancing metaphor to indicate the 

barrier which stands between the gods and the common peopIe. The role of mediation is likewise of 

significance to our study, as it signals status. 

Scenes which contain the "tree of life," Assur and genies with the king, appear to be parallel in purpose and 

meaning to the relief carvings previously discussed. Rerepresentation of the scene may have been intended to 

at some level activate this reality. The message of the orthostats was thus rendered both portable and personal. 

As such, it was readily available as an iconographic "prayer" or "invocation to the gods" to bless the ordered 

state. The traditions upon which these gIyptic, and in turn orthostatic traditions of the f is t  millennium draw 

are as old as Mesopotamian culture itself. Their ideological baggage is packed so tightly that we can oniy 

realistically hope to have begun the process of analysis. The contextualization of the scene in the palace 

architecture provides the opportunity for a much more nuanced analysis of the scene and its meaning with 

regard to the role of the king in the life of Assyria. Still, we wonder what is so obvious that we are missing it. 

Codd the basic ideas that the tree symbolized the fertile earth [and presumably flocks, fields, fruits, and 

human fertility] and that the king was central to such well being in the land, as the high priest and servant of 

the gods have been active at some level of cultural interpretation? Or is Parpola correct to equate the scene 

with a "oneness" of the divine order? At the very least, the scene seems to represent the idyllic world, and to 

reinforce the ideology of empire surrounding the king. 

Our understanding of cultic activities are enhanced by those formalized scenes we are able to recognize on the 

seals and their i~n~ressions. '~ Offering stands and tables can be readilty identified, and their use surmised. We 

" AS Collon writes: "many of the iconographic concepts found later have their roots in the late fourth-miIIennium 
repertoire, including depictions of both the physiomorphic and the anthropomorphic form of deities, cult scenes with 
naked priests, the attitude of worship with hands clasped and large, inlaid eyes to attract the deity's attention, a s  well 
as the royal hunt, the sacred mamage, and banquet scenes. Even such quasi-abstract concepts as the rain cloud 
received its iconographic shape during this period, as testified by seal impressions showing the lion-headed eagle. 
Later he is shown on seals, vessels, reliefs, and particulady on a huge copper relief that adorned the temple at Al- 
'Ubaid" D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 l ,  in ER 7, 29. 
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can also recognize incense stands and approximate their hc t ions  in ritual on the same basis. Libations are 

depicted as a standard act of worship. Animal sacrifice is not depicted in these seal traditions, and we must 

take care not to impose West Semitic ideas of the sadcial cult upon Mesopotamian religion. The glyptic 

tradition celebrates those aspects of offering and libating which we know from texts to have been essential in 

the daily service of the image in the temple. Priests or the king are shown making these offerings, and this in 

turn reinforces the theme of mediation between the realm of the ordinary individual and the divine realm. 

Temples and other shrines are not depicted, and so the overall impression of worship rendered by the Neo- 

Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian glyptic traditons in the fmt millennium is of pious homage rendered, rather 

than specific acts of cult. 

228. 

The concept of the seals as "prayers" or amulets is affirmed by the inscriptions on the seats. The close personal 

identification of the seal with it's owner suggests that use of the seal in a legal transaction was considered an 

invocation of the gods to witness the signing of a document, and ensure the personal piety of the owner. 

The seals of the gods [large, carved as inscriptions in relief, i.e. not in intaglio as was standard] provide little 

additional information for our use, other than guessing at their role in representing the oversight of the gods in 

state The Assyrian royal seal,I7 as already noted, encapsulates the iconographic program of the palace 

"It seems that certain types of seals were used by particular branches of temple administration: boating scenes used by 
those connected with fishing and watenvays, animal tile seals for those dealing with herds. Certain designs, for 
instance those showing variations on a pattern of entwined snakes and birds, are more difficult to fit into this scheme 
of things ..." D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 1, in ER 7, 28. This discussion of early glyptic tradition 
is again, a reminder of how much of the cultural intentions of communicating meaning through iconography have 
been lost on us. 

Cf. Collon: Firsr hapressions 13 1 - 134. 

l7 The seal of king which represents the empire and its head is a stamp seal depicting the king slaying a rampant lion. It 
"depicts the bearded Assyrian king, wearing the royal tiara with tassels hanging behind, and a kilt. He stands facing 
right and fights with a rampant lion, grasping its mane in his left hand and stabbing it in the chest. The posture of 
the lion is distinctive: it stands with one paw up behind its head and one paw down in front ... With variations in 
details of dress, size of lion in relation to the king, size of sea) and type of border, this was the type of sea1 used by 
the Assyrian royal palace administration for three centuries and it is known as the 'royal seal type.' No actual 
example has survived, but numerous impressions are known ... most of them are uninscribed and therefore cannot be 
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reliefs. The imagery would be d E ~ c u l t  to understand without its full articulation in the narrative programs, 

however, although Middle Assyrian traditions also contain elements of the iconographic protypes which come 

to full flower in the later Neo-Assyrian relief program.'' 

The difficuky of 

reconstructing myths 

&om the limited 

representations in 

cylinder seals is well 

known. Comparing all 

known texts with the 

complete g lyp tic 

corpus, we can guess 

that the myth of Etanna, 

and perhaps some 
229. 

scenes fkom the 

Gilgamesh epic are what is represented in the images we have - none are inscribed to clanfy or cement the 

matter. This is remarkably sobering when we consider that such a summary includes all art from any period of 

Mesopotamian history and remains one of the most serious difficulties in our understanding of the religion of 

Mesopotamia in any period.19 

dated" D. Collon: 'Seals and Sealings,' 170-189 in J. E. Curtis and S. Reade (eds): Art and Empire. Treasures from 
the British hfusertnt (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1995) 188. Collon aIso reconstructs a large stamp 
seal's impression from three Fragmentary sealings which appear to be from a common original seal. "It shows a lion 
with its tail curved over its back, pacing on a ground-line towards the right with its jaws open. Behveen its hindlegs 
is a human hand, set at an angle and overlapping the ground-line. [n front of the lion is a bearded human head with 
shoulder-length hair, facing right. Above the lion is a much smaller lion in a similar posture on its own ground-line; 
the human hand is missing but it may have had a human head in front of it. Indeed, a further fragment in the British 
LMuseum (WA 122107) shows such a head, though it was made by a different seal and the hari on the head is 
shorter" Collon: 'Seals and Sealings,' 189. The large size of this striding lion seal and its unique iconography are 
unparalleled, except as noted, leading Collon to observe: "It is tempting to suggest that the seal could have been 
used to seal booty from Assyrian campaigns, with the different enemy heads indicating the origin of the booty" 
( 1  89). 

'' The seals of the god Assur used on Esarhaddon's vassal treaties were kept at the city hall in Assur, and then in an 
Annex of the Nabu temple at Nimrud, their place of discovery. "In the building where they were housed, state 
documents were written, sealed, stored and eventually excavated. The seals were probably made of rare and valuable 
materials, most likely lapis lazuli, and were ornamented with metal caps, presumably of gold" Collon: Firsr 
lntpressions I 3 1 .  

Lapis lazuli seals of Marduk and Adad, oversized and cut as inscriptions, have been preserved, along with votive seals, 
usually for life of king, and placed in a temple. Such seals tended to be well traveled as "treasures" and were thus 
prime booty- 

'' "Any discussion of the religious iconography of ancient Mesopotamia is hampered by the fact that we have, on the 
one hand, religious texts for which we possess no visual counterparts and, on the other representations - sometimes 
extremely elaborate ones - for which we lack all written documentation" D. Collon: 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 
27-3 1, in ER 7,27. 
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Hunting scenes remain mysterious, and we wonder if their significance is religious, ornamental, mythological, 

or poIitical. Our analysis of the palace relief programs would lead one to suspect that somehow these are 

related to the imagery of the king as ruler over the elementary forces at work in the world, but this is far fiom 

certain. Similar questions persist regarding contest scenes. The victory of the king or hero over animals and 

beasts [some clearly mythological or magical or divine; winged, serpents etc.] remain a theme of the sort 

already ~onsidered.'~ The religious implications on the part of the king can only be verified on the basis of 

textual and iconographic traditions which urge such a basic understanding of the role of the king as divinely 

appointed protector of the state. The heroic figure continues to be somewhat mysterious in purpose, for some 

identlfL this figure with Gilgarnesh or Enkidu, and thus argue for a continuing role for the mythoIogica1 epic, 

while others disagree with such an analysis, and simply view the hero as overcoming the forces of nature, or 

evil. Even here, the themes are likely closely intertwined, for in the epic, Gilgarnesh is the semi-divine patron 

of culture, the city, and all that goes with a regal role given by the gods. 

Banqueting scenes reappear in the 

glyptic tradition of the period, and 

thus signal a conscious return to 

imagery which comes fiom the 

earliest period in Mesopotamian 

art. Comparison with the banquets 

following a hunt, or other 

celebrations which appear in the 

orthostatic tradition are tempting, 

and we might be correct in 

identiQing the figures involved in 

banqueting scenes as including rulers. On the other hand, extreme caution is required as the icons and scenes 

are quite distinct. Thus the significance of the banqueting scene to the seal owner or carver in the 1st 

Millennium is obscure, even with all the available eviden~e.~' 

'O "A figure traditionally known as the priest-king appears on a relief and a seal of the Uruk period (late fourth 
milknnium) shooting or spearing lions and bulls, and the same theme reappears in the Assyrian reliefs of the ninth 
and seventh centuries BCE and forms the subject of the Assyrian royal seal. After the hunt the king is shown 
pouring a libation over the corpses, thus fulfilling his age-old function as representative of the god and protector of 
the country against wild cattle and lions. This function must have been particularly important when animal 
husbandry and agriculture were in their infancy but would have lost some of the immediacy in Assyrian times, when 
animals had become scarce and were specially trapped and released from cages for the hunt" D. Collon, 
'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 1, in ER 7, 28. 

" The banquet scenes are often associated with war scenes in mid third millennium art. A variety of presentations of 
the banquet scene are available in seals, plaques, and mosaics. The ritual banquet is "probably to be interpreted as a 
victory feast in some contexts and as marriage feasts in others" D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 1, in 
ER 7, 29. She also notes "preparation of food for the gods is a favorite iconographic motif in the second half of the 
second and early first millennia BCE" D. Collon, 'Mesopotamian Iconography,' 27-3 I ,  in ER 7, 29. 
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The ideology of empire in West Asian art 

Though it is clear that the miniature art presented in Assyrian and Babylonian seals does not conform to the 

canons established for palace relief in every detail, there are shared conceptualizations and principles which 

are correctly discerned as canonical. Thus while the relationships are not exclusive and do not begin to 

approach the consistency we have noted for Egypt clear connections exist between the developed "narrative" 

art of palace relief and the miniaturized scenes familiar from cylinder seals. The replication of themes can also 

be demonstrated over a range of related art forms, requiring various techniques of production. This clear 

intertwining of themes derived &om the iconography associated with empire is obvious to anyone familiar 

with the material remains derived from 1' Millennium West Asia. What is astonishing is the parallels which 

can be established for all these motifs in the glyptic art of Syria-PaIestine: 

The cultural unity manifested in the Bronze Age glyptic lasted through the f ist  
millennium, but the technique of cylinder seals was progressively replaced by that of 
stamp seals with a lenticular shape. The religious iconography remains varied in this 
reduced format: offering scenes, the sacred tree, astral symbols, and animal or 
mythological motifs persist. The image is often accompanied by an Inscription, usually 
the name of the owner. This is often a member of the royal family or a high-ranking 
official." 

Given the contrast between Egypt, with its long term separation as a unique state, and West Asia, with its 

cultural diversity, broadly sweeping population movements, and changing political entities, the fact that West 

Asian art shows any understandable consistency over several millennia is certainly impressive. Consideration 

of these canonical 

ideoIogica1 canon 

shared ideological 

connections over the milIennia is beyond the purview of this study, but the question of an 

within the milieu of first millennium West Asian art needs to be posed. Can we discern 

values concerning empire within the art of the first half of the first millennium BC? 

" Annie Caubet: 'Art and Architecture in Canaan and Ancient Israel,' 267 1-269 1, CANE 4,2690. 
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I believe we can. While it is impossible to be exhaustive in our analysis of the evidence, it is important to look 

for markers which indicate that we are on solid ground, prior to our analysis of what this means in the 

particulars of examining Ezekiel, where huther specific works of art will inform our reading of the text. In 

drawing conclusions to a survey of jewelry and other personal decorative art in ancient Western Asia, Bahrani 

notes the essential continuities of ancient Mesopotamian culture, pointing out their persistence even into much 

later periods. To such chronological continuities can be added the broad influence of those iconographic 

motifs connected to the ideology of empire. These icons and scenes appear in a variety of contemporary 

cultures connected in one manner or another with the expansion of the major empires across the region from 

the Mediterranean in the West, to Elam and Susa in the East. For example, a comparison of local art found at 

9"' century BC Hasanlu in northwestern lran with the art of the larger and "more powefil states of Assyria 

and northern Syria to the west" Ied Michelle Marcus to conclude: 

It is possible to argue that there existed an ideology of prestige based on the collection and 
emulation of Assyrian artwork, specifically emblems of authority and power associated with 
royal irnperiaI monuments .. .'4 The residents at Hasanlu could have heard descriptions of 
the Assyrian reIiefs or even seen them firsthand. At the same time, small-scale objects 
bearing designs similar to the palace reliefs could have been brought to Hasanlu as 
diplomatic gifts or items of mutual exchange: for example, ivories, textiles, metal 
objects, and cylinder seak3 

- - 

" "Many of the subjects or themes represented on the walls of Assyrian palaces were repeated on the ivory carvings of the 
period. These include battle scenes, divine animals or genies, and divinities flanking the 'sacred tree.' Most of these 
motifs were carved in relief on panels of furniture or other large items" Zainab Bahrani: 'Jewelry and Personal Arts in 
Ancient Western Asia,' 1635- 1645 in CANE 3, 1944. 

'" Michelle Marcus: 'An and Ideology in Ancient Western Asia,' 2487-2505 in CANE 4, 2494. This may also include 
personal items: "Some personal ornaments from Hasanlu do have Assyrian parallels, judging from comparisons with 
representations on the Assyrian reliefs. These finds, which included single pendant earrings, pectorals with Assyrian 
designs, and bracelets with lion- and calf-head terminals, were discovered primarily in debris from second-floor 
storage facilities at the site. In contrast, nearly all of the ornaments found in sicu on the skeletons ... are most at 
home in western kan" 2495. While various explanations might be proffered for such a phenomenon, Marcus 
concludes: ''while Assyrian emblems filled a gap in available displays of power at Hasanlu, there already existed 
well-established local symbolic systems in other spheres, inchding dress and ornament. Assyrian emblems of 
authority may be seen then as simply as a superficial overlay, adopted by a culture that maintained its own cultural 
and ethnic identity through personal appearance cues" 2497. 

IS Marcus: 'Art and Ideology .. .' 2494. 
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Likewise Phoenician and SIvrian craftsmen, as well as Assyrian artisans working in ivory may have followed 

parallel ideas or simply produced works according to market demands. Though the factors contributing to 

these developments are complex and debatable, the net result is the development of an international style 

which in practical terms means a sharing of many motifs fiom Egypt to Mesopotamia. This is not to suggest 

there are no distinguishing features which mark out specific cultural ideologies or idyosncracies, but rather 

argues that diverse elements filse to produce what amounts to an international style. In her discussion of 

ancient furniture, Elizabeth Simpson notes: 

In light of this cosmopolitan setting, it is 
interesting to note that the hmiture shown a s  
booty and tribute on Assyrian reliefs is remarkably 
consis tent in style, virtually indistin,ouishable from 
the depictions of fUrniture used by Assyrian kings 
and their retinues for ritual, ceremonial, and other 
o~casions.'~ 

While these canons of ancient art are not formally articulated 

as in Greek culture, the consistency of approach found 

throughout the artifacts derived from ancient Western Asia 

lead us to conclude that at least an implicit canon of 

representation existed. Since we have been able to articulate 

basic programmatic understandings, in particular with regard 

to iconographic traditions regarding empire it would seem 

legitimate to conclude that some of the iconographic patterns 

which we have observed reflect widely accepted 

conceptualizations. The pattern of the king as builder, the 

protective role of animals and monsters, the temple as the 233. 

centre of the world, the invincible king and so forth are all commonly understood concepts, which allow us 

to comprehend the iconographic programs, despite developments over time and national or cultural 

peculiarities. Essential static concepts of empire appear f d y  established by the first millennium. 

' 6  Elizabeth Simpson: 'Furniture in Ancient Western Asia,' 1647-167 1 in CANE 3, 1657. These distinctions between 
styles of ivory carving have allowed the isolation of various "schools." Yet even though many of these ivories have 
West Semitic letters inscribed on them, division into Hebrew, Phoenician, or Aramaic groupings remains virtually 
impossible ( I  66 1). 

The international style of  furniture is also indicated by its ongoing use in varied contexts: "As recorded in an inventory 
text, the throne and bed of  Marduk and Zarpanit were carried off from Babylon to Assyria by Sennacherib and 
dedicated to the god Assur. The throne and bed were subsequently rededicated to the original gods by Assurbanipal, 
a s  is known from a iater version of the text. Although the text is fragmentary and the translation problematic, it is 
clear that the furniture had motdings of  gold and was decorated with carnelian and lapis lazuli. At the head of the 
bed was a dragon; and the legs of  both pieces incorporated female genii in conjunction with animal feet and/or cone- 
shaped elements. Some of the female figures apparentiy held flowing vases" Simpson: 'Furniture in Western Asia,' 
1667. 
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This can be accounted for in severat ways. A long 

history of contacts throughout the empire are 

clearly evidenced by the data a~ailable.'~ 

Levantine art, for example, describes a 

"flourishing of international art at the end of the 

Late Bronze Age" which was marked by the 

exchange of gifts, tribute, craftsmen and ideas, 

and which is illustrated by the "spectacular 

blooming of ivory work."28 Literary works 

circulated widelyv3 We note the exchange of 

p -  -- 

" Cf. Marcus: 'Aesthetics in Ancient Mesopotamian Art, 
are clear. Babylonian and Assyrian a; also had individualistic traditions. Winter concludes that ivory carving 
influenced orthostatic traditions, and not vice versa, which supports the contention that Assyrian orthostatic 
traditions are then to be understood as influenced by the Tell Halaf and Carchemish orthostats. Irene Winter: 'North 
Syrian Ivories and Tell Halaf Reliefs: The Impact of Luxury Goods upon "Major" Arts,' 321-339 in Albert Leonard 
and Bruce Williams (ed.): Essays in Ancient Civilization presented to Helene J. Kanror (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 
1989). Caubert contends: "the courts of the different indigenous kingdoms rivaled each other in luxuries before 
being gradually conquered by the Assyrian powers" 2689. That such influences were reciproca1 is basic to our 
contention that Ezekiel was thoroughly familiar with the iconographic traditions of the ancient Near East. Living in 
the midst of this time of artistic exchange, as a member of the Jerusalem elite, he would have been exposed to such 
traditions, which are then reinforced through experiences in Babylon. Caubert concludes that in Levantine art: ''The 
unity of the imagery reflects a homogeneous type of courtly society trying to express its aspirations through the 
possession of prestigious works and rare or exotic products. This society. enmeshed in a network of international 
ties, ensured a wide distribution of the artistic creations that it gave rise to. In return, it was open to outside 
influences" 2690 

Cauben: 'Art and Architecture ...' 2687. Cauben describes the iconography of the ivories as "homogenous: 
sphinxes, the Egyptianized demon Bes, palmettes" and so forth, concluding that these "works were created by 
talented artists who were educated in the same traditions, who drew from the same sources of inspiration, and who 
worked for royal clients" 2688. CIearly this work as well as the palace reliefs of Hittite and north Syrian sites 
influenced Assyrian, and in turn BabyIonian and Persian art, as much as the "engraved decoration on the Syro- 
Palestinian seals demonstrates the existence of a political and religious ideology inspired by Mesopotamia" 2689. 

Winter observes that the "esteem in which the ivories were held in their own time is cIearIy reflected in the many 
references by Assyrian kings to objects and tusks taken in booty or received as tribute, as well a s  in the care with 
which such transactions were represented on royal reliefs" Irene Winter: 'Phoenician and North Syrian Ivory 
Carving in Historical Context: Questions of Style and Distribution,' Iraq 38 (1976) 1-22, 1. Cf. Luckenbill: I - 459, 
475,476,479 (Assurnasirpal 11); 585, 593, 625 (Shalmaneser HI), etc. [cited by Winter]. 

Cf. W. Lambert, 'A New Look at the Babylonian Background of Genesis,' JTS 16 (t965) 287-300, reprinted in 
Miiller, Hans-Peter (ed.) Babylonien ztnd Israel. Historische, Religicse und Spradtliche Beziehungen (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1991) 94-1 13, 97. Lambert points to the sort of literary contacts established in 
the Late Bronze Age. Though " ... only the Amarna period has any real claim to be the period when the Babylonian 
language and cuneiform script were the normal means of international communication between counmes from 
Egypt to the Persian Gulf .. . [the] spread of Babytonian writings at this period of history is not only the result of the 
use of cuneiform writing for international communication, but also is owed to the cultural activities of the Hunians, 
for they were great borrowers from all the peoples in which they moved and settled, so much so that they were 
rapidly absorbed and Iost their identity. Thus in the Amama age the Hittites not only had Babylonian and Sumerian 
literature in addition to native texts, but also works translated From West Semitic. Cultural barriers were indeed 
broken down in Syria and adjacent lands at this time. Nor was knowledge of borrowed Mesopotamian works 
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goods, and craftsmen, and the relationships of various "schools of art." Assyrian art for example is marked 

by a strong continuity of style throughout its history. Such long term continuity is also to be found in Egypt 

and Babylon, as well as in the smaller centres influenced by these long-standing powers. Continuity in style 

and essential meaning thus provides the means for the dissemination, adoption and adaptation of basic 

iconographic metaphors, and the worldview which they a m c ~ l a t e . ~ ~  In the fust millennium, we have also 

noted a revival of earlier styles, the incorporation of artists tiom throughout the empire into an 

international workforce, and the development of an international ~ t y l e . ~ '  These two extremes of openness 

to influence and change and conservatism thus stand in an unprecedented creative tension - what Caubert 

terms "a remarkable bouquet of  contradiction^."'^ 

LJJ. 

Collon points out the manner in which this can be seen, for example in ancient furniture. Regardless of the 

location depicted, the hrniture pictured in reliefs is of virtually identicai style. The Iimited evidence of 

West Asian m i t u r e  which has survived would support this reconstruction. To this conclusion she adds the 

pertinent observation that while most of the wooden elements associated with fbrniture are not extant, the 

decorated metal fittings which have survived from various locations throughout the ancient Near East are 

restricted to the small number of scribes competent in cuneiform. Among the Hittites the 'Gilgamesh Epic' was 
avai!able in both Hittite and Human translations" 110-1 1 1. Surely such literary cosmopotitanism was also reflected 
in political and artistic relationships. 

' O  "Neo-Assyrian and Achaemenid texts in particular provide evidence for the considerable presence of foreign 
craftsmen of diverse origin, at least in court workshops (B. Oded: Mass Deportations and Deportees in the Neo- 
Assyrian Empire (Wiesbaden: 1979) 101-2). They were either captives or specialists sent by foreign rulers as  
diplomatic gifts in a pattern of artisan mobility long evident in the Near East (C. Zaccagnini: 'Patterns of Mobility 
among Ancient Near Eastern Craftsmen,' JNES 42 ( I  983) 245-264.)" Moorey AMMI16 [references expanded]. 

" "Because of its firm chronology, Assyria is normally used as the starting-point for any discussion of Near Eastern art 
during the first four centuries of the first millennium BC. ParadoxicaIly, however, the artifacts of the early centuries 
of the first millennium are probably less welI dated than those of any other period in Mesopotamian history. There 
are several reasons for this. Assyrian art is marked by strong continuity, and monuments of the Middle Assyrian 
period served as models for the later kings of Assyria, who oAen consciously revived earlier styles. As Assyrian 
power grew, so its influence on the artistic production of its neighbors increased. Craftsmen beyond the borders of 
the Assyrian empire attempted to imitate the Assyrian court style, while others from subject nations were brought to 
Assyria and produced objects for their Assyrian patrons in a mixture of local and Assyrian styles and iconographies. 
As a result, there is an internationalism in all types of artifact" Collon: ANEA 128-129. 

" Caubert: 'Art and Architecture ...' 2690. Reflectively she terms it "surprising that a society divided in its political, 
ethnic, and religious spheres, could express such a cultural and artistic unity, a unity mainly observable in its official 
monuments and prestige items" 2690. 
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almost identical, the richest finds being preserved in storerooms, where materials from varied sources were 

warehoused together. 

Closely connected to the furniture's metal fittings is the 

ivory inlay used to decorate furniture, and other ivory work. 

And while there are various styles of carving, they are 

obviously related to one an~ther.~ '  Early in the fist 

millennium, throughout Syria, a distinctive style of 

representing animals and monsters appears, marked by a 

notched line which runs parallel to the back line of the 

depicted animal and generaI1y begins and ends with a series 

of lines of deeper incision, cutting across the line at a 90 

degree angle. These lines begin at the backline and end 

below the notched line which they cross. The style also 

features a "flame pattern" on the beast's haunch. This 

characteristic marking of the animal is found in metalwork, 

ivory, as well as on the stone of the Carchemish orthostats. 

Lines are sometimes drawn in a box-Iike shape to represent 

the animal's ribs, and adjacent hatched triangles are used to 

236. 
indicate the fur underbelly. The meaning of the flame 

pattern is - if it is other than decorative - unknown. Two 

major studies by leading experts have reached different conclusions on the original home of these ivory 

carving schools. Georgina H e m a m  concludes that the pattern she describes as the "Flame and Frond" 

school fist appeared at TelI Halaf," while trene Winter argues for a Carchernish origin.35 Commenting on 

this situation, Dominique Collon observes: 

'' There is a massive literature on the topic. The notes to this section are certainly not in any manner to be regarded as 
exhaustive. Richard D. Barnett: Ancient Ivories in the MiddIe East (Jerusalem: 1982) surveys scholarly opinion to 
the 1979. In her contribution to the Strommenger Festschrift, Hermann makes the significant observation that "it is a 
recurrent feature of groups of ivories, whether found, for instance, at Nimrud, Arslan Tash, Sarnaria or Hasanlu, that 
they rarely belong to one group" Georgina Herrrnann: 'The Nimrud Ivories, 2. A Survey of the Traditions,'65-79, 
pl. 20-34, in Bmhel Hrouda, Stephan Kroll and Peter Spanos (eds.): Von Unik nach Tutrul, eine Festschriftfir Eva 
Scrommenger. Studien und AliJsatze von Kollegen und Freunden (Miinchen: Profil, 1992) 67. The intent of this 
article is to provide an overview of  styles of carving found at Nirnrud, with the exception of Assyrian style. 

'' Georgina Hemnann: 'The Nimrud Ivories, I : The Flame and Frond School,' Iraq 5 1 ( 1  989) 85-1 09. 

'' trene Winter: 'Phoenician and North Syrian Ivory Carving in Historical Context: Questions of Style and 
Distribution,' Iraq 38 (1976) 1-22; Irene Winter: 'Carved Ivory Furniture Panels from Nimrud: A Coherent Sub- 
group of the North Syrian Style,' MMJ 11  (1976) 25-54. Winter's article on south Syrian style argues a combination 
of Phoenician and North Syrian elements, cf. Irene Winter: 'Is there a South Syrian Style of Ivory Carving in the 
Early First Millennium B.C.?' Iraq 43 (198 1) 101-130. 
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This highlights the diff~culties o f  attributing groups of stylistically related ivories to 
geographical areas except in the broadest sense. The closest in style and subject matter to 
the Assyrian reliefs are flat ivory panels with decoration incised or, occasionally, in low 
relief. They were presumably made in Assyrian workshops, although not necessarily by 
Assyrians, and the presence of  bronze nails and nail-holes indicates that the ivories were 
fixed to pieces of furniture o r  to square or rectangular boxes.36 

While regionaI distinctions can be drawn in style and production methods, 

such observations do not diminish the importance of commonly held ideas 

and "international" iconographic motifs." For example, in Syria, ivory 

carving demonstrates greater use of  the hollow sections of tusks. These 

appear carved into small round boxes with the sides carved in high relief. 

Solid tips were often shaped into a nude female or into a group o f  four 

nude females back to back, which formed handles for mirrors, fans and 

flywisks.38 All production centres designed flat panels of ivory which were 

used as inlay on beds, thrones, and other pieces of furniture. Knobs, combs, 

gaming pieces, wood or ivory lion's or cone-shaped feet, and arm rests 

were also typical products. Often ivory retains fitter's marks or notations 

indicating how it is to be assembled, o r  where it was looted - neither of 

which designates where a piece was made. Ivory might be inlaid with 

stones or colored glass, or gilt, depending upon the desired effect the 

artisan hoped to achieve." 

Collon: ANEA 158. Cf. Georgina Henmann: 'The Nimrud Ivories 3: The Assyrian Tradition.' 285-290, pl. 27-32 in 
H. Waetzoedt and H. Haupmann (eds.): Assyrien un Wandel der Zeiren (Heidelberg: Heidelberger Orientuerlas, 
1997). 

A significant distinction between Levantine and Assyrian schools is argued by Moorey: "the Assyrians were more 
inclined to neglect the sculptural potential of ivory. They primarily manufactured thin panels, for application to 
pieces of furniture, incised with scenes set within geometric and floral borders in which much use was made of 
compasses and dividers. They also produced distinctive figures in silhouette. The narrative scenes are generally 
those encountered on the monumental palace reliefs, though no precise match has yet been recognized. These scenes 
include court life, battles and hunts, pocessions of tributaries (bringing tusks of ivory among other things), sacred 
animals, and monsters. When low relief is used the same repertory appears ... Ivory was also used in the 
architectural decoration of Neo-Assyrian palaces and perhaps also temples" Moorey: AMMI 122- 123. 

The tenuous nature of ivory preservation illustrated by the case of the Nimntd ivories, found in a well at Nirnrud. 
Likely hidden during the fall of Assyria, in what proved a vain attempt to preserve them for later retrieval, the horde 
represents a major source for our understanding of the carved ivories so often referred to in texts. During the second 
millennium BC hippo ivory appears favored by carvers, by the first millennium elephant ivory dominates. The 
Indian elephant is pictured on the black obelisk of Shalmaneser. There is no way to distinguish between African and 
Indian elephant ivory. Because ivory was highly prized, it is often gilded, colored, or fire blackened. Another luxury 
item, were large tridachna shells, incised with decoration. On these matters and other technological concerns 
Moorey's overview is excellent. His presentation on stonewoik includes both relief sculpture and work with 
precious stones, as well as more mundane presentations cf. Moorey: AMMI 21-1 10; carving in bone, antler and 
ivory is discussed in AMMI 1 t 1-140. 

We have no firm understanding of what the art looked like to its ancient artisans and patrons. The appearance of 
cawed ivory is as elusive as that of the painted orthostats. "Surface decoration of ivory was much more prevalent 
than the present condition of carved ivories in museum displays might suggest, Only vestiges have normally 
survived long deposit in the earth and over-enthusiastic conservation. Indeed, it is possible that in antiquity very 
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Samaria and Arslan Tash were centres for ivory carving in the Levant,"' while Phoenician carvers are often 

regarded as the most sophisticated artists." Phoenician use of Egyptian motifs in their carving is a result o f  

little of the ivory surface remained plain, perhaps only some of the background and areas of flesh. Surfaces were 
overlaid with gold and silver leaf, perhaps on occasion to conceal flaws (Hemnann: Ivoriesfrom Nimrud fV ... 58);  
sometimes the surface below the gold is stained purple (Barnen: A Catalogue -.. 155). The surfaces were also 
stained or painted. Pigment, appIied as a solution or fine slurry, penetrated into the porous surface of freshly cut 
ivory. It is generally too fugitive for conclusions to be drawn about the color schemes most widely employed, 
though they seem likely to embrace the same range as is found in inlays" Moorey AMM 127 [internal rcfcrenccs 
expanded]. 

"Artifacts made locally from these materials serviced local needs and were not exported through commercial networks, 
though fine goods may have travelled as gift-exchanges, or as tribute or booty when invaders entered the plain. If 
and when they did, they did not apparently influence craftsmen in adjacent regions as comparable Egyptian goods 
did. The materials and the few basic techniques needed to exploit them were widely avaihble in the Near East. 
Mesopotamia had no monopoly, and her styles and iconography do not appear to have had the appeal that those of 
Egyptian or Egyptianizing products so clearly did particularly from the mid-second to the mid-first rrdlennium BC" 
Moorey A MMf 140. 

"O "By far the larger part of the ivory-work recovered from Nimrud came from workshops outside Assyria, to the west 
in Syria and the Lebanon, or was manufactured in palace workshops within Assyna by craftsmen deported from 
these regions working there in their native styles" Moorey AMMI 123. It is important to our discussion to note that 
among the ivories rendered in Assyrian style however, a representation of Assumasirpal I1 in flat relief was included 
among the horde. Other themes familiar from the reliefs, as well as other royal "portraiture" is noted. Cf. Max 
Mallowan: The ~Vin~nrd fvories (London: British Museum, 1978) 15ff. Following an eclipse of Syro-Palestinian 
ivory after c. 1 I50 "at least by the ninth century BC a number of production centres were again active in Syria. 
Whether Phoenicia also had an ivory industry again by this time remains obscure, though biblical references ( 1  Kgs. 
10: 18, 2239) suggest that it might well have done" Moorey: AMMf 123. 

Barnett pointed out the "difficulties and dangers in establishing the location of such centres of manufacture because of 
the mobility of craftsmen, the portability of their products, and the uncertainty involved in drawing analogies and 
inferences from less movable works of art such as stone reliefs, and from one technique to another, different in 
character and tools" Bmett: Attcienf hories in the Middle East 46; in addition cf. Georgina Hemnann: Ivoriesfronz 
Ninrnld IV: Ivories from Room SkV 37 Fort Shalntaneser (London: British School of Archaeology in Iraq, 1986) 
47ff. For criteria used in separating Phoenician and Syrian ivories see the discussion in Moorey: AMMI 124. 

Phoenician craftsmen arc renowned in the Hebrew Bibie for their skill. A thorough study of Phoenician ivory is 
included in E. Gubel: Plroenician Frmritzire. A Typology based on Iron Age Representations with ReJerence to the 
Iconograpllical Conrea (Leuven: Peeters, 1987). "Where design was concerned ... they lacked any authentically 
native tradition ... for the Pl~oenicians, Egyptian art provided the source of a ready-made idiom. Egyptian art, 
however, was based on religious imagery and on a huge inventory of symbolic and mythical forms. For the 
Phoenicians neither the religion nor the symbolism was their own, and little attempt was made to understand them. 
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long term contacts between the two states4' The hordes of  ivories fiom storerooms at Nimrud and 

elsewhere clearly demonstrate how highly prized ivory was as a luxury good," and as such was broadly 

exchanged throughout the ancient world.u As much of the ivory exchanged was decorated it becomes a 

medium for the exchange of iconographicaIIy communicated ide~logy,~' though on a much larger scale 

than relief sculpture both in terms of time and travel. The themes of this art, found in palaces, temples, and 

rich burialsJ6 has unique features, but also provides parallels to the iconographic program we have seen, 

Their adaptation of Egyptian imagery was accordingly often incorrect and occasionally clumsy. Surprisingly, its 
visual effect remained unimpaired" Lloyd: Arcltaeology of Mesopotamia 22 1. 

'' "In the Egyptianizing (or Southern) Gm!lps particularly, ivories were inlaid. Either certain areas of the raised design 
were cut out to be highlighted with inserted color (cloisonne3 or the background was ieft high and the design itself 
cut out to be filled in with color (cltamplevh; silhouette). Inlays were regularly set on bedding material: red (iron 
oxide) and blue (Egyptian blue) were commonest at Nimrud, but green and yellow (yellow ochre) also appear 
(Hemann  198659). The inlays were predominantly of glass; semi-precious stones are relatively rare. Those in 
glass were opaque, frequently in shades of blue. Their rough shape was formed in molds and finished by cutting and 
polishing before insertion (A. Saldem: 'Glass,' Appendix III in Mallowan: Nirnnrd and Its Remains 632-3)" Moorey 
r iMM 127. 

" '"Hippopotamus ivory is harder, whiter, and denser than that of the elephant and has always been much prized for its 
whiteness" Moorey AMMI I IS. "It is increasingly clear that hippopotamus ivory was the preferred choice for utility 
purposes, despite the difficulties of working it, in the Levant for over five hundred years in the second millennium 
BC ... [f there really were herds of elephants in Syria at this time, as has long been supposed ... this pattern of use is 
perhaps surprising" 115-1 16. Could there have been hippopotami at Lake Huleh for example? There is " ... no hard 
evidence that the elephants of Syria differed in race from those of India, even if there were minor variants" Moorey 
AMMI 1 17. 

While Tiglath-Pileser I (c. I 114-1076 BC) and other Assyrian kings down to Shalmaneser II1 (c.858-824 BC) refer to 
hunting and killing of elephants in the Khabur region of mode& Syria and on the Euphrates in the area of modem 
Ana in Iraq, as well as trapping elephants for royal zoos. But after this era the Assyrian records refer only to 
elephant tusks, hides, and to ivory furniture which may well indicate the extinction of elephants in the region. Cf. R. 
D. Barnen A Catalogue of the Ninrmd ivories with 011rer cran1p1e.s of Ancient Near Eastern Ivories in the British 
Museunr (London: British Museum, 1957) 166; M. E. Mallowan: Ninznid and Its Remains ( 2  Volumes, Aberdeen: 
University Press, 1966) 479; Dominique Collon: 'Ivory,' Iraq 39 (1977) 2 19-222, 220; Moorey: AMMI 1 17. Other 
similar media, such as worked and unworked antler are "elusive" (Moorey: AMhlI I 1  I) .  Bone and ivory are not 
always properly distinguished in "the reporting particularly of inlays, personal ornaments and seals" I 12. 

Regardless of changes in the political landscape, the demand for ivory, carved in the traditional manner, remains. 
There is "clear evidence that when ivory carving was eclipsed in North Syrian workshops, perhaps before 700 BC, 
Phoenician workshops and distributors remained active through into the Achaemenid period" Moorey: AMMI 124; 
cf. Gubel: Phoenician Furnirure. 

This persistent demand for ivory suggests ongoing relationships throughout Western Asia in the first half of the first 
millennium BC. The influence is evident across both time and space. "Evidence from Ur best demonstrates the 
continuing penetration of ivory objects from Syro-Phoenicia down the Euphrates into Babylonia. In levels attributed 
by Woolley to the Neo-Babylonian and Persian periods, ivory was more commonly reported at Ur than at any 
previous time. The types of object made of carved ivory are the traditional ones: combs, pins, kohl-sticks and kohl- 
pots, mirror-handles, a spoon, and a variety of cosmetic boxes or palettes" Moorey AMMI 125, inserted references 
omitted. 

"' That iconographic imagery was exchanged through art seems certain. For, "probably not just one but most of the 
major cultural centres in the Levant of the early first miliennium BC were engaged in the production and exchange 
of luxury goods - of which ivory constituted one of the most important commodities" Winter: 'Is there a South 
Syrian Style ..., 130. Also cf. Moorey: AMMI 122-125. 

46 Cf, Mallowan: The Nintrud Ivories 12-25; M .  Mallowan and G. Hemnann: Ivor i e sJ i i  Ninrntd //I.- Furniture from 
S K 7  Fort Shalmaneser (London: British School of Archaeology in Iraq, 1974). "Adad-nirari I11 is known to have 
acquired an ivory bed and a couch fiom the king of Damascus in about 800 BC. But Mallowan considers the bulk of 
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and evidence for the influence and comprehension of such 

metaphors among the smaller, often subjected states. 

The vast quantity of ivory discovered in Assyria, 
principalIy at Nimrud, is an interesting 
phenomenon. It is obvious that the carved ivories 
are in different styles, representing the work of 
different schools, but the location of these centres 
of production remains elusive. In a rather rough 
and ready way, and without regard to the political 
and social complexities of the Ancient Near East 
in the early first rnil1ennium BC, the ivories are 
often divided into Phoenician, Syrian and 
Assyrian styles. Phoenician art is characterized by 
considerable dependence on Egyptian styles and 
motifs, and such ivories might have been 
produced in centres such as the coastal cities of 
Tyre and Sidon. Syrian-style ivories, on the other 
hand, are supposed to derive from centres either in 
north Syria, such as ArsIan Tash, or in south 
Syria, such as ~arnascus.~' 

Building on the advances made in 

analyzing decorative ivories and yet 

seeking to pull the various strands of 

carving together in some meaningfkl 

manner, Reade suggests the 

development of "a series of standard 

forms of firniture in Assyria, at least 
240. 

iu court circles.48 Such types are also 

encountered beyond the Assyrian homeland in places under Assyrian influence, perhaps allowing us to 

speak of an 'Assyrian Empire style' of fiunit~re."'~ Presumably, the point to this consistent presentation of 

his finds to be later than this and dates much of it to the reign of Sargon 11. The extinction of the Syrian elephant 
towards the end of the 8th century may have increased the shortage o€  ivory" Lloyd: Archaeology of rbfesopotamia 
231. 

47 J. E. Curtis: 'Furniture and Fittings,' I2 1 - 132 in Art and Empire, 12 1-2. On the Sarnarian ivories cf. J.W. and G.M. 
Crowfoot: Early Ivories from Sanraria (London: 1938). Also cf. H. S. Baker: Furniture in the Ancient World 
(London: 1966); M .  Mallowan and G. Hemnann: Ivories from Ninintd II': Furniiurefiom SW. 7 Fort Shainraneser. 

Henri Frankfort drew similar concIusions at an eartier date. "The close connection between the ivories from various 
sites is further demonstrated by the subject ... which has been found at Arslan Tash, Nirnrud, and Khorsabad, while a 
miniature version occurred at Sarnaria. It represents either Astarte or her votary 'at the window' ... In this case the 
Phoenician ivories could be understood throughout the Near E z t  and interpreted in terms of a local cult. But what 
about other themes? Did the sphinxes and sacred trees, and the many corrupt derivations from Egypt which had no 
meaning in Egyptian terms, possess significance for the Phoenicians and also for their customers?" Frankfort: AAAO 
321. He concludes the same disregard for original meaning applies to Phoenician metalwork 322. 

49 Curtis: 'Furniture and Fittings,' 123 
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themes was to reinforce a complex of acceptable ideas which found their ultimate focus in the propaganda 

related to the rule of the king. 

The "minor" arts' use of widely shared motifs extends across a variety of presentational platforms. 

Decoration in these "international" styles allowed local variants, peculiarities which allow the separation 

and classification of the material remains. The designs are ubiquitous, finding their place on the minor arts 

of the superpowers as well as in the art of the small tributary or independent states. On the other hand, 

variants and independent traditions run concurrentiy with the parallel motifs we might designate as 

"international." Somehow, all the various traditions manage to incorporate the body of iconography we 

have termed the art of the empire into its overall program. In many ways the internationaIly shared motifs 

bring a unity to a plethora of traditions. Whiie we cannot fuUy unpack these observations, some 

preliminary remarks need to be made. 

In metal work, for example, clearly interrelated designs appear everywhere, yet traditions venture in 

independent  direction^.'^ We see these international elements in metal bowls with incised design, which 

have been preserved in bronze, silver and gold. Wormation on the decoration on weapons such as siege 

engines which appear only on  reliefs provides much information from a secondary source." To this can be 

For a general overview of bronze metalwork cf. Eva Braun-Holzinger: FigWliche Bronzen aus Mesoporamien 
(Munchen: Beck, 1984) 73ff, for a variety of interesting artifacts. An interesting comparison of styles and motifs is 
represented in the animal figures from Crete assembled in Angeliki Pilati-Papasteriou: Die bronzenen Tietj'7gztren 
aus Kreta (Miinchen: Beck, 1985). An up-to-date summary of  the technologicaI status of metalwork in 
Mesopotamia is found in Moorey: A r W  2 16-30 1. 

I '  For example, Urartian shields hung on temple walls are pictured in Assyrian reliefs. Cf. G. Azarpay: Urartian Art 
and ArtWacis (Berkeley: University of California, 1968). 
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added those axes, swords, shieldsls' metal helmets,-" horsetrappings, bitss and other items which have 

come to us through excavation, and thus provide primary source material. Broad metal belts, popular 

242. 

throughout Near East have been preserved in Urartu and at Hasanl~ . '~  On metal drinking cups, vessels of 

various descriptions, bowls etc. imagery has been incorporated into the design, while pottery and clay 

" On weaponry cf. Yadin: The Art of War/are ...; Rachel Maxwell-Hyslop: 'Daggers and Swords in Western Asia,' 
Iraq 8 (1946) 1 4 5 ;  Rachel Maxwell-HysIop: 'Western Asiatic Shaft-Hole Axes,' Iraq 9 (1949) 90-130; P. R. S. 
Moorey: Catalogue of The Ancietzt Persian Bronzes in the Aslrnlolean Museum (Oxford: Oxford, 197 1 ) 1- 100; 
Robert Dyson: 'Notes on Weapons and Chronology in Northern Iran Around 1000 B.C.' 32-45 in R. Ghrishman, E. 
Porada et. al. (eds.): Dark Ages and Nomads c. 1000 B.C. (Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut, 
1 964). 

53 See the fine publication of Assyrian helmets by U. Seidl: Sclraf-waflen aus Assyrien und Urartu (Mainz am Rhein: 
von Zabern, 1995). AIso cf. J. E. Curtis: 'Dress and Equipment,' 171 - 178 in Art and Empire, I7 1-1 73; T. Devo 
and J. E. Curtis: 'Assyrian iron helmets from Nimrud now in the British Museum,' Iraq 53 (199 1) t 05-126. Iron 
and bronze helmets have been recovered in excavations. Leather helmets would have been used by less elite, and 
more cheaply armored contingents of the army. 

'' Cf. J. E. Curtis: 'Horse trappings and Harness,' I6 1-170 in Art and Empire. According to J .  J. Orchard: Ivoriesfron~ 
Nimrud 1, 2: Equestrian Bridle-Harttess Ornaments, (London: 1967). the ivories from Nimrud typically follow 
Egyptian motifs. Though identified as "lotus buds" could some of the blinker ornamentation indicate arrowheads? 
An interesting exarnp[e provided by Curtis (164) is carved in ivory with a frieze of animals and two rows of dots 
marking the outer border. Inside this is a rosette, under which are two "lotus blossoms." Yet this seems somehow 
reminiscent ol'the two arrows held by Sennacherib as a symbot of victory (for a photo cf. Barnett and Lorenzini: 76- 
77). Though the tips on the ivory blinker seem more rounded than the typical representations of arrowheads this is 
counterbalanced by a photograph of a bronze blinker across the page (Curtis: 'Horse trappings ...' 165). This second 
blinker shows the "lotus buds" as having sharply pointed tips. The number of these "buds" however, is three. Curtis 
notes that frontlets shown in the reliefs are extant in stone and ivory exemplars from Assyria. The ivory example 
sometimes bear relief decoration depicting a naked woman, and are known from elsewhere in the Near East in metal 
as well as ivory. 

Overall, cf. M. A. Littauer and J. H. Crouwel: Wheeled Yehicles and Ridden Animals in the Ancient Near E m  (Leiden: 
Brill, 1979); Mooiey: Catalogue of The Ancient Persian Bronzes . . . 10 1 - 139; and Irene Winter: A Decorated 
Breastplate front Hasanlu, Iran: Type, Style and Contert of an Equestrian Ornanrent (Philadelphia: University 
Museum, 1980). 
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vessels might be painted and glazedaS6 Cauldrons on tripods and other utilitarian objects could be 

decorative as well as functionaLn All these reinforcements of the iconographic program can be added to 

our prior discussion of the metal bands on temple and palace doors, perhaps throughout the empire, as well 

as the cliff carvings and steles that reinforced Assyrian royal propaganda. 

233. 

Jewelry from unlooted tombs of Assyrian queens, provides examples of an art form of which little was 

h o w n  previously - except from illustrations on  relief^.'^ At last, Assyrian jewelry can take its place 

5 Z  Cf. P. R. S. Moorey: Ancient Persian Bronzes in [lie Adam Collection (London: Faber and Faber, 1974) 131-139. 

56 CE J. E. Curtis: 'Vases and Vessels,' 133-152 in Art and Empire. [Notations on day vessels from 153-160 are by H. 
MacDonald and supplement the main discussion by Curtis]. G. Markoe: Phoenician Bronze and Silver Bowls fronr 
Cypnis and rite Mediterranean (Berkeley: University of California, 1985). R. D. Barnett: 'The Nirnmd Bowls in the 
British Museum,' Rivista di Srudi Fenici 2 (1974) 11-33. A bronze bowl found in Nirnrud depicts four mountain 
ranges which converge into four women's heads. Frankfort writes: "They recall Egyptian women, in a general way 
... characteristic of Phoenician work. The frieze which surrounds the mountain ... has been described as 'the 
Phoenician pantheon on its Otyrnpus'. All the figures are dressed as Egyptians and wear Egyptian attributes, and not 
only in the conventional scheme of Pharaob destroying a group of enemies but also in the Asiatic scene of two men 
attacking a third" Frankfort: AAAO 324-5. 

Moorey provides an interesting group of scenes incised on metal vessels within a few pages. Cf. P. R. S. Moorey: 
Anciettr Persiarl Bronzes in the Adam Collection. 152- 153, I 86. 

Cf. J. E. Curtis: 'Vases and Vessels,' 133-152 in Art and Empire, 144-145; P .  R. S. Moorey: 'Metal wine-sets in the 
ancient Near East,' Iranicu Anfiqua 15 (1980) 18 1-197. Important comparative materials can be accessed in Hartmut 
Matthaus: Merallgef&se und Gefaussuntersutze der Bronzezeit, der geometrisclten und arch aiscli en Periode au f 
Cypern (Miinchen: Beck, 1985), especially cult stands and carts. This can be productiveIy compared to the Egyptian 
evidence for the first millennium BC gathered by Ali Radwan: Die Kupfir- und Bronregefcisse  tens (Von den 
Anfingen bis zurn Beginn der Spiitzeit) (Miinchen: Beck, 1983) 95 ff. 

Cf. A. Harrak: 'The Royal Tombs of Nimrud and their Jewellery,' BCSMS (1990) 5-13. "Items ofjewelry - ear- 
rings, beads, pendants, bracelets and anklets - would also have been present in the average house, together with 
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alongside catalogues of Persian and earlier Mesopotamian jewelry recovered from excavations, as well as 

Egyptian and the art from peripheral cultures.59 AU these art forms were highly portable, and the influence 

of  one cuIture upon another were ongoing. This jewelry may now join the iconography of sea1 and ivory 

decoration, as a witness to the internationalism of artistic motifs in first millennium BC Western Asia. The 

observations made by Curtis concerning fiuniture decoration might be equally applied to a whole spectrum 

of minor arts throughout the Levant: 

There is much evidence for hrniture in the Late Assyrian period (ninth to seventh 
centuries BC) but its immediate antecedents are obscure because of the scarcity of 
evidence from the preceding Middle Assyrian period. Nevertheless, it is clear that Late 
Assyrian furniture derives from a long-standing Mesopotamian tradition that was itself 
much influenced by forms from Syria and Phoenicia and, ultimately, Egypt. A good 
indication of the splendor of some furniture in the Ancient Near East in the years before 
the Late Assyrian empire is provided by the Biblical description of the throne of the 
tenth-century Israelite king Solomon 

So whiIe the preservation patterns of varied forms of art makes comparison difficult due to the fact that the 

craft repertoire seldom overlaps, what we are able to reconstruct utilizing various sources attests to the 

continuing patterns of numerous motifs, some consistently appearing over hundreds of years, virtually 

unchangedm6' The craft repertoire which does not exist may also be represented in other art forms, thus 

toilet accessories, such as pots of unguents for the anointing of the body and hair, and mirrors and tweezers of 
copper or even silver or gold- From a palace of about 2300 BC beads were found in company with mussel shells 
containing kohl (eye-shadow) and rouge, leading the excavator to conclude he was in a lady's apartment" Saggs: 
180. 

R. Maxwell-Hyslop: CVestern Asiatic Jerveiiery, c.3000 - 612 (London: 1971); Brigitte Musche: Vorderasiafischer 
Schmuck von den Arrfingen bis zur zeit der Achaenteniden (ca. 10.000 - 330 v. Chr.) (Leiden: Brill, 1992). 

.I- E. Curtis: 'Furniture and Fittings,' 121-133 in Art and Empire, 121. He goes on to cite 1 Kings 10: 18-20, 
describing the decorated throne of Solomon. 

Green's conclusions in various ways parallel my own: "In many respects, therefore, it is the continuity of symbols 
over three millennia, rather than their changes, that is striking . .. the images have a kind of life and integrity of their 
owi, quite apart from their specific 'meaning* and associations at a given time. Over their long histories, moreover, 
they can be seen as distinctively Mesopotamian, and not, as so much else, narrowly Surnerian, Akkadian, 
Babylonian, Assyrian, or whatever ... the majority of symbols - many originating in prehistoric times or in the 
Akkadian period - survived with tittle change in form or meaning down to the fall of Assyria and Babylonia. A 
few were taken into the artistic repertoire of the Persian Empire," Anthony Green 'Ancient Mesopotamian Religious 
Iconography,' 1837-1 855 in CANE 3, 184 1- 1842- "The ovenvhelming impression is one of great conservatism in 
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providing vital clues to bridge gaps in the material record. For example, Neo-Assyrian orthostats carehlly 

depict the details of garments, and while it is not possible to determine whether the garment is decorated 

with elaborate embroidery or weaving, or even metal attachments, the iconographic elements which 

transmit meaning can still be articu~ated.~' 

Much has clearly been tost to us forever.63 Even the location of such a celebrated achievement as the 

famous "hanging gardens of  ~ a b y l o n . " ~  written about and recognized in the ancient world as one of the 

the basic repertoire of religious iconography but, largely as a necessary result, some flexibility in interpretation to 
meet fundamentaIly differing theologies" 1837. 

Even in Egypt the preservation of finely decorated leather is unlikely. Tutankharnen's sandals indicate the sort of 
work possible, and likely used by the elite. In West Asia the problems are more pronounced. Are decorated quivers 
pictured on reliefs leather or metal? What about decoration on chariot sides, horse trappings, and armor, including 
helmets'? The paucity of leather remains make this a vexing issue. "Neither for the leather nor for the textile 
industries in Mesopotamia, important as they were, is the material evidence for the equipment or processes of 
manufacture yet accessible enough to make it in any sense complementary to the kind of information available in 
texts. Even where 'workshops' for the leather or textile indusrries have been identified ... hard evidence is absent.' 
Moorey AMM 1 1 1 .  Also cf. E. J. Barber: Prehistoric Textiles: The Developnzent of Cloth in the Neolitllic and 
Brorce Ages (w i~h  special reference to [he Aegean (Princeton: Princeton, 1990); 1. Canby 'Decorated Garments in 
Ashurnasirpal's Sculpture,' Iraq 33 (1971) 3 1-53. Canby argues that "the embroideries do not correspond very 
closely to what is known of contemporary Assyrian decorative arts. In technique - incised outline drawing - they 
are closest to the incised ivories of the Assyrian style, mostly from Nimrud, mostly of century date" (38). The 
resolution to this variation in iconography is to be found in what we have termed "international style." Canby 
concludes this is not embroidery, but decorative applique in metal (41-48). Cf. A. L. Oppenheim: 'The Golden 
Garments of the Gods,' JNES ( 1949) f 72-1 93; H. Kantor: 'Achaemenid Jewelry in the Oriental Institute.' JNES I G 
( 1957) 5ff. 

Cf. N. Na'aman: 'The Recycling of a Silver Statue,' JNES 40 (198 1) 47-48. "Seeming" to share broad conceptual 
patterns and understandings can be deceptive. The nuancing of the material may be completely ignored by those 
whose focus is "parallelamania." The need to interpret materials within their context prior to comparative analysis is 
obvious. Further problems encountered in our search for broadIy based conceptual ideologies in the ancient Near 
East include the overcoming of time gaps and the destruction of primary evidence. Paint and textile remains are 
scant, due to their perishability in the climactic conditions of most of the regions. Relief work on stone has in some 
cases, been severely weathered, burned or otherwise destroyed before modern excavation. Even metal artifacts have 
been lost as a result of such conditions. Much of the art was completed on perishable materials such as wood, ivory, 
cloth, leather, thinly hammered metals, papyrus and so forth. In the case of some art forms it is remarkable that 
anything has survived for our examination. 

Most metal objects were melted down and recycled in antiquity. Gold and other precious metals were reused. Larger 
items of bronze were more readily transported if melted down from their cast shapes. Evidence clearly demonstrates 
the recycling of seals and precious stones. The recarving of reliefs and statues, or the recycling of such through 
changed inscriptions is atso known. The destruction of palaces and temples in war, rebuilding programs or the 
renewal of sites often resulted in little remaining of the originai building other than the foundations. On the other 
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"seven wonders o f  the world" remains problematic.6s Decorated, gIazed wall plaques with knobs found in 

Babylonian palaces may have been used to hang wall hangings, perhaps for only part of the year, for 

example,  inter.^ Yet we have no way of knowing this with certainty as neither the archaeologica1 or 

textual materials available to us at this juncture provide such confirmation. Textiles, painting and other 

perishable bearers of iconographic meaning might further unpack these interconnections, but the evidence 

is fragmentary." The incomplete nature o f  the record challenges us to use caution in our analy~is.~'  

- 

hand the common assumption Assyrian cities were buried until modem excavation needs to be challenged. It is 
becoming absolutely clear that some of the assumptions based on ancient hyperbole and ideology are incorrect. 
"Nineveh was nor completely destroyed in 6 12 BC ... the sturdy testimony of a Parthian carved door lintel, found by 
George Smith in the palace of Sennacherib ... shows that a part at least of Sennacherib's palace remained in use for 
many centuries. Mere squatters would not have carved and installed such a fine architectural element" Stephanie 
Drzlley: 'Nineveh, Babylon and the Hanging Gardens: Cuneiform and Classical Sources Reconciled,' fraq (1994) 
45-58,56. 

Dalley: 'Nineveh, Babylon and the Hanging Gardens ...' recently argued: "Nineveh may have been regarded in some 
way as 'Babylon' for the time that the real Babylon lay neglected, ruined and kingless ... In the northern literary 
tradition of Assyria . . . great kings . . . describe[d] the construction of splendid gardens in their building inscriptions 
... [n the southern literary tradition of Babylonia ... no such inscriptions are found" SO. "Sennacherib's gardens, as 
sculpted in the palace of his grandson, are hanging gardens in the sense of being suspended upon vaults ... The 
relief sculpture shows the features which are described by Greek writers ... Forest trees are planted in it at all levels, 
and water is brought into the garden along an aqueduct which is incorporated into the tcmcing. The various trees 
are of kinds shown elsewhere in mountain terrain ... A decorative pavilion or small palace is shown ....." 5 1. Dalley 
argues that new tecIinological achievements, including raising water in a cylinder, are celebrated as a part of this 
glorious achievement (52). 

65 The garden is a "world wonder." "Tiglath-Pileser 111 in the second half of the 8th century BC seems to have been the 
first to use the equivalent expression in cuneiform for his colossal stone sculptures of guardian lions which stood at 
the gates of his new palace. Sargon I1 in the late 8th century used it for colossaI sculptures cast in copper. 
Sennacherib in the early 7th century used a more emphatic variation of the expression for his palace and gardens, 
describing them as 'A wonder for all peoples"' (54). Esarhaddon used the title to describe Esagila and the double 
walls of the Babylon, as well as other sites. Such celebration of royal construction accomplishments goes back to 
"mythological" times in Mesopotamian tradition. The rule of Gilgamesh is celebrated as  the time of the construction 
of the walls of Uruk (cf. Epic of Gilgamesh, Tablet I ,  Line 9, ANET 73). 

By Nebuchadnezzar's time, the accolade 'Wonder for all peoples' first given to the Hanging Gardens of Nineveh by 
Sennacherib" was almost commonplace (54). Nebuchanezzar's description of Babylon's walls as "mountain-high" 
and his use of wonder teminology is the likely source of confusion in the site's location. Further, "there are too 
many, different details about the gardens in the accounts of Classical writers to allow derivation from a single, 
literary tradition. This may imply that the gardens were still extant in the Pathian period" (56). 

Biblical texts reflect the importance of the large curtain used to visually separate the innermost part of the temple 
from the remainder of the building. This "veil" was "the premier piece among the series of textiles that were 
integrated in to the Tabernacle's design ... Its fabrication involved the technique known as k E e b  workmanship 
(RSV 'skilled work'), which was probably a kind of needlework that produced figural designs -cherubim in the 
case of the veil -on the fabric." Carol Meyers: 'Veil of the Temple,' ABD 6 ,  785. Such textiles have not survived, 
but we would expect to find iconographic parallels. In the Neo-Babylonian capital, lions, bulls, mud~husldiu 
dragons, rosettes, and decorative borders with palmettes were used. Placed in a "repetitive design" the imagery was 
carefully built up using mold-made glazed bricks. Cf. Collon: ANEA 156. Such decoration is used in the [Star Gate 
and processional way, as well as in other parts of the palace. Behind the king's throne there was a huge composition 
which included a row of columns topped with proto-Ionic capitals in white, yellow, and pale blue on a deep blue 
background. 

67The images from Kuntillet 'Ajrud are particularty helpful to us, despite their enigmatic qualities. "The quantity and 
variety of pictorial and decorative an found at KuntiIlet 'Ajrtld were unprecedented for an Israelite site. This art was 
drawn on the plaster of the walls, on doorposts, on pottery (primarily on the two large pithoi ...), and also on one of 
the stones in the jamb of the central opening to the storeroom" Zeev Meshel: 'Kuntillet 'Ajmd,' 103-109, ABD 4, 
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Filling in the gaps 

247. 

We are left to consider carefully what can and cannot be done. It appears dear  that whatever its 

antecedents, narrative palace art peaks with the orthostatic program of Assurbanipal's pa~ace.69 During the 

Neo-Assyrian period palace orthostats have provided us with sufficient data to make an analysis of the 

whole system of iconographic representation concerning empire, even though a number o f  features are not 

understood. At the same time, its use of a system of representation which has been in place for millennia 

allows us to see the iconographic elements familiar from earlier contexts within a larger ideological system. 

For example, the "turned bow" in the arm of  Naram-Sin as he treads over his enemy can clearly be 

understood as a symbol of victory within the scene on the Akkadian king's steIe." This can then be given a 

contextual reading in the narratives of the later Assyrian kings. For example, after a bull hunt Assurnasirpal 

II is shown holding up a cup in one hand, while the turned bow is held before him in his Left hand. At his 

107. "The two pithoi depict various divine, human, and animal figures ... Even though most of these artistic motifs 
are well known from the Syro-Phoenician world, the actual renderings themselves are here very crude ... Despite 
their Iack of artistic proficiency, the Kuntillet 'Ajdd artists were familiar with and influenced by the prevailing art 
styles of the time, and they appreciated the significance of duplicating those styles. In short, the pictures are an 
expression of 'folk art' as opposed to professionaI 'court art"' (107). Further, the pictures seem to reflect various 
hands. Meshel places the site within time range 850-786 BC (log), arguing that: ''The site, occupied for only a few 
years, was likely inhabited by a small group of priests dispatched form the N kingdom of Israel with an officer (sr'r) 
at their head. They were sustained by the various sacrifices and tithes that were sent as provisions primarily from 
Judah; in return, they rendered their cultic services to travelers" (108). 

Such clear use of standardized iconography in a remote location, and in conjunction with a site having at least some 
inclination toward aniconism provides remarkable evidence for the widespread use and comprehension of a body of 
images related to the iconography of the large and powerful states which dominated the poIitical and economic 
agendas of the Levant. A similar assessment is made of the Philistines: "Philistine material culture is a syncretistic 
blend of Aegean, Egyptian, and Canaanite elements. The dominant element is Aegean ...." Trude Dothan: 
'Philistines (Archaeology),' 328-333, ABD 5,333. 

Collon provides examples of details shown on garments depicted in orthostats creating probiems for dating seals etc 
Cf. Collon: ANEA 132. 

69 Cf. R. Barnen: 'Ashurbanipal and the Climax of Assyrian Art,' 3 1-39 in Barnett and Lorenzini: Assyrian Sculpture 
it1 the British Museum. 

'O For a photo cf. Colion: U N E  75. 
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feet lies the body of the bull." Similarly, in the lengthy narrative sequence surrounding Lachish which 

culminates in a representation of Shalmaneser LII on his throne, in his right hand the emperor holds out two 

arrows as a sign of victory. Almost unnoticeably, amidst all the business of the scene, we see he holds in 

his left hand the turned bow.z We have seen how scene informs program. In return, both inform icon. 

When we find the "turned bow" in another context with a more isolated figure, for example on a cylinder 

seal, we know how to decipher its meaning - both what is seen and what is implied. Assyrian narrative art 

supplies us with a tool to unravel the development of the ideology of empire, as well as giving us enough 

evidence to see its influence across atistic platforms and political boundaries. Yet while there are clearly 

connections between artistic platforms, we must exercise caution in our "reading" of any art. This merely 

parallels what we have always done with texts. We examine the text and try to determine its context, and 

thus arrived at an informed reading. Is there reason to treat art differently? Once we recognize that this or 

any other iconographic paradigm is not to be woodenly applied and readings forced onto art which are not 

defensible, iconography becomes an important tool in the arsenal of the scholar reading texts, and working 

on cultural history more broadly. Which begs two questions. Does all art fit? Of ccllrse not. Is there any art 

which should be understood as merely decorative? Probably. But just as we should not woodenly jump to 

conclusions about art meaning something, forcing material into paradigms which do not fit, we should be 

equally cautious not to assume that decoration is meaningless. 

233. 

After the fall Assyria, the subsequent Babylonian and Persian empires move to an iconographic 

presentation of the ideology of empire. Without the insights to the system derived from Assyrian art, we 

would be hard pressed from this juncture in time to understand how the iconography works within a 

system. Yet the art of these empires does exactly that. Scenes are reduced to a minimum, and most 

iconographic information is conveyed through the use of symbols. Though research is in its infancy, and 

" Bamett and Lorenzini: 35. In another segment Assur is pictured in the winged disk holding up his right hand in 
blessing and hotding out a turned bow in his Left (38). 

'' For an excellent photo cf. Barnett and Lorenzini: 77 
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there is still much to be it is clear that within the empire there is an interIocking system o f  

symbols. which work together to reinforce the basic values endorsed b y  the state, and its head, the king. 

The ideology o f  empire is thus critical to understanding both Babylonian and Persian art, as a main element 

o f  the art preserved is used to reinforce this ideological paradigm. It also helps us to make sense of 

iconographic traditions in the smaller states which come under the influence of the superpowers. " T o  test 

out these two statements we will need to look briefly at  the iconographic continuities I have contended 

mark Babylonian and Persian art. We will then be able to see if the iconography o f  empire provides us with 

new tools to understand the archive stemming from the Judean prophet Ezekiel." 

249. 

Fortunately several considerations alIow us to begin to "fill in" gaps which exist in the material remains. 

The development o f  museums in antiquity and the antiquarian interests o f  a significant number of 

- 

7' Artists are also limited by what is technologically possible. Much of our knowledge of technical matters must be 
reconstructed by trial and error. Though technical documents exist, their interpretation is vexed. "Scribes were not 
interested in the practical processes of manufacture, as craftsmen would have been, but simpiy in systematically 
cataloguing the technical vocabulary for the equipment, the materials, and the procedures used in any specific crafts. 
These texts are an integral part of the Mesopotamian scribal tradition's obsession with lists of words, with lexical 
texts and lexicography. They may not in any sense be regarded as originating in craftsmen's coherent oral accounts 
of their own craft, conceived as contributions to a fully descriptive encyclopedia of crafts written by experts. Thus 
they should not be taken as primary sources for the study of ancient technology, only a significant secondary ones. 
As secondary sources they are useful only so long as they are understood in their own terms" Moorey AMMf 16. 

"Mesopotamian craft activity was almost certainly permeated by rituals; success in manufacture - often described in 
terms of gestation and birth - was a gift of the gods whose favor was invoked in the appropriate manner. Although 
it is only the more elaborate rites for animating and installing statuary that have generally survived in texts (cf. 
Winter 1992) , the pattern of ethnographic comparisons indicates that craftsmen in ail levels of society would have 
practised the rites thought to ensure success in their work, often under the aegis of a deity peculiar to their craft and 
by no means only for artifacts created for the service of the gods" Moorey AMMI 36. 

Caubet, writing of Canaanite and Israelite art observes that: "In this vast region of various populations and 
environments that were never politically united, one unifying factor is art expressed by the elite." Annie Caubet: 
'Art and Architecture in Canaan and Ancient israel,' 267 1-269 1, CANE 4,267 1.  

Our study thus far gives us an appreciation for Keel's considerable achievement in T&e Symbolisnt ofthe Biblical 
World. Confronted with a vast amount of materials, which use a variety of organizational principles connected to a 
particular craft or specialization, the organization of a world view proves to be a daunting task. Keel's book 
demonstrating Israelite and Judean participation in the conceptual world of the ancient Near East was a landmark 
study, introducing a valuabIe source of anafysis into research on the Hebrew Bible. Sharpening our definition of the 
ideology of empire in the first millennium by no means exhausts the potential insights provided by the source 
materials, but seeks to build on Keel's foundational analysis by narrowing our focus to a constellation of interrelated 
themes, which we have termed the lconography of empire. Even here, it would be presumptuous to suggest we have 
developed a comprehensive understanding of the implications of this material. Our analysis of the book of Ezekiel 
intends rather to demonstrate the value of the model. 
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Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian rulers has preserved a number of items that might otherwise have been 

lost forever. In addition, the very presence of such evidence provides us with a certainty that what appears 

to be the copying of earlier works and styles is clearly based on the perceived value of such traditions. 

Likely copying was the essence of learning a craft, and we might assume that "classic" models were 

maintained for such purposes, either in the form of examples or in the often surmised "copy book." The 

presence of ancient "museums" also strengthens such an argument. Archaizing revivals of traditional 

iconographic motifs, aad the fact that we can argue the case for "canonicaf" understandings of various 

icons, scenes and even narrative traditions suggests the realistic possibility of "filling in" gaps in the 

preserved iconographic record. 

Long-standing replication of ideas, blurring of national, chronological and material boundaries allow us to 

gain confidence that certain images serve as ongoing metaphors, and thus become icons symbolizing 

meaning. The clustering of such images into linked motifs urges us to understand these groupings of 

images as clearly articulated scenes. These elements developing relationships and turning into programs 

which for the most part can be clearly understood on an international basis, yet may retain culturally 

idiosyncratic elements, would again urge us to believe that such analysis is essentially correct, and that 

these iconographically shared concepts reflect ideological c o ~ e c t i o n s  as well." 

Clearly, there are localized variations in the use and interpretation of these iconographic metaphors. The 

copying of motifs and their subtle  ans sf or mat ion tbrough misunderstanding, the reinvesting of the 

meaning, the adaptation of meaning, or varying of the image can at times be articulated. But there is also 

strong evidence for the retention of basic concepts over long periods of time. These central concepts -and 

in particular those concepts connected to the rule of the king as servant of  the gods, and the bestowing of 

the empire or kingdom as a result of divine favor - appear to retain their basic integrity over long periods 

of time. When they are missing in a portion of the tradition, we can often mark at either end of a 

76 It is interesting that the aniconic views most often associated with Yahwistic tradition are also found in a variety of 
Mesopotamian contexts. 
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chronological sequence the identical motif, allowing us, at the very least, to consider the possibility that the 

icon, though unattested or transformed, might arguably be retained by the tradition. A fmal element needs 

consideration. Many times in our study of ancient Near Eastern artifacts there is a clear reIationship 

between the artifact and a text inscribed upon it. Such materials also serve to confirm and correct our 

analysis of the material remains, and the iconographic traditions articulated by themn 

To summarize, similar interests inform the West Asian empires as well as Egypt, and are mimicked by the 

small states. These cultures come to share widely held conceptual patterns, reinforced by images which 

broadly affirmed central concepts about the manner in which the world worked. One must conclude that: 

1. People understood the iconography. 

2. These images conveyed something of the manner in which the 

world ought to be conceived. 

3.  The icons celebrated and communicated an ordering of life as 

defined by the gods, and lived out from day to day in human 

civilization, 

4. The alternative to this ordered world, hndamentally centred 

around king and court, and dependent upon royal mediation with 

the state gods, was chaos and dysfunction at every level. 

* Again turning to texts has the potential to clarify artistic traditions. In the extant literature we see such variations in 
ideas: texts are sometimes repeated without change, at times demythologized, in other cases remythologized, 
reinvested with enhanced or transformed meaning, adopted, reinterpreted and occasionally rejected. Can we expect 
the art not to mirror such approaches to traditions? 

In the literature of the Hebrew Bible, much of which is to be clearly dated to the first millennium BC, we see that the 
ideology of empire is clearly understood and articulated with reference to the ongoing rule of YHWH. The literary 
traditions concerning kingship - human and divine are primary sources. Descriptions of the rise of David's kingdom 
and the depictions of Solomon's golden era draw heavily on first millennium conceptions of empire. But the most 
developed ideological statements are reserved for portions of the Psalter, and the perspectives of the prophetic 
movement. Book LV of the Psalter, for example, celebrates the rule of YHWH, and the overall editorial structure of the 
coilection uses PsaIm 2 and 149 to refocus the entire collection in terms of the rule of Y H W  over the nations, if not 
through the rule of a Davidide - as the initial use of PsaIm 2, likely in the coronation of a Davidic king might suggest, 
through the acknowledgement of YHWH as king over all the universe. This is explicit in the charge to "let the children 
of Zion rejoice in their King" whose rule allows them "to execute vengeance on the nations / and punishment on the 
peoples, / to bind their kings with fetters 1 and their nobles with chains of iron, 1 to execute on them the judgment 
decreed. / This is glory for a11 his faithful ones. / Praise the Lord!" Psalm 149:7-9. 

This is foIlowed with the conclusion of the psalter in which "everything that breathes" is called to join in the pean of praise 
to YHWH (I50:6), and is preceded by the call to the elements of the universe, sun, moon and stars (148:3); highest 
heavens and "waters above the heavens" (148:4) to acknowledge and praise YHWH. "Mountains and all hills, fruit trees 
and all cedars! Wild animals and all cattle, creeping things and flying birds! Kings of the earth and ail peoples, princes 
and dl rulers of the earth! Young men and women alike, old and young together! Let them praise the name of the LORD, 
for his name alone is exalted; his glory is above earth and heaven" (149:9-13). 
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252. 

With the exception of seats and their impressions the iconographic evidence able to be marshaled to 

evaluate the Neo-Babylonian era is This being the case, it is vital to attempt the reconstruction 

of the central traditions in Babylonian royal art, as it bridges the Assyrian and Persian empires. With regard 

to the artistic metaphors of palace decoration we have two clearly articulated traditions, and mere remnants 

of a third. Are we able to arrive at a basic understanding of  the Babylonian iconographical traditions which 

stands between the two eras? As Ezekiel is set in a Babylonian context, such would be of significant value. 

In Assyrian palaces narrative structures outline and reinforce the theological conception of the empire. 

Smaller works of  art used the same iconography as a kind of metaphor for the whole concept. The 

relationship between Assyrian and Persian royal traditions are marked by continuity and discontinuity. And 

while there is no evidence of narrative sequences in Babylonian or Persian art, Babylonian and Persian art 

present small scenes with the same iconographic meaning. For example, the royal seal of Assyrian kings 

depicts the sovereign as the lion slayer. The metaphor both affirms the royal personage as the chosen vessel 

of Assur, presents his activities as defender of the realm from enemies, natural and human, and denotes his 

invincible qualities. The motif of the lion slayer has a place in the overall conceptuaiization of sovereign 

status, yet at the same time can be displayed independently. The metaphor reappears in Persian 

iconography, and is a favorite depiction of Persian kings. The essential meaning established in the Assyrian 

empire continues through to Persian times.79 It is likely that we can postulate a similar concept during the 

Neo-Babylonian period. 

lS "Art objects of the Neo-Babylonian period are sparse. The upper part of a stele of Nabonidus (555-539 BC) 
illustrates the royal figure standing below three divine symboIs. Seals of Babylon, both in iconography and style, 
were probably influenced by Assyrian glyptic. One ctass of NB seals depicts a priest before the symbols of various 
deities" Albenda: ABD 1,427; Collon: First Impressions 80-83. 

79 The Assyrian royal seal from second half of 9th C depict the king grasps a rampant lion and stabs him. This motif 
later appears on reliefs of the Achaemenid Persians at Persepolis, for example the door jam which is engraved 
depicting Darius stabbing a rampant lion. As is typical of the traditional iconography, there is no muff worn on the 
left m to protect it, nor is the king shown wearing any sort of protective armor. Likely, this is another case of the 
idealization of reality in the interests of "meaning." Cf. J. de Gobineau: The World of the Persians (Geneve: 
Minerva, 197 1) 63, for a photo. 
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The lamassr~ would at fust appear to be an anomaly. How did the Persians copy this? The usual view is that 

the Assyrian palaces are completely buried until their recovery by modern excavations. But is such more of 

an assumption than a reality? And in those cases where the palaces are said to be completely destroyed, 

why do we never wonder if a heavy dose of hyperbole may be at work in the declaration? Yet we seem 

able to identify other exaggerations. The Persians may have had access to Assyrian palaces, even if these 

were uninhabited or have not been maintained. Likely some palaces were retained by the Babylonians as 

regional palaces and then "inherited" by the Persians, who could have used them for the same purposes. 

We know Persians used Babylonian and Elarnite palaces during the period of the empire. The necessary 

maintenance was either less likely available or desired in subsequent empires. Over time it is likely that the 

sites are gradually deteriorating, and thus come to be abandoned as less and less of the area is safe or 

useable, Eventually vacant altogether, their former status is remembered for some time." Antiquarian 

interests in all of these empires are clearly documented, and before we completely dismiss such 

possibilities we need to carefully consider the evidence. Babylonian palace lamassu would far more likely 

be of cast metal, long since melted down, than of stone. Or of terracotta. In fact, Nebrrcha&czzar claims the 

IStar gate was protected by "mighty bronze colossi of bulls and  dragon^."^' 

And what of the figures which we find repeatedly in glazed brick? Could these bulls and dragons known, 

for example, from the IStar gate be merely a variation on a theme of protection? Assyrian larnassu are 

essentially two dimensional sculpture in high relief. The glazed brick guardians return to low relief for 

In the case of some sites, local inhabitants have some knowledge of the former glory of local ruins centuries after 
their desolation. 

'' Cited in Oates: Babylon 155. Earlier we read Sargon's claim to have used a north Syrian architectural prototype as a 
model, and in his comments speaks of the cast gateway figures he placed. He refers to the architecture as: "a portico 
patterned after a Hittite palace, which they call a bit-hilani in the Amorite tongue, I built in front of their [i-e. the 
palaces'] gates. Eight lions, in pairs, weighing 4,610 talents, of shining bronze ... four cedar columns, exceedingly 
high ... I placed on top of the lion cotossi and set them up as posts to support their entrances," D. Luckenbill: 2. 84. 
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pragmatic purposes - most especially the lack of stone in the southern plain - and may have been 

supplemented by cast figures when possible. The quadrupeds on the 1Sta.r gate at Babylon are usually 

associated with Adad and Marduk, just as the lions in the processionat way might be understood as 

symbols of IStar. UsuaIly conceived as the animaIs upon which the god is enthroned in a theophany, upon 

occasion they might appear as a manifestation of the deity. As such they may have also borne a protective 

role as the closest being to the god.'' Increasing evidence o f  Neo-Babylonian aniconism would also suggest 

that wherever the symbolic animal of the god was present, the god was aIso manifest. We will look more 

closely at these aniconic mits in our examination of Ezekiel. That these two dimensional brickwork 

representations appear at gates, entryways and in thronerooms would lead us to conclude that such 

paralleled the latnasm as protectors. The continuity in some Persian contexts should also be noted. 

However we resolve the problem, it is not to be ignored that larnasslr reappear in Persian contexts and 

appear to have the identical purposes attributed to them in the Assyrian palace programs.83 Add to this a 

genie-style guardian and the parallel is complete. Thus Frankfort's observation is significant: 

'' Oates notes that "some 150 bulls and dragons" are still extant at the gate (Babylon 153). 

'%is basic unity of purpose was identified long ago, but seems to have somehow evaporated from scholarly 
consideration: "The coIossal lions and winged bulls which flanked the doorways of Assyrian palaces and were 
borrowed for the Persian palaces at Persepolis, the enameled lions of Sargon's patace at Khorsabad and of the 
Sacred Way at Babylon, and the brick bulls and dragons of Ishtar's Gate were not purely decorative, but symbolized 
protective influences under animal forms" L. King: 'Images and Idols (Babylonian),' ERE 7, 1 17-1 19, 1 19. An 
example of the lanrassu can be found at the gate of Xences at Persepolis. For a color photo cf. de Gobineau S9. 

Moorey suggests that since "Virtually nothing is known of stone sculpture at Babylon and other southern cities after 
the Kassite period ... [it is] likely that much sculptural work of this period, long since perished, was in painted 
terracotta or glazed molded bricks" Moorey AMMI: 30. Further he notes "Koldewey ... found many fragments of 
bulls and lions carved in basalt during his excavations at Babylon, but whether they were of Neo-Babylonian or 
Achaemenid date, of local or foreign manufacture, remains debatable ... That basalt and dolerite were carved at 
Babylon in the Achaemenid period is evident from the fragmentary reliefs and inscriptions ..." (30). Such continuity 
should be expected given the use of carved lamasslr in Persian sites. Thus, even without demonstrated access to 
Assyrian cities, we have continuity in decorative motifs from Assyrian through to Persian times. 
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The earliest Achaemenian relief is that of the demon on 
a door jamb of the gatehouse of Pasargadae. It is 
purely Oriental, in design as well as style. The body is 
flat; there is no modeling of the limbs through the 
clothing, and the long, fringed, shawl-like gown recalls 
those worn by the courtiers of Sargon of Assyria. The 
four wings, elaborately engraved, are also known in 
Assyria. The beard, on the other hand, is short and 
round, after the Persian fashion. Upon the cap, which is 
without known parallel, is placed the most elaborate of 
the divine crowns of Egypt. This may be copied 
directly from imported Egyptian bronzes or Phoenician 
work. In fact, the closest parallel to our figure occurs 
on a Phoenician or Syrian stele representing a fertility- 
god. The figure is hybrid but predominantly Assyrian, 
not only in its design but also in its function as 
guardian of the gate.8J 

Once again, we appear to have a modification of style but a continuity of purpose.g5 The doomay f i g x e  is 

certainly to be understood as a guardian, in the time honored tradition of Mesopotamian geniesg6 

These and other aponopaic motifs are also carried over into other art forms, and presumably maintain the 

meanings they bear in the narrative art. The decorated (embroidered?) clothing of the Assyrian king, 

depicted in monuments, and relief steles are often shown covered with rosettes (ill. I ,  128, 141, 153, 183). 

For example, Assurbanipal's garments are covered with rosettes in hunting scenes, (ill. 220) and in the 

famous garden scene, and while at first glance it w-ould appear the robes of the queen share a similar 

decoration, on closer examination, these are not rosettes, but merely circles (ill. 170). This may be a 

variation of the motif, as it also appears on siege engi~es.~' Are the connections to be understood as 

'' Frankfort: AAAO 364. 

'' "Even before the Neo-Assyrian period it is likely that quarried stone was more often used in the north, where it was 
available close to waterways for transport; but it is only with the appearance of large programs of relief sculpture in 
the first millennium BC that the sculptures themselves indicate something of the production methods. Even then, 
although it is clear that colossal three-dimensional sculptures were roughed out in the quarry, it is likely that little if 
any relief sculpture was worked there ..." Moorey AMMI 30. Moorey illustrates by citing texts, and describing the 
setting up and carving orthostats, their adjustment and linking together (32-33). "Direct evidence for the procedures 
used in carving reliefs at any time, including the Neo-Assyrian period ... is virtually non-existent" (34). While stock 
motifs are used, and suggestions have been made of the use of a pattern book, no evidence of one has ever been 
produced. 

s6 A broken orthostat from Cyrus' palace at Pasagardes shows the bottom half of the fish cloak familiar fro= Assyrian 
reliefs, and the bare feet of a striding ii~man. Cf. de Gobineau: The World ofrhe Persians 49. Another guardian 
figure in Egyptianizing style, but with the four wings typical of Assyrian and Babylonian practice is found in the 
remains of an entrance gateway at Pasagardes, cf. de Gobineau 34. 

The value of stone in Mesopotamia is attested to by the fact Mesopotamian sculptors would patch mistakes where an 
Egyptian artist would simply "abandon the piece and start anew; for stone patchwork is well-nigh unknown in 
Egypt" Moorey: AMMI 3 I .  

For the hunting scenes cf. Barnett and Lorenzini: 1 19, 12 1, 122, 125, 127-13 I, and for the garden scene 170. The 
circles on the queen's robe appear similar to those on Sennacherib's regalia at Lachish cf. Barnett and Lorenzini 76, 
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gratuitous, given that in the chariot hunting scene other occupants of the 

royal chariot of  Assurbanipal are depicted with rosettes on their 

Evidence for the rosette on an h a n d  of  the king is clear 

from the time of Assurnasirpal (ill. 141, 153).89 The armband also appears 

on human-headed genies (ill. 138, 14 1, 142).~" 

A gIazed brick excavated at Nimrud and dated c .  865 shows the king's 

robes with rosettes, and the main attendant of the king has a number of  

rosettes on his garments as weL9' The rosette wristband is also depicted 

on a statue of  Assumasirpal 11. Identified by an inscription, the 

iconographic motif which seems to be an apotropaic device is clearly 

represented on this statue in the round.9' Noting the appearance of rosettes 

on the short end of a ceremonial trough from Uruk, there "in association 

with animals and a barn adorned with posts of  Inama, and the use in 

Mitannian art in an idiosyncratic manner,"93 Black and Green turn to the 

use of the rosette in the Middle Assyrian period: 

enlargement 77. Rosettes appear on the robes of courtiers and those bearing tribute on a relief from Sargon 11's 
palace at Khorsabad cf. Frankfort AAAO 172-1 73 for photos. Based on what appears to be the strict limits piaced on 
the use of the motif to kings, gods and genies are these men to be understood as sharing high status, or is the record 
idiosyncratic? In any case the motif of the rosette as a protective / blessing metaphor seems likely. Assurbanipal's 
tunic is decorared with genies, a tree of life, and rosettes (photo: Frankfort AAAO 188). This tunic also depicts a lion 
with his maw stretched around the neck of a bull (photo: Frankfort AAAO 197). This metaphor, though difficult to 
articulate its meaning. appears with the protective cluster. Compare the cluster of motifs on the stairway at 
Persepolis, which includes a lion mauling a bull. De Gobineau describes the photo as depicting "the Achaemenid 
lion attacking the Babylonian bull" (45) but this hardly seems satisfactory in light of its iconographic lineage. A 
weight of unknown provenance (el Amama?) is shaped as a [ion mauling a bull (Frankfort photo: AAAO 273). 

Barnett and Lorenzini: 105, 1 16. 

Barnett and Lorenzini: Assurnasirpal I1 1 (Nimrud, Temple of Ninurta), 2 (stele), 5, 8, 9, LO (close up), 12, 13, 16, 
32, 34, 35(Nirnrud, Northwest Palace); Tiglath-pileser III,50 (Nimrud, Cenml Palace); and Assurbanipal 1 16, 122, 
125, 127-1 29, 170 (Nineveh, Palace of Assurbanipal). 

Genies are shown from the time of Assurnasirpal I1 cf- Barnett and Lorenzini: 3,9, (close up lo) ,  14, 17-18. 

" For a color photograph of this tile cf. Collon: ANEA 134. Highly stylized and coIorFul rosettes, winged genies and 
buIl figures also Figure prominently in the reconstruction of the wall painting from the palace of Sargon I1 at 
Khorsabad, cf. Lloyd AANE 199. Friezes on the Balawat Gates are separated by lines of rosettes (ill. 162, 193, 194). 
Cf. Lloyd AANE 202-203. 

" Cf. Collon: ANEA 138 for a color photo. 

93 Black and Green argue that Mitannian usage is a formalization of the seven dots, and thus an aberration. Yet a 
Mitannian seal identified by Seton Lloyd contains a number of these motifs just as we would expect them. In the 
centre is a pillar surmounted by a winged disk. At the top of the sea1 next to the outstretched wings is a row of 
rosettes. Under the rosettes are two friezes of strange beings. A human figure stands on each side of the nee. Lloyd: 
AANE 146. 
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Since many were found in the temple of IStar 
(Lnanna) at the city of ASSur, some scholars have 
connected the motif with IStar, and it is possible 
that in the Neo-Assyrian Period the rosette 
occasionally replaced the star as her syrntiol. The 
evidence, however, is unclear. Single rosettes are 
often seen as a decoration on wrist-straps worn by 
both human and supernatural figures in Neo- 
Assyrian monumental art.% 

The decoration of the IStar gate provides us with a link of these 

motifs to the Neo-Babylonian era. In glazed brick we find rosettes 

are used alongside animal figures (ill. 253). The combination of  

rosettes, lions and bulls is also used at ~ e r s e p o l i s . ~ ~  Column capitals 

featuring a "doubled" or back to back bull's head show rosette 

decorated harness on the powerful beasts (ill. 257). Rosettes also 

appear on the ceremonial staircase at Persepolis, at the main gate of 

Darius's palace and in his depiction in the orthostats of the treasury 

(ill. 256, 26 1). Many sections of  relief are surrounded or highlighted 

by rows of rosettes which serve both decorative and apotropaic 

fltnctions. 96 

Rosenrs also appear on the garb of the so-called "immortals" at 

Susa." The "real" world being illustrated by such wall scenes, in 

which kings and courtiers wear rosettes, must have mimicked real 

dress. Or vise versa. Over time the boundaries blur as art reinforces Life, and life, art. It is hardly surprising 

Black and Green: Gods. Demonsarzd Symbols 156-157. 

q3 de Gobineau's presentation is marred by lack of any notation of Iocation for the excelknt photos of the relief 
carvings from Persepolis. Cf. de Gobineau (82-83). Ghirshman's Perse presentation is superior in specifying 
Iocation, and also provides excellent photographs of the remains. The section on Persian art from f28-271 contains 
numerous photos of rosettes used as part of the decorative scheme at Persepolis and elsewhere. The glazed brick 
decoration in the throne room of Nebuchadrezzar combined lions, palms, and rosettes. The Khorsabad temple facade 
of Sargon 11, a colorful panel of glazed brick, featured rosettes in a border surrounding a lion, eagle (?), bull, tree, 
and plow (Frankfort: line drawing A M 0  15 I). Rosettes are also featured in a protective Fi-ieze in palace paintings 
(Lloyd: Ancient Architecture 42, 43) The Middle Assyrian era palace of Tukulti-Ninurta includes rosettes, palm 
fronds around a central feature of gazelles and a palm tree. Cf. Moortgat Art oJAncienf Mesopotamia for excellent 
photos of ivory decorated with rosette borders; photo 243 depicts the king "as a mountain" with flowing vase in four 
streams, between two trees; photo 245, a winged bull with the stylized tree. Photos 246 and 247 are of the famous 
altar which shows Tukulti-Ninurta paying homage at the self-same altar. 

96 de Gobineau 59; Rosettes appear frequently in the Persian palaces, on the doorway to the Hall of a Hundred 
Columns (108- log), around an inscription of Darius ( IOl), and at the top of columns at Susa (1 36 where they 
appear beneath the capital comprised of two bull heads). AANE 242-243 the stairway and the orthostats depicting 
Darius receiving a subject from the treasury. LIoyd also provides color photos of the figures in gIazed tile at Susa 
depicting griffins, and the royal guard (whose clothing bears rosette decorations). LIoyd notes the appropriateness of 
comparing these reliefs with the IJtar gate without articulating his reasons, AANE 246-247. 

'' For a photo cf. Roman Ghirshman: Perse (Gallimard, 1963) 190 
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to suggest garments were worn which are decorated with these prophylactic and propagandistic motifs. As 

we have seen rosettes "decorate" a wide variety of objects, and the evidence suggests that weaponry, 

armor, painting, textiles, and a host of other decoration 

repeated essential symbols and motifs, either within scenes, or 

as individual icons. SteIes also provide short forms signaling 

the supremacy of the king, while at the same time representing 

both his piety and the patronage he enjoys fiom divine 

benefaction. Cylinder and stamp seals likewise utilize these 

features on a miniaturized basis. The rosette was one such 

element. The tree and rampant animals, the king and the lion, 

the tribute procession, the winged disk and so forth reinforced 

the ideology of empire at every turn. 

Evidence of Neo-Babylonian palace art is minimal, yet what 

material remains exist suggest we are correct to reconstruct an 

art which utilizes the iconography of empire. Other 

continuities exist in the application of the ideology of empire, 

through Assyrim and Neo-Babylonian to Persian 

administrations. If clear continuities in applying an ideology 

of empire can be demonstrated, the interpretation of 

continuing symbols and motifs as icons is likely. The icon as 

an individual metaphor, or in the context of a scene is thus likely to retain its entire programmatic meaning 

with limited modif ica t i~n.~~ Why do we suggest a return to icons and scenes rather than suggesting larger 

narrative constructs'? Three essential elements point in this direction. First, the material remains we do have 

tend to use symbols rather than scenes. This approach to iconographic decoration is continued in the 

Persian palace art. The Neo-Babylonian evidence thus appears to be transitional between the other two 

empires. Second, Babylonian preference throughout the millennia had leaned towards icon rather than 

narrative. Yet whiIe the iconography thus offers continuity with its roots, we need to remember that 

Assyrian iconography is built on a foundation of earlier Mesopotamian exemplars, many of which are 

southern. FinalIy, the "acid test*' which &is theory of continuity survives can be summarized by the simple 

question: Does the interpretive model help us to understand much of what was mysterious concerning Neo- 

Babylonian and Persian art? Or put another way: Does the model solve more problems than it creates? I 

believe it passes this ultimate test. 

9s The concise analysis from Frankfort serves as a powerful contrast to the Neo-Assyrian and Persian evidence: "We 
have no important works in stone from the Neo-Babylonian period" Frankfort AAAO 202. 
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Clearly differences exist between these empires. As a result distinctions also exist in the manner in which 

the values and ideals of the state are communicated. But despite these disjunctive features, and the resultant 

modifications which in some aspects transform the presentation of  ideological values, the dominating of 

the ideology of empire seems dear. The related iconography of empire as de f i ed  by the Assyrian 

canonical agenda, seems also to continue.99 

--. . . -.-- . - . 

259. 

While we have noted a tendency in Mesopotamian iconography towards aniconic representation of high 

gods, the representation of  the divine patrons through symbols and cultic paraphernalia maintain the 

essential ideology. This is evident in cylinder seals, where representation moves fkorn worship of the god, 

to adoration of  the symbols of the gods, or even simply the act of  worship before an altar. Such a 

movement toward aniconic representation is also demonstrable in larger scale art with programmatic 

features, such as the iconography of the IStar gate where the symbolic animals of the gods are ubiquitous, 

while the high gods traditionally shown in anthropomorphic form are strangely absent. This growing trend 

is also demonstrable in the orthostatic traditions of  the Neo-Assyrian empire, which move from conveying 

the god Assur, hovering over the king, to a complete absence of  such battlefield manifestations. Such 

aniconism characterizes the Persian palace decoration, the only representation of Ahurarnazda being the 

stereotyped personified winged disk, which not surprisingly also appears in the minor arts with the same 

intent. loo 

-- 

99 "Narrative art as a record of action has changed to narrative epitomized in a stereotype whose chief value is 
symbolic, the group of monarch invested by deity symbolizing the whoIe realm of good relations between the two 
on which the welfare of the state was considered to depend" Ann Perkins 'Narration in Babylonian Art,' AJA 61 
( 1  957) 54-62,6 1. Perkins argues that narrative ends in Babylonian art following the Akkadian period, identifying as 
"two final pieces" the wall paintings of the Mari palace and Hammurabi's investiture scene. We might add that 
Assyrian developments push narrative art to its limits at the same time a s  Neo-Babylonian art strives to reflect its 
independent identity in the use of icons. Yet rather than seeing these as diverging lines of development, we can 
understand these to be complexly converging- What is "spelled out" in wonderfd detail in Assyrian orthostats is 
conveyed by icons alone in contemporary Babylonian art. Either system represents a contrived "reality." 

loo ''The god Ahurmazda is repeatedly invoked in the imperial texts as the agent of imperial success with whom the 
king appears to enjoy a symbiotic re!ationship. The rendering as a half-length human figure emerging from a winged 
disc hearkens back to Neo-Assyrian representations of the god Assur. Because the image of Ahurarnazda is never 
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260. 

In the Persian period, the ordering of metaphors for empire accordiag to artistic and iconographic motifs is 

solidified. The oft repeated criticism of Persian art as uninventive suggests an essentiaI misunderstanding 

of the purposes of the conglomeration of styles. It is not that the Persians were merely eclectic in their 

tastes, but rather that the architectural features borrowed from other cultures turn the entire palace into an 

icon of the empire. Where the Assyrians had utilized narrative art to convey this message, the vast Persian 

palace complexes signaled the extent of the empire by the iconographic use of architectural features which 

were clearly and distinctly connected to their homelamis, 1ocaIes which formed a part of the empire. Thus 

the palace as a whole became a metaphor of the entire empire. Where Assyrian orthostatic tradition had 

used geographical idiosyncrasy and physiological stereotyping within a narrative tradition to visualIy 

convey the boundaries of power, Persian orthostatic tradition reduces its canon to a few basic motifs: 1) the 

king pays homage to Ahuramazda; 2) rows of tribute bearers in national costume stream towards the 

throneroom; 3) the king is exalted by his subjects; 4) the king as lion and monster slayer and 5) courtiers 

and the "inunortals" who serve the king and are a part of these motifs. Otherwise  rosette^,'^' a few stylized 

trees and animal "contests" join the lamassu and genii motifs which continue as guardian figures and 

-- 

actually labeled in Achaemenid art, it has generated much controversy among scholars" Margaret Cool Root: 
'Persian Art,' 4-40-447, ABD 1, 442. This use however is static and iconic in the manner of the king before the 
sacred tree in late Assyrian contexts. 

lo' Noting the research of David Stronach, Bier cites his conclusion that over the three successive empires "the 
iconographic and prophylactic nature of borders and repeat patterns of rosettes, palmettes, quatrefoils, rayed stars, 
cone-and-lotus motifs, and striding lions, which appear simultaneously in different media in royal contexts" is not 
merely ornamental, but "served a protective role, surrounding both the presence of the king as seen on thresholds, 
garments, carpets, throne covers, and baldachins," Bier: 'Textile arts in Ancient Western Asia,' CANE 3, 1585. 
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apotropaic devices. All of these scenes reinforce the ideology of kingship which emphasizes the enduring 

nature of kingship by divine deci~ion.'~' 

The message of the relief sculpture has been well articulated by Cuyler Young: 

Another major feature of this site is the relief sculpture which 3d3ns dlmost every 
building. Characteristic of these reliefs is that they are entirely unhistorical; they tell no 
developing story, as did many reliefs of the Assyrians and the Egyptians. Instead they 
give a static picture of something that is already done, that already exists, that is 
accomplished (tribute brought, monsters slain, fire honored, dignitaries received). More 
important, the king is everywhere and is the focus, in one way or another, of  almost all 
the reliefs. Yet this king is not an individual; there are no portraits of Darius, Xerxes, or 
Artaxerxes. Instead they project a dynastic image of the glory and concept of kingship, 
rather than a realistic depiction of a particular king. Thus the whole of even a compIex 
composition such as the great reliefs on the stairways of the Apadana present a planned, 
spiritual, abstract, and almost cosmic composition of static totality.''' 

lo' As elements of "a royal propaganda that emphasized the unchanging nature of kingship, iconography and contents 
of inscriptions rehearse stability, timelessness, and permanence through duplication of artistic poses and repetition 
of traditional phraseology" Helene Sancisi-Weerdenburg: 'Darius I and the Persian Empire,' 1035-1050 in CANE 2, 
1046. Pointing to the continuity in iconography over the reigns of the various kings she correctly observes the 
ideology which "declares": "... obeying the king is equivalent to the worship of Ahura Mazda, the kings god." As a 
result the ideoIogy reinforces the lack of geographical particulars in its viewpoint that: "Time and place is of no 
consequence: Persian kingship is eternal and unchanging, far removed from the vicissitudes of daily Iife" 1048- 
1 O N .  

la T. Cuyler Young, Jr.: 'Persepolis,' 236, ABD 5, 236. In her anaIysis of Persian art for the ABD, Root encapsulates a 
number of related points already fully articulated in her notable study; cf. Margaret Cool Root: The King and 
Kingship in rlcllaen~enid Art. Essays on rlte Creation of an Iconography of Empire (Leiden: Brill, 1979). "It 
becomes clear that the Persians established a concept or ideal of kingship which stressed the notion of peaceful 
coexistence centered around the charismatic persona of the Great King, King of Kings" Root: ABD I, 445. "Official 
Persian art was designed for widespread dissemination and message conveyance, just as the official decrees were- 
From the imperial coinage emblazoned with imagery of the king-as-archer to the grandiose metaphoricat displays on 
the architectural facades of Persepoiis, the overarching message is one of a world under control. The pervasive 
image of kingship stresses dynastic identity rather than personal idiosyncrasy. The pervasive image of imperial 
domain and social hierarchy stresses cooperative - even joyous -service and the virtues of blamelessness" Root: 
ABD 1,  446. "Official .4chaemenid art projected an image and ethos of power that was meant to gratify the king. 
This art also addressed a wider audience of courtiers, among whom it reinforced bonds of allegiance and instilled a 
sense of prestigious participation in the impend enterprise and ideology. Simultaneously, Achaemenid art aimed at 
impressing audiences, friendly or otherwise, composed of ambassadors from the subject lands or from hostile states. 
The mechanisms by which multiple voices in the official program were achieved are a critical area for study" 
Margaret Cool Root: 'Art and Archaeology of the Achaemenid Empire,' 2615-2637, CANE 4, 26 15. All of these 
themes are clearly familiar from the Assyrian orthostatic program we have already examined. 
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In this static world the power of the king as the designate chosen by 

Ahuramazda, the supreme One, is i nc~n t e s t ab l e . ' ~  The world streams to pay 

homage to him. His power is conveyed by  the huge array of courtiers 

perpetually lined up in procession, heading towards the centre o f  the world, 

the throneroom of  the king. The iconography of  the reIiefs reiterates the 

propaganda of a world in order. When the king is enthroned all is well with 

the world. In this manner, the Persian palace complex is in itself a declaration 

of  divinely given power dominating the world. These iconographic 

declarations are repeated in the seal o f  the king as lion slayer, in cliffside 

monuments which celebrate the glorious victories of the king and his 

exultation by the people of the empire, and in the various reiterative aspects 

of  the iconography of the minor arts. The cumdative message is that the rule 

enjoyed by the king results from the advocacy of  the patron god.Io5 

Repetition reiterates the rhetoric of power again and again,'06 yet with a 

significant difference from Assyrian prototypes. In Achaemenian art it is free 

Root notes the popularity of the hero mastering beasts, in many variants on about 2 3  of extant Achaemenid seal 
impressions. "On Achaemenid seals. the image of the master of beasts -quietly and without weaponry controlling 
the forces of animal violence in an emblem of balanced accomplishment - suggests the possibiIity of a specific 
meaning" Root: ABD 1 ,  446. Again, it would seem likety this meaning stvlds in continuity with the ancient 
Mesopotamian prototypes, and could well be a metaphor for the order of the state. 

" In a break from previous Persian tradition towards a more historically Mesopotamian approach, for the first time the 
deity is depicted. The icon used is familiar as Assur in the winged disk. "Ahurarnazda, never hitherto depicted, was 
rcndered as Assur had appeared in the Assyrian palaces, a bearded figure in a winged disk" Frankfort: AAAO 349. 
Striking parallels between the Persian winged disk and the Egyptian winged disk may also be drawn. 

lo' The placement of reliefs is far more limited than in Assyrian palaces. "The audience scenes in particular, with their 
attendance of servants and processions of figures bringing tribute, are in reality even more repetitive than the usual 
selective photographs of detail would suggest" Lloyd: A A N E  244. The figures are often described as more three 
dimensional than in previous reliefs, thus demonstrating a Greek influence. 

'& Frankfort's view of Persian art is similar to Seton Lloyd's: "Repetition is of the essence of Achaemenian art. When 
we look at a section of the great stairway, we see a number of varied groups .., There is thus some play of variation 
within a scheme strict enough to preserve homogeneity throughout this extensive decoration. If we exclude the 
repetitive guardsmen, we find a similar interplay of sameness and variety on the other side of the stair: a turned 
head, a hand affectionately laid on the shoulder of a friend, a flower grasped firmly in one hand or delicately held in 
another, prevent the design from becoming monotonous without ever weakening its ornamental function. The 
interweaving of the separate parts by means of repetition goes very far indeed ... We touch here the essence of 
Achaemenian art, its weakness as well as its strength." Frankfort: A A A O  373. While "in both Egypt and 
Mesopotamia relief had become a perfect vehicle for narrative ... Achaemenian reliefs neither tell a story nor do 
they express feeling" (373-374). Though noting the different intent of the orthostatic decoration, his views are not 
particularly helpful in unpacking the contribution the relief sculptures make to the message of Persian art. 

While the Assyrian reliefs were placed where courtiers and other officials might spend time awaiting an audience with 
the monarch, the Persian reliefs however, are situated on staircases and in hallways, where such officials pass, but 
do not linger. Frankfort: AA.40 374. Still the manner in which one joined the unending procession towards the 
throne of the great king is not to be missed. 

As was the case in Assyria, we cannot be sure what these reliefs originally looked Iike. "It is difficult to realize that 
these sculptures glittered in bright colors. Traces of turquoise blue, scarlet, emerald-green, lapis-lazuli blue, purple, 
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men, not captives and the vanquished who honor the king. An intent to display magnanimity and 

benevolence as the mark of the empire may explain the lack of battle scenes - despite political realitie~,'~' 

At Persepolis the king as the centre of the empire is emphasized e v e r y ~ h e r e . ' ~ ~  Bringing recognizably 

distinct and distinguishing art into an idiosyncratic fusion is not an indication of a cultural lapse into 

mediocrity, or sheer lack of imagination as it is so often viewed. Rather, this is a development, an incisive 

and insightfid creation of a new, clearly recognizable art form, which, like the state it represents, is a fusion 

of lesser - yet significant entities which are complete in themselves. Fusing art forms fkom Assyrian, 

Babylonian, Greek and Egyptian traditions - all of which are distinguishable - and subsuming these to 

archaic Persian traditions turns the entire complex of sites like Persepolis and Pasagarde into emblematic 

representations of the entire ernpire.Im Iconographic use of characteristic architectural types is not a new 

and yellow have been observed. Metal trappings were gilded" Frankfort: AAAO 372; Lloyd: AANE 246. The 
evidence is limited and no consensus has been reached. The possibility of canonical color schemes as in Egypt has 
not, to my knowledge, been addressed in any of  the West Asian material. Frankfort notes standard colors but does 
not attempt an articulation of their meaning - if such exists. "At Susa glazed bricks supplied the color. Some panels 
have been reconstructed, but their place in the buildings cannot be determined. One section showed a row of 
guardsmen with their tail spears. The design is much coarser than that of the reliefs, perhaps because it is produced 
indirectly by clay being pressed in a mold, perhaps also because these panels belong to a much later period, that of 
Artrtuerxes Mnemon (404-358 BC). But they continue an old-established tradition, and the colors of  the glazes are 
the same as they always had been: blue, white, yellow, and green. The subjects, too, are similar: processions of 
lions, winged bulls, and dragons; the dragons are of a type peculiar to Persia The panels measure seven by five feet" 
Frankfort: A A A O  372-3. 

Persian bricks required three firings (Collon ANEA 18 1). The first was of the undecorated brick to solidify the essential 
shape, a second fixed threads used to separate colors, and the final firing fixed the colors. Collon also describes 
these brick figures were constructed utilizing canonical dimensions. 

'07 In fact a[l the orthostats are stylized: "Achaemenian art shows little interest in scenes from real life. The long files of 
mbutaries on the staircases at Persepolis are only partially an attempt at realism, for their principal aim was to 
illustrate, on the one hand, the power of the king, and on the other, the diversity of people composing the Empire. It 
was an art in the service of power and was, above all, decorative." R. Ghirshman: /ran (Middlesex: Penguin, 1954) 
168. 

'OS "He is the focus of almost every scene. When he is not shown his presence is still manifest in the fact that the focus 
shifts but slightly, to the king's court, servants, nobles, and guards. At Pasargadae the Gatehouse was designed to 
impress the visitor with allusions to the triumphs and aspirations of the king. Assyrianizing attached sculptures of 
guardian bulls protruded from the main portals, while the jambs of the side doors were decorated in low relief with 
the image of a winged figure wearing the royal robe of Elam and an elaborate Egyptian war crown. An 
accompanying inscription declared, 'I am Cyrus, an Achaemenian.' The inscription may well have been meant to 
suggest that the representation showed the king himself in an allegorical mode of imperial aspiration. In this context, 
the wings acquire interest as an echo of the benevolent guardian figures of Assyrian palace reliefs. They may have 
been inrendcd to allude to the protective, nurturing properties of these magical creatures - creatures who in 
manifold variants figures prominently in the symbol-laden architectural decoration of  Israelite palaces as well (e-g., 
I Kgs 693-37). The wings possibly also relate more specifically to a prophetic dream recorded by Herodotus 
(1.209). Here, Cyrus is supposed to have envisioned Darius with wings overshadowing the entirety of the 
Achaemenid empire encompassing both Europe and Asia. Thus the winged figure of  Pasargadae may symbolize at 
once the perpetuation of  venerable Near Eastern traditions of guardian creatures and also a more assertive allegorical 
concept of world dominion." Root: ABD 1,442. 

Io9 One tradition of the palace complex which seems to draw on ancient Iranian traditions is the columned hall. "The 
characteristic architectural feature of the Persepolis building complex is the columned hall. Other individual 
elements, such as the Mesopotamian-inspired winged bulls which guard Xences' Gate of All Nations, are clearly 
borrowed from other cultures, but the columned hall is rooted in the experiences of the Iranians on the Iranian 
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concept, but such a thoroughgoing three dimensional portrait is a stroke o f  brilliance, allowing the 

distinctive art of  each culture to serve as an icon within the overall icon of the empire. Thus everywhere the 

visitor Iooks distinctive architectural elements linked to particular segments of the empire are visible as 

contributing elements to the whole - while simultaneousIy, relief sculpture which celebrates the king as 

ruler of the world is ubiquitous. 

It can be suggested that the ultimate goal o f  both the architecture and the decoration of  
Persepolis was to present to the world the concept o f  a Par Persica - a harmonious, 
peaceful empire ruied by a king who contained within his person and his office the 
welfare of  the ernpire."O 

By extending the metaphorical principle to the whole palace complex, the Persians form an art and 

architecture of empire which was both innovative and in continuity with established traditions.'" Clearly 

plateau. The prototypes of the great halls, such as the Apadana and Hall of a Hundred Columns, can be found in the 
columned structures of Hasanlu V and IV (1400-800 BC) and in the columned halls of the Median sites of Nush-i 
Jan and Godin [I (8th-7th centuries BC)" T. Cuyler Young, Jr.: 'Persepolis,' 236, ABD 5,236. The inter-relations of 
artistic traditions is evident from the various attributions of original influence among experts. For example: "Persian 
occupation of Babylon is evident in a number of areas ... the apacfana or columned hall found at the northwest 
comer of the principal palace ... [and, in glazed brick,] flora1 designs and columns with double volute Ionic capitals 
and fragments of other human figures, apparently depicting members of the royal guard, the Ten Thousand 
Immortais" Oates: Babylon 159. On the other hand, the columned hall, a "forest" of pillars, was a feature of 
Egyptian temples, there being constructed of stone, and was also featured in the Levant in buildings such as 
Solomon's Palace of the Forest Lebanon (1  Kings 7:2), in cedar. 

The double headed columns, columns which featured two animal heads and torsos to form a capital, were "without 
precedent in contemporary architecturet' Lloyd: AANE 248. Yet even here the imagery employed fits familiar 
patterns. The capitals were: "usually sculptured to resemble the foreparts of two kneeling animals - bulls, dragons, 
or occasionally bull-men." Lloyd: AANE 249. 1s it so surprising that the roofs of these vast audience halls should be 
"protected" by the traditional apotropaic characters, figures who have proven their potency through millennia of 
service to kings of states large and small? 

l lo T. Cuyler Young, Jr.: 'Persepolis,' 236, ABD 5, 236. Root concurs: 'The art of this period not only reflects the 
complexity and diversity of the empire itself: it also ideologically reinforces the notion of a world now under 
control" Root: 'Persian Art,' ABD 1,440. 

"' A major carrier of iconographic continuiry parallel to relief carving and painting seems to have been glazed brick. 
Frankfort argues an Assyrian tradition of brick narrative explored narrative representation. "We have seen that in 
Middle Assyrian times wars were recorded on panels of glazed bricks. The custom was not entirely abandoned in 
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aware o f  their cultural and political role, the theme of  a world in order dominates "the entire program of  

Achaemenid Persian imperial art. This art is not historicaI in the annalistic sense. Rather, it is historical in a 

cosmic s e n ~ e . " ' ' ~  Everywhere this iconography appears it reinfbrces the central tenets o f  state dogma.'" 

This iconographic canon representing o f  the ideology of empire, mirrors conceptual and propagandistic 

motifs upheld within these empires. Such institutions confirm our essential argument. These include: 

1) royal tituIary which claimed the rule o f  the world;'l4 

2) poIicies in which the king acted as lord o f  the world - for example, exacting tribute o r  taxes from the 

"ends o f  the earth," drafting subject peoples into international units in the army,"' employing artisans 

later times ..." Frankfort: AAO 157; also cf. 135. Orthostatic narrative is an anomaly, practical in the Assyrian 
palaces because a ready source of suitable stone is available close to hand. It appears paralIel palace decoration done 
in glazed brick also shows the development frorn narrative to scene to icon. In any case, there is continuity in brick 
work through the three empires. As Frankfort describes Babylonian palace decoration: "A greater difference from 
the Assyrian decoration cannot be conceived" 203- Frankfort appears to miss the point that the art means the same 
thing as its predecessor in Assyria. 

Significant research into the technical background of ancient Near Eastern brickmaking can be found in A. L. 
Oppenheim et al: Glass and Glassnraking it1 Ancierlf hlesopotamia. An Edition of the Gtneiform T m s  W k h  
Contain instructions for Glassmakers With a Catalogue of Surviving Objects (Coming: Corning Museum of Glass, 
1970). Oppenheim summarizes the use of brick in the Assyrian through Persian periods (17). Glassmaking also 
involved ritual activities, which were considered as important an aspect of the process of production as any other 
methodological aspect. "The religio-magic preparations described reflect the Mesopotamian gtassmakers' awareness 
of the limits of their skiil and technical knowledge which made the production of glass a matter of accident rather 
than of the application of technical know-how" Oppenheirn: 33. 

"' Root: ABD 1,442. 

' I J  This blend of continuity and discontinuity is well described by Root: "At the centre an overlife-size representation 
of the king enthroned under a baldachino acts as a visual and conceptual fulcrum for a vast expanse of figural 
imagery. An officia1 bows before the king, serving to announce the imminence of a procession of gift bearers from 
the subject lands. Ranged in three registers of relief facing the central royal tableau appear depictions of delegates of 
non-Persian peoples of the empire. A Persian usher takes the leader of each delegation by the hand. This motif 
places the scene squarely within the ancient Mesopotamian tradition of presentation scenes in which a petitioner is 
brought forward by the hand or the wrist into the presence of a deity or a deified king. The specific sculptural 
formula used for the execution of the Apadana image of hand-holding is a conscious reminiscence of a traditional 
Egyptian patterning of interlaced hands" Root: ABD 1,444. 

'IJ A foundation tablet frorn Persepolis uses titulary reminiscent of Assyrian: "I am Xerxes, the great king, the only 
king (lit.: king of kings), the king of (all) countries (which speak) all kinds of languages, the king of this (entire) big 
and far(-reaching) earth, - the son of king Darius, the Achaemenian, a Persian, son of a Persian, an Aryan (ar-ri-i) 
of Aryan descent (lit.: seed)", after which follows a list of nations who pay tribute to the king who rules on behalf of 
Ahuramazda, ANET 3 1 6 .  Cf. Barbara Ci fola: Analysis of Variants in the Assyrian Royal Titulary from the Origins to 
Tiglafh-Pileser 111 (Napoli: Institute Universitario Orientale, 1995); Grayson: 'Mesopotamia, History of (Assyria),' 
732-755, ABD 4, 755. The extent of this influence is demonstrated by such titles being employed by states who 
clearly do not exercise such political control, such as the claims implicit in the ideoIogies of smaller states such as 
Israel. Psalm 2 speaks to the "kings of the earth," calling upon them to "kiss the feet of the son", by which is meant 
the Davidic king enthroned under the aegis of YHWH. 

As servant of the gods and builder of the kingdom, royalty continued to Iive up to their titles. Postgate observes that 
"to the end of the last Mesopotamian dynasty, in 539, the kings included their care for temples among their principal 
titles, this remaining integral to their moral claim to the right to rule" J. N. Postgate: 'Royal Ideology and State 
Administration in Sumer and Akkad,' 395-41 1, CANE 1, 398; Grayson: 'Mesopotamia, History of (Babylonia),' 
755-777, ABD 4,765. 
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to serve amongst a corps of state employed  artist^,"^ o r  moving population groups to inhabit or 

repopulate areas targeted by the state administration for particular purposes;"' 

'I5 On military and political organization, treaties and loyalty oaths cf- Stephanie Dalley: 'Ancient Mesopotamian 
Military Organization,' 413-422, CANE I, 416, 420. Dalley provides an exceilent ovemiew of the relationship of 
the king to the gods in matters of war, of war as a religious act, as well as describing the incorporation of various 
units into the forces of the empire. A. K. Grayson: 'Assyrian Rule of Conquered Temtory in Ancient Western Asia,' 
959-968, CANE 2, outlines the combination of military leadership and administrative duties typified by the king 
and mirrored in the responsibilities of his officials, describes Assyrian diplomatic, propagandistic and 
communication procedures as well as suggesting the roots of the empire's collapse. "By the late period the majority 
of the infantry in thc Assyrian army were non-Assyrians," which also proved a contributing factor to what was 
likely the central problem: "The flow of tribute and tax was from the conquered territories to the Assyrian cities, 
with virtualiy no benefits going back" (967). While Babylonian policies seem to have mirrored these Assyrian 
practises with some modifications, it would appear that Persian leaders adopted more liberal policies in response to 
what had been seen as oppressive Babylonian measures. Their knowledge of their inheritance of the mantle of world 
rule seems to have led them to utilize helpful modeIs from the past. Cyrus' policies towards Babylon, are not only 
influenced by the welcome received in conquest - the Persians took Babylon's cities captive without any real 
resistance and with Cyrus hailed as a liberator, cf. Oates: Babylon 134-135. "Cyrus adapted to local customs and 
closely followed models of earlier rulers, in particular that of the Assyrian king Assurbanipal (668-627)" Sancisi- 
Weerdenburg: 'Darius I .. .' CANE 3, 1035. 

"" Root belicvcs it is clear that: "... Persians were actively exposed to the visual grandeur of Assyrian palatial 
contexts. At the end of the same century, paylists record Persians working alongside Egyptians, [onians, Lydians, 
Mcdes, and Elarnites at the court of Nebuchadnezzar I1 of Babylon. This demonstrates the integration of the Persians 
within the systems of artistic production as well as consumption in Mesopotamia before the formation of their 
empire" Root: ABD 1,440. As Matthews notes, nationality did not affect design in any of these palaces. Cf. Donald 
Matthews: 'Artisans and Artists in Ancient Western Asia,' 455-468, CANE :, 464-466. 

The use of terns of artisans in the construction of the palace also reinforces the static nature of the art. It is 
programmatic and not merely aesthetic. As Julian Reade observes of relief carving: "Narrative reliefs show the 
achievements of the various kings in war, in the hunt and in public works. These had been standard themes of 
Mesopotamian art since about 3500-3000 BC, glorifying royal power and responsibility, since it was a king's duty 
to honor the gods, to protect the state from enemies of every kind, and to promote national prosperity and prestige" 
Reade: 'Reiiefs and Sculptures,' 39-9 1, in Art and Empire 42. Not only does the quality of carving vary, (Reade: 
'Reliefs and Sculpture' 4 I), but small variations in style and technique betray the hand of individuaI artisans, in both 
Assyrian and Persian examples. Michael Roaf has undertaken an exhaustive study of this in 'Scutpture and 
Sculptors at Persepolis,' Iran 21 (1983). 

"' Cf. Bustenay Oded: Mass Deportarion and Deporrees in the Neo-Assyrian Empire (Wiesbaden: 1979). Grayson: 
'Assyrian Rule ...' CANE 2, notes "farm colonies" (967) and the fact that there was no attempt to "impose 
ideological, religious, or cultural ideas on the conquered territories: (968). Further on this cf- John McKay: Religion 
in Judah Under the Assyrians 732-609 BC (London: SCM, 1 973); Cog an: In~perialisnt and Religion . . . ; Cogan: 
'Judah Under Assyrian Hegemony . . . '. 
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3) the use of symbols of rule - such as the king's table in BabyI~n,' '~ the reuse of the palaces of 

 predecessor^,"^ the iconography of thr~nes,''~ the establishment of the harem,"' and the royal park or 

garden; '" 

'lSWhile Babylonian art may lack the volume of evidence we might desire to affirm these metaphorical uses of art, we 
can attest to evidence for a representation of the ideology in the physical realm. An obvious example would be the 
incarceration of royal prisoners within the confines of the emperor's palace. The vassal kings and other political 
prisoners who are "guests" at the royal palace, and at the king's table, are thus rendered living icons of the king's 
status as "king of kings, and lord of lords" and of the extent of his land holdings. At the same time they are 
convenient hostages. Parallel practises are attested in Assyria "Often a treaty involved a state marriage with the 
Assyrian king marrying a foreign princess or vice versa. Sometimes foreign princes and nobles were held hostage at 
the Assyrian court to ensure that a treaty was respected. Assurbanipal kept an Elarnite prince in his entourage and 
even took him hunting" Grayson: 'Assyrian Rule of Conquered Territory .. . ' 965. 

T h ~ s  may well have worked in stages as the case of Judah illustrates. Nebuchadnezzar's response in each instance was 
strong, as during the period of vassalship the kings would have been under some kind of loyalty oath. When both 
loyalty treaty and hostage king fail to stabilize Judah under Babylonian administration, the final step of mass 
deportation and relocation of the population is adopted as policy. 'To be sure, no Neo-Babylonian oath document 
actually survives, but of the three Judeans, Zedekiah is reported to have been brought to the imperial capitzl at 
Babylon to take such an oath in 597 (Ezek 17:12-21; Josephus, Ant IO.102)." Peter Machinist: 'Palestine, 
Administration of (Assyro-Babylonian),' 69-81, -4BD 5, 77; Duane Christcnsen: 'Nations,' 1037-1049, ABD 4, 
1043. 

Machinist provides a detailed analysis of the implementation of this policy: "Babylonian deportation policy. as 
revealed by the Judean deportations of 597 and 586, as well as a third carried out in 582, also reflected Assyrian 
practice, but with some variations. For both Babylonia and Assyria, deportation was aimed particularly at the 
leading dements of the local population -even more, it seems, under Babylonia than under Assyria - and served 
to punish and (it was hoped) weaken local resistance to imperial authority, as well as to furnish the empire with 
workers and soldiers. On the other hand, Babylonian deportation appears to have been less extensive than Assyrian; 
at least the numbers and frequency of deportations stand out less in texts about the Neo-Babylonian state than in 
texts about the Neo-Assyrian. Compare, for example, the numbers for the Assyrian deportations from Samaria and 
Judah - 27,290 and 200,150, respectively - with those for the three Babylonian deportations from Judah - 
10,000, S,000, 30,023 in 597, probably to be totaled at not more than 11,000; 832 from Jerusalem in 586; 745 in 
582 (2 Kgs 24:14-16; ler 5228-30) - although it must be admitted that these numbers raise serious problems of 
interpretation .... Further, the BabyIonians did not replace those taken from ludah with deportees from elsewhere in 
the empire, either while Judah was a vassal (when Assyria did not do it either) or after 586, with its apparent 
conversion to a province (when the Assyrians would have done it). The point is that Babylonian deportees seem to 
have been resettled virtually exclusively in Babylonia and not, as in Assyrian Cpractice], all over the rest of the 
empire as well" Peter Machinist: ' Palestine ...' 77. 

'I9 Often the areas of continuity from Assyrian to Persian palaces is seen as remarkabfe. How did they pull together all 
these elements, some of which came from much earlier, "dead" empires? The typicaI view argues that the Assyrian 
palaces were completely destroyed by Medes and Babylonians in 612 and following. We have already noted how 
such a view leaves no room for hyperbole in political proclamations, and assumes an almost complete destruction of 
all iconographic prototypes, a situation which is cIrarly not the case. Not only to we have clear evidence of the reuse 
of the palaces of previous emperors under all of these administrations, but we have particular efforts on the parts of 
ail these empires to demonstrate in word, deed and art their ordination to leadership by the will of the god(s) in 
succession to the protohistorical rulers of most ancient Mesopotamia. 

Roaf correctly concludes it to be "probable that the Babylonians were the link between Assyrian and Achaemenian art. 
The few surviving Neo-Babylonian works of art, principaIly the glazed brick reliefs on the Processional Way and on 
the [shtar Gate, show marked similarities to both Assyrian and Achaemenian stone and glazed brick reliefs" Rod, 
Michael 'The Art of the Achaemenians' 39. Ghirshman's suggestion of a more direct appeal to Assyrian prototypes 
is less typical: "Xerexes translated into stone his intoxication with the power he wielded ... In this he resembled the 
Assyrian monarchs, whom he also imitated by erecting the propyIaeum of 'all the nations' on the terrace of 
Persepolis. This was a massive structure flanked by winged human-headed bulls, huge replicas of those guarding the 
entrances in Assyrian palaces" R. Ghirshman: Iran (Middlesex: Penguin, 1954) 172. 
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lZo 'The small figures that had supported the seats and a m e s t s  of Assyrian thrones appear on the monumentat Persian 
stools as figures of the subject peoples of the reaIm" Simpson: 'Furnimre in Ancient Western Asia,' 1669. In fact, 
'The Achaemenid Persians emulated the furniture of the Assyrians and Babylonians, developing a style in conscious 
imitation of the predecessors and using it for their won political ends in the propagandistic depictions of 
monumental furniture on the reliefs of Persepolis7' Simpson: 'Furniture in Ancient Western Asia,' 1668. 'The 
supporting figures on the Achaemenid relief lift up their king by assuming the ancient Atlas pose - frontal torso, 
with arms raised above the head and burden resting cffortiessly on outspread fingertips. Within the iconographical 
traditions of the ANE, from Egypt to Iran, this pose had consistent and significant cosmic implications relating to 
the joyous elevation of celestial bodies" Root: ABD 1, $44. The topic is further developed in Root The King and 
Kingship 13 1- iG I .  "[TJhe lifting of the platform by peoples of the empire is frankly metaphorical. As the tomb 
inscription states: 'If now thou shalt think that, 'How many are the countries which King Darius held?' look at the 
sculptures [of thoselwho bear the throne, then thou shalt know, then it shall become known to thee: the spear of a 
Persian man has gone forth far ...' (Kent 1953:138)" Root: ABD 1, 443. The idea also is found in literary useage. 
Even the small empire established in Judah/Israel describes royal enemies as "a footstool" (Psalm 1 10: 1)  or speaks 
of YHWH being enthroned on the praises of Israel (Psalm 223). 

"' The taking of the harem of other rulers was also consistent with this ideology, though pacts through marriage or as 
pan of a treaty to end war would also serve well to reinforce the ideological principles involved in such "rule" over 
the extremities of the realm. "When Sennacherib looted the contents of the palace of Marduk-apla-iddina 11, he not 
only made off with gold, silver, the king's wife, harem, and entire court, but also beds, chairs, and sedan chairs, as 
well as all of the artisans of the palace" Simpson: 'Furniture in Ancient Western Asia,' 1667. She continues: "The 
capture of the palace artisans suggests that Babylonian-style furniture was made and used in Assyria, and one 
wonders whether the furniture of these two nations differed markedly and in which respects" 1667-1668. 

The garden served as a microcosm of the ordered empire. Cuttings and plants, birds and animals are brought from 
the ends of the empire and carefully introduced to this ordered environment. The compound becomes a place of 
order and reflection which symbolically represents the extent of the realm. "While the primary purpose of the royal 
garden was for pleasure and to have ready access from the palace to fragrant and shade-giving trees, there is some 
evidence that some of the rarer commodities among Nebuchadrezzar's offerings to the temples may have originated 
in the variety of trees and shrubs grown there. The annals of Sennacherib make it clear that the older tradition of 
including botanical specimens was maintained" Donald J. Wiseman: 'Mesopotamian Gardens,' Anatolian Studies 33 
(1983) 137- 144, 14 1-2. Persian gardens pick up this tradition and are ultimately responsible for the biblical use of 
the loan word 'paradise7 in Song of Solomon 4:13; Nehemiah 2:8 and Ecclesiastes 2 5  in the Hebrew Bible. Cf. 
Claus Westerrnann: Genesis 1-1 I (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984) 2 LO. The Greek translation of Genesis 2 borrows 
the word to describe the garden of Eden. On Cyrus' park cf. A. Oimstead: History of the Persian Empire (Chicago: 
Chicago, 1948) 6 1 f. 
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4) the establishment of libraries and muse urn^'^ constitute a repository of the best in human culture and 

thought, brought to the "centre of the world" and used for the enjoyment and instruction of the king;''.' 

which allows the king to draw on archaic traditions in building, art, texts, etc. in an ideological continuity 

with earliest divinely ordained rule in ~esopo ta rn ia . '~  

To conclude, an iconographic program based upon what we have termed the ideology of empire is clearly 

visible in the a n  of the major empires of the fist half of the first milIenniurn BC. Though the 

archaeological record is far from complete, with some major gaps in evidence, the patterns connected with 

the iconography of empire remain clearly visible, despite the incomplete record. This in itself would seem 

to positively support the central thesis which argues for a dominant shared ideology being widely accepted 

throughout the ancient Near East during the first millennium BC.lZ6 The basic system is utilized by the 

It is clear that the Neo-Babylonian regime had a sense of both their inheritance of the mantle of world leadership, 
and the cultural heritage they must uphold. Nebuchadrezzar and his successors had a museum of antiquities 
including an unfinished basalt figure of a lion trampling on a man, statues of governors of Mari, and a stele of 
Assurbanipal and his bother Shamash-shuma-ukin. The discovery of the library assembled by Assurbanipal attests to 
the antiquarian interests which the Neo-Assyrians and their successors seem to have shared. Museums were also 
found in Ur and Susa, and "at Nippur too there was recovered an archaeological collection dating from this period, 
contained in a jar found in the scribal library, while one of Nabonidus' scribes, who was perhaps the 'expert' in 
charge of the excavations at Agade, actually took a clay 'squeeze' of an inscription of Shar-kali-shani . . . which he 
found in the palace of Naram-Sin." Oates: Babylorr 162. Some of this was war booty, but other materials were likely 
acquired through diplomacy and a s  tribute. Such resources enabled the archaizing of artistic motifs. Cf. Hawkes: 
Civilizarions 289. 

"-' In a similar manner libraries were borrowed by the Assyrians from Babylonia. Cf. A. Kirk Gnyson: 'Mesopotamia, 
History of (Assyria),' 732-755, ABD 4, 749. Surnerian texts were copied long after the language had become 
archaic, and lexical lists were maintained to facilitate such research. Kings were also known to have a desire to 
archive all known materials in an official library, such as the project undertaken by Assurbanipal. 

"j "This pleasure in archaeological discovery was shared too by ... Nebuchadrezzar [I, who records that in restoring a 
temple in Marad (not far from Nippur) he searched for the ancient foundation - an essential part of such an 
undertaking - and to his delight discovered that of 'an ancient ancestor,' the great Naram-Sin: 'the inscription of 
my name I placed with the inscription of his name and upon the foundation [tentennu] of Nararn-Sin, king, I 
established its [new] foundation'," Oates: Babylon 16 1. 

'X The Persian's massive building projects stand clearly in succession to the previous empire's showpieces. In the case 
of Babylon we know that much of the city was restored and rebuilt under the Achaemenid and Seleucid rulers, yet 
their overall intent seems to be to adaptladopt the city's grand landscape, to further reflect their own glorious rde. 
"[Flar less is preserved of their monuments than those of Nebuchadre~ar, during whose reign Babylon achieved the 
architectural eminence for which it is remembered. There is reIativety little in cuneiform sources to tell us how the 
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major empires and imitated by smaller states, thus images of  kingship and the gods are h o w n  throughout 

the ancient Near East with regional variations. An integrated program reflective o f  empire ideology is 

reflected in the major arts, and mirrored o r  perhaps propagated through the minor arts. This is not to 

suggest the intellectual environment is sterile, o r  that the iconography has no variants, but rather seems an 

indication that while individual differences in style and motif allow us to differentiate various cultural and 

chronological contexts, there is an underlying unity o f  thought about the essential characteristics o f  a world 

empire, and the figure at  the centre of such an empire. This ideology of empire is clearly articulated across 

the contours of frrst millennium art, as reflective o f  f i s t  millennium political thought."' Also evident is an 

increasing use of  the individual icon as a signal for a cluster o f  interrelated ideas, and a decline in narrative 

art traditions, though these do not disappear. We will now examine Ezekiel in the light of  such 

iconographic traditions. 

ancient city looked, but we have the authority of a number of ClassicaI writers, in particular Herodotus, who 
probably never visited the city although he clcarly relied on first-hand reports, and Ctesias, physician to Anaxerxes 
11 Memnon, who was present at Cunaxa, where he was credited with saving the king's life. Unfortunately Ctesis' 
original works are now lost, but several later authors, including Diodorus Siculus and Plutarch, made extensive use 
of them- Most of our direct information about Babylon comes from the work of Robert Koldewey, who between 
1899 and 1917 excavated there on behalf of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft. Since 1958 the Iraq Directorate- 
General of Antiquities has carried out further archaeological investigations and considerable restoration" Oates: 
Bab-vlort 143. 

Oates points out that. "During Seleucid and Parthian times the excellent burnt bricks of the Neo-Babylonian royal 
buildings were robbed and re-used, thus initiating a process of demolition that has ceased only in the present day 
under the carefu! s~pervision of the local Antiquities Department" Oates: Babylon 145. Of course, this declaration 
was written prior to the Gulf War and the subsequent appearance of many antiquities, including museum pieces 
appearing on the black market. Cf. Lost Heritage. Antiquities S:olen from Iraq's Regional Musetmnts. Fascicle 1: 
(McGuire Gibson and Augusta McMahon: Chicago: American Association for Research in Baghdad, 1992); 
Fascicle 2: (H. D. Baker, R.J. Matthews and J. N. Postgate: London: British School of Archaeology in Iraq, 1993); 
Fascicle 3: (Hideo Fujii and Kazumi Oguchi Tokyo: Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq, 1996). John 
Russell: 'Stolen Stones: The Modem Sack of Nineveh,' Archaeology Online Feature http://www.archaeology. 
orp/online/features/nincveh/index.htmI. 

'" Irene Winter notes that in texts from the period between 2500 and 500 BC "there is evidence for a surprising degree 
of continuity in both vocabulary and modes of perception and valuation, despite historical and political change. 
Three main categories of reference can be distinguished: concerning the making and material treatment of a work; 
concerning the appearance and visual attributes inherent in a work; and concerning perception and responses to a 
work" Irene Winter: 'Aesthetics in Ancient Mesopotamian Art,' 2569-2580, CANE 4,2570. 
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Ezekiel's remarkable vision begins with a theophany. Scholarly consensus appears to have come to the 

realization that the marvelous beasts he envisions, and the chariot conveyance he describes find their roots 

in the iconographic traditions of the ancient world. This recognition has not borne h i t  in a thoroughgoing 

reading however. It is our intent in this fmal section to seek the benefits of an iconographic reading of the 

work. To this end, we will not examine every detail of the book and its structure. Instead, our focus will be 

on the larger patterns carried by the book which invite such a reading. 

An iconographic approach to Ezekiel might seem surprising. After all, aren't Judean traditions aniconic? 

The proper response to such a question should be "yes" and "no." One of the striking peculiarities about 

the book of Ezekiel is that, though it is fiIled with imagery, we cannot find a single example where an 

image can be clearly linked with a specific piece of art, or where the text would allow us to absolutely 

render a drawing of a described feature. Yet the use of images is not in any manner peripheral to the book 

- rather. it is one of its most distinguishing features. At the same time, it is clear that Ezekiel is 

thoroughly familiar with the iconographic traditions of the ancient Near East in the first millennium. These 

traditions are drawn upon time and again in his articulation of Yahweh's message, and while specifics are 

avoided, genres seem clear. With roots in Jerusalem and the iconography of the Temple,' Ezekiel is also 

' Clernents: 13. "Despite the prohibition of images in tsrael's official religion and the contempt for images found 
throughout the prophets, a number of biblical passages make it clear that the problem of idolatry continued through 
much of Israel's history. It was only after the Babylonian Exile that the problem was effectively eradicated. The 
exact nature of what is described is often not clear since the authors do not normally distinguish berween 
worshipping other gods (with or without images), the worship of images, and the worship of Yahweh using images. 
From the standpoint of the official religion described in the Bible all were equally repugnant" Edward Curtis: 'Idol, 
Idolarry,' 376-381, ABD 3,  379. Still, Curtis observes: "The evidence pertaining to the use of idols in Israel is sparse 
and as Devcr notes, 'No monumental Israelite art survives. No Israelite statuary or sculpture, large-scale 
iconographic representations, or paintings are known to us save onty two 10th-century cultic stands from Ta'anach, 
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cognizant of the Mesopotamian traditions from, at a minimum, his experience as an exile in Nippw. He 

seems aware as well of the Egyptian or Egyptianizing iconography which had come to influence the glyptic 

traditions and other art forms in the Levant in the centuries before his own lifetime. As will become clear, 

it seems obvious that Ezekiel is familiar with at least the visual repertoire resulting fiom those international 

trends in art which have developed and utilize an "art of empire." Ezekiel draws upon this imagery, and in 

particular the iconography concerned with kingship and empire to describe YHWH and his relation to the 

world. At the same time, while Ezekiel's work swims with imagery, his descriptions seem confused and 

conhsing, rendering ideas at a frantic pace, yet pulling back from clear descriptions of the central 

theophanies - leaving them, literarily, aniconic. 

270. 

The adoption of such a literary tactic allows Ezekiel to describe YHWH's new palace, as it were, from the 

inside out. He begins where the archive ends - with a vision of YEIWH's palace, but between beginning 

and end there has been a remarkable transformation, which the book describes. At the beginning of the 

book, YHWH's throneroom is exiled completely from the earth. It is for this reason that "the heavens were 

opened" (1: 1) to admit the prophet. Like his exiled people, there is no place for his dwelling in Jerusalem, a 

point clarified and confirmed by the dramatic scenes in the vision of YHWH's departure fiom the 

Jerusalem Temple, and from the "city of God" (Psalm 46:4-7; 48:I-8), which the hymnists assumed was 

Jerusalem. The hymnists, as it turns out, were right after all -but their paeans of praise were premature. It 

is only after the destruction of the temple and the city, and the purging of the site by f ~ e ,  that a restoration 

takes place. This time, however, the temple is truly the centre of the world and is inviolable. YHWH now 

builds his palace on the ancient site of Jerusalem, hsing the throneroom into which Ezekiel had been taken 

to begin his journey of comprehension with a throneroom which is placed upon the earth, at the new 

meeting place of the human and divine, in the heart of the new Eden. Remarkably, the gates closed and 

guarded by the cherubim millennia prior to the visions of Ezekiel, now serve to open the way, not to the 

-- -- -- - - 

with fantastic representations of what appears to be Asherah as the "Lion Lady","' Curtis, 380. Reference is to 
William Dever: 'Material Remains and the Cult in Ancient Israel: An Essay in Archaeological Systematics,' 571- 
587 in Carol Meyers and M. O'Connor (ed.): The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 
1983) 573. 
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tree of life (Genesis 3:22), but to a paradise in which trees offering their life giving powers abound. Of 

these trees Ezekiel writes: "Their fruit will be for food, and their [eaves for healing" (Ezekiel 47: 12). 

27 1. 

The archive is shaped by its theophanies which feature cherubim. These are found in chapters 1-3, 8-1 1, 

and 40-48. All of these are clearly cross-referenced and bind the book into a unity. Interlocking features of 

text and iconography, as well as programmatic intent argue for the unity of the corpus. This intentionality 

begins with the theophanies, the first of which is clearIy anchored to the Judean exile in Babylon. Ezekiel 

sees a cloud coming from the north - a cloud which follows the path the exiles had themselves taken.' 

The text locates the vision in Babylon, and identifies the prophet/priest in a secondary introduction to the 

book. This editorial introduction is meant to ensure clarity in the identity of the visionary and the locale of 

the vision (12) .  This vision sequence takes us into the throneroom of YHWH, where the caII of the priest 

to the life of a prophet is issued. 

The second vision takes the prophet from exile, back to the priestly terrain of boyhood, the Jerusalem 

Temple. He is sanctioned to witness the rise of the kabod of YHWH from its resting place above the 

cherubim (9:3) in the innermost part of the ancient temple, a locale and theophany for which he is uniquely 

qualified as one summoned to the divine throneroom in his role as prophet, and ordained by birth through 

his role as priest. In this vision we see the decimation of Jerusalem and its centrepiece, the temple of 

YHWH, and the abandonment to destruction of the corrupt and contaminated palace once inhabited by the 

enthroned Lord ( 10: 1-5). 

-- - 

The geographic realities of the Judean situation have been long understood. Separated from the superpowers of the 
East by the inhospitable desert, the paths of travel, trade and war went north from the Levant, and then followed the 
course of the Euphrates southwards into Mesopotamia. Thus, with the exception of Egypt and the minor neighboring 
states, the real enemies to be feared were the "foes from the north" (cE Jeremiah 1 : 14; 3: 12; 4:6; 6: 1, 22; 10:22; 
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The final vision descnies "a structure like a city" (40:2) which is 

precisely measured by a divine figure. At the same time it is clear 

this has not been built by human hands. This marks the conclusion 
1 

of the book - a return to paradise, where God dwells at the centre I 

of his creation in a unique fellowship with the human family. As 

we read the descriptions in this final section it is clear Ezekiel 

draws upon the story of Eden. The garden of Eden, described in 

the Greek translation of Genesis by the Persian loan word paradise 

r a p  S E L O O ~  (29, 9, 10,15 etc. in various forms), is guarded 

by cherubim after the banishment of its frrst inhabitants. As noted 
! z' 

in our examination of the artistic traditions of the ancient Near .--- - ;LrA-- ; 
East, guardian figures stand at gateways, at points of entrance, at 

272. 
the openings between zones, at boundaries where one "world" 

ends and another begins. This is exactly the role the cherubim play in Genesis' account of the expulsion of 

Adam and Eve. Separated from God, the primal couple are expelled from the garden, and Ieave "paradise." 

273. 

By the end of Ezekiel, the doorway to the divine throneroom which, at the beginning of the book, is flung 

open at the side of a Babylonian irrigation canai, where the exiles of Judah have been resettled, is 

redefined. The vision of chapters 40-48 is marked as continuous with the previous theophanies (43:3). The 

language of the doorway is focused on not only the divine throneroom, but this time, the true horizons of 

that initial vision are expanded and clarified. Eden has been recreated, but now, at the centre of paradise 

stands not the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, but the temple, symbol of YHWH1s determination to 

stop up the waters of chaos, to enforce order and sanctity throughout a restored paradise, to live in the 

midst of his creation offering beneficence and lifeS3 Again YHWH will walk in the midst of humans of his 

- - 

13:20; 25:9, 26; 46:20-24; 50:3, 9, 4 1; Isaiah 4195; 435;  49: 12). This rhetoric is also employed in the Gog and 
Magog section of Ezekiel (chapters 38-39). 

' Trees still feature in Ezekiel's vision (47:6-12), but they are moved from a central place in the garden, and are 
marked as dependent upon the waters which flow from the temple for their wonderful characteristics, thus leaving 
the temple as the focal point. 
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creauon - but this time it will be different. These are the people who have been given a new heart - 

whose allegiance is certain and permanent, whose loyalty is fm. The new palace of Y H W ,  the place of 

his enthronement, is at the centre of a new city, "The LORD is There" (48:35). This new city and its centraI 

palace have been built in the very place where rebellion had brought the destruction of city and temple, 

where YHWH had departed amidst burning fres and crumpled walls. In place of the stench of death now 

comes the fragrance of abundant life. 

274. 

Clearly the book begins and ends with reference to the enthroned Yahweh. But how does this suggest a 

sustained reading for the whole archive? The overarching shape might be understood as follows: the book 

opens with the prophet being ushered into the very throne room of the heavenly palace of Yahweh. The 

palace is alive with the guardian figures which could only be represented in stone and bronze in the human 

sphere. The beauty of the throneroom overwhelms him, and the figure of the enthroned king is 

indescribable. The next section of the book describes in literary motifs many of the scenes which would be 

used in a palace to celebrate the victories of the king over recalcitrant subjects. The motifs are of the very 

sort the prophet might imagine would celebrate the kingship of YHWH in the iconography of his palace. 

The rebellion of vassals, the betrayal of fealty oaths, the desecration of the palace are all attested in literary 

pictures which seem informed by the iconography of empire. The rebels are overthrown and order is 

restored. The rebellious city, reduced to rubble is cleared away and a new capital constructed in its place. 

In the culminating scene, we see the Lord of the world enthroned in his ordered garden. From that tranquil 

centre the world finds its order and meaning. 
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We now need 

The introduction to the book 

:amine the overall patterning of the book in some detaiI. The original introduction to th 

book starkly declared "In the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, on the fifth day of the month, as I was 

among the exiles by the river Chebar, the heavens were opened and I saw visions of God" (1:I). Either the 

prophet himself, or an early editor saw the possibility of confusion on a number of fronts and sharpened 

and clarified the original titling with a secondary introduction (1:2-3). The thirtieth year of the visionary is 

linked to the fiWl year of the exile of King Jehoiachin. This precise dating is W e r  supplemented by the 

notation that the prophetic visionary is the priest Ezekiel. The thirtieth year is presumably related to the life 

of the prophet, marking a point at which priestly duties might have been undertaken in Jerusalem. This date 

now coincides with his prophetic "caII." Is this a declaration that Yahweh himself has "ordained his priest 

Ezekiel? The visions record his entry into the inmost parts of the Temple, a place to which access is 

normally restricted to the high priest, and that on the singular annual celebration of the day of atonement. 

The "visions of God" to which the introduction attests are tightened in focus by noting that "the hand of 

Yahweh" was upon him, thus removing any possibility of a generic reading of the term elohinl. Finally, the 

river Chebar" is located "in the land of the Chaldeans."' 

The Chebar "river" is an irrigation canal which passed by ancient Nippur. The ancient course of the canal left the 
Euphrates north of Babylon and flowed 60 miles SE to rejoin the canal at Warka. These three ancient sites, Babylon, 
Nippur and Warka are themselves principal religious sites in the history of Mesopotamian faith. Nippur was a sacred 
city for thousands of years but never became a political capital cf. Judith Franke: 'Nippur,' 1 L 19-1 122 ABD 4. One 
is left to wonder if the history of the city itself provided something of a model for a centrality of divine kingship, for 
it was to Nippur that ancient city states looked for the endorsement of their rule. Clearly the blessing of the patron 
god Enlil was deemed essential to kingship, but the city was not a centre for mle. 

"The last major restoration of the precinct of Enlil was in the late 7th century BC, during the rule of AssurbanipaI ... 
Assyria's strength at Nippur, which included troops stationed there, enabled it to hold out to the end in the struggle 
between Assyria and the Chaldean tribes for control of Babylonia, even though it suffered a devastating siege. 
Nippur supported Assyria until its final defeat by the ChaIdeans in 612 BC" Franke: ABD 4, 1120; Henry 
Thompson: 'Chebar,' 893 ABD 1. 

* Tel abib, first noted as the place of the exilic community in Ezekiel 3: 15 corresponds to Akkadian ril abubi "meaning 
a mound that had stood deserted (as it was thought) from the time of the great deluge ... the frequency of names 
formed with 'telT suggests a policy of settling the deportees on previously uninhabited sites, a providential 
circumstance enabling them to stay together, resist assimilation, and preserve their traditional identity and way of 
life" Blenkinsopp 27. Other settlements presumably near Nippur are mentioned in Ezra 259;  8: 17. 
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Each of the vision sequences which shape and focus the book are dependent upon cherubim imagery. This 

is clearly indicated in the corpus through cross-referencing. Is such merely gratuitous, or is this feature 

somehow intended to inform our reading of the text? Does the fact that such gatekeepers are found at city 

gates, temple and palace gates, and at the entryways to throne rooms for both human and divine occupants 

provide a key to the entire corpus? What is gained by envisioning the figures we come to discover are 

cherubim in their typical role as doorkeepers and protective beings? 

276. 

The cherubim are clearly linked with doorways and guardian roles in biblical tradit i~n.~ As such the 

cherubim feature in the tabernacle and temple in both two and three dimensional forms.' Both structures 

are decorated with two dimensional images, for example, cherubim are sown into curtains and decorate 

other cultic paraphernalia in the tabernacle texts, to which are added carved motifs in the woodwork of the 

temple building. The cloth prescribed is described in Exodus 26: 1, 3 1; 3623. "He made the curtain of blue, 

purple and crimson yams, and fine twisted linen; with cherubim skillfully worked into it" (Exodus 36:35).' 

The three dimensional cherubim which are behind the cherub and rosette covered "veil" separating the 

hoiy of holies from the remainder of both tabernacle and the temple building "guard" the ark of the 

covenant- 

The Hebrew Bible contains over 90 references to cherubim: "Although all these references are in sacral contexts, 
there is no uniformity as to the nature of the strange creatures involved except for the fact that they are all winged 
beings. From a graphic perspective, the biblical description of cherubim can be divided into two major groups: those 
that were two-dimensional, as they appeared woven into textiles, or in low relief; and those that were free-standing 
either as modeled, three-dimensional forms or as living, moving creatures" Carol Meyers: 'Cherubim,' 899-900, 
ABD I ,  899. 

' Two-dimensional or Iow-relief images of cherubim were very common in temple and tabernacle decoration. In the 
tabernacle, at a minimum, the inner sanctum or holy of holies was curtained off by a fabric which bore a cherubim 
motif, while within the tempIe carved cherubim seem to be placed on sanctuary walls (1 Kgs 629;  cf. 2 Chr 3:7, 
Ezek 4 1 : 18-20), and the doors between inner chambers ( I  Kgs 7:32,35; cf. Ezek 4 125). "In addition, the temple had 
cherubim carved into panels that formed the base and part of the top of the stands for the lavers (1 Kgs 728 ,  36 )" 
Meyers: ABD I ,  900. 

Three-dimensional cherubim also featured in the holiest parts of both the temple and the earlier tabernacle. "Two 
golden cherubim with wings extended were part of the covering of the ark, within the holy of holies of the 
tabernacle (Exod 25:18-22; 37:7-9). In the Jerusalem temple, two enormous olivewood cherubim, overlaid with 
gold, virtually filled the innermost chamber ( 1  Kgs 623-28) as a covering for the ark ( I  Kgs 8:6-7). In both these 
instances, the cherubim apparently constituted a resting place, or throne, for God's invisible presence or glory (e-g., 
2 Kgs 19: 15 = Isa 32: 16; 1 Sam 4:4; 2 Sam 62).  As part of the cultic furniture for God in the divine dwelling place 
on earth, these cherubim are to be related to figures attested in several biblical texts which envisage God riding upon 
living composite beasts (e.g., Ps 18: 10 = 2 Sam 22: 1 I) or in which God's glory rests upon the creatures (Ezekiel 
10). Finally, the close connection between God and cherubim is present in their appearance as guardians of the 
garden of Eden (Gen 394)" Carol Meyers: 'Cherubim,' 900. 
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The ark itself is structured as a box with long handles for bearing it. A description of the actual box is not 

preserved, but we might imagine a decorative rather than a plain surface. The Lid of the covenant chest 

seems to be of one piece with two three dimensional cherubim. The construction of these figures is 

articulated in Exodus 25:18-22, and meticulously accomplished: "He made two cherubim of hammered 

gold; at the two ends of the mercy seat he made them, one cherub at one end and one cherub at the other 

end; of one piece with the mercy seat he made the cherubim on its two ends. The cherubim spread out their 

wings above, overshadowing the mercy seat with their wings. They faced one another; the faces of the 

cherubim were turned toward the mercy seat" (Exodus 37:7-9). 

The ark is the paIladium of W W ,  the footstool over which he is invisibly enthroned. In the tabernacle 

tradition we read that: "When Moses went into the tent of meeting to speak with the LORD, he would hear 

the voice speaking to him from above the mercy seat that was on the ark of the covenant from between the 

two cherubim; thus it spoke to h im  (Numbers 7:89). With much pomp and circumstmce the ark and its 

cherubim covering are eventually installed within the Jerusalem Temple: "Then the priests brought the ark 

of the covenant of the LORD to its place, in the inner sanctuary of the house, in the most holy place, 

underneath the wings of the cherubim. For the cherubim spread out their wings over the place of the ark, so 

that the cherubim made a covering above the ark and its poles" (1 Kings 8:6-7).9 The cherubim under 

which the ark with its elaborate cover are placed are described earlier in the narrative: 

Piety is signaled in the tabernacle traditions by explicit directions given to Moses being repeated almost verbatim in 
subsequent chapters. The feature, tedious to modem readers, is intended to indicate the meticulous manner in which 
the instructions of YHWH are heeded. 

"In bringing the Ark from the city of David and placing it in the holy of holies in the Tempte (1 Kgs 8: 1-8), Solomon 
changed this war palladium of the militia of Israel and Judah (2 Sam I I :  1 I) into the symbol of the covenant of 
Sinai. In so doing, he succeeded in associating the Davidic covenant with the Sinaitic covenant (1 Kgs 8:21). 
Admittedly, it is widely recognized that all these passages are Deuteronomistic. Still there is no reason to doubt that 
the Zion theology which crystallized around the doctrine of the joint election of the House of David and of 
Jerusalem/Zion stemmed from the days of Solomon as part of the ideology of the Judean dynasty ruling over Israel" 
Tomoo Ishida: 'Solomon,' 105-1 13 in ABD 6, I I 1. 
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In the inner sanctuary he made two cherubim of olivewood, each ten cubits high. Five 
cubits was the length of one wing of the cherub, and five cubits the length of the other 
wing of the cherub; it was ten cubits fiom the tip of one wing to the tip of the other. The 
other cherub also measured ten cubits; both chertibim had the same measure and the 
same form. Their height of one cherub was ten cubits, and so was that of the other 
cherub. He put the cherubim in the innermost part of the house; and the wings of the 
cherubim were spread out so that a wing of one was touching the one waU, and a wing of 
the other cherub was touching the other wall; their other wings toward the centre of the 
house were touching wing to wing. He also overlaid the cherubim with gold (1 Kings 

278. 
The dimensions of the ark suggest that the ark, the mercy seat and the cherubim can fit in the space beneath 

the new cherubim commissioned by SoIomon for placement within the holy of holies, The ark itself is "two 

and a half cubits long, a cubit and a half wide, and a cubit and a half high" (Exodus 37:1). No dimensions 

are given for the cherubim cast by Bezalel, which are attached to the mercy seat. Presumably they are 

appropriately scaled to the mercy seat, dimensions in lengrh and width match the ark for which it forms the 

cover. No depth is indicated in either the prescription or the account of manufacture. The two cherubim 

face each other from each end of the mercy seat, their outstretched wings covering the surface of the lid. 

When installed in the temple two alternatives seem possible. If the ark is installed with its narrowest side 

facing outwards, three cherubim faced outwards, while one faced inwards. Is this what is intended by the 

note describing the protruding of the poles used to bear the ark: "The poles were so long that the ends of 

the poles were seen from the holy place in front of the inner sanctuary; but they could not be seen tiom 

outside; they are there to this day7' (1 Kings 8:8)? Alternately the ark would have been installed with its 

longest side facing out, thus allowing the cherubim to face each other beneath the two cherubim which 

formed a canopy over them. This seems most Iikely, in which case four faces would have been visible had 

the curtains been opened. In such a scenario the poles could have projected out fiom the two ends, the 
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central section being behind the veil - though one wonders why the carrying poles would not simply have 

been removed and stored elsewhere, unless the intent of the protruding poles is to visibly indicate the 

presence of the ark and its mercy seat. In any case, it is important that one who looked into the holy of 

holies would have seen, through the smoke of incense on raised censers, behind the glowing embers of 

coals, the faces of four cherubim protecting the way to the most holy God. 

279. 

As the narrative continues, the description of the decorative carving of the temple, and its use of familiar 

apotropaic motifs is striking: 

He carved the walls of the house all around about with carved engravings of cherubim, 
palm trees, and open flowers, in the inner and outer rooms. The floor of the house he 
overlaid with gold, in the inner and outer rooms. 

From the entrance to the inner sanctuary he made doors of olivewood; the lintel and the 
doorposts were five-sided. He covered the two doors of olivewood with carvings of 
cherubim, palm trees, and open flowers; he overlaid them with gold, and spread gold on 
the cherubim and upon the palm trees. 

So also he made for the entrance to the nave doorposts of olivewood, four-sided each, 
and two doors of cypress wood; the two leaves of the one door were folding, and the two 
leaves of the other door were folding. He carved cherubim, palm trees, and open flowers, 
overlaying them with gold evenly applied upon the carved work. He built the inner court 
with three courses of dressed stone to one course of cedar beams (1 Kings 6:29-36). 

Temple stands and, we might presume, other cult furniture or paraphernalia, were embellished with images 

of "lions, oxen, and cherubim ( I  Kings 7:29) and "cherubim, lions, and palm trees" (1 Kings 7:36). 

Pomegranates were featured on latticework and as decoration on various vessels ( I  Kings 7:42), and the 

huge "sea'' which stood outside the temple building itself rested on the backs of 12 oxen (1 Kings 7:44).1° 

While various reconstructions are possible, based on the common - if not ubiquitous - use of such 

combinations of motifs elsewhere in ancient Near Eastern art, we can imagine similar decorative and 

apotropaic motifs to have featured throughout both royal temple and palace, and likely in other temples 

throughout the land. 

'O The cosmic significance of the sea is two-fold. As a reservoir it represents the waters of chaos, now under the control 
of YHWH, and placed at the service of humanity. The temple itself attests to YHWH"s victory over the sea, and his 
imposition of order over creation. The four oxen which face the four cardinal points of the earth parallel the concept 
of world rule demonstrated in the Assyrian title "Lord of the four quarters." 
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Central to all of this, within the holy of holies, YHWH dwells over the cherubim." Thus we are to imagine 

the cherubim guard the "gateway to heaven" invisibly situated above the ark, in the chamber whose access 

is restricted to one representative human, and that but once a year. Significantly, in Ezekiel's vision of the 

throne room, the cherubim are identical in number to those described in text traditions as guarding the holy 

of holies, within which rests the ark of the covenant, the footstool of YHWH, the doorway to heaven. 

Blocking even this remote glimpse of the glory of YHWH are thick clouds of incense which rise from 

censers glowing with live coals, which stand 

before the most holy place. It is to this 

central shrine that the worship hymnology of 

the Psalter is directed, praise in which the 

cherubim are pictured as marvelous beasts 

YHWH rides (Ps 18) and are otherwise 

employed in his service, This is so much the 

case that common reference is made to 

YKWH "enthroned above the cherubim ( I  

Sam 4:4; 6:2; 2 Kg 9: 15; Ps 80: 1; 99: 1; Isa 

37: l6)." 

Consensus and Beyond 

A scholarly consensus seems to have been reached that the biblical cherubim in general, and those featured 

in Ezekiel in particular, are to be understood in relationship with the guardian beasts found in the ancient 

Near East. In her articIe on the topic for the Anchor Bible Dicrionary, Carol ~Meyers concludes that the 

many  form^ of biblical cherubim correspond to the composite beasts of ancient Near Eastern art." One of 

the foremost specialists in Mesopotamian iconography also makes the link: 

[Vhe rich and tantalizing iconography 
of Mesopotamia is also responsible for 
key images in the Judeo-Christian 
tradition. To cite only one example, the 
huge, winged, human- headed lions and 
bulls which decorated and protected the 
Assyrian palace entrances are the basis 
for Ezekiel's vision (Ez. 1 :4- 13) and by 
extension for the symbols of the four 
evangelists as we know them, 

11 Given the 'wooden' character of three dimensional carving in ancient contexts we might wonder if the three 
dimensional cherubim looked somehow more two dimensional [i.e. like back-to-back relief carving]. 

There is an extensive literature on cultic furniture. For the basics concerning Israelite tradition cf. Haran: Temples and 
Temple Service 254-259. 

" On the phrase "enthroned above the cherubim," cf. M. Gorg: 'yaiab, m6Sab.' TDOT6,420-438. 
l 3  Cf. Carol Meyers: 'Cherubim,' 899-900, ABD 1900. 
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combining human intelIigence with the wings of the eagle and the strength of the bull or 
lion, the most powerful creatures in heaven and on earth'" 

These are recent affmations marking a long standing conclusion which can now be described as a 

consensus among commentators. The elements in Ezekiel's visions are to be understood against a backdrop 

of ancient Near Eastern iconography.'5 While details between Israelite, Mesopotamian and Egyptian 

influences will be variously assessed, the summation of Clements illustrates both the basic consensus 

which sees Ezekiel as familiar with iconographic traditions deemed acceptable in Israelite temple 

traditions,I6 and as part of a demythologizing of gods other than YHTVH: 

In Babylonian religion, cherubim were intermediary deities, in general acting as servants 
of the divine court in heaven. They were responsible for protecting the divine throne and 
conveying messages to the deity. With the stricter monotheism of Israelite faith, their role 

D. Collon, '~Mesopotamian iconography,' 27-3 1, in ER 7, 3 1. 
'' Credit for this identification is usually attributed to L. Diirr: Ezekiels Vision won der Erscheinung Gortes (Ez. c. I 

zrnd 10) im Lichte der vorderasiariscllen Alterfunrskzmde (Wiirtzburg: Richter, 19 1 7). A. B. Davidson: The Book of 
the Prophet Ezekiel (Carnbridge: Cambridge, 1900; reprint of t892 edition) had already seen the possible 
connection with ancient Near Eastern art, but concluded: "Ezekiel may have been familiar with the mixed animal 
forms seen in the Assyrian temples, though it is scarcely necessary to suppose him influenced by these" 14. The 
insistence of Diim, and others to turn to the iconographical evidence of the ancient Near East as a resource for the 
analysis of Ezekiel's visions has been most thoroughly developed by Othrnar Keel: Jal~we-Visionen und Siegelkzinst. 
Eine nerre Deu~rrng der Majestiitsschildenrngen in Jes 6, ELI f und I0 und Sach 4 (Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 
1977). The literature on these chapters is enormous and in summation affirms a few central points, so no attempt 
will be made to review or even cite it all. 

The consensus that Ezekiel utilizes iconographic traditions remains in force regardless of the resolution of authorial 
and editorial questions. Cf. Blenkinsopp: 2 1 ; Zimmerli, I, 12 I .  Eichrodt writes: ''The bizarre 'living creatures', also 
called cherubim ... arc known all over the ancient East, under a similar form, as throne-bearers or guardians of 
temple or  palace thresholds. The half-human, half-bestial shape and attributes load them with all the powers of both 
species, and express how awe-inspiring such guardians of holy things must be" Eichrodt: 55. Even Brownlee, who 
argues for a Palestinian locale for the prophet, finds links to Mesopotamian iconographic traditions "one of the 
strongest arguments for locating Ezekiel in Babyionia" 12. 

l6 "Ancient Near Eastern art predating and postdating Solomon's Temple is filled with composite creatures such as 
cherubim (winged fetines with human faces) or griffins (winged felines with bird faces) that are subdued by and 
serve the deities. In carved stone wall reliefs, painted murals, and cylinder sealings, these composite creatures 
characteristically flank palms or stylized trees, either feeding from the tree or perhaps guarding it. Among later 
representations, an actual deity occasionally replaces the tree, or a divine emblem, such as the winged disc, hovers 
above" Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth: "'Who is the King of Glory?" Solomon's Temple and its Symbolism,' 18-3 1 in M. 
Coogan, J. Exum and L. Stager (eds.): Scripture and Ofher Art$acts. Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Honor 
of Philip J. King (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1994) 22. 
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was reduced until they were regarded, like the seraphim of Isaiah 6:2, simply as a class of 
angelic beings. Their mention here is important both for understanding the character of 
Ezekiel's visionary reports and for recognizing the immense importance of symbolism to 
Israelite religion. The prohibition on images of God did not originally mean that Israel 
repudiated all visual symbolism in worship, as the account 
of the Jerusalem temple building shows extensively (1 
Kings 6-8). The importance of this symbolism explains 
much about the prophet Ezekiel that seems strange to us. 
As a priest he had grown up with the temple as the most 
familiar and impressive of all buildings. He could not think 
of God without his mind being filled with the symbolism 
and images that conveyed a sense of the mysterious reality 
of the divine world. What is now so important as far as the 
growth of the Bible is concerned is that this prophet has 
become our major bridge between this older pictorial 
symbolism of the physical temple (its iconography), in all 
its ornate splendor, and the inner spiritual vision of the 
divine heavenly reality . For this reason, later prophets and 
scribes draw extensively on Ezekiel's book in an effort to 
fill out a picture of the unseen and unseeable world of 
heaven." 

It is clezr that the introductory vision draws upon a number of 

independent but related motifs including storm metaphors, throne 

imagery, and the guardians of d o o r ~ a y s . ' ~  What Keel has 

effectively demonstrated is the manner in which all these elements 

may be explained as standardized iconographic motifs.19 What is 

remarkable is that no one has pressed this observation further in the 

analysis of Ezekie t. 

" Clements: 44-45. 
It is the specifics of Ezekiel's descriptions which prove vexatious. General summaries are no trouble: "On analysis 
this phenomenal vision is seen to be composed of countless elements from Babylonian mythology and art and from 
the royal enthronement traditions of Israel" Gomvald: Ligk 388. "The Hebrew kenrb is cognate with Akkadian 
karibu, referring to one of the tutelary deities of hybrid form and massive proportions that were placed at the 
entrance to Mesopotamian temptes. In early Israelite poetry, cherubs are associated with Yahweh, who drives his 
chariot across the sky (Ps. 1 8: 10; 68:4, 17-1 8)" Blenkinsopp 2 1. Details lead to all sorts of reconstructions of what 
the manifestations from the divine realm actually looked like. "The diminutive A-zcribu appears in lists of cultic 
images in several building inscriprions of Esarhaddon where lions, anzu' birds, dolphins (?), lalmu, and kuribrr are 
mentioned. These images differ widely in nature, permitting no conclusions about the appearance of the kuribu. One 
Neo-Assyrian letter even associates kuribu with royal images. Nonhuman features are suggested by a vision of the 
underworld seen by an Assyrian crown prince, which describes the first of fifteen monsters as a hybrid being having 
the head of a kuribu but human hands and feet" D. N. Freedman and M. O'Connor: 'ken'ib,' 307-3 19, TDOT7.308. 

Freedman and O'Connor distinguish between cherubim and lamassu: "The 'blessing images' lantussu and lahnlu do 
not belong in this context. The lahnrtc are mentioned primarily in mythological contexts ... Only later are they 
described a s  guards; how they were pictured remains obscure. The words lahmrr. lamassu, karibu, and kuribu have 
in common only their use to describe cultic images" TDOT 7, 309. Other scholars direct their attention to the very 
lanzassu which Freedman and O'Connor reject: Hiebert: 'Theophany in the Old Testament,' ABD 6, 509-5 10. Also 
cf. Jacobsen: The Treasures ofDarkness 128-129 and W. F. Atbright: 'What Were the Cherubim?' BA 1 (1938) 1-3; 
Moore: Iconography of Religion. 209. 

l9 Cf. Keel: Jalnve-Visionen ... 125-273, although other portions are helpful as welt to a general understanding of 
Yahwistic theophanic language in relation to ancient Near Eastern iconographic traditions. Also see AIlen: 1, 20-38; 
Greenberg: 1, 50-59 and Block: l,96-106 for solid summaries of the basic elements of the vision in chapter one. 
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The cherubim are also found as the guardians of paradise. The expulsion of the humans from the garden of 

Eden is completed when "at the east of the garden of Eden he pIaced the cherubim, and a sword flaming 

and turning to guard the way to the tree of life" (Genesis 3:24). Somehow, it is not surprising to find these 

figures as guardians of the gateway into the garden of God, and as protectors of the tree of life, for it is in 

these very roles we find such guardian figures in Mesopotamian contexts. Mesopotamian iconography 

consistently uses various types of guardians in gate and throneroom. The seraphim attested to in the 

theophany by which Isaiah sees YHWH clearly indicates more than one type of guardian was envisioned in 

the throne room of Judah's god as well. Just as we have two basic types in Mesopotamian palace 

iconography - quadrupeds and bipeds, we have two types in biblical traditions - though the biblical 

distinction seems to be based on the number of wings." 

But we have gotten ahead of ourseives in identifying these figures, for the text does not do so 

immediately.'' In fact, we must wait until the second vision for the prophet to "realize" what he has 

witnessed. Following the double introduction sequence Ezekiel is swept in a flurry of images into another 

sphere of reality: 

As I looked, a stormy wind came out of the north: a great cloud with brightness around it 
and fire flashing forth continually, and in the middle of the fire, something like gleaming 
amber. In the middle of it was something like four living creatures. This was their 
appearance: they were of human form. Each had four faces, and each of them had four 
wings. Their legs were straight, and the soles of their feet were like the sole of a calfs 
foot; and they sparkled like burnished bronze. Under their wings on their four sides they 
had human hands. And the four had their faces and their wings thus: their wings touched 
one another; each of them moved straight ahead, without turning as they moved. As for 
the appearance of their faces: the four had the face of a human being, the face of a lion 

"When Isaiah received his call it was in a temple setting and the holiness of God was mediated to him by the six- 
winged seraphim ([sa. 6.1-8). Stranger visions of winged 'Iiving creatures' and of the glory of God 'as the 
appearance of a man' occur in Ezekiel 1 and in the comparable apocalyptic visions of beasts and the white-haired 
'Ancient of Days' in Daniel 7 .. . for ancient Judaism these biblical examples are evidence of for an iconic tendency, 
both in practice and in imagination, alongside the aniconic and iconoclastic tradition" Moore: Iconograpfry of 
Religion 209. Just as a plethora of variants occur in the guardian figures in palace art, we should not be surprised to 
find a variety of unique beings populating the literary descriptions of the heavenly realms. 
In Ezekiel's narrative structure, the creatures are not initially identified. It is in the second vision sequence that the 
living creatures are identified as cherubim (10: 15, 20). 
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on the right side, the face of an ox on the left side, and the face of an eagle; such were 
their faces. Their wings were spread out above; each creature had two wings, each of 
which touched the wing of another, while two covered their bodies. Each moved straight 
ahead; wherever the spirit would go, they went, without turning as they went. In the 
middle of the living creatures there was something that looked like burning coals of fire, 
like torches moving to and from among the Living creatures; the fire was bright, and 
lightning issued from the fire. The Iiving creatures darted to and fio, like a flash of 
lightning ( l:4-14). 

The language of storm and cloud identified with a theophany, teases us with its notation about a northern 

direction. Is this the language of Zaphon, the sacred mountain to the north associated with theophanic 

revelations o f  Yahweh, or is the allusion to the perpetual foes of Israel and Judah which relentless come 

from the north? If the latter is the case, as it well may be, it teases us with the idea that the theophany 

marked by clouds and gleaming brightness are to be associated with the dust of YHWH's approaching 

army, an apt analogy in the visionary call of one appointed to be a "watchman" (3: 17). 

Immediately we are confronted with the glory and challenge of Ezekiel's archive, We are constantly teased 

with rich interlocking ideas which are brilliantly intertwined and elusive in their meaning. That such is the 

language of the prophet and the poet is not surprising. The grand ideas are more significant than the details 

which are intentionally ambiguous. Thus we have a sort of 'aniconic' vision report featuring sweeping uses 

of familiar metaphors in sequences and relationships which defy convention and depiction. We are told of 

grand beings who appear in the midst of swirling storm and flashing brightness, who look something like 

humans yet bear faces from the standard repertoire of guardian countenance - human, lion, cherub or bull, 

and eagle - though not having known precedent in reIationship and number." But though they look 

77 - Most recently, Block concurs with our general analysis: "... the composite, multifaced, winged figures can be 
understood only in the light of their ancient cultural environment. The principal features are well attested in 
Mesopotamian and Syrian iconography. Humanoid bodies with multiple faces, animal heads, and multiple wings, 
and composite winged mammalian creatures were common. The colossal composite figures that guarded the 
doorways to AssurbanipaI's palace at Nirnrud provide the most striking examples. One of these was a winged bull 
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something like humans does this necessitate a biped, or might a quadraped be intended - particularly 

since their legs are described so careh1Iy as bovine in form? 

Thus motifs of the storm theophany and the myriad doorway creatures swirl together in a description which 

defies defmition. As the vision report continues, things are not clarified, but rather the imagery is piled yet 

deeper: 

As 1 looked at the living creatures, I saw 
a wheel on the earth beside the living UIOL 

creatures, one for each of the four of k 
them. As for the appearance of the % 
wheels and their construction: their 
appearance was like the gleaming of 
beryl; and the four had the same form, 
their construction being something like a 
wheel within a wheel. When they moved, 
they moved in any of the four directions 
without veering as they moved. Their 
rims were tali and awesome. for the rims LEY //A 
of all four were full of eyes all around. 
When the living creatures moved, the 
wheels moved beside them; and when the 
living creatures rose from the earth, the 
wheels rose. Wherever the spirit would 
go, they went, and the wheels rose along 
with them; for the spirit of the living 
creatures was in the wheels. When they 
moved, the others moved; when they 
stopped, the others stopped; and when 287. 
they rose from the earth, the wheels rose 
along with them; for the spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels (1: 1.5-2 1). 

Again details which at fust appear clear and recognizable are elusive. The wheel seems like a chariot wheel 

as Keel astutely observed. The "eyes" which cover the rims are descriptive of the regularly placed nails 

with a human head; the other had the body of a lion. Remarkably, outside Egypt only these three animals are 
represented on such composite figures. Although humanoid figures with heads of a lion, a bull, and an eagle, 
respectively, appear in a single context, and leonine forms with a human head in addition to the normal lion head are 
attested, no analogues to Ezekiel's figures, with four different heads on one body, have been discovered" Block, 1, 
97-98; with references to A M P  645-647, 649, 653, 687. Also see Keel: Jahwe-Visionen ... 125-273, for 
illustrations and analysis. 
The most significant research on chariots has been done by Littauer and Crouwel: "The largest body of 
documentation from 9th to 7th centuries BC comes from Assyria. Aside from texts, this consists of extensive bas- 
reliefs, a few painted murals, several ivory plaques and cylinder seals, all of which are in strict profile view ... By the 
time of Tiglath-Pileser 111 (744-727 BC), chariot bodies became rectangular and may have been covered with metal. 
Wheels were larger and usually had eight spokes. The quivers were hung vertically at each front corner of the body, 
and although the spear was still carried at the rear, there was no sign of the shield. There may have been a door at 
the rear and the shield may have been carried inside. The chariots had a complement of three - a driver and two 
warriors ... Chariots of Sargon 11 (721-705 BC), Sennacherib (704-68 1 BC), and Ashurbanipal (668-627 BC) were 
almost identical ... [to] those of Tiglath-Pileser 111 except in having a larger body and an undoubted door ciosure at 
the rear. The wheels were larger and their treads were often studded. War and hunting chariots may have camed a 
complement of four, in the former case consisting of a driver, an archer, and two shield bearers. Although only one 
horse is shown in some depictions, these were four-horse chariots with a single draft pole and a fitted yoke, as we 
know from the depictions of unharnessed vehicles" Mary Littauer and J. H. Crouwel: 'Chariots,' 888-892, ABD 1,  
891. 
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which hold a metal cover onto the otherwise wooden chariot 

wheeI. Such a protective tread, comprised of metal plating and 

metal ''hobnails" was necessary to allow the chariot wheel to 

be both light and durable." The overalI appearance of the 

"eyes" thus become a metaphor for the all seeing character of 

these divine se~vants.'~ But the wheels are clearly awesome in 

both movement, and appearance, so that we are left with 

swirling impressions of their likeness. We are also left with the 

impression that there are four wheels, just as there are four 

"living creatures." But their relationship with one another is as 

looseIy defined as the relationship of the wheel to the wheel 

within. 

Typically, it is thts passage which gives rise to the theophany 

as representing a chariot throne, but the details are again 

ambiguous. What is not ambiguous is the iconographic 

precedent for the deity hovering over a chariot, for this appears 

in both West Asian and Egyptian iconographic traditions? 

Over the heads of the living creatures there was something Iike a dome, shining like 
crystal, spread out above their heads. Under the dome their wings were stretched out 
straight, one toward another; and each o f  the creatures had two wings covering its body. 
When they moved, I heard the sound o f  their wings Like the sound of mighty waters, like 
the thunder of the Almighty, a sound o f  tumult like the sound of an army; when they 

'' While Assyrian chariots of the later 8th and 7th centuries are still "primarily firing platforms for archers in warfare" 
their increase in size as well as the number of horses limits their mobility and speed. With heavier armor, they offer 
better protection as a stationary firing platform for archers. Cavalry was assuming the role of light, fast chariotry, 
while the ceremonial role of the chariot steadily increased: "Royal chariot hunts were still taking place, with the aid 
of beaters and even special game parks. Chariots were also used for ceremonial purposes, sometimes canying a 
parasol -the prerogative of royalty." Littauer and Crouwel: 'Chariots,' 89 1. 

Not a fragment remains of a Palestinian chariot, the only depiction of one being on the relief of the conquest of 
Lachish. There, a chariot is shown being carried off as booty by Assyrian soldiers. While it appears identical to the 
representations of Assyrian chariots, and we cannot be sure how accurately the artist has rendered it, copying of 
military technological advancements is standard fare. "There is recent textual evidence that horses from Kush 
(Nubia) were being imported by Assyria in the late 8th and 7th centuries BC via Samaria, where they were being 
trained specifically for chariot use" Littauer and Crouwel: 'Chariots,' 891. Also cf. S. Dalley: 'Foreign Chariotry 
and Cavalry in the Armies of Tiglath-Pileser [I[,' Iraq 47 (1985) 31-38; M. A. Littauer and J. Crouwel: Wheeled 
Vehicfes artd Ridden A11irna1.s in the A~tcient Near East (Leiden: Brill, 1979). By the end of the Persian period the 
"rnititary chariot was on its way out" Littauer and Crouwel: 'Chariots,' 892. 

'5 Cf. Keel:; Jahwe-Visionen . . . 184,266; Allen l,24. 
Phoenician incantation against a blood thirsty demon [Arslan Tash [I] is of disputed interpretation, but it mentions a) 
the chariot of Baal, which the god hitches up and in which he goes to battle. b) This chariot has "many eyes on it," 
([rb 'n] ? or: "a big eye on it," or ''with him," and "an open eye," [gl 'n]. c) Fire is associated with the theophany. 
And d) Baal is called 'I Syy. While some think this is another god or demon it may simply mean "God my 
sovereign." Certainly the text concerns eyes since the incantation concerns the eyes of the person praying. For the 
text cf. J. C. L. Gibson: Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, [/I= Phoenician Inscriptions (Oxford: Clarcndon, 
1982) #24,88-92. 
Early Assyrian reliefs show Assur hovering over the Assyrian king in the field of battle. Horus is seen above 
pharaoh's chariot in Egyptian relief. We might even wonder if this stereotyped iconography was intended to mgger 
for the learned, stereotyped literary descriptions. 
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stopped, they let down their wings. And there came a voice from above the dome over 
their heads; when they stopped they let down their wings (122-25). 

There are several things we need to note at this point. The beings seem to support the "dome" which is over 

their heads, yet at the same time, the narrative is carefd to describe the fact that their wings are lowered 

when they stop moving at the voice kom "on high." Thus, they are clearly depicted as "sky bearing," a 

category familiar from a number of ancient Near Eastern examples, while at the same time they are clearly 

distinguished From this easily made parallel by the frnal information conveyed. It is also significant to 

notice that when the narration moves from sight to sound, there is layering of metaphors which convey 

ideas while remaining ambiguous concerning specifics. This provides a clue to understanding the true 

character of the iconographic motifs." These too are best understood as layered, conveying an impression 

of the divine throneroom, and the wonders of Yahweh's palace, ~ l t h o u t  violating the aniconic traditions. 

The clear impressions rendered are not to be drawn or otherwise represented, despite the longstanding 

traditions of Western art. 

And so we have sky bearers who seem to support this dome, yet who are described as lowering their wings, 

resulting in a stunning silence - though one might expect a resounding crash as the dome they support 

shatters on the ground. Clearly, we are in a world in which the familiar "rules" no longer apply! This fact is 

" The layering also seems to conflate static and mobile metaphors as well as  open-air and temple iconographic 
traditions. 
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reinforced by a chariot like conveyance which is mobile and stationary simultaneously, the wheels of 

which travel in any direction without alternating direction, The wheels seems attached to the creatures in 

movement, but not by any other more tangible hardware than the "spirit." In all, this vision marked by 

splendor and glory includes descriptions which point to a permanent throne and a mobile royal chariot at 

the same time. 

The final segment of this lengthy description 

itself, and the distancing metaphors 

continue: 

And above the dome over their 
heads there was something like a 
throne, in appearance like sapphire; 
and seated above the likeness of a 
throne was something that seemed 
like a human form. Upward from 
what appeared like the loins I saw 
something Iike gleaming amber, 
something that looked like fire 
enclosed all around; and downward 
from what looked like the loins I 
saw something that looked like fire, 
and there was a splendor all around. 
Like the bow in a cloud on a rainy 
day, such was the appearance of the 
splendor all around. This was the 
appearance of the likeness of the 
glory of the LORD" (1:26-28). 

moves from the wonders of the throneroom to the throne 

The description used in the final elements are both shortcr and M e r  distanced. We end up with a colofil 

account of the manner in which the prophet Ezekiel is swept up into Yahweh's throneroom. Unexpectedly 

we find ourselves not only in Yahweh's palace but in the very heart of his heavenly temple - the 

throneroom. The images later identified by the author as cherubim seem to do double - or even triple - 

duty in this introductory vision as guardians, attendants, and as throne and sky bearers. 

Ezekiel sees the heavenly king enthroned in his house at the centre of the universe. The chapters that 

follow work in a manner similar to the iconographic programs attested in Assyrian palaces. Narrative 

sequences and individual scenes and icons ali point in an essentially unified direction, sharing a common 

ideology, and working together to build a panoramic view of the king and his kingdom. The king is, 

however, Yahweh. It is his divine throneroom that is entered by his servant and subject Ezekiel in the 

initial vision, it is his earthly [provincial ?] palace that is vacated and slated for destruction in the middle 

theophany witnessed by the prophet, and it is Yahweh's new palace, a central icon of his established 

kingdom, his world-wide reign, and the conquest of all opposing powers, natural and s u p e m a ~ a l ,  that is 
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the centrepiece of the fmal chapters of the book. These Fmal chapters describe a new world." The new 

cosmic centre is the palace which sits over the waters of chaos, dominating and transforming these waters 

into a life-giving stream that waters the world, In this palace Yahweh's eternal rule is celebrated, and his 

sovereignty over the people of a transformed heart and spirit who now populate the world is enshrined. The 

capital, renamed in the final words of the book is now to be called 'The LORD is there.' 

Using iconographic cradieions in an aniconic way 

As we have stated, among commentators the interpretation of the beings which Ezekiel sees has reached a 

basic consensus. First, it is generally acknowledged that the descriptions offered by the biblical text have 

been highly influenced by iconographic motifs from the 

ancient Near East. A second consensus would seem to 

agree that the descriptions are best informed by a carefbl 

comparison of the details given in relation to examples of 

Mesopotamian iconography, and what is attested in texts to 

be Temple iconography. Beyond this, there is agreement 

on many features and the likely significance of their 

contribution to the overall presentation, but littIe consensus 

on the exact manner in which to relate the iconography to 

the text. This has led many to question the chapter's 

integrity, and offer versions of the "original." Some 

postulate an original account by Ezekiel, which is far less 

confused, and to which the culmination is a much more 

straightforward declaration that the enthroned being - 
YHWH himself - was anthropomorphic in form.2g This dear presentation was then "muddied" or 

"modified" to conform with aniconic traditions, by later editors3' or even Ezekiel's closest disciples." 

" Ezekiel 1 seems to prepare for this by interpreting the iconography in terms of the creation story in Genesis 1-3 
(which is also reflected in the flood story. YHWH is known as 'elohim (1: 1, 26); there is a ruah (1:4, cf. Gen I), 
there are animals and Adam, there is a firmament and nrayinr rabbint and the rainbow. The theophany is cosmic as 
well as liturgical. 

'9 Of course, the problem of establishing the "original" text is vexing. As Greenberg notes in relation to ancient 
translations: "The task of retroverting the translation to a possibly divergent Vorlage is full of pitfalls" Greenberg: 1, 
20. The problem is compounded in the case of a literary work like Ezekiel which is filled with quotations, allusions 
and images. 

'O Blenkinsopp describes the initial vision as frequently annotated and expanded "by those who transmitted the 
material. This editorial activity, admitted by most modem commentators, marks the beginning of the process by 
which this chapter was accorded a unique position in Jewish mystical speculation. Already hinted at by Ben Sira at 
the beginning of the second century BC (Sir. 49:8) this nterkavah ('chariot') mysticism, as it is called, was familiar 
to the Qumran sectarians and eventuaily was recognized as one of the two basic texts for Jewish mystical thought, 
the other being the first chapter of Genesis" Blenkinsopp, 20. 

" On the question of authorship Allen concludes that Ezekiel has been redacted by "disciples" but suggests this takes 
place almost immediately: "The relatively short time that seems to have elapsed between Ezekiel's won prophetic 
ministry with tongue and pen and the completed book indicates that they knew him intimately and empathized with 
his aims. They too probably came from priestly families, and they claimed the same prophetic authority as their 
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Other scholars have argued for the integrity of the text from the hand of the prophet, arguing for an 

innovation which is developed by the prophet himself." Closely associated with this question are the 

related questions of the unity of the book, both in smaller segments3' and larger  section^.'^ The assumption 

in this analysis will be to treat the book as an integrated whole, whether coming fiom the hand of Ezekiel, 

or as having been retouched at a very early date by his followers.35 As a result, closely related to our 

iconographic reading is the essential question: does the archive make sense in its current form? This first 

test is immediate. How does chapter one in its present state make any sense as a unified text? Could it be 

intentionally meant to be filled with iconographic allusions, and at the same time persistently and 

designedly aniconic? This simple solution to the complex text offers us new interpretive opportunities. 

The major gods of Babylon had been presented in anthropomorphic form for millennia. 

Apart from the earliest periods, when deities were sometimes depicted theriomorphically, 
and a number of minor deities were depicted as animals or  as part-human, part-animal, 
gods in Mesopotamia were depicted anthropomorphically. It seems clear that the basic 
purpose of the statues was not to describe the appearance of  the god since there is little 
difference in how the various deities are depicted. Often the only basis for determining 
the god represented is the symbol or weapon characteristic of  that particular god. There 
is, in fact, little difference in size, shape, features, etc. between the way humans and 
deities are depicted in Mesopotamia, and many statues once thought to be gods are now 
recognized as votive statues of the worshippers presented by them to the god. The criteria 
for distinguishing the image of a deity from that of a human being is that the gods are 
depicted wearing the homed crown and the flounced garment.36 

master. With literary skill they updated the book for the next generation, keeping alive the prophet's ministry to the 
people of God" Allen I ,  xxxvi. 

'' For example, John Taylor argues for an original Ezekiel text, but still draws upon ancient parallels: "It is tempting to 
search for some kind of prototype for thcse creatures among the composite animal figures carved on Babylonian 
temples and Hittite city-gates, but there is no evidence for anything more than a general influence from Egyptian 
and other Near Eastern art-forms with which Ezekiel must have been familiar. Almost certainly the final form is 
Ezekiel's own, and it reflects his passion for the symmetrical which we shall see again in the architecture of the 
future temple" John Taylor: Ezekiel (Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity, 1469) 55. 

" Zimrnerli notes: "every exposition of 1: I-3:15 must, more than anything else, reach a decision on the basic question 
of whether the connection of the vision of the throne-chariot with that of the scroll is original or solely the product 
ofa subsequent redactional bringing together of two quite different parts" ZirnrnerIi, 1, 97. 

'" We have previously noted the debate on the section from chapters 4048.  
'' It is not impossible that the annotations and explications are from the prophet's own editing of his work. 
' 6  CUR~S, Edward: 'Idol, Idolatry,' 376-38 1, ABD 3,377. 
We have utilized West Asian evidence in our anatysis of the theophanies because the parallels with Ezekiel are much 

cIoser, though a case could be made for a parallel between the Egyptian king as representative of all the gods, most 
typically anthropomorphic in form, while his encounters with the individual gods of the pantheon are most often 
represented iconographically in therianthropic form, predominantly with a human body and animal head. 
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During the very time Ezekiel is in exile in Nippur, a movement toward aniconism has been demonstrated 

for Babylonian iconography. This we have seen in both seal traditions and in palace art, to the extent it is 

available, and is aIso a f f i e d  by the overall pattern which we have observed in the iconography of empire, 

moving from icon to scene to full blown symbolic narrative under the Assyrians, and back to the use of 

icons in the Babylonian period. Ezekiel also comes from a predominantly aniconic tradition. This means 

that symbols are used to represent a spectrum of meanings, but the representation of the deity is forbidden. 

Even the lesser beings which inhabit the heavenly realm are not to be represented. This is exactly what we 

have in the narrative which opens the book. Ezekiel is clearly taken into the throneroom of God. This is 

marked by a variety of features, not the least of which are a flood of elusive descriptive phrases, all of 

which allude to familiar elements in standard iconography but together describe nothing. 

For Ezekiel the priest there appears to have been a complex of acceptable standardized archaic iconography 

lvhich was used in the temple. This included cherubim, perhaps of varied sorts, for we note that the 

restored temple includes varied types of cherubic iconography (4 1 : 18-25) rosettes, palms and palrnettes, 

and so forth. ClearIy Ezekiel is familiar with a wide variety of iconographic traditions which he utilizes 

through a literary presentation which draws upon a variety of these canons, yet remains essentially 

enigmatic. Thus, the literary report is remarkably ingenious, and conveys a plethora of swimming images 

yet remains essentially aniconic. Ezekiel writes positioned at a point in time when prophetic iconoclasm 

directed at polytheistic worship has reached a sort of climax with the monotheistic camp cIaiming "proof' 

that YHWH has been offended by polytheism, while an alternative opposing claim castigates Josiah's 

reforms with bringing about the fall of the state (Jeremiah 44: 15-23). The essential problem is that there 

seem to have been a variety of approaches to Israelite religion, which makes finding the way through the 

sources to determine what is polemic, rhetoric or reality, problematic." The evidence of cylinder seals, 

including royal seals a f f m  the aniconographic mandate of the torah was taken seriously. Yet other 

37 For example, Tigay's work which attempts to contextualize prophetic charges by examining onomastics, challenges 
many assumptions regarding the form of Yahwism practised by pre-exilic Judeans. Cf. I. Tigay: You Shall Have No 
Orher Gods. israelire Religion in the Light of Hebrew Inscriptions (Atlanta: Scholars, 1986); In a related article he 
concludes: "After the united monarchy, perhaps even earlier, the evidence currently available makes it very difficult 
to suppose that many Israelites worshipped gods other than YHWH" J. Tigay: 'Israelite ReIigion: The Onomastic 
and Epigraphic Evidence,' 157-193, in Ancient Israelite Religion. 1 S O .  
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materials suggest that both iconic and aniconic movements persisted in Yahwistic religi~n.~'  Related 

intimately to this problem is the question of exclusivity in the cult of YHWH. Some materials suggest that 

a less conservative view may have allowed the cult of the queen of heaven, fertility figurines, etc. to be 

toIerated - if not accepted. Ezekiel seems to be poised on the cutting edge between a monoIatry which is 

moving towards m o n o t h e i ~ m , ~ ~  and a parallel movement towards a populated divine world, which de f i e s  

what had been other gods as angels. 

294. 

Ezekiel's description of the theophany he wimesses is marked by seemingly incoherent gender shifts, 

incomplete or incomprehensible phraseology, allusions to familiar iconographic traditions and distancing 

metaphors such as piling up similes, and simultaneousIy distancing these - and this most particularly in 

the final portion of the vision.J0 The clear impression given of YHWH in anthropomorphic form is 

distanced by a string of descriptive metaphors which describe the deity in terms which are unlike any 

human. These metaphors are themselves distanced by: "seated above what looked like a throne was 

something that seemed like a human form. Upward from what appeared like the l o i ~ s  I saw something like 

'' For example, cf. the discussion in Rainer AIbertz: A History of Israelite Religion in the Old Testament Period 
(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1994) 156-242; Othmar Keel and Christoph Uehlinger: G6ninnen. GLirter rtnd 
Gonessyn~bole (Freiburg: Herder, 1992); Saul Olyan: Asherah and the Cult o/ Yahweh in Israel (Atlanta: Scholars, 
1988) and Mark Smith: The Early History of God (San Francisco: Harper, 1990). 

"Three of the greatest biblical theophanies - those to SarnueI (1 Samuel 3), Isaiah (Isaiah 6 )  and Ezekiel (Ezekiel 1) 
- are und&tood best as manifestations of Israel's deity as the thunderstorm represented by its iconography in the 
sanctuary . .. While the cherubim are understood as the divine throne and the cloud of incense as the storm cloud in 
which the deity is present, no images were fashioned for the sanctuary to represent God's actual form. Images of 
Yahweh himself were in fact prohibited as a means of divine selfdiscIosure (Exod 20:4,23; 34: 17; Lev 19:4). Since 
divine images are the primary means of divine manifestation in most other ANE cultures, their prohibition 
represents a most distinctive characteristic of Israel's understanding of theophany" Hiebert: ABD 6 ,  5 10. Also cf. W. 
Beyerlin Origins and Fiistary of the Oldest Sinaitic Traditions (Oxford: 1965) 134- 135. 
Much work has been undertaken in this area: cf. Walter Diemch and Martin Klopfenstein (eds).: Ein Goft allein? 
JH WH- Verelr rung rrrld biblischer Mclnotkeistnus in1 Kontert der israelitischen und altorientalischen 
Religionsgeschichte (Freiburg: Universitatiitsverlag Freiburg, 1994). In this collection T Mertinger notes that "some 
of the West Semitic cuhres, the Arabic, the Nabatean, the Israelite and the Phoenician ones, fostered a type of 
aniconism of their own with the cultic role of standing stones as the characteristic feature. Secondly, it should be 
clear that Israelite aniconism is by no means a late, isolated phenomenon due to some internal Israelite development. 
On the contrary, it is a feature that is intrinsic to Israelite religion. Thirdly, while Israelite aniconism is an original 
and intrinsic phenomenon, we should calcutate with the possibility that the surrounding cultrues may have given an 
impetus to certain developoments in Israel" T. Mettinger: 'Aniconism - A West Semitic Context for the Israelite 
Phenomenon?, 159- 178 in Ein Gott allein?, 175-1 76. Also cf. Othmar Keel (ed.): Monotheismus im Alten Israel und 
seiner Umrvelt (Schweizerisches Kotholisches Biblwerk, 1980). 
A wealth of excellent commentaries struggle with these issues in detail. Of special merit are those by Block: 1, 77- 
109; Allen: 1,145; Greenberg: 1 39-59; Zimmerti: 1, 82-89, 100-13 1. Hiebert observes: "The use of feminine as  
well as masculine imagery to represent God indicates that the sacred was understood in Israel to encompass both 
male and female characteristics. Yet theophanic imagery in Israel is predominantly masculine, a circumstance 
certainly related to the patriarchal character of Israelite society itself." Hiebert: ABD 6,5 1 1 
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gleaming amber, something that looked like fire enclosed all around ..." (1:27). While the figure Ezekiel 

describes is at first glance simple to understand, it quickly becomes less than two dimensional, relating to 

YHWH as a chalk drawing of a body outlines the absent corpse in a murder scene - it is but a reminder, a 

vestige, of what was seen. Still, as the language of the concIuding summary suggests, even this may have 

been seen as bordering on the excessive, for to the vague declaration that the prophet has seen "YHWH" 

are added three distancing metaphors: "This was the appearance (mar'eh) of the likeness (dernrit) of the 

glory (kabo'd )of YHWH" (1:28). 

295. 

Thus one of the most astounding aspects of the vision account - the declaration of an anthropomorphic 

form for the deity - hesitates at and circumvents a detailed description. Such a portrayal would be 

tantamount to the creation of an image, offering the possibility of three dimensional representation. Thus, 

the high god YHWH is not represented except through distancing metaphors of splendor." Yet at the same 

time a critical point is clearly established. Yahweh is to be conceived of as anthropomorphic rather than 

theriomorphic." Ezekiel makes all of these points without compromising aniconic principles by constantly 

noting that what he describes is Iike but unlike something else.J3 

'' Weinfeld describes the traditions of the Hebrew Bible: "This splendor extends to encompass or fill entire regions . . . 
God's kabbd fills the whole earth (Nu. 14:21; Ps. 72:19; Isa 6:3); his glory covers the heavens and fills the earth 
(Hab. 3:3). In Mesopotamia, too, the splendor (n~eianmu) of gods and kings covers (katan~u, sahapu) heaven and 
earth or fills (ma/&) the whole earth. This notion is especiaiIy common in the narratives describing the dedication of 
the tabernacle and temple. The entrance of the Lord into his divine dwelling ptace is indicated by the statement that 
his kab6d fills (male') the tabernacle (Ex. 40:34f.) or the temple (1 K. 8:lI; Ezk. 10:4; 43:s; 44:4). The glory 
(kabbd) of God reaches the heavens: 'His kab6d is high (ram) above the heavens' (Ps. 113:4)' cf. Ps. 57:6, 12(5, 11) 
(par. 108:6[5]): 'Be exalted (ninlc?), 0 God, above the heavens! Let thy kabo'd be over all the earth.' Mesopotamian 
texts state similarly that the glory and splegdor (ni-melam) of the gods reach the heavens' ... Glory also covers the 
forests of Lebanon and Carmel: 'It shall blossom abundantly ... The kabbd of Lebanon shall be given to it, the 
majesty (Aadar) of Camel and Sharon' (Isa. 35:2; cf. 60: 13). The trees of the garden of God in Eden were likewise 
clothed with glory: 'Who can be likened to you in kab6d and in greatness?' (Ezk. 3I:18; cf. vv. Sf.). In 
Mesopotamia, too, cedars and cedar forests were considered sacred and fiited with glory" M. Weinfeld: 'kabbd,' 22- 
38, TDOT 7,29. 

The iconography corresponds to the text traditions by the use of the nimbus or other clusters of stars. Images of power 
and strength are also accomplished by the stereotyping of physical form into images of muscled bodies and 
superhuman feats. CE Irene Winter: 'The Body of the Able Ruler .. .'; and Irene Winter: 'Art in Empire: The Royal 
Image and the Visual Dimensions of Assyrian [deotogy,' 359-38 1, in S. Parpola and R. Whiting (eds.): Assyria 1995 
(Helsinki: Neo-Assyrian Corpus Project, 1997). 

'" It is clear that despite the kabo'd Ezekiel is able to see God. This is the crux of the problem with reading the initial 
vision. Not only does Ezekiel see God, but when he does - God is anthropomorphic in form! The glory is present 
in the Moses traditions in the same manner, as Weinfeld also notes: "When the kab6d enters the tabernacle, the 
cloud surrounds the holy of holies; Moses cannot enter the tabernacle while the kab6d of Yahweh is present (Ex. 
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Part of the technique of distancing is c o ~ e c t i n g  the glory of YHWH with those wonderfid things which 

surround him. Thus "glory" is also manifest in those holy beings and objects which are a part of his palace 

and r e t i n ~ e . ~  Clear parallels with this are seen in contemporary Mesopotamian texts: 

The same holds true of Akk. melammu and its synonyms. Temples, crowns, sacred 
weapons, and garments are surrounded by melammu. The glory of a city and its temple 
are likewise depicted in the same terms as in the OT. Thus the Nebuchadnezzar 
inscription descnies the paIace at Babylon: "This palace ... I filled with plenty (Zzrlzi), so 
that all the people could see it; its sides were encompassed by dignity (baltu) ... with the 
awesome majesty @uluhti melammi ,..) of my kingship. Neither evil nor wicked persons 
may enter it." Rebuilt Jerusalem is described in similar terms: "Awake, awake, put on 
your strength ( 'oz), 0 Zion; put on your garments of majesty (tip 'erer), 0 Jerusalem, the 
holy city; for there shall no more come into you the uncircumcised and the unclean" (Isa. 
52: 1). " 

During this time, the famous IStar gates at Babylon portray the symbolic animals and dragons associated 

with specific gods, and which seem to both somehow represent them as icons, while at the same time doing 

"double duty" as protective beasts in the Iongstanding gatekeeper tradition. Seal impressions show a 

increasing reluctance to portray the high god, preferring to use the Iongstanding symbols as icons 

representing the deity. When the anthropomorphic form is rendered, the nimbus is frequently employed as 

a symbol for the glorious features and aspects of the god or goddess. Thus, the iconographic traditions 

contemporary with Ezekiel's narrative presentation can be seen to use the same sort of distancing features 

we find in the vision account. No doubt is left that YHWH is anthropomorphic in form, but clearly he 

remains somehow more glorious and set apart than human form can designate. The narrative takes 22 

--- - -  - 

40:33f.). According to Ezekiel, the kubdd departs from the temple at the time of the exile ..." TDOT 7, 32. The link 
of theophanic traditions to Jerusalem are also strong: Amos I:2; Micah 19-4; Zephaniah 1; Isaiah 6: 1-13; 29: 1-6; 
3027-33. Hiebert: 'Theophany in the Old Testament,' 505-5 1 1,  ABD 6, 507. 

The storm as a distancing metaphor is both familiar and awesome. Its use as a metaphoric resource for theophanic 
descriptions exploits both of these characteristics: ''The most common natural form of divine appearance in Israelite 
literature is the thunderstorm, with its dark storm cloud representing the divine chariot or throne (Hab 3:8; EzekieI 
1)- its thunder representing God's voice (Exod 19: 16, 19; Ps 18: 14 - Eng. 18: 13), and its fiery lighming bolts God's 
weapons (Hab 3: 1 1;  PS IS: 15 - Eng. 18: 14). The thunderstorm is the predominant form of theophany in Israel's 
older literature, the early poetry and epic (J/E) sources, and in the psalms. White not as frequent or explicit, it also 
lies behind the major theophanies in the literature of Israel's later historians, prophets, and apocalyptic writers" 
Hiebert: ABD 6,508-509. 

'' The glory associated with the theophany is overwhelming to Yahweh's enemies. Weinfeld describes: "The temfying 
glory of Inanna, before which the Anunna deities flees to the rocky clefts like bats, recalls Isaiah's prophecy 
concerning the 'terror and glory' @ahad wehadar) of the Lord , before which the nations flee Iike bats to the clefts 
of the cliffs: 'In that day men will cast foch their idols of silver ... to the bats, to enter the caverns of the rocks and 
the clefts of the hills, from before the terror (pahad) of Yahweh, and from the glory of his majesty (ltadar gea6n6), 
when he rises to terrify the earth' (Isa 2:20f.)." Weinfeld: TDOT 7,30.  
"When it means 'glory' or 'splendor,' kabdd usually refers to God, his sanctuary, his city, or other sacred 
paraphernalia. ... Ezekiel, whose imagery is closely allied to that of P, transfers his concept of kabbd to the 
Jerusalem temple. Here kabbd is depicted as a phenomenon of radiant splendor (Ezk. 10:4; 4 3 2 )  that moves, rises, 
and comes near (9:3; 10: 18; 1 1 :23; 43:4), Like P, Ezekiel describes the kabdd as a blazing fire surrounded by 
radiance and a great cloud ( I  :4; 82)" Weinfeld: TDOT 7,27. 

"In the ancient Near East, gods and kings were described as being surrounded with glory; their headdress or crown in 
particular is adorned with glory and majesty. The Egyptian crown was endowed with power and represented 
something Iike a gleaming fiery diadem (nsr-t [cf. Heb. nerer], 3/11). It was deified as a goddess and considered a 
source of awe and of the terror that overthrows the enemy ... In Assyria, similarly, 'awe' and 'temble splendor' 
(puhlu melammu [Sum. ni-melam]) are associated with the tiara ... Heb. kab6d and lt6d wehadar are likewise 
connected with the crown" Weinfeld: TDOT 7, 39 For numerous synonyms cf. 28. 
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To summarize, the wonderful beings upon which Yahweh is enthroned, offer a plethora of comparative 

options from the ancient Near East, as has been well documented by the scholarly community. One 

important aspect is their form, as observed by  Meyers: 

By virtue of their combining features of different creatures or having more of such 
features than real animals or persons, they were unnatural. These characteristics made 
them apt symboIs for divine presence, since deities moved where humans could not and 
were something other than either animals or humansJ6 

" Weinfeld: TDOT 7, 28-29. 
" Carol Meyers: 'Cherubim,' 899-900, ABD 1 900. 
Benjamin Sass and Christoph Uehlinger, (ed.).: Studies in the Iconography of Northwest Semitic Inscribed Seals. 

Proceedings of a symposirrrn held in Friborrrg on April 17-20. 1991 (Fribourg: University Press, 1993) gather 
significant studies providing an excellent background for our concerns. Those seals utilizing motifs as "ornamental 
and simply decorative" match the "special" character of the seals which are only inscribed, as two distinct yet 
parailel developments (cf. Uehlinger, xviii, in Sass and Uehlinger: Studies ...). This is in part due to the fact that 
"more and more publications address iconography as a topic in its own right and acknowledge its value for the 
adequate interpretation of Northwest Semitic inscribed seals" Uehlinger, xix in Sass and Uehlinger: Studies ..-; 
footnote 38 especially notes the contributions of  Keel, Culican and GubeI, Hemnann and Winter during the period 
from 1975- I99O. 

Yet the problem remains critical: "Un des problkrnes fondarnentaux de la sigiliographie nord-ouest s h i t i q u e  du Ier 
millinaire av. J.-C. est celui de las classification, du rattachemcnt de chaque sceau a un royaurne, une region ou une 
populace precise, c'est-a-dire une 'ethnie' du monde ouest-simitique, le terrne 'ethnie' designant ici simplement une 
population particuliere avec ses traditions culturelles (langue, religion ...), sociales et politiques propres, et vivant 
habituellement sur un certain tenitoire." A. Lemaire: 'Les criteres non-iconographiques de  la classjfication des 
sceaux nord-ouest sirnitiques inscrits,' 1-26, in Sass and Uehlinger: Studies ... 1 -  Also cf. D. Parayre: 'A propos des 
sceaux ouest-skmitiques: Le rble de  l'iconographie darts I'attribution d'un sccau a une aire cultureIle et a un atelier,' 
27-5 1 in Sass and Uehlinger: Studies ... . 
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Being winged signals mobility, the multifaced aspects parallel various iconographic forms, but clearly 

indicate the most powefil  beings known in the natural world - bull,47 lion,4S eagle and human - while 

the chariot / chariot throneJ9 suggests both rule and mobility. The faces and eyes "see all," and the chariot 

moves effortlessly in any direction.'' But is this description so surprising in light of the iconography we 

have surveyed? This fluid movement between imagery has been observed concerning ancient Near Eastern 

iconography. For example Smith observed concerning Egypt "the convincing naturalness with which were 

combined human and anha1 parts in composite form for the representation of his gods."" When we apply 

the iconographic observation "the lion and the but1 are different manifestations of the king's power as 

" "In the animal world the bull provided the perfect embodiment of maIe potency" Stephen Quirke and Jeffrey 
Spencer (ed.): The British Mztseum Book oJAncient Egypt (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1992) 6 1. In Egypt, by 
the New Kingdom, kings used the epithet 'mighty bull' or 'strong bull of Horns,' where earlier traditions regularly 
depicted the king as a bull. Bull cults were spread throughout the land, and various epithets were applied to gods 
celebrating this relationship. Cf. Lurker: 36 

In Egypt the concept of the god manifesting himself in bovine form was seen in the bull of Ptah at Memphis where the 
bull was called Apis and was indicated by special markings on the forehead, tongue and flank. When one Apis bull 
died a successor was born with the same markings, "forming a rnystica! and unbroken succession through time . . . 
Apparently any animal species connected with any deity could supply a person with a means of access to the divine, 
as a concrete prayer. The devotee would pay the priests for a mummy of the required type of animal ... By this 
emphasis on animals as sacred to the gods and goddesses, the Egyptians of the Late Period seem to have sought to 
distinguish themselves from foreigners at a time when the country fell prey again and again to foreign domination, 
and especially the violent onslaught of the Assyrians against Thebes and the Persians in Lower Egypt" Quirke and 
Spencer: 78. 

'' Similarly lion forms of the king were exploited: "The leonine manifestation of the king, together with the falcon 
form of the sky-god Horus, were united in the image of the griffin. In the Old Kingdom the griffin was already a 
symbol of the victorious ruler who strode across the twitching bodies of his enemies" Lurker: 55-56. The most well- 
known of these manifestations is the sphinx, which "represents the king, not only as a being of superhuman physical 
power, bur of a quality of power which is, in Egypt, characteristic of the gods" Frankfort Kingship and the Gods 1 I .  

19 "In the innermost section of the Temple, Yahweh 'enthroned upon cherubim7 received supplicants (1 Sam. 4:4; 2 
Kings 19:15=Isa 37: 14-16 and Ps. 99:l; 1 Kgs. 6:23-28). The earliest representations of cherub thrones are unique 
to the region of Syria-Palestine" BIoch-Smith 25 cf. Keel Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst ... 25, 29-30, figs. 9, 15- 
17); W. F. Albright: 'What Were the Cherubim?' BA l(1938)I-3. 
"By contrast, the most conspicuous and characteristic class of sculptures in this category are the lamasszt guardian 
figures with which the gateways and palaces of Assyrian cities were adorned. these hybrid coIossi - winged and 
humamheaded bulls or lions - were usually 'double-aspect' figures, set facing outwards against the reveals of 
doorways, with a fifth leg, intended to rationalize their appearance from in front as well as  from the side. Each of 
these monolithic monsters was carved, partly in relief and part in-the-round, from a single slab of stone measuring 
up to 5.5 m square. Roughly shaped in the quarry, it was transported to its destination, often by river, and set in 
place for the final carving to be done" Seton Lloyd: Tile Archaeology of Mesopotamia 205. 
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expressed in his titulary in historical times" ''is it terribly surprising to find these images in the glorification 

of YHWH in the initial theophany? A variety of comparisons can be made to the beasts, vehicles and 

throness3 upon which an anthropomorphic deity is conveyed in the ancient Near East. But, examine these 

as closely as we like, we find no exact parallels to Ezekiel's narrative - yet all sorts of similarities to Near 

Eastern art may be drawn," Such questions as those raised by Zimrnerli must be addressed. He writes: 

"The description of the living creatures adjoined in w. 5-12, which rise out of the storm phenomena, raises 

serious questions. First of all in its outline it is not really clear -.. Do we really have the original order ofthe 

text before us in all this?"s5 Perhaps in the light of the conclusions regarding aniconic art the argument 

needs to be made that we do have the original text. 

What are conveyed are ideas and concepts which are understandable in general but obscure in the 

particuIars. We can envision a chariot throne with studded wheels, strange theriomorphic beings of a 

protective or servile nature, and the high god in anthropoid form who is clearly enthroned. Is more than 

this is meant to be conveyed, or do we have the essentials? 

I' Smith: A.4.4E 17. 
" Smith: M A E  34. 
53 Fabry makes the significant observation that the concept of an cnthroned YHWH was foundational in Israelite state, 

though we would differ with him on the secondary nature of the throne, preferring the interpretation that such 
confusion as persists in the narrative is intentional and literary aniconism: "Yahweh was probably revered as an 
enthroned king at an early date, since the epithet YHWH seba'br yZeb hakkenrbit~~ was already applied to him at 
Shiloh (e-g., 1 S. 4:4).' H.J .  Fabry: 'kisse',' 232-259, TDOT 7, 253. He continues: "At this late stage of its 
development, the ark with the two cherubim in the debir of the temple ... does indeed give the impression of an 
outsize cherubim throne (well attested in the ancient Near East); this conception, however, never became standard in 
the OT" TDOT 7,254. 

"In the context of Ezekicl's prophecies, we find mention of Yahweh's chariot throne. Ezk. 126; LO: 1 speak of a demcit 
kisse', 'sorncthing like a &one,' resting on a chariot of cherubim. The terminology rules out any association of this 
chariot with the portable stand on which the ark rested. Furthermore, references to the chariot throne in conjunction 
with the ark are later than Ezekiel ... The nature and significance of the chariot throne have been the subject of much 
debate. ... There may be parallels to Mesopotamian processional shrines or possibly the chariot of the sun-god (2 K. 
23: 1 1). TDOT 7,257. 
"Once again it seems that many features properly brought into clear focus are symbols that cannot be defined in any 
normal fashion ... They are intended to show that the divine world is unlike the ordinary world of things seen and 
experienced. The especially close attention to the wheels is also strange but must certainly recall the deep impression 
made on the prophet, possibly from his early childhood years, by richly decorated wheels he had seen beneath the 
temple vessels in Jerusalem. For him, their importance was to emphasize the unlimited mobility of God, pointing to 
the complerely unrestricted nature of the divine presence (Prov. 15:3)" Clements: 45. 
Zimrnerli: 1, 10 1 - 102. 
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For example, the multiple faces offer several readings. First, the f o u  cherubim in the holy of holies are, as 

we have seen, a significant backdrop to the marvelous cherubim;" but the small four-faced gods in metal 

escavated at Ischali widen our horizon. Though unique pieces, they offer a close parallel to the four-faced 

cherub - though each face is identical. 

To this we might add the four-faced gods known from Egypt, and the ivory handles cut into two or four- 

faced figures - most often of naked females - including many with adjoined torsos. 

Two faced figures appear as sky-bearers in numerous contexts over hundreds of years from Persia to Tell 

Halaf, and at numerous spots between. Such two faced gods are far more common, for example, Gudea's 

cylinder seal shows him being introduced to Enki by his personal god Ningishzida who is depicted with 

hvo homed serpent's heads rising from his shoulders. Isimud (Usmu), the servant of Enki/Ea, is also hvo- 

faced, and appears as the god's servant in numerous iconographic contexts. Any doubt as to a basic 

purpose for such multi-faced depictions is eliminated through a description of EI / Kronos offered by Philo 

of Byblos, who claims his source of information to be the ancient Phoenician priest Sanchuniathon. "Eyes 

in the back of his head" allow him to rest and act simultaneously: 

"'Winged' cherubim stood in the holy of holies of the temple of Solomon; they were wooden figures some ten cubits 
tall, probably covered in part with gold leaf. They stood side by side with their faces toward the entrance, wings 
outstretched (1 K. 6:23-27; 8:6f.; 2 Ch. 3:lO-13; 5:7f.). No further details are given, but we may conjecture two 
erect 'winged sphinxes,' possibly with the body of an animal (lion?), nvo wings, and a human head. They acted as 
guardians and protectors of the ark, which was situated beneath their wings (cf. hassdek describing the cherub in 
Ezk. 28: 14, 16). Ex. 25: 18ff.; 37:7ff. associated two small gilded cherubim with the cover (RSV 'mercy seat') of 
the ark; they faced each other and spread their wings upward to protect the ark" W. Dommershausen: 'kanap.' 229- 
23 1, TDOT 7,229-230. 
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He also invented as royal emblems for Kronos four eyes, on the front and in the rear, 
<two awake>, and two closed resfilly; and upon the shoulders, four wings, two as if 
fluttering, and two as if relaxed. This is a symbol, since Kronos was watchhf even when 
in repose, and was in repose even when awake; similarly the wings were symbolic 
because he flew while at rest, and was at rest while flying . . . In addition, he also had two 
wings on his head, one for the mind, which is the supreme authority, and one for the 
faculty of perception.'' 

FinalIy, while the four faces are cIearly identified and associated with guardian figures within West Asian 

artistic traditions, namely of bovine, eagle, lion and human appearance, there is no known exarnpie of these 

multipIe faces being featured together. Thus we have exactly what we might expect in guardian figure 

faces from the point of view of ancient Near Eastern iconographic traditions, without a single exemplar 

which even comes close to the description given by the prophet. 

At the same time, any or all of these facets of the description might appear in any group of apotropaic or 

guardian figures behind a throne, or as elements peering at us fiorn the doorway of a throneroom without 

causing us the least surprise. Neither would we be flabbergasted to frnd these as aspects in either bipeds or 

quadrupeds in such groupings of theriomorphic beings. The character of these descriptions is that there is 

57 Harold Attridge and Robert Oden, Jr.: Pldo ofByblos. The Phoenician History (Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical 
Association, I98 1 ) 57-59 (Fragments, lines 36-37). 
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seemingly no end to the observations and comparisons which might be  drawn, while a t  the same time we 

are unable to render an  image from the d e s c r i p t i ~ n . ~ ~  Though each feature seems understandable at  first 

glance, no example we might suggest adequately illustrates them. And  if  we think we have a clear concept 

the distancing language o f  EzekieI's rhetoric pushes us h r the r  away.'9 But far from being discouraged by 

our results, we need to pose the question: How else would a writer committed to aniconic images o f  God be 

able to utilize the iconography o f  empire? 

304. 

Through this literary layering o f  iconographic images, Yahweh is conceived as  being on h:s throne,@' and 

the prophet enters into his very presence. Strangely, while it is clear the prophet enters the throneroom, the 

"In Babylon, the rhroneroom "was superbly decorated with blue-glazed bricks on which small columns with capitals 
crowned with haIf rosettes hung together by garlands of palmettes" J. Margueron: 'Babylon,' 563-565 ABD I, 564. 

59 On the term dntwt the comments of Westermann are helpful: "The derivation of this word is clear: it is an abstract 
formation from the verb ;1#1 'to be Iike' (the verb and the noun occur side-by-side in Is 40: 18) and means 'that 
which is Iike something, likeness, representation' (in 2 Kings 16: 10 it means the repIica of an altar). It is often said 
that n7DT is a weakening of the word ~ 3 % ;  but this cannot be demonstrated in the way in which the words are used. 
When the word is translated by 'likeness,' as is possible in some passages, it should not be understood as if the 
meaning were: not the same, but only Iike. The Hebrew word does nor carry this attenuating sense. The word is used 
in Hebrew only when something is compared with something else. It can have the same meaning as D ~ Y :  2 Chron 
43,  (representations of wild cucumbers), corresponds exactly to 1 Sam 6 5 ,  11 ;  Ezek 23:14 describes the 
representations of the Babylonians by 053, and v. 15 by n7Wf. The word can be used for a comparison as in Ps 
5 8 5 ,  'like the venom of a serpent.' Ezekiel finds the word particularly apt to explain his vision. Of the nineteen 
passages where it occurs, tweIve are found in Ezekiel, seven elsewhere. Ezekiel uses the word with many shades of 
meaning which fluctuate between 'representation' and 'something which is like" Westermann: Genesis 1-11, 146- 
147. 

60 "EspecialIy in Phoenicia, the 'empty throne' is a familiar object of devotion from the eighth century until the Roman 
period. Othrnar Keel notes the remarkable spread of such aniconic cults among the Urartean, Anatolian, Iranian, and 
Old Arabic peripheral cultures during the second and first millennia. In Phoenicia, the deity is conceived of as truly 
present not only on the throne but also through the placement of sacred stones (bairylia) upon the throne ..." Farby: 
TDOT 7,241. 

Farby argues that: "By its very nature, the OT pays almost no attention to Israelite furniture; there is scarcely any 
mention of chairs or thrones in everyday secular life" TDOT 7, 245. "According to the MT, the throne with its 
rounded back points typologicaliy to Phoenicia and Egypt, as does the theriomorphic form (lions) of the armrests. 
The six steps (each with a lion) of the estrade together with the footstool constitute a substructure with seven levels 
... The lions symboIize the power and majesty of the king" TDOT 7, 247-248. On the other hand the Psalter is 
shaped by a metaphor of YHWH's sovereignty which calls upon the "kings of the earth" to "kiss the feet" of the son 
in a manner reminiscent of the decoration of both Assyrian and Egyptian thrones and footstools. "It is probable that 
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term chariot throne is often used to describe this. Clearly thrones were carried into battlefields and to 

provincial palaces, but was 

leaving the throne empty, it 

be the case than rather 

305- 
The king received the acclamation o f  his subjects while seated o n  his throne. Sennacherib 
had his throne set up before Lachish to review the spoiIs taken from the city. Sargon's 
throne, likewise, was set up before the city gate so that he could witness the battle; seated 
on his golden throne, he is described as being 'like a god.' During military expeditions, 
the king was carried to the battlefield in a 'litter' ... The throne and above all sitting upon 
it were thus symbols o f  power. In Egypt, this symboIism took concrete form in the design 
of the footstool; in Mesopotamia, however, the throne itself retained the symboIic 
associations ...6' 

than 

the ideology of Yahweh the King is derived from the enthronement cult where the earthly king represetzred (not 
incarnated) the divine king and helped to frame an imagery that could be enlarged to state Yahweh's lordship over 
the world and the nations" Gottwald: Liglrr 388-389 [emphasis original]. 

Cf. Martin Metzger: Konigstl~ron und Gortesrhron. Tltrotfirnren und Tlwondarstellungen in  ten trnd inr Vorderrz 
Orienr in! drirren und ,weiten Jalrrtausend vor Chistus rrnd deretr Bedeutung fur das Verst&ndtiis von Aussagen 
iiber den Thrort inr Alrerr Tesranrettr (2 Volumes; Neukirchener Verlag, 1985); Martin Metzger: "Thron der 
Herrlichkeit". Ein Beitrag zur Interpretation von Jeremia 17,12f,' 237-262 in R. Liwak and S. Wagner: Prophetie 
und gescliiclrtliche FVirkliclkeit int alten Israel (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1991); M. Metzger: 'Der Thron als 
Manifestation der Herrschemacht in der [konographie des Vordern Orients und im Alten Testament,' 250-296 in T. 
Rendtorff (ed.): Citarisnra und fttstirurion (Giitersloh: 1985). 

61 "The kings exiled to Babylon also clearly have thrones as a mark of their rank (2 K. 25:28; Jer. 5232); cf. the 
piccure of a ruler of Judah toward the end of the monarchy found at Rmat  RaheI. Even in the underworld, a kisse' is 
a mark of the princes of the earth and the kings of the nations (Isa 14:9)" TDOT 7, 25 1. 

6' TDOT 7,235. Further imagery in the chapter derives from the tradition of the storm theophany. 
Israel and her neighbors describe their gods "in imagery drawn from the natural environment is integrated with 

imagery drawn from human society. Within the description of God's appearance as a thunderstorm, the deity is at 
the same time attributed human characteristics: God has ears, nose and mouth (Exod 15:8; Ps 18:7, 9, 16 - Eng. 
185, 8, 15), as well as hands and feet (Exod 155;  Deut 33:3; Ps 18: I0 - Eng. i8:9); God stands and looks (Hab 
3:6), marches into battles (Hab 3: 12-13), rides a chariot (Hab 3:8; Ps 18: 1 1 - Eng. 18: lo), shoots arrows and hurls 
spears (Hab 3:9, 1 1 ; Ps 18: 15 - Eng. 18: 14); God speaks (Exod 19:3; Deut 33:27) and reveals such human emotions 
as anger and compassion (Exod 15:7; Hab 3:2, 8, 12). Especially prominent in the psalms is the reference to God's 
face, which is associated with divine favor. The psaImists seek God's face (Pss 27:7-9; 80:4, 8, 20 - Eng. 80:3, 7, 
19) and entreat God not to hide his face (Pss 13:' - Eng. 13: 1; 30:8 - Eng. 30:7)." Hiebert: ABD 6,510 

The divine king appears cis warrior, lawgiver and judge, and commander of the heavenly armies. As sovereign, God is 
surrounded by a his attendants, servants, and officials of various sorts, including diplomats, messengers, and various 
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In a chapter marked by intentional ambiguity what is clearP3 

1) The priest/prophet has been summoned to the throneroom o f  Yahweh, 

2) it is unlike anything he has ever experienced, 

3) there is one god exalted above a myriad of strange/wondefil  "creatures" which are clearly 

subordinate to the exalted OneYbl and 

4) the high god is both anthropomorphic in form, and distanced from the human community by 

distancing metaphors o f  fie, splendor and so forth. This will also be  emphasized in the continual 

address of the prophet as "human" - literally "son of man." " 

At this juncture some note of the important but enigmatic role of Judean stamp and cylinder seals to our study needs to 

be made.66 In an analysis of pre-exilic seals, Sass documents the fact that out of nearly 700 Hebrew seals and 

impressions "close to 500 are aniconic or nearly aniconic" Oman describes three quarters of the aniconic seals as 

"bear[ing] mere!y the familiar two lines of script separated by a double or single line or by nothing at all ... The rest of 

sorts of lackeys. For a thorough analysis cf. Lowell Handy: Anlong [he Host of Heaven. The Syro-Palesfinian 
pant he or^ as Bztrearlcracv (Winona Lake: Eisenbmuns, 1994). 

"' "The vision of the throne chariot includes some of the most detailed and impressive descriptions of the divine world 
to be found in the Old Testament. It goes so far as to affirm that the prophet "saw" God clothed in glory. Many 
scholars, both ancient and modem, have examined minutely the language of the description in order to find out more 
about what God and the surrounding heavenly beings look like. But it is quite difficult to put together a clear picture 
of what is being described ... All in all, no wholly satisfactory explanation for the different features of this heavenly 
throne chariot has been forthcoming to enable a clear visuai picture to emerge" Clements: 1 1. 

Freedman and O'Connor concur: "As to the appearance of the cherubim, only one point is clear: they have wings. The 
descriptions of their faces are most contradictory: the cherubim of the ark almost certainty have only a single face, 
... the cherubim in Ezekiel's temple have two faces, those in his vision four. The faces are both human and 
theriomorphic. There is no passage that paints a clear picture of the whole entity. If the expression den~rlf 'adam 
implies two legs, Ezk. 1 and 10 speak of bipeds. On the one hand, the analogy in Ezk. 28:14, 16 seems also to 
suggest a biped. On the other hand, 2 S. 22: 1 I appears to suggest a quadruped or bird. If the lions and bulls of the 
kettle chariots are analogous, the cherubim would be quadrupeds. The evidence indicates that the word kenib does 
not denote a single type of creature like that represented on certain monuments bur refers rather to a variety of 
winged creatures associated with a sacred landscape. In the majority of cases, the text suggests hybrid creatures, 
none of which can be considered 'typical'" Freedman and O'Connor: TDOT7,3 14. 

6.1 Are these already moving toward "angeIic" status? At least in some circles? What does "cherubim" connote in terms 
of divine status? Could it be a status indicator, rather than a designation of shape of iconographic character? 

Does Ezekiel intend to demythoIogize or change the status of !hrnaS, [Star, Assur etc. whose iconography at this time 
often included an inner and an outer circle? This too could be read as a "wheel within a wheel," particularly since 
the mobility of these major gods was an important aspect of their potency. 
A case could be made that the opposite intent was at work, that ben 'adam makes Ezekiel like God who reveals his 
likeness with Adam. In either case, the circumlocution for his name separates YHWH's address of the prophet from 
ordinary speech. 
In a study of seals that "originated in Syria, Palestine and Transjordan" (52) Oman examined the iconographic 
rehtionships with Mesopotamia and concluded: "The Assyro-Babylonian inspiration is not equally noticed among 
the inscribed West Semitic seals. It is fairly frequent in Aramaic seals and seals attributed to Anunon and Moab, and 
less so in Hebrew glyptic. Mesopotamian motifs are rarely found on Phoenician seals." T. Oman: 'The 
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the seals considered aniconic, about 130, should better be labeled not entirely epigraphic, as they contain a floral 

register divider (or, rarely, a border design), mostly stylized. This leaves us with under 200 iconic seals, less than 30% 

of the total, some with merely a branch or bird as space filler." Thus, Sass finds that the evidence suggests 8th century 

artists were more iconic than their successors in the 7th century.67 In summary: "... the Hebrew sea1 cutter compensated 

with calligraphy, elaborate border designs, and especially with register dividers, for the aniconism preferred by most 

customers*' with the options of borders lines, [single or double], no border, dot border, or a pomegranate border 

offering some variety. Register dividers can bc lotus buds, flowers etc. as well as what might be back to back cult 

1 

There are well over 1,000 examples of Judean storage jars on which the handle has been impressed with "a seal 

containing a symbol plus the word lnrlk, 'to the king,' or 'belonging to the king,' and usually the name of one of four 

cities, Hebron, Socoh, Ziph, and nunit. The last of these is not mentioned in the Bible, and the pronunciation is 

unknown."69 Given thcir presence in excavations, the numbers of these must have been enormous. The seals are of two 

major types with variations: "The first type, the 'four-winged' stamp, depicts a flying scarab beetle. The word lndk 

Mesopotamian Influence on West Semitic Inscribed Seals: A Preference for the Depiction of Mortals,' 52-73, in 
Sass and Uehlinger: 1993,53. 

67 Benjamin Sass: 'The Pre-exilic Hebrew Seals: [conism vs. Aniconism,' 194-256 in Sass and Uehlinger: 1993, 197- 
198. Concerning early Hebrew seals and impressions he concludes: "All told, the name and script remain the 
touchstones for the classification of most inscribed seals. Where both are indecisive iconography may play a certain 
role; but if they exist at all, cases where the iconographical argument is not a circular one must be rare" (197). 

If the difficulty to distinguish behveen various northwest Semitic seals is difficult, distinguishing between Israelite and 
Judean seals presents a formidable [often impossible?] challenge. Yet when sufficient evidence is available for such 
classification, the results may be considerable. "The four seals of eighth-century royal Judean functionaries are 
instructive. In two, the cachets of Abiyaw, official of Uzziah and Eshna'. official of king Ahaz, the iconography is 
Phoenician, while on the seal of the other official of Uzziah, Shubnayaw, it is mixed, Phoeniciaii and Assyrianizing. 
The fourth and latest is aniconic" (Sass: 199). 

"' Sass: 'The Pre-exilic Hebrew Seals ...,' 205-206, Dealing with other seal imagery Sass argues: "Obviously, fish 
stand for plenty and fertility, and may signify the life-giving quality of water" (218 cites Keel: 1978: 135-142). "Our 
lion seals figure prominently among the 'lapidary' seals attributed to the eighth century that do not lend themselves 
easily to epigraphic classification. That the Hebrew ones among them are expected to be North Israelite, is born out 
by the identification of the majority of this class as  Aramaic or probably Aramaic, from the popularity of the roaring 
lion in North Syrian monumental art and from the provenance - Meggido - of the seal of Srn ' 'bd yrb 'nl, the most 
majestic of all Hebrew seals. But this may be a circular argument, probably arising from inadequate acquaintance 
with eighth-century Judahite iconography ..." (221). Further, Sass wonders why some of the lions should not be 
regarded as Phoenician? (22 1-222). 

Finally, he reminds us that symbolic significance depends on the context, and what is positively regarded in one 
situation can be negative in another (222), thus we should note that even "the most 'heretical' motifs do occur 
occasionally on Hebrew seals" Sass: 'The Pre-exilic Hebrew Seals . ..' 228. 

69 H. DarrelI Lance: 'Stamps, Royal Jar Handle,' 184-1 85 in ABD 6 ,  184. 
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stands above the symbol and the city name below. The second type, the 'two-winged' stamp, has the same arrangement 

except that the flying scarab is replaced by what is generally interpreted as a winged sun disc. Some examples have 

only inrtk with no place name. some have a place name without inilk, and some have only a symbol with no writing at 

all. Despite the possible variations, the total number of master seals was apparently quite small, perhaps no more than 

twenty-two.'"O 

These images of winged beings seem to be clcarly related to the royal line. Thus an iconographic image -albeit 

minimal - clearly links the world of king and court to the world of YHWH. Ezekiel's vision, though unprecedented, 

utitizes the rich iconography of empire to convey the splendor to which he has been admitted." 

EzekieI's description shows a desire to affirm a fundamental spiritual truth in highly 
visual word pictures without submitting the detaiIs to precise pictorial defmition. As with 
certain categories o f  painting, it intentionally blurs and contrasts the clear-cut shapes and 
sounds of everyday experience." 

'O Lance: 'Stamps, Royal Jar Handle,' 184. Also cf. A. Lemaire 'Classification des Estampilles Royales Judiennes,' El  
15 (198 1) 54-60. These impressions are mostly from a single type of  storage jar with an average capacity of slightly 
more than 45 litres [= about two biblical baths]. Chemical analysis indicates at1 of them were made in one place in 
the Shephelah, likely in a royat pottery "factory." The variation in capacity rules out a standardized measure, and 
"stamps of private individuals commonly occur on handles of jars that also bear a royal stamp." These private 
stamps have only been found on jars with two winged stamps, but both 2 and 4 winged stamps are contemporary, 
therefore rendering the meaning of stamps elusive. There has been some movement towards consensus that: "The 
preponderance of the jars on the borders hints at preparations for the Assyrian attack of 70 1 BC, and the observable 
geographic distribution of the stamps represents moments in that system frozen in time by the progressive Assyrian 
campaign" Lance: 'Stamps, Royal Jar Handle,' 185. 

- 1  One of the most common designs featured the uraeus. The four-winged uneus is "usually the sole motif ... More 
often than not the four-winged uraeus figures in triregisteral seals ... [where] it normally occupies the top register, 
never the bottom register. It looks as i f  i t  had been considered inappropriate to have one's name written above this 
symbol; the being was meant to hover over the name, providing divine protection. Why this did not apply to the 
hvo-winged uraeus remains to be explained" (213). Sass quotes Uehlinger's view that "the beetle is clearly a 
metaphor for the movement and constant regeneration (irpr) of the sun. Its representation on seals does not mean the 
red, flying insect. In contrast, the winged unei, even though similarly belonging to the realm of solar symbolism, 
were perceived as actual beings, or attribute beings, in Yahweh's heavenly environment, as the seraphim in Isaiah 6 
show. This may explain why these crectures, indicating the presence of Yahweh, were unlikely to have been 
depicted underneath one's name" (2 17). 

Also cf. Christoph Uehlinger: 'Northwest Semitic Inscribed Seals, Iconography and Syro-Palestinian Religions of Iron 
Age IT: somi  ~ f t e r t h i u ~ h t s  and Conclusions,' 257-288 in Studies .... Uehlinger observes "that not one singie 
'image ban' text antedates the fall of the Northern kingdom in 722/720 BC ... The biblical veto on cultic images 
seems to have its roots in the growing consciousness of so-called 'proto-deuteronomistic' circles in Judah that 
Yahweh alone was worthy of cultic veneration as the sole Lord of the country" (28 t -282). He attributes the trend 
toward aniconism on Judean private seals to non-religious factors, as well as a move away from understanding seals 
to have arnuletic or apotropaic functions (284-286). Regarding ''the two aniconic trends (biblical and glyptic) as 
separate developments with largely distinct motives, one may speculate about a possible convergence or eFecgy of 
the two" (287). 
Clements 12. "There is something uncannily effortless about the movement of the chariot and beasts as 'bovine 
stolidity is joined to the airiness of wings.' The very elements in the vision that initially repel us as grotesque and 
obscure are its great strength" Gottwald: Ligirt 387, quotes Bulletin of the School of Theology, Acadia University, 
vol. 3, no. 3 (1957), p. 1. 
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309. 

When Isaw it. Ifell on myface, and I heard the voice of someone s,mcrking (Ezekiel 1:8). 

Ezekiel's description of the theophany by the Kebar canal concludes with a physical response: "I fell 

facedown" (Ezekiel 1 :28). The obvious interpretation of the metaphor is that the overwhelming encounter 

leaves the prophet numbed and unable to cope with the intensity of this unexpected encounter with the 

divine. But is there a more nuanced sense to this natural physical response? The literary picture would 

suggest prostration to be both a mark of subjection, worship and supplication, and occasionally the attempt 

to block out the visual stimuli which are so incredibly dis~oncert in~. '~ At the same time, we are confronted 

by the reality that the art of the ancient Near East does not use prostration as a posture for worship. Even 

kneeling is rarely depicted, despite the wide use of kneeling to mark piety in literary texts." Instead, the 

artistic representations suggest that the posture assumed by the prophet is that which is most clearly 

connected to the homage due a military victor. Perhaps the most familiar iconographic representation of 

such a scene is the depiction of Jehu before Shalrnaneser on the black obelisk (ill. 3 10). Shalmaneser is 

shown with Jehu bowed Iow in complete humility before him, and the symbolic act is a literal presentation 

of the king's neck to the victorious emperor. Jehu's continued rule - and life - is utterly dependent upon 

the decision of the conqueror (ill. 320). 

Cf "He fell on his face," Gen 173, 17; Josh 5:14; 7:6; [ I  Sam 5:3, Dagon, fallen on his face; 17:49, Goliath fell 
dead]; 3 Sam 9:6; 14:22; 1 Kings 18:7 etc. Also cf. "I felI on my face,' in Ezekiel 3:23; 9:s; 1 1:13; 43:3; 44:4 etc. 
and the usage in salutations in letters from vassal to suzerain. "Beneath the feet of the king, my lord, seven times, 
and seven times I fall" EA 137, ANET 483; "Seven and seven times 1 fa11 at the feet of the king, my lord. I am the 
dirt under the feet of the king, my lord" EA 147, ANET484; "At the hvo feet of the king, my lord, and my Sun-god, 
seven and seven times I fall" EA 244, ANET 485 etc.; A tablet from Assurbanipal's library copies a Sumerian 
original in declaring: "I kiss the feet of my goddess; I crawl before thee" ANET 392. Ancient Near Eastern examples 
can easily be multiplied by an examination of prayer texts as well as letters, myths, treaties etc. 
Biblical examples include: Psalm 95:6; 1 Kings 854; 19:18; Daniel 6:lO; 2 Chron 6:13. In a prayer to the moon god 
we read: "I am kneeting; 1 tany (thus); I seek afler thee" (ANET 386). Bowing is as  commonly attested as a worship 
posture: Psalm 95:6; Gen 182; 19: 1 ; 24:48; Josh 23:7, 16; but is also used as a posture of submission or greeting: 
Gen 23: 12; Exod 11:8; 2 Sam 1422. A hymn to IStar similarly declares: "She is their queen; they continually cause 
her commands to be executed. All of them bow down before her" ANET 383. Again, Near Eastern examples can be 
multiplied to affirm these essential literary motifs. 
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It is in such tribute scenes that we Find depictions of individuals bowed low, face to the ground in the art of 

the period. The worship of a deity is not marked by such a response, but is marked by the face to face 

encounter, sometimes with an intermediary, but most regularly, in an upright physical posture. When the 

text of Ezekiel continues, the "voice of one speaking" declares: "Son of man, stand up on your feet and I 

will speak to you" (2:l). The descriptive aspects of the narrative describe the manner in which the divine 

command is translated into action by the breath of God raising the prophet to his feet, but the point appears 

to be that presenting one's neck in subservience has its pIace, but an encounter with God is a face to face 

meeting. Now this shift in posture is exactly what we might expect given an analysis of the representations 

of encounters between gods and goddesses and humans in the art of the ancient Near East. 
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31 I .  

Cylinder seal representations of the encounters of gods and humans consistently depict a face to face 

stance, sometimes with the god or goddess enthroned, sometimes with an intercessory being of some sort, 

but almost invariably depicting the human being presented in a standing position. Eventually, the so called 

presentation scene evolves to the place where the worshipper is most frequently depicted in an 

appropriately worshiphl standing posture before an altar or offering table and symbols of the god or 

goddess. This image of the worshipper standing before a symbol of the god, can enlighten us to the view 

that many commentators on the book of EzekieI, and perhaps its earliest reviser would like us to adopt. But 

the human figure enthroned above the unusual creatures is an image which is also extremely clearly 

informed by the artistic conceptions of both Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine. 

3 12. 

Understandably, the ancient Near Eastern conceptions of the appearance of a human in the court of a divine 

being presume that the deity would speak face to face, rather than to the back of the head, as a posture of 

subservience would allow. While texts describe a wider variety of postures before gods, the iconography is 

much more restrictive. In fact: 
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... each verbal language tends to be accompanied by a well-developed Ianguage of 
postures, gestures, and facial expressions operating in consonance with verbal language 
to effect communication. One should expect, therefore, that communication with deities 
should Likewise be accompanied by characteristic postures, gestures, and facial 
e~pressions.'~ 

313. 
Thus iconographically, certain postures appear to be represented as supremely characteristic of a whole 

corpus of possible poses, and thus represent canonical understandings and representations. The instructions 

given to Ezekiel to rise to an erect posture are completely in line with what we would expect in the 

iconography of Western Asia over more than three millennia of representations of the encounter with the 

divine:'& The spirit which lifts him to his feet serves the same purpose as an intermediary, helping the 

mortal to enter the divine presence, and "introducing" him to the presence of the king: 

He said to me: 0 mortal, stand up on your feet, and I will speak with you. And when he 
spoke to me, a spirit entered into me and set me on my feet; and I heard him speaking to 
me. He said to me, Mortal, I am sending you to the people of Israel, to a nation of rebels 
who have rebelled against me; they and their ancestors have transgressed against me to 
this very day. The descendants are impudent and stubborn. I am sending you to them, 
and you shall say to them, "Thus says the Lord God." Whether they hear or refuse to hear 
(for they are a rebellious house), they shall know that there has been a prophet among 
them. And you, 0 mortal, do not be afraid of them, and do not be afraid of their words, 
though briers and thorns surround you and you live among scorpions; do not be afraid of 
their words, and do not be dismayed at their looks, for they are a rebeIlious house. You 
shall speak my words to them, whether they hear or rehse to hear; for they are a 
rebellious house (2: 1-7). 

" Mayer Gruber: Aspects of Nonverbal Cotttntttnication in The Ancient Near East (Rome: Biblical institute Press, 
19SO) 22. 

'' Standing is the normal posture for divine encounters. While texts speak of kneeling in prayer and supplication, there 
are less than a dozen cylinder seal impressions from among thousands which depict worshippers in a kneeiing 
position. The most famous iconographic representation of kneeling before a god is found on the side of the altar of 
Tukulti-Ninurta I (ill. 523). Egyptian iconography includes a great frequency of the kneeling posture (ill. 70, 123), 
but the iconography is still dominated by the standing position (ill. 74, 75, 108). 
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When the prophet stands before the sovereign Lord, he hears the message which he is to deliver to the 

people of lsrael." From the beginning they are described as rebellious and obstinate - a "nation of 

rebels." Israel is thus designated a state in rebellion against her sovereign. Ezekiel is to enter their state and 

bring the proclamation of their overlord. 

But you, mortal, hear what 1 say to you; do not be rebellious like that rebellious house; 
open your mouth and eat what I give you. I looked, and a hand was stretched out to me, 
and a written scroll was in it. He spread it before me; it had writing on the front and on 
the back, and written on  it were words of lamentation and mourning and woe (2% 10). 

The prophet is then warned not to mimic or participate in their behavior. The sovereign entrusts him with a 

state pro~lamation.~~ From his throne the king reaches out his hand, displaying a scroll covered with 

writing. In this theophany as the scroll is extended towards the prophet, it is unrolled and re-rolled before it 

is handed to him, which in itself implies two hands are visible, though a second hand is never mentioned. 

The scroll is completely covered with writing, an indication that this is a "hll  revelation" since normally 

scrolls were only written on one side.79 

In Block's view the call of the prophet is "described in ancient royal court language. Having been brought into the 
presence of a monarch, a person would signify subjection with the gesture of prostration. And one would not dare to 
rise until one had received authorization to do so from the king" Block: 1,  1 15. Also cf. Gruber: Aspects . . . 187-25 1. 

Allen describes the throne scene as "depicted in a highly developed form strongly influenced by visual art. The nature 
of Israel's God has been presented via ancient Near Eastern religious iconography" Allen: I ,  44. 

'' Blenkinsopp argues: "The assumption behind the image is that these events are known to God and, so to say, written 
in his book, an idea reminiscent of the Tablets of Destiny of ancient Mesopotamia and hinted at elsewhere in the 
Hebrew Bible (Ps. 139: 16; Dan. 7: 10)" Blenkinsopp 24. In his view the vision of the scroll: "exemplifies otle again 
that mysterious process by which traditional materials - accounts of previous prophetic comrnissionings and the 
actual words of a prophetic predecessor (Jer. 15:16) - are appropriated and transmuted by intense personal 
experience. It also illuminates how, with Ezekiel, prophecy is in process of transformation into a literary activity" 
Blenkinsopp: 25. 

79 The most common materia1 for a scroll is papyrus. Due to the nature of papyrus manufacture it is extremely difficult 
to write on the reverse as one is writing across the grain. That is the point. The woes and lamentations concerning 
Israel are an overly full judgment. The implications are several. Ezekiel is receiving a complete revelation, one 
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315. 

At times the idea of a hand extended with the scroll is treated by critics as if the hand appears detached 

from a body. But surely this is not the purpose. Rather, we should imagine that the reluctance to describe 

the enthroned one which we have seen in chapter one now extends to the "arm of the Lord" - or the "hand 

of the Lord" - which have already, in themselves, become metaphors of YHWH's awesome power. As in 

chapter one, the minimal description to communicate the necessary ideas concerning the enthroned king 

are chosen. The "hand" with a scroil in it certainly qualifies as anthropomorphic, but offers no additional 

information and we are left to imagine the enthroned king reaching out towards his servant. 

The scroll which is extended is described as full of "lamentations, mourning and woes."80 This 

commissioning or call narrative, instructing the prophet as to his role is integrally Iinked to the larger 

concerns of the book, and at the same time is tightly connected to the marvelous inaugural vision where 

YHWH pragmatically declares his ability to reveal himself whenever and wherever he chooses. The total 

impact of these chapters is that: "its very obscurities and inadequacies bear witness that it is only an 

impression-centred sketch of the in~ornprehensible."~' 

- - - - 

which is full to overflowing. Presumably, the rest of the archive is to be understood in some measure as being the 
message given to the messenger in the scroll. At a minimum, chapters 4-7 need to be understood this way, but other 
options include indictments for both Isne! and the nations, or the entire book might be conceived as "given in this 
manner." The character of the message he communicates on YHWH's behalf suggests that the delivery of this final 
death warrant has been delayed again and again, to provide every opportunity for rebellious vassals to "fa11 in line." 
Also see the use of the metaphor in Exodus 32: 15-16 and 34 to describe the writing at Sinai. Cf. M. Haran: Book- 
ScrolIs in Israel in Pre-Exilic Times" JJS 33 (1 982) 16 1 - 168; Block: 1, 124; D. J. Wiseman: 'Books in the Ancient 
near East and in the Old Testament,' 30-48 in P. Ackroyd and C. Evans (eds.): Cambridge Ancient History of the 
Bible, Volume I (Cambridge: Cambridge, 1970); A. Lemaire: 'Writing and Writing Materials,' 999-1008, ABD 6, 
provides and extensive bibliography on the topic. Greenberg: 1,67, quotes an English summary of Menahem Haran: 
'Scribal Workmanship in Biblical Times,' Tarbiz 50 (1981) v, [English Summary] which notes: "Writing on both 
sides was usual on papyrus scrolls both in ancient Egypt and in the Greco-Roman period . . . but . . . on .. . a scroll of 
skin [it] is inconceivable before the beginning of the common era, when the quality of skins greatly improved." 
Authorities disagree as to the type of scrolls used in the period, but the majority opinion notes the rarity of the 
opisthograph. Cf. http://www.stg.brown.edu~projects/m~~ 
Greenberg takes this as an incipit witten on the outside of the scroll. Greenberg: t ,  67. 

" Hals: 16. 
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He said to me, 0 mortal, eat what is offered to you; eat this scroll, and go, speak to the 
house of Israel. So I opened my mouth, and he gave me the scroll to eat. He said to me, 
Mortal, eat this scroll that I give you and fill your stomach with it. Then I ate it; and in 
my mouth it was as sweet as honey (3: 1-4). 

When told to consume this unpalatable object, Ezekiel does not flinch, but is obedient, and surprising the 

scroll tastes sweet in his mouth - and does not upset his stomach." The message is clear. As difficult as 

this message may be to bear, the prophet will be enabled to hlfill his role. The Lord will enable him. 

Fruitful comparison can be made with Jeremiah 15: 16 where Ezekiel's contemporary attests: "Your words 

were found and I ate them, and your words became to me a joy and the delight of my heart; for I am called 

by your name, 0 LOW, God of hosts." Though the task may be challenging, obedience to the divine 

overlord is life giving. The sovereign Lord will provide for the needs of his servant. 

The next section in this complex commissioning narrative warns that such rebellion in the heart of the 

kingdom will be more difficult to deal with than the rebelIion of a vassal state: 

He said to me: Mortal, go to the house of Israel and speak my very words to them. For 
you are not sent to a people of obscure speech and difficult language, but to the house of 
Israel - not to many peoples of obscure speech and difficult language, whose words you 
cannot understand. Surely, if I sent you to them, they would listen to you. But the house 
of Israel will not listen to you, for they are not willing to listen to me; because all the 
house of Israel have a hard forehead and a stubborn heart. See, I have made your face 
hard against their faces, and your forehead hard against their foreheads. Like the hardest 

- .  - -  

'' Cf. PsaIm 19:l I ;  119: 103. Cf. E. Davis: Swallowing the Scroll: Textuality and the Dynarrrics of Discoztrse in 
Ezekiel's Prophecy (Shefield: Almond, 1989). 
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stone, harder than flint, I have made your forehead; do not fear them or be dismayed at 
their looks, for they are a rebellious house. He said to me: Mortal, all my words that I 
shall speak to you receive in your heart and bear with your ears; then go to the exiles, to 
your people, and speak to them. Say to them, "Thus says the Lord God"; whether they 
hear or refbse to hear (35- 1 

317. 

In a commission which reiterates the futility of the task assigned him, Ezekiel is not appointed to a 

governorship at the extremities of the empire, or sent as the field commander of the army to communicate 

with rebel forces, or even as a diplomat to work through a treaty with vassals known for multiple violations 

of previous agreements, rather he is to communicate with rebellious and restless citizens, dissidents from 

within the capital city and its surroundings. Those who have experienced every blessing of a bountiful king 

and whose rebellion against him is bitter and hardened. No opportunity is provided to dialogue concerning 

this commission, nor to clarify its intent. Neither are the contents of this announcement up for discussion. 

A royal command has been given. A decree. The prophet is compelled to obey, His audience completed, he 

is ushered from the throne room by the palace guards, and returned to his home, where he sits in stunned 

silence for a week - symbolically, completely o v e r ~ h e l m e d . ~  

The call and commission of Isaiah (6) stands as a precedent for the role Ezekiel must fulfiil. His audience was to be 
equally unresponsive to YHWH's message. 
Seven is used here as a metaphor for complete or full. 
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Then the spirit lifted me up, and as the glory of the LORD rose from its place, I heard 
behind me the sound of loud rumbling; it was the sound of the wings of  the living 
creatures brushing against one another, and the sound of the wheels beside them, that 
sounded like a loud rumbling. The spirit lifted me up and bore me away; I went in 
bitterness in the heat of my spirit, the hand of the LORD being strong upon me. I came to 
the exiles at Tel-abib, who lived by the river Chebar. And I sat there among them, 
stunned, for seven days (3: 12- 15). S5 

At the end of seven days, the word of the LORD came to me: Mortal, I have made you a 
sentinel for the house of Israel; whenever you hear a word from my mouth, you shall 
give them warning from me. If I say to the wicked, "You shall surely die," and you give 
them no warning, or speak to warn the wicked from their wicked way, in order to save 
their life, those wicked persons shall die for their iniquity; but their blood I will require at 
your hand. But if you warn the wicked, and they do not turn from their wickedness, or 
from their wicked way, they shall die for their iniquity; but you will have saved your life. 
Again, if the righteous turn from their righteousness and commit iniquity, and I lay a 
stumbling block before them, they shall die; because you have not warned them, they 

"In the [Hebrew] Bible the typical posture for the mourner is for him to sit ... on the ground" Gruber: Aspects ... 460; 
Also cf. Gruber 'Mourning' EJ 12485. Ezekiel 26: 16 describes this weI1: "They shall remove their robes and strip 
off their embroidered %-ents. They shall clothe themselves with trembling, and shall sit on the ground ; they shail 
tremble at every moment, and be appalled at you." These gestures were "all designed to impress upon the mourner 
the existence of a crisis in the life of his family or community. Each of these symbolic acts points up the disruption 
of the normal state of things" Gruber: Aspects 486. An "expression of grief common to ancient Canaanites, 
Israelites, and Mesopotamians was sitting on the ground. In addition to this posture of mourning the Hebrew 
Scriptures and Akk. literature attest to the interpretation of the act of hurling oneself to the ground as itself an 
expression of grief' Grubcr: Aspects 4634. Also see Ezekiel 9:8 and 11:13. 
"The situat~on in Babylonia is equally difficult to describe with precision. A tantalizingly allusive piece of 
information about food allocations made to Jehoiachin and his family as well as to various craftsmen, possibly 
foreign craftsmen from Jerusalem, leaves us in doubt as to whether the exiles were treated as captives in the strictest 
sense, kept on small rations, or whether they were given reasonably generous allocations. The subsequent reference 
to the release of Jehoiachin indicates imprisonment, but we have no means of knowing whether the imprisonment 
was constrictive or reasonabty human, except that it is clear that Jehoiachin's royal status was acknowledged" Peter 
Ackroyd: Erile and Restoration. A Smfy  of Hebrew Thought of the Sirlh Ceniury B.C. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 
1975) 3 1. The Murashu evidence from the Persian period, at Ieast a century later, shows Judeans in the region 
heavily involved in financial affairs. But we really have no clear picture of exilic life. Overall, "indications are of 
reasonable freedom, of settlement in communities - perhaps engaged in work for the Babylonians, but possibly 
simpty engaged in normal agricultural life - of the possibility of marriage, of the ordering of their own affairs, of 
relative prosperity" Ackroyd: Erile 2. 

Significant for our view of Ezekiel as a piece of sophisticated literature which draws heavily upon iconographic 
models is the fact that: "In 598 and 587, most of the exiles were well-educated people; part of them probably already 
knew some Aramaic as is shown by the attitude of the members of the royal cabinet as early as 701 BC (2 Kgs 
18:20). With this knowledge the exiles could prosper in Babylonia and some could even obtain an official position 
in the Babylonian, and her ,  Persian, administrations" Andri Lemaire: 'Education (Ancient Israel),' 305-3 12, ABD 2 
309 as such, we might presume some knowledge of literature and "art." 
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shall die for their sin, and their righteous deeds that they have done shall not be 
remembered; but their blood I will require at your hand. If, however, you warn the 
righteous not to sin, and they do not sin, they shall surely live, because they took 
warning; and you will have saved your life (3: 16-2 1). 

A week later, the message is reiterated, Ezehel's role as a 

messenger is confirmed and clarified. His task is that of a 

"watchman" or "sentinel." The role is certainly not to be 

taken literally, but as a messenger his sounding the aIam is 

as vital to the survival of the state as the one who stood on 

the wall keeping careful vigil for any sign of an enemy 

force or other danger. Such danger would be signaled by 

the blast of a trumpet (cf. Amos 3:6) and a shout of 

warning. When the alarm sounded, it was a call to those in 

the fields and villages nearby to seek the shelter of the city, 

and to those in the city to man the ramparts and secure the 

gates, turning the city into a fortress. Those who ignored 

the warning trumpet were liable for their own lives. They 

had chosen to ignore the sounding of the alarm. In the 

same manner, Ezekiel is to clearly and carehlly sound the 

alarm for YHWH. His very life is at stake.86 

No theophanic appearance is noted in this reiteration of the caI1, and we might anticipate some other means 

of delivery - were it not for the subsequent verses?' 

Then the hand of the LORD was upon me there; and he said to me, Rise up, go out into 
the valley, and there I will speak with you. So I rose up and went out into the valley; and 
the glory of the LORD stood there, like the glory that I had seen by the river Chebar; and I 
fell on my face. The spirit entered into me, and set me on my feet; and he spoke with me 
and said to me: Go, shut yourself inside your house. As for you, mortal, cords shall be 
placed on you, and you shall be bound with them, so that you cannot go out among the 
people; and I will make your tongue cling to the roof of your mouth, so that you shall be 
speechless and unable to reprove them; for they are a rebellious house. But when I speak 
with you, I will open your mouth, and you shall say to them, "Thus says the Lord GOD"; 
let those who will hear, hear; and let those who refuse to hear, refuse; for they are a 
rebellious house (392-27). 

AS a metaphor, the prophet as a watchman is we11 established: cf. Hosea 993; Jer 6: 17; "bIind watchmen" Isa 56: 10; 
Hab 2: 1 speaks of a vigil in a watchtower. As a metaphor of hope Jeremiah describes a day when watchmen wilt not 
be required and they wit1 "cry out ... 'Come, let us go up to Zion, to the LORD our God'," Jer 3 1 :6. Also cf. 
Blenkinsopp 28-29. 

13' The overall program of  the book suggests that access to the divine throneroom is no longer to be found in Jerusalem, 
but is in exile. Though it is not cIear that Ezekiel wants us to equate the locale of  his theophany by the imgation canal 
with the Jerusalem temple, it is clear that like at Sinai, YHWH is able to choose to both to manifest himself and to 
grant access to his presence from any place he chooses. 
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While kneeling is rare for worship," it is the normal iconographic posture for s u b m i ~ s i o n . ~ ~  Prostration 

may often begin a sequence of gestures which result in a face to face encounter, and sequences vary 

according to the rank of the participants who meet.91 

s8 In Egypt, reiigious submission cm also mimic the sorts of gestures found in mourning: "Careful analysis of Old 
Kingdom tomb paintings has enabled the reconstruction of the entire gesture sequence. First the worshipper knelt on 
one knee and extended one arm (with its hand held open) while holding the other arm (with closed fist) crooked 
back toward the body. As the recitation progressed the extended arm was drawn back and its hand closed. The 
worshipper then touched or struck his chest with alternating blows of his clenched fists" Wilkinson: Reading 17. 

89 "One mural in the tomb of Sebekhotep, dating from the reign of Thurrnosis IV, shows an embassy of Syrian princes 
bringing tribute. They are distinguished from Egyptians by their garments, beards and coiffures, and are depicted 
striding along at the rear of the group, in the traditional posture of men making offerings. But the three figures in 
front are on bended knee. a posture indicating their subjection to the power of the Egyptian pharaoh. Two of them 
are shown with their arms raised; one of them has cast himself to the ground and is touching it with his forehead. 
These gestures still have an element of symbolism. They generalize a situation that doubtless occurred frequently in 
those days. The effect produced is similar to that of an illustration to a phrase that often appears in Egyptian texts: 
'... and there they lay flat on their faces before his majesty ..."' Woldering: 166-167. 
"Both in the metaphoric sense arid in the retigious and court ceremonies the gestus in question indicates the 
superiority of lord over vassal 1 worshipper by reference to relative position: ford erect, vassal 1 worshipper 
groveling beneath the master's feet ... [for example,] In ancient Western Asia bowing and kissing the sovereign's 
feet were the principal symbolic acts by which vassals and vanquished enemies expressed obeisance to their lord or 
conqueror" Gruber: Aspects 170, 186. 

On marking a vassal's continued subservience in words and action see 'Gestures and Postures Denoting Obeisance,' 
Gruber: Aspects 182ff. Gruber notes: "That repeated kissing of the ground was a particuIarly Elamite form of 
obeisance is corroborated by a relief from Assurbanipal's palace at Nineveh which gives a pictorial account of the 
submission to Assurbanipal of the Elamite city of Madaktu. Gruber: Aspects 261; Frankfort: M A 0  (180b and 
illustration 205). "The repeated action hinted at by the Akk. D durative is suggested in the illusnation by the heads 
and bodies of the Elamites being pictured in two positions simultaneously, the same effect as would be achieved by 
photographing the movement with overly slow film" Gruber: Aspects 26 1, note 3. 

*' In Ugaritic texts, when Yam's messenger is told not to bend over or fall at the feet of El, the body language mirrors 
the statements concerning El's status vis a vis Yam. cf. Gruber: Aspects 301-302. Similarly in Isaiah 49:7: "While 
the princes are to bend over before the Servant, who is to have the status of king, kings merely stand up. The 
distinction between the posture assumed by the princes and that assumed by kings reflects two separate forms of 
greeting: 1) standing up to greet persons of equal status; 2) bending over to greet persons of greater status" (303). 
"In Mesopotamia: "It was the practice, however, for the courier to stand up ... before reciting his message and to 
remain standing ... while doing so" Gruber: Aspects 3 13. This is most likely to be connected with the royai status of 
the sender of the message. 

In Egyptian practise: "When hailing a deity a person knelt and inclined himself to the ground which he touched with 
his nose and forehead. This attitude was called 'kissing the ground.' When actually praying one knelt or more 
usually stood with arms raised and open palms extended towards the god. It cannot be proved whether the attitude of 
prayer, which involved the arms being outstretched sideways and bent up at right angles, bore a conscious 
connection to the ka sign" Lurker: 54. 
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Standing is consistently represented as the posture for 

comrn~nication,~' with the "raised arm"93 used as a metaphor to bless 

and to receive a blessing, to swear an oath and so forth.* In light of 

this, all the physical responses of Ezekiel in chapters 1-3 are to be 

considered both normal and understandabIe. The theophany sets 

distance between the divine sovereign and the lowly servant of human 

status. Throughout the book, the "son of man" rubric replicates this 

contrast between Yahweh's kingship and divine power and the mere 

humanity of the representative of his creation,95 Ezekiel has been in 

the presence of the king of the world. % 

9' For exarnpfes of standing as a posture of prayer cf. Jer 18:20b and Ps 
10630-3 1 and Neh 9 2 .  "The evidence suggests that while in Iron Age Israel 
bending over, falling on the face, stooping, and standing were accepted 
postures of worship and prayer, Bronze Age Ugarit knew only standing" 
Gruber: Aspects 152. 

93 "In one context only does Pharaoh appear on an equal footing with other 
figures, namely, in the company of the gods. And it is precisely in this 
context that the Mesopotamian king is shown, not as leader, but as subject. 
The stela of Ur-Nammu is characteristic for the Mesopotamian viewpoint at 
all times. The king stands in an attitude of worship and humility before the 
throne of his god. In Assyrian times the relationship is not essentially 
different but has become less direct. The king is usually shown before a 
statue of the god" Frankfort: Kingsltip 10. 
Outstretched and upraised arms represents the pose of worship and adoration 
adopted by the Egyptians. Such a hieroglyph "was used as  a determinative in 
such words as iatr: 'praise,' dna: 'adore,' sttaslt: 'extol,' and rer: 'to show 
respect,' so the gesture's range of meaning is perfectly clear to us. Because 
the gesture was made before all images of the gods as well as by peopIe 
approaching the king, it is frequently found in religious scenes and in certain 
works of art representing subjects, captives, and tribute bearers in the royal 
court ... even gods could adopt this pose before deities greater than 321. 

themselves" Wiikinson, Reading 29. 
'In written Egyptian, the figure of a man with one arm raised, beckoning or calling, is found in words such as djewi: 

'call,' nis and a s l ~  'summon,' as well as in related words such as sedjenr-ash: 'servant' (literally, one who hears the 
call or summons) ... Temple reliefs include the summoning gesture in many depictions of religious rituals where a 
priest - or the king serving in a priestly function -makes an offering or serves a deity in some other way ... thc 
'calling' or 'invocation' gesture must be carefully distinguished from the normal gesture of greeting which is quire 
similar" Wilkinson: Reading 25. 

'j "In both Egypt and Mesopotamia, people were sometimes referred to as images of god, and while there are 
occasional exceptions, it was usualIy the king who was referred to in this way. The focus for this seems to be Egypt, 
where, beginning with the New Kingdom, there are numerous examples of the king described as the image of a 
particular god; in contrast to this, only five examples are known from Mesopotamia (four of which date to the Neo- 
Assyrian period)." Curtis, Edward: 'Image of God,' 389-39 1, .4BD 3, 390. 

"There are indications in Gen 126-28 that the 'image of God' terminology perhaps had its origins in the royal 
ideology of the ancient Near East ... Perhaps the image of God idea suggests that humankind is the primary place 
where God manifests Himself: perhaps the figure implies that it is humanity that stands in a special relationship to 
God and that should function both like God and on His behaIf; it does seem clear, in the light of the Near Eastern 
parallels, that the term has less to do with form and appearance than with function and position in the created order 
of things." Curtis, Edward: 'Image of God,' 389-39 1, ABD 3, 39 I ; Gomald: Lighr 388. 

96 Fohrer: 4 t 7. Once again the prophet encounters the mysteries of the divine throneroom: "Having exhausted all the 
resources of language at his disposal, the prophet confesses that at best he has seen and described God twice 
removed. No vision of the divine so replete with imagery was ever so antianthropomorphic; no symbolism of the 
Godhead ever so palpably insufficient. It is no wonder that all the attempts to picture the vision have been miserable 
failures ... The result of what he sees establishes in Ezekiel's mind the unalterable realization of the immense 
distance between God and man. The prophet is henceforth 'son of man,' or 'mere mortal, frail human"' Gottwald: 
Lighr 388. 



T he first block of text [chapters 1-31 provides us with the image of the enthroned sovereign sending out 

his messenger to warn his subjects that order will come either through appropriate obedience or 

enforced subjection. The imagery is powefil and regal, and well understood in the ancient Near East. 

The prophetic response is awed and appropriate. The language of the first block of material reminds the 

reader of the guardian figures familiar from the gates of palaces and temples, and of the rich iconography 

found in the throne room, on the throne dais, in painting and relief sculpture around the throne, and on the 

throne itself. The prophet prostrates himself before the king of the world, and stands to receive a royal 

parchment, a proclamation for the empire. If we think of the throneroom of Assurnasirpal 11 as a son of 

model of the components of the iconography of empire, we might consider how the imagery of the book of 

Ezekiel fits into the book in blocks which begin to replicate in a literary work the sort of programmatic 

features we find in the iconographic patterns of the palace. 

Introduction 

Chapter 4 begins with a theme reminiscent of the great Assyrian artistic narratives of imperial conquest.' A 

city which has been in constant rebellion is shown no M e r  mercy. Siege ramps are constructed against 

the walls, military camps are shaped, and battering rams are wheeled into position.' Ezekiel is to model 

such scenes, as well as the rationing of the besieged and the binding of prisoners.' Chapter 5 continues with 

"'One picture is worth a thousand words.' But long before the age of news photography and TV reporting made this 
slogan familiar, the power of visual images to reach and shape the deepest levels of human thought was recognized. 
As far as we can go in our earliest history, it appears that human beings pictured to themselves the nature of reality 
before they endeavored to analyze it into its component features. It is not at all surprising, therefore, that so visually 
sensitive a prophet as Ezekiel should have presented the most important and unwelcome of his prophetic messages 
pictorially, rather than try to justify it in the formal language of priestly argument. The message is a straightforward 
one: Judah has been guilty of idolatry in the very heart of its religious capital, Jerusalem. This truth was a startling, 
incredible, and difficult one for Ezekiel's fellow exiles to come to terms with. Yet accepting it was vitally important 
because it led to a second, even more unpalatable truth: The temple of Jerusalem would bc destroyed" Clements: 36. 

Clements notes: "Undoubtedly Ezekiel was a most uncompromising prophet, and he does not hesitate to paint 
terrifying pictures of what it means to fail under the judgment of God. It is all a matter of theology in pictures" 33. 
But perhaps his passionate portraits are also reflective of his own experiences of siege warfare in the city he is 
describing (cf. 2 Kings 24: 10- 16). 

We are to image only a part of each day in the posture. Gottwald: A Light 390; Taylor: 81. On the impact of war and 
exile on Ezekiel's thinking, Gottwald suggests we should compare the world wars Gomvald: A Light 394. 
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hrther  images of fire, siege and death? Those who vainly 

attempt escape are also described. The horrors of war are 

rehearsed in allusions to cannibalism, pitiless torture, and 

famine, which is compared to the loosening of "deadly 

arrows," "arrows for de~truction."~ Violence, pestilence, 

bloodshed, and ravenous wild animals provide hrther layers 

of chaotic imagerye6 

Chapter 6 extends the rage to devastate mountain shrines, 

cultic groves and shrine paraphernalia, stacking corpses before 

such attestations of divided loyalty. All of this is reiterated in 

chapter 7 with its repetition of the triumvirate of death - 

sword, famine and pestilence. Each section of these units reinforces and builds upon what has gone before, 

sometimes repeating, sometimes extending, reiterating or reinterpreting, but always tenaciously centred on 

the core theme - the rule of Yahweh.' Like the panels in a narrative account of the fall of rebel cities, and 

the stonefaced forward march of the sovereign's invincible army devastating and punishing all rebels, the 

Iiterary iconography of these chapters uses repetition and redundancy to convey the same essentials. The 

rhetorical triad of death, sometimes modified or rearranged, the explanatory conclusion "then you will 

know that I am Yahweh," and other elements, combine to form a literary pastiche affirming the essential 

failure of all plots to dethrone the Lord of the realm. The message is clear. Rebellion leads to death. 

' The "triad of afflictions" can be expanded, as in Ezekiel 14:21, where wild beasts are added. Cf. 0. Kaiser: 'hereb, 
harab,' 155- 165, TDOT 5, 164. Kaiser contends: "The most extreme transformation of the basic formula, with the 
sequence completely inverted, is found in Ezk. 5:12 (1) deber, (2) ra'ab, (3) Itereb. This sequence, too, is quite 
deliberate: first, a third of the inhabitants of Jerusalem will die from pestilence and famine; then, another third will 
perish by the sword outside the city" Kaiser: TOOT 5, 164. "An explicit variant appears in Ezk. 28:23, where the 
elements are (I) deber, (2) dam, 'blood,' and (3) hereb. Here, roo, the sequence is logical. Pestilence will ravage 
besieged Tyre; when the city is taken, there will be slaughter in the streets (dam), while those who flee the city will 
perish without by the sword (cf. also Isa. 13: 15)" Kaiser: TDOT 5, 164- 165. 

"During the enthronement of thc king [of Egypt]: after his coronation, the king would shoot an arrow in each of the 
four directions, symbolizing victory over his enemies and mlc over all comers of the world. Four birds were 
released at the same time, to proclaim the king's enthronement to all four comers of the world" G. J. Botterweck and 
H. Hoffner: 'hes,' 1 18- 124, TDOT 5, 1 19. "In Ezk. 5: 16, the arrows of Yahweh symbolize faminc" Botterweck and 
Hoffner: TDOT 5, 123. "The use of arrows for oracles is probably connected with the idea of God's arrows; it is 
attested in the West Semitic area and possibly (albeit not with certainty) in Mesopotamia (cf. 11.2 and Ezk. 2 1: 26ff 
[2l ff.]). In the double oracle given by E!isha to Joash, the king of Israel (2 K. 13: 15-18), an arrow symbolizes 
military victory: the king shoots a 'victory arrow' eastward and strikes the ground three times with arrows, a gesture 
intended to symbotize three victories over the Arameans; if he had struck five or six times, he would have destroyed 
them totally" Botterweck and Hoffner: TDOT 5, 124. Also S. Iwry: 'New Evidence for Belomancy in Ancient 
Palestine and Phoenicia,' JAOS 8 1 ( 1  96 I )  27-34. 

Summarizing their symbolic potential in the ancient Near East, we should note: "Bow and arrow stood as symbols of 
the warrior kings of the Neo-Assyrian period. Assurbanipal boasts: 'I held the bow, caused the arrow to fly, the 
ornament of my prowess.' In Egypt, Asia Minor, and Syria-Palestine, bow and arrow symbolized masculine 
sexuality in fertility rituals and incantations. There is no explicit evidence in Mesopotamia for an arrow oracle like 
that promised the Babylonian king in Ezk. 2 1 :26ff. (2 1 ff.)" Botterweck and Hoffner: TDOT 5, 120. 

"Ezekiel's familiarity with all the implements of siege suggests that he had witnessed the siege of Jerusalem at the 
end of 598 BC and the first months of 597 BC" Browntee: 64. Cf. Yadin: The Art of Watj5are ... 

''In chapters 1-37, however weird the forms of expression, Ezekiel always has reference to the historical experience of 
Israel" Gottwald: A Lighl 395. Thus, sign acts are intended to "enhance the force of the spoken word, to make 
possible the more intense kind of identification with it that successful theater can achieve" Blenkinsopp: 34. 
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324. 

Few images of war were placed on cylinder seals8 or on other artifacts. Generally, these scenes were 

restricted to representations on palace or temple walls. fainted representations of palace decoration are 

mostly lost, but the Assyrian palace reliefs provide us with an attestation of the sentiments expressed 

literarily by the prophet. Such form a primary source for our analysis of the essential concepts envisioned 

by this section of the work. This is not to insist that Ezekiel had seen such iconography, but that the 

essentiaI concepts of rule were part and  parcel of the ideology of kingship.' The simple icon of the smiting 

king is both familiar and programmatic for the narrative scenes describing the fall of cities to siege and fre-  

The palace reliefs help us to comprehend these through ancient imagery. 

The siege of Jerusalem 

Ezekiel's pronouncements concerning the coming end of JerusaIem are certainly described on the basis of 

his own experience of such a military crisis during the first exile of Judeans, a crisis in which he was an 

eyewitness to events. He describes the invasion of the Babylonians and the siege of the city in chapter 5, 

chronicling the crisis which would be marked by fire, sword, and exile (5:l-4). As a literary description, 

the sequence is a realistic description of ancient war, and highlights the lethal triad of famine, plague and 

sword, those most characteristic forms of premature death. To this is added the threat of deportation.1° "A 

Though there are a few examples in Collon: Firsl Inrpressions 162-163. 
While we might debate what remains of Assp-an palaces or Babylonian palace decoration Ezekiel might have seen 
on his journey to Babylon, such is somewhat counterproductive. Nippur certainly is likely to have had extant 
temples and palaces, even if such had not been observed en route. Still, it is not necessary that Ezekiel had seen any 
palace narrative decoration to utilize the basic ideology which was there represented. Such was the common fodder 
of intellectual models of kingship and empire. 

'O Blenkinsopp, from an observation of the detailed imagery comments: "By means of vivid imagery, Ezekiel shows up 
the fragility and impermanence of those realia which make up the fabric of our taken-for-granted existence and 
contribute to our sense of personal and social identity. History, to which in however limited measure we contribute, 
and over which we have so little control, produces events that can, with unanticipated suddenness, reveal the 
insubstantial nature of what passes for solid reality. Such an event was the fall of Jerusalem in 586 BC experienced 
by Ezekiel and his contemporaries" Blenkinsopp: 5 1. 
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third of your people will die of the plague or perish by famine inside you; a third will fall by the sword 

outside your walk; and a third I will scatter to the winds and pursue with drawn sword" (5: 11-12). 

Take a brick and set it before you. On it portray a city, Jerusalem; and put siegeworks 
against it, and build a siege wall against it, and cast up a ramp against it; set camps also 
against it, and plant battering rams against it all around. Then take an iron plate and place 
it as an iron wall between you and the city; set your face toward it, and let it be in a state 
of siege, and press the siege against it. This is a sign for the house of Israel (4:l-3). 

The prophet is told to take a brick and scratch on it a representation of Jerusalem - either a map, or a 

drawing of the city - the text is not clear. Obviously, the representation is to clearly indicate the familiar 

city, whether on a regular sized building brick, a clay potsherd, or some other "brick." Ironically a map of 

Nippur has survived on a clay tablet (ill. 326). ' l  Likewise, the military installations might be envisioned as 

mapped out, or as modeled out of the surrounding earth, or as drawn out on the brick like an Assyrian 

relief. That is not clear. But however we explain the matter, the prophet is to represent Jerusalem and its 

fate clearly. I2 

" In Mesopotamian building projects, bricks were often inscribed with the name of the builder. Is king YHWH's 
inscribed brick to be imagined? 

" Allen observes that his symbolic actions: "begins with the order to scratch a recognizable representation of 
Jerusalem. There are a number of Babylonian examples extant of plans engraved on clay tablets, such as the city of 
Nippur (ANEP 260) or of a house (Meissner: Babylonien rtnd Assyrien, vol. 2. Fig. 154). It is not specified whether 
such a ground plan or a sketch on a vertical plane with walls and buildings is in view. However, the consequent 
elaboration of the sign-act with siege representations may indicate a sketch such as often appeared in Mesopotamian 
victory reliefs (Uehlinger: "'Zeichne eine Stadt"' 141-149; cf. ANEP 366)" Allen: 1, 64. Also Greenberg: 1, 103; 
Block: 1 ,  17 1 f.; ZimrnerIi 1, I6 1 f. Problem with the dimensions of a standard clay brick is cited by Wevers: 60; 
Allen points to the use of the verb draw in v I, but not in v.2 as evidence for model use, Allen: 1, 64, citing 
Uehlinger: '"Zeichne eine Stadt [.. . und belagere sie!" Bild und Wort in einer Zeichenhandlung Ezechiels gegen 
Jerusalem (Ez 40,' 11 1-200 in Jerusalenr: Terle-Bilde-Sleine (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1987)j 150- 
152, with approval. 
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326. 

We have already described the scenario with a griddle forming "an impenetrable barrier" as a reversal of 

the priestly blessing." Ironically, the prophet who sees YHWH face to face must convey the message that 

YHWH is "hiding" his face - his blessing and benefaction - From Jerusa1em.l' 

The next segment instructs the prophet further: 

Then lie on your left side, and place the punishment of the house of Israel upon it; you 
shall bear their punishment for the number of days that you lie there. For I assign to you 
a number of days, three hundred and ninety days, equal to the number of the years of 
their punishment; and so you shall bear the punishment of the house of Israel. When you 
have completed these, you shall lie down a second time, but on your right side, and bear 
the punishment of the house of Judah; forty days I assign you, one day for each year. 
You shall set your face toward Jerusalem, and with your arm bared you shall prophesy 
against it. See, I am putting cords on you so that you cannot turn from one side to the 
other until you have completed the days of your siege (4:4-9). 

Is lying on his side "bearing sin" to be connected with the proclamation against the city with a bared arm?'' 

It is a priestly role to bear punishment and while many analyses of the 390 days have been proffered the 

Greenberg: 1, 104; For description of use cf. TayIor: 76. The edge of the grill would normally rest on bricks with the 
fire beneath it. Allen notes "A number of commentators have usefully compared Lam 3:44: You have covered 
yourself with a cloud, / so that prayer camot pzss through"' 1,65. Brownlee argues the griddle becomes a symbol of 
JerusaIem's waIls, and suggests this may be because it is more portable than clay models, but this seems unlikely. 
A reversal or undoing of the "priestly blessing" from Numbers 6 2 4  would communicate nothing if it were 
unfamiliar. The argument for a general knowledge of the bIessing has been remarkably affirmed by discovery of 
small silver scroIls bearing a text closely related to the benediction. Cf. Klaas Smelik: Writings from Ancient Israel 
(Louisville: Westminster / John Knox, 199 1) 160-162; G. Barkay: Ketef Hinnom: A Treasury Facing Jenrsaleni 3 
Walls (Jerusalem: 1986). The irony of a priest reversing the blessing is not to be missed. Are there gestures to 
accompany this? 
The arm is "bared" so the warrior is not inhibited by clothing. On the motif compare Isa 52:lO; 51:9-10. The 
suggestion this is a 'magical' rite elicited the foltowing response from Brownlee: "'That she may undergo siege' 
indicates that the performance of the pantomime will help bring out the doom that is predicted. This is akin to the 
AN€ idea that rites were magical. There is an important difference, however, between Ezekiel's use of sqmbolic 
actions and what is called sympathetic magic. In the latter, one sought to achieve results by compelling the gods to 
act in a certain way. In the former, however, the prophet acts upon the command of God ... yet there is something 
dynamic in what the prophet does" 65. 
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simplest and most likely is as follows. l6 We are told a day equals a year. Counting back 390 years from the 

destruction of Jerusalem in 586 we arrive at 976 BC. This approximates the date ofthe dedication of the 

Jerusalem temple, an event marked by the moving in of the divine king (1 Kings 8), an event which is 

clearIy reversed in Ezekiel 10-1 1. Ezekiel's concern with Israel as a whole - Israel and Judah - will 

become more sharply defined as he continues. Tbe forty years are to be understood in parallel with the first 

sequence, much like an enacted poetic couplet. "Like the original forty-yea. period in the wilderness, the 

purpose of the exile is to eliminate a generation of Israelites that has provoked his wrath and to set the stage 

for a new beginning."" 

327. 

The command to "set your face"I8 toward the siege and preach /prophecy with arm bared may or may not 

be connected with the skillet. The simplest picture is as follows. The first act clearly portrays 'YHWH's 

hidden face and marks the end of the blessing. This is followed by a scene in which the priest is shown 

bearing the sins of the people, tied up with ropes like an exile. This is all connected to the "days of your 

siege" which links this to the original act. In the midst of this the prophet changes roles. Once again he is 

YHWH but there is no longer an iron barrier. There is an angry presence prepared to do battle with 

Jerusalem, 

Significantly, lying on his side allows the writer to introduce "left" (= north) and "right" (= south), and to reinforce the 
distinction between Israel and Judah. Cf. also the related concept of the four comers in 7:2. Lying on the side has 
been interpreted in many ways, including among a number of interpreters catalepsy. Brownlee suggests a stroke and 
argues the siege is that of Jerusalem and the prophet's body (66). 

l6 In this section the 'to bear iniquity' belongs to the traditional priestly role / vocabulary. Cf. Blenkinsopp: 35; Block: 
1, 179. 

" Block: 1 : 179- 180. 
T h e  fixed staring is similar to Ezekiel's frequent symbolic gesture of turning to look in the direction of the target of 
an oracle of judgment (cf. 6 2 ;  21 :7[2], where Jerusalem is the target; cf. Jer 21: 10)" Alten: 1'65. 
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The prophet's instruction to Iie on his side for long periods of time has been dominated by attempts to 

decode the meaning of the time period involved.'' But could the intent also bear an iconographic meaning? 

Is the prophet Iying o n  the ground like the dead? A long Iived motif in the iconography of death includes 

over a millennia of chariot scenes, across a number of cultures which depict the dead enemy beneath the 

chariot, lying on  his side. 

329. 

Most likely these are first two parts of a sort of street theatre which is to be performed daily." That is, each 

day the prophet reenacts the siege, playing his role as YHWH enforcing the application o f  the covenant 

l9 Cf. Allen: 1,  68. Hals suggests that the total produced by adding 390 and 40, 430 years is identified in priestly 
tradition (Exodus 12:40-41) with the scjourn in Egypt. 'The prophet and his followers looked for a new exodus at 
the end of this sojourn/exile. Even the expression 'wilderness of nations' in 20~35 shows the deliberate attempt to 
paraIIel the 'wilderness of Egypt' in earlier tradition" Hals: 34; also cf. Zimrnerli: 1, 166-168. Greenberg counts 
back 390 years from Ezekiel's time, "to the beginning of the tenth century BCE, roughly when the temple was built 
- perhaps the start of an era for Ezekiel; this era, then, was (on this interpretation) all sin. But ihis interpretation 
meets an insuperable difficulty in the 40 years oFJudah ... the number 390 defies all explanation" Greenberg, 1, 
105. But later he observes: "By the standard of the Book of Kings, israel's age of sin began with the erection of the 
temple (c. 970 BCE) and the failure to stop forthwith the worship carried on at the high places (cf., e.g. 1 Kings 
1423, and see Ezek 20:27-29 ...). This brings us close to 390 years of  sin ..." 125. 

The standard biblical use of 40 years to designate a generation may indicate that the present generation will bear the 
guilt of Israel's sin (Zimrnerli: 1, 167), and at the same time indicates that the history of Israel has been - from 
beginning to end - a history of rebetlion against the purposes of Yahweh. This would seem to be in fine with later 
evaluations of Israelite history within the book. 

'O A series of daily acts Allen: 1, 67; Hals: 33. These acts also include measuring food by weight on a set of scales, and 
water by volume (4: 10-1 1). 
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upon the rebellious capital, then he takes a priestly role, and bears the sin of his people. After that, a daily 

meal of siege rations is consumed in the midst of the agricultural plenitude of the exilic home. He is 

instructed to take "wheat and barley, beans and lentils, millet and spelt; put them into one vessel, and make 

bread for yourself' (4:9). This bread is to be eaten each day of "his siege" along with a careklly measured 

amount of water. The multi-grain bread, far ftom representing some sort of ancient health food, is to be 

understood as the scrapings of the storage jars. Mixing together whatever bit of food can be found, and 

rationing out just enough water to sustain life, the prophet is to cook his bread directly on the fire, on 

human dung (4:9-12) " "Thus shall the people of Israel eat their bread, unclean, among the nations to 

which I will drive them" (4:13). At this the priest balks, protesting he has never violated the food laws in 

such an extreme manner, and a concession is made allowing him to prepare his bread on a fire of cow dung 

(4: 14- 13,"  

I am going to break the staff of bread in Jerusalem; they shall eat bread by weight and 
with feafilness; and they shall drink water by measure and in dismay. Lacking bread 
and water, they will Iook at one another in dismay, and waste away mder fieir  
punishment (4: 16-17)." 

The breaking of bread sticks implies the practice of carrying and storing rings of bread on a long stick, or 

sometimes on cords suspended from such a stick. This becomes a metaphor for famine, as the supply of 

bread is ended." Enacting such signs is used to reinforce prophetic word.'s Whether we see these "acts" as 

'I These rations for EzekieI constitute a daily meal, basic subsistence, to be consumed in public view by the siege 
model "to depict the rigors of the siege, evidently after the animals had been eaten for food, there is to be the 
revolting substitution of human excrement, which would be in direct contact with the food" AIIen: 1, 69. The 
uncleanness associated with human waste is observed the regulations for its disposal "outside the camp" in 
Deutcronorny 23:13-15. Allen reminds us that "Even worse siege conditions are envisioned in 2 Kgs 1827 (= Isa 
36: I2), eating one's own excrement" Allen: 1, 69. Of course all "bread*' eaten in exile might be considered unclean. 
Cf. the analogies drawn in Hosea 9:3-4 and Amos 7: 17. 

Much of the "uncleanness" attributed to the bread would be shared by modems who would find dough tossed onto a 
hot rock, or even into the ashes of the fire and then dusted off less than palatable. If the fuel used was human dung, 
it would simply amplify the sense of disgust. Cf. Eichrodt: 86 for a description of the bread preparations. The mix of 
materials is to indicate the last scrapings of food supplies. 

71 -- In actual fact the "unclean" issue stems fiom contact with human excrement. 
23 On siege equipment cf. Yadin: 3 14-3 t 7, 391; on art of the siege as especialIy developed by Assyrians cf. Zimmerli: 

1, 162. 
'' Block: 1, i 87 notes that staff of bread, could also indicate stalk or stem of grain. In either case the bread supply will 

be cut off. 
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really taking place, or the whole project as rhet~rical,'~ a major purpose of the literary picture is to 

effectively cite the covenant curses of Leviticus 26: 

Yahweh's announcement that he would 'break the bread sticks in Jerusalem' 
appropriately harks back to the phrase of the curses that envisioned the Israelites as 
gathered within their cities, sheItering From the enemy (Lev 26:25). Yahweh was to 
'break their bread sticks' (Leviticus 26:26), so that their bread would be issued 'in 
rationed amounts; (5pwna 'by weight,' exactly as here; cf. qpwm in Ezek 4: 10). " 

The actions continue: 

"Symbolic actions are frequent in many prophetic books. Ezekiel's are somewhat different for several reasons: ( I )  
they generally appear in literary coIlections, e.g. 4: 1-5: f 7 and 121-20; (2) they normally contain no mention of 
being camed out ( I  2 7  and 24: 18 are exceptions), and thus cannot be uniformly or strictly designated as report of a 
symbolic action; and (3) they often pose questions of feasibility (e-g., 5:2 directs an action to be taken by the 
prophet in and around Jerusalem)" HaIs: 30. Blenkinsopp draws our attention however, to the prophetic traditions as 
practiced by Ahijah of Shiloh ( 1  Kings 1 1:29-3 1) and Zedekiah ( I  Kings 22:ll-22). "EIisha ordered King Joash to 
shoot arrows out of the window" (1 Kings 13:I4-19) to defeat the Syrians, Isaiah walked around Jerusalem naked 
(Isaiah 20) and Jeremiah also undertook symbolic acts in connection with the delivery of oracles (Jeremiah 13, 19 
27-28). Cf. Blenkinsopp: 34-35. 
major problem is that: "an expression which may seem to one scholar to reflect a symbolic act, may be interpreted 
by another as no more than a figure of speech, as a technical expression without performance, or as a technical act 
void of symbolic meaning" Meir ~MaluI: Studies in ~tlesopotarrtian Legal Symbolisnz (Neukirchener Verlag, 1988) 9. 
bInIul offers a definition: "A symboiic act is an act or gesture which must be performable and performed. is 
executed intentionally and solemnly, in an appropriate context, for a limited span of time, and it must symbolize a 
legal resuIt which differs form its manifest physical result" Malul: Studies 20. 
Full discussion of this would be tangential to our purposes, but some optrons need to be noted: Cf. Block: 1, 164ff.; 
Georg Fohrer: Die symbolischen Handlzcngen der Propheten (Zurich: Zeingli, 1968); B. Lang: 'Street Theatre, 
Raising the Dcad, and the Zoroastrian Connection in Ezekiel's Prophecy,' 301-305 in J. Lust (ed.): Ezekiel and His 
Book (Leuven: Leuven, 1986). 

a) theatre. Lang and others have suggested this is essentially theatre, meant to attract attention. Lang: "Street Theatre" 
305. In any case, ''Sign and interpretation worked in mutual confirmation" Allen: 1, 66. 

b) magic. Von Rad posed the question: did they create future by such acts? G. Von Rad: Old Testanlent Theology, 2, 
(New York: Harper, 1965) 96-97. Hals notes that in their "detailed vividness" the sign acts "closely resemble magic, 
in that these deeds prefigure events with such inherent power that the coming events are actually herewith set into 
motion. And yet they differ from magical acts in one crucial aspect ... it is solely as the announcement of Yahweh's 
a11 powerful will that these symbolic actions function" 34-35. 

Taylor notes that "the crudest form is the method of cursing, known in classicaI times, which was effected by writing 
the name of one's victim on a potsherd and then smashing it against a wall. This was not simply a method of venting 
one's hatred; it was seriously intended to bring upon the victim the shattering which his name suffered. More 
sophisticated versions would include burning wax effigies of one's enemies in order to destroy them" 76-77. Taylor 
refers to the Egyptian execration texts as a parallel (cf. ANET 3BE) ,  and obviousIy alludes to the Sefire treaties. 

c) legal. Another aspect of some of these gesture clusters are their legal implications: 'They were not instruments of 
language, but rather constitutive instruments of law, intended to create and bring about a legal change rather than 
just communicate it" Malul: Studies 22. 

" Allen: I ,  70. 
The Aramaic curses (lines 20-23) From the Tell Fekheriye parallel this catastrophic situation of curse: 

"Whoever removes my name from the furnishings of the house of Adad (Hadad), my lord . . . 
iMay he sow but not harvest; 
iMay he sow a thousand measures (of barley), 
May he take a se 'ah (a fraction from it); 
May one hundred ewes nurse a lamb, but let it not be satisfied. 
May one hundred cows nurse a calf, but let it not be satisfied. 
May one hundred women nurse a child, but let it not be satisfied. 
May one hundred women bake bread in an oven, but not fill it. 
May his people scavenge barley from the rubbish dumps." 

Translation is from A. Millard and P. Bordreuil: 'A Statue from Syria with Assyrian and Aramaic Inscriptions,' BA 45 
(1982) 135-141. The Tell Fekheriye bilingual inscription is cited by Block in support of the essential practice of 
blessing and curse formulas. Cf. Block: 1, 188. The editio princeps is A. Abou-Assaf, P. Bordreuit, and A. R. 
  mil lard: La  statue de Tell Fekheriye et son inscription bilingue arsyro-aranrkenne (Paris: Recherche sur les 
civilisations, 1982). 
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" ... take a sharp sword; use it as a barber's razor and run it over your head and your 
beard; then take balances for weighing, and divide the hair. One third of the city you 
shall burn in the frre inside the city, when the days of the siege are completed; one third 
you shall take and strike with the sword all around the city; and one third you shall 
scatter to the wind, and I will unsheathe the sword after them. Then you shall take from 
these a small number, and bind them in the skirts of your robe. Form these, again, you 
shall take some, throw them into the fire and burn them up; from there a Fne will come 
out against all the house of Israel (5: 1-4). 

In this section, the end of the siege is depicted by the prophet. It follows sequentially the end of the food 

supply just enacted. The prophet's act of shaving himself with the sword represents the work of the 

Babylonian king, Nebuchadrezzar at YHWH's behest (in 2 1 : 19 this is clarified). This seems to enact the 

similar metaphor applied by the prophet Isaiah to the Assyrian king a century earlier (Isaiah 7:20). The 

results will be devastating - more than two-thirds of the population will be slaughtered. Again, Ezekiel's 

metaphors are tightly layered: 

[Tlhe shaving of the head and beard as a sign of mourning, common in the ancient Near 
East, is a kind of self-imposed ritual dishonoring, just as the rending of garments is a 
form of ritualized nudity and fasting a kind of postmortem dying. In this case, however, 
the dishonoring is imposed by the conqueror, in the manner foretold in an earlier 
prophetic saying that Ezekiel may have had in 

'' Blenkinsopp: 38 is referring to the Isaiah 7 passage, with which many agree. 'The symbolic act of shaving is a 
development of the metaphor of divine punishment in [sa 720, whereby Yahweh was to use Assyria as a razor that 
would shave off all bodily hair" Allen: 1, 71. Block argues for a more polyvalent approach to the metaphor which 
wouId include the violation of the priestly taboo on such shaving (Leviticus 21 5; Deuteronomy 14:l; and especially 
Ezekiel 44:20!); and the fact that the compulsory shaving of a free man an insult (cf. 2 Sam 10:4-5) and thus 
becomes a mark of the treatment of captives (dishonor and humitiation). This analysis is essentially sound, but I 
would question his assessment that the Isaiah metaphor "may even have [been] recalled" (cf. Block: 1, 192). It 
seems to be a primary motif. 
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The hair of the prophet used to "number" the survivors offers sickening results. From the whole mass of 

shaved hair, '' a few strands are to be preserved by the prophet in the hem of his garment." Balances for 

weighing are a familiar sight, depicted in trade and tribute payment, ransoms. Often seen with official 

weights, they offer another motif of the fall of the city. The few strands of hair taken into the hem which 

survive must be understood to go into exile with the prophet now representing YHWH's army - the 

Babylonians! Ironically the purveyors of death are now the only ray of hope. 

All doubt is removed concerning the interpretation of these shocking scenes: 

This is Jerusalem; I have set here in the center of the nations, with countries all around 
her. But she has rebelled against my ordinances and my statutes, become more wicked 
than the nations and the countries all around her, rejecting my ordinances and not 
following my statutes ( 5 5 6 ) .  

Such rebellion turns the emperor's attention against them: "I myself, am coming against you" (5:s) .  The 

king did not always accompany the army on campaign, but what has happened in Jerusalem is remarkable. 

It is as if the king of the world has been on campaign, and while he is gone his palace, his very throneroom 

has been usurped - and the citizens of his capital have allowed his rule to end within the city! Another has 

taken his place. And they are prepared to die rather than surrender to their rightful ruler. Now he has 

" Hair as 3 personal item, was associated with priesthood in Mesopotamia and Israel, though in differing ways. "For a 
pricst to cut his hair was out of character (cf. 44:20), but the text does not take up this perspective" Allen: 1, 7 1. But 
it adds to the compex of things a pricst does not do. Ezekiel reverses the traditional blessing (clearly well established 
for the period, as Barkay's disovery clearly proves; cf. our comments on this reversal on pages 18-l9), is mute to 
intercession on behalf of his people, and is rendered unclean by his food. The subtle reversals between chapters 4 
and 5 and 44  may be an intended contrast in the overall structure of the book, and in particular the distance from the 
dead prescribed for the Levitical priesthood. Ezekiel is not only surrounded by the dead, but may even be mimicking 
the dead, by his daily assumed posture, lying virtually motionless on his side. 

Shaving hair and beard were almost universally understood and practiced signs of mourning in the ancient Near East. 
"Hair is regarded by many nations as a receptacle for physical and often secret power (cf. the Biblical tale of 
Samson). Whenever the Egyptian king conquered an enemy the fact was made plain by his seizing him by a tuft of 
hair. Grabbing hold of the hair symbolized the subjection of the whole person. When [sis cut off a lock of hair in 
mourning for Osiris that, too, was a symbolic gesture; also the determinative for the word 'mourning' consisted of 
three locks of hair. It is questionable as to how far one should connect this with the shaven heads of priests, which 
symbolized subjection to divine power ..." Lurker: Gods and Symbols 56. 

'O The "divine protection expressed by the metaphor of hiding in the deity's hem appears in the Bible, especially in the 
phrase 'to take refilge in the shadow of God's wings"' Malul: Studies 196. 
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returned to capture the city, with his invincible army comprised of multinational units. The emperor has 

besieged the city and declares "I myself, am coming against you; I will execute judgments among you in 

the sight of the nations" (5:8). YHWH is to be taken literally, and while he watches and waits, enthroned 

above the city, his international army, under the direction of his field commander Nebuchadrezzar will 

destroy the city. 

333. 

The stubborn rebellion and refusal will not tire the besieger: 

I will do what I have never yet done, and the like of which I will never do again. Surely, 
parents shall eat their children in your midst, and children shall eat their parents; I will 
execute judgments on you, and any of you who survive I will scatter to the wind . . . I will 
cut you down, my eye will not spare, I will have no pity (5:9- 1 1). 

The formula of "thirds" is then repeated (pestilence/famine, fall to sword, scatter1 chased by sword v. 12), 

with the warning the city will become a "desolation, an object of mocking" (v.14). All the metaphors of 

death are repeated in layers in this rebellious center (weighing, dividing, burning, striking, scattering, 

binding). They will become an example to others considering rebellion: "You shall be a mockery and a 

taunt, a warning and a horror, to the nations" (5: 15). In metaphors resounding with echoes of treaty curses 

- biblical and otherwise - famine, wild animals, pestilence, and bloodshed - YHWH's crack troops, are 

on their way against the rebellious city.'' 

" Greenberg compares Leviticus 26, and the curse formulas with a passage from the Annals of Assurbanipal. After the 
Arab's resounding defeat by the Assyrians they will ask " 'On what account have these calamities befallen Arabia' 
(they answered themselves) 'Because we did not keep the solemn oaths (sword by Assur, because we offended the 
friendliness of Assurbanipal' . . ." ANET 299-300; Greenberg: 1, 124 calls this "an identical mentality" to that which 
"permeates Ezekiel 4-5". 

"Pestilence (deber) and Plague (refep) appear as attendants of God as he proceeds form Teman (Hab 3 5 ;  see also Job 
5:7; Psa. 764 [Eng. 31; 78:48; Cant. 8:6). Several extrabiblica1 texts indicate the symbol of the god Resheph was the 
arrow . . . all have been thoroughly demythologized . . ." Block: 1,2 14 
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The invincible army 

Realistic literary descriptions and metaphors, but what has this to do with iconographic images? It is 

notable, that the literary presentation o f  the Babylonian invasion is marked by the sort of ideology which is 

cIrarly expressed in the art of  warfare depicted in Egyptian and Assyrian military propaganda." 

reliefs, panel after pane!, and scene after scene represent Assyrian military campaign .s, but 

there is never a depiction of a dead or wounded Assyrian, neither commoner or king. The ideological 

impact of the representation is the invincible, supernaturally protected army of the great king of  Assyria. 

What is remarkable is the way in which Ezekiel's descriptions fall in line with the ideals of war described 

in Assyrian reliefs.33 While his description of the invading forces would attribute their divine protection to 

Yahweh rather than Assur, the literary representation is in line with the portraits of the invincible army.'" 

-- 

'I "The formidable power of the Assyrian army, with its infmtry, cavalry, and chariot corps, compelled the smaller 
nations in the neighboring lands of the Bible to rely more and more on their fortifications. In open battle, they stood 
almost no chance ... The Assyrian reliefs are rich in detailed illustrations of the conquest and siege of fortified 
cities, but comparatively meager in scenes open battle. And when such scenes are depicted, they arc presented in a 
broad schematic manner, which offer no details of the methods of combat" Yadin 302. An important exception is 
provided by the reliefs of Assurbanipal, chronicling the defeat of the Elamites at Til Tuba (cf. Yadin: 302ff). 

Assyrians developed the "maximum exploitation of and coordination between all the military possibilities open to 
them - siege, storming the ramputs, breach of the walls and gates, scaling, tunneling, and at times the use of 
psychological warfare" Yadin: 3 12. In other technical developments, "In surmounting natural obstacles, particularly 
rivers, the Assyrian army reached new heights of ingenuity and technical skill. Without these qualities, it could 
never have appeared so quickly on distant battlefields, which required, on occasion, the moving of large formations 
with all their technical equipment over long distances, covering hill, dale, and stream" Yadin: 304. 

33  Battering rams were developed by the Assyrians who experimented with a number of types, and then employed by 
the Babylonians. Note Ezekiel 4:2 and 21:22. "These texts of Ezekiel aptly describe the method of operating the 
battering-rams, which are borne out in the Assyrian reliefs. The gate is chosen as the focal point of assault not only 
because it is the weak spot in the wall, but also because the battering-ram could then be wheeled up the path leading 
to the gate without requiring the construction of a special ramp ... But such ramps were constructed on other 
occasions to overcome the natural steepness of the tell when the chosen point of breach was a part of the wall ... 
These ramps were built up of earth whose sides and top picks and swords were also used to pry apart walls, loosen 
stones, open gates etc. The surface were covered with bricks and stones" Yadin: 3 15. 

Attempts to scale the wall spread defenders more thinly and help gain control of the city: "In later periods, where the 
main city wall was more solidly and massively built, or where more protective walls were added, thereby nullifying 
the effectiveness of the battering-rarn, many scaling-ladders were used in the attack operation1' Yadin: 3 16-3 17. 
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Chapter 6 introduces geographical imagery. The Lord God speaks to the "mountains and the hills, to the 

ravines and the valleys" (6:3) warning of the coming sword." Like the terse indications o f  terrain in the 

iconography, Ezekiel's literary geographical indicators are generic rather than specific. The phrasing of 

mountains and heights and ravines and valleys describe terrain, but particulars are avoided to sharpen the 

focus on the devastation which is e v e r y ~ h e r e . ' ~  Corpses lie scattered before idols3' whose efficacy have 

not saved its advocates, broken altars and shattered incense stands attest to misguided loyalties, high places 

have been torn down and d e ~ e c r a t e d . ~ ~  The dead litter the land. The description is reminiscent of the 

elaborate scenes o f  battle, ranging over a variety of terrain, but sharing a r i a l  and brutal message. 

Resistance against the great king is futile, and leads to death. Again the rhetoric o f  "sword, famine and 

plague" is layered to decimate each comer o f  the land. Wherever you look the dead will be visible. 'Then 

they shall know that I am the Lord" (6 :  14).-'~ 

Yahweh is declared the Lord of Israel and as such is sovereign over "the four comers" of the earth (7:2). 

And like the Assyrian army's policy of punishment of rebels the oracle sounds familiar: 

An  end! The enda has come 
upon the four comers of the land?' 

"Diversifying the means of attack compelled the defenders to scatter their force to all parts of the fortifications. And 
then their plight was sad indeed. It is easy to conjure the grim picture: on or two wings are being breached by groups 
of battering-nms; another wing is being stormed by waniors scaling the heights with ladders; beneath another 
section of the wall, units of enemy demolition sappers are tunneling cavities and undermining the foundations; 
elsewhere, part of the wall is beginning to crumble from the action of warriors using levers, spears, and swords to 
displace the bricks; and the doors of the gate are being set on fire by lighted torches .. . And while ail this is going 
on, enemy infantry units stationed around the city are pouring a steady stream of covering fire against the defenders, 
preventing them from using their weapons against the warriors engaged in the actua! breaching operations" Yadin 
3 17. The addition of slingers in the eighth century greatly increased the effectiveness of "covering fire" for the 
parabolic flight pattern "enabled them to be aimed over the walls and to hit the defending troops taking cover behind 
the merlons of the battlements and those behind the walls themselves" Yadin 3 17. 

In Ezekiel the sword is pivotal in 5 2 ,  12; 6:3, 8, 1 I; 7: 15. 
34 The king as lion slayer repeats the essentials. The Egyptian king is shown as larger than life, and his military 

machine takes a similar approach to both losses or setbacks. Even written texts in Assyrian traditions ignore or 
minimize defeats and losses. When such are acknowledged, it is a result of "sin" of a moral or cultic nature. 

3' Reliefs used a variety of motifs to indicate mountainous topographical features by the time of Sargon. 
'" Many feel this reference is made after the fall of Jerusalem. "As the place that witnessed the mass execution of the 

royal family, the Judean nobility, and the temple priesthaod by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings 254-7, 18-31), Riblah 
must have remained in the consciousness of the deportees as a name of infamy and ill  omen" Blenkinsopp: 44. 

'' The term gilfulim is used 39 times in the book, and as such is a key term. "To combat this impulse towards apostasy 
Ezekiel uses coarse language, his word for 'idols' probably being equivalent to terminology normally at home on 
the walls of public toilets" Hals: 40. Block makes the point of the term: "Other gods are but excrement ... Anything, 
any ideology, that minimizes Yahweh's claim on his people stands condemned" Block: 1, 239. 
Aflen points to the manner in which Ezekiel "shadows" the basic text of Leviticus 26, arguing that verses 4 and 4 
"clearly alludes to the next clause of Lev 26:30, 'I will place your [= the Israelites'] corpses on the corpses of your 
idols'," Allen: 1, 87. For an excursus 'The Relationship between Leviticus 26 and Ezekiel 4-6,' cf. AIIen: 1,92-96. 

"The idea of bringing about the defilement of iltegitimate sanctuaries by the use of corpses is both a natural perspective 
for a priest in speaking about war and an effective l a  talionis punishment for a fertility cult where the life-force was 
worshipped" Hals: 39. "Ezekiel brands the shrines where life was celebrated as doomed to death .. . For Ezekiei the 
true locus of sacrality is not between one's legs, but between the people and Yahweh and in the relationship that the 
covenant law called for between the members of the people" Hals:40. 

39 Hals observes the fact that this "recognition formula" is found "seventy-two times in Ezekiel, fifty-four times by 
itself, and eighteen others in which additional elements are added" Hats 32; Zimmerli: 1, 38-39. 

40 Blenkinsopp points to the term "the end" as  derived from Amos 8:2-3, 8-9, and related to Amos 5: 18-20 (45). "The 
fountainhead of all 'day of YHWH' doom prophecies appear to be Amos" Greenberg: 1, 160. The phrase cites 
Amos 8 2  b a '  haqqes as well as Gen 6: 13 qes ... ba '. It is their appearance together which is to be noted. I am 
indebted to Brian Peckharn for this observation. 
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Now the end is upon you; 
I will let loose my anger upon you; 
I will judge you according to your ways, 
I will punish you for all your abominations. 
My eye will not spare you, I will have no pity. 
I will punish you for your ways, 
while your abominations are among you. 
Then you shall know that I am the LORD (7:2-4). 

Surveying the scene results in the conclusion that there is no escape from this disaster. 

Your doom has come to you. 
inhabitant of  the land. 
The time has come near, the day is near - 
of tumult, not of  reveling on the mountains. 
Soon now I will pour out my wrath upon you; 
I will spend my anger against you . . . 
1 wiil not spare; I will have no pity. 
1 will punish you -. . (7:7-9). 

Scenes of carnage are everywhere. Looking to the city the picture is crystal dear  - and the army that has 

gone forth to defend these rebels against the forces of the overlord fall victim to the overwhelming might 

of the emperor's invincible force: 

They have blown the horn and 
made everything ready; 
but no one goes to battle, 
for my wrath is upon all their multitude. 
The sword is outside, 
pestilence and famine are inside; 
those in the field die by the sword; 
those in the city - famine and pestilence devour them (7: 14-15).4' 

'' Here, the translaiim "earth" seems more in line with the traditional idea of the sovereign God as "lord of the four 
quarters." Cf. TDOT I ,  388-405. Allen 1, 106-1 07; Amos 1-3. Yet either conveys the same essential message for the 
Israel Ezekiel has in mind does not exist in the present, but must wait for a future act of beneticence. 

"The reference to the h w w -  nnm, which appears in all seventeen times in the book of Ezekiel (72; 11: 17; 1219, 22; 
13:9; 182;  30:38,42; 21 :7, 8; 25:3,6; 3324; 365; 37:12; 38: 18, 19), but not once outside it ... Zimmerli: I, 203. 

'" Westemann notes the linguistic finks of Ezekiel 7 to the flood story uses 'kords from P's announcement of the 
flood" Westermann:Genesis 1-1 I ,  4 17. 
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Thus the city and its immediate surroundings suffer the effects o f  the siege. The ancient triad of sword, 

famine and plague again characterize the scenes the prophet articulates. 

If any survivors escape, 
they shall be found on the mountains 
like doves of the  valley^,^' 
all of them moaning over their iniquity. 
A11 hands shall grow feeble, 
all knees turn to wateraJj 

They shall put on sackcloth, 
honor shall cover them. 
Shame shall be on all faces, 
baldness on ail their heads. 
They shall fling their silver into the streets, 
their gold shall be treated as unclean 

(7: 15- 19).55 

"The simile of birds on heights for refugees seeking safety is found elsewhere. Thus: 'Abandon the towns!  make 
your home in the cliffs, 0 inhabitants of Moab! Be like thc dove that nests on high on the sides of the gorge' (Jer 
4828; cf' the parallel in [sa 162, alluding to 'fugitive birds, like nestlings driven away' ..." Greenberg: 1, 151. 
Block: I ,  26 1. 
Greenberg notes this simile and the proceeding one find a paralleI in a description of enemies of the Assyrians in 
flight: "Their hearts beat like that of a fledgling dove chased away, they passed hot urine" Luckenbill: 2, 128; cited 
by Greenberg: 1, 152. 
"[qhe increase of wealth and of idols are closely associated" in Isaiah 2, which may in some manner form a 
backdrop to the present text, Greenberg: I ,  162. Isaiah 22-3 notes the association of wealth and idols, and Isaiah 
220-22 declares: "On that day people will throw away to the moles and to the bats their idols of silver and gold, 
which they made for themselves to worship, to enter the caverns of the rocks and the clefts in the crags, from the 
terror of the LORD, and from the glory of his majesty, when he rises to terrify the earth. Turn away From mortals, 
who have only breath in their nostrils, for of what account are they?" 
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Like the panels in an Assyrian palace which depict the scene of a city under siege, telescoping the 

beginning, middle and end of the engagement, chapters 4-7 hold together in a grand scene of battle, a 

collection of images which all point towards the futility of rebellion against the King of all the earth. All 

their treasures will be taken away, and each scene in the grand narrative declaring the fall of the city will 

prove to a world wide audience, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that "I am the LORD." 

I will hand it over to strangers as booty, 
to the wicked of the earth as plunder; 
they shall profane it. 
1 will avert my face from them, 
so that they may profane my treasured place; 
the violent shall enter it, 
they shall profme it (7:2 1-22). 

This oracle serves as a bridge to the next vision, In the theophany which identifies the initial wonderful 

beings as cher~birn,'~ YHWH visibly vacates his palace in Jerusalem. This palace has been desecrated by 

46 Freedman and O'Connor explore a variety of ideas related to the cherubim both in Ezekiel, and throughout biblical 
tradition. TDOT 7, 229-230, 230. Part of the problem of the description is the marriage of the concepts of a 
moveable throne with a static throneroom, a situation which is further compounded by the fact that Ezekiel's temple 
redeploys much of the imagery of the Solomonic original. The factors lead Freedman and O'Connor to the 
conclusion: "The temple of Ezekiel has no parallels to these cherubim" (3 13). 

"The biblical cherubim appear either as mounts for the deity or in association with sacred vegetation. They are rarely 
found as living beings: the majority of the 91 occurrences either refer to representations of cherubim or belong to 
divine epithets. Apart form the latter usage, cherubim appear only in the primal history or in technical descriptions 
of God's throne in P, the Deuteronomistic history, and Ezekiel" TDOT7,3 10. 

While there is a relationship between temple cherubim and those described by Ezekiel, the idea of simple equation is 
cIearly erroneous. Much was clear a decorative motif. Various curtains and the veil of tabernacle were adorned with 
cherubim cf. Ex. 2 1 : I ,  3 1 ,; 36:8, 35; walls and doors of the temple were decorated with cherubim, paIm trees and 
rosettes (1 K. 629-35), cult stands bore reliefs of lions, bulls and cherubim (I K. 7:29, 36). "The kettle chariots 
('stands') of the Solomonic temple bore reliefs of lions, bulls, and cherubim (1 K. 7:29, 36). The walls and doors of 
Ezekiel's temple are decorated with two-faced cherubim between palms (Ezk. 41: 18-25 [6 occurrences]); the faces 
are human and leonine, corresponding to the right side of the cherubim in Ezk. I .  . .. cherubim are associated both 
with vegetation and with movement of the deity. The latter function is easier to define; it is more difficult to 
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the actions of his vassals. Not only have they entered into alliances with other sovereigns, to whom they 

have vowed allegiance, we will Ieam that in the inner courts the building they have celebrated their 

relationship with a collection of other gods. And their open rebellion is signaled in the forecourts of the 

palace itself. 

339. 
The vassal who rules on Yahweh's behalf is a rebel. His judgment concludes the chapter: '" 

The king shall mourn, 
the prince shall be wrapped in de~pair , '~ 
and the hands of the people of the land shall tremble. 
According to their way I will deaI with them; 
according to their own judgments I will judge them. 
And they shall know that I am the LORD (7:27). 

The panel is thus a complete vision of the siege of the city. Beginning with the drawing of Jerusalem on a 

brick (4: I), over which Yahweh hovers, not in relationship as the iron griddIe indicates, but as the divine 

emperor whose forces will decimate the city, leaving bodies strewn throughout the country. The priestly 

blessing graphically revoked, the scene is completed by a vignette on the other side of the sequence: 

When anguish comes, they will seek peace, 
but there shall be none (7:25). '9 

conceive precisely what the guarding of sacred vegetation involves. There is no connection between the two ideas' 
TDOT 7, 3 14. Finally, they also note the problematic text in Chronicles, without advocating a solution: "In David's 
final instructions to Solomon concerning the building of the temple, a model (tabnit) of the cherubim chariot 
(merkabci) is developed in I Ch. 28:18. The text stands in total isolation, and so its conjectured dependence on 
Ezekiel cannot be proved" TDOT 7, 3 13. 

" Hals observes: 'The text of ch. 7 is so dificult that every analysis must confess to extreme hesitancy. The problem 
encompasses untranslatable words, bewildering repetition, obscure allusions, and confusing organization" 41. 

'' Block terms this use of both king and prince a "thorny problem" (1:269), but its likely intention is to both refuse 
Zedekiah the status he desires, and to acknowledge the exiled Jehoiachin. 

49 The priest announces there is no peace, rather than invoking peace as benediction. 
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340. 

The sequence is complete, as the dating formula at the head of chapter 8 clearly indicates. The closest 

iconographic narrative parallel to this narrative sequence comes from Sennacherib's celebration of the fall 

of Lachish represented in a room of his "palace without rival." Though a century and a third separate these 

cataclysmic events in the life of Judah, the technological and militaristic approach to the siege of Lachish 

and that of Jerusalem are similar enough to be compared, The remaining reliefs begin with a panel 

depicting the slingers and archers which are a mainstay of the military corps. Lightly armored and cheaply 

outfitted, the footsoldier is among the simplest to equip and field. We might imagine that while elite 

fighting units from conquered or treatied states or cities were drafted into the Assyrian and Babylonian 

forces, the simplest units of all to comprise were those requiring the basic skills of firing a slingshot, which 

would have been developed by agriculturalists protecting their investments of time and labor in either flock 

or field. The use of a slingshot and simpIe bow would likely have been developed skills that could most 

easily be exploited by the military. These footsoldiers have the Iongest range of weapons and are thus at the 

furthest distance from the city, providing "covering fire." 
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Immediately before them are more heavily armed footsoldiers who carry lance, shield and sword. These are 

the "storm troopers" whose role is to actually invade the city. They are protected by archers who are in turn 

offered cover by fulI sized shields which are heavily armored. Closest to the walls of the city are the 

armored siege engines. They are under heavy fire from rocks and firebrands, yet within the protection of 

the armored vehicle an archer shoots from a closer and more elevated range at the defenders on the city 

ramparts. Another occupant of the engine douses a potential fire while the Iong spear Like protrusion is 

wielded against the masonry of the tower walls. 

342. 

This magnificent portrayal of the siege of Lachish telescopes the heat of battle with the final outcome. On 

the left side of this central scene the siege engine which is now pushed up a ramp against the city wall still 

pries away at the rebel fortress. The tower manned by the defenders draws the eye toward this pitched 

battle, in part by using the open space above the scene. To the right the battle rages on in full force, but this 

first rampart which we view clearly articulates the whoIe. At the bottom of the tower marching downwards 

on the exact opposite trajectory of the siege engine is a row of Judeans with their "exiles' packs" sIung 

over their shoulders. This message of the htility of rebellion is firther emphasized as we follow this row of 

captives to a turning point. The eye tends to continue the downward trail rather than turning with the sack 

bearing figures. It is by this means that our eyes are focused on the three figures we next encounter. Two of 

these are already impaled and the third impaling has just been completed by two Assyrian soldiers. 
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343. 

The action in the Fist pane1 begins with a series of figures facing to the right, towards the city under siege. 

The dominant action in the central panel depicting the fall of Lachish is also oriented towards the right. The 

next panel to the right is formed of two rows of figures facing right. The scene obviously continues into the 

next panel, as the two rows of figures continue until they merge into a unity before Sennacherib who sits 

enthroned at the right of the pane[. The top line depicts Assyrian soldiers with booty from the city, as well 

as Judeans who are taken before Semacherib. Two of those closest to the emperor kneel before him with 

their arms raised in petition. Another bows lower, his hands on the ground his face raised towards the king. 

Those further back bow towards him with hands raised in supplication. The lower register depicts more 

captives as well as soldiers. Rough and ready justice seems to be applied on the battlefield as we see 

Assyrian soldiers flaying two captives at some short distance from the king, while another is being 

beheaded. 
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Sennacherib sits placidly upon the throne, his courders and military officials at hand. The scene is 

surprisingly peacehI and placid. His chariot waits below the throne for the king's bidding. His throne itself 

is fanned by the eunuchs who serve him, and he appears to be offering a boon to the figure immediately 

before him. To the rear of the king the action is oriented towards the left. At the W e s t  distance from the 

king is the Assyrian camp, shown in a combination of a "bird's eye view" and from the more typical 

perspective. Behveen the camp and the throne a contingent of cavalry and charioteers stand as silent 

sentinels awaiting the bidding of their regent. This too adds to the sense of order and placidity in the 

overall battle relief sequence. 

Throughout the scenes the terrain is marked as treed and hilly. No Assyrian is pictured dead, injured or at a 

disadvantage. And while it is graphic in its depiction of the treatment of some rebels there is a distancing of 

sorts achieved which is remarkable. The impression is clearly left that resistance to this overlord is futile 

and deadly, and that no effort of consequence is required on his part to quell rebellion- Death of rebels is as 

certain as his sovereign status. Sennacherib sits on a throne at a height above those who surround him, his 

subjects are portrayed in the intricately carved throne as those who bear his majesty." Three tiers of subject 

peoples are depicted, their arms raised in support of the throne. As an iconographic metaphor this is a 

powerful statement of rule, related to other throne iconography where subjects appear "under the feet" of 

the ruler. Perhaps the change is to sign@ the participation of subject peoples in the benefits of the empire. 

If so, this is an important innovation. 

In situ, the reliefs were placed in an important anteroom with the main scene of the fall of the 

magnificently fortified city of Lachish situated directly opposite the entryway." The viewer is thus "lured" 

into the room by this incredible scene, at which orientation of the viewer is subtly moved to a new focal 

point, the previously concealed end of the room where Sennacherib sits enthroned in all his glory. 

An excellent detailed photo of this is to be found in Barnett and Lorenzini 77. 
51  Cf. Russell's reconsrmction and analysis in Sennaciierib's Palace ... 200fF. 
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Childs describes as "the dominant feature of the book of Ezekiel . ., its stark theological understanding 

which views everything from a radical theocentric perspective." '* This prograrnatic aspect of the book can 

be described against the foil of the kingship of Yahweh, which provides the ultimate theological focus of 

Ezekiel's work: 

The specific groups of exiles lose their features of historical particularity and are caught 
up into larger theological categories of disobedient or redeemed Israel. Often it is 
impossible to know whether the oracles are directed to the remnant at Jerusalem or to the 
exiles of Babylon. In the same way the important spatial distinctions between these two 
localities Babylon and Jerusalem have become entirely reiativized because the people of 
God are viewed as one entity from the divine perspective. fl 

Assessing rebellion at  che heart of the empire 

In chapters 8-1 1 we are transported with Ezekiel across the vast expanses of the empire for a close look 

within the palace." 

In the sixth year, in the sixth month, on the fifth day of the month, as 1 sat in my house, 
with the elders of Judah sitting before me, the hand of the Lord God fell upon me there. I 
looked, and there was a figure that looked like a human being; below what appeared to 
be its loins it was fire, and above the loins it was Like the appearance of brightness, like 
gleaming amber. It stretched out the form of a hand, and it took my by a lock of my 
head; and the spirit lifted me up b~tween earth and heaven, and brought me in visions of 
God to Jerusalem, to the entrance of the gateway of the inner court that faces north, to the 
seat of the image of jealousy, which provokes to jealousy. And the glory of the God of 
Israel was there, like the vision that I had seen in the valley (8:l-4). 

j' Brevard Childs: Introduction lo the Old Testament as Scriplure (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979) 36 I. 
" Brevard Childs: Infroduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979) 362. 
" According to Gruber 'the action in Ezekiel 8-1 1 takes pIace on three levels. These are I )  a series of visions 

concerning the wickedness of Jerusalem and the retribution about to be meted out to that city; 2) the prophet's 
dialogue with the LORD concerning the meaning of the visions; and 3) the prophet's awareness of the real world 
around him" Gruber: Aspects 478. 
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The description and the circumlocution describing the hand - even more distanced than the account of the 

call in chapter 2 - would lead the reader to believe YHWH himself has seized the prophet, but the 

description of the vision of the kabod seen by the Chebar creates at the least a hesitation in making any 

ass~mpt ions !~~  Most likely we are to imagine the prophet is set on his feet at the entryway to the temple 

compound by the LORD.% From here the prophet is taken on a temple tour, in which he becomes a witness 

to the atrocities which Jerusalem entertains, 

347. 

Within the temple images and icons attest to the worship of deities, perhaps Egyptian, Mesopotamian and 

Canaanite, certainly influenced in some manner by all of these5' The leaders of the city are shown calling 

upon these deities in acts of piety which are doomed to failure, the scene Ezekiel witnesses portrays the 

futility of ali such al~egiances.~~ The king of the universe bas no rivals. His demands for loyalty and 

exclusivity must be honored, or disaster will ensueeS9 

" Only now does it become clear the appearance in Babylon "foretokens its removal from Jerusalem, and nowhere in 
chapters 1-7 does the prophet say - dare to say -that the punishment of Israel will entail the end of its chief site 
of worship ... No wail of mourning, no heightened expression whatever, accompanies the report. It is the book's 
first fixmty unequivocal declaration that the national sovereignty has come to an end" Rosenberg, 196. "Only 
completion of the trajectory of promise and fulfillment can truly convince those capable of being saved where their 
true interests Iie, and who YHWH is. Ezekiel is perhaps unique and unprccedented in its preoccupation with the 
conditions of repentance ... Ezekiel, unlike Amos, Isaiah, or the poetic Jeremiah, rarety surveys his contemporary 
Judean society with the detailed eye of the social commentator or the anguished deity, for the historical setting in 
which such a survey would have force and cogency has passed away. It is not the trial but the moment of sentencing 
that most animates the prophet, and the post-sentencing search for perspective and insight over what has been lost" 
Rosenberg: 198-1 99. 

j6 The identification of the figure who meets Ezekiel in his home is difficult. We begin thinking it is YHWH himself, 
but distancing metaphors cause the certainty of this initial conchsion to waver. Cf. Block: 1, 284; BrownIee: 29; 
Hals: 5 I .  Or is Ezekiel simply consistent in his aniconism, teasing us with images which are clear, and yet cannot be 
drawn? Such would be consistent with the portrayal of theophanies in Genesis in which angels and YHWH often 
interchange mid-narrative. 

"Majestic glory evokes both reverence and fear. This is especially clear in Akkadian terminotogy. The phrase pulhtc 
melammu (Sum. ni-melam) is a hendiadys; its components mean, literally, 'fear, glory,' but in fact the phrase means 
'majesty.' The expression is used of deities, kings, and other awesome sacred objects, and is itself an object of 
reverence and fear. The fear (pulhu) and glory (nrelammu) of the Assyrian god or king overcome (ishupSunuti) the 
enemy in battle. The fiery diadem (3/1t, nsr.t) of Egyptian gods and kings Iikewise spreads fear (nnv )  and tenor 
(snd) that vanquish the enemy in battle" Weinfeld: TDOT 7, 30. 

57 Ackroyd: EriIe 40. Some viewed the disaster as evidence of the displeasure of  the Queen of Heaven (Jer. 44), others 
would have abandoned YHWH in favor of the victorious Babylonian gods. Ackroyd: Exile and Resrorarion 41. 

SS The cultic and political implications of the worship of other gods was profound. "From pre-Israelite times it was 
customary to worship local manifestations of the fertility deities on elevated sites around the country which were 
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The attestations begin from the gateway where the prophet has been set down to begin his tour. From there 

an "image of jealousy, which provokes to jealousy" is v i ~ i b l e . ~  Obviously this image which enrages 

YHWH has been erected in Jerusalem (8:3).6' But what is the image? The language suggests the form is 

anthropomorphic. Is it related to a guardian figure in some An image of Asherah? 

Could it even be an image of YHWH in some sort of 

form thought "appropriate" - for example, l m i  

represented as enthr~ned?~' Whether a free-standing 

statue / stelae, or a doorway carving, the image in the 

courtyard of the temple is offensive to the aniconic 

commands of the torah. One final option should also 

be noted. The king often is represented in the doorway 

or courtyard in ancient Near Eastern temple contexts. 

Could the offensive representation be of  a king who 

has not only betrayed his overlord, but represents 

himself as of divine status? Or who has chosen to 

represent himself as a pious worshipper in YHWH's 

thought to have a special sanctity . . . Jeremiah and Ezekiel [indicate] that Josiah's reforms did not survive his early 
death" Blenkinsopp: 4 1. 

j9 Ezekiel 8: 10 is "specificaliy associated with syncretistic worship" Gruber: Aspects 106. "The idolatry described here 
consists of ( 1 )  rejection of the LORD; (2) acceptance of another deity; and (3) formal cultic worship of this other 
deity. Each of these elements is conveyed to Ezekiel via nonverbat communication ... The eastward direction, we 
learn almost immediately, is occasioned by the newly accepted deity's being the sun, which is cultically worshipped 
by 'bending over',' Gmber: Aspects 108. "From Ezekiel 46 we learn that hwl~tsh 'bend over' is the cultically 
prescribed posture to be assumed by the worshipper of the LORD upon entering and leaving the gates of the future 
Jerusalem sanctuary ... While the prince is to bend over upon the threshold, the common people are to do so before 
reaching the threshold" 109. 
The phrase echoes the stipulation: "you shall worship no other god, for the LORD, whose name is Jealous, is a 
jealous God" Exodus 34: 14. This the earliest source of this command, then Deut 6: 15. 

"' The offensive image is often identified with Asherah. Evidence suggests that within certain circles of Yahwism, 
Asherah was deemed an acceptable consort for YHWH. Certainly Hosea (12: 1 web]; 1 1: 12 EngJ criticizes Judah 
for lollygagging with El and QedoSim (plural = 'elohirn, qedos'im) (cf Hosea 123; Eng 122). As Holladay 
summarizes the evidence: "there is only one major goddess known to Judah during the later part of the Iron [I 
period: the goddess AsheraMAsherata, possibly syncretized with, assuming, or confused with the attributes of both 
'Anat and 'Astarte" John HoIladay, Jr.: 'Religion in Israel and Judah Under the Monarchy: An Expiicitly 
.4rchaeologicaI Approach,' 249-299, in Ancient Israelite Religion 278. Cf. OIyan: Asherah and the Cult of Yahweh 
ln  Israel; John Day: 'Asherah,' 483-487, ABD 1. Known as QdS in Ugaritic texts and in Egypt (see ANEP pl. 470- 
374) she is "characteristically represented nude, wearing a Hathor wig, standing on a lion, holding snakes in one 
hand and flowers in the other, and sometimes she holds snakes in both hands. Often she is portrayed together with 
the deities Resheph and Min and her erotic aspect is emphasized" John Day: 'Asherah,' 483-487, ABD I ,  484. 
"[The] finds at KuntilIet 'Ajmd confirm that in 'popular religion she was understood to be Yahweh's consort. It was 
perhaps in this capacity that her cult was established in the temple alongside that of Yahweh himseff and was still 
being advocated by survivors of the disaster in the Egyptian diaspora, according to Jer. 44: 17-1 9" Blenkinsopp: 54. 

Fertility figurines and plaques are ubiquitous in Palestine from ca. 1700-600 BC. 
62 Block notes: "Positioned at the gate to the inner court, the outrageous statue guards the entrance to the inner 

sanctum. The hapax mGab,  which signifies 'seat,' suggests either a sculptured image seated on a throne or simply a 
seated figure. However, from the emotion that the sculpture evokes in Yahweh it is clear that this image is not 
simply an ornament or a symbolic tempIe guard. It  is overtly idolatrous and poses a direct challenge to Yahweh, 
who is enthroned above the cherubim inside the temple" Block: 1, 282. 

63 Ezekiel 8:3 clearly refers to the throne ("seat") of the image. 
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palace, despite the fact that such would run counter to Yahwistic traditions? O r  is the offense identical to 

that of  the king of  Tyre or  Pharaoh who thought themselves gods? The expectation that the reader can 

identify the outrage for themselves has resulted in specifics being left u n ~ l e a r . ~  Nor  is it possible to 

determine whether or not such cults a s  Ezekiel attests were continuous with aberrations he had  encountered 

before his In any case, the detaiIs are not overly important, as the overall picture is crystal clear. 

First, the vision is clearly Iinked to the doorway that opens the book (8:3). Secondly, we are to discover 

why the emperor has sought a loyal servant outside o f  his own Jerusalem palace - within the palace no 

one can be trusted. Instructed next to dig through a wallM into the temple compound the prophet discovers 

within: 

The prophetic diatribe concerning idols such as is found in Isaiah 449-20 and 465-7 is certainly to be understood as 
satire. Ancient peoples had a sophisticated understanding of how thc god came to be manifest in an image. Cf. W. 
Hallo: 'Cult Statue and Divine Image: A Preliminary Study,' 1-17 in Scripture in Contar I f  (Winona Lake: 
Eiscnbrauns, 1983) 4-5 on the statues; Also T. lacobsen: 'The Graven Image,' 15-32 in Ancient Israelite Religion; A. 
Spycket: Les statues de cult dons les t&es Mesoporamiens des origines a le Ire Dynasrie de Babylone (Paris, 1968) 
105. The 'Iife giving' rituals were essential to the deity being manifest in the created image, and the daily care reflects 
the idea of the 'life' of the statue. Central to the sophisticated theological constructs is the deity's choice to indwell 
the statue, and his or her free will over their house and its staff. 'The position of official Israelite religion as defined 
in the Hebrew Bible stands in striking contrast to the thought and practice of their ANE neighbors. The Israelite view 
is clearly stated in Exod 20:4-5a ..." Edward Curtis: 'Idol, Idolatry,' 376-381, ABD 3, 378. Such viewpoints are 
repeated in Exodus 20:23; 34: 17; Lev 19:4; 26: I; Deut 4: 15- 19'25; 5:8 and so forth. 

The typical ancient Near Eastern approach views images not as "inanimate objects ... they were living, feeling beings 
in which the deity was actually present. The primary significance of images lay in the fact that the life of the deity 
was thought to be present in the statue. The Egyptian view is expressed in ... the Memphite Theology ... 'He placed 
the gods in their shrines, He settled their offerings, He established their shrines, He made their bodies according to 
their wishes. Thus the gods entered in to their bodies, Of every wood, every stone, every clay' (AEL 155). The gods 
were thought to manifest themselves in a variety of ways and to an image a variety of objects, but the cult image was 
a primary focus of the god's presence on earth". Curris: 'Idol, [dolatry,' 377. 

It is this living presence of the deity in the statue that accounts for the Mesopotamian practice of taking away the gods 
of a conquered people and depositing them in the temple of the victorious deity. This demonstrated the power of the 
conquering god and removed the deity from the conquered area so that he or she would not be able to help the people 
overthrow the conqueror's authority. Certain literary compositions celebrate the return of the deity from exile to his 
or her city and the subsequent prosperity that the god's presence brings. 

"Often the face on Egyptian statues of gods is the face of the reigning monarch . . . One way of representing a god did 
not replace other forms. Rather, different ways of depicting the same god existed side by side. In one example from 
the Louvre, 4 different ways of representing the goddess Hathor are presented next to one another (Homing 1982: 
1 I3.n27 [Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt]). This makes it clear that images were not intended to describe the 
appearance of the god. Rather, they depict various ways in which the deity was thought to manifest himself or herself, 
and the images were meant to describe aspects of the function and attributes of the god" Curtis: 'Idol, [dolatry,' 377. 

6' Certainly within prophetic traditions any form of representation for YHWH is prohibited by the 8th century: "The 
negative attitude of Israel's official religion is clearly illustrated in the biblical vocabulary used for images. A 
number of words for images are descriptive of the way the image was made or the material from which it was made. 
The word pesel comes form a root that means 'to hew, hew into shape' and the verb is used of shaping stones of 
various kinds. The word 'asab comes from a root that means 'to shape or form.' The words nrassekb, nesek, and 
nasik are all probably related to the word nasak, 'to pour out, ; and the words refer primarily to molten images. 
Words such sefirel, selem, and teraphin~ are of uncertain etymology. A few words denote the resemblance behveen 
the image and that which it depicts or represents. The word tabnft means 'copy' or 'pattern,' and it can refer to the 
pattern form which something is made (e.g., Exod 25:9; 2 Kgs 16:10 or that which resembles its prototype (e-g., 
Deut 4: 16; Josh 2228). Other words for images such as denzrit. 'likeness,' and renrrinc?, 'form, shape,' belong in this 
category as well" Curtis: 'Idol, Idolatry,' 378. On the teraphfnl ccf. Karel van der Toorn: 'The Nature of the Biblical 
Terpahim in the Light of Cuneiform Evidence,' CBQ 52 (1990) 203-222. 

66 "Digging through a wall in order to reach a door may simply be a graphic way of portraying the hiddenness of these 
transgressions" Hals 52. - after the reform of 622 possible? Hats suggests it is syncretistic rather than apostate, Hals: 
52-53. 
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... portrayed on the wall all around, were all kinds of creeping things, and loathsome 
animals,6' and all the idols of the house of Israel. Before them stood seventy of the elders 
of the house of Israel, with Iaazaniah son of Shaphan standing among them. Each had his 
censer in his hand, and the fragrant cIoud of incense was ascending (8: 10-1 1). 

n- -. 

349. 

Symbolically the number of cults Ezekiel sees practised within the building does double duty. On the fist 

level, the "elders of Israel" represents not just a generic group, but a body of leaders set apart by Moses 

from within the existing clan and tribal organizational structure (Exodus 24:1, 9; Numbers 11:16, 24-25; 

also cf. Exodus 18:13-27) to ensure the maintenance of the forah and to serve as witnesses to the 

manifestations of YHWH. The number 70 is used in this manner to represent leaders of all the clans and 

tribes of Israel, and thus "all Israel."6s Ironically the first 70 elders "saw the God of Israel" (Exodus 24:9), 

while this assemblage is blind to even the glory in their midst. The glory which all Israel could see atop the 

mountain in the original text (Exodus 24: 15-17) is apparently invisible to all except the prophet! The body 

of elders has not only usurped priestly roles, but lead in the violation of the fust commandment! Even 

those with connections to Josiah's reform have become corrupt!69 Secondarily, we note the number can be 

read as a measure of idolatry. None of the leaders is faithhl to Yahweh - therefore the worship in the 

temple itself is completely apostate! 

The entire perimeter of the room is taken up with seventy of these images, each with its 
own hnctionary. While the number is realistic, figuratively it stands for every 
imaginable kind of theriornorphic statue.70 

In Ezekiel 1 as well as in 8: 10, the iconographic background blends with a textual interpretation, notably the creation 
account in Genesis, in which remes and behemti along with living creatures (hayyi [cf Exekiel 11) are created. Cf. 
Gen 124-25. 
This number o r  aembers in the Sanhedrin [71] is probably related to this concerpt; cf. A. Saldarini: 'Sanhedrin,' 
ABD 5,975-980,977. Seventy also appears as the number who go into Egypt (Gen 46:27). 
Hence the mention of Jaazaniah, and his relations to Shaphan the scribe. 
Block: 1,  292. Blenkinsopp places more emphasis on the political implications, but of course both are intertwined. 
"The scene is reminiscent of Egyptian burial chambers, the walls of which were covered with brilliantly painted 
images of deities in animal form, including Anubis, the jackal-headed god who weighed the souls of  the dead. 
Egyptian influence was pervasive in Judah from the death of Josiah, beginning with the first four years of  his 
successor Jehoiakim, who ruled as an Egyptian puppet. But even after the crushing defeat of the Egyptians at 
Carchernish in 605 BC, there was a strong pro-Egyptian party at court which looked in that direction for backing 
against the new Babylonian overlord. And, in fact, an Egyptian army succeeded in temporarily raising the siege of 
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The rationale presented for such outrageous behavior - the mindset a t  the heart o f  his empire - is 
"YHWH does not see us. YHWH has forsaken the land" (8: 13).~' 

Can anything be more outrageous than declaring YHWH has forsaken the land when he still resides in 

Jerusalem - so evidently that the prophet can see the "glory" from the outer gate when he arrives (8:4)? 

But instead o f  seeing his visible presence, and worshipping the enthroned king, a11 Jerusalem is focused 

elsewhere. The entrance to the gate o f  the palace is crowded with women weeping for Tamrnuz," or 

perhaps offering a Tarnmuz lament for YHWH!73 They sit7' - the position for mourners - and wail, and 

whether for Tammuz o r  YHWI-I, it is outrageously blind to reality. 

Jerusalem, thus giving rise to hopes of deliverance which proved to be short-lived (see Jer. 3421; 37:5-10. Thus, the 
ceremonies ... probably aimed at enlisting the support of Egyptian deities ...." Blenkinsopp: 55. 

Greenberg notes an equally plausible alternative can be found in Mesopotamian or even Syrian prototypes: "It is 
difficult to identify this cult with any known outside the Bible. The figures on the wall recall the 'Ishtar Gate' of 
Babylon, with its lions and serpent-dragons inlaid all over it, or the rock carvings of Maltaya of gods in procession 
on the backs of all sorts of real and imaginary creatures" Greenberg: 1, t 69. Also cf. Block: 1,29 1-292 for options. 

"Use of images, ceremonial mourning at the end of the agricultural year, and reverence for the sun all could bc 
defended by segments of Jerusalem's population as a meaningful broadening of the concept of revelation, as a 
necessary recognition and affirmation of Yahweh's lordship revealed in the eyes of nature" Hals: 53. For Ezekiel 
"Yahweh's jealousy must brand all such modifications of worship as abominations" Hals: 53. 

" Block points out the manner in which this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy (Block: 1,294). 
" "Inanna/Ishtar assigns annual weeping in the cult for Tammuz, while the context suggests duplicity on her part 

toward him; this is no doubt what the women are observing at the Jerusalem temple when Ezekiel describes their 
apostasy (Ezek 8: 14)" Lowell Handy: 'Tammuz,' 3 18, ABD 6 3 18. 

On Tamrnuz cf. E. Yamauchi: 'Tarnmuz and the Bible,' JBL 84 (1965) 283-290; S. Krarner: The Sacred Marriage Rile 
(Bloornington: University of Indiana, 1969) 107-133; T. Jacobsen: 'Toward the lmage of Tamrnuz,' 73-103 in 
Toward the lmage of Tanrmuz and Other Essays in Mesopotamian History and Culture (New Haven: Yale, 1976). 
On the background of the cult as independent of templedshrines cf. R. Kutscher: 'The Cult of DumuziTTammuz,' 
29-44 in J. Klein and A. Skaist (ed.): Bar-Ilan Studies in As~yriology dedicated to Pinhas Arfzi (Bar-llan University 
Press, 1990). 

73 Block's suggestion is a good one, cf. Block: 1, 295. If the influence of Tammuz has polluted the heart of Judah, how 
would the exiles in Babylon survive her influence. The her - being the goddess with whom the cult is also 
associated. Can Jeremiah's references to the cult of the Queen of Heaven be in any way linked to this complaint of 
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A bit W e r  into the temple compound, "at the entrance to the temple of the LORD ... were about twenty- 

five men, with their backs to the temple of the LORD, and their faces toward the east, prostrating 

themselves to the sun toward the east" (8: 16). This is, of course, to be understood as a gesture of worship.'' 

35 1. 

Worshipping the sun is followed by a final enigmatic atrocity - these people even put the branch to the 

nose!76 Debate as to the meaning of the gesture offers widely divergent options, but the iconography 

suggests that gestures towards the god often included a hand held toward the mouth. Sometimes the hand is 

empty, but often it includes a flower or plant. Perhaps such a scene of  homage as that which is ubiquitous 

on Neo-Assyrian royal stelae is intended? The movement of the text is clear however, and indicates that 

whether the gesture is intended rudely or in genuine piety it is the ultimate outrage. As a result of this 

consistently rebellious behavior there will be two drastic ramifications. The charge that YHWH has 

abandoned Jerusalem will become a true declaration, and the search for the righteous will end in a 

bloodbath. 

Therefore I will act in wrath; my eye will not spare, nor will I have pity; and though they 
cry in my hearing with a loud voice I will not Iisten to them (8:18). 

Ezekiel? Queen of Heaven is a standard epithet of the goddess. In any case, the cult reform of Josiah would appear 
to have completely collapsed in the aftermath of the first wave of exile - if not before! For texts cf. D. Wolkstcin 
and S. Kramer: Inanna. Queen of Heaven and Earth: Her Stories and Hymns from Sunrer (New York: Harper, 
1983); ANET: 52-57. Allen draws attention to the fact that a "chilling factor from the perspective of Judean exiles in 
Babylonia was that a Babylonian god was being worshipped on Judean soil. The cult of Tammuz (Dumuzi), which 
was one of the most popular in Mesopotamia, probably entered Judah under Babylonian influence" Allen: 1, 144. 

Lowell Handy: 'Tammuz,' 3 18, ABD G 3 18; Helmer Ringgren: Israelite Religion (Phiiadelphia: Fortress, 1966) 97; - - 
Mc Kay: &ligion in Judah under the Assyrians. 68-69. 
Cf. Ezekiel 26: 16; Job 2:8; Jonah 35. Cf. Gruber: Aspects ... 
J. Glen Taylor: Yahweh arrd the Szm. Biblical and Archaeological Evidence /or Sun Worship in Ancieni Israel 
(Sheffield: Sheffield, 1993); Paul Dion: 'YHWH as Storm-god and Sun-god. The double Legacy of Egypt and 
Canaan as Reflected in Psalm 104,' Z1 W 103 (I99 1 ) 43-7 1 ; Smith: The Early History of God 1 15- 134; Block: I ,  
295. 
As Block observes, "this is a cult gesture which remains as enigmatic today as ever" Block: 1, 299. Significant 
contributions to the debate include: H. W. F. Saggs: 'The Branch to the Nose,' JTS 1 1  (1960) 3 18-3 19, a gesture 
honoring the sun god (in exploring the interpretation he cites views regarding the term as a phallic gesture); 
Eichrodt: Ezekiel 128, as indicating "breaking wind," Also see M. Gruber: 'Akkadian laban appi in the Light of Art 
and Literature,' JANES 7 (1975) 73-83. For further details and bibliography cf. Block: I, 299. 
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352. 

No fiuther evidence is required of rebellion at the heart of the empire. The inner councils of the king have 

betrayed him, regard him as dead, and look elsewhere for the future! How can YHWH act as if nothing has 

happened in the palace? 

Each vignette is concluded with a promise that "stilI greater abominations" rema 

there is nothing left to do, but summon the executioners (8:6, 13, 15). 

353. 

in to be seen until at last 

Then he cried in my hearing with a loud voice . . . "Draw near, you executioners of the 
city, each with his destroying weapon in his hand." And six men came from the direction 
of the upper gate, which faces north, each with his weapon for slaughter in his hand; 
among them was a man clothed in linen, with a writing case at his side. They went in and 
stood beside the bronze altar (9: 1-3). 
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At this stage the visible presence of YKWE-l moves to the doorway of the temple - as if to watch the 

destruction of the house." 

Now the glory of the God of Israel had gone up from the cherub on which it rested to the 
threshold of the house. The LORD called to the man clothed in linen, who had the writing 
case at his side ... "Go through the city, through Jerusalem, and put a mark on the 
foreheads of those who sigh and groan over all the abominations that are committed in 
it." To the others he said ... "Pass through the city after him, and kill; your eye shall 
show no pity. Cut down old men, young men and young women, little children and 
women," but touch no one who has the mark. And begin at my sanctuary." So they 
began with the elders who were in front of the house (9:4-6). 

Then he said to them, "Defile the house, and fill the courts with the slain. Go!" So they 
went out and killed in the city. While they were killing, and I was Ieft alone, I fell 
prostrate on my face and cried out, "Ah Lord God! will you destroy all who remain of 
Israel as you pour out your wrath upon Jerusalem?" He said to me, "The guilt of the 
house of Israel and Judah is exceedingly great; the land is full of bloodshed and the city 
ful l  of perversity; for they say 'The LORD has forsaken the Iand, and the LORD does not 
see.' As for me, my eye will not spare, nor will 1 have pity, but I will bring down their 
deeds upon their heads" (9:7-10).79 

The whole metaphor of YHWH vacating the temple and watching its destruction is previously done in less detail by 
Amos. Cf. Amos 9:1 where YHWH is standing by the altar (in front of the temple) while the place is shaken top to 
bottom [capitals to threshold] until it collapses on the heads of those desecrating it. On the reconstruction of the 
Jerusalem temple cf- T. A. Busink: Der Tenrpel von Jerusalenx von Salonlo bis Herodes: Eine archaologisch- 
lr isrorisclr e Srudie unrer Ben7cksiclrrigztng des rvestsen~irisclren Tenrpelbaus, vo I .  1. Der Tempe! Salon~os (Leiden: 
Brill, 1970). 
Evidence from texts and reliefs would indicate that even Assyrian policy retreated From wholesale slaughter of 
women and children. In the reIief corpus, one relief portrays Arab women being raped and murdered by Assyrian 
soldiers, but these women are clearly designated as led by a queen, and the women would appear to have functioned 
as warriors. One possibility for our interpretation of fire and sword slaying the women and children of Jerusalem, is 
that in the last desperate days of Jerusalem, they too manned the wails in a last ditch attempt to secure salvation 
through a means other than repentance. In any case, it is a graphic reminder that in war, everyone pays a price. 
In this judgment there is no call for repentance. 'The tone of finality denominates everything in the chapter . . . the 
shrine where life was imparted has become the starting place for death" Hals: 56. The section also includes an ironic 
use of Passover motifs. 

"Ezek. 9:8 describes Ezekiel's reaction to the vision of the despoiter's killing all the people of Jerusalem, and Ezek. 
11  : 13 describes the same prophet's reaction to the death of Pelatiah son of Benaiah" Gruber: Aspects 475-6. In both 
texts gesture is associated with wailing: cf. Gruber: Aspects 476. 
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Having fblfilled his commission to deliver the message to the exiles, in this vision the priest assumes a 

prostrate position to plead on behalf of the doomed. In this private moment with YHWH he intercedes - 

the silence of uttering only what YHWH commands temporarily broken. He asks if all will be destroyed. 

The answer is not specified in the text, but based on the message of the scroll, survivors are few at best. In 

a parody of Passover, the angels of death, in their priestly linen robes, have come to slaughter a new 

"household of pharaoh" - this time comprised of the descendants of those who had been freed from 

Egypt- Rather than escape "Egypt" - a standard biblical metaphor for oppression - they have recreated it 

in Jerusalem! The charge that results in a death sentence is not simply the outrageous violation of the first 

or second commandment but the fact that "the land is full of bloodshed and the city fidl of perversity" 

(9:9). To reinforce this double entendre this statement is followed with the rubric of 8:12, "The LORD does 

not see us, the LORD has forsaken the land" - only the order is reversed.'' 

-- -/ / - ,  - 7  - - 
355. 

Guilty of moral and ethical atrocities and cultic perversion, those at the centre of the rebellion - the elite 

in both the religious and political spheres are certain to die. Ezekiel has just seen the level of corruption in 

the temple itself. The survivors could only come from among the marginakzed and YHWK has sent the 

scribe to place his mark on the righteous.'' But do any of these meet the criteria given to the scribe? 1s the 

only hope for the future those already exiled? 

Then the man clothed in linen, with the writing case at his side, brought back the word, 
saying, "I have done as you commanded me" (9: 11). 

By implication the scribe has not used a lot of ink. But has he used any? Reference to Israel and Iudah in 

this context intensifies the question. PreviousIy the only survivors of siege were symbolized by the few 

"Israel's ancient Passover tradition already knew of the destroying angel ... Similarly Sennacherib's m y  was struck 
down by the angel during the night in order to deliver Jerusalem (2 Kings 19:35, cf. Jer 227)" Zimrnerli: I ,  246. 
Beginning the slaughter at the temple is an indication that there is no place of sanctuary. The only hope is to be 
marked - to be identified as Yahweh's property (?). Cf. Zimmerli: 1,247. 

Eichrodt suggests a potitical reading of the temple scene as declaring that though the leaders are pro-Babylonian in 
public, they are pro-Egypt in secret (Eichrodt: 135). The problem would then be that the violated covenant with the 
king of Babyton, elsewhere YHWH's emissary, breaks an oath of allegiance sworn before YHWH (and in Ezekiel's 
reading of events - endorsed by him). Cf. Ezekiel 17. 

s 1 The total number of the execution party is seven, and may thus imply an act of perfect justice is being carried out on 
Yahweh's behalf. 
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strands of hair placed in the folds of Ezekiel's garment. But does that mean the community already in 

exile? Or is there hope that some still hold their loyalty to YHWH? The section following the theophany 

will raise this question to a boiling point - leaving it incredibly ambiguous. Just how many "strands of 

hair" will be carried off to exile from a land where "even if Noah, Daniel, and Job were in it . . . they would 

save neither son nor daughter; they would save only their own lives by their righteousness" (14:20)? Or 

that can be descriied as a piece of wood consumed by fire at both ends and charred in the middle (15:4)? 

Or that is assayed and found to have "become dross to me" (22: 18)? 

In both this section of Ezekiel and in the r i a l  vision, at times the guiding figure seems to be Y H W ,  at 

other times it would seem an angelic figure is intended. This sort of intentional ambiguity is characteristic 

of the book as a whole, but might also be connected to the older patriarchal traditions where the text 

characteristically vacillates between YHWH and an angel of YHWH. 

Then I looked, and above the dome that was over the heads of the cherubim there 
appeared above them something like a sapphire, in form resembling a throne. He said to 
the man clothed in h e n ,  "Go within the wheelwork underneath the cherubim; fill your 
hands with burning coals from among the cherubim, and scatter them over the city." He 
went in as I looked on (10: 1-2). 

- - 

'' The guardian figures and other attendants come to be regarded as angels in Judean tradition. "Ezekiel's vision of the 
coming destruction of Jerusalem (Ezekiel S-I 1 )  begins with the appearance of an angelic being who is described in 
terms derived from the account of the glory of Yahweh (kabo'd ylrwll) in 127. The destruction of Jerusalem is 
carried out at Yahweh's command by other angelic figures described only as six armed men (92). An angelic scribe 
('a man clothed in linen who had a wrii;,,5 case at his side,' (9:3) marks those who are to be spared ... [Similarly,] 
The cherubim of living creatures (kertibint; haw&) described in Ezekiel 1 and I0 are not, properly speaking, angels. 
The description in Ezekiel and the graphic depictions of similar figures From the AN€ indicate that they were 
winged creatures combining human and animal features. Indeed, they may be described as the animals of the 
heavenly world. Unlike the 'messengers' or the 'sons of God,' cherubim have only limited functions. They serve as 
watchdog-like guardians (Gen 324; Ezek 28: 14). as winged mounts (2 Sam 22: 1; Ps 18: 1 1 - Eng. 18: 10), and as 
bearers of the throne chariot (Pss 80: 1; 99: 1; Isa 37: 16; Ezekiel 1 ; 10). Perhaps because of their protective role, they 
were frequently used as decorative motifs in temples and on cultic furnishings (Exod 25: 18-20; 26:3 1; 1 Sam 4:4; 1 
Kgs 623-36). Similarly, the seraphim of Isaiah 6 are not angels but winged serpentine figures associated with the 
iconography of the Yahwistic cult ([sa 1429; 30~6;  cf. Num 21:6-9; 2 Kgs 18:4). Isaiah has partially assimilated 
them to the role of members of the divine council. Later tradition interpreted both seraphim and cherubim as classes 
of angels." Carol Newsom: 'Angels (Old Testament),' 248-253, ABD 1 25 1. 

Mesopotamian texts also speak of such creatures as demons. "Not all demons and spirits were ill disposed: the slredu 
and lamassu, represented in the form of huge human-headed winged lions and bulls, stood as guardian figures at the 
gates of Assyrian palaces. Private homes were protected by figures made and consecrated with elaborate ritual and 
buried beside the threshold. Some of these were dogs bearing such appropriate names as 'Don't stop to think, bite!' 
and 'Loud of bark."' Oates: Babylon 177 
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357. 
The coals scattered over the city from the hearth within the cherubim parallel the source of the coal which 

Isaiah's commissioning vision (Isaiah 6:6-7) purges and purifies. The problem with the purgation of 

Jerusalem is there will be nothing left, a scenario made clear later in the oracles against Judah (cf. 22:17- 

22; 24:I 1-12 (?)). 

Now the cherubim were standing on the south side of the house, when the man went in; 
and a cloud filled the inner court. Then the glory of the LORD rose up from the cherub to 
the threshold of the house; and the house was filled with the cloud, and the court was full 
of the brightness of the glory of the LORD. The sound of the wings of the cherubim was 
heard as far as the outer court, like the voice of God Almighty when he speaks. 

358. 
When he commanded the man clothed in linen, "Take fire from within the wheelwork, 
from among the cherubim," he went in and stood beside a wheel. And a cherub stretched 
out his hand from among the cherubim to the frre that was among the cherubim, took 
some of it and put it into the hands of the man clothed in linen, who took it and went out. 
The cherubim appeared to have the form of a human hand tmder their wings. 1 looked, 
and behold, there were four wheels beside the cherubim, one beside each cherub; and the 
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appearance of the wheels was like gleaming beryl. And as for their appearance, the four 
looked alike, something like a wheel within a wheel. When they moved, they moved in 
any of the four directions without veering as they moved; but in whatever direction the 
front wheel faced, the others followed without veering as they moved. Their entire body, 
their rims, their spokes, their wings, and the wheels - the wheels of the four of them - 
were full of eyes all around. As for the wheels, they were called in my hearing "the 
wheelwork." Each one had four faces; the first face was that of the cherub, the second 
face was that of a human being, the third that of a lion, and the fourth that of an eagle 
( 1 O:3- 14). 

The cherubim rose up. These were the living creatures that I saw by the river Chebar. 
When the cherubim moved, the wheels moved beside them; and when the cherubim lifted 
up their wings to rise up from the earth, the wheels at their side did not veer. When they 
stopped, the others stopped, and when they rose up, the others rose up with them; for the 
spirit of the living creatures was in them (10: 15-17). 

The beings are both clearly identified with those of the initial vision, and yet vary in details. How are to 

resolve the difficulties in understanding these visions'?' While it may seem at fust glance overly simplistic, 

the intent to remain aniconic would seem likely to dominate the descriptions offered here. If the cults 

practised in the environs of the temple are described in a manner which continues to tease us as to 

specifics, could we expect less of the central features of the vision? Figures dominated with eyes recall 

both Bes figurines from Egypt, and the enigmatic circles on the drawings at Kuntillet 'Ajrud, as well as 

likely echoing connections we have not seen. The faces of the cherubs, so named at last in this chapter, 

differ in detail from the original enigmatic portrait. Yet again, all the features are familiar, but we do not 

understand either their relationship to each other or their proper representation. 

83 Hals suggests: "These various units have been blended according to a procedure no longer fully recoverable, but 
characterized by three features: ( I )  editorial revision, which could be either minimal, as attested by the preservation 
of inconsistencies, or extensive, as indicated by the repeated, bold affirmations of the identity of the glory seen in 
ch. I with that of ch. LO; (2) a willingness to preserve traditions only partially, being free to omit even such 
presumably crucial elements as their endings; and (3) an approach to visionary material that did not feel the need to 
trace a singIe, consistent sequence of events, but instead preferred to convey the largely nonverbal content of this 
experience by a series of portrayals which, though placed one after another, are not necessarily intended as 
temporally or logically sequential" Hals: 60-6 1. 

This leads Hals to note four major aspect which were "impossible to synthesize because such a full synthesis never 
existed." These are Jerusalem's destruction by fire and sword, the departure of Yahweh's glory, Yahweh's 
redemptive purposes in withdrawl of his glory, and the clear attestation of the variations between the visions in 
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Then the glory of the LORD went out from the threshold of the house and stopped above 
the cherubim. The cherubim lifted up their wings and rose up fkom the earth in my sight 
as they went out with the wheels beside them. They stopped at the entrance of the east 
gate of the house of the LORD; and the glory of the God of Israel was above them (10: 18- 
19). 

chapters 1 and 10. "No harmonization should attempt to remove these, and they should not be regarded as the result 
of carelessness (contra Wevers: 90)" Hals: G 1. 
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These were the living creatures that I saw underneath the God of Israel by the river 
Chebar; and I knew that they were cherubim. Each had four faces, each four wings, and 
underneath their wings something like human hands. As for what their faces were like, 
they were the same faces whose appearance I had seen by the river Chebar. Each one 
moved straight ahead ( 10:20-22). 

The link to the inaugural vision is thereby made specific, and the identification of the beings certain. And 

yet what is also achieved by this link is to W e r  the difficulties in imaging the wonderful creatures. At 

first glance it would seem the faces of the four creatures differ slightly in identification. The lists both vary 

in order and in content. The most striking variation in content is that in the second list a cherub face 

replaces a bovine face.u But if the iconography of Israel and Judah was almost identical, the case could be 

made that a bovine form was the typical means of identifjmg the cherub, at least in the temple context. In 

that case the iconography of the north - the bull upon which YHW is invisibIy enthroned - and in the 

south the cherubim - winged bulls - are differentiated much more by polernic than by iconography- 

Why did Ezekiel not identify the creatures of the inaugural vision with cherubs at once? 
It must be borne in mind that Ezekiel is the only person who claims to have seen the 
heavenly cherubs; the only cherubs previously seen by humans were the statues in the 
inner sanctum, which were only approximations. That the ancients were aware of a gap 
between their iconography and the real appearance of  divinities is suggested by the 
Surnerian Gudea's ignorance of the glorious divine apparitions that came to him in his 
dream; a goddess identified them to him as Ningirsu - a common Surnerian god who 
surely was represented in art, and yet no so as to enable the visionary to identify his true 
apparition. '' 

'" Another difference is that in the first vision the glory of God has a quasi-human form, and in chapters 8 and 9 the 
glory leads Ezekiel around, but in chapter 10 the glory is more like an aura (cf. 10: 18) above the cherubim who are 
affixed to a wheeled cart (cf. p. 438 fn.79). 
Greenberg: 1, 183-1 83. 
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In chapter 1 I the glory (wistfully ?) moves out of the temple. This visibIe manifestation of YHWH had 

come to occupy the holy of holies at its dedication in the time of Solomon (1 Kings 8: 10- 13). The palace of 

YHUrtI was to be "an exalted house, a place for you to dwell forever" ( I  Kings 8:13). Now the glory 

moves off towards the east (11:23), into exile from YHWH's own palace." The description of the 

wondehl  beings begins with the use of the designation as cherub in 9:3, and the subsequent use of the 

plural form cherubim throughout the description of theophanic features, until at last the declaration is 

made: " and I knew that they were cherubim" (l0:20).~' 

In the time of Solomon the glory of YHWH had entered the temple and fiIled it! Now it seems no one but 

the prophet is even aware of the unfolding events as the kabod leaves temple, courtyard and city, stopping 

atop a mountain east of city. It is a sort of counterproce~sional!~~ What should have been a celebration of 

YHWH's sovereign enthronement over the worId, has 

become an unheralded exit from what had been the centre 

of the world. 89 The irony of this is profound. In light of 

the cosmic centre theology shared by the temples of the 

ancient Near East, YHWH's decision to abandon his 

temple to the rebellious forces is tantamount to returning 

the world to chaos. It is an  uncorking of the cosmic plug, 

and allowing the waters of chaos to ovenvhelm the earth. 

Just as the Assyrian king's throne is seen in the 

iconography to be the centre of the world, and the central 

source of order and blessing to the universe, YHWH's 

temple is so understood by Ezekiel. YHWH's walking 

out of the temple is a clear harbinger of death and destruction. 

86 It was the "reckless claim of those who remained in Jemsalem after 598/7 BC that they were now the people of 
Jerusalem" Zimmerli: 1, 258. As a result of this Jerusalem is filled with people "whose final destiny is not to be life, 
but death in battle" Zimmerili: I ,  259. Even more tragic is the identity of the enemy. 

117 For depictions of hybrid creatures on ivory and bowls from Phoenicia see Frankfort: Art and Architeclure 3 18-33 1. 
A number of articles in RIA of significance for placing the descriptive features used by Ezekiel within the context of 
the art of ancient Mesopotamia: These include: 'Mischwesen B. Archaeoiogie. Mesopotamien; s.a. Lowcnadler, 
Lowendrache, Lowenmensch und Menschenlowe.' A. Green, 246 -263; 'muShuSSu.' 455-462, F. Wiggemann; 
-[sirnu (Us(u)mii). B. In der Bildkunst.' 179- 18 1, R. Boehmer (on the double-faced servant of EdEnki;) 'Gott. A. 
Nach sumerischen Textcn' RLA 111, 532-543, van Dijk, J.; 'Gott. B. Nach akkadischen Texten' RLA 111, 543-546, 
Lambert, W.; 'Gott. D. Nach hethitischen Texten' RL4 111, 547-575, Steiner, G.; 'Kampfwagen (Streitwagen). .A. 
Philologisch.' RLA V, 336-344, W. Farber, 'Kampfwagen (Streitwagen). B. Archaologisch., RLtl V, 344-351, M. 
Littauer and J. Crouwel; 'Homerkrone.' RLA IV, 43 1-434, Boehmer, R.; 'LarnaStu' RL/I VI, 439-446, W. Farber; 
'Lamma/Lamassu. A. I. Mesopotamien. Philologisch.' RLA VI, 446453, D. Foxvog, W. Heimpel and A. Kilrner; 
'LammdLmassu. B. Archaologisch' RLA VI, 453455, A. Spycket, 'Lamrna/Lamassu. C. Anatolien.' R L l  VI, 455- 
459, E. Laroche 
Cf- In 2 Samuel 15: 17-1 8, 23-37 there is an account of a processional with the ark to the same mountain "'where God 
is worshipped" (v.32). In the Samuel story the question of the ark's return to Jerusalem is connected with the future 
of David's kingship. David ascends the mount of Olives "weeping as he went" due to a coups d'ktar instigated b y  
his son Absalom. The ark is returned to the city, to await the outcome of this rebellion. Will David return to the 
throne, reinstated by his Sovereign YHWH? But now not only is "David" rejected (the legitimate king in exile), but 
the place of YHWH himseif has been usurped! 
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The spirit lifted me up and brought me to the east gate of the house of the LORD, which 
faces east. There at the entrance of the gateway, were twenty-five men; among them I 
saw Jaazaniah son of Assur, and Peletiah son of Benaiah, offkials of the people. He said 
to me, "Mortal, these are the men who devise iniquity and who give wicked counsel in 
this city; they say, 'The time is not near to build houses; this city is the pot, and we are 
the meat' ( 1 1 : 1-3) 

Ezekiel is told to deliver the following message: 

This is what you think, 0 house of Israel; I know the things that come into your mind. 
You have killed many in this city, and have filled its streets with the slain. Therefore, 
thus says the Lord God: The slain whom you have placed within it are the meat, and this 
city is the pot; but you shall be taken out of it. You have feared the sword; and I wilI 
bring the sword upon you .. . I will take you out of it and give you over to the hands of 
foreigners, and execute judgments upon you. You shall fall by the sword; I will judge 
you at the border of Israel. And you shall know that I am the LORD. This city shall not be 
your pot, and you shall not be the meat inside it; I will judge you at the border of Israel. 
Then you shall know that I am the Lorn, whose statutes you have not followed, and 
whose ordinances you have not kept, but you have acted according to the ordinances of 
the nations that are ammd you" (1 1:3- 12). 

365. 
Now, while I was prophesying, Pelatiah son of Benaiah died. The I fell down on my face, 
cried with a loud voice, and said, "Ah Lord God! will you make a fidl end of the remnant 
of IsraeI?" (1 1 : 13).90 

Pelatiah dies ar the word of the overlord! Before the executioners begin their task - an indication that any 

opportunity for repentance has passed. Ezekiel's prostration, acclamation "Ah Lord God!, and the 

terminology "remnant of Israel," clearly mark an inclusion with the counterparts of these in 9:s. The 

question of 9:8 is also, by implication refreshed: "Will you destroy all who remain?" Here it is phrased: 

B9 The linking of the final vision helps us to cIearIy see this point. For in chapter 43 YHWH returns to the new purified 
temple and land to fill it once again with YHWH's glory. 

90h 11:13 we read of the death of Pelatiah: "We cannot say why his death was so portentous. Ws there something 
particularly ominous in the sudden death of one whose name meant 'Yah delivers [a remnant], son of Yah builds up' 
" Greenberg: 1, 189. Blenkinsopp notes "intercessory prayer is one of the most overlooked aspects of prophetic 
ministry, for the prophet is, above all, an intermediary between God and the community, and the mediation moves in 
both directions" 58. 

"In response to the coincidence of vision and reality represented by the death of Pelatiah, Ezekiel is moved to repeat in 
different words the question he raised concerning the meaning orthe vision in Ezekiel 9%' Gruber: Aspecfs 479. 
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"Will you make a full end of the remnant of Israel?" (1 1:13) which is designated at the beginning of the 

section as Jerusalem. The death of Pelatiah has already provided the answer. 

Mortal, your kinsfolk, your own kin, your fellow exiles, the whole house of Israel, all of 
them, are those of whcrn the inhabitants of Jerusalem have said, "They have gone far 
from the LORD; to us this Iand is given as a possession." Therefore say: Thus says the 
Lord God: Though I removed them far away among the nations, and though 1 scattered 
them among the countries, yet I have been a sanctuary to them for a little while in the 
countries where they have gone. Therefore say: Thus says the Lord God: I will gather 
you from the peoples and assemble you out of the countries where you have been 
scattered. and 1 will give you the land of Israel. When they come there, they will remove 
form it all its detestable things and all its abominations. 1 will give them one heart, and 
put a new spirit within them; I will remove the heart of stone from their flesh and give 
them a heart of flesh, so that they may follow my statutes and keep my ordinances and 
obey them. Then they shall be my people, and 1 will be their God. But as for those whose 
heart goes after their evil abominations, I will bring their deeds upon their own heads, 
says the Lord God ( 1 1 : 14-2 1). 

Then the cherubim lifted up their wings, with the wheels beside them; and the glory of 
the God of Israel was over them. And the glory of the LORD ascended from the middle 
of the city, and stopped on the mountain east of the city. The spirit lifted me up and 
brought me in a vision by the spirit of God into Chaldea, to the exiles. Then the vision 
that I had seen left me. And I told the exiles all the things that the LORD had shown me 
(1 1 :22-25). 

"When Ezekiel stresses the withdrawal of Yahweh from the shrine (10: 18-19; 1 1 :22-23) and sees the prospect of his 
return (43:Z) he is not indicating a physical presence or absence, but rather a denial of that protective presence which 
maintained the people's life and well-being through the Temple" Ackroyd: Erile and Restoration 28. 
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The judgment of Jerusalem 

The section from Ezekiel 8-1 1 is clearly a unit. It begins with a theophanic journey by which the prophet is 

taken to Jerusalem, to the temple of YHWH. A tour of the premises indicates the state to which the 

rebellion has dethroned the King of the world. Chapter 9 articulates the capital punishment inflicted on the 

vilest rebels, whose death is intended as a warning to those who witness either the actual event, or its 

representation in the palace decoration. Rather than indicating a mere act of brutality, the execution of 

rebel vassals, and especially of their leaders is intended as a signal of required loyalty. 

The commanders of his forces enforce the divine pronouncement of judgment. The issue is determined by 

the "man clothed in linen" who might be understood as serving a priestly roie, or that of a high official. In 

either case, he is empowered by his Lord to determine life and death for those who claim allegiance by 

dwelling in the palace environs. Like the tribute scenes which depict figures with writing kits to record the 

events [in word and art?] the man with "the writing case at his side" is an official whose service in the 

retinue of the supreme commander is clear. 

Chapter 10 is linked back to the initial vision by the description of the dome above the cherubim, a throne 

described as of a lapis lazuli color (10: 1). The "man clothed in linen" is now commanded: "fill your hands 

with burning coals from among the cherubim, and scatter them over the city" (10:2). The burning of the 

city, and in particular the temple, YHWH's palace, could have been visually narrated in a similar manner to 

Assyrian narrative reliefs of the fall of Lachish. The Babylonians however, had moved from such narrative 

traditions to represent the rule of the emperor with iconographic symbols. Ezekiel uses literary narrative to 

represent the traditional scenes in a manner which an iconographic rendering might have used, yet he 

remains thoroughly aniconic. Distancing metaphors are used in such a thoroughgoing manner that we 

cannot even be sure of which cultic systems have been adopted by the Jerusalenzites! 

At the same time, the main points are crystal clear.9' The palace, having been desecrated and renovated in 

honor of other gods is abandoned by YHWH, who is "shcwn" at the pivotal points of his departure, a 

9' "In the opening scene God charges the Jerusalemites with being removed (alienated) from his sanctuary. It is 
therefore ironic that in the closing scene Jerusalernites should taunt the exiIes with being removed from YHWH, and 
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sequence which telescopes the journey and concludes with the visible symbol of God, his royal chariot 

throne "stopped on the mountain east of the city" (1 1:23). This sequence, can be understood as a closer 

look at the celebrated victory, as another sequence of images describing the fall of Jerusalem, or as a 

celebration of the enthronement of YHWH - an event which likely involved the procession through the 

gates and thoroughfares of Jerusalem - in reverseh9' 

Yet amidst the devastation comes a note of hope. The exiles are charged by the Jerusalemites as having 

gone "far from the LORD" ( 1 1 : 15). YHWH responds in 1 1 : 16-20 with a promise to transform and restore 

them: 

I will give them a new heart, and put a new spirit within them .. . a heart of flesh, so that 
they may follow my statutes and keep my ordinances and obey them. They shall be my 
people, and I will be their God (1 1: 16-20). 

The end of the vision is marked by notice of Ezekiel's return to Chaldea in 1 1:24, and the statement that: "I 

told the exiIes all the things that the LORD had shown me" (1 l:25). 

more so that God asserts he is a 'small sanctuary' for the exiles while the Jerusalemites (amidst whom the sanctuary 
building stands) are destined for destruction" Greenberg, 1, 194. 

There is a vast ancient literature which explores the theology of the destruction of a temple: "No temple was destroyed - - 
- so was the common belief in the ancient Near East - unless its god had abandoned it, whether reluctantly under 
coercion of a higher decree ('Lamentation over the destmction of Ur,' ANET455ff., ' ... over the destruction of Ur 
and Sumer,' p. G 17d), or in anger because of the offenses of the worshipers (the Cyrus inscription, AVET, p. 3 1 Sc). 
The mother of Nabonidus accounts for the desolation of Harm and its temple by the Manda-hordes (ANET, p. 3 1 I b) 
thus: '... Sin, the king of all gods, became angry with his city and his temple, and went up to heaven, and the city 
and the people in it became desolate' (ANET, p. 560d). In our vision, this commonplace is expressed by the 
intertwining of the Majesty's departure with scenes of the people's wrongdoing. When, on the other hand, the gods 
were reconciled and their temples rebuitt, they returned and took up their abode among their worshipers again (see 
the above-cited texts)+Accordingly when the prophet is shown a vision of the future rebuilt temple, he sees also the 
return of the Majesty to the holy of holies, expressly corresponding to our vision of its departure (439-4)" 
Greenberg: 1, 200-20 1. Also cf. M. Cohen: The Canonical Lamentations of Ancient Mesopotamia (Patomac: CDL 
Press, 1988); B. Foster: Before tire Muses. An Anthology ofAkkadian Literature (Bethesda: C D L  Press, 1993); For a 
summary of the genre in relation to Ezekiel cf. Block: 1,276. 
It is not necessary to imagine the sort of annual cultic renewal of divine kingship which Mowinkel articulates to 
come to this point. Book 4 of the Psalter (Psalms 90-106) celebrates the kingship of YHWH, and Psalm 24 imagines 
or repeats a procession acknowledging his rule. Cf. 2 Samuel 15. Possibly this text pIays on a cult processional 
known to David, and later taken up by Ezekiel. That this might be the case is suggested by the reversal of the 
procession in 2 Samuel 19 when David regains the throne. 
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The sweeping visions of the book thus 

far might be expected to result in a plea 

for mercy from the sovereign Lord. But 

the culmination of the presentation of 

his visions to the elders of Israel is 

indifference: "a shrug of the shoulders: 

life goes on in disregard of your 

rantings; or, if there is anything more to 

it, it deals with the distant future and is 

therefore no concern of ours."gJ 

Literarily, this sets a context for a repetition of all the elements which we have seen in the book thus far - 

but the reiteration is also used to sharpen and clarify, to intensify and to layer.95 The literary approach 

adopted by Ezekiel exactly parallels the layering of iconographic imagery all pointing to the same essential 

message, that we see in the great empires of ancient Western Asia. 

A besieged house 

The sequence of events in chapter 12 has Ezekiel enact a scene in which he digs through the wall of his 

house. In this stage of the act he represents the Babylonian army breaking through the fortifications of 

Jerusalem. The wall breached, he is to enter, pack his belongings and go back through the wall. As in 

chapter 4, he plays multiple roles. Digging through the wall, he is Iike a sapper in the multinational force. 

Coming out of the house his role has changed. He is to "go into exile by day in their sight ... You shall 

bring out your baggage by day in their sigh6 as baggage for exile;96 and you shall go out yourself at 

evening in their sight, as those do who go into exile" (12:3-4). The explanation of all this is clearly given: 

"'I am a sign for you: as I have done, so shall it be done to them; they shall go into exile, into captivity.' 

And the prince who is among them shall lift his baggage on his shoulder in the dark, and shall go out . . ." 

( 1 2 1  l-12).97 The image of the vassal king as captive then draws on an image which goes back into 

'' Blenkinsopp: 68. 
95 Note that the chapter begins with reference to Ezekiel 2: 1-8; cf. 12: 1 -3a. 
% "It must have contained the barest necessities; R. Hiyya bar Abba (third-century CE Palestinian tanna) said: a skin, a 

mat, and a bowl, each doing doubleduty - the skin for holding flour (another version: water) and for use as  a 
pilIow; the mat for sitting and lying; the bowl for eating and drinking (Lamentations Rabba 1.23; another listing in 
BT Nedarim 40b replaces the skin by a lamp)" Greenberg: 1,209. 

97 The artistry of this passage describing the escape of the king can be appreciated by comparing the annalistic account 
in 2 Kings 25: 1-7 regarding Zedekiah's escape and blinding. 

The fate of the guilty is to "not see the land." "That a standard doom underlies this wording is made probable by the 
following curse in the treaty between Assumirari V of Assyria (eighth century BCE) and Mat'ilu of Arpad (in 
Syria): '[If M. breaks the treaty] then, just as this spring Iamb, brought forth from its fold, will not return to its fold, 
will not behold its fold again, alas M. together with his sons, daughters, oficials, and the people of his land [wilt be 
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antiquity: "I will spread m y  net over him, and he shall be  caught in m y  snare; and I will bring him to 

Babylon, the land o f  the Chaldeans, yet he shall not see it; and he shall d ie  there" (12: 13).98 

The language of the hunt is thus used to describe the manner in which even the most powerful opponents 

will fall. The image of the king attempting escape vacilhtes between the exile hoisting his baggage and 

escaping through the broken walls, and hunting language which might be  used to describe the "prince" as a 

lion. Though the "prince" is not referred to as a lion in this chapter, the connection with hurlting and more 

specifically !ion imagery is made in chapter 19. Compare 

the statement describing the "young lion" who is caught in 

a, net:99 "caught in their pit. With hooks they put him in a 

cage. and brought him to the king o f  Babyton; they brought 

him into custody, so  that his voice should be heard no more 

on  the mountains of Israel" (19:8-9). 

370. 

ousted] frorn his country, will not return to his counny, and not behold his country again"' (ANET, 532)" 
Greenberg: I ,  21 1. 

The phrase refers to the blinding of Zcdekiah before his deportation. As a result it is often regarded as completely ex 
e&nru. But this may be to ov&tate the case as the blinding of recalcitrants is pretty much "standard procedure" in 
the case of rebel leaders. Note the curses proceeding blindness in the Sefire treaties c.750 BC; Sefire I A 35-40, 
ANET, 660. "[Wlhat in Sefire is a curse (to be enforced by the gods, not men) was occasionally practiced by 
Assyrian kings on defeated enemies; a Nineveh relief shows Sargon 11 (eighth century) putting out the eyes of an 
enemy held on a leash" Greenberg: 1,2 15. 
On deportations cf. B. Oded: Mass Deportafions atid Deportees in rite Neo-Assyrian Empire (Wiesbaden: Reichert 
Verlag, 1979); H. Klengel: 'Krieg, Kriegsgefangene,' 241-246 in &I 6, 246. Oded argues the aim of Assyrian 
deponations was threefold: political, military and economic. Intended ro dissolve anti-Assyrian resistance in the 
provinces and on the borders, the deportees at the same time could be used to strengthen the Assyrian army, bring 
craftsmen to central Assyna and enlarge the working class in agricultural areas Bob Becking: The Fall of Santaria. 
A n  Hisrorical atld Archaeological Srltdy (Leiden: Brill, 1992) 6 1. "The Assyrians practiced the two-way system of 
dcponation. The (partly) depopulated country was repopulated with captives and deportees from etsewhere in the 
Assyrian Empire" Becking 6 I ; Oded 27-29. 

"Throughout the whole of its existence the Assyrian army constantly suffered from a lack of new manpower; either to 
compensate for its losses or for its ever growing territory to be controlled. Soldiers and officers were recruited from 
all parts and peoples of the Empire. Moreover, soldiers and equipment from conquered vassal-states were 
incorporated into the Assyrian forces" Becking 73. This was certainly the case with Israel for it is "clear there 
existed in the Assyrian cavalry a Samm-tan cohort. In fact this cohort is the onIy one mentioned after its 
geographical provenance. This is consistent with the assumption that the Northern Israelites were famous for their 
chariot-driving and their ability to use Nubian horses" 73-75 citing texts published by Dallcy and Postgate, Fort 
Shalmaneser 21-22. "The Samaritan cohort is to be regarded as the remnant of the chariot brigades captured by 
Sargon 11. Some of the commanders may be deportees from Northern Israel. It is remarkable that ten years after the 
fall of Samaria this cohort had an internationa1 character. In my opinion, this is another indication of the Assyrian 
policy of mixing up deportees frorn different peoples in order to avoid anti-Assyrian rebeltion" 77- 

w "The Judahite king's future capture by Babylonian forces is translated into divine terms; the deity as a hunter seizing 
his (worshipers') enemies in a net is an ancient Near Eastern motif ... In our passage, God's enemy is the Judahite 
king who rebelled at once against him and the Babylonian suzerain (see Ezek 17). The prediction that he would be 
captured and deported to Babylon need not be ex eventu (based on the event, and therefore after it); it reflects a 
policy of deporting rebel kings to the capital, where they were held in captivity or killed, that was followed by neo- 
Assyrian (eighth-seventh centuries) and neo-Babylonian kings: for the former see ANET, 295a (Egyptian), 300b 
(Arab), 30 ld (Babylonian); for the latter, cf. the fate of lehoiachin, but especially ANET, p. 308c - a list of seven 
kings, including those of Tyre, Sidon, Arvad and Ashdod, captives at Nebuchadnezzars' court. 2 Kings 25: 28 refers 
to fellow royal captives of lehoiachin, above whom he was raised; these 'were presumably political prisoners or 
hostages for the good conduct of the their subjects' (John Gray: I and 2 Kings (2* edition, Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1970) 773)" Greenberg: 1,2 14. 
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The Assyrian lion hunt reliefs which include scenes of a captive lion caged to be released for the king's 

hunting pleasure come to mind when we consider the imagery in chapter 12. Resistance is firtile. Death 

awaits those who rebel. There is no escape unless it is intentional: "I will let a few of them escape from the 

sword, from famine and pestilence, so that they may tell of all their abominations among the nations where 

they go; then they shall know that I am the Lord" (12: 16).Im 

Alongside these images of the king are placed firther metaphors of fear - "eat your bread with quaking, 

and drink your water with trembling and fearfulness" (12: 18-19) - and desolation - "their land shall be 

stripped of all it contains . . . the inhabited cities shall be laid waste and the land shall become a desolation" 

(12:19-20). This too shall be a marker determining who rules the land - "you shall know that I am the 

Lord" 12:20. 

Rebellious propaganda 

Chapter 13 describes the false prophets, whose propaganda for rebellion against YHWH includes claiming 

imperial authority for actions and activities which are not sanctioned. For decIaring "peace" when there is 

nothing but judgment Ioorning, and for heralding security and stability when YHWH himself is bringing 

defeat to the city. 

The charge is that they "have not gone up into the breaches, or repaired a wall" (13:5), instead "they have 

envisioned falsehood and lying divination (13:6). The situation is critical. The walls have been breached, 

the enemy is about to overwhelm the city. Yet claiming to speaking on behalf of YHWH they council 

I" Incriptions on bronze objects of the eighth century BCE provenance excavated at KalhuNimrud bore Israelite 
personal names (Oded: 85) and "although some or even many Israelite deportees were forced into lower social 
positions, some of the exiles attained important positions in the Assyrian army and others were in a position to 
appear as witnesses in contracts and judicial procedures" (93). 

A fragment of an Assyrian stele excavated in Samaria further attests to these relationships for the "inscription should 
be ascribed to Sargon 11. Like other Assyrian kings, Sargon I1 placed stelae in the capital cities of conquered 
countries" Though the inscription "is too fragmentary to interpret" (1 14) the presence of the stele reinforces our 
argument concerning the ideology and iconography of empire during the first millennium BC. 

"In the sources discussed, a picture of the history of the Assyrian provinces on the territory of the former Northern 
Kingdom begins to emerge; albeit fragrnentarily. The area participated in the pax arsyriaca in the times of 
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. Chastened by Assyrian threats, conquests and deportations, the area became loyal to 
the Assyrian power ... The area remained under Assyrian control until the dismantling of the power-structures of 
Nineveh and the simuttaneous territorial expansion of Judah under Josiah. After the battle near Megiddo the area 
was subsequently incorporated into the Babylonian Empire" Oded: 1 18. 
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temporary solutions and "look g o o d  diplomacy rather than wholesale repentance and the rebuilding of 

society. And they claim their authority for such haphazard solutions to serious problems are divinely 

inspired. Ezekiel uses an analogy o f  a deteriorating wall being patched up with whitewash, a thin plaster 

that will hide the essential flaws in the structure until any sort of severe weather arises. In a "deluge of 

rain," "great hailstones" and a "stormy wind" (13: 11) the wall will collapse and "when it falls, you shall 

perish within it" (13:14). There is no doubt the wall will be destroyed - YHWH is the one tearing it 

down.'"' When the wall collapses, those who counseled trust in it will be destroyed, along with those who 

betieved their simple solutions to serious issues would really work (13: 15-16). All of this propaganda 

sands  in sharp contrast to Ezekiel's role as watchman and messenger for Lord YHWH.'02 

Similar condemnation is provided for those "daughters of your own people, who prophesy out of their own 

imagination" (13:17). While it is difficult to unpack the practices decried by the prophet, the descriptions 

imply popular magical practices which contravene the basic stipulations o f  the torah, in anyone's reading 

of the same! "Woe to the women who sew bands on all wrists, and make veils for the heads of persons of 

every height. in the hunt for human lives!" (13: 18). YKWH then poses the critical question: "Will you hunt 

down lives among my people, and maintain your own lives? You have profaned me among my people for 

handfuls of barley and for pieces of  bread, putting to death persons who should not die and keeping alive 

persons who should not live, by your lies to my people who listen to lies" (1 3: 18-1 9).  

'O' Ezekiel appears to be citing and adapting the familiar vineyard metaphor of Isaiah 5: 1-7. Compare Ezekiel 13:4 
perasd ... gader and Isaiah 5 5  paras geder6. Additionally Isaiah 28:2 regarding the deluge (Sorep) and Isaiah 
30: 13's account of the collapsing wall may be in mind. Micah 1 :6 speaks of uncovering the foundations once the 
wall has been torn down by YHWH. Cf. Ezekiel 13: 14. 

'O' The repetition of the message declaring the restoration of good times and prosperity in the face of doom is conveyed 
by the denunciation of various bearers of the propaganda in chapter 13. In another sense Ezekiel 13 continues 
Ezekiel 12 and repeats and layers it. In chapter 12 the walls are breached and the king is taken into exile; in chapter 
I3 the walls are breached and ultimately collapse while the religious and political leadership fail to take appropriate 
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In these condemnations Ezekiel plays a number of royal themes off against one another. The prophets and 

lcadsrs have acted as diplomats who represent their own interests rather than those of the overlord. This is 

certainly a capital offense, but it also has major implications for those who are taken in by their tyranny. In 

addition, the application of magic to manipulate the policies of the ruler of the world are cast aside as 

rebellion. The language of the hunt is employed to illustrate the manner in which the administration of 

justice is cast aside by these women who seek to render "justice" in exchange for paltry handouts, 

reminding us of the presumption evident in such acts on two counts. They have usurped the royal 

prerogative of the hunt, taking prey to which they have no rights, and have sidestepped the rights of the 

king to determine justice in the realm. 

YKWH declares that he will intervene: "I will tear them [the bands] from your arms, and let the lives go 

free, the lives that you hunt down like birds. I will tear off your veils, and save my people from your hands; 

they shall no longer be prey in your hands; and you shall know that 1 am the LORD" (13:20-21).'~' Further, 

whatever psychic gifts they might have enjoyed will be taken away: 'you will no longer see false visions or 

practice divination; I will save my people from your hand" (13:23). Such acts to restore order to the empire 

- -  - -  - -  - 

action; then in chapter I4 the response of the people to the crisis is documented. They turn to idols instead of to God 
(cf. the discussion of chapter 8). 

I03 Block notes the manner in which YHWH is described as invader. He writes: "The anthropomorphism is daring. 
Yahweh will personalIy invade the witches' private and spiritual world, destroying the tools of their magical trade, 
and thereby annul their grip on his people. In the process, through his salvific action of behalf of his people, they 
will acknowledge his person and his presence" BIock: 1,417. 
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will reiterate the power of the ruler and the authority of his name. When judgment is rendered against the 

prophets who speak falsely of their loyalty to YHWH, and against the women who seek to manipulate 

events and activities in his empire, it is a simple conclusion which the sovereign's acts will allow: they will 

understand "I am Y H W H  ( 13: 14, 23). I M  

The dominion of rebels 

As has already been attested by the visions within the temple, rebellion against YHWH has penetrated to 

the very centre of his palace and pollutes his court completely. The prophet has described the destruction of 

the city with its central jewel, the palace of YHWH (chapters 8-1 1). He has rendered an account of this to 

the eIders of the people who share his exile (1 1:25). He has described the smiting of the wicked in the city, 

and the example made of Pelatiah son of Benaiah (1 1: 13), the judgment on the "senseless prophets" (13:3), 

and the "daughters of your peopIe, who prophesy out of their own imagination" (13: 17). But thus far the 

response has been that these words apply to someone else, to another time (12: 27). The sickness has 

permeated to such a level that the vassals in exile still have not gotten the point: "CertzL~ elders of Israel 

came to me and sat down before me. And the word of the LORD came to me: Mortal, these men have taken 

their idols into their hearts, and placed their iniquity as a stumbling block before them; shall I let myself be 

consulted by them?" (14: 1-3). 

Whether the idols referred to our metaphoric or literal, the answer given by the overlord is clear: 

Say to the house of Israel, Thus says the Lord God: Repent and turn away from your 
idols; and turn away your faces from all your abominations. For any of those of the house 
of Israel, or of the aliens who reside in IsraeI, who separate themselves from me, taking 
their idols into their hearts and placing their iniquity as a stumbling block before them, 
and yet come to a prophet to inquire of me by him, I the LORD wiI1 answer them myself. 1 
will set my face against them; I will make them a byword and cut them off from the 
midst of my people; and you shall know that I am the LORD (14:6-8).'05 

As an official of the realm a prophet bears a particular responsibility to accurately convey the messages and 

the purposes of his liege. 

Mortal, when a land sins against me by acting faithlessly, and I stretch out my hand 
against it, and break its staff of bread and send farnine upon it, and cut off from it human 
beings and animals, even if Noah, Daniel, and Job, these three, were in it, they would 
save only their own lives by their righteousness, says the Lord God. If I send wild 

-- - 

Identification by personal name rather than epithet is an important part of royal inscriptions. "(1 am) Shalrnaneser, 
the legitimate king, the great king of the world, the king without rival, the 'Great Dragon,' the (only) power within 
the (four) rims (of the earth), overlord of all the princes, who has smashed all his enemies as if (they be) 
earthenware, the strong man, unsparing, who shows no mercy in battle ..." ANET 276; "1 am Cyrus, king of the 
world, great king, legitimate king, king of Babylon, king of Swner and Akkad, king of the four rims (of the earth) 
. . ." ANET 3 16. Such approaches were also employed by kings of smaller states: "I am Mesha, son of Chemosh -. . 
King of Moab, the Dibonite" Thomas, D. Winton (ed,): Documentsfiorn Old T d a m e n f  Times (New York: Harper 
and Row, 196 1)  196; ". .. 1, Zakir, King of Hamath and LuLash, am a man of 'Anah. Ba'al-shemain [exaIted me ?] 
and stood by me and Ba'al-shemain made me king in Hauak"  Documents from Old Testament Times 246. 

'05 Cf. Ezekiel 4:3 where the prophet sets his face against the besieged city representing YHWH. Here, when they come 
to the prophet, it is God himself who sets his face against it (14:s). 
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animals through the land to ravage it, so that it is made desolate, and no one may pass 
through because of the animals; even if these three men were in it, as I live, says the Lord 
God, they would save neither sons nor daughters; they alone would be saved, but the land 
would be desolate. Or if I bring a sword upon that land and say, 'Let a sword pass 
through the land,' and I cut off human beings and animals form it; though these three 
men were in it, as I live, says the Lord God, they would save neither sons nor daughters, 
but they alone would be saved. Or if I send a pestilence into that land, and pour out my 
wrath upon it with blood, to cut off humans and animals from it; even if Noah, Daniel, 
and Job were in it, as I live, says the Lord God, they would save only their own lives by 
their righteousness (14: 1 3-20).'06 

The upshot of this analysis is to reinforce one of the key concepts of empire. Personal loyalty is due to the 

overlord. Such personal loyalty should take precedence over loyalty to country, state, city and friends. It 

should even precede loyalty to family. The legal consequences are to be spelled out in chapter I8 in terms 

of personal responsibility to the overlord for the state of justice in the realm. 

The narrative summarizes the ravages that can devastate a land using a generic application as a reminder of 

the power of Yahweh's rule over the entire earth - this could happen to any land. There is no escaping the 

consequences of such rebellion. But now the application tightens to state specifically that the very qualities 

of rebellion which have just been catalogued characterizes the treachery of Jerusalem. As a result "four 

deadly acts of judgment, sword, famine, wild animals, and pestilence" will strike (14:21). These forces are 

used in a manner reminiscent of the regiments of an army. Yet the aim is not total devastation as the 

remaining verses of the chapter clearly indicate. 

Yet, survivors shall be left in it, sons and daughters who will be brought out; they will 
come out to you. When you see their ways and their deeds, you will be consoled for the 
evil that I have brought upon Jerusalem, for all that I have brought upon it. They shall 

'06 We should note the paraltels in this chapter to Ezekiel 5: 17 and the threat of  death through famine, wild beasts, 
sword, pIague and bloodshed. The whole section is largely influenced by the ideology of blessing and curse From the 
broad context of  ancient Near Eastern treaties, but in specific ways is a structured response to the curses outlined in 
Leviticus 26. 
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console you, when you see their ways and their deeds; and you shall know that it was not 
without cause that I did all I have done in it, says the Lord God (14:21-23). 

In keeping with the overlord's larger purposes, all punishment is conceived as corrective, intended to 

produce loyalty and not to completely destroy the subject. 

The generic character of the "when a land sins . . ." narration (14: 12ff.) with its use of international figures 

of piety (Noah, Danel, Job) forms an effective bridge to a series of carefully designed metaphors used to 

describe the state of relationships between Israel and YHWH. The shift from the first presentation of the 

essential message in a series of enacted signs to a series of highly visual allegories allows the complete 

reiteration of all the materials without the loss of movement forward within the overall portrayal. in fact, as 

we shall see, the essential message of the book is reiterated in multiple layers. A case in point is the story of 

the faithless queen in chapter 16 which graphically repeats the essential charges against a faithless vassal 

through the utilization of the mamage metaphor. This allows the essential message of covenant violation 

against the overlord Yahweh to be reiterated with a sequence of surprising twists on old themes. Yet there 

is still the potential for the prophet to completely redo the diatribe in chapter 23. 

In most of the allegories the principal objects are plants or animals pe r son iwg  national 
groups and rulers, so that they are almost fables: the Wild Vine (15), the Two Eagles 
(17), the Lioness and Her Whelps (19:2-9), the Uprooted Vine (19:lO-14), the Rusty 
Cauldron (24:3-14), the Ship Tyre (27), the Egyptian Crocodile (29:2-5; 32:2-8), and the 
Cedar (3 1). The one allegorical motif employing human subjects is that of Israel as an 
orphan harlot thanklessly rescued by Yahweh. This is the traditional image of Hosea, but 
greatly embroidered into two of the prophet's longest and most repulsive allegories 
(chaps. 16 and 23): one of Jezlsalem, the ingrate harlot of bastard origin, and the other of 
the sisters Samaria and Jerusalem. He draws out his vulgar comparisons with little sense 
of delicacy or discretion; it is a deliberate use of the shock method.'" 

'07 Gothvald: A Light 390. 
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The royal vineyard 

The rhetorical questions concerning the wood of the vine which begin chapter 15 explore the attempt of a 

vine to be something it is not - a tree. Just as Israel - clearly the vineias - seeks to find its place of 

significance in independent self rule, the vine's attempt to be timber, able to be used in construction or 

some other utilitarian purpose is fbndamentally misguided.i0g The only value the wood of the vine has is 

found in its wiIlingness to supply the lifeline which alIows the grapes to grow and ripen and produce a rich 

harvest. The vine that finds its role hlfilling this aim has continuing purpose. While no other wood can 

usurp the role of the vine, it is a role that is steadfastly refused as inconsequential. "How does the wood of 

the vine surpass all other wood?" (15:2). The key word here is wood. The wood has but one cIaim to 

superiority - and it is this sole claim that is wholeheartedly rejected! In its quest for significance it casts 

aside its one usehl role - a roIe that it regards insignificant, in pursuit of timber grandeur."' The 

concIusion that the vine that rejects its role as nourisher of the grape is fit only for fiewood, is then applied 

to Jerusalem." ' 

Like the wood of the vine among the trees of the forest, which I have given to the fire for 
fuel, so I will give up the inhabitants of Jerusalem. I will set my face against them; 
although they escape from the fire, the fire shall still consume the; and you shall know 
that I am the LORD, when I set my face against them. And I will make the land desolate, 
because they have acted faithlessly . . .( 15:6-8). 

lo' The metaphorical comparison of IsraeI with a vine is well used in the prophetic tradition. Cf. Hosea 10: 1; Isaiah 5, 
272-6, Jeremiah 2 2  1. 

'09 Ezekiel 15:3 rhetorically asks if even a peg can be made from this wood. For a secure peg compare Isaiah 2223-25. 
""The date palm has a similar problem. The sinewy nature of its wood, vital to the production of Fruit, robs it of any 

load-bearing or decorative abilities. Its main role is the provision of food. Cf. Benno Landsberger: The Dare Palm 
and Its By-producrs according to Cuneiform Sources (Graz: Selbstverlage, 1967); Ingrid Wallert: Die Palttien im 
Afren &pren. Eine Wnrersuclltrng iitrer prakrischen, symboliscizen und religiiisen Bedeurtrng (Berlin: Hessling, 
1962). 

" I  "Comparison of the viaestock to Jerusalem (a surrogate for Judah/Israel) is a grotesque distortion of the traditional 
use of the vine as a figure for Israel. The figure of the vine aptly expressed several aspects of [srael's relation to its 
God .. . both Isaiah (5: 1 ff.) and Jeremiah (2:21) spoke of the disappointment of the divine vinedresser, whose labors 
yielded only bad grapes. But Ezekiel's imagination seized upon an as yet unexploited aspect of the figure. Why 
speak of fruit at all, when the only appropriate element of comparison was the base wood of the vine whose destiny 
was destruction?" Greenberg: 1 ,  268. Further Greenberg links these pivotal themes: "The vinestock is set apart from 
other trees by its worthlessness; an analogy to Israel's moral inferiority to the nations, another theme of the book, 
lurks here" Greenberg: 1, 269. 
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To continue our reading according to the iconography of empire, we might declare that the intent for the 

vine was that it would be planted in the garden and offer the king pleasure."' It has failed to do so and as a 

result will be tom out and burned up. 

379. 

Scenes from a marriage 

The next chapter of Ezekiel is an allegory which provides a lengthy description of relations between the 

emperor Yahweh and his consort, JerusaIem. The essence of this story is that a foundling rises to the status 

of queen of the realm, only to bemy her husband benefactor with numerous episodes of adultery."' 

"' This is the case in Isaiah 5: 1-7. 
"' The "semipornographic style is a detiberate rhetorical device designed to produce a strong, emotional response," 

Block: 1,467. 
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In a striking account of Israelite origins the reader overhears the declaration to his faithless wife: 

Your origin and your birth were in the land of the Canaanites; your father was an 
Arnorite, and your mother a Hittite. As for your birth, on the day you were born your 
navel cord was not cut, nor were you washed with water to cleanse you, nor rubbed with 
salt, nor wrapped in cloths. No eye pitied you, to do any of these things for you out of 
compassion for you; but you were thrown out in the open field, for you were abhorred on 
the day you were born (16:3-5). 

Death would appear ensured for the infant, but as Yahweh continues his indictment we discover he 

declares: 

I passed by you, and saw you flailing about in your blood. As you lay in your blood, I 
said to you, "Live! And grow up like a piant of the field" (1 6:6). 

The juxtaposition of this statement with the story of the vine causes the reader to reflect upon the manner 

of this growth. Indeed, we are pleased to see that the signs all point to a fine beginning: 

You grew up and became tall and arrived at full womanhood; your breasts were formed, 
and your hair had grown; yet you were naked and bare (1 6:7). 

The story thus far is one of a lost child, doomed to certain death, being given the gift of life through the 

benefaction of the sovereign. Now the "fairy tale" quality of the story becomes obvious. The unbelievable 

happens - not only has the child destined for death been given life, and grown to become a beautiful 

woman, the emperor himself has taken an interest in her. 

I passed by you again and looked on you; you were at the age for love. I spread the edge 
of my cloak over you, and covered your nakedness: I pledged myself to you and entered 
into a covenant with you . . . you became mine. 
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Then I bathed you with water and washed off the blood from you, and anointed you with 
oil. I clothed you with embroidered cloth and with sandals of f i e  leather; I bound you in 
fine linen and covered you with rich fabric. I adorned you with ornaments: I put bracelets 
on your arms, a chain on your neck, a ring on your nose, earrings in your ears, and a 
beautiful crown upon your head.'14 You were adorned with gold and silver, while your 
clothing was of fine linen, rich fabric, and embroidered cloth. You had choice flour and 
honey and oil for food. You grew exceedingly beautiful, fit to be a queen. Your fame 
spread among the nations on account of your beauty, for it was perfect because of my 
splendor that I had bestowed on you . . . (16:8-14). 

The poet draws attention to the great beauty which characterizes Jerusalem as Yahweh's bride."* Having 

rescued her from certain death, covered her1l6 and pledged himself to her,"' the tale has all the marks of 

' I J  "Besides Genesis 24, the narrative of the search for Rebekah as the wife for Isaac, Ezekiel 16 is striking in its use of 
marriage jewelry. Here more jewelry items are listed, and as if building upon the Rebekah sequence they are 
designated for particular parts of the body. In this instance characteristically, Ezekiel seems to speak out of 
knowledge of a long tradition and incorporates a wealth of detailed information. In the BabyIonian Exile, 6th 
century BC, the prophet knows Mesopotamian adornment styles and Israelite aristocratic costume." Platt, Elizabeth: 
'Jewelry, Ancient Israelite,' 523-534, ADD 3, 826 

The unwanted child is raised and betrothed as bride and royal queen. 'The bestowal of fine garments and rich jewelry 
were the visible sign and pledge of his covenant ... The key passage is Ezek 16:lt-13. It begins with two general 
terms for jewelry from the same root 'dli, 'and I decked you with ornanletrts' (RSV). The first designated items arc 
'bracelets on your hands/armsl in a phrase reminiscent of Rebekah's wedding jewelry. These sentidint would be the 
bangle with 2 ends, and at this point could have had decorations of animal heads as finials or stylized representations 
of animal heads on each end. Possibly these finials (of snakes, lions, rams, etc.) could be Iinks to the custom in the 
Bible of powerfui rulers and nobles referred to as certain kinds of fierce animals (Ps 22:2I-22 - Eng. w. 20-21; Jer 
50: 17; Ezek 22:25), and hence they are royal insignia. The next phrase werabid 'a/ gerenek, 'and a chain on your 
neck,' only occurs here and in Gen 41:42 ... From Mesopotamia is the style of a single strand of beads worn as a 
choker high on the neck. The wife of Assurbanipal, on a 7th century BC relief from Kuyunjik ..-. is seated on a 
throne at a banquet in a garden with the king. She has a single strand of choker beads and several other items 
suggested by the Ezekiel passage - bracelets, earrings, crown -and she is feasting. The Nimrud ivories from the 
palace of AssurbanipaI show fashions of royal women from several parts of the em?irel' Elizabeth PIan: 'Jewelry, 
Ancient Israelite,' 823-834, ABD 3, 826. 

"j Grecnberg points to the phrase "adornment of adornments" as marking "sexual ripeness - breasts and bodily hair." 
He notes the parallel to a Sumerian sacred marriage text in which "companions of the goddess boast: 'Lo, high [?I is 
our bosom, Lo, hair has grown on our vulva, At the lap of the bridgroom let us rejoice'," Greenberg: 1, 277 cites 
Kramer: The Sacred Marriage Rife, 98. 

'I6 Ruth 3:9 ilIustrates how covering a woman could indicate "squiring her." Cf. Greenberg: 1, 277. 
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story moving towards a fairy tale ending. It is at this point that the history of their relationship begins a 

tawdry downward spiral.'18 The marriage relationship between Yahweh and Jerusalem is undermined by 

the violation of the harem, which is not an act of violence from external sources against Yahweh and his 

rule, but is a betrayal of trust on the part of the queen herself: 

You trusted in your beauty, and played the whore because of your fame, and lavished 
your whorings on any passer-by. You took some of your garments and made yourself 
colorful shrines, and on them played the whore; nothing like this has ever been or ever 
shall be. You also took your beautifid jewels of my gold and my silver that I had given 
you, md made for yourself male images, and with them played the whore; and you took 
your embroidered garments to cover them, and set my oil and my incense before them. 
AIso my bread that I gave you - 1 fed you with choice flour and oil and honey - you 
set it before them as a pleasing odor; and so it was . . . (1 6: 15-19). ' I 9  

Dress is an important status indicator for men and women. Assyrian palace reliefs depict the elaborate detail in royal 
robes. While actual garments or their fragments are extremely rare anywhere in the ancient Near East, we can 
surmise that Israelite and Judcan kings and queens would have adopted similar royal dress. "Typically, the greater 
the ornamentation on outer garments, especially the hem, the greater the importance of the individual in society" 
Edwards: 'Dress and ornamentation,' 234. Color and quality were also status markers, cf. Edwards: 235; V. 
Matthcws: Itfanners and Customs irr the Bible (Hendrickson: Peabody, 1988) 1 19. Another indicator of social status 
were tassels. For a description of tassels, their symbolism and color, cf. Edwards: 233. 

The dress of women and men is similar, "The Sennacherib stele depicts women and girls dressed in a cloaklike garb 
that extends to just above the ankles and could be pulled over the head like a hood ... In Sennacherib's stele, the 
women Leaving the city are wearing a type of mantle that is pulled over the head, probably signifying their act of 
mourning ... In summary, archaeological and ancient Near Eastern iconography provide important clues as to the 
garb of men and women in Palestine in the pre- and postexilic periods. Dress and ornamentation tell much about 
ancient Israelite's social status, trade and commerce, and interaction with surrounding cultures, information not 
readily available in written records. [n turn, the biblical tradition illustrates the symbolic power that dress played in 
social, political, and religious arenas of the day" Edwards: 'Dress and Ornamentation, 232-238, ABD 2,235. 

"Archaeological excavations in and around Palestine have periodically uncovered remains of dothing and textiles and 
of ornamentation such as rings, buttons, toggle pins, and earrings for most relevant periods. Sculpture, ivory 
canrlngs, and pamtmgs provide rare though often stylized glimpses of clothing of persons from the kingdoms of 
Judea and Israel. In addition, some groups or individuals during the preexilic and postexilic periods no doubt wore 
the garb of the dominant political and cultural power of the time. For these reasons sculpture, pictorial panels, and 
steles in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Anatolia provide important though not unambiguous clues to ancient dress" 
Douglas Edwards: 'Dress and ornamentation,' 232. 

"Rare visual evidence for a male's outerwear in Syro-Palestine comes From the 'Black Obelisk' of Shalmaneser I11 
(858-824 BCE), which shows lehu, the Israelite king, wearing a fringed outer garment with tassels on a section 
thrown over the shoulder; a girdle with tassels on the end is tied around his middle (ANEP, 120-122, 290-291 ...). 
Each of his attendants has a fringed mantle or simlii draped over the left shoulder," Edwards: ABD 2,233. 

"'- At Elephantine, a marriage declaration "She is my wife and I am her husband" constituted a legal relationship 
between the two marriage partners. Cf. Greenberg: 1,277f. for further references. 

' l a  "A series of six (or seven) verb clauses particularizes the gifts God made to the woman ('I clothed .-. I shod ... I 
bound .. .' etc.); six corresponding sentences relate how she squandered them - and her children - on her 'male 
images' ('you took ... and maddput ...'). Her blood, in which she tived through God's word, reverberates in the 
blood of her children which she slaughtered for her idols. God covered her nakedness, but her nakedness was 
exposed in her harlotry, so God will hand her over to executioners who will expose and see all her nakedness" 
Greenberg: 1,296. 

l i 9  Royal jewelry would be filled with symbolic motifs and/or iconographic images representing the empire of the king. 
The his queen is described as wearing these to attract and seduce lovers is obviousty ironic. The next stage 
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383. 
The nymphomaniac queen is insatiable in her desire for partners who are here described with ',.e rubric 

"any passer-by" (L6:15) an ironic hvist on the beginning of the story where YHWH is the "passer-by" 

(16:6, 8). The rhetoric of the section then describes the woman as fornicating with images of males.'20 The 

description allows a number of "readings." Obviously metaphor dominates the choice of readings, but the 

accusation of continual harlotry with strangers reminds us of the fertility cults the prophets continually 

denounce. The angry accusations of using the gods as surrogate sexual partners seems completely over the 

top, but before we mereIy dismiss this charge, the evidence for ithyphalic images of deities - certainly 

among the Egyptians whose cults form a part of these charges - needs to be noted. An even more likely 

analogue is the dildo, a model of an erect male penis, which far From being a modem innovation, was well 

known in antiquity.''' 

The culmination of this atrocity was that: "You took your sons and your daughters, whom you had borne to 

me, and these you sacrificed to them to be devoured" (16:20). All this was done without thought of the 

"days of your youth, when you were naked and bare, flailing about in your own blood" (16:22). 

Her availability as a whore is attested by the rhetoric that at every streetcorner, and in every town square 

she made herself available to all who passed by (16:23-25). The history of a marriage of harlotry is then 

described, where the treasuries are [presumably] melted down to create some sort of sexual surrogate offers a gross 
travesty of r! story which began with the girl chosen by the king to "live!" 

The practice in Mesopotamia of a bride putting on "all" her jewelry to await the groom is pretty standard in the ancient 
Near East. In many cases, this would represent her dowry. The irony in this case is that the woman is naked were it 
not for the benefits of YHWH, who acts as father in the earIier part of the text, and now as husband; cf. Gwendolyn 
Leick: Sex and Eroticism in Mesopoton~ian Literature (London: RoutIedge, 1 994) 66. 
Cf. Ezekiel 16: 17. 

"' Cf. Geraldine Pinch: Votive Offerings to Hafhor (Oxford: Grifith Institute, 1993) 235-245; Eva Kreuls: The Reign 
of the Phallus. Sexual Politics in Ancient Athens (New York: Harper and Row, 1985) 82-86, 116-1 17; Aline 
Rousselle: Porneia. On Desire and rhe Body in Anfiquity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988) 65. 
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articulated. Her loose behavior with the Egyptians provoked Yahweh's anger, so he let her fall into the 

hands o f  the Philistines - but "the daughters of the Philistines . . . were ashamed o f  your lewd behavior." 

Affairs with Assyria and Chaldea followed, bringing the marital history up to date. But nothing has 

changed over the years, an insatiable, unsatisfiable lust drives the bride o f  Yahweh into the arms of other 

lovers (1626-29).'" "How sick is your heart!" cries Yahweh, as both declaration and rhetorical cry, as he 

ponders not only her insatiable lust with countless partners, but cries in pain: "Adulterous wife, who 

'" Why use prostitution as a metaphor for apostasy? "Several factors may account for this: (1) n h  implies that the 
illicit activity is habitual or iterative since the participle z6ni  describes the professional whore; (2) the motive, 
personal gain, is supplied; and this is exploited by the prophets who point to Israel's folly in her pursuit of material 
goods from 'no-gods' (Hosea 2); (3) 3 t h  implies a multiplicity of partners, and this all the more ridicules Israel's 
indiscriminate choice of fetishes for worship (Jer 220, 28); (4) the participle zbmi suggests a treacherous and 
hardened woman (Jer 3:3), and the concrete image of the whore is well suited for the personification of Israel as a 
woman; and (5) the root zrrh refers to illicit sex only by females, and because Israel in the covenant relationship 
adopts the feminine role, it is more fitting that a verb used strictly for females play a central role (n  p, on the other 
hand, refers to illicit sexual activity by both sexes - a no 'ep is a man, whether single or married, who engages in 
sex with a manied woman [Lev 20:10]). The root znh, while strictly speaking less appropriate for symbolizing 
Israel's covenant breaking, was therefore a more effective rhetorical tool" Elaine Goodfriend: 'Prostitution (Old 
Testament),' 505-5 10, ABD 5,509. 

The metaphor is well established by the Ezekiel's time: "In Isa 23:15-18, Tyre, the great commercial emporium, is 
likened to a whore and her profits called 'etnan, 'a harlot's hire.' According to Isa I :2 I, Jerusalem, 'the faithful city 
that was filled with justice,' has become a harlot. The prophet's charge isn't based on the worship of other gods, but 
rather on immorality and injustice." Ezekiel used the metaphor to denounce political alliances with foreign nations 
as well as to condemn cultic improprieties. "While the reliance of Israel and ludah upon other nations was 
condemned by the prophets as an affront to YHWH (Isaiah 30-3 1 ; Jer 2: 1 8, 36-37; Hos 5: 13; 7: 1 1-1 2; 122; 14:4), 
only Ezekiel specifically labeled this activity zenit, 'harlotry' (1696-29; chap. 23) ... boundaries between political 
and religious apostasy are blurred" Goodfriend: ABD 5,509. 

The prophetic denunciation of "harlotry" is often given a literal interpretation. "On the basis of such texts as 1 Sam 
222; 2 Kgs 23:7, 14; 2 Chr IS:16; Ezek 8:14; Hos 413; and others, it is assumed that in paganized Israelite cults, 
worshippers engaged in sexual intercourse with devotees of the various shrines, as a way to promote fecundity and 
fertility ... in recent years, however, the widely accepted hypothesis of cultic prostitution has been seriously 
challenged ... For the sake of clarity, however, it might be better to abandon the term altogether and to stick to 
circumscriptions such as 'prostitution that was profitable to, and at times organized by, the temple and its 
administration"' Karel van der Toorn: 'Cultic Prostitution,' 5 10-5 13, ABD 5 5 10; Goodfiiend ABD 5,507. 

It is important to note that in Hosea I and 2 the land is to be understood to personify the leaving of YHWH to go after 
the Baals. Hosea's presentation of the relationship between Israel and God also draws upon concepts of the interplay 
between god and goddess. Compare Ezekiel 16: 15-19 with Hosea 24-1 0; 1620-2 1 with Hosea 9: 13; 16:22 with 
Hosea 2: 17; Ezekiel's description as Egypt and Assyn'a as lovers with Hosea 7: 1 1 ; 8:9; and 16:30-34 with Hosea 
8:9. Jeremiah redoes Hosea in a completeiy different way in Jeremiah2-3. 
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receives strangers instead 

your lovers, bribing them 

o f  her husband!'" Gifts are given to a11 whores; but you gave 

to come to you from all around for your whorings" (16:32-33).124 

your gifts to all 

"Therefore, 0 whore, hear the word of the LORD:" launches a verdict. The Lord of the universe does not 

need to take this case to trial. His recounting of the behavior of his queen is sufficient - in fact is 

superfluous to the administration of justice. As the sovereign of the realm he is able to dispense justice 

from his throne as he sees fit. In the present case, the graphic - indeed shocking account o f  the 

nymphomaniac queen is meant as a wake up call to  a community who are having trouble understanding 

why they are in exile, and the city is about to fall. The piling up o f  the rhetoric of aduItery and prostitution 

" Van der Toom suggests alternatives which help to provide a balanced picture: "Sexual excesses were part of the 
expected ritualized behavior at festivals and belonged as such to the popular culture of the time ... Prostitutes 
operating as it were in the shadow of the temple, then, existed in ancient Israel. However, any links behveen the 
latter and a hypothetical fertility cult, it need hardly be said, belong to the domain of speculation. Prostitution as a 
source of profits for the temple? -yes; prostitution as an integrating part of ferti1it-y rituals? - no" van der Toorn: 
ABD 5 . 5  1 1. The same conclusion is drawn with regard to the "original" model of such practises. He concludes: '?he 
cuneiform evidence does not warrant the conclusion that the Mesopotamiars practiced cdtic prostitution in order to 
enhance the fertility of the soil or the flocks. The only instance one could quote to support the idea of a connection 
between sexuaI intercourse and fertility in nature is the so-called 'sacred mamage.' Evidence for this custom, 
however, is scarce and stems mainly from the late 3rd millennium BCE. Also the term 'prostitution' could hardly be 
applied to this" van der Toom: ABD 5, 5 12. Rather than identifying prostitutes in the sense of "priestess," or "holy 
woman" van der Toorn suggests: "Ancient Near Eastern civilizations were familiar with prostitutes working in the 
service of the temple, as they were with the phenomenon of prostitution as a means to pay vows. In neither case, 
however, does there seem to have been a conscious connection with fertility rites" van der Toorn: ABD 5 , 5  13. 

'" "It is impossible to identify the exact historical events to which Ezekiel alludes, but Israel's payment of funds to 
foreign powers are well documented. Whereas historical documents generally report these as tribute payments 
imposed on the nation, in Ezekiel's mind a11 such transfers of resources represented flirtations with foreign ruIers 
and a betrayal of Yahweh. Had Jerusalem been satisfied with her own husband/divine patron, these payments would 
not have been necessary" Block: 1, 498. Payments of tribute to Assyria are made by the Israelite kings Jehu, 
Menahem, and Hoshea (ANET 281, 283, 284 respectively) as  well a s  by the Judean kings Jehoahaz, Ahaz and 
Hezekiah (ANET 282, 2 Kings 16:7-9; 18:14-16; ANET 288). "Later Jehoiakim had paid tribute successively to 
Necho ([2 Kings] 23:34-35), Nebuchadrezzar ([2 Kings] 24: l), and Egypt (Jer. 2: 18, 36). Zedekiah paid an annual 
tribute to Babylon (Ezek. l7:6, 13- l4), and perhaps to Egypt (w. 7-9)" Block: 1,498. 
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in the harem of Yahweh in chapters 16 and 23 are intended to point to the spiritual treason and infidelity 

that have plagued the history of Yahweh's relationship with his people. The language is graphic and 

repetitive, layered and outrageous, bat incessantly drives to make one central point. The king of the worId, 

the lord of Israel, expects nothing less than complete and totally loyalty from his subjects. Period. 

Thus says the Lord God, Because your lust was poured out  and your nakedness 
uncovered in your whoring with your lovers, and because of all your abominable idols, 
and because of the blood of your children that you gave to them,lStherefore, I will gather 
all your lovers, with whom you took pleasure, a11 those you Ioved and all those you 
hated; I will gather them against you from all around, and will uncover your nakedness to 
them, so that they may see all your nakedness. I will judge you as  women who commit 
adultery and shed blood are judged, and b ~ g  blood upon you in wrath and jeaIousy. I 
will deliver you into their hands, and they shall throw down your platform and break 
down your lofty places; they shall strip you of your clothes and take your beautiful 
objects and leave you naked and bare. They shall bring up a mob against you, and they 
shall stone you and cut you to pieces with their swords. They shall bum your houses and 
execute judgments on you in the sight of many women; I will stop you from playing the 
whore, and you shall also make no more payments. So I will satisEy m y  fury on you, and 
my jealousy shall turn away from you; I will be calm, and will be angry no longer. 
Because you have not remembered the days of your youth, but have enraged me with all 
these things; therefore, I have returned your deeds upon your head, says the Lord God 
(16:35-43). 'I6 

At this point the reader might think Ezekiel has made the point - and then some. But in an astonishing 

move he presses the point M e r :  

Have you not committed lewdness beyond a11 your 
abominations? See, everyone who uses proverbs \L ti: 
use this proverb about you, "Like mother, like 
daughter." You are the daughter of your mother, who 
loathed her husband and her children; and you are the 
sister of your sisters, who loathed their husbands and 
their children. Your mother was a Hittite and your 
father an Amorite. Your elder sister is Samaria, who 
lived with her daughters to the north of you; and your 
younger sister, who lived to the south of you, is 
Sodom with her daughters. You not only followed 
their ways, and acted according to their 
abominations; w~thin a very little time you were more 
corrupt than they in all your ways. As I Iive, says the 
Lord God, your sister Sodom and her daughters have 
not done as you and your daughters have done. This 
was the guilt of your sister Sodom: she and her 
daughters had pride, excess of  food, and prosperous 
ease, but did not aid the poor and needy. They were 

" Note that three "charges" are laid in this sentencing paragraph. 
The stripping of the wife as an element of divorce proceedings is attested in a number o f  texts from varied times and 
places. For detailing of this cf. Block: 1 ,  502, note 23 1. 

"In Ezek 16:39 and 2326, 29, personified Jerusalem is stripped by her lovers, not her husband. In Hos 2 5 ,  Jer 1326, 
and Akkadian sources, the offending wife is stripped by her husband or his family to symbolize the withdrawal of  
her maintenance ... Apparent in Ezekiel 16 and 23, then, is the intrusion o f  the tenor o f  the metaphor, Israel's 
pillaging by foreign armies" Elaine Goodfriend: 'Adultery,' 82-86, ABD 1, 184. 
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haughty, and did abominable things before me; therefore I have removed them when I 
saw it. Sarnaria has not committed half your sins; you have committed more 
abominations than they, and have made your sisters appear righteous by all the 
abominations that you have committed. Bear your disgrace, you also, for you have 
brought about for your sisters a more favorable judgment; because of all your sins in 
which you acted more abominably than they, they are more in the right than you. So be 
ashamed, you also, and bear your disgrace, for you have made your sisters appear 
righteous ( 16:43-52). 

387. 

The section concerning the family relationships of Yahweh's wife begins with a reiteration of her 

parentage. Setting aside the content of this biographical note for the moment, we should observe how the 

attested biological roots of the woman feature in the book. First, the questionable heritage is used to form 

an inclusion around the biographica1 sketch of Lady Jerusalem, the queen of harlots. This is clearly marked 

by a reversal of order between the two notations of parentage ( 16:3 "father . . . mother"; 16:45 "mother . . . 
father"). 

These categories might be read as intending to define JerusaIem's ancestry as separate from Israel. Or his 

intent may be a redefining of the parentage of Israel. The traditions clearly indicate the mixed heritage of 

Israel and Judah in the land, and a clear case in point are the traditions concerning the city of Jerusalem. 

The city was taken by David and associated with his rule precisely because it belonged to neither Israel or 

Judah, but had retained its independence (2 Samuel 6:6-10). Soon all that will be Ieft of David's glorious 
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united kingdom is a city originally intended to bind these diverse halves together! Thus the heritage in 

which Judeans took such pride is merely a fiction - a sham, her genealogical roots are sketchy at best, 

mixed and far less than glorious. Such realities fly in the face of the exalted status she claims. Her roots 

have been carefdly hidden in her adoption and her acceptance as a royal scion. But she is a founding who 

had been left to die by the wayside. The terms used to defme her heritage are broad and Fuuy.'" Amorite, 

Hittite, Canaanite - but what they have in common is the traditions which declare these were people to be 

driven from the land for Israel to possess it! Without YHWH's adoption, Jerusalem would have died 

shortIy following her birth. Instead, she is given the birthright of a royal child, raised in the palace as a 

princess, and eventually becomes the queen. h t e a d  of sharing the inheritance of death for those peoples 

who were to be strictly excluded from their feIlowship, Jerusalem was embraced by YHWH and offered 

life. She was included in a Ioving relationship in a striking counterpoint to the demands of the torah: 

When the Lord your God brings you into the land that you are about to enter and occupy, 
and he clears away many  nations before you - the Hittites, the Girgashites, the 
Amorites, the Canaanites, the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations 
mightier and more numerous than you - and when the Lord your God gives them over 
to you and you defeat them, then you must utterly destroy them. Make no covenant with 
them and show them no mercy. Do not intermarry with them, giving your daughters to 
their sons or taking their daughters for your sons, for that would turn away your children 
from following me, to serve other gods" (Deuteronomy 7: 1-4)."* 

'17 "The metaphorical recitals concerning Yahweh's orphan wife Jerusalem (IG) and his sister wives Samaria and 
Jerusalem (23) are intricately constructed enlargements and explorations of the husband-wife imagery which Hosea 
and Jeremiah has used for the ties between Yahweh and his people. Interestingly, Ezekiel brings together in these 
extended metaphors the two main Israelite tradition complexes that had previously remained isolated from one 
another in prophecy. The orphan wife Jerusalem has her origins in that ancient city, with an Amorite mother and a 
Hittite father, in keeping with the Zion traditions, whereas the sister wives Sarnaria and Jerusalem emerged from 
Egypt, in keeping with the exodus-settlement traditions" Gottwald: The Hebrew Bible 487. 

'" The covenant ceremony which conchdes the book of Deuteronomy begins with a liturgical declaration that 
declares: "A wandering Aramean was my ancestor; he went down into Egypt and lived there as an alien, few in 
number, and there he became a great nation, mighty and populous. When the Egyptians treated us harshly and 
afflicted us, we cried to the LORD, the God of our ancestors ... and he brought us into this place and gave us this 
land, a land flowing with miik and honey" (Deuteronomy 2659) .  

Clearly we can presume that EzekieI would have known this tradition on two counts- First, the confession is associated 
with a ceremony in which a basket of the first h i t s  of the land are brought for presentation to Yahweh. As the priest 
takes the basket, the declaration is to be made. Secondly, as the reform movement launched by Josiah is dependent 
upon the stipulations of Deuteronomy, and this movement is essentiaIly contemporaneous with the exile in which 
Ezekiel was caught up, we can be reasonably certain that Ezekiel's training for the priesthood would had included 
instruction in this ritual. If such can be regarded as accurate, then it is clear that Ezekiel deliberately misamibutes 
the origins of Israel, linking them to Canaanites, Amorites and Hittites, rather than to the Arameans. 
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As if to punctuate this story o f  the casting aside OF the gift of life and love, Ezekiel then links the family 

tree to Sodom and Samaria, two cities marked as abysmalry sinfit1 in Judean traditions. Sodom is held up as 

superior to Jerusalem! Samaria as not "half bad"! 

I will restore their fortunes, the fortunes of Sodom and her daughters, and I wi11 restore 
your own fortunes along with theirs, in order that you may bear your disgrace and be 
ashamed of all that you have done, becoming a consolation to them. As for your sisters, 
Sodom and here daughters shall return to their former state, Samaria and her daughters 
shall return to their former state, and you and y o u  daughters shall return to your Former 
state. Was not your sister Sodorn a byword in your mouth in the day of your pride, before 
your wickedness was uncovered? Now you are a mockery to the daughters of Aram and 
all her neighbors, and to the daughters of the Philistines, those all around who despise 
you. You must bear the penalty of your lewdness and your abominations, says the LORD. 
( 16:53-58).'30 

The €ma1 words o f  the chapter however return to hope:I3' 

I wiII deal with you as you have done, you who have despised the oath, breaking my 
covenant; yet I will remember my covenant with you in the days of your youth, and I will 
establish with you an everlasting covenant. Then you will remember your ways, and be 
ashamed when I take your sisters, both your elder and your younger, and give them to 

"9 Literally, "Samaria has not committed half our sins" Ezekiel 165  1. 
" O  "Alongside the climactic structure, lurid images and shocking language serve to sustain this long, verbose diatribe: 

fornicating with male images, slaughtering children for them to eat, spreading legs for every passerby, 'your "juice" 
was poured out,' a bloody object of fury and passion, 'hack you with their swords.' The prophecy also contains a 
good number of rare or unique words and grammatical anomalies" Greenberg: 1, 296. For further details cf. 
Greenberg: I, 296ff. 

Whiie some believe in a common fertility cult that included worship of a mother goddess and her young spouse who 
died and was resurrected on an annual basis, the influence on Israelite and Judean traditions is variously assessed: 
"These mythological beliefs and practices were assumed to have been shared by all peoples of the ANE, with Iocal 
variations of minor imponance, and traces of them were deemed to have been found in the Bible. According to this 
theory, the dying god Dumuzi/Tamrnuz, who is lamented by his spouse InannaAshtar, and semiannually resurrects, 
is to be identified with the Syrian Adonis, the Egyptian Osiris, and the Ugaritic Baal (cf Pope in IDB 2265). Recent 
scholarship, however, based on a more sound philological approach and a more careful methodology, rejects these 
identifications as superficial and misleading. It is becoming evident that the ancient cultures and religions do not 
follow a common pattern, as it was formerly assumed, but greatly differ from each other" Jacob Klein: 'Sacred 
Marriage,' 866-870, ABD 5, 869. 

"' "Inasmuch as Jerusalem has debased herself more than her sisters, a decision of God to forgive and restore her must 
in all fairness entail the same for her sisters. But since she boasted of her superiority, eIevating them to her level 
must be humiliating to her" Greenberg, 1,289. 
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you as daughters, but not on account of my covenant with you. I will establish my 
covenant with you, and you shall know that I am the LORD, in order that you may 
remember and be confounded, and never open your mouth again because of your shame, 
when I forgive you all that you have done (1659-63)."' 

390. 

What might have been any idyllic garden scene in which YHWH enjoys the company of his queen in a 

"garden of delights" is a travesty of such peace. The "city of peace" is a city of violence and bloodshed, 

betrayal and sorrow. In this first foray on the subject of YHWH's marriage the sad story is one of infidelity 

and disappointment, adultery and shame. The topic will be reiterated in chapter 23."' 

"' "Ezekiel devotes more verses to this motif [the marriage of YHWH] than either of his two predecessors [Hosea and 
Jeremiah]. Indeed, chap. 16, with G3 verses, is the longest in his book, yet its excessiveness is not limited to 
quantity. jerusalern is here a murderous nymphomaniac who makes even Sodom (here her 'sister') seem righteous. 
In chap. 23, Ezekiel in 49 verses reworks in a similarly extreme fashion the motif of Jer 3:6-12, YHWH's marriage 
to two sisters" Elaine Goodfriend: 'Adultery,' 82-86, ABD 1,85. 

Various commentaries point out a variety of resonances between Jeremiah, Hosea and Ezekiel 16 and 23. As Clements 
notes the "metaphor of the faithless wife" expIores "the essential primary IoyaIty and sincerity that true religion 
demands. Israel is doomed; just zs mmarriage and family cannot survive if a wife's pledge of loyalty to her husband is 
discounted and ignored" R. Clernents: Jeretniah (Atlanta: John Knox, 1988) 33. Clearly the prophets often knew and 
built on each other's insights. 

'" What might have been is characterized in this analysis of Egyptian art: "... The pictorial effect derives from the fact 
that it is conceived as painting. The gentle curves are exquisitely drawn. Banqueting scenes offered an especially 
tempting opportunity to depict all the splendor of convivial court society. Beneath the festive robes the curves of the 
body can be made out; the jewelry is lavish and the wigs dainty; on the women's garments there are even stains of 
oil spilt from the ointment-cones which they are carrying on their heads. All these details show that the artists 
approached their subjects as painters. The tender beauty of the women, the comely bodies of the young maidens, and 
the graceful movements of the dancers and musicians are expressed in soft sensitive flowing lines and a delicate 
range of colors .-. Tension and harmony are produced by grouping the figures together in the performance of a 
common action, and by depicting gestures and expressions suggestive of a common spiritual experience. There is a 
tendency towards novel and unusual pictorial effects* attained by means of overlapping and foreshortening. The 
result is a picture that is close to nature, as may be seen from a wall-painting from the tomb of Neb-Amun ..." 
Woldering: 168. 
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Images of imperial power 

Chapter 17 describes a great eagle, with great wings which breaks the top off a majestic cedar and replants 

it in a region of abundant water. A basic familiarity with the iconography of empire allows us to 

immediately understand the essentials. The majestic birds - like the birds that hover over the king's 

chariot or the related symbols of the winged disk - are symbols of empire used by all the ancient 

superpowers. The stately cedars of Lebanon were highly prized by Egyptians and Mesopotamians for a 

number of reasons.13" The powerful scent related to the cedar offered an unmistakable natural pefirning 

for palaces and temples. Beyond this, the wood of the tree was strong and attractive, and offered building 

opportunities unparalleled by other timber. The strength of the cedar in spanning long spaces - the trees 

often reached over LOO feet in height - made a major contribution to the status cedar offered as a building 

material. Both Egypt and Mesopotamia lacked any substantial stands of timber for their buildings, and 

control of the Lebanon came to represent power, riches and empire. 

The kings of Mesopotamia and Egypt chose cedar before fu for several reasons. As a tree 
it was a patrician, the fu plebian. The wood of the cedar, unlike the fir, resisted rot and 
insects and was very durable, as was demonstrated in the temple of Artemis at Ephesus, 
the roof-beams of which were of cedar and still in good condition four hundred years 
later. It also had an attractive aromatic scent, took a good polish, and was appreciated by 
carpenters and cabinet-makers because it had a close, straight grain and was easy to 
work.'" 

"* As previously observed, Egypt had stone but no timber able to support weight, Mesopotamia had neither stone nor 
timber readily available, most particularly in the south. 
RusseIl Meiggs: Trees and Timber in rhe Ancienr Mediterranean World (Oxford: Clarendon, 1982) 55. This 

thorough study provides a wealth of information on ancient timber usage. 
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In biblical literature cedars symbolized royal majesty (Judges 9:15; 1 Kings 5:13; 2 Kings 14.9; Isaiah 

10:33f.; Song of Songs 5: 15; ler 22:6, 23), as they did in other ancient Near Eastern t e ~ t s . " ~  AS observed 

earlier, the symbolism of transplanting a cedar and having it thrive in a controlled environment such as a 

palace or park offered both an indication of power and the blessing of the gods. The king was thus honored 

as sovereign over the natural world.'37 

A great eagle, with great wings and Iong pinions, 
rich in plumage of many  color^,"^ 
came to Lebanon. 
He took the top of the cedar, 
broke off its topmost shoot; 
He carried it to a land of trade, 
set it in a city of  merchant^.'^' 

I.'' Transplanted trees and plants were celebrated in inscriptions. And "Transplanted cedars were a feature of Assyrian 
royal gardens (Tiglath-pileser I, Luckenbill, ARAB 254; Assurnaskpal, ANET S59a, cf. A.L. Oppenheim, 'On Royal 
Gardens in Mesopotamia,' JNES 24 (1965), 328-333)" Greenberg: I ,  3 10. To these citations we can add the analysis 
provided by Meiggs. 

"' The heroic and regal expedition to the cedar forest, beginning with Gilgarnesh aiso provides a background to this 
Cf. ANET 7-85. For Nararn-Sin, Gudea ANET 268-269; Tiglath-pileser I, AssurnasirpaI 11, ANET 275-276; 
Shalmaneser 111, ANET 278 . . . Nebuchadnezzar [I, ANET 307. 

"' Greenberg argues that "full of feathers" and "decked in embroidery" point toward an identification of the bird in the 
allegory as "the golden eagle, whose neck and legs are fully feathered, and whose neck feathers (hackles) are goIden 
and shaped like lanceheads. These characteristics exclude the griffon vulture, which resembles the eagle in build 
and flight characteristics and is also called neSer." Greenberg: 1, 3 10. 

'I9 Babylonian society was completely dependant upon trade for a wide variety of daily needs. 
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The fust great bird obviously represents Nebuchadrezzar, the Babylonian king who, as YHWH's emissary 

arrives to deal with the Judean situation. He removes the ruling king, represented as the crown of the cedar, 

and takes him to Babylon for transplanting - in the royal garden! Jehoiachin is repIaced at home by a 

local ruler, Zedekiah his uncle, who is described as a vine, the prophet twisting in a new way the time 

honored metaphor for the people. Thus Judah, remaining in the land is described through its newly 

appointed leader as a vioe in the service of a master (cf. Isaiah 5). Once again the opportunity is presented 

for Israel to prosper: 

Then he took a seed from the land, 
placed it in f e d e  soil; 
A plant by abundant waters, 
he set it like a willow twig. 
It sprouted and became a vine 
spreading out, but low; 
Its branches turned toward him, 
its roots remained where it stood. 
So it became a vine; 
it brought forth branches, 
put forth foliage (1756). 

The newly planted "Israel" has a short attention span in this new relationship, much like the analogy of the 

nymphomaniac queen. Soon, a new eagle hovers nearby, and its beautiful appearance drew the attention of 

the vine from the first eagle. Ezekiel mixes his metaphors here, but this remains true to iconographic and 

literary traditions, The mating display of the second eagle draws the affections of the vine away from its 

responsibilities, with promises of even greater fertility and blessing - but it is not to be.lw How surprising 

is it then that almost immediately after this story of the vineyard the discussion turns to "sour grapes" 

(Ezekiel 1 8:2)?14' 

There was another great eagle, 
with great wings and much plumage. 

''O A number of prophetic themes and images are played with in this allegory, including the faithless wife who 
mistakes the gifts of God for those of her "lovers" cf. Hosea 22-1 3; Ezekiel 16 and 23. 

lS' The connections with Isaiah 5, the song about an owner who expected a wine harvest and who decides to level the 
vineyard after the only product is wild, sour grapes. "I will tell you what I will do to my vineyard ... I will break 
down its walI, and it shall be trampled down. I will make it a waste ... the vineyard of the LORD of hosts is the 
house of Israel and the people of Judah are his pleasant planting" (Isaiah 55-7). But in the Iight of the charges in 
Ezekiel 10:9 "the land is full of bloodshed", the echo is almost deafening: "He (the LORD) expected justice but saw 
bloodshed; righteousness, but heard a cry!" (Isaiah 5:7). 
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And see! This vine stretched out 
its roots toward him, 
so that he might water it. 
From the bed where it was planted 
it was transplanted 
to good soil by abundant waters, 
so that it might produce branches 
and bear fruit 
and become a noble vine. 

Say: Thus says the Lord God: 
Will it prosper? 
Will he not pull up its roots, 
cause its h i t  to rot and wither, 
its fresh sprouting leaves to fade? 
No strong arm or mighty army 
will be needed 
to pull it from its roots. 
When it is transplanted, will it thrive? 
When the east wind strikes it,"" 
will it not utterly wither, 
wither on the bed where it grew? (17:7-10). 

The meaning is immediately unpacked for the reader when 

Ezekiel is instructed "Say now to the rebellious house: 

Do you not know what these things mean? Tell them: The king of Babylon came to 
Jerusalem, took its king and its officials, and brought them back with him to Babylon. He 
took one of the royal offspring and made a covenant with him, putting him under oath 
(he had taken away the chief men of the land), so that the kingdom might be humble and 
not lift itself up, and that by keeping his covenant it might stand. But he rebelled against 
him by sending ambassadors to Egypt, in order that they might give him horses and a 
large army. WiH he succeed? Can one escape who does such things? Can he break the 
covenant and yet escape? (1 7: 12- 15). 

The "decoding," though hardly necessary, removes any doubt about the main players .in the oracle, and the 

rhetorical questions drive home the essential message. The text continues with YHWH swearing an oath by 

his own existence - an oath of supreme solemnity: 

As I live . . . surely in the place where the king resides who made him king, whose oath he 
despised, and whose covenant with him he broke - in Babylon he shall die. Pharaoh 
with his mighty army and great company will not help him in war, when ramps are cast 
up and siege walls built to cut off many lives. Because he despised the oath and broke the 
covenant, because he gave his hand and yet did all these things, he shall not escape. 
Therefore thus says the Lord God: As I live, I will surely return upon his head my oath 
that he despised, and my covenant that he broke. I will spread my net over him, and he 
shall be caught in my snare; I will bring him to Babylon and enter into judgment with 

- - 

'" From a Palestinian perspective the east wind brings death. The wind coming across the desert has no moisture left in 
it and "sucks the life" out of all it encounters as it absorbs moisture. This stands in stark contrast to the west wind 
which brings moisture it has gathered from the Mediterranean. The east wind is thus an apt metaphor for the 
retaliation to be brought by Nebuchadrezzar for violation of the treaties of loyalty he has signed. Yet in the 
perspective of the prophet, even this is not as significant as the fact that the treaties were sworn "by W W H "  - and 
if they knew the truth of the matter on behalf of YHWH as King of the world. 
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him there for the treason he has committed against me. All the pick of his troops shall fail 
by the sword, and the survivors shall be scattered to every wind: and you shall know that 
I, the LORD, have spoken (17: 16-2 I).''-' 

The explanatory oracle terminates with images of the hunt, a theme taken up extensively in chapter 19. As 

is readily observable, the metaphors in these chapters are used and reused in a variety of interlocking ways, 

a feature which makes it almost impossible to exhaust analysis of any approach. Finally, it is clear. 

Restoration of Israel will require an act of God, of unprecedented magnitude! 

I myself will take a sprig 
from the lofty top of a cedar; 
I will set it out. 
I will break off a tender one 
from the topmost of its young twigs; 
I myself will plant it 
on a high and lofty mountain. 
On the mountain height of Israel 
I will plant it, 
in order that it may produce boughs 
and bear h i t ,  
and become a noble cedar. 
Under it every kind of bird will live; 
in the shade of its branches will nest 
winged creatures of every kind. 

"The first eagle - grander than the second - is Nebuchadne~ar, king of Babylon; Lebanon is Jerusalem; the 
crown of the cedar and its topmost shoot are the royal court and the king (Jehoiachin), who were exiled and held 
captive in Babylon ... following Jehoiachin's voluntary surrender, Nebuchadnezzar allowed the iudahite monarchy 
to continue reigning, appointing the Davidide Zedekiah (Jehoiachin's uncle) to the throne (24: 17) . . . The second 
(less splendid) eagle is the king of Egypt (Psarnmetichus 11); roots and branches reaching toward it for water are 
Zedekiah's emissaries seeking Egyptian auxiliaries and cavalry" Greenberg: 1,3 14. Also cf. Zirnmerli: 1, 36 1-362. 
Given the clarity of the text, this interpretation is pretty much standard. 
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All the trees of the field shall know 
that 1 am the LORD. 
I bring low the high tree, 
I make high the low tree' 
I dry up the green tree 
and make the dry tree flourish. 
I the LORD have spoken; 
I wilf accomplish it (17:22-24). 

397. 

The oracle draws on ancient ideologies of royal bIessing and bounty to make its point. Life wilf thrive in 

the place YHWH will establish for Israel. This cedar will defy "nature" and bear fruit! Obviously the 

metaphors are mixed, but the point is simple. YHWH has chosen to place his people "by abundant waters" 

(1 7 5 )  for the time being - but in the fbture this will no longer be Babylon. This thriving world centre will 

be planted on "the mountain height of Israel" (17:23), and all the "trees of the world" will recognize this 

central tree. This is possible because YHWH can "make the dry tree flourish" (17:24).'" The metaphor that 

YHWH will be recognized as King of the world, and his chosen vessel will rule once again as his loyal 

vassal seems clear. But how can this happen? Chapter 11 provided our first clue with its promise of people 

with a new heart and a new spirit (1 1: 19-20) in a restored and cleansed Iand (1 1: 18). This theme is taken 

up again in the following chapter. 

IU The same conclusion will be reached concerning dry bones in Ezekiel 37. 
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The legal discourse in Ezekiel 18 describes life in the state as designed by YHWH. What is required is 

personal loyalty and obedience to the ruler. In a series of legal scenarios the case of corporate versus 

individual accountability is assessed. Each time the conclusion to the analysis is that only the person who is 

guilty of a capital offense will die. His family will not die, nor will he escape judgment. Within our reading 

of the book, the chapter serves as a sort of "speech from the throne," or "state of the union address." Its 

intent is not to rehearse every scenario possible, but to take a number of typical cases to present a summary 

of the manner in whch justice will be regulated in the state."' The conclusion is clear - each subject of 

Yahweh will be judged as an  individual. Verse 3 1 calls upon the residents of the capital city to repent and 

cast away their trmsgressions. They are to "get a new heart and a new spirit!" The poignant question which 

follows sums up Yahweh's attitude to rule: "Why will you die, 0 house of Israel? For I have no pleasure in 

the death of anyone ... Turn, then, and live" (18:31-32). The question is valid. Why choose death? It is 

valid as well for the exiles, who have been explicitly named as requiring a new heart and spirit so that 

Israel may be gathered (1 1 : 17-20).'" Each individual must choose to produce sweet or sour "hit." 

The pride of lions 

Chapter 19 begins with the prophet's instruction to "raise up a lamentation for the princes of Israel" (19:l). 

The royal iconography featuring lions is obvious: 

What a lioness was your mother among lions! 
She lay down among young lions, rearing her cubs 
She raised up one of her cubs; 
he became a young lion 

'" It  is well established that legal works such as the rorah and Hamrnurabi's "law code" do not function in the same 
manner as modern taw is practiced. In all the Mesopotamian legal texts that are extant, a "law" is never cited and 
then applied, or case law quoted. Rather, collections of legal tradition, or statements of legal tradition are used as 
guides to appropriate behavior within an administration. In the case of biblicaI tradition, matters are similar. While 
prophetic indictments cite or allude to rorah regulations at times, these are indictments from the divine courtroom, 
or verdicts stemming from celestial litigation. The very point the prophets rant on about is the lack of seriousness 
with which God given legislation is regarded in day to day Iife. Block argues that the responsibility of the king 
would also include cultic practices within the realm, cf. Block: 1,568. 

'j6 "Nowhere else is the constant availability of repentance guaranteed by God's avowal of his desire that men live and 
not die" Greenberg: l , 3 4  1.  

The reference to "a new heart and a new spirit" also looks fonvard to 36:26. As well as [inking these metaphors of the 
heart and spirit, the moral injunctions related to the role of the watchman in chapters 3 and 33 find echoes in the 
legal discourse. 
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and he learned to catch prey; 
he devoured humans. 

The nations sounded an alarm against him; 
he was caught in their pit; 
and they brought him with hooks to the land of ~gypt."' 

When she saw that she was thwarted, 
that her hope was lost, 
she took another of her cubs 
and made him a young lion. 
He prowled among the lions; 
he became a young lion, 
and he learned to catch prey; 
he devoured people. 

'" Both manacles and hooks are supported by ancient sources: "...in an inscription of Assurbanipal ... he cIaims to 
have 'pierced the neck' of a captive king, 'put the ring in his jaw, placed a dog collar around his neck and made him 
guard (at a gate of Nineveh),' ANET, 300a. The relief of Esarhaddon showing him holding two royal captives with 
ropes fastened by rings to their lips has been compared (ANEP 447)" Greenberg: 1,35 1. 
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And he ravaged their  stronghold^,'^^ 
and Iaid waste their towns; 
the land was appalled, and all in it, 
at the sound of his roaring. 

The nations set upon him 
from the provinces all around; 
they spread their net over him; 
he was caught in their pit. 

With hooks they put him in a cage, 
and brought him to the king of Babylon; 
they brought him into custody, 
so that his voice should be heard no more 
on the mountains of Israel. (19:1-9) 

402. 

The prose notation heading the chapter notes that the lamentation is directed towards the princes of Israel, 

removing any possibility of misreading the lion metaphors as representing other states.Id9 The lion 

metaphor is known in literary texts'" and is a standard iconographic symbol used to represent kings in the 

IJS The literal reading of the Hebrew is "he knew his widows." Greenberg feels the sexual interpretation usually given 
to this phrase is misdirected, but the essential concept of the lion as ruler who rather than protecting his subjects 
devours and abuses them makes absolute sense in the context. Cf. Greenberg: I ,  35 1. 
Blenkinsopp unpacks the details as follows: "The two cubs are Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin, among the most tragic and 
least reprehensible of the kings of Judah in the last period of its existence. Both reigned for only three months ... 
The strongest shoot of the vine is the ruler, and the ruler in question here is undoubtedIy Zedekiah, last king of 
Judah, who reigned from 598 to 586 BC. it was his rebellion against the Babylonians that led to the end of 
independence and the exile" 85. Details in the interpretation of this oracle are vexing, but alternatives are 
conveniently summarized in Block: 1,603-606. 

Is0 The lion metaphor is used of the king in the first "writing" prophet. Evidence that the royal motif was used in Amos 
to describe YHWH's rule is reflected by the iconography of Sarnaria during the same era. The seal of Jeroboam's 
servant depicting a striding lion is likely intended as a metaphor for Jeroboarn 11 of Israel. Lions are also depicted as 
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ancient Near East, including Egypt. It is a emblem the prophet will pick up to describe pharaoh later in the 

book (cf. Ezekiel 32: 1, "You consider yourself a lion . . ."). 

Here, vignettes of the lion family history are brilliantly used to describe political affairs in Judah. Using the 

lion "cub" to describe princes is a natural extension of the icon, as is the use of the lioness to describe the 

queen or queen mother. Here, the metaphor of the lion among the young lions is used in a variety of ways 

which offer a certain poignancy against the iconography of empire. Far from being the tame [or drugged?] 

lion often depicted standing by the throne of pharaoh, where it is used as an indication of pharaoh's 

majesty over the greatest of natural foes, these lions are renegade "man eaters" and a cry arises from the 

populace at large for the great King to "do something" about the menace."' 

Now the iconography as a backdrop becomes powerful, for the regal lion is no Longer intended as the 

emblem of state, but as the enemy of the state. As the narrative rushes towards a conclusion images of the 

great King as lion slayer and hunter come to the fore. The lion put in a cage is familiar from the hunting 

scenes of Assurbanipal, and more broadly from Assyrian royal scenes. The caged lion had been brought 

from the ends of the kingdom for the amusement and pleasure and aggrandizement of the Assyrian king in 

the Lion hunt. But YHWH has a new client king as his chief assistant, and the king of Babylon, who has 

taken on that role in succession to the king of Assyria, becomes the one to hunt down and finally kill the 

lions. Yet this will take place at his whim and discretion in his gardedpark in Babylon. The door to the 

cage will be released and the lion will attempt to escape - or to stand and fight. But we have been told the 

outcome is to lament for the dead lions. 

guardians in Samaria. Numerous near Eastern texts use the analogy of the lion to describe their kings, and the related 
iconography appears commonly. 

"' As well as using the metaphor o f  lion hunter, lion imagery is also used in biblical texts to describe YHWH as a lion 
that cannot be vanquished, or to designate his emissaries in the same manner. Cf. Isaiah 5:26-30; 3 1 :4-5; Jer 2: 15; 
5:6; 2533; 49: 19; 50:4436. 
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The impending death of the rebellious vassal is reminiscent of the chaotic reliefs concerning the battle of 

Ti1 Tuba, in which the enemy is routed, their king slaughtered, after which the triumphant king relaxes in 

his garden at the centre of the world. That the raging lion who devours human prey and terrorizes towns is 

now a captive in the royal game preserve would parallel what we know happened to Jehoiachin who is 

taken and imprisoned in Babylon, as well as echoing the fate of Zedekiah who is blinded and taken into 

exile. The narrative stops short of  describing either lion hunt or release from the cage. So we are left to 

wonder at  the fate of the captured. The ongoing use of the lion as a symbol of royal power - from the 

Assyrian to the Persian periods and beyond - may well indicate that Assyrian practice of the lion hunt was 

echoed in the Babylonian court. In any case we do know the practice of displaying captives as "guests" was 

used to glorify the ruler. 

That the lion has disappeared "from the mountains of Israel" may be an ironic allusion to Amos 1:2. Just as 

the lion in the throne r o ~ r n ' ~ ~ e s c r i b e s  the king's power and o r d e ~ g  of the state, the lion whose voice is 

silenced demonstrates the greater power, majesty and glory of the king of Babylon (vs. 9). Ironically both 

these kings who prowled among the other young lions (the petty kings of the small states of Syria-Palestine 

who seek to form a coalition against Nebuchadnezzar), and the great lion hunter Nebuchadrezzar are 

subject to the lion who "roars from Zion" (Amos l:2).Is3 

Is' While we cannot isolate particular artistic conceptions seen by Ezekiel, or known to him, the generic iconographic 
background is sufficiently clear to establish the fact that an audience comprised of those exiled as the elite of the 
nation would have been well aware of the symbolic significance of the prophet's use of a metaphor of lioness, lion 
cubs, and a young lion. 

With the gradual demolition of the Assyrian Empire, a coalition between longtime enemies, Egypt and Assyria, was 
struck. The coalition formed by Babylonia and Media had captured Assur in 6 14, Nineveh in 612, and Harran in 
6 10. By this point little was left of the former superpower. "The Babylonian Chronicle of Nabopolassar, founder of 
the Neo-Babylonian kingdom, shows that the Egyptians rushed military assistance to the Euphrates region in order 
to support the Assyrians in their struggle against the Babylonians in 6 16, 6 10, and 609" A. Malamat: 'The Last 
Years of the Kingdom of Judah,' 287-3 14 in L. Perdue, L. Toombs and G. Johnson (eds.): Archaeologv and Biblical 
Inrerprefarion: Essays in Memory of D. Glenn Rose (Atlanta: John Knox, 1987) 287. 

Is3 '*It becomes apparent that Jehoahaz was chosen because his mother, Hamutal, daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah (2 
Kings 23:3 1; the 'lioness ... among lions' of Ezek. 19:2), traced her lineage to the rural nobility of Judah and thus to 
the 'am ha 'ares. Similarly, eleven years later, Nebuchadne~ar enthroned Zedekiah, son of the same mother, who 
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Yet midway through the lament, the successhl lion metaphor is suddenly abandoned in favor of the vine: 

Your mother was like a vine in a vineyard [Hebrew reads: in your blood]'" 
transplanted by the water, 
fruitful and h l l  of branches 
from abundant water. 
Its strongest stem became a ruler's scepter; 
it towered aloft 
among the thick boughs; 
it stood out in its height 
with its mass of branches (19:lO-11). 

Playing on allusions to Genesis 49:9-11 the oracle seems to follow a logic of  association: 

Judah is lion's whelp; 
from the prey, my son, you have gone up. 
He crouches down, he snetches out like a lion, 
like a lioness - who dares to rouse him up? 
The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, 
nor the ruler's staff from between his feet, 
until tribute comes to him; 
and the obedience of the peoples is his. 
Binding his foal to the vine 
and his donkey's coIt to the choice vine, 
he washes his garments in wine 
and his robe in the blood of grapes; 
his eyes are darker than wine, 
and his teeth whiter than mi!k (Genesis 49:9-12). 

therefore also represented the anti-Egyptian faction of the Davidic house." Malarnat: 'The Last Years of the 
Kingdom of Judah,' 288. 

"Egypt was vitally interested in nurturing and supporting the uprising of peoples in Palestine against Babylonian rule, 
and therefore the polarity between the pro-Babylonian and pro-Egyptian factions graduaIly intensified. Unlike the 
'true' prophets, who saw Egypt as a 'broken reed,' many of Judah's leaders placed their faith in the futile Egyptian 
promises of military assistance. That other states in Palestine also sought Egyptian aid against Babylonia is recorded 
in an Aramaic letter form Saqqm (Memphis in Egypt)" Malamat: 'The Last Years of the Kingdom of Judah,' 29 1. 

The image of the dying licness from Assurbanipal's lion hunt sequence, though likely unknown to Ezekiel provides a 
graphic illustration of the pathos of the moment when "her hope was lost" (1 9 5 )  - though it is not a metaphor of 
death. 

IS" This text is often amended, but couId the allusion be back to the waif left kicking about "in its blood"? It would not 
be out of character for Ezekiel to make use of such an atlusion. Also note "your mother" = 16:3. Chapters 16-19 
form a separate section Iike 1-3'4-7, 8-1 1 and 12-15. Thematically 16 = A, 17 = B, 18 = A' and 19 = 0'. 
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The tribe of Judah appears to be in perfect health, and her rulers are prospering. The simplest explanation 

of what is envisioned by this prosperity is to note the echoes in the demise of the plant: 

But it was plucked up in hry, 
cast down to the ground; 
che east wind dried it up; 
its fruit was stripped off, 
its strong stem was withered; 
the tire consumed it. 
Now it is transplanted into the wilderness, 
into a dry and thirsty land. 
And fire has gone out from its stem, 
has consumed its branches and fruit, 
so that there remains in it no strong stem, 
no scepter for d i n g  (19: 12-14). 
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407. 

In EzekieI 17:10, the vine metaphor appeared to rework Isaiah 5, with a final message of the vineyard's 

destruction using the east wind image we have here. The dry land into which the vine is transplanted seems 

at first to clearly mean Babylon with its dependence on irrigation, but reflection on both the previous vine 

motif and the Isaiah 5 story help us to unpack the analogy in a manner consistent with the extended 

metaphors concerning Jerusalem in this section. Isaiah 5 describes the vineyard as stocked with excellent 

cuttings, a concept utilized here for the planting of the city under the rule of Zedekiah following the fust 

deportation. Like the transplanted vine in 17:8 prosperity seems certain. In 17:8 that certainty falls because 

the focus of expected fruitfulness is placed on Egypt. Here, the fiuitil~ness is dependent upon loyalty to the 

covenant with Nebuchadrezzar, envoy of YHWH. For it is YE-EWH who has again planted his vineyard with 

the expectation of good wine. The destruction is violent "plucked, stripped, consumed" and results in an 

ironic ''pIantingW in the desert. Nothing is left. The image seems clear the city will be decimated along with 

its ruler. The destroyer will be Nebuchadreuar. 
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Enquiring of Ezekiel 

Chapter 20 begins with a dating formula indicating the year to be 59 1 BC, less than a year after the temple 

~is ion"~.  The elders come to consult EzekieliM No topic for their inquiry is noted, but that is not the point. 

Consultation without the intent of obedience is treachery. So when the elders appear before Yahweh's 

diplomat, seeking a consultation, Ezekiel is told in no uncertain terms: "I will not be consulted by you" 

(20:3). The end of diplomatic solutions has come. The end of dialogue. Israel has known what was 

expected on her part in service to her Lord and has steadfastly refused to comply with the terms of all 

agreements. Such treason characterizes the history of relations between the state and her overlord. There 

has been ample opportunity for negotiation. But the problem is not with the details of Yahweh's 

sovereignty. They refuse the essentials! So the impasse has remained, but a resolution is now certain. 

Though there will be no consultation, there is no question as to the appropriateness of defmitive action. 

Yahweh states the case: 

On the day I chose Israel I swore to the offspring of the house of Jacob - making myself 
known to them in the land of Egypt - I swore to them, saying, I am the LORD your God. 
On that day I swore to them that I would bring them out of the land of Egypt in to a land 
that I had searched out for them, a land flowing with milk and honey, the most glorious 
of all lands. And I said to them., Cast away the detestable things your eyes feast on, every 
one of you, and do not defile yourselves with the idols of Egypt; 1 am the LORD your 
God. But they rebelled against me and would not listen to me; not one of them cast away 
the detestable things their eyes feasted on, nor did they forsake the idols of Egypt (20:5- 
8)- 

308. 

Consideration was given to immediate punishment for such seditious behavior, "but I acted for the sake of 

my name, that it should not be profaned" (20:9). instead of decimation and death, Yahweh kept his promise 

to lead them out of Egypt and give them his provisions for life. But the response in the wilderness was 

further rebellion and the casting aside of his wishes: "they did not observe my statutes but rejected my 

-- 

IS' Blenkinsopp: 8G. Cf. Ezekiei 14: 1-5. 
Is6 tt has been argued that the group of elders who come want to develop a new kind of worship. "We are not told what 

the elders had in mind when they came to him (Ezekiel), but it is very probable that it was to build a new Temple for 
Yahweh in Babylonia" Ackroyd: Exile 33. Blenkinsopp notes the parallel with the community at Elephantine: 
"suggestion that the elders were proposing to set up their own centre of worship in Babylon which would 
Incorporate the cult of deities other than Yahweh, as the Jews of Elephantine in Upper Egypt were to do some years 
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ordinances, by whose observance everyone shall Live; and my sabbaths they greatIy profaned" (20: l3).Is7 

Again consideration was given to the capital punishment due such outright acts of rebellion against the 

overlord, but mercy prevailed for the sake of Yahweh's international reputation (20: 13-17). Instead of 

facing death by annihilation, the generation liberated from Egypt remained in the desert, and did not 

possess the land Yahweh had offered. 

I said to their children in the wilderness., Do not follow the statutes of your parents, nor 
observe their ordinances, nor defile yourselves with idols. I the LORD am your God; 
follow my statutes, and be carefitl to observe my ordinances, and hallow my sabbaths 
that they may be a sign between me and you, so that you may know that I the LORD am 
your God. (20: 18-20), 

Far fkom suffering for the failure of the previous generation, the blessings of fieedom, torah and sabbath 

are extended anew, in hope of a transformed relationship. All these blessings were cast aside, yet again, by 

a new generation of rebellious subjects. Once again Yahweh considers the sentence due to enemies of the 

state - but allows mercy to restrain his justice, his reputation to bridle his hand. 

Moreover I swore to them in the wilderness that I would scatter them among the nations 
and disperse them through the countries, because they had not executed my ordinances, 
but had rejected my statutes and profaned my sabbaths, and their eyes were set on their 
ancestor's idols (20:23-24). 

Deportation and re!ocation as part of a mixed population was a tried and proven method of finally 

eliminating recalcitrant rebel populations. Though this is threatened, at this point Yahweh chooses not to 

pursue this course of action - but of course Ezekiel's audience we11 understands this policy. The Assyrian 

application of the policy to resolve the perpetual rebellion of the petty Israelite state reduced its size, until 

finally only a remnant of what had been a much more extensive regional power remained. It too refbsed 

compliance, betraying treaty after treaty, until finally the remnant of the state was an annoyance beyond 

whatever small merit retaining a dynastic kingship in the region might have offered. Its constant rebellion 

- often as an instigator resulted in a final campaign. The capital was besieged for three years, capitulates, 

the population is deported, and with the exception of those who fled into the hills, seeking rehge in their 

southern neighbor Judah, or returning to what remained of their homeland when the Asspian military 

withdraws, the last we see of the northern state is the incorporation of a Sarnarian military unit into the 

army of the empire."* Judeans were also redeployed within the empire d w g  this time, though the state 

itself was miraculously preserved.'5g Ezekiel's audience would also know that Judean leaders had failed to 

learn their lesson from this close encounter with annihilation! The reduced size of Judah, and the Ioss of 

her long term sister state - who had even once been joined into an empire in the "golden" past - all of 

later" Blenkinsopp: 86. Comparison of the accusations with Jeremiah 44 provides a broader picture of recent 
practises. 

'j7 The sabbaths are noted in verse 12 as a special sign marking the relationship between Yahweh and Israel. 
'jS The account of the fall of Samaria and its resettlement are provided in 2 Kings 17 
'j9 The various accounts of this are well known. Cf. 2 Kings 18-19; 11 Isaiah 36-37; ANET 287-288; and the famous 

reliefs of the fall of Lachish, From the palace of Sennacherib at Nineveh. 
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this is not sufficient warning to focus on their relationship with Yahweh. And his audience knows where 

those decisions have led, for they too have bundled their few remaining treasures - a warm blanket, a 

change of clothes, some dried food - into an exile's pack to trudge their way over hundreds of miles to 

repopulate long abandoned agricultural tracts near the Babylonian capital. For consistent rebellion, in the 

end, there are consequences - no matter how benevolent the ruler! 

1 

Moreover I gave them statutes that were not good and ordinances by which they could 
not live. I defiled them through their very gifts, in their offering up all their firstborn, in 
order that I might horrify them, so that they might know that I am the LORD (20: 16). 

Long an interpretive crux, the "bad laws" come into focus when examined in light of the ideology of 

empire. In a frnal desperate attempt for a diplomatic solution, Yahweh declares he in fact made outrageous 

demands of them - up to and including human ~acrifice!'~' The grisly irony is that this is the time that 

obedience is chosen! Every attempt to "reason together'*16' is rejected, and hurnan sacrifice is simply added 

to their worship of a plethora of deities described in language reminiscent of their sexual insatiability: 

. . . wherever they saw any high hill or leafy uee, there they offered their sacrifices and 
presented the provocation of their offering; there they sent up their pleasing odors, and 
there they poured out their drink offerings" (28-30). 

"... Ezekiel traces the history of infidelity back to the very beginnings in Egypt" Blenkinsopp: 87. This is an 
unprecedented approach. "Worship of Egyptian gods may have been suggested by the - for Ezekiel - baleful 
influence of Egypt on Judah during the last decades of its independent existence ... It is, nevertheless, a bold move 
which goes significantly beyond previous historical reinterpretations" Blenkinsopp: 88. 

"EzekieI 20.25-26 plainly states that the problem with the law of child sacrifice is not that it was misinterpreted - that 
is, that it was not read in the context of substitution or redemption of the sacrificial victim - or that it was a non- 
Yahwistic ritual. Instead, while chs. 16 and 23 connect Israelite observance of child sacrifice with the worship of 
foreign gods, ch. 20 makes perfectIy clear that the people had correctly understood the law of child sacrifice as 
something prescribed by Yahweh. The law itself was evil, given by Yahweh as punishment for their sinfulness in the 
wilderness, in order to guarantee their ultimate destruction, while preserving Yahweh's righteousness in the face of 
this disaster" Corrine Parton: '[ Myself Gave them laws that were not good': Ezekiel 20 and the Exodus Traditions,' 
JSOT 69 (1996) 73-90, 79. She concludes that "Ezek. 20.25, by its use of the plural, asserts that child sacrifice is 
simply a paradigmatic law of a law code meant to bring death, not life" Patton: JSOT 69 (1 996) 79. 

16' Cf. Isaiah 1 : 18-20 where the same points are made. 
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And so the answer offered to the elders is reiterated, forming an inclusion around the recounting of the 

relationship between benefactor and subject, and ending in an allusion to the earlier recitaI of the strain 

between husband and wife. "As I live, says the Lord God, I wiIl not be consulted by you" (2013 1). 

This history of diplomacy is starkly revisionist if we return to the issues raised in chapter 18 . '~ '  There the 

question is posed as to the manner in which the punishment for sin has become transgenerational. 

Yahweh's answer is that sin is not to be understood in that manner at all. Each individual is responsible for 

their own sin. Period. What the current chapter sharpens and clarifies is the national misreading of their 

history. Far from being the case that some generations were obedient and thus merited the blessings of 

God, Ezekiel states Yahweh's view of events. Each generation of Israelites has been consistently 

disobedient. Any blessings have been an act of grace - the outpouring of unmerited favor of a benevolent 

ruler on behalf of his subjects. 

410. 

Almost as an aside Yahweh declares: "What is in your mind shall never happen - the thought, 'Let us be 

like the nations, like the tribes of the countries, and worship wood and stone"' (20:32). This is of course 

unthinkable because they are not like other nations. The wish stands in stark contrast to a history of a 

broken marriage covenant, multiple stays of execution, and consistent rejection of the responsibilities 

which go with privilege. But the question is far from an aside, for it now stands as a pivot between two 

It is of COU~SC, strikingly revisionist in terms of the typical recitations of Israel's history in the Hebrew Bible. That is 
in fact, the point. Like the history of a marriage in which adultery is perpetual, the history of Israel's relationship 
with Yahweh is marked by perpetual disobedience and rebellion. It is not that Ezekiel doesn't know the "proper" 
traditions, or misunderstands them. What he understands is the manner in which the history of Israel's relationship 
with Yahweh has become self-serving and self-congratulatory. Rather than celebrating the might works of Yahweh 
they have become attestations of the mighty piety of Israel. "The clearest references to the exodus in the book of 
Ezekiet occur in ch. 20. The text shows familiarity with the exodus tradition: sojourn in Egypt (5-8)' deliverance by 
Yahweh (9-1 O), two generations in the wilderness ( 1  0-25), the giving of the law in the wiiderness (1 1-1 3 and 25-26) 
and entry into the land (28). The purpose of the passage is polemical. Rather than a review of the mighty acts of 
Yahweh, the emphasis is on the pervasive sin of Israel.' 75 in Patton, JSOT69 (1 996) 
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discussions concerning the fate of Israel which form the bulk of chapter 20. The pivotal character to the 

verse is seen in its short form posing of the question which dominates the chapter. Can Israel simply be 

dismissed from the presence of her lord? Can she simply walk away? The answer is no. But it is marked by 

two oaths in which Yahweh declares in his most vehement manner - by his very existence - that his will 

wiII be accomplished. The fust solemn declaration is that diplomacy is ended: "I will not be consulted by 

you" 20:3 1). This declaration is the culmination of the preceeding discussion. The second declaration 

launches a new tack, a decisive turning point. Yahweh declares his oath "as I live," with "a rnighty hand 

and an outstretched arm, and with wrath poured out*' - in utmost solemnity. And what is the declaration 

so solernniy sworn? "I will be king over you" (20:33). 

I will bring you out from the peoples and gather you out of the countries where you are 
scattered, with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm, and with wrath poured out; and 1 
will bring you into the wilderness of the peoples, and there I will enter into judgment 
with you face to face. As I entered into judgment with your ancestors in the wilderness of 
the land of Egypt, so I will enter into judgment with you, says the Lord God. I will make 
you pass under the staff, and will being you within the bond of the covensnt. i will purge 
out the rebels among you, and those who transgress against me; I will bring them out of 
the land where they reside as aliens, but they shall not enter the land of Israel. Then you 
shall know that I am the LORD (20:34-38). 

There, at a future time of restoration Israel will once again be reconstituted in the desert. The choice will be 

offered a final time: choose life or death. This is the exact conclusion of the re-examination of torah in 

chapter 18, and the final urging, the poignant question posed is, "why choose to die4?" Yet entering into the 

final age Yahweh insists the choice will be available, and counsels "get yourself a new heart and a new 

spirit!" (18:3 1). 

Jeremiah complains of the same inept misunderstanding o f  social and political reaIities when he stands in the gate of 
the temple and warns of the deceptive slogan "This is the temple of the LOW" (Jeremiah 7:4)! 
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As for you, 0 house of Israel, thus says the Lord God: Go serve your idols, everyone of 
you now and hereafter, if you will not listen to me; but my holy name you shall no more 
profane with your gifts and your idols (20:39). 

412. 

It is after this time in the wilderness, this time of gathering and purging the flock, that the restoration on the 

"mountains of Israel" will take place. Yet this is clearly marked as both fbture and finaI, significant 

e1ements in the overall program of the book. Rather than regarding these elements of hope and 

reconstitution as suspect, or late, an iconographic reading of the text suggests that these sections are 

preparatory and cumulative, scattering seeds of thought which build to a frnal resolution of the crisis of 

exile, through the implementation of a new age. 

For on my holy mountain, the mountain height of Israel ... there all the house of Israel, 
all of them, shall serve me in the land; there I will accept them, and there I will require 
your contributions and the choicest of your gifts, with all your sacred things. As a 
pleasing odor I will accept you, when I being you out from the people, and gather you 
out of the countries where you have been scattered; and I will manifest my holiness 
among you in the sight of all the nations. You shall know that I am the LORD, when I 
bring you into the land of Israel, the county that I swore to give to your ancestors. There 
you shall remember your ways and all the deeds by which you have polluted yourselves; 
and you shall loathe yourselves for all the evils that you have committed. And you shaIl 
know that I am the LORD, when I deal with you for my name's sake, not according to 
your evil ways, or corrupt deeds, 0 house of Israel (20:4034).'~' 

Again. royal titulary helps us to understand the ruler's de~laration. '~ Yahweh declares his intent to 

reestablish Israel as a people, a people who will be purified and inherit the promises of land and theophany. 

This will, however, be an act of free will. One final decision to choose life which will result in the sort of 

permanent transformation of heart and spirit that perpetually eluded historical Israel. The doorway cast 

open for Ezekiel into the very throneroom of Yahweh, at the beginning of the book, reminded us that 

16' The note of hope with which ch. 20 ends in vv. 40-44 is a dire one, offering restoration only to those who will agree 
to exclusive worship of Yahweh, a condition Israel has never been able to honor" in Patton: JSOT 69 (1996) 79. 

'a "If exodus motifs lie behind the restoration texts, they are latent and unexploited, For Ezekiel the restoration draws 
much more clearly on royal motifs. The return is likened to the gathering of scattered Israelites by its 'shepherd,' 
clearly a royal image" Panon: JSOT 69 (1996) 85. 
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Yahweh's intent for Israel has been for good and not for evil. The images of Judah's destruction and defeat 

as a rebellious city, a recalcitrant queen, a ravaging lion and so forth, have all been marked with Yahweh's 

final word of hope, a glimmer of what might be. A few strands of hair (5:3), a handful of refitgees who slip 

through the stranglehold of the besieging army (623; 12:16), captives who are marched into exile (14:22), a 

promise to remember a marriage vow made before betrayal and a promise to renew the vow for eternity 

(16:60), and the promise of a sprig replanted on the "mountain height of Israel" (I7:3) all point to a 

different future than the one ovewhelmiagIy indicated by images of death and des t r~ct ion. '~~ And all these 

indicators mark the way towards the choice which is impinging upon Israel, the question which looms with 

ever increasing clarity. Will anyone choose life? 

413. 
Mortal, set your face toward the south, preach against the south, and prophesy against the 
forest Iand in the Negeb; say to the forest of the Negeb. Hear the word of the LORD: Thus 
says the Lord God, I will kindle a f i e  in you, and it shall devour every green Qee in you 
and every dry tree; the blazing flame shall not be quenched, and all faces from south to 
north shall be scorched by it. All flesh shall see that E the LORD have kindled it; it shall 
not be quenched. Then I said, "Ah Lord God! They are saying of me, 'Is he not a maker 
of allegories?"' (20:45-48). 

And no wonder! We might ask a whole series of questions such as: What forest is there in the Negev? And 

where are the green trees? And where does this total destruction begin and end? 

But the allegory is not so difficult. It is another in the multiple layers of images describing the destruction 

of Judah from bottom to top. Clearly, Yahweh has brought about this utter devastation. The reksal to 

decipher the allegory about a forest fire which decimates "the south" - the long established designation 

for the part of Israel that is now all that remains of David's once extensive kingdom - is chosen. 

More military metaphors follow in the next section, a chapter of oracles collected under the catchword 

%word.'* ' 66 

Io5 "The stele of Sennacherib (705-68 1 BCE) depicts naked male prisoners from Lachish impaled on stakes as the 
battle rages; after the fall of the city, naked prisoners are staked out on the ground. The pictures graphically portray 
for the Assyrian audience and their client states (including Judah) the impotence of those who challenge Assyrian 
rule)" Edwards: 'Dress and Ornamentation,' ABD 2, 233. 
"Ezekiel 21 continues the countdown to catastrophe centering on the final defeat of  the besieged city of Jerusalem 
by the attacking Babylonian forces in 587 BC. The prophet presents a series of short scenes, not unlike those of a 
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Mortal, set your face toward Jerusalem and preach against the sanctuaries; prophesy 
against the land of Israel and say to the land of Israel, Thus says the LORD: I am corning 
against you, and will draw my sword out of its sheath, and wilI cut off from you both 
righteous and wicked . . . (2 1 :2-3). 

The response in the text is immediate. The declaration is "decoded." And the message is the same.'" 

The "song of the sword" develops this theme: 

A sword, a sword is sharpened, 
it is also polished; 
It is sharpened for slaughter, 
honed to flash like lightning! 
. . . The sword is given to be polished, 
to be grasped in the hand; 
It is sharpened, the sword is polished, 
to be placed in the slayer's hand. 
Cry and wail, 0 mortal, 
for it is against my people; 
it is against all Israel's princes; 
they are thrown to the sword, 
together with my people. 
Ah! Strike the thigh! (21:9-12). 

Crying, wailing, slapping the thigh - any sign of mourning is appropriate. Not only appropriate, but called 

for as a means of coping with the relentless message of death. The slaying seen in the temple vision is 

reiterated here in multiple layers. From the beginning of the book, varied "swords of Damocles"'" are 

suspended over the fortunes of hdah,  the clear implication of each and every layered nuance, that rebellion 

against Lord Yahweh is futile, and can only culminate in disaster. 

Two asides break apart these short sword songs posing a matter for consideration. But the text is obscure as 

is that of the latter part of verse 10. "What! If you despise the rod, will it not happen?" (NRSV). Or "what 

if the sceptre the sword despises, does not continue?" 0. The asides seem to pose questions concerning 

the reality of the coming destruction. Is there any question regarding Yahweh's sovereignty? Ezekiel's 

- - 

movie, indicating the various steps leading up to the siege of Jerusalem and anticipating the fearful carnage that will 
follow once the city's defenses collapse. The short episodes are aimed a t  striking a painful chord of fear and alarm in 
the minds of the prophet's hearers as they are led to imagine the doom awaiting their compatriots. Each one is 
skillfully chosen, and each, in its own way, manages to draw out some specific feature of the pain and suffering that 
will be inflicted and that the prophet now sees to be inevitable" Clements: Ezekiel 93-94. 

lb7 Nonetheless, as if to explain it in detail, so there can be no confusion possible, the warning is unpacked in a prose 
clarification: "Because 1 will cut off from you both the righteous and the wicked, therefore my sword shall go out of 
its sheath against all flesh from south to north; and all flesh shall know that the LORD have drawn my sword out of 
its sheath; it shall not be sheathed again" (21:4-5) makes clear the metaphor of fire is not to be taken as exclusive, 
for in the retelling a sword replaces fire. But the destruction level remains the same, and Ezekiel is told to wail and 
moan in a manner we will later discover he will be unable to do for his own wife. "Moan with breaking heart and 
bitter grief' Yahweh instructs, and when asked "Why?" Ezekiel is to respond that he has heard news - news that 
will cause "every heart to melt and all hands to be feeble." It is news that will ensure "every spirit will faint and all 
knees will turn to water" (21:6-7). 
In a witty chapter heading the phrase is used by Allen. The allusion is  to the story in Horace which describes how 

the joy experienced by the warrior Damocles dissipates when he realizes that a sharpened sword suspended by a 
horse hair hovers over his place at the dinner table. 
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response to such questions has been: "Are you willing to risk your life on Yahweh's impotence?" 

Immediately after each aside the images of death resume. 

Strike hand to hand. 
Let the sword fall twice, thrice; 
it is a sword for killing. 
A sword for great slaughter - 
it surrounds them; 
therefore hearts melt 
and many stumble. 
At all their gates I have set 
the point of the sword. 
Ah! It is made for flashing, 
it is polished for slaughter. 
Attack to the right! 
Engage to the left! 
Wherever your edge is directed. 
I too will strike hand to hand, 
I will satisfy my hry; 
I the LORD have spoken" (2 1 : 14- 1 7).Ie9 

The text now breaks into a prose account of the Babylonian king on campaign. What may have been veiled 

in Ezekiel's earlier accounts of siege and sword, fire and famine are articulated once again. Ezekiel's 

redoing of the oracle to Isaiah concerning the Assyrians as the razor of Yahweh declared that disaster 

would face Jerusalem (Isaiah 7:20). The Babylonians are never named a "hired razor" by Ezekiel (Ezekiel 

5).  Perhaps they just don't "get it." In this articuIation there can be no mistaking the message: 

Mortal, mark out two roads for the sword of the king of Babylon to come; both of them shall 
issue from the same land. And make a signpost, make it for a fork in the road leading to a city; 
mark out the road for the sword to come to Rabbah of the Ammonites or to Judah and to 

Interesting parallels can be drawn to the song of the swirling sword in Genesis 3. Ancient motifs of YHWH the 
warrior are drawn upon in this holy war: "God himself has appointed it, brightly burnished, flashing and ready, to 
execute a grim slaughter ... the prophet is empowered to name the name of God himself as the centre of power at 
work in the sword and to point to God as the one whose signals authorize the forces of death" Zirnrnerli: 1,435. 
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Jerusalem the fortified. For the king of Babylon stands at the parting of the way, at the fork in 
the two roads, to use divination; he shakes the arrows,'70 he consults the teraphim, he inspects 
the liver. Into his right hand comes the lot for Jerusalem, to set battering rams, to call out for 
slaughter, for raising the battle cry, to set battering rams against the gates, to cast up ramps, to 
build siege towers. But to them it will seem like a false divination; but they have sword solemn 
oaths; but he brings their guilt to remembrance, bringing about their capture (21:19-23). 17' 

415. 

There can be no doubt about the interpretation of this message. Yahweh has sent Nebuchadnezzar in the 

role of field commander to the emperor, answerable only to the King of kings himse1f.l7' Ezekiel is much 

like the Rabshakeh in Semacherib's army (cf. 2 Kings 18; Isaiah 36) who attempts to negotiate peace 

through reasoning the Futility of resistance and the pointlessness of annihilation. '" 

Like the Rabshakeh of a century earlier, Ezekiel might be siIenced by political will, or counter propaganda. 

"He's just a singer of songs, a teller of tales. A poet. A preacher." And while the prophet's mission was "to 

destroy the people's false bases of security and to dash all hope among his compatriots of an early return 

to the h~meland"'~'' he could fall victim to counterpropaganda. 

liO Yadin notes "arrows" found in pottery vessel and wonders if these could have been used for divination as in Ezekiel 
21:21. Yadin: 353. An extensive literature conceming the various forms of divination practised by the 
Mesopotarnirrns is available. Cf. I. Starr: Tlze Rituals of the  Diviner (MaIibu: Undena, 1983); Oppenheim: Ancient 
Mesopotamia 206-227; J. Scurlock: 'Magic (ANE),' 464-468, A B D  4, to begin. 

"' bLtn the light of the important role played by the liver in hepatoscopy elsewhere in the ancient Near East, the 
comparative rarity of the noun kabed in the OT (14 occurrences) is unusual ... Ezekiel 21:26(21) explicitly attacks 
the hepatoscopy of the Babylonians, which is also probably implicitly forbidden by Dt. 1 8 9  12. Perhaps hostility 
toward such practices helps explain why the OT rarely speaks of the liver" P. Stenmans: 'kabed,' TDOT 7, 17-22, 
21. 

l" In the Assyrian structure this is the "Tartan" or "Viceroy." 
'73 The shaping of the narrative conceming the Rabshakeh is of course, intended to indicate the level of hubris assumed 

by Sennacherib, who has become convinced that it is his own merit and the blessing of his gods which allow such a 
victorious campaign. The biblical response is that here too, Yahweh is the Lord of the world, and all the successes 
experienced by the Assyrian war machine result from his decision to empower them in his service. It is an identicat 
viewpoint to that which manipulates the frowned up divinatory methods to ensure Yahweh's will is done in the 
destruction of Jerusalem. 

17' Block: I .  169. 
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416. 

The vassal king Zedekiah, in rebellion against both Yahweh and his covenant partner Nebuchadnezzar will 

stand before the overlord, the day of reckoning has amved. It is on the horizon. The self-exalted king - 

really onIy a prince ruling on behalf of the exiIed Jehoiachin - is here addressed with his true status, a 

prince ruling in place of the real king. But what is happening on a historical level is also reflective of a 

deeper reality in which Ezekiel understands the prince to be ruling in the service of his lord, Yahweh. 

whose palace graces the centre of the capital city. Betrayal at the heart of the state has made Yahweh an 

outsider, who now must rally his troops, assemble his siege engines, and close the noose around the neck of 

his own capital. The program of the book has been pointing to this final atrocity, from the beginning, when 

Ezekiel must be summoned to the court of his liege from far away Babylon, rather than in his own paIace 

in Jerusalem. As a result of such treachery, of prince, and courtiers and harem, the city will be razed to the 

ground: 

As for you, vile, wicked prince of Israel, 
you whose day has come, 
the time of final punishment, 
thus says the Lord God: 
Remove the turban, take off the crown; 
things shall not remain as they are. 
Exalt that which is low, 
abase that which is high. 
A ruin, a ruin, a ruin - I will make it! 
(Such has never occurred.) 
Until he comes whose right it is; 
to him 1 will give it" (2 1:26-27). 
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Who is the one whose right to rule is unquestioned? Clearly, it must 5e Yahweh, Lord of the Universe! 

A final section returns to the theme of the sword. It is a word of "the Lord God concerning the 

Ammonites*': 17' 

A sword, a sword! Drawn for slaughter 
Polished to consume, to flash like lightning. 
Offering false visions for you, 
divining lies for you, 
they pIace you over the necks of the vile, wicked ones - 
those whose day has come, 
the time of final punishment. 
Return it to its sheath! 
h the place where you were create~i,"~ 
in the land of your origin, 
I will judge you. 
I will pour out my indignation upon you, 
with the fire of my wrath 
I will blow upon you. 
I will deliver you into brutish hands, 
those skillfbl to destroy. 
You shall be fuel for the fire, 
your blood shall enter the earth; 
You shall be remembered no more, 
for I the LORD have spoken (2 1:28-32). 

This section completes the story of the campaign against Judah and Arnmon on the part of 

Nebuchadnezzar. Jerusalem will be the first of the two states to fall, as Yahweh determines through his 

command at the "fork in the road" (2 1: 19). While it ties more naturally into the oracles against the nations 

collection beginning in 25: 1 - with Arnmon, nonetheless - it is naturalIy linked to this earlier section in a 

two fold manner. The chapter's theme is the and it completes one of the significant elements in 

the sword cotlection - the BabyIonian campaign. 

1 7 j  "He draws a road junction with a stick on the ground - or perhaps with a stylus on a tablet - and attaches a 
signpost pointing in two directions: to Rabbah the Ammonite capita1 (now Amman in Jordan) and to Jerusalem" 
Blenkinsopp: 93. 
Here we have *'.. . a visionary glimpse into an armorer's workshop where a sword is being whetted and polished for 
an executioner" Blenkinsopp: 93. 

"' "Yahweh's legal function finds its most graphic expression in the judgment signalized by the traditional image of 
his 'sword.' Against Ashkelon and the seashore, there (Sam) Yahweh has appointed (y'd qal) his sword (Jer. 47:7); 
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The plot thickens . . . 

The prophet now hnctions once again as a high official of the royal court, for he is commissioned to 

render judgment on "the bloody city" (22: 2). In doing so he takes up themes from earlier chapters:"' 

A city! Shedding blood within itself; its time has come; making its idols, defiling itself. 
You have become guilty by the blood that you have shed, and defiled by the idols that 
you have made; you have brought your day near, the appointed time of your years has 
come. Therefore I have made you a disgrace before the nations, and a mockery to all the 
countries. Those who are near and those who are far from you will mock you, you 
infamous one, full of tumult (22:3-5). 

418. 

Apparently the judgment of the bloodstained city"9 is evident, and the role of Ezekiel is to merely proclaim 

divine justice. The leadership has set the standard for abuses of power over the powerless, and the 

commandments on which society is based topple like dominoes in a row. 

The princes of Israel in you, everyone according to his power, have been bent on 
shedding blood. Father and mother are treated with contempt in you; the alien residing 
within you suffers extortion; the orphan and the widow are wronged in you. You have 
despised my holy things, and profaned my sabbaths. In you are those who slander to shed 
blood, those in you who eat upon the mountains, who commit lewdness in your midst. In 
you they uncover their fathers' nakedness; in you they violate women in their menstrual 
periods. One commits abomination with his neighbor's wife; another lewdly defiles his 
daughter-in-law; another in you defiles his sister, his father's daughter. In you, they take 
brides to shed blood; you take both advance interest and accrued interest, and make gain 
of your neighbors by extortion; and you have forgotten me, says the Lord God (225-12). 

the instrument of death has become, as  it were, 'a living entity, an organ of the deity,' and Nebuchadnezzar is the 
'agent' of Yahweh's will, 'like his sword.' The second part of the 'Song of the Sword" in Ezk. 21: 13-22 (8-1 7) 
apostrophizes the sword's function, addressing it directly as an 'instrument of judgment.' The hophal of y 'd in v. 
21(16) describes the 'mysterious' directing of the sword, more specifically the turning of its 'face,' in a kind of 
personification" Gorg: 'ya'ad,' 135-144, TDOT6, 141-142. 
Parallels include: "make known her abominations" v. 2 = 162; "'judge" v. 2 = 20:4; crimes vv. 6-12, cf. chapter 18; 
prophets v.28, cf. 13: 10-16; profaning sabbaths v. 26, cf. 20:24 etc.; wall v. 30 = 135. In this layering he returns to 
the themes of chapter 16, but instead of personifying the city as  God's bride, he singles out individuals and specific 
categories of leaders for denunciation. The refocusing also "corrects" chapter 21 where Ezekiel suggests that the 
sword wit1 consume everyone by singling out the guilty for punishment. 

''' This too would appear to be an Ezekiel citation, for a generation earlier, Nahum had coined the phrase "city of 
blood." Cf. Nahum 3: 1. 
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Ezekiel has already considered the matter of justice and presented it at some length. The standards of 

Yahweh which are laid out in chapter IS are reiterated as a guiIty verdict for the city whose bloodshed has 

settled its own fate. The city of blood, though never named, is Jerusalem. And like the blood of Cain that 

cried out for justice (Genesis 4:lO) the blood which has contaminated Yahweh's city will require its 

leveling and burning to purge it for a new paIace to be built. In the process, Yahweh must endure the 

shame of his betrayal by his own family, at the heart of the empire, and must use his vassals to retake the 

city and purge it.''' 

319. 

Switching metaphors, the prophet turns to assay Israel. What sort of offering or tribute does she offer her 

overlord in exchange for his bounty? The various classes of society - silver, bronze, tin, iron, and lead - 

are put into the smelter so their true value may be assessed (22: 17-18). But in the smelter they turn out to 

be dross: 

Because you have a11 become dross, I will gather you into the midst of Jerusalem. As one 
gathers silver, bronze, iron, lead, and tin into a smelter, to blow the fire upon them in 
order to melt them; so I will gather you in my anger and in my wrath, and I will put you 
in and melt you. I will gather you and bIow upon you with the fue of my wrath, and you 
shall be meIted within it. As silver is melted in a smelter, so you shall be melted in it; and 
you shall know that I the LORD have poured out my wrath upon you (22:19-22). 

The metaphor of Jerusalem the smelter is then able to h c t i o n  on two levels. First, it is clear that things are 

going to heat up for Jerusalem! And if all the references to fire and sword haven't clarified that, maybe the 

comparison of JerusaIem with a blast hrnace will do the trick, though the likelihood is slim, given that the 

other side of the anaIogy makes the point that there is no pure metal to be cast when the impurities are 

boiled away: "You have all become dross" (22: 19). 

-- - 

AS is typical of Ezekiel, the next section reiterates the basic elements under consideration as variations on a theme: 
"See I strike my hands together at the dishonest gain you have made, and at the blood that has been shed within you. 
Can your courage endure, or can your hands remain strong in the days when I shall deal with you? I the LORD have 
spoken and will do it. I will scatter you among the nations and disperse you through the countries, and I will purge 
your fiithiness out of you. And I shall be profaned through you in the sight of all nations ..." (22:13-16). 
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You are a land that is not cleansed, not rained upon in the day of indignation. Its 
princes's' with it are like a roaring lion tearing the prey; they have devoured human lives; 
they have taken treasure and precious things; they have made many widows within it. Its 
priests have done violence to my teaching and have profaned my holy things; they have 
made no distinction between the holy and the common, neither have they taught the 
difference between the unclean and the clean, and they have disregarded my sabbaths, so 
that 1 am profaned among them. Its officials within it are like wolves tearing the prey, 
shedding blood, destroying lives to get dishonest gain. Its prophets have smeared 
whitewash on their behalf, seeing false visions and divining lies for them, saying, "Thus 
says the Lord God, " when the LORD has not spoken. The people of the !and have 
practiced extortion and committed robbery; they have oppressed the poor and needy, and 
have extorted from the alien without redress (2225-29). 

120. 

The repetition and reiteration in some palace iconography can certainly be paralleled by Ezekiel's archive. 

Here he redoes the analogy of the smelter once again with a host of allusions to other oracles. The five 

metals of the smelting pot are now the five classes of people - princes, priests, officiak, prophets, and 

commoners. Each of these are assayed and found wanting. The references to the royal family describe the 

manner in which they have exchanged regal majesty for brutality, a role as protector for mutilator, a charge 

to protect the flock to exploiter of the flock (cf. chapter 19). The priests have distorted Yahweh's torall, 

and violated his sensibilities. The officials are wolves who destroy others for personal profit. And the 

prophets are the "whitewash" smearers, who cover up the desperate state of affairs, while claiming to speak 

for God (cf. 13: 1-1 6). Even the "people of the land," oppressed themselves, become oppressors at the first 

opportunity. If their victims are only the poor and needy, the widow and the alien, it makes no difference 

. . . "I have returned their conduct upon their heads" (22:3 1). 

I" NRSV follows the LXX in its reading of "princes." 
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Yet before the frnal verdict, as the story of betrayal on the part of Israel moves towards its devastating 

climax, a poignant picture presents Yahweh's pathos: 

And sought for anyone among them who would repair the wall and stand in the breach 
before me on behalf of the land, so that I would not destroy it; but I found no one. 
Therefore I have poured out my indignation upon them; 1 have consumed them with the 
fire of my wrath; I have returned their conduct upon their heads, says the Lord God" 
(22:30-3 1). 

The image is that of a city under siege. The wall has been breached by the invader and the city is doomed 

to fall, unless courageous and dramatic action is undertaken. And like the earlier search of the city by the 

angelic army, this search comes up empty, a point now reiterated for at least the third time. For between the 

search for a righteous and penitent person to be marked for salvation, and this search for the one who will 

stand in the gap to save the city, there is the declaration that "even ifNoah, Daniel, and Job were in it [the 

land] ... they would save neither son nor daughter; they would save only their own lives by their 

righteousness" (14:20). But as the oracIe of the smelter has demonstrated, =c! the scxch for a defender of 

the breach has confirmed, there is no Noah, or Daniel, or Job in the city. There are only enemies of the 

state. 

42 1. 

More hearcbreak in che harem 

Lest there be any confusion, the point is further affirmed by the betrayal of Yahweh by his own harem, by 

the fact that his own queen has cast him aside to give her body and her devotion to another. His very palace 

now houses a rebellion against him. In this section the rhetoric of chapter 16 is both repeated and 

expanded. Again the central issue is the violation of the marriage covenant entered into by the bride and 

the emperor. YHWH's harem is violated by the wiIIing participation of his first wife - i.e most 
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irnp~rtant'~' - in intercourse with strangers, and the attribution to them of the blessings of fertility and 

pr~sperity.'~' 

422. 423. 

To what degree this is a response to the ubiquitous fertility figurines, plaques, bread and cake offerings is 

extremely difficult to decide. The evidence suggests that at a minimum the cult of the consort of YHWH 

was practised - or at least tolerated - much of the time within Jerusalem itself. In some moments of 

reform, or under pressure from iconoclastic movements, the cult of the goddess may have been suppressed, 

driven underground, with periodic attempts to eliminate it c~mplete iy . '~  But these also seem to have been 

essentially unsuccessful, largely due to the farniIial character of many of the cultic activities. The fact that 

this worship could be given leadership by women and children, both of whom were marginalized in the 

official cultus, likely gave it a powerful support system. Its connection with concerns of fertility and 

maternity, as well as sexuality would also have enhanced its status in the comrn~ni ty . '~~  

Ezekiel takes up the story of harem intrigue once again, beginning with a history of the marriage of the 

King of the world. But this time, he weds two sisters - and the wedding takes place in Egypt: 

18' The situation in Egypt summarized by Tyldesley is typical of much of the ancient Near East: "Unfortunately, we 
have no idea how the principal queen was selected although it is clear that, as a general rule, the honor went most 
often to ladies of royal birth. Indeed, at least during the iSh Dynasty, the queen was often a full or half-sister of the 
king. However she was chosen, the 'Great Royal Consort' or 'Great King's Wife' was undoubtedly the most 
important woman to reside within the royal harem. In private, she was likely to be a lady of considerable personal 
wealth and breeding who was able to use her feminine influence over one of  the most powerfuI monarchs in the 
ancient Near East. In public, she was set apart from the other wives as the companion and consort of  a semi-divine 
ruler, and the potential mother of future semi-divine kings. Her political position was reinforced by her numerous 
honorary titles and by the granting of impressive privileges ..." Joyce Tyldesley: Daughters of Isis. Wonzen of 
Ancient Egypt (London: Penguin, 1992) ! 9 1 .  

"' The denunciation is standard in prophetic literature, for example, Hosea and Jeremiah both use the metaphor. 
Is'' Cf. the discussion in Jeremiah 7 and 44. 
18* CouId the wheel within wheel be related to the syrnbok of the mother goddess? If such were the intent she would 

clearly be of  a different status than YHWH. The stereotypes of wisdom developed in Proverbs and Song of Solomon 
describe an elegant couch and table spread for the immoral woman to meet her lovers. How early are such wisdom 
traditions articulated'? Likely they are familiar to Ezekiel. 
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Mortal, there were two women, the daughters of one mother; they played the whore in 
Egypt; they played the whore in their youth; their breasts were caressed there, and their 
virgin bosoms were fondled, Oholah was the name of the elder and Oholibah the name of 
her sister. They became mine, and they bore sons and daughters- As for their names, 
Ohoiah is Samaria, m d  Oholibah is Jerusalem (23:2-4).Ia6 

First, an account is given of YHWH's marriage to Sarnaria: 

Oholah played the whore while she was mine; she lusted after her lovers the Assyrians, 
warriors clothed in blue, governors and commanders, all of them handsome young men, 
mounted horsemen. She bestowed her favors upon them, the choicest men of Assyria all 
of them; and she defiled herself with all the idols of everyone for whom she lusted. She 
did not give up her whorings that she had practiced since Egypt; for in her youth men had 
lain with her and fondled her virgin bosom and poured out their lust upon her (2358) .  

Therefore I delivered her into the hands of her lovers, into the hands of the Assyrians, for 
whom she lusted. These uncovered her nakedness; they seized her sons and her 
daughters; and they killed her with the sword. Judgment was executed upon her, and she 
became a byword among women (23% 1 O).'" 

'86 "Every feature of divine marriage relating to fertility and procreation is here completely suppressed in the 
presentation of the complete humanity of the two women, who are spoken to in regard to their guilt, and calted to 
repentance in the sphere of their responsibility as being created" Zimmerli: 1,482. 

The symbolic names Oholah "her (own) tent is in her1' for Samaria, and Oholibah, "my tent is in her" (cf. Zimmerli: I ,  
483) points to a priority for the Jerusalem temple implied in the names, and is used to suggest wilderness traditions 
from the Torah. 

'" The passage repeats key sexual terms from chapter 16, and generally redoes the previous diatribe. Cf Allen: 2, 46- 
47. "The pagan origins of Jerusalem are deliberately replaced by the nation's beginnings in Egypt" Allen: 2,48. 
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Instead of learning from the tragic taIe o f  her sister, Jerusalem follows her example: 

Her sister Oholibah saw this, yet she was more corrupt than she in her lusting and in her 
whorings, which were worse than those of her sister. She lusted after the Assyrians, 
governors and commanders, warriors clothed in full armor, mounted horsemen, all of 
them handsome young men. And I saw that she was defiled; they both took the same 
way. But she carried her whorings further; she saw male figures carved o n  the wall . . .. 
(23: 11-14).'" 

''' %40st males wore the 'ear ,  probably the type of kilt represented by the soldiers of Lachish in the stele of 
Sennacherib, that wrapped around the waist. Generally made of flax, the 'ezor often had a leather or cloth belt from 
which a knife, seal, stone weight, or other valuables could be hung ... Jehu, who prostrates before Shalmaneser 111, 
appears to wear a short-sleeved tunic extending to the ankles that is belted around the middle and has fringes of a 
large border along the bottom (ANEP, 120, panel TI; cf. Isa 222  1). jehu's attendants also wear tunics that extend to 
the ankles under their cloaks. In like fashion, the stele of Sennacherib shows severaI Judean leaders or defenders of 
Lachish wearing an unbelted tunic with sleeves as they plead for their lives before the king (ANEP, 129, 293-294). 
Styles of undergarments apparently varied according to one's wealth or allegiance. Excavations at Ramat-RaheI and 
En-Gedi, for example, have found 7th century BCE sherds with figures of men whose dress imitates the style of 
Assyrian wall paintings" Edwards: 'Dress and Ornarnentation,' ABD 2,232-238, 233-234. 

"The obelisk of Shalmaneser shows the [sraelite king, Jehu, and his attendants with pointed beards ... similar to the 
Semites in the Beni-Hasan painting (ANEP, 3). In contrast, the Sennacherib stele has some defenders of Lachish 
wearing hair and beards that are tightly curled (ANEP, 129, 293-294). reflecting a change in hairstyle because of 
either a different time period or region ...[ The attendants of Jehu] wear shoes with upturned toes that cover the 
entire foot . . . To go barefoot indicated poverty (Deut 25: 19), mourning (2 Sam 1 S:3O; Ezek 24: 17, 231, or contact 
with holy ground (Exod 3 5 ;  Josh 5: IS)." Edwards: 'Dress and Ornarnentation,' 234. 
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426. 
The male images carved on the wall were of the Babylonians, but the point seems to be that she moves 

from lust for real men who stand before her, to the thoughts of men, aroused by their images, to eroticism 

driven by memories and fantasies: 

. . . images of the Chaldeans portrayed in vermilion, with belts around their waists, with 
flowing turbans on their heads, all of them looking like officers - a pichue of the 
Babylonians whose native land was Chaldea. When she saw them she lusted after them, 
and sent messengers to them in Chaldea. And the BabyIonians came to her into the bed of 
love, and they defiled her with their lust; and after she defiled herself with them, she 
turned from them in disgust (23 : 14- 1 7). 

189 For a detailed analysis of these figures outlined in bright red paint, cf. Block: I ,  744-745. Block argues the 

terminology used designates high ranking officers in the Babylonian miIitary. Images carved in relief are well 
known in Assyria, but where might these have been visible in Jerusalem? Did the royal palace adopt such decorative 
art, utilizing the iconography of empire in either paint and plaster, or relief carving - perhaps even in wood? Or is 
this all an outrageous allegory? Another possibility would be that such iconography appeared in the temple complex. 
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Not only did Yahweh's bride have to initiate these affairs, she went Iooking for them! Yahweh's response 

is predictable: 

turned 

428. 

Yet she increased her whorings, remembering the days of her youth, when she played the 
whore in the land of Egypt i d  lusted after her paramours there, whose members were 
Iike those of donkeys, and whose emission was Iike that of stallions. Thus you longed for 
the lewdness of your youth, when the Egyptians fondled your bosom and caressed your 
young breasts (23: 19-2 1 ) 

Therefore, 0 Oholibah ... I will rouse against you your Iovers from whom you turned in 
disgust, and I wilI bring them against you from every side: the Babylonians and a11 the 
Chaldeans, Pekod and Shoa and Koa, and a11 the Assyrians with them, handsome young 
men, governors and commanders all of them, officers and warriors, all of them riding on 
horses. They shall come against you form the north with chariots and wagons and a host 
of peoples; they shall set themselves against you on every side with buckler, shield, and 

-- - - - 

Cf. Ezekiel 8:10 "portrayed on the wall" and 23: 14, which might suggest such a context. The fact that we do not 
have Neo-BabyIonian or Judean relief carving or painting exemplars is a major problem in reconstructing the scene. 
On the other hand, as we have previously observed, this is one of a handful of references to ancient Near Eastern art 
contained in the Bible, and to merely dismiss it as a literary metaphor without basis in reality seems overly cavalier. 
"Statements about Egypt outside of this chapter and ch. 23 always occur in an indictment of Israel's futile attempts 
to rely on Egypt in their fight against Babylon. The oracles against Egypt in chs- 29-32 never make use of the motif 
of enslavement in Egypt. Egypt is sentenced because of her interactions with the nation of Israei, and her 
punishment has no reflex with the exodus traditions. What the text of these oracles makes clear, however, is that the 
Israelites courted Egyptian sup?ort. To what extent did this alliance involve, whether officially or in the 'populace,' 
recognition of and perhaps worship of Egyptian deities? Ezek. 23.19 makes an explicit connection between the 
activities of Oholibah in Egypt before her covenant with Yahweh (23.3) and that of her relationship to Egypt that led 
to her judgment. Both verses use the verb znh to describe her sin. Because of the implied sexuat relationship 
between Yahweh and Israel, the activity of sexud misconduct connotes infidelity to Yahweh, infidelity by the 
worship of other gods. Ezekiel therefore asserts that the sins that led to the exile included the worship of Egyptian 
deities. Ezek. 20.7-1, therefore, like 23.3, would read Ezekiel's contemporaneous history back into the pre-history of 
Israel," Corrine Patton: 'I Myself Gave them laws that were not good': Ezekiel 20 and the Exodus Traditions,' JSOT 
69 (1996) 73-90, 77. The audience is to identify with the sinful generation - but more importantly, they are to 
change their behavior. 
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helmet, and I will commit the judgment to them, and they shall judge you according to 
their ordinances. I will direct my indignation against you, in order that they may deal 
with you in hry. They shall cut off your nose and your ears, and your survivors shall fall 
by the sword. They shall seize your sons and your daughters, and your survivors shall be 
devoured by fire. They shall also strip you of your clothes and take away your fine 
jewels. So 1 will put an end to your lewdness and your whoring brought from the land of 
Egypt; you shall not long for them, or remember Egypt any more. For thus says the Lord 
God: I will deliver you in to the hands of those whom you hate, into the hands of those 
from whom you turned in disgust; and they shall deal with you in hatred, and take away 
all the h i t  of your labor, and leave you naked and bare, and the nakedness of your 
whorings shall be exposed. Your lewdness and your whorings have brought this upon 
you, because you pIayed the whore with the nations, and polluted yourself with their 
idols. You have gone the way of your sister; therefore I will give her cup into your hand 
(23: 22-3 1). 

In other words the message for Jerusalem is: "You won't have time for your erotic fantasies!" The use of 

the cup metaphor is interesting. What a cup it is! Where we might expect a banqueting cup celebrating the 

bliss enjoyed by King and consort, the cup given to the woman is filled with death.I9' 

19 1 On the treatment of the conquered cf. Block: 1 ,  75 1 .  'The victors indulgence in their fruits of victory, the rape and 
killing of women and the selling of chitdren, is woven into the aIlegory, as is Israel's toss of face in the sight of 
other nations" Allen: 2, 49. Significantly, the most repulsive sexual language is reserved for associations with 
Egypt. It is a vehement effort to convince a constituency who did not want to believe the truth the prophet brought" 
Allen: 2,52.  
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You shall drink your sister's cup, 
deep and wide; 
you shall be scorned and derided, 
it holds so much. 
You shall be filled with drunkenness and sorrow. 
-4 cup of horror and desolation 
is the cup of your sister Samaria; 
you shall drink it and drain it out, 
and gnaw its sherds, 
and tear out your breasts (23:32-34). '" 

Once again the message is clear. There is a cost to the violation of vows - marriage or otherwise: 

Therefore thus says 
your back, therefore 

the Lord God: Because you have forgotten 
bear the consequences of your lewdness and 

I i 

me and cast me behind 
wborings (23:36). 

431. 

Mortal, will you judge Oholah and Oholibah? Then declare to them their abominable 
deeds. For they have committed adultery, and blood is on their hands; with the ir idols 
they have committed adultery; and they have even offered up to them for food the 
children whom they had borne to me. Moreover this they have done to me: they have 
defiled my sanctuary o n  the same day and profaned my sabbaths. For when they had 
slaughtered their children for their idols, on the same day they came in to my sanctuary 
to profane it. This is what they did in my house (23:36-39). 

19' Malul sees a connection with legal texts: "one is tempted to regard the pot too as a symboI of personality. Breaking 
it would then result in 'breaking' the old personality, the slave personality, thus clearing the way for a new one. This 
sounds logical, but there is no direct proof in Mesopotamian sources to such a conceptual link between the pot and 
one's personality ... This much, however, can be said: The simile 'to break samething / someone like one breaks a 
pot' is well known in Mesopotamian sources ... It seems that the act of smashing a pot was chosen to describe the 
transition from a state of order to that of annihilation, because by smashing a pot one reduces a meaningful whole 
into [an] irreparable mass of meaningless pieces" MaluI: S~udies 75-76. 

The metaphor also appears in Jer 19 and Ecclesiastes 126. 
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By polIuting the palace and turning it into a common brothel, YHWH's queen has ensured its desolation 

and ultimate destruction. Part of the iconographic background Ezekiel may have in mind is a common 

motif - the so-called "woman at the window," known from several sites in the Near East. "In the guise of 

a sacred prostitute wearing an Egyptian type of wig, she gazes from her window, overlooking a balcony 

balustrade; she has an alluring smile to attract prospective passers-by. In his exhortation to repentance, 

Jeremiah depicted Israel as a faithless spouse, saying, 'You have a harlot's brow, you refuse to be 

ashamed' (Jer. 3:3). Some commentators detect in Jeremiah a reference to the frontlet or phylactery 

adorning the 'woman at the window.' The 'woman at the window' may represent the Phoenician goddess 

Ashtart or a related goddess; as a sacred prostitute she peeps through the window at her lover . . . Temple 

prostitution was more reprehensible than harlotry which was common in Israel. Sacred prostitution was 

explicitly repudiated: 'There shall be no cult prostitute (qedeshah) of the daughters of Israel, neither shall 

there be a cult prostitute (qudeshj of the sons of Israel' (Deut. 23: 17).'" 

43 4. 
The parallel is apparent: 

They even sent for men to come from far away, to whom a messenger was sent, and they 
came. For them you bathed yourself, painted your eyes, and decked yourself with 
ornaments; you sat on a stately couch, with a table spread before it on which you had 
placed my incense and my oil. The sound of a raucous multitude was around her, with 
many of the rabble brought in drunken from the wilderness; and they put bracelets on the 
arms of the women, and beautihl crowns upon their heads (23:40-42). 

Then I said, Ah, she is worn out with adulteries, but they carry on their sexual acts with 
her. For they have gone in to hsr, as one goes in to a whore. Thus they went into Oholah 
and Oholibah, wanton women. But righteous judges shall declare them guilty of adultery 
and of bloodshed; because they are adulterous and blood is on their hands (23:43-45). 

193 Philip King: Amos, Hosea, Micah -An Archaeological Commentary 10 1. 
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435. 
There is no need for divorce proceedings. A death sentence is issued. 

Bring up an assembty against them, and make them an object of terror and of plunder. 
The assembly shall stone them and with their swords they shall cut them down; they shall 
kill their sons and their daughters, and bum their houses. Thus will I put an end to 
lewdness in the land . . ." (23:46-48). 

Clearly this is the end. 
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Mark this date . . . 
The dating formula which begins chapter 24 is associated with a command to record the date, and a 

purpose for so archiving the moment. January 15, 588 marks the beginning of the end.'* Ezekiel is told to 

write down the date for it will become evident that: "The king of Babylon has Iaid siege to JerusaIern this 

very day ..." (242). The announcement to the "rebellious house" is to take the form of an "allegory" 

(24:3) in which YHWH makes appearances as a "stoker and cook."'95 

Set on the pot, set it on, 
pour in water also; 
put in it the pieces, 
all the good pieces, 
the thigh and the shoulder; 
fill it with choice bones. 
Take the choicest one of the flock, 
pile the logs under it; 
boil its pieces, 
seethe also its bones in it (24:3-5). 

Woe to the bloody city, 
the pot whose rust is in it, 
whose rust has not gone out of it! 
Empty it piece by piece, 
making no choice at all. 
For the blood she shed is inside it; 
she placed it on a bare rock; 
she did not pour it out on the ground, 
to cover it with earth. 
To rouse my wrath, to take vengeance, 
I have placed the blood she shed 
on a bare rock, 
so that it may not be covered. 
Therefore, thus says the Lord God: 
Woe to the bloody city! 
I will even make the pile great.lg6 

19' Cf. Allen: 2, 59; Greenberg: 2,496. 
Allen: 2, 57. Cf. Ezekiel 1 1 :3, 7/ 

'96 Like a head, body or penis count used by a number of ancient people to count the dead? This is attested in Assyrian, 
Egyptian and Israelite sources, among others. 
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Heap up the logs, kindle the fire; 
boil the meat well, mix in the spices, 
let the bones be burned. 
Stand it empty upon the coals, 
so that it may become hot, 
its copper glow, 
its filth melt in it, 
its rust be consumed. 
In vain I have wearied myself; 
its thick rust does not depart. 
To the fire with its rust! 
Yet, when I cleansed you in your filthy lewdness, 
you did not become clean From your filth; 
you shall not again be cleansed 
until 1 have satisfied my fury upon you (24:6-13). 

The image of the pot which needs to be purified teases us with the reality that has been so carefully 

articulated before. When the metals that comprise Jerusalem's population are assayed, there is nothing but 

dross. The content of pure metal is zero. The population in this particular incarnation of the message are 

cuts of meat which will be taken from the pot at random and cast into the fire [?I, or will remain in the pot 

to be boiled and burned until emptied. Then the pot will be heated to glowing in an attempt to purify the 

metal. But given the cumulative evidence of attempt after attempt to cleanse the pot, the outcome seems 

secure. When the pot is heated in the fire until the dross is purged from it little or nothing will be left. That 

this is the intended reading of the metaphorical grouping seems obvious from the following declaration that 

time is running short: 

I the LORD have spoken: the time is coming, I will act, I will not refkin, I will not spare, I 
will not relent. According to your ways and your doings I will judge you says the Lord 
God (24: 14). 

In the midst of this the prophet's life becomes a final paradigm for scenes he has so clearly articulated. The 

death of his wife is contextualized by actions appropriate to exile: "you shall not mourn or weep, nor shall 

We should also note the manner in which chapter 24 takes up themes from preceding chapters, e.g. ''dross" v. 1 I .  cf- 
22: 17- 18; "lewdness" v. 13 Cf. chapter 23; etc. 
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your tears run down. Sigh, but not aloud; make no mourning for the dead. Bind on your turban, and put 

your sandals on your feet; do not cover your upper lip or eat the bread of mourners ... E did as I was 

commanded" (24: 15- 1 8).19' 

The conclusion of the chapter is clearly linked to chapter 3:26 with a metaphor of the opening and closing 

of the prophet's mouth, as well as by its autobiographical tone. Presumably - except for the private 

moments of intercession noted, times when the messenger is alone with the King - his only words have 

been those "consumed" during his call, or given by instruction. The prophet is a sign. 

Yet while a huge inclusion is formed by 4-24, marked off in this manner, another literary link maintains a 

unity of the whole structure from 3-33. The prophet's limitation to speak the word of YHWH only links 

this section into a large unit concerning judgment on Judah [or Israel and Judah]. 

At the same time the larger Iink is concerned with Yahweh's sovereignty over the world. 

Then the people said to me, "Will you not tell us what these things mean for us, that you 
are acting out this way?" Then I said to them: The word of the LORD came to me: Say to 
the house of Israel, Thus says the Lord God: I will profane my sanctuary, the pride of 
your power, the delight of your eyes, and your heart's desire; and your sons and your 
daughters whom you left behind shall fall by the sword. And you shall do as I have done; 
you shall not cover your upper lip or eat the bread of mourners. Your turbans shall be on 
your heads and your sandals on your feet; you shall not mourn or weep, but you shall 
pine away in your iniquities and groan to one another. Thus Ezekiel shall be a sign to 
you; you shall do just as he has done. When this comes you shall know that I am the Lord 
God (24: 19-24). 

The "story within a story" of the prophet's own life concludes a whole section (4-24) containing the epic 

story of  betrayal and rebellion at the heart of an empire, but it is not the conclusion. Another frame reminds 

us that it is part of a larger story of an empire in rebellion. 

-- - - 

'" *'Ezekiel himself is to be a sign. The prophetic calling takes over his life and invades his innermost being. This 
situation is anticipated by Hosea's rnm-age in the last days of the Kingdom of Israel, and especially by the denial of 
wife, fmily, and everyday social contact to Jeremiah at the time of Judah's death agony (Jer. 16: 1-9)" Blenkinsopp: 
105. 
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Yahweh, ILo~rdl of the f ourr q[uarteirs . . . 

T he next major section of the Ezekiel archive (25-33) contains a collection of oracles directed to 

contemporary states. The concept of Yahweh's sovereignty over the world is not new, but in fact rises 

with the first of the so-called writing prophets, Amos. 

As we have seen, images of lions have been associated with kings for a long time, the lion being widely 

used as a royal symbol in the ancient Near East. In Israel, this usage can be traced from at least the time of 

Solomon. From both Assyria and Syria-Palestine we have examples of lion shaped weights used as the 

royal measure, rnaceheads shaped as lions, and lions depicted in ivory carving for use in furniture and other 

decoration. For three centuries the symbol of the Assyrian empire was a rampant lion being defeated by the 

king, for it is this symbol which appears on the king's seal. In the ancient capital city of Israel, Samaria, 

archaeologists recovered seated "roaring" Lions, carved "in the round from ivory. So this association of 

lions and royalty was certainly well established by the time of Amos. And the "Seal of Shema, servant of 

Jeroboarn" [II] with its representation of a pacing, roaring lion provides a clear link with the little book. So 

how does this help us to understand Amos? 

The beginning of the book, the thematic introduction, is found in Amos 1:2: "The Lord roars from Zion 

and thunders From Jerusaiem; the pastures of the shepherds dry up, and the top of Camel withers." Is this 

brief bit of poeny to be taken seriously as important and introductory to the entire book? It would seem so, 

for it is clear the whole book is carefilly structured. 

The Lord is described obliqudy as a lion, a point which is of considerable significance to the prophetic 

presentation. Paralleled with this is the description of Yahweh "thundering." These are closely connected 

ideas, as is marked out for us by their use together in this poetic introduction. 

The book then launches into a series of "oracles against the nations," six of which are denounced for what 

are essentially vioIations of "international law," not by formal legal conventions, but by the violation of 

principles of what was considered moral behavior in the ancient Near East (1:3-2:s). The Ararneans of 
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Damascus are accused of "threshing Gilead," the complete leveling of a region (1:3); the Philistines 

condemned for their sale of whole communities into slavery (1:6); the Phoenicians are cited for the same 

offence as the Philistines, but it is compounded by their blatant violation of a "treaty of  brotherhood (1:9); 

the charges against the Ammonites describe their ripping open of pregnant women and presumably anyone 

else who opposed their expansion of territory (1:13); while the indictment of the Moabites describes their 

burning the bones of a dead king, either as a final desecration, or more iikeIy, to rob a hated enemy of any 

sort of afterlife (2:l). The seventh nation listed is Judah. Judah's crimes however differ: "they have 

rejected the law of the LORD, and have not kept his statutes, but they have been led astray by the same lies 

after which their ancestors walked" (2:4). 

330. 

These pronouncements are linked by a formulaic introduction: "For three sins of x, even for four, I will not 

turn if back" (1:3, 6, 9, 11, 13; 2:1, 4). The NIV supplies an interpretation of the "it" of the Hebrew text, 

concluding that what will not be turned back is, by implication, the wrath of God. In the NRSV it is "the 

punishment." Of course, the intent is correct, but the implied subject of the formulaic sentence might 

equally well be understood as "my roar," "my thundering," or "my judgment," or a similar idea with the 

same essential meaning. The idea of God's roar sounding out over His world and effecting change fits 

nicely with the subject of the book as outlined in Amos 1:2. Note how the formula works. Each 

neighboring nation of Israel is indicted with a 3+4 formula. Now the number seven is often used in the 

Bibie to designate completion or fullness, so the formula seems to indicate that it is "perfectly dear" each 

state is guilty of the charges laid. Seven neighboring states are indicted, including Amos* homeland, Judah. 

By implication, Israel is surrounded by clearly unrighteous behavior. This must have seemed a wonderful 

opportunity to pat themselves on the back - until Amos spelled out the rest of his message. 

What has all this to do with a roaring lion? Amos pictured God as Sovereign - in imagery drawn from the 

likes of the king of Assyria, or Jeroboam 11. His vision of God is one which sees Yahweh's role as Lord of 

the Universe, the One to whom all states must pay homage. His judgment is supreme, and when spoken, 

His words bring things into being, whether the drying up of the lush lands of the shepherds (1:2), or the 

bringing of frre (1:4,7, 10, 12, 14; 2:2,5). 
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But can this idea of God's sovereignty over the world be defended as fundamental to Amos? The 

remarkable statements in Amos 9 would suggest so. Beginning with a vision of "God in His temple" we are 

confronted with a shaking of the whoIe building - and syrnbolically the cosmos - from top to bottom 

(9: I). The language of storm and earthquake take us back to the introduction (1:2).  The coming judgment 

is like the roar of the lion, or the fire of the first two chapters. It is inescapable. 

In language reminiscent of Psalm 139 God's sovereignty over the remotest ends of t!!e cosmos are 

described - the heavens, mountains or remote parts of the earth provide no sanctuary. Neither do the 

ocean depths. There is no escaping from God (9:1-4). Yet another metaphor linked to 1:3 describes the 

Lord as "he who touches the earth and it melts" ( 9 5 ) .  

Finally, God asks "Are not you Israelites the same to me as the Cushites? ... Did I not bring Israel up from 

Egypt, the Philistines from Caphtor, and the Arameans from Kir" (9:7). Yes, God is sovereign emperor 

over all the world, and the sinful nation will not escape accountability. Amos sees a remarkable vision of 

the Lord as greater and more powerful than the greatest empire on earth. His vision is of the Emperor of 

earth and heaven. 

Amos declares thar God has roared out a message. The nations 

surrounding Israel face the judgment of His sovereignty. Now 

prophets were expected to denounce enemy states, and to condemn 

the atrocities which they saw, and they were also to sustain and 

support the king who was blessed by God. Under Jeroboam 11, Israel 

was experiencing a time of unprecedented economic and political 

power. The nations condemned by Amos were no Ionger even a threat 

to the mighty army Jeroboam had established, and the prosperity and 

rapid growth of the city was turning the capital, Sarnaria, into an 

important centre. 

So when Amos turns his attention to Israel, it is not appreciated by his audience. Picking up the 3+4 

formula of denouncement, Amos cites israel with systematic violation of the commands of God: "They sell 

the righteous for silver, and the needy for a pair of sandals. They trample on the heads of the poor as upon 

the dust of the ground and deny justice to the oppressed. Father and son use the same girl and so profane 

my holy name" (Amos 2:6-7). Where the law declares that the poor person with only a cloak must have it 

returned at night so they can keep warm, these people sleep on the garments of the poor - beside an altar 

to the God whose interest is the poor (223). The Lord continues his charge by reminding the Israelites that: 

"I brought you up out of Egypt ... [and] raised up prophets from among your sons and Nazirites fiom 
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among your young people" (2: 10- 1 1). But they have forgotten that they were the oppressed in Egypt, and 

"made the Nazirites drink wine and commanded the prophets not to prophesy" (2: 12). 

judgment. The "it" which cannot be escaped can be understood as this 

suggests "my wrath," or as the "roar" of the lion. 

So what will be the 

result? "I will crush you 

as a cart crushes when 

loaded with grain" 

(2: 13). This image of an 

overloaded cart bursting 

with the goodness of the 

land, an ironic metaphor 

of God's good blessings, 

warns of inescapable 

overloaded cart, or as the NIV 

In a description perhaps reflecting Jeroboam's forces in the streets of ancient Samaria, a mighty army 

passes on the march. One battalion follows another, until the seven regiments which might war against the 

divine emperor parade past: 

The swift will not escape, 
the strong will not muster their strength, 
and the warrior will not save his life. 
The archer will not stand his ground, 
the fleet-footed soldier will not get away, 
and the horseman will not save his life. 
Even the bravest warriors will flee naked on that day (2: 14-16). 

At the heart of the judgment is the declaration: "You only have I chosen of all the families of the earth; 

therefore I will punish you for all your sins" (3:2). Clearly special opportunities bring particular 

responsibilities. 

This point is af fmed through a series of seven rhetorical questions. "Do 

two walk together unless they have agreed to do so?" (3:3). The answer is 

"no." Either through an explicit or implicit arrangement the two are 

together. "Does a lion roar in the thicket when he has no prey?" (3:4). 

Obviously not. Roaring will scare away prey, leaving a hungry lion. "Does 

a lion growl in his den when he has caught nothing?'(3:4). One familiar 

with the naturaI world understands the lion is warning off other animals, 

and "amouncing" his victory. 
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The sequence continues. "Does a bird fall into a trap on the ground where no snare has been set?Wr "a 

trap spring up from the earth when there is nothing to catch?" (35). Again, the answers are clear. "When a 

tnunpet sounds in a city, do not the people tremble? (3:6). The audience knew the alarm warning of an 

approaching enemy. Finally, Amos asks: "When disaster comes to a city, has not the Lord caused it?' 

(3:6). This view, problematical to modems, is perfectly in line with Amos' view of the world as ultimately 

controlled by a Sovereign God. 

The climax is not in any of these questions, though they form a "perfect" series of observations. As in the 

sequence concerning states, the climax is an eighth element. The series of seven points to: "Surely the 

Sovereign Lord does nothing without revealing his pIan to his servants the prophets" (3:7). 

To summarize: the "roar" from God (I:2), announces judgment on the states of Syria-Palestine for their 

complete (3+4=7) defiance of basic moral values (1:3-25). Israel, the eighth state in the sequence is both 

like and unlike the others. Continuation of the 3+4=7 formula, marks Israel as "perfectly" guilty of her 

crimes, yet being the eighth state, her guilt is symbolically "superabundant." Discontinuity is marked by 

the fact Israel does not face "fire," and by the extended length and nature of the charges Iaid. The series of 

rhetorical questions based on natural sequences of cause and effect, serves warning that judgment is clearly 

predictable. The series simultaneously affirms the prophetic role. 

The whole section (12-3:8) is marked by the conclusion: "The lion has roared - who will not fear? The 

Sovereign Lord has spoken - who can but prophesy?" (3:8). Amos thus declares his message to be the 

roar of the Heavenly Lion. It is to be taken seriously! 

Ezekiel is heir to this conception of YHW as lord of the world. In fact much of the imagery in Ezekiel 

can be seen as having been deveIoped from Amos. In Amos 1 and 2 the nations are grouped into a unit of 

seven, and a formulaic seven is utilized in the indictment of each state. Ezekiel's oracles against the nations 
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are also grouped into units o f  seven. Tyre or its king is denounced seven times, a s  is Egypt and pharaoh. 

Overall, the oracles in 25-32 are directed against seven states. ' Clearly, the prophet is playing o n  the idea 

of completion and world sovereignty already developed by his predecessor. But as we have come to expect 

from Ezekiel, he gives most things he adapts a unique twist.' 

445. 
This section, chapters 25-32, is concerned with YHWH's sovereignty over the world. ' From at least the 

time of Amos a collection o f  "oracles against the nations" is a standard part of  many prophetic collections. 

In Ezekiel 25-32 this "oracles against the nations" motif is taken up  by Ezekiel.' The themes o f  these 

collections are, by the time o f  Ezekiel, traditional. Typically, Ezekiel is told to "strike a pose": 

' "The section moves logically, surveying the neighboring countries from the more provincial and proximate - 
Amrnon, Edom, and Philistia (chap. 25) - to the more maritime and cosmopolitan: Tyre (26: 1-2823) and Egypt 
(29: I -32:E). We must here recall the oracle in which God has promised Ezekiel that from Jerusalem will go forth a 
fire that will consume in a progressively widening arc (3:4). ... That the bulk of invective is reserved for Egypt and 
its maritime arm Tyre is no surprise, for Ezekiel, like Jeremiah, sees Egypt's duplicitous leading role in the abortive 
western cabal against Babylonia as the linchpin of Israel's troubles" Rosenberg: 20 1. 

' Blenkinsopp points out the manner in which the dating of the units conforms to the essential chronology of events in 
the life df iudah. Chapters 1-24 contains units dated from 593-589 BC. The current section, 25-32 is all dated 
between 588 and 586, with the exception of the "correction" of the oracle against Tyre which is dated 57 1. The final 
chapters 33-48 are all dated from 586-573. Blenkinsopp: 107. 

Clements describes the developed empires in the ancient Near East as ruthless in their use of power, and the Exodus 
account as expressing this. "The institution of kingship was a strangely ambivalent advance in the development of 
human society. On the positive side, the rise of civilization itself owes much to the institution, since kings brought 
greater organization and coordination of resources and effort. The great powers with which Israel was familiar - 
Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, and Tyre - were civilizations that grew up through the energy and success of the kings 
who ruled them and who held immense power. The very success of the empires they created was due in no small 
measure to the ruthless manner in which they used this power" Clernents 128-129. Yet not all rulers were merciless 
aggressors, and YHWH is certainly to be viewed as a King of the world whose rule is beneficent and moral. 
One of the background concepts to the oracles against the nations is expressed succinctly by Soggin when he 
describes a mindset which sees: "the axis around which the history of the world and of his people turns is the 
holiness of God" J. Soggin: lnrroduction to the Old Testament. From its Origins to the Closing of the Afexandrian 
Canon (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976) 307. In this view, God is able to render justice with complete impartiality 
as sovereign and creator. What happens to Judah is presented as divine judgment, a clear response from YHWH to 
perpetual disobedience, but the message turns with the decimation of Jerusalem: "Since the people had now been 
freed from all false security, and now seemed ready to listen, the reconstruction could begin, starting first of all with 
the discouraged figures whom he had in Front of him" Soggin: 307- 
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Mortal, set your face toward the Ammonites and prophesy against them . . . Because you 
said, "Aha!" over my sanctuary when it was profaned, and over the land of Israel when it 
was made desolate, and over the house of Israel when it went into exile; therefore I am 
handing you over to the people of the east for a possession. They shall set their 
encampments among you and pitch their tents in your midst; they shall eat your h i t ,  and 
they shall drink your milk. I will make Rabbah a pasture for cameIs and Ammon a fold 
for flocks. Then you shall know that I am the LORD. For thus says the Lord God: Because 
you have clapped your hands and stamped your feet and rejoiced with all the malice 
within you against the land of Israel, therefore, I have stretched out my hand against you 
and will hand you over as plunder to the nations. I will cut you off from the peoples and 
will make you perish out of the countries; I will destroy you. Then you shall know that I 
am the LORD" (25:2-7). 

Moab as well will come to destruction: 

Because Moab said, The house of Iudah is like all the other nations, therefore I will lay open 
the flank of Moab from the towns on its frontier, the glory of the country , Beth-jeshimoth, 
Baal-meon, and Kiriathaim. Iwill give it along with Ammon to the people of the east as a 
possession. Thus Ammon shail be remembered no more among the nations, and I will execute 
judgments upon Moab. Then they shall know that I am the LORD (253-1 I). 

Edom too wiU encounter the outstretched hand, the hand of the ruler, or the warrior: 

Because Edom acted revengefklly against the house of Judah and has greviously 
offended in taking revenge upon them ... I will stretch out my hand against Edom, and 
will cut off From it humans and animals, and I will make it desolate; from Teman even to 
Dedan they shall fall by the sword. I will lay my vengeance upon Edom by the hand of 
my people Israel; and they shall act in Edom according to my anger and according to my 
wrath; and they shall know my vengeance, says the Lord God (25: 12- 14). 

446. 

The fourth of these short oracles is addressed to Philistia. This too is marked by the smiting language of the 

mighty arm: 

Because with unending hostilities the Philistines acted in vengeance, and with malice of 
heart took revenge in destruction . . . I will sbetch out my hand against the Philistines, cut 
off the Cherethites, and destroy the rest of the seacoast. I will execute them with wrathfbl 
punishments. Then they shall know that I am the LORD, when I lay my vengeance on 
them (25: 16-17). 
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These four short oracles are followed by much lengthier oracles against the Phoenicians and Egypt, which 

begin with a short oracle directed against Tyre? 

Mortal, because Tyre said concerning Jerusalem, 
"Aha, broken is the gateway of the peoples; 
it has swung open to me; 
I shall be replenished, 
now that it is wasted" (26:2).  

For this reason, the Lord is "against you" 
See, I am against you, 0 Tyre! 
I will hurl many nations against you, 
as the sea hurls its waves. 
They shall destroy the walls of Tyre 
and break down its towers. 
I will scrape its soil from it 
and make it a bare rock. 
It shall become, in the midst of the sea, 
a place for spreading nets. 
I have spoken says the Lord God. 
It shall become plunder for the nations, 
and its daughter-towns in the country 
shall be killed by the sword (26:2-6).6 

- - -  

' "Phoenicia was neither a country nor a nation but a conglomerate of city-states that was distinguished from adjacent 
areas by its habitual outreach into the Mediterranean world and by its preferred dealings with Indo-Europeans and 
Greeks" Brian Peckham: 'Phoenicia, History of,' 349-357, ABD 5, 349 "Having founded Carthage, Tyre had 
exerted an enormous influence upon the W world, entirely disproportionate to the tiny size of the island, which in its 
heyday was 'perfect in beauty' (Ezek 27:3), 'the crowning city' (Isa 23:8), 'a famous ciry, whose strength lay in the 
sea' (Ezek 26: I7)." H. Katzenstein: 'Tyre,' 686-692, ABD 6,690. 

The city's hinterland falls but the city itself withstands a I3 year siege and does not fall until Alexander the Great 
builds a causeway to join the island to the mainland, so typicaI siege procedures can be undertaken. 
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The manner in which this will happen is now clearly specified. The first two oracles in this section 

denounce Ammon and Moab, who will become the property of "the people of the east" (25:4, 10). Edom is 

to be desolated by the "hand of my people Israel" (25:14), in what is clearly marked as an act of 

vengeance. In three of the four oracles castigating the neighbors ofludah, the rubric: "Then you shall h o w  

that I am the LORD" (25:7, 11, 17) is used to analyze the response to the destruction brought by the 

Babylonian army in its campaign to the West. The forces of Israel - or more exactingly Judah - might be 

viewed as but an [elite?] contingent within the vast forces marshalled by the overlord to deal with rebel 

vassals. None of the four oracles are dated, in contrast to the oracle versus Tyre which is dated, though 

somewhat ambiguously.' 

So Tyre is castigated for its joy at the demise of Jerusalem, who is viewed as a commercial competitor: ". . . 

I shall be replenished, now that it is wasted" (26:2). While Jerusalem was situated to take advantage of 

some inland trade routes, it's geographical situation hardly compares to the Tyrian one, and much of the 

statement would seem rhetorical in the light of the trade goods listed in remembrance of Tyre's market 

"crash." Jerusalem hardly compares as a commercial rival, but the glorification of Jerusalem in memory 

serves to highIight her beauty and wealth, "which she Iavished on her lovers" (1 6: 1 5).  

What has been ambiguously stated - "the people of the east," "many nations" (26:3)  - is now made 

explicit: "I will bring against Tyre fiom the north King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, king of kings, together 

' Most likely the "eleventh year" is to be understood as the eleventh year of Jehoiachin's reign, or 587 BC, the year of 
Jerusalem's fall to the Babylonian forces. Presumably, like other conquered states, Iudeans are assimiIated into the 
Babylonian multinationd army, either as individuals, or units. We know such was the case with a cohort of the 
former Sarnaria, during the Assyrian period. 
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with horses, chariots, cavalry, and a great and p o w e f i l  army" (26:7).' Casting aside this prose explication, 

the declamation describing the demise of Tyre r e s ~ r n e s : ~  

Your daughter towns in the country 
he shall put to the sword. 
He shall set up a siege walI against you, 

Both sides in this conflict had professional armies, including hired troops. "Mercenaries served the Tyrian empire 
(Ezek 27:lO-1 l), but there is never any mention of a military campaign on the mainland in which Tyre was 
involved. The Tyrians knew how to defend their island stubbornly, as is seen from the annals of the Asspkn kings, 
and also from the Tyrian records (Josephus, Anr 9.287; Ezek 29:18); but they always preferred, if possible, to pay 
tribute, which was redistributed to Tyre's customers" Katzenstein: 'Tyre,' 686-692 ABD 6, 688- 

The history of relations between Tyre and the successive empires in Assyria and Babylonia was one of constant 
challenge and resistance on the part of Trye, whenever it was feasible. When Shalmaneser I11 dies in 824 BC, Tyre 
is freed from paying tribute to Assyria. As a result, nothing distracts their establishment of cornrnercial colonies, 
including, most importantly Carthage, a city which it founded in c. 8 1518 14 BC. Adad-nirari's western campaign in 
SO5 BC includes the payment of tribute by the Sidonian king. Subsequently, Tiglath-pileser 111 extracted a large 
amount of tribute from Gaza and Tyre for their independence: ANET 282, 287-288. "Shalmaneser V (726-722 BC) 
invaded Phoenicia ... the island withstood the pressures and the Assyrian king reappeared. The Tyrians proved 
victorious in a naval battle, after which Shalmaneser retired and placed guards at the water sources on the continent. 
the Tyrians, however, endured the siege for five years ... When Sargon I i  (721 -705 BC) ascended the throne, 
Eloulaios apparently saw an opportunity to make peace with the Assyrian king. The Assyrians had occupied the 
whole Tyrian mainland, and their hand must have been very heavy upon the Sidonians ... But apparently at the death 
of Sargon (Isa 14:8), Tyre stopped its yearly tribute, and because of its rebelIion Sennacherib (704-681 BC) 
appeared and recaptured the mainland in 701 BC ..." Katzenstein: 'Tyre,' 689. 

When Esarhaddon believes Baal has conspired against him, he decides to attack Tyre as part of his second campaign 
against Egypt in 671 (ANET, 290, 293). "~sihaddon 's  great victory over the Egyptian forces, and the capture of 
Memphis, must have induced Baal to surrender and to ask for forgiveness, for which he had to pay with territorial 
losses (ANET, 29 1). Following his victory, Esarhaddon erected several victory steles, the most famous being that 
from Zinjirli (now in Berlin; ANET447). This shows the Assyrian king with tow ropes in his left hand, by which he 
holds two prisoners: one is apparently the Egyptian crown prince, and the other may be Baal" Katzenstein: ABD 6, 
689-690. 
With the demise of the Assyrian empire after the death of Assurbanipal, Tyre able to reestablish control of its 
hinterland and expand its power in the Mediterranean arena. As part of an alliance forged between Egypt and Tyre 
in the face of rising Babylonian power, Tyre gave to pharaoh 'a (royal) domain of cedar' in the Lebanon (ARE 4: 
970). But the resistance proved futile. "Nebuchadnezzar's victory over Pharaoh Neco in 605 BC changed the 
political map of W Asia (cf 2 Kgs 24:7). From that time until the conquest of Babylon ... in 539 BC, Tyre was the 
main foe of Babylon in Asia. While there were contacts between Tyre and Judah (Jer 27:3) and between Tyre and 
the Philistine city-states (Jer 47:4), Tyre was jubilant when Jerusalem fell in 586 BC (Ezek 26:2). The Tyrian king 
did not, however, recognize the immediate danger; only too late did Tyre recognize the political and strategic line of 
Nebuchadnezzar, who, after the fall of JemsaIem, turned to Tyre and besieged it to safeguard his lines for his 
ultimate goal, the conquest of Egypt." H. Katzenstein: 'Tyre,' ABD 6,690. 
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cast up a ramp against you, 
and raise a roof of shields against you. 
He shall direct the shock of his battering rarns against your walls 
and break down your towers with his axes. 
His horses shall be so many 
that their dust shall cover you. 
At the noise of cavalry, wheels, and chariots 
your very walls shall shake,'" 
when he enters your gates 
like those entering a breached city. 
With the hoofs of his horses 
he shall trample your streets. 
He shall put your people to the sword, 
and your strong pillars shall fall to the ground. 
They will plunder your riches 
and loot your merchandise; 
they shall break down your walls 
and destroy your fine houses. 
Your stones and timber and soiI 
they shall cast into tbe water. 
I will silence the music of your songs; 
the sound of your lyres shall be heard no more." 
I will make you a bare rock; 
you shall be a place for spreading nets. 
You shall never again be rebuilt, 
for I the Lorn have spoken, 
says the Lord God (263-14).12 

In the prose reiteration of the oracle the Lord God poses a rhetorical question. "Shall not the coastlands 

shake at the sound of your fall, when the wounded groan, when daughter goes on within you?" The 

implied response is that the world will take note of the punishment meted out against this rebel vassal, but 

rather than simply stating this conclusion, the movement of the vassal kings now caIIed to account is 

described. It is a time in which "all the princes of the sea shall step down from their thrones; they shall 

I V It is interesting how this language of battIe is reminiscent of the sounds and sights of Yahweh's theophanies in the 
book. 
"Because of its basic nature, lyre music can be a symbol of rejoicing. This lends even more force to the taunting 
comparison of Tyre to a lyre-playing harlot trying to escape oblivion (Isa. 23:16) and to the harsh prophecy (Ezk. 
26:13) that the sound of its lyres will no longer be heard, that is, that its position of dominance will vanish. The 
Isaiah apocalypse uses the stilling of the kinno'r as a sign of the final judgment (Isa. 24:s). When it is no longer 
played, the instrument becomes a sign of lost vitality and a hopeless future (Ps. 1372)" M. Gorg: 'kinnbr,' 197-203, 
TDOT 7,203; on representations on Syria /Palestinian artifacts, cf. 20 1-203- 
"The earliest biblical reference to particular Phoenician cities is in Ezekiel's Iamentation for Tyre (Ezekiel 26-28). 
He describes an imagined capture and destruction of the city (Ezekiel 26), its effect on Mediterranean trade (Ezekiel 
27). and its consequences for the Phoenician way of life (Ezekiel 28). The Phoenician cities are mentioned by name 
but are included indiscriminately with Greece, Cilicia, and AnatoIia in a catalogue of the nations of the world ... 
Tyre is described as a fortified island city with mainland dominions and an interest in the overland trade routes 
(Ezek 2G: 1-6). The supposed destruction of the city by Nebuchadnezzar (Ezek 26:7-14) is portrayed in detail: the 
invasion, the capture of its mainland possessions, construction of siege mounds and redoubts, attacks with battering 
rarns on the walls and towers, the taking of the city, execution of its inhabitants, demolition of its piIlars, plunder 
and totat destruction - leaving Tyre a bare rock in the water, a place for drying nets. Tyre had been settled by 
seafarers (Ezek 26: 17 nbebet rni~yarnmini) and the repercussions of its sudden collapse were felt throughout the 
Mediterranean by the people and princes who enjoyed its renown and relied on its naval power (Ezek 26: 15-1 8). But 
its destruction was by divine decree and Tyre had descended into the netherworld never to rise again (Ezek 36: 19- 
21)," Brian Peckham: 'Phoenicia, History of,' 349-357, ABD 5,350. 
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remove their robes and strip off their embroidered garments. They shall clothe themselves with trembling, 

and shall sit on the ground; they shall tremble every moment, and be appalled at you" (26:16). And those 

"coastlands" who witness the events will be moved to m o m  on behalf of those destroyed: 

How you have vanished from the seas, 
0 city renowned, 
once mighty on the sea, 
you and your inhabitants, 
who imposed your terror 
on all the mainland. 
Now the coastlands tremble 
on the day of your fall; 
the coastlands by the sea 
are dismayed at your passing (26: L7- 18). 

Again, the prose commentary defines and sharpens a tough message, Ieaving no doubt in the mind of the 

reader: 

When I make you a city laid waste, like cities that are not inhabited, when I bring up the 
deep over you and the great waters cover you, then I will thrust you down with those 
who send into the Pit, to the people of long ago, and I will make you live in the world 
below, among primeval ruins, with those who go down to the Pit, so that you will not be 
inhabited or have a place in the land of the living. I will bring you to a dreadhl end, and 
you shall be no more; though sought for, you will never be found again (26: 19-2 1). 

Ezekiel is told to himself raise a Iament for the city "which sits at the entrance to the sea," and as such has 

become "merchant of the peoples on many coastlands": 

0 Tyre, you have said 
"I am perfect in beauty."" 
Your borders are in the heart of the seas; 
your builders made perfect your beauty ... (27:3-4).'" 

'' "Beautiful1' is applied "metaphorically to [srael as a woman (Ezk. 16: 13-15, 25)." H. Ringgren: 'yapci, yapeh, yepi, 
yep&peh,' 218-220, TDOT6, 219. The term is also applied by Ezekiel to trees (3 1:3, 7-9); the human voice (33:32). 
"Physical beauty is usually taken as positive, but it can also lead to arrogant disregard of God (Tyre: Ezk. 27:3ff.; 
the king of Tyre: Ezk. 28, esp. v. 17; the women of Jerusalem: Isa 3: 16-24, with yopi in v.24) . . . The beauty of Tyre, 
depicted in the form of a ship, is condemned, however, because it is the occasion of arrogance toward God (Ezk. 
27:3c, 1 I )  ... The sarnc theme is used by Ezekiel in an allegoricat discourse with Egypt as its subject: the land is 
represented as a beautifut cedar (Ezk. 3 1 :3,7-9) brought down by its pride" Ringgren: TDOT 6 , 2  19-220. 
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The variety of woods indicated by the poet in describing the ship Tyre represent an amassing of the finest 

materials for specific purposes, from all her multiple trading partners. Planking fiom the Lebanon's fu and 

cedars, renowned throughout the ancient world for its qualities in length and strength, rock-hard oak from 

Bashan for oars to ply the waters, decking of pine or boxwood to bend and give with the stresses and 

strains of the hull as the vessel moved through ocean waters, Inlaid with ivory decoration, each wood was 

chosen to bring the desired qualities to the overall project, an ocean going vessel. The world's f ies t  linen 

was to be found in Egypt, so not surprisingly, this magnificent vessels' riggings hoist imported and 

embroidered linen fiom Egypt for its sails. Richly colored cloth forms an on-deck cabin, its description 

designating a spectrum of tones available only through extracting dye from mollusks, a Phoenician 

specialization, producing the most wondefil - and expensive dyed cloth and textiles - and a color 

associated for millennia with royalty. But the cloth seems to come fiom Cyprus, Not only is the description 

of its quality construction significant," but the poet is careful to note that an excellent crew is acquired to 

make the most of this maritime treasure. This is accomplished by manning the boat with the finest sailors 

in the ancient world - the Phoenicians themselves: 

The inhabitants of Sidon and Arvad were your rowers; 
skilled men of Zemer were within you, 
they were your pilots. 
The elders of Gebal and its artisans were within you, 
caulking your seams; 
all the ships of the sea with their mariners were within you, 
to barter for your wares (27:8-9). 
Paras and Lud and Put were in your army, 
your mighty warriors; 
they hung shield and helmet in you; 
they gave you spIendor. 

I4 "That Tyre was built on an island is attested not only in the book of Ezekiel ('in the midst of the sea,' 27:3), but also 
in Egyptian (ANET, 477), Assyrian (ANET, 290), and classicaI sources (Strab. 1.2 17; Aman, Hist. of Alex. 4.2.5). 
Before the time of Hiram I (969-936 B.C.), there were actually two islands: the main one was the city, and the 
smaller one was a temple of Baal. Hiram linked the nvo islands into a single larger one (AgAp 1.1 13); this junction 
stilI appears on Tyrian coins from a much later date ... The island of Tyre was 700-750 m wide, thus the area of 
ancient Tyre consisted of c a  57.6 hectares, accommodating perhaps 35,000 inhabitants ..." Katzenstein: ABD 6, 
686-687. 

IS The ship reflects the bounty Phoenician commercial skills had brought to the coastal city-state. 
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Men of Arvad and Helech 
were on your walls all around; 
men of Garnad were at your towers. 
They hung their quivers all around your your walls; 
they made perfect your beauty (27: 10-1 1). 

An important cataloguing of the great ship's ports of call, and the cargo taken on board the craft is 

delineated, before turning to the song of the ship's de rn i~e . ' ~  The list provides an important source for the 

reconstruction of ancient economy:" 

Tarshish did business with you out of the abundance of your great wealth; silver, iron, 
tin, and lead they exchanged for your wares. Javan, Tubal, and Meshech traded with you; 
they exchanged human beings and vessels of bronze for your merchandise. Beth- 
togarmah exchanged for your wares horses, war horses, and mules. The Rhodians traded 
with you; many coastlands were your own special markets; they brought you in payment 
ivory tusks and ebony. Edorn did business with you because of your abundant goods; 
they exchanged for your wares turquoise, purple, embroidered work, fine linen, coral, 
and rubies. Judah and the land of Israel traded with you; they exchanged for your 

16 The wonder concerning the sea among the inland states is reflected both by Ezekiel's literary descriptions, which are 
paralleled by other literary texts, both biblical and otherwise, and by the depictions of the sea in Assyrian relief 
sculpture, which often depict larnassu and other wonderful and strange beings among fish and ships (ill. 448, 451, 
454). 

17 "The long and prosperous reign of Ethbaal left its mark on the city of Tyre. It was called 'Tyre, the bestower of 
crowns' (Isa 233). A bronze band at Balawat (from the palace door of Shalmaneser 111, 858-821 B.C.) shows Tyre 
as well protected by a huge wall and fortified by strong towers with two gates (A.YEP, nos. 356/357; cf. also Ezek 
272) (i11.449). The growth of Tyre's vast international trade demanded an expansion of the harbor to accommodate 
a foreign anchorage. In Ezekiel 27 is a lament for Tyre which can hardly have been composed by the prophet. 
Incorporated into the poem is a lyrical depiction of Tyre as a glorious ship and a catalogue of Tyre's world trade (a 
most important source for ancient economic history) (Ezek 27:12-24). It is possible that the sources for the 
description of Tyre's greamess originated with Ethbaal I (Maisler mazar] 1952: 83-84) and there are hints of such 
songs in both Isaiah (23:IG) and Ezekiel (26:13). Amrnon and Moab may have been omitted because they were 
vassals of Israel and Judah, but one wonders why the Philistine city-states are omined. The omission of Babylon 
justifies our doubt that Ezekiel was the author. The same may be said of many parts of Ezekiel 28, in which traces 
can be detected from the ancient Phoenician epics and myths" Katzenstein: ABD 6,  688. On the last point the 
citations are W. F. Albright: 'The North-Canaanite Epic of 'AlEyh Ba'al and Mat,' JPOS 12 (1932) 185-208, 194 
n.26, and H. van Dijk: Ezekiel's Prophecy on Tyre. B. Maisler is 'Ancient Israelite Historiography,' Iff 2 (1952) 
82-88. 
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merchandise whereat fkom Minnith, millet, honey, oil, and balm. Damascus traded with 
you for your abundant goods - because of your great wealth of every kind - wine of 
Helbon, and white wool, Vedan and Javan from Uzal entered into trade for your wares; 
wrought iron, cassia, and sweet cane were bartered for your merchandise. Dedan traded 
with you in saddlecloths for riding. Arabia and all the princes of Kedar were your 
favored deaIers in lambs, rams, and goats; in these they did business with you. The 
merchants of Sheba and Raamah traded with you; they exchanged for your wares the best 
of all kinds of spices, and all precious stones, and gold. Haran, Canneh, Eden, the 
merchants of Sheba, Asshur, and Chilmad traded with you. These traded with you in 
choice garments, in clothes of blue and embroidered work, and in carpets of colored 
material, bound with cords and made secure; in these they traded with you. The ships of 
Tarshish traveled for you in your trade (27: 12-25). 

453. 
Blossoming under YHWH's ~ l e ,  the overlord who has allowed the maritime state free reign over the 

Mediterranean province." this trade empire has become overconfident in its status and position, and the 

result is that a tragic foundering in the heart of the Mediterranean is envi~ioned.'~ 

So you were filled and heavily laden 
in the heart of the seas. 
Your rowers have brought you 
into the high seas 
The east wind has wrecked you 

- - 

'' Through its trade relationships, Tyre is influential throughout the entire world. As a result, knowledge of its fall will 
cause a universal lament over the consignments and investments with the commercial giant. 

l 9  Matthews notes the significance of the list of goods included in the dirge: "[n order to gain a fuller understanding of 
the extent of trade in the ancient world, two accounts are instructive: Ezekiel's 'lamentation over Tyre' (chap. 27) 
and the -lamentation over Babylon (= Rome)' in Revelation 18. A vast array of products are listed from metals to 
jewels to slaves. Among the perfumes and spices listed are balm from Judah (Ezek 27: 17), cassia and calamus from 
Uzal (27:19), and 'the best of all kinds of spices' (2722) from Sheba and Ra'amah (ail in SW Arabia)" Victor 
Matthews: 'Perfumes and Spices,' 226-228, ABD 5, 227. For some, we must imagine, it is the financial losses which 
are equally mourned. 

In any case, the effect of the marine disaster becomes the topic of an elegy: "The effect of Tyre's symbolic demise on 
Mediterranean trade and economic stability is the topic of a lament (Ezekiel 27) that compares Tyre to a ship and 
describes how it was buiIt and why it foundered (Ezek 27: 1-7, 3 1-36), where its crew was hired and how they were 
stunned by its loss (Ezek 27:s-11, 25-30), where it loaded cargo and where it traded (Ezek 27:12-16, 20-24), and 
where it got the provisions it canied on its long voyages (Ezek 27:17-19)." Brian Peckharn: 'Phoenicia, History of,' 
339-357, ABD 5,350. 

"Our knowledge of international trade in the Late Bronze Age has been greatly advanced by the discovery of a 
shipwreck off the Anatolian coast at ULu Burun; the cargo included a gold ring with the name of Nefertiti, wife of 
Akhenaten, and a range of materials recalling those carried by northerners on Theban tomb-paintings" Quirke and 
Spencer 195. 
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in the heart of the seas. 
Your riches, your wares, your merchandise, 
your mariners and your pilots, 
your caulkers, yow dealers in merchandise, 
and all your warriors within you, 
with all the company that is with you, 

sink into the heart of the seas 
on the day of your ruin. 
At the sound of the cry of your pilots 
the countryside shakes, 
and down from their ships 
come all that handle the oar. 
The mariners and a11 the pilots of the sea 
stand on the shore 
and wail aloud over you, 
and cry bitterly. 
They throw dust on their heads" 
and wallow in ashes; 
they makes themselves bald for you, 
and put on sackcloth, 
and they weep over you in bitterness of soul, 
with bitter mourning. 
In their wailing they raise a lamentation for you, 
and lament over you: 
"Who was ever destroyed like Tyre 
in the midst of the sea? 
When your wares came from the seas, 
you satisfied many peoples; 
with your abundant wealth and merchandise 
you enriched the kings of the earth. 
Now you are wrecked by the seas, 
in the dephs of the waters; 
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your merchandise and all your crew 
have sunk with you. 
All the inhabitants of the coastlands 
are appalled at you; 
and their kings are horribly afraid, 
their faces are convulsed. 
The merchants among the people hiss at you; 
you have come to a drea&l end 
and shall be no more forever (27:25-36)." 

455. 
The hubris of the city reflects the attitude of the ruler, the fate of the prince of  Tyre also being based on an 

overestimate of rank. In this oracle the circumlocution for the use of the name Ezekiel, "son of man" or 

"human" forms a striking contrast to the message directed to the king of Tyre from God." Ezekiel's 

designation of the king as prince, alIows once again a sharpening of the concept of the vassal status of the 

world states to the sovereignty of Yahweh. 

Because your heart is proud 
and you have said, "I am a god; 
I sit in the seat of  the gods, 
in the heart of the seas," 
yet you are but a mortal, and no god, 
though you compare your mind 

" "In keeping with their seafaring skills, the Phoenicians became the merchants and intermediaries of the ancient 
Mediterranean world, enabling the ancient cradles of civilization in the Near East to spread across to the Aegean and 
Europe. That the Babylonians should have regarded the capture and ptundering of Tyre as a unique prize to be won 
is no surprise. That they failed to do this shows that the techniques of ancient warfare were no match for the natural 
defense provided by the sea ... Certainly, the sea was Tyre's first and most important line of defense. (Among the 
most interesting of Assyrian portrayals on wall reliefs preserved in the British Museum is one of Assyrian assault 
troops advancing through water, aided by special flotation gear. It is one of the oldest indications of special marine 
fighting units.)" Clements: 122- 123. 

" The formula is typical in EzekieI: "Son of man, say to x, 'Thus says the Lord God .. .'." 
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with the mind of a god. 
You are indeed wiser than Daniel; 
no secret is hdden from you; 
by your wisdom and your understanding 
you have amassed wealth for yourself, 
and have gathered gold and silver 
into your treasuries. 
By your great wisdom in trade 
you have increased your wealth, 
and your heart has become 
proud in your wealth. 
Therefore thus says the Lord God: 
Because you compare your mind 
with the mind of a god, 
therefore, I will bring strangers 
against you, 
the most terrible of the nations; 
they shall draw their swords 
against the beauty of your wisdom 
and defile your splendor. 
They shall thrust you down to the 
Pit, 
and you shall die a violent death 
in the heart of the seas. 
Will you stilt say, "I am a god," 
in the presence of those who kill you, 
though you are but a mortal, and no god, 
in the hands of those who wound you? 
You shall die the death of the uncircumcised 
by the hand of foreigners; 
for I have spoken, says the Lord God (28:1-10).?3 

Great skill or wisdom on the part of Tyre's mler(s) is described as the source of excellence in trade and has 

brought great wealth to the Phoenician empire. But this is a benefaction from God not an attribute or 

attestation of divine status. Unfortunately for the king of Tyre, in spite of his great wisdom he is c o h s e d  

on a few central matters. As a result of brilliant commercial success "your heart has become proud in your 

wealth" ( 2 8 5 ) .  The ruler is also depicted as one who "compare(s) your mind with the mind of a god" 

(28:6). Throughout the poem the contrasts between adarn and ellelohim - mortal and immortal - are 

played against one another. The vassal king, given enormous privilege to rule vast stretches of the earth, at 

least economicaily, the one who rules the high seas and works trade to his advantage, has been given a 

tremendous province to ruIe on behalf of his sovereign. Nothing seems to have been held back fiom this 

king - except divine status - but it is that desire which proves his undoing.'' The presentation teases us 

" "Tyre remained the only naval power in the East, and the treaty with Esarhaddon that gave it access to harbors in 
Philistia and Phoenicia invoked all the gods of the coast including the seafaring Baals of Tyre, Eshrnun of Sidon, 
and Melqart. The treaty gave Esarhaddon control of Mediterranean trade and restricted Tyre's local autonomy. Tyre 
rebelled, was besieged, captured, and put under Assyrian administration; Egypt, on which it had retied for support, 
was invaded and conquered (67 1 BC) . . . It may have prospered in the lull before the Babylonian invasions, but Tyre 
was besieged again by Nebuchadnezzar (605-562 BC) and its king, with the kings of Gaza and Ashdod, of Sidon 
and Arvad, was taken captive to Babylon" Peckham: ABD 5,355. 

" The whole theme of Eden is an integral part of Ezekiel's overall symbolic layering, as will become apparent in the 
climav of the book where the world is recreated. Cf. Clements 129. 
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with memories of Solomon's golden era, the proffering of wisdom and wealth and the hubris which 

brought a state to its d e m i ~ e . ~  It also begins to prepare us for the lamentation over "Adam" which follows 

immediately. The ironic result of this chasing after divine status is the king's demise, and the question 

posed at the point of death is will the king realize his true status? Or, confronted with "foreigners" who 

serve as Yahweh's executioners: ". . . in the heart of the seas, Will you still say, 'I am a god"' (28:8-9)? The 

motif is parallel to the rubric "Then they shall know that I am the LORD ...". This fate is now certain and 

inescapable, because the Lord has decreed it. Yet the whoIe tenor of  the piece resonates with questions of 

the human condition. Why did it have to be this way? Why have mortals, since Adam, insisted on divine 

status as a goal, when everythmg else in the world has been freely offered to them by a generous, loving 

king? In the next sequence, while Ezekiel laments the king of Tyre, this counterpoint theme is played with 

even greater force. 

You were the signet of perfection, 
full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. 
You were in Eden, the garden of God;'6 

The Deureronomic history "ascribes to Solomon the wealth, wisdom, and world renown that Ezekiel admired in the 
king of Tyre ( 1  Kgs 3: 1-15; 5: 1-14; Ezek 28: 1-5). Solomon, like Ezekiel's king of Tyre, achieved world dominion 
(1 Kgs 5: 1; 1023-23; Ezek 26: 17-1 8; 27: 1-36) and acquired his wealth from international trade (1 Kgs 10:14-15; 
Ezek 28: 1-5). They both had ships of Tarshish (1 Kgs 10:22; Ezek 27: 12, 25), traded with Sheba (1 Kgs i 0: 1 - 13; 
Ezek 27:22) and all the counmes from Cilicia and Anatolia to Egypt (I Kgs 10:26-29; Ezek 27:7, 12-16), and sent 
their fleets on joint expeditions to Ophir (I Kgs 9:26-28; LO:] I ,  22). For both, their grandeur and the richness of 
their foreign relations was ultimately their downfall (1 Kgs 11: 1-3; Ezek 28: 1-10)." Peckharn: ABD 5,350. 

Solomon is portrayed as a Phoenician king in Judean traditions: "The magnificence of the temple matched the splendor 
of its founder. Together they represented the wonder of new beginnings and the innocence of primordial times. The 
temple was the replica of the created order ... The king, like God and Adam, had the knowledge of good and evil (1 
Kgs 3:9; Gen. 3:22) and, iiice Adam, was led astray by his wives to worship other gods (1 Kgs 1 1 :1-3; Gen. 3:8-13). 
He was like the king of Tyre in the book of Ezekiel who was created in the garden of Eden but sinned and defiled 
his temples and was removed from the mountain of God (Ezek 28: 1 I -  Ig)." Peckharn: ABD 5,350-35 1. 

26 On 'Eden' cf. Claus Westermann: Genesis I - / I .  A Conmzenrary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984) 208-21 1. In 
Westermann's view: 'The only solution to the problem is that the many stories about Eden reflect not one but a 
whole cycle of narratives. This is confirmed by the different ways in which the name is used, in particular that now 
it is the garden (of Eden), now the garden in Eden" 209. 
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every precious stone was your covering," 
carnelian, chrysolite, and moonstone, 
beryl, onyx, and jasper, 
sapphire, turquoise, and emerald; 
and worked in gold were your settings 
and your engravings. 
On the day that you were created they were prepared. 
With an anointed cherub as guardian I placed you; 
you were on the holy mountain of God; 
you walked among the stones of frre. 
You were blameless in your ways 
from the day that you were created, 
until iniquity was found in you. 
In the abundance of your trade 
you were filled with violence, 
and you sinned; 
so I cast you as a profane thing 
from the mountain of God, 
and the guardian cherub drove you out 
fi-om among the stones of fire. 
Your heart was proud because of your beauty; 
you corrupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendor. 
I cast you to the ground; 
I exposed you before kings, 
to feast their eyes on you. 
By the multitude of your iniquities, 
in the unrighteousness of your trade, 
you profaned your sanctuaries. 
So I brought out fue from within you; 
it consumed you, 
and I turned you to ashes on the earth 
in the sight of all who saw you. 
All who know you among the peoples 
are appalled at you; '' 
you have come to a dreadful end 
and shall be no more forever (28: 12- 19j. 

'' '*Precious stones ... appear in Ezekiel's lament over the destruction of Tyre, which includes a passage describing the 
commercial empire of the island state, listing the trading partners and the goods involved. Ezk. 27:22 states that 
Tyre imported spices and gold and 'all kinds (kol-3) of precious stones.' Ezk. 28: 1 1 ff. is a complex text based on a 
lament for the fall of the King of Tyre. In v. 13, the description of his former splendor and majesty mentions the 
precious stones (kol- 'eben yeqarb) set in (or constituting?) his royal robes. Nine gems (carnelian, topaz, jasper, etc.; 
twelve in the LXX are named epexegetically (probably secondary). In any case, 'eben yeqari is clearly understood 
as a collective phrase . . . The same usage ofyeqar appears in 2 judgment oracles, Jer. 2 0 5 ;  Ezk. 2225. According to 
Jeremiah, Yahweh will surrender to the Babylonians as spoil kol-yeqarah (the suf. refers to Jerusalem), the treasures 
('6ser6r) of the kings of Judah, the city's gains (yegieali) and wealth (hosen). Here the parallel terms qualified by 
yeqar may refer to art objects or luxury items. Ezekiel names yeqar in a list of indictments in which he castigates the 
greed of the Jerusalem upper class (the MT reads 'prophets,' but exegetes usually prefer the LXX reading 'princes'), 
who like roaring and rending lions devour nepeS, hosen, and yeqar. The phrase hosen wiqar has the ring of an idiom 
meaning 'property and possessions."' S.  Wagner: 'yaqar, yaqar, yaqqir, yeqar,' 279-287, TDOT 6,280-28 1. 

" Ezekiel contrasts "Tyre, lamented by the whole world, and Jerusalem whose destruction did not matter to anyone 
else. For Tyre, in particular, the fall of JerusaIem was an opportunity to trade with Judah's neighbors to the E ('So 
Jerusalem is broken, the gate to the nations has swung open to me, I will get my fill from her destruction' [Ezek 
2621). Ezekiel eulogized Tyre's worldliness but castigated its insouciance and its sense that life goes on by 
depicting Tyre as a royal city that thinks it will live forever Iike a god (Ezek 28:l-5) but wilI die, he protests, and 
will not return from the dead (Ezek 28:6-10; cp. 26: 19-21; 32: 17-32; 37: 1-14)" Brian Peckharn: 'Phoenicia, History 
of,' 349-357, ABD 5, 350. 
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The lament has many important echoes within the Ezekiel tradition as we have unpacked it thus far. The 

references to Adam, Edenzg and being cast out kom the mountain of God, now protected from further 

profanation by fiery cherubim have subtle but important connections to the demise of Jerusalem. What has 

happened to the king of Tyre in response to a rejection of his place as "Adam" has happened to the bride of 

Yahweh, Jerusalem. Her queenly robes stripped off to expose her "before kings" (28:17) echoes the 

diatribes in chapters 16 and 23, concerning the harlot queen. The king of Tyre is dressed in jewels which 

are only paralleled in the Hebrew Bible in the description of the high priest's ephod. Like the high priest, 

who as representative of his people enters into the very presence of God, the king of Tyre is granted access 

to the place where "with an anointed cherub as guardian ... you were on the holy mountain of God; you 

walked among the stones of fue" (28:14-15). 

As vassal king with the status of high priest of YWWH, nothing was withheld fiom the aspirations of 

Tyre's king - except diviue status. The cherubim and jewels echo themes both of access to the divine 

throneroom, and the setting up of an earthiy mirror of that exalted 

room to designate the status of the king himself. But as well as 

desire to usurp divine status, moral failure, violence and 

"unrighteousness in trade" signalled the entry of sin into the 

reiationship behveen divine Overlord and exalted vassal. When 

the cost to the king is calculated, the price for such folly is 

ovenvhelmig - "you have come to a dreadful end and shaII be 

no more forever" (28: 18), and parallels the fate of Jerusalem and 

ludah. Thus, while at first glance the lament is for the king of 

Tyre and his fall from a tremendous status within Yahweh's 1 
empire, it proves upon reflection to intone the fall of Queen 

t 
Jerusalem, and the death of all humans since Adam, who have \ f' 
been unable to live without aspirations to divine status. Is this I 459. 

why the theme of the proud heart is repeated here (28: 17)? And why those who want to survive are told to 

get a new heart and a new spirit (18:31)? Is the lamentation form Ezekiel intones on Yahweh's behalf 

indicative of the declaration made in 18:32 - "I have no pleasure in the death of anyone?" Could this even 

be a further clue to the circumIocution "son of man"? Is the point more than exaggerating the distance 

between Ezekiel and Yahweh'? Is it also an indicator that Ezekiel, as prophet of the new age is part of that 

age'? He is not an "Adam," but a "son of Adam"? While such an array of possibilities tease us, it is exactly 

"Although the setting is the garden of God, nothing suggests that the king of Tyre is the first human being. Instead, 
he is a creature who once inhabited the garden; the text does not say that he guarded the mountain of God. The 
cherub of Ezk. 28 dwells in a garden on a height adorned with precious stones; he is a 'guardian' and is identified 
with the king of Tyre, but this does not necessarily mean that he had human form. EzekieI's own contribution to the 
description is hard to determine; it is likely, however that he is refemng to the figure of the king in generat rather 
than to a specific king, and that the text is based on the Tyrian royal ideology. Since the cherub is probably to be 
identified with the sphinx on royal and divine thrones, the king is referred to by metonymy as a major cultic symbol 
or what it represents. Finally, thc Tyrian chemb appears alone" Freedman and O'Connor: TDOT 7, 3 I 1. 
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what we have come to expect from Ezekiel's writing, layers of interrelated ideas which offer multiple 

possibilities for interpretation, and as such form a literary parallel to his descriptions of the theophanies 

which are also filled with imagery, yet remain undrawable. 

Compared to the lengthy denunciations of Tyre, its empire and its king, the oracle against Sidon is 

reminiscent of the earlier oracles against Ammon, Moab, Edom and Philistia. Again, the prophet is to "set 

his face" against a state. In this posture or gesture, he is to declare on behalf of his sovereign: 

I am against you, 0 Sidon, 
and I will gain glory in your midst. 
They shall know that I am the LORD 
when I execute judgments in it, 
and manifest my holiness in it; 
for I will send pestilence into it, 
and bloodshed into its streets; 
and the dead shall fa11 in its midst, 
by the sword that is against it 
on every side. 
And they shall h o w  that I am the LORD (28:22-23). 

Sidon falls to the contingents of Yahweh's forces which so devastated Judah in the first half of the book - 

pestilence and sword. As in the earlier materials, the unleashing of Yahweh's power will bring the king 

honor, ["glory in your midst" (28:22)]; and acknowledgment, ["They shall know that I am the Lord" 

(28:22,23)]; and will restore justice and order to this part of his kingdom ["when I execute judgments and 

manifest my holiness" 

Following this picture of the 

fall of Sidon we have, in the 

final verses of the chapter, a 

foreshadowing of the 

remarkable conclusion to the 

book. To IsraeI Yahweh's 

message is one of hope. First, the declaration is made that "The house of Israel shall no longer fmd a 

prickling brier or a piercing thorn among all their neighbors who have treated them with contempt" 

(2824). It is no surprise that such a statement would be followed in this archive by the statement "And 

they shall know that 1 am the Lord God." This statement completes the oracles regarding the immediately 

surrounding states. While Tyre and Sidon are larger players on the international scene, and their attentions 

have been more focused on the Mediterranean and its domination, rather than the inland state of Judah, the 

note concerning the surrounding states concludes what was begun in chapter 26, thus clearing the Levant 

of enemies, and leaving only the superpowers Egypt and Babylon. As thus far Nebuchadrezzar is YHWH's 
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faithhl vassal, only Egypt remains a concern. The final note of hope for the future separates the oracles of 

Tyre from those concerning Egypt: 

When I gather the house of Israel from the peoples among whom they are scattered, and 
manifest my holiness in them in the sight of the nations, then they shall settle on their 
own soil that I gave to my servant Jacob. They shall live in safety in it, and shall build 
houses and plant vineyards. They shall live in safety, when I execute judgments upon all 
their neighbors who have treated them with contempt. And they shall know that I am the 
LORD their God (28:25-26). 

In this brief passage the whole of the final program of restoration is outIined. The nation will be 

reconstituted, under the rule of the emperor YKWH. When the rebellion has been squelched and a loyal 

people receive the benefits of divine rule, they will know the truth of the Lordship of YHWH. Now, it 

would seem only Egypt stands in the way of this plan. The archive now turns to address this longstanding 

foe. '" 

The greatest opponent of YHWHTs anointed servant, the king of Babylon, was the forces of the Egyptians. 

For example, it seems to have been Psammeticus who convinced Zedekiah to break his oath to the 

Babylonians - or in Ezekiel's view, more significantly to YHWH.~' This collection of seven oracles 

against pharaoh and Egypt declares the complete breaking of Egyptian world influence. 

-4frer a dating formula, the word of Yahweh comes to Ezekiel, in words by now farniIiar: "Mortal, set your 

face against Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and prophesy against him and against all Egypt . . ." (29: 1-2). The first 

oracle returns to the iconography of the hunt, used to good effect by Ezekiel in the oracles against Judah. In 

this sequence of oracles against Egypt, through layering of images, and measured ambiguity, Ezekiel 

explores a variety of literary and iconographic traditions which suggest hunter and srniter side by side - 

but these are turned on their heads - pharaoh is both hunted in his varied theriomorphic forms, and victim 

of the smiter himself. In the fust of these we encounter YHWH as hunter and pharaoh as an aquatic 

monster of some description: 

30 From the time of Joseph the character of the relationship between Israet and Egypt had vacillated between viewing 
each other as enemies on the one hand, and allies on the other. But Egypt was seldom safe to ignore. "Egypt was one 
of the great civilizations of antiquity, and the little kingdom of Judah had grown up under its shadow since the very 
beginning. A reputation for architectural opulence and military strength had given Egypt a name among the major 
powers, so that promises of military support from this quaner would have been very appealing to a beleaguered king 
in Jerusalem." Clernents: 13 1. 

In these chapters Tyre and Egypt share many features which serve to highlight the empire of YHWH by standing in 
opposition to its claims. "Over and over Ezekiel denounces the arrogant pride of Egypt and Tyre who think they are 
more powerful than Yahweh. He quotes their own religious myths back to them to show how shallow are their 
beliefs: pharaoh is the great sea monster (chapter 29), or the tree of life (chapter 3 1); the king of Tyre is the wisest of 
all men (chapter 28). perfect in all virtues (chapter 27)." Boadt: Reading 395. 

3 1  Blcnkinsopp: 128. 
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I am against you, 
Pharaoh king o f  Egypt, 
the great dragon sprawling3' 
in the midst o f  its channels, 
saying, "My Nile is my own?3 
I made it for myself."'' 

Commentators have long struggled to identify the figure hunted by  YHW 
461. 

The foe appears 

amalgam o f  varied creatures and identification is difficult.35 From our analysis of Ezekiel thus far, this is 

"Pharaoh proudly asserts his sole ownership of and sovereignty over Egypt, and such hubris, of course, does not go 
unpunished" John Huddlestun: 'Nile (OT),' I 108-1 1 12, ABD 4, l I 1 I .  Cf. L. Boadt: Ezekiel 3 Oracles Against 
Egypt (Rome: 1980) 26-30; K. Freedy and D. Redford: 'The Dates of Ezekiel in ReIation to Biblical, Babylonian 
and Egyptian Sources,' JAOS 90 ( 1970) 426-485,47 1. 

Ezekiel's attribution to pharaoh of claims to creation and ownership of the Nile, is within the scope of pharaonic 
propaganda: "He controlled the water which made Egypt and made hcr fertile. 'The NiIe is at his service, and he 
opens its cavern to give life to Egypt.' As his courtiers told him: 'If thou thyself shoulds't say to thy father, the Nile, 
the father of the gods: "Let water flow forth upon the mountains!" he wilt act according to all thou hast said ... As 
the pharaoh controlled the water of Egypt, the Nile, so also he was a rainmaker for the foreign countries" Wilson: 
'Egypt,' 89-90. Other texts are also provided by John Wilson: 'Egypt,' in Before Pliiiosophy. The Infellecfzrai 
Advenatre of Ancient Man (Baltimore: Penguin, 1972). 
On the pharaonic ideal of the king as self-begotten cf. Blenkinsopp 129. Ezekiel's presentation suggests that he has 
some reasonable knowledge of pharaonic propaganda, for the text teases us with the portrait of a man who believes 
his own propaganda, in the face of "reality." "He was a lonely being, this god-king of Egypt. A11 by himself he 
stood between humans and gods. Texts and scenes emphasize his solitary responsibility. The temple scenes show 
him as the only priest in ceremonies before the gods ... I t  was the king who built temples and cities, who won 
battles, who made laws, who collected taxes, or who provided the bounty for the tombs of his nobles. The fact that 
the pharaoh might not have heard about a battle until it was reported to the royal court was immaterial; the literary 
and pictorial myth of Egypt's might demanded that he be shown as defeating the enemy single-handed" Wilson: 
'Egypt, 87. 

Pharaoh is appointed by the gods to "cherish, nurture, shelter, and enlarge the population. The god-sent controlier of 
the Egyptian people was the herdsman who kept them in green pastures, fought to secure fresh pastures for them, 
drove off the voracious beasts who attacked them, belabored the cattle who strayed out of line, and helped along the 
weaklings. The Egyptian texts use the same picture ... a shepherd's crook is one of the earliest insignia of the 
pharaoh and is the origin of one of the words meaning 'to rule"' Wilson: 'Egypt,' 88. 
In Ezekiel we encounter larger than life enemies, and a literary program that builds multiple images of the rebellion 
of the world against the plan of YHWH. This rebellion results in chaos sweeping over the world, culminating in the 
story of Gog and Magog, and the multinational forces they unleash against "unwalled Israel" newly restored by 
YHWH. The divine Sovereign responds: "... not a single instrument of human warfare is mentioned ... The divine 
instruments are not historical, however; they are entirely from the natural order: wind, sea, floods, waters, deep, 
earth . . . God fights the chaos monster with 'weapons' appropriate to the enemy, as in the plague cycle, from within 
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exactly what we might expect! The Fact that our options include the primordiaI sea monster, ancient foe in 

numerous texts,36 the hippopotamus that ruled the river," the ~rocodile,'~ the devourer that waits by the 

-- 

the sphere of nature. God's activity in creation overturns that which is chaos . . . God brings the broken creation back 
into alignment at one historical spot in the world. God's redemptive acts are for the purposes of a new creation, a 
creation that is already taking on flesh and blood. God reigns for ever and ever, not just over Israel (or over the 
nations. historically speaking), but in the midst ofkrael over the entire cosmos" Fretheim: Exodus (LouisvilIe: John 
Knox, i 99 1 ) 169- 170, 

3b Since Gunkel a number "have advocated a mythological context for this passage, identifying Ezekiel's tannl'ni with 
the well-known sea creature or dragon subdued (or requiring subjugation) by Yahweh (e.g. Isa 27: 1 ; 5 1 :9; :Ps 74: 13; 
...). Others reject this view, rendering tannin1 as 'crocodile,' a creature familiar in Egyptian literature ...." 
Huddlestun: ABD 4, 1 I 1 I Also see Brunner-Traut U- 3: 79 1-80 1. Day regards this as "the dragon imagery in the OT 
... used metaphorically to denote earthly powers hostile to Yahweh. In particutar it is applied to Egypt (so Rahab, 
Isa 30:7; and quite possibly 51:9, cf. v 10; Ps 87:4) or Pharaoh (Ezek 29:3-5; 32:2-8; reading fannh 'dragon' for 
MT fannhi 'jackals')." John Day: 'Dragon and Sea, God's Conflict With,' 228-23 1, ABD 2, 229. Isaiah 30:7 uses 
the same term ' sea monster/crocodile,' of Egypt. Cf. Allen 2, 105 and the parallel use of the term in Isaiah 5 1 :9. 

Fretheim comments on the Ezekiel archive: "Especially noteworthy are texts that identify the chaos monster with 
Pharaoh/Egypt: Ezek. 29:3-5; 322-8; Ps. 87:4 (cf 89:lO); Isa. 30:7 (cf. 27:l); Jer. 46:7-8. Egypt is considered a 
hisrorical embodiment of the forces of chaos, threatening to undo God's creation ... The Egyptians are also 
represented as metahistorical in that the chaotic forces oftlie world are concentrated there. We have seen ... how 
they represent anticreational forces. The absence of names for the pharaohs is but one small sign of this larger issue- 
The references to the divine judgment on Israel's gods show that the enemy and the battle are cosmic in scope 
(1 2: 12' 15: 1 I)." Fretheim: Exodus 166-1 67 [author's emphasis]. 

37 "The hippopotamus was a creature to be feared by the river folk and in later times it often personified the malign 
forces of the underworId ... The hippopotamus never ceased to amuse the Egyptians, as well as to Frighten them- 
They were fascinated by its massive shape and anthropomorphic character, with the expression of its massive 
features and crafty little eyes the very caricature of humanity" Michael Rice: Egypt 3 Making. The Origins of 
Ancient Egypt 5000-2000 BC (London: Routledge, 199 1) 32. 

As a result of overhunting the hippo disappears from the upper reaches of the river making it even more remote and 
mysterious over time. The tusks were used for ivory, being harder than elephant tusks, and at times more popular 
among craftsmen. Rice: Egypt's Making ... 87. Despite their fearsome natures both hippo and crocodile were hunted, 
Day: 229. On the iconography see in particular the fine compendium by Almuth Behrmann: Das Nilpferd in der 
Vorstellungswelt der Alten & p e r ,  Teil 1. Katalog (Frankfurt am Main: tang, 1996) Cf. discussion of motif 167- 
169 of this work. 
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scales a s  the heart is weighed against maat in the iconography of the Book of the Dead,39 and numerous 

manifestations o f  pharaoh from texts and i c o n ~ g r a ~ h y , " ~  is absolutely typical o f  Ezekiel's aniconic 

3s The use of the term Nile also points to thc crocodile. Allen argues that it is "probable that both conceptions [chaos 
monster and crocodile] are in view. and that this particular crocodile is larger than life and invested with 
mythological overtones" Allen: 2, 105; cf. Fohrer: 166; Eichrodt: 303; Boadt: 27-28. The fish are clearly subjects. 
On the god Sobek as manifest in the crocodile cf. Greenberg: 2, 612; Day: 229. The explosive savagery of the 
crocodile induced fascination and awe. "Horns, as the avenger of his father and the divine hunter appears on the 
walls of the Ptolemaic temple at Edfu slaying with his spear the animal that was regarded as Seth's henchman, and 
therefore an enemy to the gods. Also at Edfu, during the great festival of Horus, two clay figures of crocodiles were 
cursed and destroyed" Lurker: Gods and Synibols 43. 

Zimmerli (2,l I 1 )  ariues that the mythologifal has been demythologized and "'what should be thought of in the first 
instance is the crocodile.' He then draws attention to the often quoted phrase From the Poetical Stela of Thurrnose 
111, where Amun-Re says of the king, 'I let them [the king's enemies] see your majesty as a crocodile [dpi], master 
of terror in the wat,:r, unapproached' (Urk. IV, 616, line 9; translation from Lichtheim: AEL 237).  However, the 
relevance of this text for Ezekiel is greatly diminished when one notes that in the same poem. Amun also caused the 
king's foes to see him as (among other things) a youthful bull, a fearsome lion, a falcon(?) (E.g. nb dnl3t, lit 'lord of 
wing') pouncing on its prey, and a jackal. A more fruitful, although highly speculative, approach to the question of 
Egyptian parallels might be found in those inscriptions or reliefs assigning royai attributes (e.g., through 
assimilation with Re, Horus, or Osiris) to the Egyptian deity Sobek (Gk. Srrchos), represented in the form of a 
crocodile. a human body with a crocodile head, or fetish; not unnaturalIy, Sobek is also closely associated with the 
Nile (e-g., 'Lord of the Nile') and is protected by its fish (see Brovarski in LA-5:995-103 1, esp. 999-1000; compare 
Ezek 29:4-5). But even the existence of suitable Egyptian paraIlels need not imply conscious borrowing by the 
biblical writer." Huddlestun: ABD 4, 1 I I 1 [lji' = Lexikon der Japtologie, eds. W. Heick and E. Otto, Wiesbaden, 
1972.1 "This super crocodile, the Egyptian Shelob, was to go the way of the felled chaos monster of the sea who 
attempted to battle with the creator God!" Allen: 2, 106. 

'' "One of the most feared [demons] was the 'Eater of Hearts,' an obnoxious creature part crocodile, part lion, part 
hippopotamus, that is represented crouching beside the scales upon which the heart of the deceased is being weighed 
in the ceremony of the Weighing of the Heart in the Hall of Judgment scene in the Book of the Dead" ... There were 
also "good demons who acted as protectors and guardians, generalIy of ways of entry, and of the coffin in its tomb" 
Lurker: Gods and Symbols 45-46. Various sorts of amulets and seals featuring Bes and other figures from beyond 
the natural world have been excavated in Palestine, which confirms that familiarity with such iconography was 
feasible for Ezekiel. C f. Keel: Corpus der Stenrpelsiegel-Anlulerte aus PalListindsrael: Von den Anfdngen bis zur 
Perseneif - Einleitung; Keel: Corpus der Sfenzpelsiegel-Amzrlefte aus Paliistina4srael: Yon den Anfangen bis m r  
Perseceif. Kasalog Band 1: Von TeN Abu Farag bis 'Adif; C Herrrnann: Ag~prische Amuletfe aus Palastindlsrael; 
etc. 
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program. The margins of the known world thus provide a sphere to explore those destructive and creative 

forces most mysterious to us. This is true throughout the ancient Near East. The remainder of the oracle 

offers little help in the matter: 

I will put hooks in your jaws, 
and make the fish of your channeIs 
stick to your scales. 
1 will draw you up from your channels, 
with aII the fish of your channels 
sticking to your scales. 
I will fling you into the wilderness, 
you and all the fish of your channels; 
you shall fall in the open field, 
and not be gathered and buried. 

To the animals of the earth and 
to the birds of the air 
I have given you as food. 
Then all the inhabitants of Egypt shall know 
that 1 am the LORD 

'O "This seemingly monstrous aspect of ancient Egypt is in fact more apparent than real. The animal-headed gods arc 
hieroglyphic composites, products of a style of representation that was hieroglyphic from its inception ..." H. 
Fischer: 'The Ancient Egyptian Attitude Towards the Monstrous,' 13-26 in Ann Farkas, Prudence Harper and E. 
Harrison (eds.): Monsters and Dentons in ihe Altcient and Medirval Worlds: Papers presenfed in Honor of Edit/! 
Poradu (Mainz on Rhine: von Zabern, 1987) 13. Fisher speaks of "a hieroglyphic logic in such creations" (14) in 
which the head as the essential component conveys essential attributes. Further, "... there is a suggestion of shape- 
shifting, of metamorphosis, that is appropriate to the king who is, uniquely, the link between mankind and the gods. 
and stands constantly on the threshold of these two worlds" (14). For example, "[me griffin] was readily assimilated 
in Egypt as a manifestation of two aspects of royal power, and the king assumed this form to trample the enemy, 
somettmes retaining his own head in sphinxlike fashion. The motif is well attested form the Old, Middle and New 
Kingdom, and thus, if not altogether monstrous from the Egyptian point of view, is certainly a terrifying creation ... 
[while 'Ipy] "has the head of a hippopotamus, the feet of a lion, and carries a crocodile along her back; more usually 
the crocodile is fused into the back of this creature, which must surety rate as the most successful of indigenous 
Egyptian monsters from every point of view' Fischer: 'The Ancient Egyptian Attitude ...' 17-18. 

Bes [leonine] and Tueris [hippo] demons come to fore by New Kingdom, and it should be noted that: "The 
netherworld provided, at all periods, an especially favorable environment for the proliferation of hybrid forms, since 
it gave unlimited scope to the imagination ... [this] is vividly illustrated both in the Book of the Dead and on the 
walls of the royal tombs. In most cases the monsters are allies of the deceased, but there is a notable exception -the 
'Devourer' or 'Devourer of the Dead,' which waits for his prey in the event that Anubis should condemn the man he 
judges when he weighs his hean against the feather, emblematic of Righteousness. Sometimes male, sometimes 
female, this beast has the head of a crocodile, the body of a lion and the hindquarters of a hippopotamus" Fischer: 
'The Ancient Egyptian Attitude . . . ' 20-2 1. 
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because you were a staff of reed*' 
to the house of Israel; 
when they grasped you with the hand, you broke, 
and tore all their shoulders; 
and when they leaned on you, you broke:' 
and made all their legs unsteady (29:3-7). 

A prose expansion or explanation follows. Connected with a "therefore" the Lord's message is terse: "I 

will being a sword upon you, and wilI cut off from you human being and animal; and the land of Egypt 

shall be a desolation and a waste" (299-9).  Both the initial oracle, and a longer prose explication of the 

devastation of Egypt point to the hubris of pharaoh. In striking parallel to the oracles concerning Tyre, 

pharaoh describes himself in godly terms: "My Nile is my own; I made it for myself' (28:3). Worth noting 

is the fact that both the king of Tyre and the king of Egypt are treated in a generic manner. This would also 

further serve to indicate that Ezekiel's point is to be sought, not in the specifics of a theriornorphic form, 

but in the depiction of YHWH as the great hunter. 

Though pharaoh is not named in the second explanatory statement, the quote is immediately referenced to 

the earlier oracle. The reiterated boast is cIearly marked as the indictment that pharaoh must face: 

Because you said, "The Nile IS mine, and I made it," therefore, I am against you, and 
against your channels, and I will make the land of Egypt an utter waste and desolation, 
from Migdol to Syene, as far a the border of Ethiopia. No human foot shall pass through 
it, and no animal foot shall pass through it; it shall be uninhabited forty years. I wi11 make 
the land of Egypt a desolation among desolated countries: and her cities shall be a 
desolation forty years among cities that are laid waste. I will scatter the Egyptians among 
the nations, and disperse them among the countries (29:9-12). 

pp -p 

4 1 The crook carried by gods, kings and high officials is a familiar element of the iconographic symbolism in ancient 
Egypt. Cf. Lurker: Gods and Symbols 43. 

." In Isaiah 36:6 // 2 Kings l8:',l Pharaoh is compared to a faulty staff. AIso compare Proverbs 25: 19. Cf. Greenberg: 
2,G LO. "Once more, Egypt's support had been shown to have all the strength of a Nile reed" Allen: 2, 106. 
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Of course, such slaughter will result in the recognition of Yahweh's sovereignty. The desolation of Egypt 

for forty years, symbolically a generation, is Yahweh's direct response to tbe challenge of Pharaoh. Just as 

the king of Tyre seeks divine status which results in his downfall, here Pharaoh's claims to divine status as 

Creator result in a decreation of Egypt. What had been lush and green thanks to the Nile - a gift of 

Yahweh - is to be barren and desolate, unable to sustain life. The great king crocodile, with all his 

dependents will perish in the desert. The mortuary cult will be abandoned - there will be no one to 

undertake it. Instead, the cadavers of the Egyptians, from royalty to peasant alike, will become carrion 

(295). The prose version of the desolation allows some Egyptians to be deported or scattered throughout 

the world. Theu presence among the nations will, of course, serve to glorify Yahweh, as will the 

restoration of a subsequent, wiser generation who will know Yahweh to be the Lord God of his world. The 

Iowly kingdom (29: 14) which is established will remain humble: 

At the end of forty years I will gather the Egyptians from the peoples among whom they 
were scattered; and I will restore the fortunes of Egypt, and bring them back to the land 
of Pathos, the land of their origin; and there they shall be a lowly kingdom. It shall be 
the most Iowly of the kingdoms, and never again exalt itself above the nations. The 
Egyptians shall never again be the reliance of the house of Israel; they will recall their 
iniquity, when they turned to them for air. Then they shall know that I am the Lord God 
(29113-16)- 

This section links back to the description of Egypt as a deceptive staff which seriously wounds the user4' 

(29:6-7) and ahead to join the devastation of the Nilotic state with the invading army under the command 

of Yahweh's designate - the king of Babylon! The dating formula which breaks into the archive, is used 

to mark this oracle which corrects the prediction of the demise of  Tyre, which does not fall to 

Nebuchadrezzar's siege a t t e rnp t~ :~  

'' "Egypt repeatedly lived up to its proverbial reputation as a broken reed, which, for all its appearance, was weak and 
likely to injure anyone who leaned on it" Clernents: 13 1. 

" "Josephus quotes the Phoenician (= Tyrian) archives (AgAp 1.156) and also Philostratus' history (Ant 10:228), 
which record that Nebuchadnezzar besieged Tyre 13 years (ca. 585-573/2). This siege is mentioned by Ezekiel 
(29: 17-18), who says that Nebuchadnezzar will carry off much booty from Egypt (29:19) as a recompense for his 
failure. Apparently the long siege ended with a treaty: the royal Tyrian house had to reside in Babylon. Although a 
Tyrian king could rule in Tyre, next to him a Babylonian commissioner was appointed with a seat in Ushu. In 
contrast to other royal families living in Babylon, the Tyrians couId always fetch the heir apparent from Babylon 
(AgAp I .  156-1 59). Yet Tyre's power had been totally exhausted; its overseas territories were taken over by Carthage 
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Mortal, King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon made his army labor hard against ~yre ;"  every 
head was made bald and every shoulder was nibbed bare; yet neither he nor his army got 
anything from Tyre to pay for the labor that he had expended against it. Therefore thus 
says the Lord God: I will give the land of Egypt to King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon; and 
he shall carry off its wealth and despoil it and plunder it; and it shall be  the wages for his 

I have given him the land of Egypt as his payment for which he labored, because 
they worked for me, says the Lord God (29: 18-20}. 

This is in line with Ezekiel's view of  Yahweh's sovereign control over history. While the king of  the world 

may change his mind at will, spare the Phoenicians, or modifj. his judgment against them, his sovereignty 

over the earth is acknowledged in his ability to reward or punish Egypt. 

On that day I will cause a horn to 
lips among them. Then they shall 

The discovery of this truth will be painful: 

Wail, "Alas for the day!" 
For a day is near, 
the day of the LORD is near; 
it will be a day of clouds,"s 
a time of doom for the nations. 
A sword shall come upon Egypt, 
and anguish shall be in Ethiopia, 
when the slain fall in Egypt, 
and its wealth is carried away, 
and its foundations are being tom 
down (30:~-4)."9 

sprout up for the house of Israel, and I will open your 
know that I am the L0~~(29:21) .~ '  

Again a prose amplification breaks into the oracles as a focusing motif: "Ethiopia, and Put, and Lud, and 

all Arabia, and Libya, and the people of the allied land shall fall with them by the sword" (305). Their fate 

mirrors the fate of Jerusalem and its inhabitants earlier in the book. 

In the next short oracle, destruction is again required to bring a realization of sovereignty: 

with the exception of Tyrian possessions in Cyprus. Indeed, Carthage became an independent state, but a fiIial 
relationship behveen daughter and mother, certainly in the religious field, survived until the destruction of Carthage 
by the Romans in 146 BC" Katzenstein: ABD 6,  690. Cf. Allen: 2, 109. 

'" On the problem of this prophecy and its obvious lesser significance to an ancient audience cf. Greenfield: 2,6 17. 
46 "The prospect of loot was the only compensation for the dangers and hardships that were incurred" Blenkinsopp: 

13 1. The point is that they worked f ~ r  YHWH. "That YHWH retains his freedom of action even after his prophet 
has spoken is the disconcerting and (for the prophet in question) unpalatable truth conveyed by the Jonah legend' 
Blenkinsopp: 132. Loot as a gift of God, cf. Greenberg: 2.6 14. 

" Does this tie into the silence motif in 3-24? Or is this an independent theme? On the horn as a metaphor cf. Margit 
Suring: The Horn-rtlotly in the Hebrew Bible and Relared Ancient Near Eastern Literature and Iconography 
(Berien Springs: Andrews University, 1980). 
Note the literary style, almost forming an inclusion with verse 18, by use of the phrase "day of clouds" in verse 3, 
and the two words being used, with the same intent, but broken apart in the Iater reference. 

49 The auxiliary and mercenary noops would have included Judean mercenaries. Cf. Allen: 2, 115. 
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Those who support Egypt shall fall, 
and its proud might shall come down' 
from bligdol to Syene 
they shall fall within it by the sword, 
says the Lord God. 
They shall be desolated 
among other desolated countries, 
and their cities shall lie among 
cities laid waste. 
Then they shall know that I am the LORD, 
when I have set fire to Egypt, 
and ail who help it are broken'' (30:6-8). 

When this happens the Ethiopians (Cush) will not only hear of it, but will come to anguish (30:9). "On that 

day, messengers shall go out from me in ships to temfy the unsuspecting Ethiopians; and anguish shall 

come upon them on the day of Egypt's doom; for it is coming! (30:9). 

1 will put an end to the hordes of Egypt, 
by the hand of King Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon. 
He and his people with him, 
the most terrible of the nations, 
shall be brought in to destroy the land; 
and they shall draw their swords against Egypt, 
and fill the land with the slain. 
I will dry up the channels, 
and wiIl sell the land into the hand of evildoers; 
I will bring desolation upon the land and everything in it 
by the hand of foreigners; 
1 the LORD have spoken (30: 10-12).s0 

50 Cf. ANET 308b; D. J. Wiseman: Clzronicles offhe Chaldean Kings (626-556 B.C.) in [he British Museum (London: 
The British Museum, 1961) 94-95; A. K. Grayson: 'Assyrian Civilization,' 194-228, CAH 3, 215; Erica Reiner: 
'First-Millennium Babylonian Literature,' 293-321, CAH 3,  304. Greenfield argues for Ezekiel's limited 
acquaintance with Egypt cf. Greenfield: 2,629. 
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The role of Nebuchadrezzar as the commander in chief of the forces of Yahweh, exalts the God of Ezekiel 

by the very manner which Nebuchadrezzar uses to exalt himself, the deplc, lent of kings of subject 

nations to do his bidding. Ezekiel reverses the metaphor commonly empIoyed by the Babylonian royalty. 

But that is not the only reversal fiom the ideology and iconography of empire. For pharaoh and his forces 

are to be no match for the army of the Lord. In fact, pharaoh - the larger than life figure of the 

iconography, the god incarnate who hovers over any foe and smites them - is not even mentioned. And 

his m y ,  always displayed in iconography as an invincible host among whom there is not even one 

wounded to be found, these lie slaughtered everywhere, their bodies litter the land. The Nile is again 

declared a desolation. The channels which offer Iife to the "black land" along the sides of the NiIe will be 

dried up, and all of Egypt will be colored the red of death, so  familiar from the surrounding desert with 

their necropolis. 

Thus says the Lord God: 
I will destroy the idols 
and put an end to the images in Memphis; 
there shall no longer be a prince in the land of Egypt; 
so L will put fear in the Land of Egypt .. . (30: 13). 

369. 

When Yahweh speaks again, it is to denounce the idols and images which so characterize Egyptian art and 

its focus on the king. The end of iconography in Egypt will mark the end of Egypt as we know it! There 

will be no more pharaoh, and no M e r  need for the art which glorifies the king and gods he serves. The 

fear in the land will not be of those forces represented for millennia in the iconography - but will be fear 

that will ultimately direct the Egyptians to recognize the identity of the true Emperor of the world. "Then 

they will know that I am YHWH." 

The oracle continues with a list of cities which will experience the judgment of Yahweh, and as a result 

"they shall know that I am the LORD" (30:19). There is no apparent order to the cities, though most are in 

the Delta. Could the images of Memphis and the gods of Egypt be the same images worshipped in the inner 

parts of the temple in Jerusalem? If the intent of the description in chapter 8:9-13 is to describe Judeans 

who support both a turning to the military might of Pharaoh, and to his gods, then the irony marked by this 
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oracle is biting. Far fiom offering life, the turning to the gods of Egypt by Judean Ieaders is cementing a 

death sentence. In any case, whatever the description of secret cults in the inner rooms of the temple 

intends to communicate. the bottom line is the same. There is one Lord of the world, his name is YHWH. 

To choose rebellion is to choose death: 

I will make Pathos a desolation, 
and will set f i e  to Zoan, 
and will execute acts of judgment on Thebes. 
I will pour my wrath upon Pelxiurn, 
the stronghold of Egypt, 
and cut off the hordes of Thebes. 
I will set f i e  to Egypt; 
Pelusium shall be in great agony; 
Thebes shall be breached, 
and Memphis face adversaries by day. 
Tne young men of On and of Pi-beseth 
shall fall by the sword; 
and the cities themselves shall go into captivity. 
At Tehaphnehes the day shall be dark, 
when I break there the dominion of Egypt, 
and its proud might shall come to an end; 
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the city shall be covered by a cloud, 
and its daughter-towns shall go into activity. 
Thus I will execute acts of judgment on Egypt. 
Then they shall know that I am the LORD (30: 14-19).51 

The next oracle is introduced by a dating fonn~ la ,~ '  in which Yahweh declares victory over pharaoh, but 

with an ironic turn of phrase which takes the most characteristic iconographic image connected with 

Mortal, I have broken the ann of Pharaoh king of Egypt: it has not been bound up for 
healing or wrapped with a bandage, so that it may become strong to wield the sword. 
Therefore rhus says the Lord God: I am against Pharaoh king o f  Egypt, and will break his 
arms, both the strong arm and the one that was broken; and I will make the sword fall 
From his hand. I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations, and disperse them 
throughout the lands. I will strengthen the arms of the king of Babylon, and put my 
sword in his hand; but I will break the arms of Pharaoh, and he will groan before him 
with the groans of one mortally wounded. I will strengthen the arms of the king of 
Babylon, but the arms of Pharaoh shall fall. And they shall know that I am the LORD, 
when I put my sword into the hand of the king of Babylon. He shall stretch it out against 
the land of Egypt, and I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations and disperse them 
throughout the countries. Then they shall know that I am the LORD (30:21-26).s 

" Listing cities is a "traditional prophetic technique in foreign also domestic oracles (cf. Isa 15:l-9; Jer 48:I-5; Mic 
I : 10-16)" Allen: 2. 1 15. 

'' April 29, 587. Cf. Allen: 2, 119. 
53 Typically, Pharaoh dominates the scene. "No rendering of acruaiity could serve as an adequate rendering of Pharaoh 

... No enemy dares threaten him. Furthermore, no troops are conspicuous in battle. On the right the Egyptian army 
forms a decorative border behind the king, and only when we look carefuIly do  we notice that Egyptian soldiers 
have penetrated theefoaesses and are massacring the Syrians. The acts of the king alone count; he is invincible, nay, 
unassailable - intangible. For this reason the Egyptian texts always refer to the enemy in derogatory terms such as 
'the wretched Asiztics.' No man can hope to resist the divine ruler and survive. Egyptian art sometimes waxes 
1-vrical when rendering this theme" Frankfort: Kingship atid the Gods 8-9. 

"The round-headed mace, a royal attribute, was regarded as the seat of the supernatural power of the bearer. The royal 
god, Horus, was 'lord of the mace in order to smite down his enemies.' ~e symbol bf power, the divine mace i d  
the bow were attributes of the god Wepwawet. The mace was also a metaphor for the 'sound eye of Horus.' The 
king smiting his enemies with the mace is represented again and again on temple pylons. An inscription of 
Arnenhotep [I records him using the mace to smite rebellious princes in the presence of the god Amun. Since the 
mace consisted for a long time of white limestone, its picture was employed as the ideogram for 'white'." Lurker 
Gods and Symbols 79. Arnenhotep 111 is also shown as a reclining lion. Cf. Quirke and Spenser: 72. 
As well as being an iconographic metaphor, the "arm" as a metaphor for strength is well known in literature as well, 
both biblical (Exodus 65; 15: 16; Numbers 1 1:23; Psalm 443 ;  89: 10, 13, 21; Isaiah 5 1 :9; 52: 10; 59: 1 etc.) and 
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The raised arm of pharaoh, that characteristic sign of invincible power is not only broken, but is rendered 

permanently damaged by its never being properly set. Still not content with the image of the broken power 

of the warrior pharaoh, YKWH declares that both arms of Pharaoh will now be broken - the previously 

broken. but improperly set and healed arm will thus be Further damaged. and thus permanently 

In a remarkable reversal of the familiar contemporary image of the larger than life pharaoh wading 

invincibly through a plethora of bodies as his troops follow in the wake of the living god who wields his 

weapons of destruction in his mighty arm, pharaoh is now next door to death, moaning from his deathbed, 

his troops and the nation routed and scattered behind him. 

ancient Near Eastern texts. For example, Seti I, describing his campaign in the Levant speaks of the "desolation 
which the mighty arm of Pharaoh - life, prosperity, health! - made among the foe belonging to the Shashu" 
ANET 254. Greenberg summarizes the history of interpretation of the broken arm of pharaoh: "The initial defeat of 
Pharaoh's forces From which he had not recovered fully has been variously interpreted. The Bible records the defeat 
of Pharaoh Necho at Carchemish (Jer 462) and, in [I Kings 24:7, Egypt's subsequent inability to undertake a 
campaign beyond its borders (to support Jehoiakim's rebellion?). Hence the medievals take the Carchemish defeat as 
the referent of Pharaoh's already broken arm (vs. 211, from which Egypt never fuiIy recovered. All modem 
commentators, however, refer the broken arm to the much more recent failure of Pharaoh Hophra's effort to relieve 
more than momentarily the siege of Jerusalem (ler 375-1 I), a failure of immediate concern to Ezekiel's audience" 
Greenberg: 2, 633. But there is a new interpretation offered: "that the broken arm of Pharaoh alludes to the drawn 
battle between the Babylonian and Egyptian forces somewhere near the borders of Egypt back in 60 1, of which the 
Babylonian chronicler admits that each side inflicted heavy losses on the other (ANET, p. 564a) ... Now - our 
oracle declares - by God's decree the two arms of Babylon, fully recovered, will be brought to peak strength and 
~nvlnc~bly armed in order to dispatch Egypt finally" Greenberg: 2: 634. 
Allen points to Freedy and Redford's note that "breaking of two arms [signifies] the defeat of a two-pronged attack 
by land and sea, of which the first had already been repulsed" Allen: 2, 119, but suggests "The reference to breaking 
the broken arm strains the metaphor, but is probably a case of passionate rhetoric outrunning reason" Allen: 2, 120. I 
would agree with Allen on the passion level of the rhetoric, but would contend that it makes perfect sense 
iconographically. YHWH's declaration is that pharaoh is finished, and there is no hope of his former power being 
re-established. His arm is broken for good - it will never be the same again. This is reminiscent of the ironic 
passages in the Exodus account, where pharaoh, unable to fortify himself to stand by a previous decision - the 
decision of a god and therefore marked by "a hardened heart" is helped by YHWH, to keep his godly stance when 
he would seem ready to concede defeat. On the broken arm cf. Psaim 10: IS; 37: 17. 
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Like the Assyrian king before him, Yahweh's designate, the king of Babylon has been appointed and 

anointed as victor, as commander of Yahweh's international forces. But this status can and will be lost as 

the next oracle suggests, remembering the toppling of the cedar of Lebanon, Assyria. Ezekiel's entire 

program serves as a reminder that any vassal who loses focus and begins to think of himself as divine will 

lose his status and privileges as servant of the overlord. The Gog and Magog cycle has been interpreted by 

some as a cypher which properly decoded describes the end of the Babylonian hegemony. In any case, the 

conclusion of a disciple of  Isaiah, is that Yahweh appoints a successor to Nebuchadnezzar. In an amazing 

declaration, Cyrus, the Persian emperor who comes to rule the world, is acclaimed the one anointed by 

Yahweh - the messiah (Isaiah 45: 1). His chosen king. 

Another dating formula introduces the next section.s6 Again, the dating formula is reminiscent of the sort of  

official record keeping we find in inscriptions, archives, and even in captions for the orthostats which 

appear in some palaces. 

Mortal, say to Pharaoh king of  Egypt and his hordes: 
Whom are you like in your greamess? 
Consider Assyria, a cedar of Lebanon, 
with fair branches and forest shade, 
and of great height, 
its top among the clouds (Heb. 'thick boughs'). 
The waters nourished it, 
the deep made it grow tall, 
making its rivers flow 
around the place it was planted, 
sending forth its streams 
to all the trees of the field.s7 
So it towered high 
above all the trees of the field; 
its boughs grew large and its branches long, 
from abundant water in its shoots. 
All the birds of the air 
made their nests in its boughs; 
under its branches a11 the animals of the field 
gave birth to their young; 
and in its shade all great nations lived. 
It was beautihl in its greatness, 
in the length of its branches; 
for its roots went down to abundant water. 
The cedars in the garden of God could not rival it, 
nor the fir trees equal its boughs; 
the plane trees were as nothing 
compared with its branches," 

56 June 21,587. 
57 The streams are of course, the network of irrigation canals sponsored by the kings of Assyria and Babylon. For this 

reason, an important title is "canal inspector." Cf. Greenberg: 2,638. 
Allen regards this as the "cosmic tree" and notes its attestation in ancient myth: "It presents the living world as an 
enormous tree with its roots in the subterranean deep and its top in the clouds, a shelter for every living. It is a 
separate motif from that of the tree of live, although the two were often linked as ... in this poem" Allen: 2, 125. 
Also cf. G. Widengren: The Kitrg and the Tree of Li/e in Ancient Near Eastern Religion (Uppsala: Lundequista, 
195 1) 42-58. E. 0. James: The Tree oflife: An Archaeological Study (Leiden: Brill, 1966); On the other hand the 
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the envy of all the trees of Eden 
that were in the garden of God (3 1:2-9). 

Explicitly named as Assyria, the image of the tree "Assyria" plays on iconographic ideas which clustered 

together, reach back through the millennia. The tree is like the tree of life, like the tree depicted at Mari, 

with its divine blessing, and associations with fruitfulness, and bountifbl bird and animal life. This is a 

theme reiterated in all sorts of West Asian iconography, and which is exploited in the ideology of empire 

through the ubiquitous presence of the king and the sacred nee, a cipher which serves almost as a "map" of 

the blessings lavished on the state by the bounty of the overlord. Its intergration into the palace design has 

been thoroughly examined earlier in our study. 

The explanation/expansion of the oracle is as follows: 

Therefore thus says the Lord God: Because it towered high and set its top among the 
clouds, and its heart was proud of its height, I gave it into the hand of the prince of the 
nations; he has dealt with it as its wickedness deserves. I have cast it out. Foreigners from 
the most terrible of the nations have cut it down and left it. On the mountains and in all 
the valleys its branches have fallen, and its boughs lie broken in all the watercourses of 
the land; and all the peoples of the earth went away from its shade and left it (3  1:lO-12). 

The mighty Assyrian empire, the rust empire 

ro stretch over most of Asia, and which flirted, 

at least for a time, with extended control down 

into Egypt had been the first empire to fall to 

the hubris of believing its own propaganda. 

According to Isaiah, the empire had been a 

most effective servant of the overlord 

Yahweh, bringing his will to bear over 

recalcitrant vassals. But then it had fallen 

victim to its own lack of perspective - 

mistaking itself for a world power, rather than 

a servant of the great King. 

On its fallen trunk settle 
all the buds of the air, 
and among its boughs lodge 
all the wild animals (3 1 : 13) .59 

-- 

background might also be understood to be the Assyrian tree, so familiar from iconography throughout the Assyrian 
period. Cf. Parpola: 'The Assyrian Tree of Life ...' ; Blenkinsopp agrees with the assessment that this is "the world 
tree, a familiar mythological topos ... planted at the centre of the earth and sending its roots down into the 
underworld" Blenkinsopp: 137. 

The great tree motif also appears in 17:3,22-24; 19: 10- 14; and Daniel 4: 1 - 1  2, 19-27, 
59 Compare Isaiah 10:33-34. Cc Greenfeld: 2, 646. Also cf. Kirsten Nielsen: There is H o p e f i r  a Tree: The Tree as 

Metaphor in Isaiah (Sheffield: JSOT Supplementary Series, 1989). 
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This pithy portrait of the once great empire is immediately followed by an equally enigmatic proverbial 

statement: 

All this is in order that no trees by the waters may grow to lofty height or set their tops 
among the clouds, and that no trees that drink water may reach up to them in height 
(31:14). 

This explication - if that's what it is, seems to split what might receive at least joint consideration: 

For all of them are handed over to death, 
to the world below; 
along with all mortals, 
with those who go down to the Pit (3 1: 14). 

Thus says the Lord God: On the day it went down to Sheol I closed the deep over it and 
covered it: I restrained its rivers, and its mighty waters were checked. I clothed Lebanon 
in gloom for it, and all the trees of the field fainted because of it. I made the nations 
quake at the sound of its fall, when I cast it down to Shed with those who go down to the 
Pit; and all the trees of Eden, the choice and best of Lebanon, a11 that were well watered, 
were consoled in the world below. They also went down to Sheol with it, to those killed 
by the sword, along with its allies, those who lived in its shadea amocg the sations 
(3 l:I5-l7). 

Which among the trees of Eden was like you in glory an in greatness? Now you shall be 
brought down with the trees of Eden to the world below; you shaII lie among the 
uncircumcised, with those who are killed by the sword. This is Pharaoh and all his horde, 
says the Lord God (3 1 : 18). 

This oracle and its elaborations is addressed to Egypt but concerns Assyria. Yet though the focus is on 

Assyria, the final verses again refocus the oracle to concern "Pharaoh and all his horde." Has Ezekiel 

reused a tradition concerning Assyria? Or is he simply drawing upon the demise of the most recent empire 

* Greenberg concludes this is "an allusion to the vassal king(dom)s whose forces were incorporated into the Assyrian 
m y ;  c-f. the list of twenty-two kings who accompanied Assurbanipal with their troops (ANET, p.294). 'Arm' as a 
figure for military force resumes 30:2 1 ff." Greenberg: 2, 644. 
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to have collapsed? The final portion can be read as turning to Egypt's fascination on the underworld, 

playing on this perpetual fascination. But the conclusion is ironic, as Egypt is rocked into the shadowy, 

gloom of the worId of the dead.6' It is not what the cult of Osiris might have anticipated. In whatever 

manner this section developed, it provides a marginalization of the superpowers, and a f f m  Yahweh's 

sovereignty over the universe. He rules the earth and heavens, and even the underworld is under his 

control. By choosing this description of Assyrian glory and its demise, Ezekiel does several things 

simultaneously. His audience would know of course Isaiah's audacious claim that Assyria at the height of 

her powers was a mere vassal to the will of the sovereign Yahweh. By celebrating the incredible heights to 

which Assyria rose - "the cedars in the garden of God could not rival it7' - and its being chopped down 

by "foreigners from the most terrible of the nations" - who we all know are the Babylonians, he serves 

notice that the heights to which the present vassal of Yahweh has risen had better not dizzy 

Nebuchadrezzar into thinking he is a god himself. This brilliant piece of rhetoric allows us to witness the 

demise of Assyria, cast as a tree of Lebanon, yet reflective perhaps of the tree of Life ubiquitous in Assyrian 

art, or the cedars "captured" by Assyrian kings on campaign and replanted in t,!xir palate gardens, or of 

consistent imperial desires to control West Asia to the Mediterranean. But not only do we see the chopping 

down of Assyria, a vassaI who attempts to usurp Yahweh's throne, we are explicitly told the oracle has to 

do with Pharaoh! Pharaoh is the second major leader regarded as foolishly aspiring to divine status, and 

ending up executed. But the Babylonian king who has just been named as leader of the campaign against 

Egypt had better beware! When Yahweh declares "I will strengthen the arms of the king of Babylon and 

put my sword in his hand" (3094) he has no intention of giving up his throne to a rival! According to 

Ezeluel, it was that point which apparently eluded the king of Assyna. 

On the day it went d o w ~ ~  to Sheol I closed the deep over it and covered it; I restrained its 
rivers, and its mighty waters were checked. I clothed Lebanon in gloom for it, and all the 
trees of the field fainted because of it. I made the nations quake at the sound of its fall, 
when I cast it down to Sheol with those who go down to the Pit; and all the trees of Eden, 
the choice and best of Lebanon, all that were well watered, were consoled in the world 
below. They also went down to Sheol with it, to those killed by the sword, along with its 
aIlies, those who lived in its shade among the nations (3 1: 15-17). 

61 "The motif of the descent into the undeworld is also a standard element of the prophetic dirge, which mockingly 
anticipates the downfall of thc enemy. In ha. t4:4-2 1, a song celebrating the fall of the world ruler (identified with 
Babylon by the addition of vv22f.). the hophal in vv. I 1  and 15 suggests that Yahweh is responsible for the ruler's 
descent into SheoI, which is the consequence of his attemp1 to storm the heavens Iike a god (w. 12-15). Not only is 
he mocked upon his arrival in Sheol (v. lo), but his disgrace is increased by his exclusion from the company of 
'those who go down to the stones of the Pit' (v. 19). ... Ezekiel develops this motif at length, albeit in stereotyped 
language. In Ezek. 32: 17-32, the descent of proud Egypt to the 'nether world' (vv. 18, 24) brings it down to 'those 
who have gone down to the Pit' (vv. 18, 24, 25, 29, 30). There it enjoys the degrading company of the 
uncircumcised and those slain by the sword (w. 19, 20, 21, 28, 30, 32), who have preceded it (w. 21, 24). The 
prose lament in Ezk. 3 1 : 15-1 8 over the descent to the underworld of the great tree (= Egypt) is couched in similar 
terms. If has gone down to Shcol (w. 15, 17), cast down violently into the 'nether world' w. 16, 18) among the 
y6red2 bdr (v. IG), where it is assigned a dwelIing place in the realm of the uncircumcised and those slain with the 
sword (v. 18)" G. Mayer: 'yarad,' 3 15-322, TDOT 6,320-32 I; also used of the demise of Tyre, cf. 32 1. 
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476. 

The description of the going into She01 adds another Iayer of  symbolism to the collapse of the two empires. 

In avoiding naming either state in the paragraph, both continue to apply to the states of  Syria-Palestine who 

looked to Egypt or Assyria as savior. Gloom and mourning will be the proper response of many small 

states who see the tragic loss of their political allies. Those who have opposed Babylonian rule in the 

Levant will suffer the same fate as the glorious cedar which appeared to be so powerful in their midst. 

When the giant crashed to the ground the other "trees of the field" - the petty states - "fainted." All the 

"trees of Eden, the choice and the best of Lebanon, all that were well watered" (3 1:16) shared in this 

descent to the undenvorld. The Babylonian army devastates the coalition of forces which oppose it with the 

support of Egypt." Once again, someone learns the painfil way about Egypt's track record: "when they 

leaned on you, you broke" (29:7). The final hope that Egypt and Assyria and a conglomeration of Assyria's 

former vassals, would be able to stem the tide of Babylonian power collapsed with the battle at Carchemish 

in 605. Judah, like most of the states in the Levant had busied herself in the power politics of the area, 

making and breaking coalitions in an attempt to appease the currently most aggressive foe, while not losing 

sight of the annual campaign launched by the empire of the day. Ezekiel joins the line of prophets who 

have declared alliance to Yahweh must be supreme. The divine overlord will look after the concerns of 

Israel, other powers are not to be feared. But Judah, like Tyre, and the other "trees of Eden"63 are doomed 

to death. "The choice and the best of Lebanon" are consigned to the "world below" (3 1 : 16). 

- 

6'"~he decisive battle between the two sides came in 605 at Carchernish. Egypt now stood alone, for nothing is ever 
heard again of an Assyrian army. By this time the Babylonian army was being led in ahernate years by the king 
Nabopolassar and his son and heir Nebuchadnezzar." A. Grayson: 'Mesopotamia, History of (Babylonia),' 755-777, 
ABD 4,765. 

63 Judah provides an obvious candidate for a "tree of Eden" as preserver of the Eden traditions, but Ezekiel's use of a 
cluster of ideas from the primal history in his description of Tyre's demise would seem to indicate that at [east Tyre 
must be a candidate. On the other hand, the case could be made that Ezekiel's intent is to reiterate the view that 
Jerusalem will be the centre of  the "new Eden" in chapters 40-48. As such the "trees of Eden" may be intended to 
specify the region. 
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Which among the trees of Eden was like you in glory and in g r e a t n e ~ s ? ~  Now you shall 
be brought down with the trees of Eden to the world below; you shall tie among the 
uncircumcised, with those who are killed by the sword (3 1 : 18). 

A final statement provides a link with the initial instruction to speak to "Pharaoh king of Egypt and to his 

hordes" (31:2). It completes the frame around the story o f  the tree: "This is Pharaoh and all his horde" 

(31:18). 

A new dating formula marks the next section.65 Again the "word o f  the LORD" is given to the prophet: and 

he is addressed as "son o f  man," and instructed to "raise a lamentation over Pharaoh, king of Egypt": 

You consider yourself a l iod6 

64 One part of the Osiris tradition is also intriguing, given the double metaphor of chopping down Assyria and pharaoh: 
"The kingship of Osiris inspired the jcaIousy of his brother Seth, who prepared a scheme to usurp power. He invited 
Osiris among many others to a banquet at which he reveaIed a coffin so magnificent that anyone would wish to 
possess it for their funeral. Seth promised it to the person who most closely fitted the coffin; when Osiris lay inside 
the trunk, he fined perfectly, and Seth slammed shut the lid and cast the coffin into the river. Isis, the sister-wife of 
Osiris, went in search of the body, and found it in the valley of the cedar, presumed by Egyptologists to be the 
forests of Lebanon, encased in the living trunk. Through her magical powers she was able to resurrect her dead 
husband and bring him back to Egypt" Stephen Quirke and Jeffrey Spencer (ed.): The Brirish Mzrsermt Book of 
Ancienr Egjpr (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1992) 66. 

"' The oracle is dated March 3, 585. Cf. Greenberg: 2, 650. In the view of Allen this is "virtually a re-issue of 29:3-6" 
Allen: 2, 13 1. While this is true to a degree, in that the pharaoh is given a theriomorphic form, the variants are 
important to Ezekiel's layering of images to nuance and reinforce his points. 

Ancient Near Eastern iconography used the lion a s  a metaphor to describe kings. Seti 1 describes ovcnvhelming a 
Canaanite city: "His majesty prevailed over them like a fierce lion. They were made into corpses throughout their 
valleys, stretched out in their own blood, like that which as never been" ANET 254. When Rarnses 111 defends 
battles the sea peoples "His majesty is like an enraged lion, attacking his assailant with his arms: plundering on his 
right hand an powerfuI on his left, like Seth destroying the serpent "Evii of Character." ANET 263. The Victory 
Hymn of Thut-mose 111 uses a number of these metaphors for pharaoh: "I cause them to see thy majesty as a young 
bull, Firm of heart, sharp of horns, who cannot be felled ... I cause them to see thy majesty as a crocodile, The lord 
of fear in the water, who cannot be approached. I have come, That I might cause thee to trarnpIe down ... I cause 
them to see thy majesty as a fierce lion, As thou makest them corpses throughout their valleys" ANET374. - - -  

"Rarnesses I1 was once called 'the strong lion with raised talons and mighty roar, at whose voice the desert animals 
tremble.' The sphinx is known to have originated from the image of the lion" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 77. In the 
iconographic traditions, leonine features are connected to pharaoh in a variety of ways: "As a manifestation of the 
king, the recumbent sphinx was also occasionally given human forearms and hands to fit an offering context, and 
frequently the whole head of the animal is that of the king wearing the royal afnet or nenres headdress which closely 
resembled the shape of the leonine mane ... From at least the Fifth Dynasty on, and especially during the time of 
Egypt's New Kingdom expansion, the king is also depicted as a heraldic, rampant form of the sphinx, aggressively 
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among the nations, 
but you are like a dragon in the seas;67 
you thrash about in your streams, 
trouble the water with your feeq6' 
and foul your streams. 

478. 
Again we face the situation where though we are conhsed  by the image of  the beast described by the 

prophet, the essentials are dear. The elite pretensions of pharaoh - "I am a Lion" -a challenge to 

treading down his routed enemies ..." The lion was also used as a symbol of protection: "lion-headed gargoyles 
were used as warerspouts on the roofs of Egyptian temples to divert and subdue the power of storms. Largely 
because of this symbolism, chairs, thrones, and beds were commonly carved in the form of protective standing lions 
.. . The crouching or recumbent form of the lion also served a defensive role, as may be seen in funerary paintings, 
sculptures. and was also closely tied to the animal's solar significance" Wilkinson: Reading 69; Quirke and Spencer: 
British Museum ... 158. On Amenhotep 111 as a reclining lion cf. Quirke and Spencer: 72. 
Greenfeld points out that the writer of Psalm 9 1 "coupled the lion (kpyr) and the rnyn (a dead reptile) as tenors the 
devotee of YHWH can tram~le 19 1 : 16)" Greenfeld: 2.657. . . 

.'The mosr specmcular wild animals on ;he ancient river were the hippopotami and crocodiles that threatened small 
boats and people on the riverbanks. Wolves and jackals haunted the desert fringes, and other unwelcome neighbors 
were snakes, scorpions, mosquitoes and flies. Another familiar and unproductive inhabitant of the river environment 
was the frog; the tadpole appears in hierog!yphs as the number 100,000" Quirke and Spencer: British Muserm . . . 
i 9-20. "In the human domain women did not take part in activities that involved wielding blades, such as reaping at 
harvest, presumably because this would threaten male dominance, the blade being both a direct weapon for attack 
and a metaphor for masculine sexuality. Women were also generally excluded From washing clothes, because 
crocodiles threatened the riverbanks" Quirke and Spencer: British Mi~eztm . . . 22. 

The use of the enigmatic Nilotic "monster" suggests as welt illustrations from the book of the dead. But other than 
Ezekiel's complaint about what may be Egyptian funerary cults in the confines of the temple, there do not seem to 
be any copies of the book of the dead excavated in Palestine, nor any funerary reliefs. Even within Egypt: "[t is not 
often possible to suggest reasons for the presence of a specific deity in a specific place. Only with the cult of Sobek 
the crocodite-god does it seem clear that the sm-::uaries of the god are located at dangerous points in the river where 
the menace of attack from crocodiles was especialty strong and required more concentrated efforts at propitiation" 
Quirke and Spencer: British Mtcsertm ... 74. 
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YHWH's sovereignty, stand in sharp contrast to the portrait seen by the prophet. Far from regal, this 

splashing monstrosity pollutes the water with his own excrement, while at the same time laying claim to 

divine status P9 

Thus says the Lord God: 
In an assembly o f  many peoples 
I will throw my net over you; 
and I will haul you up in my dragnet. 
I will throw you o n  the ground, 
o n  the open field 1 will fling you, 
and will cause all the birds o f  the air to settle on  you,  
and I will let the wiId animals 
o f  the whole earth gorge themselves with you, 
I will strew your flesh on  the rnountaixs, 
and fill the valleys with your carcass. 
I will drench the land with your flowing blood 
up to the mountains, 
and the watercourses will be filled with you.70 

Euphemism for genitals. The creature parallels that of Ezekiel 2913. Zimmerii's analysis of the description leads him 
to conclude that the monster is "anaIogous with the world tree of chapter 3 1, is a 'world beast' of cosmic 
dimensions" Zimmerli: 2, 160. 

"9 A few more options for the background of Ezekiel's beast need to be noted. "The most acute threat of death during 
life came, as in many societies without modem medical care, at chiidbirth. The deities of childbirth included, beside 
Khnum the molder of the human form and Renenutet the snake goddess of fertility, a pair of demonic figures, 
Taweret, 'the great goddess,' represented as a standing pregnant hippopotamus sometimes with a crocodile along her 
back, and Bes, a dwarf with leonine head depicted, unusually for Egyptian art, face frontal. Again, these figures 
appear not only on objects from lower levels of society, but also among the products of the royal workshops, and 
even in motifs of the royal bedroom in surviving palaces" Quirke and Spencer: British Mtrreunt . .. 83. 

"Feared more because of its voracious appetite than because of any antipathy toward humans, the hippopotamus stole 
and trampled the Egyptians' crops and was viewed as a manifestation of disorder - and therefore of evil - from 
early times ... in later periods the hippopotamus was directly equated with malevolent beings such as the god Seth.' : 
Wilkinson: Reading 7 1. "For the ancient Egyptian the crocodite (Crododilus niloticus) was a creature of dual 
personality. As a common and dangerous animal which frequented much of his environment, the large reptile was 
easily viewed as a symbol of cosmic disorder and therefore of Seth, the enemy of the gods. The hieroglyph was used 
not only in the name of the crocodile meseh, but also as the determinative in words such as seken: 'lust after,' and 
akllenl: 'aggression.' The gaping jaws of the animal were expressive of this aspect of its nature ..." Wilkinson: 
Reading 1 05. 
Greenberg cites with approval the conclusion of D. MiilIer (Ezechiel-Studien 1894) 56-58 that the monster's division 
into body and blood, and their allocation to the mountains and pIains was reminiscent of Assyrian inscriptions: 
Tiglath-Pileser I "writes: "'Like a storm demon I piled up the corpses of their warriors on mountain ledges (and) 
made their blood flow into the hollows and plains of the mountains'' (A. K. Grayson: Assyrian Royal Inscriptions, 2 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1976) p. 9 [1 .iii.23-27). "...copses . . . on mountain ledges . . . blood . . . into the hollows 
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When I blot you out, I will cover the heavens, 
and make their stars dark; 
I will cover the sun with a cloud, 
and the moon shaU not give us Iight?' 
All the shining Iights of the heavens 
I will darken above you, 
and put darkness on your land, 
says the Lord God. 
I will trouble the hearts of many peoples, 
as I carry you captive among the nations, 
into countries you have not known. 
I wiII make many peoples appalled at you; 
their kings shall shudder because of you. 
When I brandish my sword before them, 
they sha1I tremble every moment 
for their lives, each one of them, 
on the day of your downfall. 
For thus says the Lord God: 
The sword of the king of Babylon 
shall come against you. 
I will cause your hordes to fa11 
by the swords of mighty ones, 
all of them most temi le  among the nations. 
They shall bring to ruin the pride of Egypt, 
and all its hordes shall perish. 
1 will destroy all its livestock 
from all beside abundant waters; 
and no human foot shall trouble them any more, 
nor shall the hoofs of cattle trouble them. 
Then I will make their waters clear, 
and cause their streams to nm Iike oiI, 
says the Lord God. 
When 1 make the land of Egypt desolate 
and when the land is stripped of all that fills it, 
when I strike down all who live in it, 
then they shall know that I am the LORD. 
This is a lamentation; it shall be chanted, 
The women of the nations shall chant it." 
Over Egypt and all its hordes 
they shall chant it, 
says the Lord God (32% 16). 

and plains . . ." (ibid., p. 14 Lv.92-96])."' Likewise he [Miiller and Greenberg] cites the inscriptions 9f Assurnasirpal 
11: "'With their blood I dyed the mountain red like red wool, (and) the rest of them the ravines (and) torrents of the 
mountains swallowed" (ibid., p. i22 [I.i.53]. "... dyed the mountains red with their blood, (and) filled the ravines 
(and ) torrents of the mountains with their corpses' (ibid., p. 135 [ii. 1 14- IS])"' Greenberg: 2,656. 

The next step is to feed the wildlife, such as we have in the Gog and Magog scavenging. Close to this is a description 
of the treatment of the murderers of Sennacherib (?). Assurbanipal writes: "I rore out the tongues of those whose 
slanderous mouths had uttered blasphemies against my god Ashur and had plotted against me, his god-fearing 
prince; I defeated them (completely). The others, [ smashed alive with the very same statues of protective deities 
with which they had smashed my own grandfather Sennacherib - now (finally) as a (belated) burial sacrifice for his 
soul. I fed their corpses, cut into small pieces, to dogs, pigs, zibrc-birds, vultures, the birds of the sky and (also) to 
the fish of the ocean. After had performed this and (thus) made quiet (again) again the hearts of the great gods, my 
lords . . ." ANET 288. 

" Blenkinsopp "hears" "perhaps, an echo" of Enuma Elish in the slaying of the monster. Cf. Blenkinsopp: 140. 
" Greenberg points to mourning women depicted on the sarcophagus of King Ahirarn of Byblos, ANEP 459; 

Greenberg: 2,655. 
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The end of the good life is clear. Egypt is doomed. The lamenting and wailing is an appropriate response to 

the tragedy brought about by the hubris of the nation's "incarnate god." The next oracle, launched through 

a dating formula,73 continues the charge to lament: 

Mortal, wail over the hordes of Egypt, 
and send them down, 
with Egypt and 
the daughters of majestic nations, 
to the world below, 
with those who go down to the Pit. 
"Whom do you surpass in beauty? 
Go down! 
Be laid to rest with the uncircumcised!'' (32: I 8-19).~' 

This dirge over the Egypt connects back to the previous Iament naming the Pit (3 1: 14), and both prepares 

the way for the continuation of the reflections upon the inhabitants of SheoI, as well as loosely framing the 

lament over the nameless Pharaoh. In fact, while these oracles take care to name Nebuchadrezzar, the rest 

of rhe fallen rnighry are only referred to by generic titles - with the exception of the rulers of ~udah." 

73 The month is missing, but it is perhaps the same as in verse 1 of the chapter. 
'" "Even in the underworld, Egypt will be dishonored, assigned a place with the uncircumcised - a disgrace for 

Egyptians who practised circumcision - and war casualties denied burial" Blenkinsopp: 139. Greenberg draws 
attention to the Israelite and Egyptian practice of "cutting off uncircumcised penises of slain enemies. For the 
Egyptian custom - a way of verifying body counts (with circumcised slain, hands were cut off) - see J. H. 
Breasted: Ancient Records of Esypr, III (1906; rcprint New York: Russell and Russell, 1962), pp. 248-239; for an 
Israelite instance, see 1 Sam 18~25-27. For the slain Pharaoh to be placed in the netherworld together with 
uncircumcised dead, then, adds insult to injury" Greenberg: 2, 662. AlIen concurs, noting that 'Yhe uncircumcised 
and the victims of violent death represent classes that at death are not buried with their families, and so in She01 are 
regarded as occupying a separate place in dishonor" Allen: 2, 137. 

7s AS we saw in chapter 19, identification of these rulers is problematic at times. 
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Pharaoh is treated like a proper name, perhaps even playing with the Egyptian concept that the king is 

perpetually the god Horus in life, and Osiris in death. It doesn't matter - for even those who have been the 

most glorious on earth are powerless figures who lie, nameless and forgotten in the midst of the 

undenvorld. And while in the following expansion of the theme he has considerably widened the corpus of 

corpses, they are no more identifiable in particulars than the first lot. Yet in an important manner these 

generic figures Function to reinforce the declaration of Yahweh's sovereignty over the world. In this 

manner, being identifiable without specificity, they are used like the identifiable types of nations in paIace 

iconography: 

They shall fall among those who are killed by the sword. Egypt has been handed over to 
the sword; carry away both it and its hordes. The mighty chiefs shall speak of them, with 
their helpers, out of the midst of Sheol: "They have come down, they lie still, the 
uncircumcised, killed by the sword." 

Assyria is there, and all its company, their graves ail around it, all of them killed, fallen 
by the sword. Their graves are set in the uttermost parts of the Pit. Its company is all 
around its grave, all of them killed, fallen by the sword, who spread terror in the land of 
the living. 

Elam is there,76 and all its hordes around its grave; a11 of them killed, fallen by the sword, 
who went down uncircumcised into the world below, who spread tenor in the land of the 
living. They bear their shame with those who go down to the pit." They have made Elarn 
a bed among the slain with all its hordes, their graves all around it, all of the 
uncircumcised, killed by the sword; for terror of them was spread in the land of the 
living, and they bear their shame with those who go down to the Pit; they are placed 
among the slain. 

76 The struggles for power between EIam and Assyria in the seventh century, culminate with the celebrated victory at 
Ti1 Tuba. Cf. the discussion in part two; Zimrnerli: 2, 175 on the breaking of Elam's power. 

77 Zimmerli notes the manner in which the "Pit" fuses with the underworld. For details cf. Zimmerli: 2, 172. The 
interest in the underworld "brings to a climax a motif that has been running through the oracles against the nations 
(cf. 2620-21; 28:8; 31:15-18)" Allen: 2, 139. 
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Meschech and Tuba1 are there, and all their multitude, their graves all around them, all of 
them uncircumcised, killed by the sword; for they spread terror in the land of the living. 
And they do not lie with the fallen warriors of long ago who went down to She01 with 
their weapons of war, whose swords were laid under their heads,78 and whose shields are 
upon their bones;" for the terror of the warriors was in the land of the living. So you 
shall be broken and lie among the uncircumcised, with those who go down to the Pit. 

The princes of the north are there, all of them, and all the ~idonians," who have gone 
down in shame with the slain, for all the terror that they caused by their might; they lie 
uncircumcised with those who are killed by the sword,and bear their shame with those 
who go down to the Pit (32:20-30)." 

The net of Yahweh has expanded to hold captive Elam, the empire to the east of Babylon which had been a 

perpetual adversary of Assyria, and whose defeat by Assurbanipal was celebrated in a sequence of reliefs 

reveling in the decisive victory at Ti1 Tuba, and culminating with the famous garden scene depicting 

Assurbanipal and his queen, with the trophied head of the Elamite king hanging from a tree in the 

background. The princes of the north is an ambiguous phrase, its link to the Sidonians, teasing. Some have 

Greenberg notes that to date there is one example of a sword being used as a "headrest for the dead." Though 
picturesque, the practice is barely attested. Cf. Greenberg: 2,. 666. 
To the victorious army went the rights to strip the dead of armor, weapons, and any other items of value. The dead 
were often stripped and dishonored in a variety of manners. The burial with honor noted here is of particular note. 
Cf. Greenberg: 2,662. 
"The Phoenicians did in fact practice circumcision: as before, the reference is to sharing the special fate of the 
uncircumcised" Allen: 2, 138. 
The development of ideas concerning life beyond death remain enigmatic. Greenberg points to the fact that this 
passage would indicate some essential concepts, that "some continuation of their social circumstances obtains: kings 
are distinguished from their subjects; the dead of the victors from those of the defeated ... [and] Though no longer 
active, the dead are conscious, speak, and have feelings (shame, consolation)" Greenberg: 2, 669. Cf. N. Tromp: 
Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the Old Testament (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 
1969); the collection of articles in B. AIster: Dea~h in Mesopotamia (Copenhagen: Akademisk, 1980) can be 
consuIted with profit; Paolo Xella: 'Death and the Afterlife in Canaanite and Hebrew Thought,' 2059-2070, CANE 
4. 
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taken this to mean the Phoenician kings, but the use of the generic phrase is probably intended to leave the 

matter much more open ended." 

When Pharaoh sees them, he will be consoled for all his hordes - Pharaoh and all his 
army, killed by the sword, says the Lord God. For he spread terror in the land of the 
living; therefore he shall be laid to rest among the uncircumcised, with those who are 
slain by the sword - Pharaoh and all his multitude, says the Lord God (32:3 1-32). 

A 

With these corrments Ezekiel draws to a conclusion the section we might refer to as the "oracles against 

the nations." But there is a hint of more to come with the reference to Meschech and Tubal. For it is from 

there that a find challenge to Yahweh's sovereignty will come (38:2). Is this to be understood then as a 

generic "foe from the north" intended to represent any state that might arise to oppose the rule of Yahweh? 

Or does Ezekiel envision this as the final destruction of Babylon? Or could the meaning be ieft open-ended 

to allow and eithedor, or better an eithedor both interpretati~n?'~ 

A turning point 

Chapter 33 marks both a beginning and an end. The links to chapter 3 and the watchman metaphor make 

this crystal clear. The overarching pattern thus established designates Judah as well as the rest of the world 

as being under the sovereignty of Yahweh. In this section the dominant theme has been judgment. Ezekiel 

has been a sentinel for the people of Yahweh. His is to sound an aIann, a warning call that destruction is 

immanent udess drastic action is taken. This is the message to Judah in chapters 4-24, and the story of the 

nations in 25-32. The chapter serves as an inclusion with chapter 3, warning, pleading, threatening, 

cajoling, calling the people of Judah to msformation. At the same t h e ,  Ezekiel has served as Yahweh's 

'' AS Sidonians traded with North Syria and .4natolia, they become candidates for the enigmatic terminology. 
83 "The oracles against foreign nations in chapters 25-32 contain some of Ezekiel's most stunning imagery. He hurls 

threats against seven nations: Ammon, Moab, Edom, Philistia, Tyre, Sidon and Egypt. These represent the foreign 
powers that oppose Israel in the promised land. in some ways Ezek~el must have had in the back of his mind the 
famous command of Deuteronomy that Israel was to destroy the seven nations in the promised land who were 
greater and mightier than itself, and make no covenant with them and show no mercy toward them (Dt 7:1-2). As 
Joshua had conquered the Canaanite peoples, so now God would defeat the foreign nations as a sign of his renewed 
gift to those in exile. Ezekiel uses these oracles against foreign nations as a prelude to the new covenant and the new 
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messenger, sounding out the alarm to the rebels who have usurped his throne, and the countless who share 

the complicity of the rulers in their rejection of the Sovereign Lord. Like the Assyrian narrative reliefs 

which show the futility of resisting Yahweh's sovereignty, image after image celebrates the invincible Lord 

and warns of the horrid price to be paid by rebels. The archive is the prophet's defense. He has sounded the 

alarm! The paradigm of chapter 3 is essentially repeated, following which Ezekiel is designated to the role: 

If I bring the sword upon a land, and the people of the land take one of their number as 
their sentinel; and if the sentinel sees the sword coming upon the land and blows the 
trumpet and warns the people; then if any who hear the sound of the trumpet do not take 
warning, and the sword comes and takes them away, their blood shall be upon their own 
heads. They heard the sound of the trumpet and did not take warning; their blood shall be 
upon themselves. But if the had taken warning, they would have saved their lives. But if 
the sentinel sees the sword coming and does not blow the trumpet, so that the people are 
not warned, and the sword comes and takes any of them, they are taken away in their 
iniquity, but their blood I will require at the sentinel's hand. 

So you, mortal, I have made a sentinel for the house of Israel . . . (33:l-7).- 

The messenger sounds the fmal alarm, quoting what they have declared: "Our transgressions and our sins 

weigh upon us, and we waste away because of them; how then can we live?" (33:10).85 Again, Yahweh's 

response is decisive, swearing by his own person "I have no pleasure in the death sf the wicked, but that 

the wicked turn from their ways and live; turn back, turn back From your evil ways; for why wiII you die, 0 

house of Israel?" (33: 1 I). This echoing of chapter 18 continues in a reiteration of the requirement of 

continual obedience and loyalty to Yahweh as sovereign (33:12-16). 

Ezekiel then quotes a further response to this requirement: "The way of the Lord is not just" (33: 17). The 

irony is profound, the rebel accuses the betrayed benefactor of injustice. The choice has been clearly pIaced 

before the people of Israel - and the implications of their choice, life or death has been carehlly and 

precisely articulated. yet the consistent response is to accuse Yahweh of injustice (33:18-19)! 

- - - - - - - -- 

blessing of the people when he brings them back from exile . . , Of all these nations, Tyre and Egypt come under the 
most severe judgment. Both represented the allure o f  pagan gods" Boadt: Reading 395. 

81 A non-Ezekielian parallel is to be found in Jeremiah 6: 17. Cf. Hosea 9:B; Micah 7:4; Nahum 2: 1 ; Habakkuk 2: 1 .  
8S Questions from the exiles punctuate the archive during the reiteration of  the fate o f  Judah (12-24): 129, 22, 27; 

14: 1 ; 182,  19, 25, 29; 20: 1 ; 21 :7; 24: 19. The use here serves to pose the larger question o f  YHWH's sovereign 
judgment. But what is important, Blenkinsopp reminds us is "the present orientation o f  one's life" Blenkinsoppp: 
148. "The teaching contained in the present passage reproduces more or less exactly the remarks appended to the 
case history of the three generations (i-e., 33: 12-16 = 18: 2 1-24 and 33: 17-20 = I8:25-3Oa)" Blenkinsopp: 147. 
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The nebel forces colHapse . . . 

Another double marker of the chapter as an ending is now integrated into the narrative. Following a careful 

dating formula, "someone who had escaped from Jerusalem came to me and said, 'The city has falIen"' 

(33:21). This date cross references with the date given in 23:1.86 On January 15, 588 Ezekiel was told to 

record the date as the commencement of the siege of Jerusalem by the king of Babylon. Now, on January 

19, 585 ("the twelfth year") the news arrives that Jerusalem has fallen.87 The lapse of time is not as 

significant as the fact that when the siege has begun the end is in sight. The "silence" of the prophet is also 

ended (33:22; cf. 396). Is the intent to mark the mission of the sentinel as completed? Or rather to mark 

phase one a s  complete, with the understanding that phase two is about to be launched? Or is phase one 

directed to the population of Jerusalem, who have one final chance to salvage life from grim jaws of death? 

If the later is the case, the sentencing is complete, Judah has descended with the enemies of Yahweh to 

Sheol. Now the exiles must decide their fate. 

The word of the LORD came to me: 
Mortal, the inhabitants of these waste places in the land of Israel keep saying, "Abraham 
was onIy one man, yet he got possession of the land; but we are many; the land is surely 
given us to possess." Therefore say to them, Thus says the Lord God: You eat flesh with 
the blood, and lift up your eyes to your idols, and shed blood; shall you then possess the 
land? You depend on your swords, you commit abominations, and each of you defiles his 
neighbor's wife; shall you then possess the land? (33:23-26). 

in Ezekiel's last call to repentance, "Repeating parts of the indictment of Jerusalem in ch. 22, he epitomizes the 
unrepentant's conduct in three cardinal sins: idolatry, bloodshed, and sexual crimes" Greenberg: 2,689. 

86 "The fall of Jerusalem is not the great historical proof of Yahweh, which reveals that Ezekiel with his message will 
not be frustrated and will not have to remain speecheless with shame" Zimmerli: 2, 194. 

87 The dating "creates a problem in that it means a year and a half had elapsed since the fa11 of Jerusalem, which seems 
an unreasonably long time for the news to reach Babylonia. So the minority tradition for the "eleventh year is 
amactive . . ." Allen: 2, 152. 
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Has no one paid attention? Will now a third group of rebels cast aside all rights of the sovereign to 

establish law and order, right and wrong, and then presume to move into his palace? The need for a 

transformation of heart and spirit was never more apparent, as the violations of torah outlined in Ezekiel 18 

are reiterated by the new claimants to the throne. Yahweh's response is delivered by his messenger in no 

uncertain terms: 

Thus says the Lord God: As I live, surely those who are in the waste places shall fall by 
the sword; and those who are in the open field I will give to the wild animals to be 
devoured; and those who are in sironghoIds and in caves shall die by pestilence. I will 
make the land a desolation and a waste, and its proud might shall come to an end; and the 
mountains of Israel shall be so desolate that no one will pass through. Then they shall 
know that I am the LORD, when I have made the land a desoIation and a waste because of 
all their abominations that they have committed (33:27-29).*' 

The destruction of the city and the desolation of the land - a complete emptying to purge and purify will 

be the response to such rebellion. The place in which Yahweh's palace stood will stand vacant until he 

chooses otherwise. Again, it is Yahweh's sovereignty which is highlighted by this pericope. Echoes of the 

initial warnings to Judah are sounded in the warning of sword, pestilence and ravenous wild animals. There 

is no hiding from or escaping these relentless servants of their sovereign. Their use of the Abraham 

traditions to justify and authenticate their attempts to usurp what belongs to Yahweh is ironic in light of 

Yahweh's choice to undo the pilgrimage of Abraham, returning his people around the arc of the fertile 

crescent to resettle them in the plains of southern Mesop~tamia.~~ It is there Yahweh has appeared to 

Ezekiel, ushering him into his divine throneroom, and urging him to carry the proclamations of the head of 

state - who has chosen to exile himself - to the remnant of his once proud people." There in exile 

Yahweh may choose to redo the pilgrimage of Abraham, or the exodus from Egypt, or the promises to 

David. But it is his choice at the close of the campaign of his army against Jerusalem, to destroy the city 

and everything in it. To bum city and temple to the ground and empty the city is the clear message from the 

sovereign - but the few left alive to witness this sequence of events have demonstrated their inability to 

learn from what they have seen. They too will perish, The emptying of the land and the response of the 

exilic community indicates another important point. In the exodus from Egypt it was not the generation 

who heard the promises of Yahweh who inherited the land. They were unable to believe and respond 

appropriately to Yahweh's plan to give them the land. So it was their children - a new generation who 

inherited the promises of Yahweh. History appears about to repeat itself. 

As for you, mortal, your people who taik together about you by the walls, and at the 
doors of the houses, say to one another, each to a neighbor, "Come and hear what the 
word is that comes from the LORD." They come to you as people come, and they sit 

Sg "By preference, however, Ezekiel speaks of 'the soil of Israel' ('admat yisra 'el), a phrase that occurs eighteen times 
in the book and nowhere else in the Hebrew Bible" Blenkinsopp: 152. 

" In the efforts to reinterpret the traditions which is an integral part of the exile, "we can detect the seeds of 
sectarianism as it developed in the time of the Second Temple, with different groups within the restored community 
claiming to be the legitimate successors of the old Israel" Blenkinsopp: 15 1. 
The self-imposed exile of Nabonidus provides a contemporary parallel to this motif. 
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before you as my people, and they hear your words, but they will not obey them, For 
flattery is on their lips, but their heart is set on their gain. To them you are like a singer of 
love songs, one who has a beautiful voice and plays well on an insh-ument; they hear 
what you say, but they will not do it. When this comes - and come it will! - then they 
shall know that a has been among them (3 3:3 0-33). 

But Ezekiel, the "singer of songs" is not a court musician but a prophet. Unfortunate11 

attitude is benign: they listen eagerly, but his words go in one ear and out the other."91 

487. 
1, "the people' 

Instructed to issue an indictment of the "shepherds of Israel," who does Yahweh have in mind? The 

message is clear. It is about a moraI failure to rule with justice and mercy and love. But who is indicted? 

The kings, the judiciary, the priests? All appear ~ulpable:~' 

Thus says the Lord God: Ah, you shepherds of Israel who have been feeding 
yourselves!93 Should not shepherds feed the sheep? You eat the fat, you clothe yourselves 
with the wool, you slaughter the fatlings; but you do not feed the sheep. You have not 
strengthened the weak, you have not healed the sick, you have not bound up the 
inj~red,~" you have not brought back the strayed, you have not sought the lost, but with 

91 Blenkinsopp: 153. In Ezekiel 33-48 "We find the God of Israel sanctifying himself before a world audience in a 
setting that no longer bears the familiar earmarks of a world. From here on the representational powers of language, 
even allegorical language break down. Myth, which came alive so palpabiy in the foreign oracles, is no longer 
serviceable, and what replaces it, whatever its origins and its outIandish lineaments, is not mythic - a type of 
gnosis, to be sure, but one mobilizing contradictory potentials in the prophet's imagination: a severe a solemn 
precision, on the one hand, as in the measuring out, down to the cubit and the handbreadth, of  the dimensions of the 
restored Temple (40:54:3); and at the same time an airy insubstantiality about the whole, a kind of abstractness, 
going alI the way back to chapter 33, that somehow seems related to the odd fact that Jerusalem's fall per se is 
unrepresented - it is signified only by an announcement from without (33:21-22)" Rosenberg, 203. 

9' On these various categories of leadership cf. Zimrnerli: 2,222. 
" The use of the shepherd metaphor for ruis~s is discussed in Greenberg: 2,707-708. 
94 "The image of Yahweh as healer in a more specific sense is offered by EzekieI in his rebuke of Israel for its failure 

to care for the sick and the crippled (Ezek 34:4) - a role which Yahweh wiIl fulfill for the benefit of the weak, the 
ailing, and the lost (Ezek 34: 16)" Howard Kee: 'Medicine and Healing,' 659-664, ABD 4, 660. 
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force and harshness you have ruled them. So they were scattered, because there was no 
shepherd; and scattered, they became food for all the wild animals. My sheep were 
scattered, they wandered over all the mountains and on every high hill; my sheep were 
scattered over all the face of the earth, with no one to search or seek for them (34:2-6):' 

As I live, says the Lord God, because my sheep have become a prey, and my sheep have 
become food for all the wild animals, since there was no shepherd; and because my 
shepherds have not searched for my sheep, but the shepherds have fed themselves, and 
have not fed my sheep; therefore, you shepherds, hear the word of the LORD: Thus says 
the Lord God, I am against the shepherds; and I will demand my sheep at their hand, and 
put a stop to their feeding the sheep; no longer shall the shepherds feed themselves. I will 
rescue my sheep from their mouths, so that they may not be food for them. 

488. 
For thus says the Lord God: I myself will search for my sheep, and will seek them out. 
As shepherds seek out their flocks when they are among their scattered sheep, so I will 
seek out my sheep. I will rescue them fiom all the places to which they have been 
scattered on a day of clouds and thick darkness. I will bring them out from the peoples 
and gather them fiom the countries, and wilI bring them into their own land; and I will 
feed them on the mountains of Israel, by the watercourses, and in all the inhabited parts 
of the land. I will feed them with good pasture, and the mountain heights of Israel shall 
be their pasture; there they shall lie down in good grazing land, and they shall feed on 
rich pasture on the mountains of Israel. 1 myself will be the shepherd of my sheep, and I 
will make them lie down, says the Lord God. I will seek the lost, and I will bring back 
the strayed, and I will bind up the injured, and I will strengthen the weak, but the fat and 
the strong I will destroy. I will feed them with justice (34: 1 1- 1 6).96 

95 The shepherd metaphor is well known from Psalm 23, but its Semitic predecessors are numerous including 
Hamrnunbi's stele, Ur-Nammu and others. Merodach Baladan I1 also uses the image. Cf. Zimmerli: 2, 213. YHWH 
as the shepherd of Israet is noted in particular in Genesis 49:24; Psalm 779 I ;  802; Isaiah 40: 1 1. 

96 "The scepters wielded by the king include above all the crook of the shepherd, used to write the word heqa, 'ruler,' 
and rhe three-pronged flail, not an instrument of punishment but a tool of soft material comparable to those used by 
shepherds in the eastern Mediterranean to collect laudanum from bushes. The pastoral roIe of the king is emphasized 
in certain literary and religious texts in which mankind is seen as the herd of cattle to be tended by the creator and 
by his issue on earth the king. The king also held an armory of weapons to defend creation and smite its enemies; in 
the Early Dynastic Period the usual weapon was the mace, and the king continued to be shown attacking with the 
original form into the Graeco-Roman Period. From the New Kingdom the scimitar fiom Western Asia entered 
scenes of the king destroying rebels against the sun-god, although the traditional postures of the composition were 
retained as they had first appeared on the Narmer Palette at the start of the First Dynasty" Quirke and Spencer: 
British Mrtseunt . . . 7 1 . 

In the Egyptian system: "... the ideal king had to demonstrate his piety and efficacy by establishing monuments 
suitable to the gods. In both roles, warrior and builder, the king acts as the fulcrum of creation, passing up to heaven 
the good of mankind, and passing down to earth the blessing of the creator and the other gods .. . As a god the king 
receives worship, and temples to the cult of the king were founded in each reign, economy permitting. Ahhough 
these temples are called mortuary temples by Egyptologists, the cuit came into operation during the reign of the 
parctcuIar king, rather than waiting for his death. As soon as the king died and was buried, the new king would start 
work on his own tomb and cult, and the temple for the cult of the preceding ruler would take place. After one or two 
centuries a temple tended to fall into disuse as its estates and personnel were siphoned off for more recent 
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As for you, my flock, thus says the Lord God: I shall judge between sheep and sheep, 
between rams and goats: Is it not enough for you to feed on the good pasture, but you 
must tread down with your feet the rest of your pasture? When you drink of clear water, 
must you foul the rest with your feet? And must my sheep eat what you have trodden 
with your feet, and drink what you have fouled with your feet? 

Therefore, thus says the Lord God to them: I myself will judge between the fat sheep and 
the lean sheep. Because you pushed with flank and shoulder, and butted at all the weak 
animals with your horns until you scattered them far and wide, I will save my flock, and 
they shall no longer be ravaged; and I will judge between sheep and sheep (33: 17-22). 

I will set up over them one shepherd, my servant David, and he shall feed them: he shall 
feed them and be their shepherd. And I, the LORD, will be their God, and my servant 
David shall be prince among them; I, the LORD, have spoken (34:23-24).97 

I will make with them a covenant of peace and banish wild animals from the land, so that 
they may live in the wild and sleep in the woods securely. I will make them and the 
region around my hill a blessing; and I will send down the showers in their season; they 
shall be showers of blessing. The trees of  the field shall yield their h i t ,  and the earth 
shall yield its increase. They shall be secure on their soil; and they shall know that I am 
the LORD, when I break the bars of their yoke, and save them from the hands of those 
who enslaved them. They shall no more be plunder for the nations, nor shall the animaIs 
of the land devour them; they shall Iive in safety, and no one shall make them afraid. I 
will provide for them a splendid vegetation so that they shall no more be consumed with 
hunger in the land, and no longer suffer the insuits of the nations. They shall know that I, 
the LORD their God, am with them, and that they, the house of Israel, are my people, says 
the Lord God. You are my sheep, the sheep of my pasture and I am your God, says the 
Lord God (34:25-3 

Not only will Yahweh re-establish his rule in the land, he will make a paradise, where the normal rules of 

victor and victim no longer apply, and where the nations shall find their centre in service of their sovereign. 

"The trees of the field" in the restored world will not strive to be superpowers, but will send their tribute - 

"shall yield their fruit." In return, the world will enjoy the benefits of a bountihl land and the watchful 

concern of a "good shepherd - a beneficent king.99 

estabtishments ... Only in a few instances did successor kings make a special effort to maintain the cult of  a 
particular ancestor ..." Quirke and Spencer: British Mtcseunt . . . 73. 

'' For details on the terminology in this passage cf. Zimrnerli: 2,219. 
98 "The Bible's extznsive use of shepherdfflock imagery may be most attributable to IsraeI's earliest years of nomadic 

and seminomadic existence, and to some extent, ANE sources, but the shepherd Iife was so general it is difficult to 
trace common derivations for the use of the symbol . . . The symbol receives its most extensive treatment in Ezekiel 
34. Here the prophet uses the evil shepherd theme to illustrate selfish and irresponsible leadership (w 2-3), and to 
rebuke kingship based on domination and crushing oppression: 'With force and harshness you ruled them' (v 4), 
words which echo the cruel period of Egyptian bondage (cf. Exod I: 13-14; Lev 25:43)" Vancil: ABD 5, 1 189-1 190. 

99 Shepherding is one of man's earliest occupations, the possession of animals indicated power and wealth. "From this 
routine of daiIy life an extensive and complex stock o f  shepherd and flock imagery developed throughout the ANE. 
It was one of man's earliest symbols, and is used repeatedly in the Bible to picture God, or national leaders ruling 
over their people. It was an ancient figure of speech common in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and the Greeks also used 
the image for severat abstract concepts ... Throughout Mesopotamian history the shepherd image was commonly 
used to designate gods and kings; and as a title for kings this use is attested from practically every period ... The 
king as a shepherd and as a representative of the gods was expected to rule with justice and to show kindness in 
counseling, protecting, and guiding the people through every difficulty ... The image was especially significant as a 
royal name for the Assyrian kings ... In the Babylonian creation epic, Marduk is celebrated as the fertility god of the 
Iand, and in this role is called faithful shepherd (ANET, 69, 71, 72). This epic is also political, elevating Marduk in 
the Semitic pantheon as shepherd of all the gods." lack Vancil: 'Sheep, Shepherd,' 1 187-1 190, ABD 5, 1 187-1 188. 
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The oracle against Seir seems at first glance to be out of place, but the point of the oracle fits well with its 

positioning after the main presentations of the war against Judah, and the campaigns against Assyria, 

Egypt, Phoenicia, and the petty states of the Levant. Here the issue is the actions of a small state in the 

wake of the mighty army of Yahweh. Their intent is to inflict atrocities upon a defeated people, after 

Yahweh has chosen 

commander in chief. 

to withdraw his forces. As such, the Edornites are subject to the field justice of the 

The verdict is declared. They shall reap what they have sown. 

Thus says the Lord God: I am against you, Mount Seir; 
I stretch out my hand against you 
to make you a desolation and a waste. 
I lay your towns in ruins; 
you shall become a desolation, 
and you shall know that I am the LORD. 
Because you cherished an ancient enmity, and gave over the people of Israel to the power 
of the sword at the time of their calamity, at the time of their final punishment; therefore, 
as I live, says the Lord God, I will prepare you for blood, and blood shall pursue you; 
since you did not hate bloodshed, bloodshed shall pursue you. 
1 111 make .Mount Seir a waste and a desolation; and I will cut off from it all who come 
and go. I will fill its mountains with the slain; on your hills and in your valleys and in all 
your watercourses those killed with the sword shall fall. 1 will make you a perpetual 
desolation, and your cities shall never be inhabited. Then you shall know that I am the 
LORD (35:3-9). 

Israel and Judah are clearly referred to in the subsequent oracle, providing a clue to the course of events in 

subsequent chapters. Already Israel has dominated the exilic prophet's archive as the preferred 

Cf. Also Robert Good: The Sheep of His Pasture (Chico: Scholars, 1983) for an analysis of the metaphor in biblical 
traditions. 

"Ev~dencc tor the symbohc nature of the shepherd figure is found in the widespread use of the simple shepherd's crook 
as an inslgnia of kings, princes, and chieftains. The instrument symbolized the ruler's power and eminence, and 
especially the nature of his ruIe, the king's obligation to maintain order and justice (maar) in the land." Vancil: ABD 
5, 1188. Attention to details offers another level of meaning: "... optimistic prophecies also speak of forests. This is 
not so clear in lsa. 29:17; 32:15; it is clearer, however, in Ezk. 34:25: the good shepherd will enable his flock to 
sleep even in the woods. Erk. 39: 10 declares that the inhabitants of the cities of lsraeI will be able to build their fires 
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terminological choice to designate the rump state to which Judah has been reduced. This conscious 

decision to anachronistically choose a term reverberating with the grandeur of Davidic and SoIomonic 

times may be an indication that our overall premise is correct. For if the intent of Ezekiel is to celebrate the 

enthroned Yahweh as ruler of the world, and to participate in the preparations for the rebuilding of his 

palace at the centre of the world, no designation is better suited to the prophet's task. The contempt of the 

Edomites is to fail to recognize - despite a Iong history of familial relationships - the special position 

afforded to "brother" Israel, or can be read as their long history of failure to live according to treaties of 

mutual support when it really c ~ u n t e d . ' ~  

Because you said, "These two nations and these two countries shall be mine, and we will 
take possession of them," - although the LOW was there - therefore, as I live, says the 
Lord God, I will deal with you according to the anger and envy that you showed because 
of your hatred against them; and I will make myself known among you, when I judge 
you. You shall know that I, the Lorn, have heard all the abusive speech that you uttered 
against the mountains of Israel, saying, "They are laid desolate, they are given us to 
devour." And you magnified yourselves against me with your mouth, and multiplied 
your words against me; I heard it. Thus says the Lord God: As the whole earth rejoices, I 
will make you desolate. As you rejoiced over the inheritance of the house of Israel, 
because it was desolate, so I will deal with you; you shall be desolate, Mount Seir, and all 
Edom, all of it. Then they shall know that I am the LORD (35:10-15).'0' 

The next chapter also addresses the larger collective of the past by utilizing the term "mountains of Israel." 

The "mountains of Israel," are called upon to "hear the word of the LORD": 

Thus says the Lord God: Because the enemy said of you, "Aha!" and, "The ancient 
heights have become our possession," therefore prophesy, and say: n u s  says the Lord 
God: Because they made you desolate indeed, and crushed you from all sides, so that you 

for seven years form the weapons of the ~ i n g  of Magog, so that it wilI not be necessary to cut down any wood from 
the forest" M. Mulder: 'ya 'ar,'208-3 17, TDOT 6 ,  2 17. 

loo According to Genesis 27:41 "Esau hated Jacob because of the blessing with which his father had blessed him, and 
Esau said to himself, '... I will kill my brother'." To preserve his life Jacob leaves the land for an extcnded period of 
time in exile. When it is time fix him to return home, he struggles with God, and is transformed - both in body and 
mind - and blessed by God, he declares "I have seen God face to face, yet my life is preserved" (Genesis 32:30). 
With the new name "Israel" - "the one who strives with God" - returns to meet his brother in Canaan (also cf. 
Genesis 35:9-15). And the two decide upon a division of the land. The overtones of this cycle of stories is clear 
within the chapter. 

Edom's failure to ally themselves with Judah in the face of the Babylonian threat, but rather to seek prosperity at the 
expense of Judah is a bitter theme in Obadiah. The charge is also laid in Psalm 137: 7, that on the "day of 
Jerusalem's fall" the Edornites cried out, "Tear it down! Tear it down! Down to its foundations!" Cf. Lamentations 
4:2 1-22. The theme however, also appears in Amos 1 : 1 1 - 12 at a much ear1 ier date. 

I01 "The aggressor has reckoned without Yahweh . . ." Allen: 2, 172. 
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became the possession of the rest of the nations, and you became an object of gossip and 
slander among the people; therefore, 0 mountains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord 
God: Thus says the Lord God to the mountains and the hills, the watercourses and the 
valleys, the desolate wastes and the deserted towns, which have become a source of 
plunder and an object of derision to the rest of the nations all around; therefore thus says 
the Lord God: I am speaking in my hot jealousy against the rest of the nations, and 
against all Edom, who, with wholehearted joy and utter contempt, took my Iand as their 
possession, because of its pasture, to plunder it. Therefore prophesy concerning the land 
of Israel, and say to the mountains and hills, to the watercourses and valleys, Thus says 
the Lord God: I am speaking in my jealous wrath, because you have suffered the insults 
of the nations; therefore thus says the Lord God: I swear that the nations that are all 
around you shall themselves suffer insults (36:2-7). 

In the aftermath of the Babylonian army's withdrawl it is not only Edom that aspires to take Yahweh's 

temtory for their personal possession. But the message to other usurpers identical to the response given 

Edom, as indicated in the identification of Edom and the nations in 3 6 5 .  Their desolation will be ended 

and the "mountains of Israel" - another circurdocution to indicate the old Davidic empire - will be 

repopulated and prosper, under the auspices of Yahweh. 

But you, 0 mountains of Israel, shall shoot out your branches, and yield your fruit to my 
people Israel; for they shall soon come home. See now, I am for you; 1 will turn to you, 
and you shall be tilled and sown; and I will multiply your population, the whole house of 
Israel, all of it; the towns shall be inhabited and the waste places rebuilt; and 1 will 
multiply hunian beings and animals upon you. They shall increase and be fruitful; and I 
will cause you to be inhabited as in your former times, and will do more good to you than 
ever before. Then you shall know that I am the LORD. I will lead people upon you - my 
people Israel - and they shall possess you, and you shall be their inheritance. No longer 
shall you bereave them of children. 

49 1. 

Thus says the Lord God: Because they say to you, "You devour people, and you bereave 
your nation of children," therefore you shall no longer devour people and no longer 
bereave your nation of children, says the Lord God; and no longer will I let you hear the 
insults of the nations, no longer shall you bear the disgrace of the peoples; and no longer 
shall you cause your nation to stumble, says the Lord God (36:8-15). 
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In the aftermath of the sending of his vassal, the king of Babylon, Yahweh's name is defamed among the 

nations as an impotent king, his land has been viewed as a place of death and destruction. The refirgees 

who have escaped the land to fmd refiige among the other states are no credit to his reputation. Again the 

problem of heart and mind which has been discussed is raised. Yahweh sees things from a different point 

of view: 

Mortal, when the house of Israel lived on their own soil, they defiled it with their ways 
and their deeds; their conduct in my sight was like the uncleanness of a woman in her 
menstrual period. So I poured out my wrath upon them for the blood that they had shed 
upon the land, and for the idols with which they had defiled it. I scattered them among 
the nations, and they were dispersed through the countries; in accordance with their 
conduct and their deeds I judged them. But when they came to the nations, wherever they 
came, they profaned my holy name, in that it was said of them, "These are the people of 
the LORD, and yet they had to go out of his land." But I had concern for my holy name, 
which the house of Israel had profaned among the nations to which they came. 

492. 
Therefore say to the house of Israel, Thus says the Lord God: It is not for your sake, 0 
house of Israel, that I am about to act, but for the sake of my holy name, which you have 
profaned among the nations to which you came. I will sanctify my great name, which has 
been profaned among the nations, and which you have profaned among them; and the 
nations shall know that I am the LORD, says the Lord God, when through you I display 
my holiness before their eyes. I will take you from the nations, and gather you from all 
the countries, and bring you into your own land. I will sprinkIe dean water upon you, 
and you shall be clean from all your uncleannesses, and from all your idols I will cleanse 
you. A new heart I wilI give you, and a new spirit I will put within you; and I will 
remove from your body the heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh.lO' I will put my 
spirit within you, and make you follow my statutes and be carehl to observe my 

- - - - 

'O' "The heart was a syrnboi of life. When the heart wearied the body died. Osiris whose 'heart is listless' lay in the 
sleep of death and it was said of the deceased that his heart had 'departed,' for without that central organ Iife after 
death was unthinkable. The heart was left in its place during embalming, although all other inner organs were 
removed. Spells from the Book of the Dead were supposed to guarantee that the deceased would receive his heart 
back in the other world: 'See, this heart of mine, it weeps in the presence of Osiris and pleads for mercy!' (Chap. 
28). In the Hall of Judgment before Osiris and the 42 judges of the dead the heart of the deceased is placed on the 
scales. A person's true character was revealed in his heart which was entreated not to rise up against the deceased so 
that, as he said, 'my narne may not stink and appear rotten to the ruler in the next world.' The scene of the 
'Weighing of the Heart' was a popular representation in the Books of the Dead. The heart scarab which was laid on 
the mummy wrapped within the bandages was an amulet designed to prevent the heart from making an unfavorable 
utterance" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 6 1. On the heart as "seat of the emotions and intellect" cf. 6 1. 
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ordinances. Then you shall live UL the land that I gave to your ancestors; and you shall be 
my people, and I will be your God. 1 will save you fiom all your uncleannesses, and I 
will summon the grain and make it abundant and lay no famine upon you. I will make the 
fruit of the tree and the produce of the field abundant, so that you may never again suffer 
the disgrace of famine among the nations. Then you shall remember your evil ways, and 
your dealings that were not good; and you shall loathe yourselves for your iniquities and 
your abominable deeds. It is not for your sake that I will act, says the Lord God; let that 
be known to you. Be ashamed and dismayed for your ways, 0 house of Israel (36:16- 
32).'03 

Thus says the Lord God: On the day that I cleanse you from all your iniquities, I will 
cause the towns to be inhabited, and the waste pIaces shall be rebuilt. The land that was 
desolate shall be tiIled, instead of being the desolation that it was in the sight of all who 
passed by. And they will say, "This land that was desolate has become like the garden of 
Eden; and the waste and desolate and ruined towns are now inhabited and fortified." 
Then the nations that are left aI1 around you shaII know that I, the LORD, have rebuilt the 
ruined places, and replanted that which was desolate; I, the LORD, have spoken, and I 
will do it. 

Thus says the Lord God: I will also let the house of Israel ask me to do this for them: to 
increase their population like a flock. Like the flock for sacrifices, 
Jerusalem during her appointed festivals, so shall the ruined towns be 
of people. Then they shall know that I am the LORD (36:33-37).lM 

like the flock at 
filled with flocks 

The promises of restoration are layered to include rebuilding and repopulation, and the construction of new 

palace and garden. But how will ruined, decimated places be filled? How will &hey come to recognize 

YE-rWH? ' 0 5  

103 Allen notes: "only a heart transplant could achieve obedience to Yahweh's revelation of his will for his people," 
Allen: 2, 180. Mdul compares Ezekiel 3626 with the manumission of a slave by anointing the forehead with oil. 
"Clearly, a transformation caused by replacing an important part of the body" Malul: Studies 74. 

IW"~he destruction itself makes it plain that 'I am Yahweh*; the restoration equalIy proclaims it" Ackroyd: Erik and 
Resrorarion 1 17. 

105 .. ... even the momentous miracles of chapters 37-39 have a kind of geometric starkness and paradoxicality, which 
are further sustained in chapters 40-48. Though the bones of Israel are ciothed with and animated by the spirit, they 
remain nameless, faceless soldiers in the army of YHWH. Gog and his infamous hordes are slain in a mysterious 
conflagration that leaves the Land strewn with the invaders' corpses but atso leaves the inhabitants strangely 
unscathed. The Land is purified, but only by suffering the grossest of defilements. The invaders are buried, but they 
are also carrion for birds and beasts. The Temple sanctuary is readied for the return of the Glory, but only after the 
deity himself, glutting the maw of chaos, offers 'sacrifice' of flesh and drunkenness of blood to the scavenging 
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The report of the valley filled with dry bones provides a realistic description of the horrors of war familiar 

from iconographic images. The narrative describing the Babylonian invasion is marked by the sort of 

ideology which is clearly expressed in the military propaganda depicting the Egyptian or Assyrian military 

machines. In the case of Assyria, panel after panel, and scene after scene represent Assyrian military 

campaigns, but there is never a depiction of a dead or wounded Assyrian, neither commoner or king. The 

ideological impact of the representation is the invincible, supernaturally protected army of the great king of 

Assyria. What is remarkable is the way in which Ezekiel's descriptions fall in line with the ideals of war 

described in Assyrian relief. While his description of the invading forces would attribute their divine 

protection to Yahweh rather than Assur, the literary representation is in line with the portraits of the 

invincibIe army. The same motif of the invincible king and his army is also taken up in Egyptian military 

relief sculpture. 

The answer comes through the dusty reminders of a grizzly battle, a once blood saturated battleground, a 

symbol of such complete devastation for Israel that no survivors are left to offer the dead the final dignity 

of burial. Their bones, picked clean by scavengers, and dried by the relentless sun, which seems the only 

witness to their massacre, seem a perpetual witness to the f a k e  of YHWH. Ezekiel's vision counters this 

beginning, first by posing the question at the centre of Israel's very existence, "Can these bones Live?" and 

subsequently affirming that Yahweh's intent is to raise a new people from the dried up and withered 

remnant of a fighting force. When the prophet speaks as commanded, the army is resuscitated, recreated, 

and stand on their feet, "a vast army" (37: 10). 

The hand of the LORD came upon me, and he brought me out by the spirit of the LORD 
and set me down in the middle of a valley; it was full of bones. He led me all around 
them; there were very many lying in the valley, and they were very dry. He said to me, 
"Mortal, can these bones live?" I answered, "0 Lord God, you know." Then he said to 
me, "Prophesy to these bones, and say to them: 0 dry bones, hear the word of the LORD. 
Thus says the Lord God to these bones: I will cause breath to enter you, and you shall 
live. I will lay sinews on you, and will cause flesh to come upon you, and cover you with 
skin, and put breath in you, and you shall live; and you shall know that I am the LORD." 

So I prophesied as I had been commanded; and as I prophesied, suddenly there was a 
noise, a rattling, and the bones came together, bone to its bone. I looked, and there were 
sinews on them, and flesh had come upon them, and skin had covered them; but there 
was no breath in them. Then he said to me, "Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, mortal, 
and say to the breath: Thus says the Lord God: Come fiom the four winds, 0 breath, and 
breathe upon these slain, that they may live." I prophesied as he commanded me, and the 
breath came into them, and they lived, and stood on their feet, a vast multitude. 

Then he said to me, "Mortal, these bones are the whole house of Israel. They say, 'Our 
bones are dried up, and our hope is lost; we are cut offcompletely.' Therefore prophesy, 
and say to them, Thus says the Lord God: I am going to open your graves, and bring you 
up from your graves, 0 my people; and I will bring you back to the land of Israel. And 
you shalI know that I am the LORD, when I open your graves, and bring you up fiom 

animals (39:17-20). Later, the Land is aIlotted to the renewed tribes, but according to no known geographical or 
historical imperatives. CIearly, the world has been turned upside down ..." Rosenberg: 203. 
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your graves, 0 my people. I will put my spirit within you, and you shall Live, and I will 
place you on your own soil; then you shall know that I, the LORD, have spoken and will 
act," says the LORD. 

Yahweh's declaration plays on the concept of fertility and life which undergirds the promise of a son to 

Abraham. There, the tradition reminds us that the Lord of the universe can raise sons for Abraham fiom the 

very dust of the earth. This is in fact, what he promises: 

Raise your eyes now, and look from the place where you are, northward and southward 
and eastward and westward; for all the land that you see I will give to you and to your 
offspring forever. I will make your offspring like the 
count the dust of the earth, your offspring also can be 

dust of the earth; so that if one can 
counted (Genesis 13 : 14- 16). 

The word of the LORD came to the prophet with an image for a new "planting" of Israel: 

Mortal, take a stick and write on it, "For Judah, and the Israelites associated with it"; then 
take another stick and write on it, "For Joseph (the stick of Ephraim) and all the house of 
Israel associated with it"; and join them together into one stick, so that they may become 
one in your hand. And when your people say to you, "Will you not show us what you 
mean by these'?" say to them, Thus says the Lord God: I am about to take the stick of 
Joseph (which is in the hand of Ephraim) and the tribes of Israel associated with it; and I 
will put the stick of Judah upon it, and make them one stick, in order that they may be 
one in my hand. When the sticks on which you write are in your hand before their eyes, 
then say to them, Thus says the Lord God: I will take the people of Israel from the 
nations among which they have gone, and will gather them from every quarter, and bring 
them to their own land. I will make them one nation in the land, on the mountains of 
Israel; and one king shall be king over them all. Never again shall they be two nations, 
and never again shall they be divided into two kingdoms. They shall never again defile 
themselves with their idols and their detestable things, or with any of their transgressions. 
I will save them from all the apostasies into which they have fallen, and will cleanse 
them. Then they shall be my people, and I will be their God (37: 15-23).'06 

Ezekiel has been preparing us for this promise. Restoration of the state will take place, and the intent is that 

this will be a permanent state of affairs. The reconstituted people are a people who have been completely 

transformed. A new David will rule them as Viceroy for King Yahweh, and they will enjoy living in the 

106 A striking parallel to the account of the valley of dry bones is to be found in Herodotus: Histories, Book 8,24-25. 
"[Tlhe ideal of eventual reunification was never compIeteIy lost fiom sight" Blenkinsopp: 174. In part this is because 

the "power of God extends even into the realm of death" Greenberg: 2, 17 1. 
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land in which Yahweh's palace is the centre of the empire.Io7 The entire world will finally recognize that 

this world is the empire of Sovereign Yahweh: 

My servant David shall be king over them; and they shall all have one shepherd. They 
shall follow my ordinances and be carehl to observe my statutes. They shall live in the 
[and that 1 gave to my servant Jacob, in which your ancestors lived; they and their 
children and their children's children shall live there forever; and my servant David shall 
be their prince forever. I will make a covenant of  peace with them; it shall be an 
everlasting covenant with them; and I will bless them and multiply them, and will set my 
sanctuary among them forevermore. My dwelling place shall be with them; and I will be 
their God, and they shall be  my people. Then the nations shall know that I the LORD 
sanctify Israel, when my sanctuary is among them forevermore (37:24-28).'08 

495. 

But we discover that the subsequent representation of the wars of Yahweh affirms values that are clearly 

indicated in the accounts of the wars with the Philistines in 1 Samuel 4-6, while Yahweh might choose to 

use the armies of Israel or Judah, he is hardly to be regarded as needing them. The war of Gog and Magog, 

the dreaded enemy of the north, is over when Yahweh manifests himself. There is no need to bring forth 

the wamors of Israel. Rather, the vision of chapter 37 with its evidence o f  previous death and destruction 

foreshadows the fate that awaits the enemies of God. The mighty empire will fall, as Israel had once fallen, 

but there will be no reversal o f  the fate of the nations. Yahweh is pictured as bringing a resolution to his 

state, and the final phase will invoke rebuilding and restoration in a land without enemies, without need for 

the armies. The future is certain for it is in the plans of the divine emperor to bring order to his empire. 

1 O7br The theocratic rule here places him [the prince] subordinate to the priesthood, though as representative of the 
people he has a special place set apart from the people for his sharing in the worship, and the land which is allocated 
to him - the equivalent of the old crown lands - lies in a specially close proximity to the more sacred areas 
surrounding the shrine ... it is a new land, a land reordered so that it may adequatcly express both the restoration of 
ancient splendor and the establishment of a right relationship. A new and spirituaiized geography places the tribes in 
due order, according to a strict hierarchy, in a land which has become ideally regular and admits of having its 
population set in order, so as to place centrally Judah and Benjamin, the tribes which have made up -in theory and 
also in large measure in practice - the kingdom of the south to which the Temple belongs (cf. 45: 1 ff.; 47-48). 
Involved in this resettlement is the unity of the whole people, expressed most clearIy in the symbol of the two sticks 
(37: 15-23). The whole outline represents the expression of a desire to reactivate the old tribal order" Ackroyd: Exile 
and Restoration 1 14- 1 15. 

108 "Yahweh is recognized in the international world as the one who has sanctified Israel ... the realization of ... "my 
sanctuary in their midst" . .. described in chapters 40-48 without any reference to the nations, is to be understood as 
the central event in which Yahweh is acknowledged throughout the world" Zirnrnerli: 2,277. The program "forsees 
a fourfold honoring of ancient promises - ruler, land, covenant, and temple" Blenkinsopp: 176. 
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The metaphors employed in these chapters reach back into the origins of concepts of empire. The so-calIed 

"Hunter's Palette" depicts pharaoh as a lion devouring his enemies whose scattered remains attest to his 

invincible might. The scavenging birds feast on the remains of these opponents, some of whom are clearly 

bound. The persistence of these motifs is incredible. 

As the next chapter opens we are left to wonder iF what is left of Israel wiIl now be FialIy decimated and 

scavenged. ' ~ 9  

109 Is the valtey to be identified with Ben Hinnom? Cf. Jeremiah 7:30-34. 
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The final chaUlLehnge to Yahweh's rule . . . 

Mortal, set your face toward Gog, of  the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and 
Tubal. Prophesy against him and say: Thus says the Lord God: I am against you, 0 Gog, 
chief p ~ c e  o f  Meshech and Tubal; I will turn you around and put hooks into your jaws, 
and I will lead you out with all your army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed in 
full armor, a great company, all of them with shield and buckler, wielding swords. Persia, 
Ethiopia,''' and Put are with them, all of them with buckler and helmet; Gorner and all its 
troops; Beth-togarmah from the remotest parts of the north with all its troops - many 
peoples are with you (Ezekiel 38: 1-6).'" 

The mysterious empire led by the equally enigmatic character Gog'" is reintroduced as an enemy of  Israel. 

The attentive reader will remember that ~Ueschech and Tubal, as well as other former superpowers are now 

citizens of the Netherworld. But YS7W calls upon Ezekiel to act as a diplomatic messenger, or at least a 

prophetic denouncer, and declare to Gog the coming demise o f  his multinational force. As the "foe from 

the north" which will again chalIenge Israel's right to existence, the state is a cipher for all the long line of 

enemy states denounced by the prophetic movement as past, present and hture,  they wind their way 

southwards along the ironically named King's Highway. The Assyrian forces under Sennacherib's 

leadership had taken the route to caphxe Jerusalem and cage Haekiah "like a bird" within his capital."' 

Ezekiel has already lamented the demise of the empire which had once assumed the role of Y H W H ' s  

- - -  

I I0  'The awareness of the strength and fighting potential of the Kushites which appears suddenly in the Bible (Isa 18: I; 
Jer 463; Ezek 385  etc.) dates from these halcyon days of 25th Dynasty dominion" Donald Redford: 'Kush,' 109- 
IlI,ABD4, 110. 

 he metaphorical role of these chapters is clearly recognized: 'The nations are judged before the restoration of 
Israel usually by means of similar images: the destroying sword, the desolation of the land, the felIing of the cedars. 
However, the goal of this judgment is the same as that of Israel's: 'that you may know that I am Yahweh' (25: 1 1,  
17, etc.). Significantly, the prophecies against Gog and Magog (chs. 38-39) have not been included within the 
framework of chs. 25-32, but these nations are explicitly envisioned as attacking the restored and forgiven 
Jerusalem" Chi Ids: Introduction 367. 

"This ts  the obverse of the concern that Yahweh's name should not be profaned in the world of the nations. Just as the 
Egyptians were involved in the great act of divine deliverance from Egypt - and the narrative makes clear that the 
prolonging of the plague series was directed towards letting Pharaoh know the real nature of Yahweh (cf. Ex. 
9: 15f.), so now the nations, all the world, represented by Gog, are brought to the knowledge of who he is .. . concern 
is to show the reorganization of Israel because it is through this that the name of Yahweh is to be revealed." 
Ackroyd: E d e  and Restoration 1 16- 1 17. 

"' "While the problems associated with the personage of Gog will probably never be resoived, it seems proper to 
observe that the Hebrew form of the name is the equivalent of Grigu, the Assyrian rendering of Gyges, the 
cognomen of a Lydian king about 670-652 BC ... If an identification with some purely historical personage were to 
be required, this would seem to be one of the most reasonable suggestions. However, an apocalyptic interpretation 
of the passage in question should not be dismissed out of hand, since the oracle depicts happenings at the end of a 
prolonged period of time (Ezek. 38:8, 16). Furthermore, the association of Gog and Magog with people at the 
extremities of the then-known world (Ezek. 385f.) might suggest an eschatological motif rather than an historically 
identifiable individual or group" Harrison: Inrroduction 843. 

Zimmerli contends these are "an m y  of wild warrior tribes" Zimmerli: 2, 306. But as Blenkinsopp rightly observes: 
"none of these attempts to break Gog's incognito has been successful" and it certainly has "nothing to do, 
chronologicalIy or otherwise, with Russia and Moscow." Rather the account is best characterized as "a collage of 
biblical phrases and motifs" Blenkinsopp: I8 1-182. On Gog, ct Zimmerli: 2, 30 1. "Divine judgment on Gog wili be 
in the form of a cosmic upheaval - earthquake, torrential rain, hail, fire and brimstone. A divinely inspired panic 
will lead the enemy to turn their weapons on each other ..." Blenkinsopp: 187. Thus peace is regarded as "an 
eschatological goal which only God can being to fruition" Blenkinsopp: 188. 

' I 3  ANET288. 
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avenging force."': Clearly the fate of Assyria stands as a warning to hture servants of YHWH, the role in 

which Nebuchadrezzar and his international battalions have been cast throughout the book. The fate of 

Assyria is the fate of all who seek to usurp the role of the divine Overlord. Gog is cast in the role of a 

general awaiting instructions From the commander-in-chief: 

498. 

Be ready and keep ready, you and all the companies that are assembled around you, and 
hold yourselves in reserve for them. After many days you shalI be mustered; in the tatter 
years you shall go against a land restored from war, a land where people were gathered 
from many nations on the mountains of Israel, which had long lain waste; its people were 
brought out from the nations and now are living in safety, all of them. You shall advance, 
corning on Iike a storm; you shall be Iike a cloud covering the Iand, you and all your 
troops, and many peoples with you (Ezekiel 38:7-9). ' Is 

This imagery of troops from many nations advancing "like a storm;" "Iike a cloud covering the land" 

(3S:9) echoes the theophanic language of the wars of Y H W .  But though commanded and summoned by 

YKWH, this is a force which is to be subject to judgment. Identifiable components, likely military units are 

reflected: "I will turn you around, put hooks in your jaws and bring you out with your whole army - your 

horses, your horsemen fully armed, and a great horde with large and smaI1 shields, all of them brandishing 

their swords. Persia, Cush and Put will be with them, all with shields and helmets, also Gomer with all its 

troops - the many nations with you" (38:4-6). Here the military forces are clearly marked as identifiable 

units, and their description as such reminds one of the art depicting such an army. This language of empire 

matches the propaganda of empire seen on Assyrian palace walls, and is also reminiscent of the 

114 Cf. on Assyria's demise Ezekiel 3 1 ; on its status as chosen servant, Isaiah 730 etc. 
'I5 Politics, propaganda and piety are closely intertwined and their outworkings serve to interpret one another. 'To the 

rest of the world the Assyria of rhe 7th century BC must have seemed invincible. Yet Assyria's resources had been 
seriously weakened by constant struggles not simply to resolve problems in Babylonia but to maintain control of the 
far-flung provinces on which this small nation depended for the many luxuries to which it had become accustomed 
and essential imports such as metaI and timber. The invasions of Egypt, though prestigious, had not been born of 
common sense, while the repetition of campaigns against the powerful kingdom of Urartu and lesser states to the 
north and west had proved an unacceptable drain on Assyrian manpower and resources. Indeed, this small country 
had simply overreached itself and within two decades of the death of Assurbanipal the greatest cmpire the world had 
then known was no more" Oates: Babylon 123. 
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architecture of empire employed by the Persians to represent various components of the people under the 

rule of the Persian king.'I6 

That Babylon is as accountable as Assyria, Egypt, Tyre and Israel would seem self evident. The mysterious 

Gog can thus serve as any "foe from the north" - the last place an enemy might come fiom with the 

southern and eastern powers devastated, the local nations annihilated, and the impenetrable desert to the 

east. Thus Babylon is named without being identified specifically, a fact which fits nicely with Ezekiel's 

propensity to clear images without compromising principles of aniconism.."' At the same time, the figures 

stand for much more than Babylon - they are a cipher for any power that would attempt to usurp the 

power of YHWtf, king of the world. 

Thus says the Lord God: On that day thoughts will come into your mind, and you will 
devise an evil scheme. You will say, "I will go up against the land of unwalled villages; I 
will fat1 upon the quiet people who live in safety, all of them living without walls, and 
having no bars or gates"; to seize spoil and carry off plunder; to assail the waste places 
that are now inhabited, and the people who were gathered fiom the nations, who are 
acquiring cattle and goods, who live at the center of the earth. Sheba and Dedan and the 
merchants of Tarshish and all its young warriors will say to you, "Have you come to 
seize spoil? Have you assembled your horde to carry off plunder, to carry away silver 
and gold, to take away cattle and goods, to seize a great amount of booty?* 

Therefore, mortal, prophesy, and say to Gog: Thus says the Lord God: On that day when 
my people Israel are living securely, you will rouse yourself and come from your place 
out of the remotest parts of the north, you and many peoples with you, all of them riding 
on horses, a great horde, a rnighty army; you will come up against my people Israel, like 
a cloud covering the earth. In the latter days I will bring you against my land, so that the 
nations may know me, when through you, 0 Gog, I display my holiness before their 
eyesI1'. 

The attack on "a peaceful and unsuspecting people - all of them living without walls and without gates 

and bars" (38:11) will serve to demonstrate the remarkable power of "Sovereign Y H W H  (38:14)."9 The 

imagery of empire which is so familiar to us from Assyrian palace relief describes graphically an ideology 

of empire in which the reigning king is invincible. In his decisions, his campaigns, and his person the 

power and might of the empire is clearly manifest. 'I0 But the power of the empire serves as a foil to the 

1 I6 Continuous with the basic premise of regzrding YHWH as  Lord of the Universe within the prophetic tradition, 
C p s ,  the Achaemenid sovereign is specifically referred to as YHWH's messiah, or "anointed one" (Isaiah 45: 1). 

'I7 The attempt to decode the narrative is far from decisive, and the opportunities for polyvalent solutions attests to the 
brilliant manner in which the motif has been created. "By reversing the letters of Magog (ggnt) and reading it in the 
ancient cipher in which the following letter of the alphabet was employed for the one intended, the real recipient of 
the prophecy, Babylon (fbb), was meant to be conveyed to the hearers" Ha+scn: Introducfion 842. But it is 
unnecessary to understand the decoding, if that's in fact what is intended, to break the code. 
"Israel is not an active participant in the victory over Gog ... This remains entirely Yahweh's deed" Zimrnerli: 2, 

3 IS. 
' I 9  Cf. Zechariah 2 8  and Judges 1827. 
"O The continuity of these ideological concepts across various cultural and political baniers is a key element which 

a1lows us to understand the nuanced intent of these texts and pictures. For example: "Babylonian cultural dominance 
persisted even at the peak of Assyrian power. At both Nimrud and Khorsabad, a new capital built by Sargon 
northeast of Nineveh, the largest temple was dedicated to the god Nabu, the son of Marduk, whose worship had 
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divine emperor of Ezekiel's vision. "You will 

come fiom your place in the far north, "' you 

and many nations with you, all of them riding 

on horses, a great horde, a mighty army. You 

will advance against my people Israel like a 

cloud that covers the land. In the days to come, 

0 Gog, I will bring you against my land, so 

that the nations may know me when I show 

myself holy through you before their eyes" 

(38115-16). 

NaturalIy, the coming of Gog against an 

unwalled and unprotected Iand - in the view 

of Israel's enemies - culminates in an 

incredibir display of  a counter reality. In fact, 

Ezekiel seems to invoke the ancient traditions 

which describe Yahweh as warrior and 

protector, the invisibie but invincible one. The 

enemy from the north is a metaphor rich in the 

Jeremian tradition, allowing the image to 

apply to virtually every invading force with 

the exception of Egypt. Ezekiel declares that 

when the enemy approaches to overwhelm and destroy a seemingly defenseless foe, the natural world will 

convulse as the divine warrior manifests himself. The language of theophany is rich in 38: 19-22, invoking 

layered images which remind the reader of theophanies at Sinai, in the IerusaIem temple, in the prophetic 

been popularized in Assyria by Semiramis and her son Adad-nirari 111. Sargon's new capital boasted too a free- 
standing ziggurat as in Babylonia, while the Nabu temple facade was decorated not in the Assyrian style but with 
individual motifs in the Babylonian fashion, recalling the later friezes on the famous Ishtar Gate in Babylon itself' 
Oates: Babylon 126. 

"I As well as indicating direction, "'north' comes to have several specific connotations in the OT. 'North' is especiatly 
the direction form which invaders come (Jer 1: 14-15; Isa 14:31). Certainly Israel's position influenced this 
understanding. Protected by the sea on the W and the Syrian desert on the E, her onty major concerns for massive 
invasion came from the S (Egypt) and the N (Assyria, Babylon, the Hittites, etc.). EspeciaIly in the latter period of 
the monarchy and exilic/postexilic periods, those empires to the N and E were by far the strongest. Perhaps as much 
symboIically as geographically, 'north' is also the direction invaders will come upon Babylon (Jer 50:9; Zech 2: 10 - 
Eng. 26)  and the direction fiom which Gog of Magog will come (Ezek 38:6, 15) ... Also God appeared to Job out 
of the N (Job 37%) and Ezekiel's cherub chariot theophany appeared from the N (Ezek 1:4)" Drinkard, Joel: 
'North,' 1 135-1 136 ABD 4, 1 136). 

"At times there is an explicit attempt within the canonical process to link Ezekiel's message to previous prophecies. 
38: 17 refers to the earlier prophets who foretold the coming of the enemy from the north. Ezekiel's prophecy against 
Gog and Magog (chs. 38f.) is then seen as fulfilling these earlier prophecies and the language of Isa. 5, Jer. 4-6, and 
Ps. 46 is brought into Ezekiel's passage to assure the connection between prophecy and fulfillment" Childs: 
rntroduction 368. We should also note that in Ugaritic texts the sacred mountain is "north." See also Isa 14:13. 
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tradition, and of course in the theophanic visions which shape the archive.'" The theophany of the divine 

warrior exudes a mighty hry reminiscent of Psalm 18, and echoing the results of that manifestation. "I will 

show my greatness and my holiness, and I will make myself known in the sight of many nations. Then they 

will know that I am the Lord" (38:23). 

The images Ezekiel invokes takes the metaphors of empire and their pictorial representations of an 

unconquerable force, and tulm them inside out. The conqueror becomes the conquered, the victim proves 

victor, the invincible is vanquished. In place of the carnage Ieft in the wake of an unscathed Assyrian attack 

force, the invading empire from the north will be decimated: 

Thus says the Lord God: 1 am against you, 0 Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal! I 
will turn you around and drive you forward, and bring you up from the remotest parts of 
the north, and lead you against the mountains of Israel. I will strike your bow fiom your 
Ieft hand, and will make your arrows drop out of your right hand. You shall fall upon the 
mountains of Israel, you and all your troops and the peoples that are with you; I will give 
you to birds of prey of every kind and to the wild animals to be devoured. Yotr shaII fall 
in the open field; for I have spoken, says the Lord God. I will send fire on Magog and on 
those who live securely in the coastlands; and they shall know that 1 am the  LORD.'^ 

My holy name I will make known among my people Israel; and 1 will not let my holy 
name be profaned any more; and the nations shall know that I am the LORD, the Holy 
One in Israel. It has come! It has happened, says the Lord God. This is the day of which I 
have spoken. 

Then those who live in the towns of Israel will go out and make fires of the weapons and 
bum them - bucklers and shields, bows and arrows, handpikes and spears - and they 
wilt make fires of them for seven years. They will not need to take wood out of the field 
or cut down any trees in the forests, for they will make their fires of the weapons; they 
wilI despoil those who despoiled them, and pIunder those who plundered them, says the 
Lord God (39: 1- 10). 

The staggering images used for this military victory, completely attributed to the warrior Yahweh, are 

another mark of the invincible character of the deity. Like the military imagery of Pharaoh, or the divinely 

given might of the Assyrian king, Yahweh is alone victor. So much so that no mention is made in this 

visionary representation of any troops on the human or even heavenly level. On the other hand, the troops 

'" Further details are given to YHWH's claim of sovereignty (38: 17-23). 
"Purity - expressed predominantiy in cultic terms -and justice (cf. 45:9-12) are the essential marks of a people 

which, having in the past been so hardened in heart that they cannot obey, are now renewed with a heart of flesh 
instead of one of stone (36:26), and revived out of the deadness of exile into the newness of life which comes from 
God (37:l-14) ... The overthrow of the hostile power of Gog and Magog is the preface to the restoration visions, 
and the link between them is provided by a passage (39:21-29) which stresses the new understanding among the 
nations of what it is that has been done to Israel" Ackroyd: Exile and Restoration 1 15 

The main point is that the nations will see my judgment and know I am Y H W  (39:21-22 ). As a result of this 
revelation, could we link the idea of the nations knowing YHWH and acknowledging him to iconographic scenes of 
tributaries in procession to the great king? 
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which are ovenvhelmed by the might of Yahweh, those who now lie as a feast for "every kind of bird and 

wild animal" (39: 17) are the "mighty men" and "princes of the earth" (39: 1 8).12" The invitation declares: 

Assemble and come, gather from all around to the sacrificial feast that I am preparing for 
you, a great sacrificial feast on the mountains of Israel, and you shall eat flesh and drink 
blood. You shall eat the flesh of the mighty, and drink the blood of the princes of the 
earth - of rams, of lambs, and of goats, of bulls, all of them fatlings of Bashan. You 
shall eat fat until you are filled, and drink blood until you are drunk, at the sacrificial 
feast that I am preparing for you. And you shall be filled at my table with horses and 
charioteers, with warriors and all kinds of soldiers, says the Lord God (39:17-20).. 

500. 

The weapons (of which the inhabitants of Israel clearly have no need) will be gathered as fuel. The supply 

will last seven years (39:9). At the end of this seven year period "Men will be regularly employed to 

cleanse the land ... As they go through the land and one of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker 

beside it until the gravediggers have buried it" (39:14-15). 

"' "On that day I will give to Gog a place for burial in Israel, the Valley of the Travelers east of the sea; it shall block 
the path of the travelers, for there Gog and all his horde will be buried; it shail be cailed the Valley of Harnon-gog. 
Seven months the house of Israel shafl spend burying them, in order to cleanse the land. All the people of the land 
shall bury them; and it wiIl bring them honor on the day that I show my glory, says the Lord God. They will set 
apart men to pass through the land regularly and bury any invaders who remain on the face of the land, so as to 
cleanse it; for seven months they shall make their search. As the searchers pass through the land, anyone who sees a 
human bone shall set up a sign by it, until the buriers have buried it in the Valley of Hamon-gog. (A city Hamonah 
is there also.) Thus they shall cleanse the land" (39: I 1-1 6) .  
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The horses and riders provide a graphic representation of a mighty powerfd empire, but these powerful 

beasts and their mounted warriors are not a threat to Yahweh. Rather they become a means of reflecting his 

glory: 

I will display my glory among the nations; and all the nations shall see my judgment that 
I have executed, and my hand that I have Iaid on them. The house of Israel shall know 
that I am the LORD their God, from that day forward. And the nations shall know that the 
house of Israel went into captivity for their iniquity, because they dealt treacherously 
with me. So I hid my face from them and gave them into the hand of their adversaries, 
and they all fell by the sword. I dealt wirh them according to their uncleanness and their 
transgressions, and hid my face fiom them (39:2 1-24). 

The Gog and Magog passage presents a striking reversal of fortunes which the sovereignty of Yahweh can 

bring to reality for Israel. The valley of dry bones described in chapter 37 presents us with a graphic 

pomyal  of the overwhelming carnage which a powerful empire might inflict on tiny Israel, who stand 

under the judgment of God. The invading force sweeps through the land in merciless rage, leaving the 

bankground located on the plain littered with the dead warriors. The defeat is incredible - there is no one 

left to bury the dead, and conqueror simply leaves them as a silent witness to their majesty and awesome 

power. The conclusion is clear: 

Therefore thus says the Lord God: Now I will restore the fortunes of Jacob, and have 
mercy on the whole house of Israel; and I will be jealous for my holy name. They shall 
forget their shame, and all the treachery they have practiced against me, when they live 
securely in their land with no one to make them afiaid, when I have brought them back 
fiom the peoples and gathered them from their enemies' lands, and through them have 
displayed my holiness in the sight of many nations. Then they shall h o w  that I am the 
LORD their God because I sent them into exile among the nations, and then gathered 
them into their own land. I will leave none of them behind; and I will never again hide 
my face fiom them, when I pour out my spirit upon the house of Israel, says the Lord 
God (39:25-29). 
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The old enthronement hymn asks the question well: 

Why do the nations conspire, 
and the peoples plot in vain? 
The kings of the earth set themselves, 
and the rulers take counsel together, 
against the LORD and his anointed, saying, 
"Let us burst their bonds asunder, 
and cast their cords from us" (Psalm 2: 1-3). 

The challenge is ludicrous, the response predictable and necessary to the empire : 

We who sits in the heavens laughs; 
the LORD has them in derision. 
Then he will speak to them in his wrath, 
and terrify them in his fury, saying, 
"I have set my king on Zion, my hoIy hill." 
". . . You shall break them with a rod of iron, 
and dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel." (Psalm 2:4-6,9). 

The world which YHWH is recreating will not be defeated by his enemies. 
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The city of the great Kiing 

In the hventy-fifth year of our exile, at rhe beginning of the year, on the tenth day of the 
month, in the fourteenth year after the city was struck down, on that very day, the hand 
of the LORD was upon me, and he brought me there. 

He brought me, in visions of  God, to the land of Israel, and set me down upon a very 
high mountain, on which was a structure like a city to the south. When he brought me 
there, a man was there, whose appearance shone like bronze, with a linen cord and a 
measuring reed in his hand; and he was standing in the gateway. The man said to me, 
"Mortal, look closely and listen attentively, and set your mind upon all that I shall show 
you, for you were brought here in order that I might show it to you; declare all that you 
see to the house ofIsrael" (40:l-4).' 

' The ideological foundation of ancient temples, described so well for Egypt, shares the same essentials throughout the 
Near East- "The temples of Egypt were designed not as church-like spaces to establish links between individual 
human beings and the divine, but as machines to maintain the fabric of the universe in motion. Every detaii in the 
decoration of the temple fined the intricate program of boktering order against its enemies, a plan that finds its 
extreme form in the great Upper Egyptian sanctuaries of the Graeco-Roman period" Quirke and Spencer: 74. 
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These words introduce a Fmai vision, chapters 40-48, an extended vision which marks the climax of the 

book of Ezekiel. It is the conclusion of the program of transformation and restoration, and as such marks 

the recreation of the world. The temple of YHWH, king of the universe is at the centre of this new world, 

and the prophet uses a plethora of symbolic metaphors to communicate the meaning of this ciimax 

Unfortunately, to the modern reader this section of the book is both most enigmatic and boring. Small 

details carry profound significance. We will try to unpack the essentials of the vision, so carefilly cross 

referenced to Ezekiel 1-3 and 8-1 1, without getting bogged down in details.' 

The section begins with the by now familiar dating formula. This time, a period of 25 years from the 

launch of the exile is marked, along with a cross reference to the fact that it is now 14 years after the 

destruction of Jerusalem. The prophet, as the text unfolds its story line, is still in Babylon, but is taken, 

once again by the -'hand of God" to JerusaIem. Just as this text references Ezekiel 8:1, S:l references the 

call of the prophet described in 3:22. These three theophanies are critical to the overall program of the 

book which moves fiom YHWH's demonstration of global sovereignty by opening a way to his 

throneroom in far off Babylon, to taking the prophet to witness YHWH's exit from and destruction of his 

temple, to this vision of a new world. 

Again, YHWH is presented in an enigmatic way which defies description, and at times identification. The 

figure who greets him at the gateway with a "tinen cord and a measuring reed" in his hand is reminiscent of 

the figure in chapters 8-1 1 who at times to appears to be YHWH himself, at other times, an angelic being. 

In either case, his message delivered to the prophet is fiom YHWH, and the temple is to be understood as 

already built, not through human will or effort, but by divine fiat.' Another concept upon which this plays 

' In the vision of 40 and following the wall surrounds the temple - not the city. This allows the city to remained 
unwalled as in the visionary construction of chapters 38 and 39, but at the same time allows the reversal of fortunes 
for Jerusalem, the restoration initiated by Yahweh and marked by his visible return to the temple, to be clearly 
marked. The purpose of the wall is now to separate sacred and profane space. 

A number of traditions are being drawn upon. First and foremost is the priestly narrative of creation in which God 
speaks, and things happen. Surely this is the manner in which the new creation's centrepiece is to be brought into 
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is the ancient tradition of the divine plan for the temple, which the Gudea 

tradition in Mesopotamia epitomizes. Nothing in the construction is 

haphazard or insignificant (ill. 505).' This provides hr ther  motivation to 

"write down" the revelation which is given. The meticulous measuring 

makes the meaning manifest to the prophet - or so we are to c o n c l ~ d e . ~  

The mountain city on which the prophet is set down, is Jerusalem in the 

new world. No longer simply a mythic mountain, the new capital of 

YHWH is a literal mountain h a t  really does dominate the world. In an age 

old tradition of temple building6 YHWH is presented as architect and 

builder o f  his new palace, thus demonstrating his permanent status as king 505. 

of  the world. The enthronement o f  YHWH, the return of  his gIory to fill his new palace, the reordering of 

the entire world with the palace of  YHWH at the centre - these are the essential to which the book has 

being. As noted in our discussion of chapters 8-1 1 ,  vacillation behveen YHWH and an angel is typical of some 
narrative presentations. Ezekiel may be using this pattern as a distancing metaphor, along with the ubiquitous "son 
of man." 

' "EzekieI is guided through the structure by an angel ('a man whose appearance was like that of bronzc,' 40:3) who 
measures the various structures for Ezekiel and explains the purposes of some of them (e.g., 4213-14)" Carol 
Newsom: 'Angels (Old Testament),' 348-253, ABD 1, 251. The symbolic significance of dimensions at Edfu for 
e~amplc is attested to by inscriptions on the wall which record many of the measurements, as well as explaining 
their symbolic and mythological significance Cf. Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 41. 

Clements describes the new temple as "a buiIding whose plan was made in heaven and can only be copied on earth. As 
a holy and divine structure, 311 temples were meeting places between earth and heaven. So Moses was given the plan 
of the tabernacle by God (Exod. 24: 1-32: 16). The measurements of the new temple, therefore, which at tirst appear 
overIy meticulous, are important as expressing a divine symmetry and balance" Clements 18 I .  The building of such 
a temple compound and building would at first seem the intent of the careful descriptions, but a closer examination 
shows that these remain in many ways enigmatic, and the text often seems intent on making the point that YHWH is 
the constructor of this temple, and the bestower of all order and bounty which it symbolizes. 

The rod and ring so often depicted as being handed to human kings by Mesopotamian gods have also been suggested 
as depicting a coiled measuring tape and rod. Such "measures" allow the king to render justice and order in light of 
the will of the gods. While not definite, such lines of interpretation would simply add to our ideological 
reconstruction of the meaning of this vision. 

The layering of meaning in ancient temple ideology is extremely sophisticated, and includes mirroring the order of 
the universe, the civilized world provided by the god, and other related concepts necessary to the ongoing stability 
of the world. These are the elements of the final chapters that allow it to be "climactic." The long vision is an 
essential affirmation of the re-ordering, or re-creation of the world. It's centrepiece is the restored temple, and 
people. A vast literature providing background material is available. "The cult temple as a building symbolized the 
divine creation of the universe. It represented the eternal existence of an ordered universe as opposed to the chaotic 
forces which, according to myth, once attempted to destroy that order." William Ward: 'Temptes and Sanctuaries, 
Egypt' 369- 372, ABD 6, 369; On the symboiic intent of separate elements in the Egyptian temple cf. Patricia 
Spencer: The Egyptian Temple. A Lexicographical Study (London: Griffith Institute, 1984). 

"E. Sollberger has succinctly defined the Babylonian temple as 'the house in which a god lives, manages his worldly 
business, is served by his household and by his people, and, through his own success, ensures the happiness and 
prosperity of his city and her inhabitants"' quoting 'The Temple in Babylonia,' 3 1-34 in Georges Roux (ed.): Le 
temple et le ctrlte (Leiden: 1975) 34. John Robertson: 'Temples and Sanctuaries, Mesopotamia' 372-376, ABD 6, 
375. 

The temple can be atso be regarded as the god's embodiment. Cf. Robertson: ABD 6, 376; Jacobsen Treasures 16- 
17.111 Ezekiel's new world, the temple would be a permanent reminder of the resident king. Similarly, "The cult 
temples of the Iand, built of stone to last 'for eternity,' stood as a constant reminder of the inevitable triumph of 
good." William Ward: 'Temples and Sanctuaries, Egypt' 369-372, ABD 6,369. 
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been moving, along with the renewed Israel, a population of clean heart and obedient spirit, loyal citizens 

of the state marked by the bounty of God. 

Clearly, this is not the Jerusalem fiom which Ezekiel had been exiled, nor the city to which he had been 

taken as a witness for the prosecution - to attest to the rightful destruction of the capital city and palace of 

his empire. The dating formula which begins the final vision reminds us of that event, and is the last 

element in a sequence of numbers which mark a Jubilee fiom the date given at the beginning of the book.' 

The point is to mark a jubilee for a new Israel, when 50 years of YffWH7s kingship is renewed and 

restored. And the amrtd is transformed forever.' 

R 

506. 

The book is structured to somehow connect to a jubilee of the kingship of YHWH, thus understanding this 

vision as a celebration of the bounty of his ruIe is appropriate.9 But what is being measured out? After all, 

YHWH has been king of Israel since the time immemorial! Or has he? Ezekiel's judicious use of the term 

nrelek might suggest that he regards the rule of the Davidic kings which ended in disaster as confbed 

regarding kingship. In arguing this his "evidence" would include the archaic traditions found within the 

succession narrative that equate kingship with the rejection of YHWH's kingship. If the suggestion is 

tenable, then he may view the restoration now undertaken in the Jubilee of YHWH's kingship as the first 

occasion when the relationship between the divine King and the Davidides was structured correctly. 

"Thirty years before the inaugural vision in 593 was 623 -the eve of Josiah's reform. Twenty-five years after that, 
in 598, King Jehoiachin was exiled. Twenty-five years after that was Ezekiel's Temple vision. Ezekiel's affinities 
with the Code of Holiness are well known, and in that document (quite coincidentally, in Lev. 25) the laws of 
Sabbatical and Jubilee are set forth. There (25:9), the Jubilee is designated to begin on the Day of Atonement, that 
is, on the tenth day of the seventh (or New Year) month. The vision in Ezekid 40-48 is likewise dated 'in the 
twenty-fifth year of the exile, at the beginning [sic] of the year, on the tenth day of the month.' (The number 25 
likewise appears rnotivically throughout the Temple vision.) In the Jubilee year, all land and property must revert to 
their original owners. Likewise, in the vision, the Land will return to Israel and to the protective aegis of Israel's 
God" Joel Rosenberg : 'Jeremiah and Ezekiel,' 184-206, in Robert Alter and Frank Kermode (ed.): The Literary 
Guide to the Bible (Cambridge: Harvard, 1987) 204. 

Rosenberg, 204. 
"[qn the ANE it was not unusuaI for a king upon his accession or the anniversary of it to give his subjects a very 
tangible cause for joy by issuing a decree that would cancel debts, release prisoners, repatriate prisoners of war, and 
the like. Weinfeld has shown that the expression sedeq cintiSpat, usualty rendered as 'justice and righteousness' (or 
something similar), is, in fact, a technical term for this sort of decree ..." J. Levenson: 'Zion Traditions,' 1098- 1 102, 
/I BD 6, 1099. 
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The reform of Josiah as a starting point in the rule of YHWH marks the beginning of the purgation 

necessary for the full rule of YHWH to come to fruition. The book thus begins at the heart of an account of 

the hom3le price of a war waged against YHWH by his own people, in his own palace, at the heart of his 

own empire. The purge cornpIeted, the city restored, what is to help us believe that this Israel will be 

different fkom that depicted as sinful and rebellious? The gift of the jubilee will make the difference. The 

gift of a new heart and a new spirit, for though it is an ideal age with a transformed world, wc will discover 

it is a world in which sin and death are still options which may be chosen!" 

Now there was a wall all around the outside of the temple area. The length of the 
measuring reed in the man's hand was six long cubits, each being a cubit and a 
handbreadth in length; so he measured the thickness of the wall, one reed; and the height, 
one reed. Then he went into the gateway facing east, going up its steps, and measured the 
threshoId of the gate, one reed deep. There were recesses, and each recess was one reed 
wide and one reed deep; and the space between the recesses, five cubits; and the 
threshold of the gate by the vestibule of the gate at the inner end was one reed deep 
(4057).  

Then he measured the inner vestibule of the gateway, one cubit . . . (40:9). 

The measurements of the gate are recorded in meticulous detail, in a manner reminiscent of the tabernacle 

texts describing the instructions to Moses for the original Israelite shrine. Yet the texts remain somehow as 

aniconic as the earlier descriptions of Yahwistic theophanies, and pharaonic theriomorphs. Though the wall 

around thz tempIe is given many dimensions, the height is omitted, suggesting that even here, the point is 

not to build or draw, but to understand. What are we to understand? Simply that the temple is set apart 

from the rest of the world. It is holy to YKWH. It is, in fact, his palace. 

"The book of Ezekiel presents the temple as the focal point of the people's identity as well as  the place of worship. 
This is clear in the vision report of temple-land restoration in chapters 40-48. With the restored temple, all of 
Jerusalem will be transformed and even renamed. The elaborate detail provided for the temple complex is derived 
from priestly circles, and it projects a future so glorious as to prevent any misunderstanding concerning Yahweh's 
exclusive claim on Israel" .J. Andrew Dearman: Religion and Culture in Ancient Israel (Peabody: Hendrickson, 
1992) 185. 
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The description of the interior iconography of this temple 

gate interrupts the account of measuring: 

The recesses and their pilasters had 
windows, with shutters on the inside of 
the gateway all around, and the 
vestibules also had windows on the 
inside all around; and on the pilasters 
were palm trees (40: 16) 

The wall with its fortified gates shares the basic structure 

of city gates which have been excavated at Gezer, Hazor 

and Megiddo, and turn the temple into a fortified paIace. 

Despite the details, with no elevations, except the 

notation that "seven steps lead up to it" (40:22), 

appearance is mysterious, for the elevation is perhaps a 

notice that the outer courtyard is "perfectly elevated" 

above its mundane surroundings. This presents a picture 

almost at cross purposes with the military gate design. 

Could the intent be to mark the sort of elevated platform 

such as we have in the ruins of Persepolis, which indudes 

ceremonial gates, but whose walls are now simply those 

supporting the platform'? Such an idea of the holy place being marked off from the mundane yet without 

needing protection would be in line with the unwalled city motif explored in chapters 38-39, and followed 

up on here. Palm trees adorned the pilasters of the doorways (40:22, 26) of these three gates to the north, 

south and east. The three parallel gates to the inner court continued the palm tree pilasters, this time 

including an eight step elevation to the inner court." 

Tiere was a chamber with its door in the vestibule of the gate, where the burnt offering 
was to be washed. And in the vestibule of the gate were two tables on either side, on 
which the burnt offering and the sin offering and 'the guilt offering were to be 
slaughtered. On the outside of the vestibule at the entrance of the north gate were two 
tables; and on the other side of the vestibule of the gate were two tables. Four tables were 
on the inside, and four tables on the outside of the side of the gate, eight tables, on which 
the sacfices were to be slaughtered. There were also four tables of hewn stone for the 
burnt offering, a cubit and a half long, and one cubit and a half wide, and one cubit high, 
on which the instnunents were to be laid with which the burnt offerings and the sacrifices 
were slaughtered. There were pegs, one handbreadth Iong, fastened all around the inside. 
And on the tables the flesh of the offering was to be laid (40:38-43). 

" This could possibly be understood as a superlative for the seven steps leading to the outer court, in which case we 
should understand the inner court with its eight step elevation to be literally "a step hoIier than holy." 
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The total of twelve tables corresponds to the twelve tribes that constitute Israel. Again the intent may be to 

perfect a system of celebrating the kingship of YHWH, to replace a system which had been flawed in 

Solomon's temple. FoIlowing this description of provisions for the preparation of sacrificial victims, the 

provisions for Yahweh's palace staff are noted: 

On the outside of the inner gateway there were chambers for the singers in the inner 
court, one at the side of the north gate facing south, the other at the side of the east gate 
facing north. He said to me, "This chamber that faces south is for the priests who have 
charge of the temple, and the chamber that faces north is for the priests who have charge 
of the altar; these are the descendants of Zadok, who alone among the descendants of 
Levi may come near to the LORD to minister to h i m  (40:44-46).12 

He measured the court, one hundred cubits deep, and one hundred cubits wide, a square; 
and the altar was in front of the temple (40:47). 

Much of the measuring is enigmatic, and perhaps even esoteric, and though it would certainly have been 

understood by Ezekiel's disciples, its detailed analysis is elusive. In any case, priority is to be given to the 

fact that all of this will be built according to divine plan, and by divine command. 

Then he brought me to the vestibule of the temple and measured the pilasters of the 
vestibule, five cubits on either side; and the width of the gate was fourteen cubits; and the 
sidewalls of the gate were three cubits on either side. The depth of the vestibule was 
hventy cubits, and the width twelve cubits; ten steps led up to it; and there were pillars 
beside the pilasters on either side (40:48-49).13 

" Zadokite superiority wilI be discussed in further detail. This notation simply introduces the perspective of Ezekiel. 
" These pillars are placed similarly to those of Solomon's temple, but are not attributed names. These piilars might 

also be interpreted as related to the cosmic piIlars which stabilize the cosmos. The shaking of the pillars from top to 
bottom in Amos 9 is closely related to theophanic revelation. "The two gateposts flanked the forecourt to the 
Temple, just as the monumental gateways of many major Near Eastern cities marked the entrance to the sacred 
precincts" Carol Meyers: 'Temple, Jemsalem,' 350-369, ABD 6 361. "Neither foreigners nor most Israelites had 
access to the temple, or to the holy ark that signified Yahweh's unseen prcsence. Yet they a11 could see lachin and 
Boaz, which communicated visually the entrance of God to this abode. The very size of the pillars in relation to 
temple entry column bases excavated at analogous buildings in the Levant is significant. The pillars flanking the 
Jerusalem temple's entry were considerably larger according to the dimensions in 1 Kings. This magnitude was 
appropriate to the religious and political role of Jerusalem and its state buiidings as the seat of an empire" C. 
Meyers: 'Jachin and Boaz,' 597-598, ABD 3. 
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The temple itself is a further ten steps higher. If there is a symbolic dimension to this it is not articulated, 

though we might suggest the basic premise that the well being of IsraeI is built on the foundation of the 

torah and its central 10 commandments. This is the basis of society, and passages like Ezekiel 18 affirm 

that obedience to such demands will characterize the kingdom populated by peci;k with a new heart and 

spirit. The temple tour continues through two of the rooms which are joined on a straight axis. Ezekiel's 

guide continues into the fmaI room alone, and after measuring two of three dimensions of what we must 

imagine to be a perfect cube, announces it is the holy of holies. Playing on multiples of twenty-five, we end 

up with a picture of the temple as a large square, accessible from each of three sides, through an outer then 

an inner gate, Within the two gates the prophet arrives in a square couryard, at the centre of which stands 

the aItar of YHWH.'" 

Then he brought me to the nave, and measured the pilasters; on each side six cubits was 
the width of the pilasters. The width of the entrance was ten cubits; and the sidewalls of 
the entrance were five cubits on either side. He measured the length of the nave, forty 
cubits, and its width, twenty cubits. Then he went into the inner room and measured the 
pilasters of the entrance, two cubits; and the width of the entrance, six cubits; and the 
sidewaIIs of the entrance, seven cubits. He measured the depth of the room, twenty 
cubits, and its width, hventy cubits, beyond the nave. And he said to me, This is the most 
holy place (41:l-4). 

Then he measured the wall of the temple, six cubits thick; and the width of the side 
chambers, four cubits, all around the temple. The side chambers were in three stories, one 
over another, thirty in each story. There were offsets all around the wall of the temple to 
serve as supports for the side chambers, so that they should not be supported by the wall 
of the temple. The passageway of the side chambers widened from story to story; for the 
structure was supplied with a stairway all around the temple . . . the temple had a raised 
platform all around; the foundations of the side chambers measured a fbll reed of six long 
cubits ... The nave of the temple and the inner room and the outer vestibule were 
paneled, and, all around, all three had windows with recessed fiames (41:5-8).'5 

"Herodotus describes a golden and an emerald pillar from the temple of Heracles (Hdt 2.44). Both pillars (cf also Ezek 
26: 1 1)  are depicted in an Assyrian relief from the days of Luli (Eloulais) (729-694); Harden 1962: p1.50). The two 
pillars in front of the temple remind one of 'Jachin' and 'Boaz' ( 1  Kgs 7:21)." H. Katzenstein: 'Tyre,' 686-692 ABD 
6,687. 

I' CE line drawing of architects plan in Allen: 2,23 1. 
I s  LbFr~rn the New Kingdom on the largest temples presented a series of courtyards and halls between the main entrance 

and the holy-of-holies. Only select initiates were allowed past the main portals, and at each subsequent doorway still 
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The sort of apotropaic and decorative iconography we have become familiar with - cherubs, palms and 

lions - decorate the entire temple interior, as well as the doors.I6 in Israelite tradition, all these motifs 

celebrate abundant life through the provision of YHWH. 

Facing the threshold the temple was paneled with wood all around, from the floor up to 
the windows (now the windows were covered), to the space above the door, even to tbe 
inner room, and on the outside. And on all the walls all around in the inner room and the 
nave there was a pattern. It was formed of cherubim and palm trees, a palm tree between 
cherub and cherub. Each cherub had two faces: a human face turned toward the palm tree 
on the one side, and the face of a young lion turned toward the palm tree on the other 
side. They were carved on the whole temple all around; from the floor to the area above 
the door, cherubim and palm trees were carved on the wall (41 : 16-20).'' 

The doorposts of the nave were square. Ln front of the holy place was something 
resembling an altar of wood, three cubits high, two cubits long, and two cubits wide; its 
comers, its base, and its walls were of wood. He said to me, "This is the table that stands 
before the LORD" (4 1 :2 1-22). 

The nave and the holy pIace had each a double door. The doors had two leaves apiece, 
two swinging leaves for each door. On the doors of the nave were carved cherubim and 
palm trees, such as were carved on the walls; and there was a canopy of wood in Front of 
the vestibule outside. And there were recessed windows and palm trees on either side, on 
the sidewalls of the vestibule (4123-26). '' 

fewer priests were qualified to pass within. At each stage the light diminished, the ceiling became lower and the 
floor higher, in the approach to the central shrine ... The innennost sanctuary stood at the highest point, with the 
lowest ceiling and no light admitted; texts describe this point as the primeval mound of creation. Here a shrine 
housed the cult image of a deity identified in its texts or attributes. This statue received not only hymns and prayers, 
but aIso physicaI sustenance in the form of food and drink offerings. The deity was not identified with the cult image 
itself, but its ka or sustaining spirit was 'though able to rest in the statue and receive food through it" Quirke and 
Spencer: British Museum ... 74. 
Doors served as barriers and points of transition. "The door was a dua1 symbol for defence and entry. Figures of 
lions were often placed at the entrance to temples or  the bolts were given leonine features in order to protect the 
temples from typhonic forces ... The opening of the shrine doors during ritual were the symbolic opening of the 
gates o f  heaven" Lurker: Gods and Symbols 47. 
We should note the dual-faced cherubs specified in the text provide yet another variant for the terminology. 
Meyers reminds us that the temple constructed by Solomon "was an expression of the artistic and aesthetic standards 
of Near Eastern antiquity." Carol Meyers: 'Temple, Jerusalem,' 350-369, ABD 6, 35!- Cherubim and palm or 
palmettes are ubiquitous in the iconographic program of  temples and palaces, being found in contexts including 
Assyrian, Mittannian, Syria-Palestinian, and Cypriot. Cf. Elizabeth Bloch-Smith: "'Who is the King of Glory?" 
Solomon's TempIe and Its SyrnboIism,' 18-3 1 in M. Coogan, J. Exum and L. Stager (eds.): Scripture and Other 
Artifacts. Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Honor of Philip J. King (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 
1994) 24. 
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This configuration of palm trees flanked by cherubim (Ezek. 4 1: 18-20) is familiar from throughout West 

Asia. In the same cluster of symbols, the tree is sometimes replaced by a deity, suggesting the uee either 

symbolizes longevity and fruithlness or divine powers and blessings (virility/fertility): 

Solomon probably adopted the motif of tree with flanking cherubim on the strength of its 
representation of the cherubim guarding the tree of life in the garden of Eden. The 
Temple itself thus represented the garden of Eden, Yahweh's residence and audience hall 
on earth, and the cherubim transported Yahweh down into the garden, formed his throne, 
and protected him. l9 

512. 

Despite the descriptions reminiscent of royal involvement in temple building, details of the structure 

remain enigmatic." In part this is due to the incomplete knowledge which we have of the tabernacle" and 

"Cherubim in association with trees were common elements in royal and cultic contexts in ancient Near Eastern art. 
The extensive Israelite literature permits speculation on the meaning of this motif and the constituent elements for 
the Jerusalem cult. Cherubim were stationed by Yahweh to guard the way to the tree of life in the garden of Eden 
(Gen. 3:24), and they served as the divine chariot ( I  Sam. 4:4; 2 Sam.1 l=Ps. 18: 1 I). While "tree" evokes the tree of 
life from the garden of Eden, rinzori, a tree related to the date palm, is specified in the Temple decoration. This 
variant form of the word for date palm may simply refer to an ornamental tree or palmette, and not Phoenir 
dacryli/era ..." Bloch-Smith: "'Who is the King of Glory?" 24. 

"The decoration of the pilasters with palm trees (w. 16, 23, etc.) reflects a widely evidenced feature of ancient holy 
buildings. The palm tree, both in its impressive height and beauty and its mysterious sexuality, made it appropriate 
as a symbol of vitality and identified it as a 'tree of life.' The original Solomonic temple had even more varied 
symbolism, including flowers, pomegranates, and cherubim (1 Kings 629,  32; 7:36, 42); Ezekiel's portrayal 
displays a certain degree of restraint .. . However imposing and even awe-inspiring the sacred buildings of Babylon 
were that gave the city its name (babilu is gate of God), there could be for Ezekiel only one true gateway to the 
divine presence" CIements 182. 

19 BIoch-Smith: '"Who is the King of Glory?" 24-25; Clements: 185. 
'O For the involvement of the Egyptian king in the "stretching the cord" ritual before building a temple cf. Wilkinson: 

Symbol and Magic 174. In Ezekiet an angelic being measures, if not Y H W  himself. 
The tabeniaz!t may have been installed within Solomon's temple complex. In any case, "there is reason to believe 
that the Tabernacle was historical, and the biblica! depiction of it as located in the SoIomonic Temple cannct simply 
be dismissed as late and tendentious" Richard Friedman: 'Tabernacle,' 292-300, ABD 6 ,  295. Even before any Inner 
installation of the tabernacle is considered, the architecture of the tabernacle has "presented a classic problcrn in 
amateur and professional biblical scholarship for centuries. The biblicat account of the command to build the 
Tabernacle includes descriptions of the components of the structure but no directions as to how to put them 
together." Friedman: ABD 6,295. 
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temple structures" which serve, to some extent as models for Ezekiel's vision and description. Coupled 

with this is the difficulty of the internal iconography." Ezekiel must have meant for us to understand the 

basic symbolic intent of this final extended vision, even if our distance from the context makes certain 

elements difficult, for surely some basic communication must be intended - some mechanism for 

instructing viewers. "Hebrew cultic texts may have served to articulate and transmit the symbolic meaning 

of the courtyard objects and their reIationship to the Temple proper."'" 

--- - 

In his description of the paroket over ark, Friedman writes: "This inner pavilion is made of the finest fabric: linen 
embroidered with cherubs, with blue, purpIe, and scarlet; and the columns over which this fabnc is spread are made 
of acacia (Sitrim) wood (Exod 26:3 1-32)." The paroket is set up inside a second enclosure, the nriSkan whose 
curtains "are made of the same fabric with the same embroidery as the paroket" Friedman: ABD 6 .  295. 

After he reconstructs the tabernacle, he notes "these dimensions correspond to the size of the space under the wings of 
the cherubs in the holy of holies in the Temple of Solomon. The Holy of Holies is a perfect cube, 20 cubits on each 
side [ I  Kgs 620 ;  1 Chr 3:8). Inside stand the two cherubim, carved of olive wood and plated with gold. These two 
statues are each 10 cubits tall. Unlike the usual cherubs known to us from the ANE, which have their wings folded 
back against their bodies, the Temple cherubs have their wings spread wide, touching the wall on either side and 
touching each other in the centre." Friedman: ABD 6, 398. Ezekiel's vision of multiple faced cherubim may well be 
based on the cherubs of the Most Holy Place [i.e. 4 faces looking out of the most hoIy place]. 

In Ezekiel the vision is much like the theophanies outside of Israel at the tent, which are Iocated outside the land. 
As Meyers observes: "the testimony of Ezekiel is problematic. For one thing, it postdates the destruction of the First 
Temple and thus can provide information only about the last years of that building's existence, by which time the 
Temple may have been significantly different from the structure erected during Solomon's reign. Furthermore, much 
of the book of Ezekiel is cast in a visionary mode, in which reality and fantasy intermingle; such literary materials 
are not reliable a s  historical witness ... Yet, such differences are also the consequence of the substantial alterations 
that were made in the Temple's form and contents by various rulers between the reigns of Solomon and Jehoiachin. 
A case in point is the altar of the inner court, which is not mentioned in the Kings passage but which is found in the 
ChronicIes version (2 Chr 4:l) and which is presented in detail by Ezekiel (40:47; 43:13-17). Conversely, the great 
'sea' is absent in Ezekiel but present in the other two main accounts." Carol Meyers: 'Temple, Jerusalem,' 350-369, 
ABD 6,352-353. 

" "The exact configurations of the cherubim, palms, and calyxes is uncertain. Ezekiel describes wainscoted walls 
decorated with a pattern of 'cherubim and paIm trees, with a palm between every two cherubim' (Ezek. 41: 18). The 
lotus chain and guilloche border design of a Kuntillet Ajrud wall painting may echo the decorative borders of the 
Temple carvings . . . temple pillars or posts, which resemble flowering trees or branches, may have symbolized the 
divine attributes of longevity and Fruitfulness, or virility and fertility, which could be bestowed upon suppliants or 
animals in the stalls (cf. Gen. 30:37-39)- The Phoenician practice o f  erecting inscribed pillars flanking the temple 
entrance, such as at the Jerusalem, 'Ain Dara, and Tainat temples, may have replaced the early palm or stylistic tree 
representations" A. Malamat: Mari and the Early Israelite Experience (Oxford: Oxford, 1989) 22-23. 

'" Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth: '"Who is the King of Glory?" 26. In dealing with the temple structure, Carol Meyers has 
judiciously noted: "Many of the architectural or construction terms are lexically rare, and hence their exact meaning 
cannot readily be determined." Meyers: ABD 6,353. 
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But whatever prehistory the temple and its symbols may have had, Ezekiel draws all of these into his 

presentation of the palace of the King of the world. And whether or not we can understand, it will become 

clear that the reader is supposed to be able to work out the meaning of the vision! 

Chapter 42 is filled with a descriptive account of structures, buildings and rooms of the outer court, which 

are intended to provide a place for the priests to change," store offerings, eat offerings, and a variety of 

other necessary tasks required "to make a separation between the holy and the common" (42:20).'~ 

Buildings up to three stories in height accommodate the variety of workrooms and so-forth for the temple 

personnel. With this now in place the stage is set for the remarkable events which move the archive one 

step hrther towards its climax. 

Then he brought me to the gate, the gate facing east. And there, the glory of the God of 
Israel was coming from the east; the sound was like the sound of mighty waters; and the 
earth shone with his glory. The vision I saw was Iike the vision that I had seen when he 
came to destroy the city, and Iike the vision that I had seen by the river Chebar; and I fell 
upon my face (43: 1-3). 

Ezekiel looks through the east gate to see and hear Yahweh's triumphal procession approaching." 

Immediately it is identified with the two previous visions of Yahweh's glorious presence, both by specific 

- ----- 

" "Apparently priests wore other garb when not performing temple duties (Ezek 42: 14; 44: 19) further emphasizing the 
sacred and special character of the priestly garb. The clothing served as a protective cover for them while they were 
in the presence of God" Douglas Edwards: 'Dress and ornamentation,' 232-238 ABD 2,233. 
Presumably YHWH is to be seen as the temple builder, whose work ushers in a new age as a new actr of 
creation. Most commentators seem to miss the point, making comments such as: "The precise temple 
Ezekiel foresaw was never built; its monumental size and its symmetrical setting were unrealistic, ignoring as they 
did the topography of Palestine and the economic limitations of the repatriates ... Ezekiel's uniqueness lay less in the 
utopian terns of his vision than in his adherence to Judaism as a way of life that invdved lofty morality and precise 
governance of ritual - both on a par" Gottwald: A Light 397. 

'' We are to imagine YHWH's entry through Jerusalem as a part of a procession, Ancient cities included processional 
highways, and texts celebrate the approach of thc god to his house. The biblical Psalter offers a variety of 
possibilities for such processional hymns, and a disciple of Isaiah imagines such a processional way being built from 
Babylon, through the desert to Jerusalem. [Presumably, such a processional way would be tined by shade trees and 
irrigation canals!] The structure of contemporary Babylon offers a parallel. A Seleucid dated text describing 
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notation of the fact in the text, and by the prophet's physical response. The prophet prostates himself 

before the Lord of the Universe. Once again, Ezekiel's posture is not to indicate prayer, placing his face to 

the ground represents complete humility before the Sovereign. He will rise to his feet to become a witness 

to the wonders which Yahweh is about to effect. 

As the glory of the LORD entered the temple by the gate facing east, the spirit lifted me 
up, and brought me into the inner court; and the glory of the LORD filled the temple. 
While the man was standing beside me, I heard someone speaking to me out of the 
temple. He said to me: Mortal, this is the place of my throne and the place for the soles of 
my feet, where I will reside among the people of Israel forever. The house of Israel shall 
no more defile my holy name, neither they nor their kings, by their whoring, and by the 
corpses of their kings at their death. When they pIaced their threshold by my threshold 
and their doorposts beside my doorposts, with only a wall between me and them, they 
were defiling my holy name by their abominations that they committed; therefore I have 
consumed them in my anger, Now let them put away their idolatry and the corpses of 
their kings far fiom me, and I will reside among them forever (43:4-9).'8 

Nebuchadrmar's Babylon chronicles the city's eight gates. These open onto main thoroughfares servicing the city, 
including the main processional way which ran through the IZtar gate to the Bir Akifu was Aibur-slmbu, "the enemy 
shall never pass." Through this street the images of the gods were carried during the New Year festival. One section 
of this processional way ran for 200 metres between high walls "lined with figures of some 120 lions, symbols of 
Ishtar, in molded glazed brick ... On the edge of each paving stone is still inscribed Nebuchadrezzar's dedication, 
visible only to the god" Oates: Babylon 152-153. 

"The gate itself was double, encompassing both fortification walls. It had been frequently rebuilt, three times by 
Nebuchadrezzar, and the level of the street within the gate had been raised on each occasion. The ruins now visible 
at the sight were left entirely underground when Nebuchadrezzar constructed the latest (glazed) phase. On the earlier 
gate can still be seen some 150 bulls and dragons, symbols of Adad and Marduk, in plain molded brick. The latest 
gate was brilliantly decorated with similar animals, this time in glazed brick of which the background color was a 
vivid blue, the animals appearing alternately in yellow and white" Oates: Babylon 156. Nebuchadrezzar described 
the gate as guarded by "mighty bronze colossi of bulls and dragons." 

While we may draw parallels to Mesopotamian temples, the best of these are generic. "We cannot know what 
opportunities Ezekiel had, as an exile in Babylon, to wimess the remarkable and imposing buildings in the city of 
Babylon itself. When relics of these ancient buildings were recovered in the nineteenth century, their size and 
magnificence amazed European archaeologists. Ezekiel and his fellow Judeans must have been similarly impressed" 
Clements: 18 1. 
Though the "name Jerusalem does not appear in this vision, the map makes clear that the prophet receives the laws 
for restoration on a mountain in the centre of Israel (48.9-lo), which seems to be identified as the site of the old 
defiled temple (43.7-9 and 12). In the vision of the restoration, God has only one holy mountain ... Sinai and Zion 
do not so much merge; rather, Sinai is simply not necessary. God shall be in no other place than this temple" Patton 
89. 
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The next instructions call for special attentiveness: 

As for you, mortal, describe the temple to the house of Israel, and let them measure the 
pattern; and let them be ashamed of their iniquities. When they are ashamed of all that 
they have done, make known to them the plan of the temple, its arrangement, its exits 
and its entrances, and its whole form - all its ordinances and its entire plan and all its 
laws; and write it down in their sight, so that they may observe and follow the entire plan 
and all its or~iinances.~~ This is the law of the temple: the whole territory on the top of the 
mountain all around shall be most holy.30 This is the law of the temple (43: 10-12).3' 

The pattern for the temple reiterates the holiness of God and his centrality to the state. By implication, this 

same essential message is also reflected by "the rorah of the temple" with its requisites of holiness. This 

decIaration of instruction in architecture clearly explains that in ways that may escape us, the measuring, 

The establishment of the temple symbolizes and brings to fruition the stability of the earth as intended in creation, but 
the centrality of the temple to this system serves as a perpetual reminder of the benefaction of the god(s) which is 
honored at this central point. 

5 16. 
YHWH is both architect and builder of his new palace. "It is God's own dwelling, and as we see in connection with 

both the derails of its planning and the organization of land and people, it is untouched by unclean hands, strictly 
isolated, as is shown by the stress on boundary walls ... Nor is it only a dwelling. The Iink between the presence of 
God and the life of land and people - an ancient motif of Temple ideology - is made clear by the vision of the 
river which flows out from the shrine and, increasing in depth as it flows, brings life to the Dead Sea and fertility to 
the land through which it flows (47:l-12). The city itself, set apart from the Temple by the placing of the Levites 
behveen the two areas (48:8-20). is so sanctified by the presence of God that it is possible for it to be renamed ..- 
"Yahweh is there' (~nhwelr-ionma - the pun on the name of Yeniialenrinr marks a reinterpretation of the ancient 
name, 48:35)." Ackroyd: Exile and Restorurion I 12. 

'g"~he command to 'write it down' is of speciai interest, because there are only rare indications among earlier prophets 
that they themselves put down their messages in written form. With Ezekiel, it is different, and the form of many of 
his reports, taken together with the character and circumstances of his message, makes it highly likely also that 
literacy and the art of writing were skills that would have been especially nurtured among some if not alt priests, 
who underwent a long apprenticeship" Clements: 190 (cf. Ezekiel 43: 1-12). 

We should note that the book begins and ends with allusions to a map. In both cases both a verbal map serves to help 
visualize a sketch of ordered space. The first is a map of destruction, marked on a brick to announce the end of the 
palace and capital city. This section is concerned to sketch a story of redemption, order and restoration- 

'' The construction of the temple on a "very high mountain" is plainly meant to indicate a "theologicaI geography and 
points to Yahweh's supremacy" Allen: 2,229; Cf. Isaiah 2: 12. 

" Holiness is "a dangerous, contagious element from which nonpriestly mortals needed to be protected (cf E X O ~  
19: 12- 13; Lev 10: 1-3,2 Sam 6:7)" Allen: 2,263. 
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analysis and reflection upon the architecture and decoration o f  the temple and its furnishings will be 

transformative. The verbal sequencing makes the order clear: "Let them measure . . . let them be ashamed 

. . . make known to them the plan . . . its whole form . . . its entire pIan . . . so they may observe and follow 

the entire plan." We have compared Ezekiel's literary program to the iconography of empire reflected in 

Neo-Assyrian palaces, with its instructional and propagandistic elements duly noted. The climax o f  the 

narrative program is to be found here in these chapters, and in the knowledge that YHWH has become filly 

victorious over all his enernie~.~' 

5 17. 

Writing down the plan explores two ideas simultaneously: the temple as map," and as machine." As a map 

the temple is the central feature - the literal centre of the world.3s As a machine, the temple maintains the 

order of the 

3 1 Thc parallels to medieval iconographic programs as catechetical aids is obvious. 
33 The elements of the Jerusalem temple work together symbolically, to 'map' out the order of the world and the 

various rehionships within the cosmos. This is true throughout the ancient Near East. For example: "The 
archirectural program utilized in the developed Egyptian tempIes thus incorporated virtually every structural feature 
found within these great monuments. It was a symbolism which dictated many of the forms of the various features 
-roofs, walls, columns, and doors - and which integrated them and provided a coherent meaning to the whole. it 
was symbolism, too, which allowed the temple to function in its role as a model of the cosmos itself. All this was 
accomplished primady through the programmatic use of form symbolism, which was also employed in the 
construction of Egyptian palaces and tombs, and in several non-architectural contexts such as the design of many of 
the amulets placed on the mummy of the deceased. Yet even so, form was only one of the symbolic dimensions 
which the ancient Egyptians utilized in expressing and establishing order in their world, and is usually found with 
other symbolic aspects which support and enhance its basic significance." Wilkinson: Symbol and Magic 39. 

Geographical orientation is significant, including a theoretically east-west axis, which, as a processional path in temple 
mirrors the progress of the sun, though this may serve a variety o'f symbolic purposes. For Egypt, cf. Wilkinson: 
Symbol and Magic 29,37. 

34 Temples as palaces of the gods has been explored in part two of our study for both Mesopotamia and Egypt. The 
basic model is applied in Syria-Palestine, and in particular Israel, though Israelite and Judean sites are increasingly 
aniconic. "The temple functioned as both the residence of the gods who dwelt within its enclosure, and from at least 
New Kingdom times also provided a syrnbotic rnodet of the universe. This symboiic model was not just a 
representation of reality, however, but also constituted a working model which formalized and strengthened through 
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518. 

The remarkable instruction given to Ezekiel to describe the pattern of the temple as a measure against 

which the behavior of the Israelites may be examined and evaluated is thus understandab~e.~' And after 

its functioning the actual running of the cosmos ... The temple roof was the sky of this miniature world, and as such 
was usually decorated with stars and flying birds which represented protective deities, The floor, correspondingly, 
was regarded as the great marsh from which the primeval world arose; and the great columns of the pillared courts 
and halls were thus made to represent palm, lotus, or papyrus plants, with their intricately worked capitals dcpicting 
the leaves or flowers of these species. The lower sections of the temple walls were aIso often decorated with 
representations of marsh plants, and the whole effect was considerably heightened in a number of temples where the 
outer courts and pillared hail were actually flooded in the annual inundation of the Nile" Wilkinson: Symbol and 
Magic 27. 

35 This is a feature shared by most ancient Near Eastern peoples: Lurker: Gods and Symbols 39 for further references. 
In Egypt, "The earliest maps appear . .. as guides to the Underworld, known in Egyptology as the Book of Two Ways; 

t h k  appear on the floors of early to mid-~welfth Dynasty coffins from ~ i d d l e  Egyptw Quirke and Spencer: British 
Mrrseunl ... 98. This is an intriguing parallel, in that like the maps in Ezekiel, what is rendered by cartography is not 
what is, but an imagined future. 
The idea that is shared by every ancient temple, that it rests on the primal hill, and thus serves to order creation and 
stabilize the world, transforming the waters of chaos into life-giving streams, is exploited fully by Ezekiel in this 
section. 
Solomon's templc included a plethora of similar iconographic aid architectural messages. But these too are often 
enigmatic to us. 'The sacred precincts on the Temple Mount constituted a visual revelation, a signification of 
Yahweh's potent availability ... the temple materials in the Bible record a visual reality that conveyed on an 
affective, nonverbal level the accessibility and the revelatory might of the unseen God of Israel." Carol Meyers: 
'Temple, Jerusalem,' 350-369, ABD 6 ,  361. Cf. also the important work by J. Lcvenson Sinai and Zion 
(MinneapoIis: Winston, 1985) 145-1 5 1. 
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they have experienced the initial shame of measurement against the standards of Yahweh as detailed in the 

design of the temple, they will be able to cope with the explicit anaIysis of the truth thus conveyed, and it 

will in turn enable them to live as transformed people. While still elusive in meaning, the links to Eden, as 

well as provisions for dealing with matters of sin and death - the entire temple cultus which now stands at 

the centre of the world - would indicate that though transformed, these people still have the potential to 

choose sin! The return to creation seems to be much more literal in Ezekiel than in the work of later 

visionaries, many of whom utilize this prophetic corpus. 

These are the dimensions of the altar by cubits (the cubit being one cubit and a 
handbreadth): its base shall be one cubit high, and one cubit wide, with a rim of one span 
around its edge. This shall be the height of the altar: From the base on the ground to the 
lower ledge, two cubits, with a width of one cubit; and from the smaller ledge to the 
larger ledge, four cubits, with a width of one cubit; and the altar hearth, four cubits; and 
from the altar hearth projecting upward, four horns. The altar hearth shall be square, 
twelve cubits long by twelve wide. The ledge also shall be square, fourteen cubits long 
by fourteen wide, with a rim around it half a cubit wide, and its surrounding base, one 
cubit. Its steps shaII face east (43:13-17). 

-- --- 

Like the Assyrian palaces, the plain exterior of the Jerusalem Temple contrasted the lavish interior. "The elaborate 
bronze pillars, standing at the entrance, were thus the visual link, just as the 'dam was the spatial link, between the 
public areas outside the Temple and the private grandeur within" Meyers: ABD 6, 357. "Other symbols constitutive 
of the cosmic order made visual and vital in the Temple can be identified in the exuberant presence of floral and 
faunal motifs in the interior decoration of the building and in the construction of its appurtenances. The trees carved 
on the walls, the groves on the Temple Mount, and perhaps even the sacred lampstands, are part of the symbolic 
expression of the mythic Tree of Life that stood on the Cosmic Mountain. and in the paradisial garden at creation . 
Similarly, the waters of the Molten Sea and the great fountains of the deep present in God's habitation on Zion (Ps 
46:4) contribute to the notion of the Temple as cosmic centre" Carol Meyers: 'Temple, Jerusalem,' 350-369, ABD 6, 
360. 

The importance of the house [palace] furnishings also reflect the glory of the inhabitant. "The Jerusalem Temple, in 
dimensions alone if not also in decoration, was apparently one of the largest and most beautifu! structures of its kind 
in ancient W Asia" Meyers: ABD 6, 360. Meyers contends that Solomon's ternpte was effective in making apparent 
the status of the celestial inhabitant. "There is a certain poiitical genius invoived in appropriating architectural 
conventions to form a visual idiom that would have been meaningful to the widest possible population." Meyers: 
ABD 6,361. 
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As the priestly messenger of Yahweh, Ezekiel now becomes a Moses figure, who will establish and ordain 

the cultus in the restored ternple.'%en he has purified the altar and confessed the sins of the people for 

seven days, he is then to transfer the daily operations of the sacrificial altar to the Zadokites (43: 18-27). 

Then he brought me back to the outer gate of the sanctuary, which faces east; and it was 
shut. The LORD said to me: This gate shall remain shut; it shall not be opened, and no one 
shall enter by it; for the LORD, the God of Israel, has entered by it; therefore it shall 
remain shut. Only the prince, because he is a prince, may sit in it to eat food before the 
LORD; he shall enter by way of  the vestibule of the gate, and shall go out by the same 
way (44: 1-3). 

As vice-regent of Yahweh, the prince - the Davidide we might also term "king" - here experiences a 

privilege indicative of his status, which separates him from the priest. with their special priviIeges within 

Yahweh's palace complex.39 

Then he brought me by way of the north gate to the front of the temple; and I looked, and 
lo! the glory o f  the LORD filled the temple of the LORD; and I fell upon my face. 

JB Patton has correctly observed the cluster of elements in these syrnboIic metaphors: "In chs. 40-48 Ezekiel functions 
in the same role as Moses in Exodus 34-40. He is led alone to a high mountain where he is given a written law and a 
sanctuary plan that he will take back to the people. the question remains, Is this a clear replacement of Exodus 34, or 
simply a reflection of a more general Near Eastern pattern of temple building? In the ancient Near East, in the fullest 
reflexes of the pattern, a given temple was built by a king upon divine command, a command that provided the plan 
of the building" JSOT 69 (1996) 73-90, 85. Parallels are attested in Neo-Babylonian building inscriptions; Cf. 85. 

"The plan itself has little correspondence with the tabernacle. Ezekiel imagines a very permanent structure without 
curtains or veils. Most of the appurtenances of the text are not restored, including the ark of the covenant. The 
outsidc altar both differs from that described in Exod 38: 1-7, as well as violates the attar law found in Exod. 20.25- 
26. Either Ezekiel did not know a tabernacle tradition, a possibility hard to reconcile with his seeming acquaintance 
with other priestly traditions, and with his own use of the term mSkn, or he intended this plan to completely 
supersede the plan for the portable tent shrine" Panon: 86. 

39 "According to Egyptian belief only the king could stand on consecrated ground in the company of the gods, as  he 
was considered to be the son and champion of heaven and earth, and in particular of the sun-god; for this reason 
only the king was represented on temple walk offering to the gods. In practice the king delegated his role in the cult 
to the priests ...." Quirke and Spencer: BriMz Museum ... 74. In an almost mechanical manner, ''The offering scenes 
on temple walls maintain magically an eternal cult service in which the king supplies food and drink and performs 
all necessary rites" Quirke and Spencer: British Museum ... 76. 
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The discussion of the sealed gate is immediately followed by the description of the glory of Yahweh filling 

the temple. The glory filling the temple is reversing the exodus of the glory which Ezekiel had seen in his 

second theopbanic vision. The closing of the gate, and sealing it up is intended to indicate that from this 

point on Yahweh would permanently inhabit his new palace.M 

The LORD said to me: Mortal, mark well, look closely, and listen attentively to aII that I 
shall tell you concerning all the ordinances of the temple of the LORD and all its laws; 
and mark well those who may be admitted to the temple and all those who are to be 
excluded from the sanctuary. 

Say to the rebellious house, to the house of Israe I, Thus says the Lorc i God: 0 house of 
isriel, let there be an end to ail your abominations in admit& foreigners, uncircumcised 
in heart and flesh, to be in my sanctuary, profaning my temple when you offer to me my 
food, the fat and the blood. You have broken my covenant with all your abominations. 
And you have not kept charge of my sacred offerings; but you have appointed 
foreignersJ' to act for you in keeping my charge in my sanctuary. 

Thus says the Lord God: No foreigner, uncircumcised in heart and flesh, of all the 
foreigners who are among the people of Israel, shall enter my sanctuary. ( 4 4 5 9 )  

The Levites, charged with idolatry, will continue in temple service subject to priestly leadership (445- 

14).'' This continues the demotion of northern priests, the "levites" who are given secondary status by 

reforms associated with Josiah's centralization of temple service. Northern priestly traditions tracing the 

priesthood of the major shrines back to Moses are all but completely suppressed in the Judean traditions, in 

favor of the Aaronide/Zadokite priesthood. Ezekiel attributes this lower status for perpetuity to their 

questionable bloodlines and practises. Of course, this is influenced by Judean priestly struggles to achieve 

'O A interesting parallel can be observed. The "great gate of the Esagila sanctuary in Babylon opened only for the 
procession of the god Marduk during the akilu, or new year festival" Blenkinsopp: 2 16. 

J I Hebrew text lacks foreigners. "If there was no longer any room in the temple for pagan staff who cared nothing for 
Yahweh (44:7,9), there was room aplenty in the Land and so in the covenant for non-Israelites who were committed 
to him in faith" Allen: 2, 236. 
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dominance under centralization through the elevation of blood sacrifice at the Jerusalem altar to an 

indication of ultimate priestly status. The descendants of Zadok," viewed as faithful in the midst of 

apostasy, will maintain separate, holy status. They will offer the sacrifices, teach about the holy and 

uncIean, and act as judges (44: 15-27). YKWK declares: 

This shall be their inheritance: I am their inheritance; and you shall give them no holding 
in Israel; I am their holding. They shall eat the grain offering, the sin offering, and the 
guilt offering; and every devoted thing in Israel shall be theirs. The first of all the first 
fruits of all kinds, and every offering of all kinds fiom all your offerings, shall belong to 
the priests; you shall also give to the priests the f i s t  of your dough, in order that a 
blessing may rest on your house (44:28-30). 

Thus while Ezekiel seems to be describing a paradise, it is not a place of sinless imperfection - even 

though inhabited by people of a new heart and spirit. Therefore the liturgy of the temple continues to be 

practised, and the separation of the functionaries for temple service required. Neither is it a place where 

nature lives in complete harmony or in perpetuity, for restrictions are made on the priests diet forbidding 

the consumption of eating things which die a natural death or are "tom by animals." Neither do people live 

in complete harmony or perpetuity - otherwise the Iegislation allowing a priest to marry a priest's widow 

would be nonsense. Perhaps the change Ezekiel understands in the hture envisioned is that there will be a 

- - - - -- - - - - 

Cross' reconstruction of the priestly traditions as reflective of a northern Mosaic, Levitical family as well as a 
southern ZadokitdAaronide group seems fundamentally sound, and Ezekiel obviously perpetuates priestly traditions 
in his view of the future. Cf. Frank M. Cross: Canaanile Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge: Harvard, 1973) 195ff- 

" "According to Ezekiel, himself a priest, the only priests who will be eligible to perform all the priestly duties in the 
'new Jerusalem' are the LevitedLevitical priests who are descendants of Zadok. They are given this privilege 
because they remained faithful when the other Levites went astray (44: 10- 15; 48: 1 1 )  . . . A question arises how 
Ezekiel can commend the sons of Zadok, whereas in the preexilic southern prophets they are harshly condemned. It 
is also necessary to ask what situation Ezekiel had in mind when he referred to the Zadokite's faithfulness and the 
Levites' sin." Merlin Rehm: 'Levites and Priests,' 297-3 10, ABD 4, 308. 
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transformed desire to live as the people of God, in a manner pleasing to him. Or perhaps Ezekiel was too 

busy redoing the legislation to think about the logical consequences of some of the 

Ezekiel next is given details of the allotment of the land "as an i~heri tance. '~~ YHWH is allocated a 

roughly square portion of land in the centre of the land, and within this "holy district" another stip of land 

is to be set aside, "in which shall be the sanctuary, the most holy place. It shall be a hoIy portion of the 

land; it shall be for the priests, who minister in the sanctuary and approach the LORD to minister to him; 

and it shall be both a place for their houses and a holy place for the sanctuary. Another strip within this 

hoIy sector will be allocated to "the Levites who mhister at b e  temple, as their holding for cities to live in 

(45: 1-5). 

Alongside the portion set apart as the holy district you shall assign as a holding for the 
city an area five thousand cubits wide, and twenty-five thousand cubits long; it shall 
belong to the whole house of Israel. 

And to the prince shall belong the land on both sides of the holy district and the holding 
of the city, alongside the hoIy district and the holding of the city, on the west and on the 
east, corresponding in length to one of the tribal portions, and extending from the 
western to the eastern boundary of the land. It is to be his property in Israel. And my 
princes shall no longer oppress my people; but they shall let the house of Israel have the 
land according to their tribes, 

u11 A complete reorganization of Israelite society was imagined by the prophet. The geographical arrangements of the 
centre of the country, with land divided among prince, priest and temple, make the re-organization graphically clear. 
Less obvious are the effccts of the economic re-organization implied by the text. Ezekiel 45.16-17 states that, while 
all of Israel is to join in the celebration of the holy festivals, the offerings themselves are to be provided by the 
royalty. No legal provision allows for the contribution of the people to the offerings. Gone is the temple tithe" 
Patton: JSOT, 88. Patton suggests the following effects: 1. protection of the purity of the offerings; b. prevents the 
royalty from accumuhting wealth; 2. "makes effective the royal support for the temple. In fact, it is the only role for 
the royal figure." 3. "[Tlhe laws about just measures (45.10-1 2) now read, not as a protection against greed, but as a 
further insurance that the proper amount of offering is being provided" and 4. The temple is no Ionger a bank ... ''in 
fact, lending institutions seem to be unnecessary in the envisioned world. Each tribe has a permanent portion, all 
land granted to pay debt must be restored at the Jubilee, and the presumably permanent fertility of the land has been 
granted by God's presence, The priests of IsraeI will be like the third generation of ch. 18: not eating upon other 
mountains, not liiting their eyes to idols, exacting no pledge, taking no interest" 88-89. 

45 "[Tlhe allotment of the land (Ezek. 45: 1-9; 47: 13-48:35) and the regulations concerning measures (Ezek. 45: 10- 
46: 18) . .. were a firm and continuous concern of the priestly tradition from the time of Moses onwards, there seems 
no reason why a Zadokite priest should not have had some interest in these things also" Harrison: Inrroducrion 847. 
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Thus says the Lord God: Enough, 0 princes of Israel! Put away violence and oppression, 
and do what is just and right. Cease your evictions of my people, says the Lord God 
(45:6-9).* 

The transformation of the kingdom is marked by the establishment and enforcement of "honest" measures 

-standard weights, measures, volumes for the exchange of commodities - for buyer and seller. The 

application o f  the imperial measure will become a measure of the sovereign rule of  the King (45: 10-12). 

An application of particular importance for these measures is in the payment of tribute to the great 

Certainly there should be no attempt to shortchange the overlord. The temple offerings are thus described 

in detail (45: 13-46:24j."' 

Then he brought me back to the entrance o f  the temple; there, water was flowing from 
below the threshold of the temple toward the east (for the temple faced east); and the 
water was flowing down from below the south end of  the threshold of  the temple, south 
of the altar." Then he brought me out by way of the north gate, and led me around on the 

36 Throughout the vision there is a "conscious desire to ensure that pre-exilic royal abuses would never be repeated, 
just as tribal inequities (47:14) and the plight of the landless resident alien (47:Zl-23) are addressed" AIIen: 2,214. 

47 The vision from 40-48 "portrays the restored people of God as a community demonstrating the proper worship of 
God. These chapters form a conscious contrast with the earlier portrayal of Israel's disobedience in terms of ar. 
abuse of worship, particularly chs. 8-1 1. On the one hand, the canonical shape has not sought to spiritualize the 
description of the new temple and the new land in order to soften the concrete features of Israel's hope. On the other 
hand, the description of the transformation of the land in terminology reminiscent of paradise (47: 1 ff.) emphasizes 
the divine source of the new creation, commensurate with Israel's resurrection from the dead (37:Iff.)" Childs: 
inrrodrrctior~ 367. 

48 "In contrast to the angry, chaotic waters mentioned in Pss 46:3-4 and 65:7-8, we aIso hear mentioned 'a river whose 
streams gladden God's city' (Ps 46:s JPSV), which may be synonymous with '[tlhe gently flowing waters of 
Siloam' of Isa 8:G (JPSV). The latter refers to a conduit, expanded in the 8th century B.C.E. into a tunnel, which 
brought water from the spring of Gihon into the city of Jerusalem. By making such an identification, however, we 
may be missing the old Canaanite roots and deep mythical character of the river of gladdening streams. The vision 
of the new order of things in Ezekiel 40-48 includes a spring arising from the temple itself and flowing into the 
Dead Sea, which it will then miraculously desalinize (Ezek 47:l-12; cf. Zech 14:s; Joel 4:18). Ultimately, this 
imagery and that of Ps 465 probably derive from the description in the Canaanite sources of the abode of the great 
god El 'at the sources of the two rivers J In the midst of the fountains of the double-deep' (Cross: CMHE 36-38). In 
all likelihood, the biblical Zion traditions conflate elements of the myths of El and Baal (Roberts: 'The Davidic 
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outside to the outer gate that faces toward the east; and the water was coming out on  the 
south ~ide. ' '~  

Going on eastward with a cord in his hand, the man measured one thousand cubits, and 
then ted me through the water; and it was ankle-deep. Again he measured one thousand, 
and led me through the water; and it was knee-deep. Again he measured one thousand, 
and led me through the water; and it was up to the waist. Again he measured one 
thousand, and it was a river that I could not cross, for the water had risen; it was deep 
enough to swim in, a river that could not be crossed." He said to me, "Mortal, have you 
seen this?" (37: 1-6).~' 

- -- -- -- 

Origin of the Zion Tradition,' JBL 92 (1973) 329-344, 336). YHWH, the God enthroned on Zion, is indebted to 
both of these Canaanite deities but identical to neither and different from both in importa~t respects" J. Levenson: 
'Zion Traditions,' 1098-1 102, ABD VI, 1 100. 

Clements contrasts the mountain waters of Jersualem, with the perpetual springs that feed the city from time 
immemorial with the less than crystal clear waters of Mesopotamian irrigation canals. "Certainly, there is an element 
in the description of Ezekiel 47: I - 12 that is drawn from ancient mythology about the location of paradise, where a 
mysterious spring, or stream, rises form the earth (Gen. 2 6 ) .  Since water was so vital for survival and for thc 
fertility of the land, its God-given origin was taken for granted" Clements: 204. 

49 Gardens are also associated with the mortuary cults and regeneration in Mesopotamian, Canaanite, Greek 
and Egyptian traditions. "The garden which Pharaoh, the Homs on earth, laid out was intended for his heavenly 
father. Queen Hatshepsut planted fragrant trees around the approaches to her mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahari, 
Thebes, intending it to be a garden for her father, the god Amun. Among the donations of Ramesses 111 to the temple 
of Heliopolis was a garden planted with trees and date paIms, 'provided with lotuses, papyrus plants, reeds and 
flowers.' In a land surrounded by desert a garden giving fruit and shade was one of the most desirable earthly 
possessions, the enjoyment of which one wished to secure after death ... The garden, an expressive image of life, 
became a symbot for survival after death. [n the fields of the blest of the hereafter lay 'the divine city' (Book of the 
Dead, Chap. 110) where the 'eastern souls' dwelt together with the morning star' Lurker: Gods and Symbols 53. 

50 ''Each of the courtyard items was of unusually great size, and, in the case of the tank and stands, significantly larger 
than the adduced ancient Near Eastern parallels ... Cosmic dimensions attributed to cities, temples, and gods convey 
temporal and spatial magnitude. A god of cosmic size is omnipotent, omnipresent, and reigns for eternity. The 
immense cherub throne in the Temple debir, 10 cubits high and 10 cubits wide (ca 5.3 by 5.3 m), attests to the 
Israelites' vision of their god as superhuman in size. Baal's throne of superhuman size and the metre-Iong footsteps 
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527. 

The reader is to understand the manner in which a stream watering the world, and a temple controlling the 

waters of chaos are uti~ized.~' T h e  description is as significant as that of chapter 43 which describes the 

return of the visibIe presence of YHWH to his temple. The  return of the King to his palace sets in motion 

-- -- - - 

carved into the portal and thresholds leading in to the cult niche of the temple at 'Ain Dara are further examples of 
late-second to early-first millennium Syrian conceptions of gods of superhuman size. Accordingly, the exaggerated 
size of the srmctures in the Solomonic Temple courtyard would suggest that they were not intended for human use, 
but belonged to the realm of the divine. As a h-vpothesis, it may be proposed that the courtyard symbols conveyed 
Yahweh's triumphant enthronement.' Bloch-Smith: "Who is the King of Glory?" 2 1 .  

'The temple [at 'Ain Dara] was constructed according to the Phoenician tripartite plan, with two immense columns 
flanking the entrance. Monstrous lions and cherubs depicted with stylized palms guarded the entrances to the temple 
platfom and into the temple proper and the cella. The deity inhabiting the temple, in this case the goddess Ishtar, 
was also of superhuman size. 'Divine' footprints, about one metre long, stand in the portico entrance, and then tread 
on the thresholds, first left and then right, leading into the cella" Bloch-Smith, Elizabeth: "'Who is the King of 
Glory?" 23. 

5 1 The Scorpion King's mace head celebrates his presiding at the opening of a new canal. Cf. Simpson: Art and 
Architecfure tllust. 33,34. 

57 "The sea is mentioned together with other p a w  of the cosmos to express the totality of the world: SanzaS is said to 
pass every day over sea, ocean, mountains, earth, and sky; the Ena epic lists land, cities, mountains, seas, days, life, 
and animals to express universal judgment. Expressions like 'birds of the sky' and 'fish of the sea' are common" H. 
Ringgren: 'yam,' 87-98, TDOT 6, 89. He also notes: "A Neo-Babylonian world map, which claims to be a copy of 
an earlier original, shows a circular continent surrounded by a 'river,' the so-called ri&nt marratrr, 'bitter river' or 
'circutar river."' 89. 

In much of the land rainfall could not be depended upon, so cisterns provided a dependable back up supply. Cf. the use 
of the symbolism by Jeremiah in 213. Jerusalem was "well supplied with water from both local springs and regional 
springs connected to the city by aqueduct" John Oleson: 'Water Works,' 883-893, ABD 6, 887. Hezekiahts 
provision of a secure water supply for Jerusalem was a main element contributing to a sense of security in resisting 
the Assyrians. "The main problem with water conduits of more than local significance are the investment of time 
and materials required for their construction, the need for constant maintenance, and their vulnerability. These 
characteristics meant that in the pre-Roman Middle East, as in pre-Roman Greece, aqueducts on a regional scale 
wcre extremely rare. The small and troubled states simply did not have the resources or stability to support 
aqueducts on the scale later made customary by the Romans. Exceptions were Jerusdem, which was a capital city, 
the facilities developed within the centralized Assyrian empire, and the subterranean qanats of Persia" Oleson: ABD 
6., 888. 

"Tunnels cut in rock were a common feature of some of the extensive water systems constructed by the Assyrian kings 
in the 13th and 9th centuries B.C. to supply their royal cities1* (889) while even clay pipelines were developed 
during the late 2nd M in Mesopotamia (890). 

The nature of the Mesopotamian landscape made the control of water resources an essential element of rule at an early 
date: "Increasing centralization of government in the course of the Bronze Age allowed the development of 
enormous and graduatly morc sophisticated irrigation networks, attested by bureaucratic records, accounts, and law 
codes preserved on clay tablets in palace archives. Great canals were dug to harness the water of the Tigris; the 
longest the Nahrwan, was 120 m wide and ran parallel to the river for 340 krn. The date of this canal is unknown, 
but Sennacherib himseIf recorded his construction of the Jerwan canal in 691 BC. It brought the water of the Greater 
Zab 90 km to irrigate fields around his capital at Nineveh. A great weir stored up river water and diverted it into the 
stone-lined channel, which passed over at least one valley on a stone aqueduct 100 m long." Oleson: ABD 6, 89 1. 
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the response of his loyal ser~ants.~' This in turn sets in motion the blessings of the Lord over his world.% 

Building on a perpetual spring would have been as ludicrous to the ancient architect as to the modern 

builder. The point is symbolic however. The temple is a sort of "cosmic plug" The waters of chaos, under 

the control of YHWH, are harnessed to bring fertility to the earth. Like the four streams of Eden, this water 

brings life throughout the world, a point which is clearly made by the text: 

Then he Ied me back along the bank of the river. As 1 came back, I saw on the bank o f  
the river a great many trees on the one side and on the other. He said to me, "This water 
flows toward the eastern region and goes down into the Arabah; and when it enters the 
sea, the sea of stagnant waters, the water will become fresh. Wherever the river goes, 
every Living creature that swarms will live, and there will be very many fish, once these 
waters reach there. It will become fresh; and everything will live where the river goes. 
People will stand fishing beside the sea from En-gedi to En-eglaim; it will be a place for 
the spreading of nets; its fish will be of a great many kinds, like the fish of the Great Sea. 
But its swamps and marshes will not become fiesh; they are to be left for salt. On the 
banks, on both sides of the river, there will grow all kinds of trees for food.55 Their leaves 

- - -- -- 

" The gates to Ezekiel's temple are described by Yadin: 288. 
"At the mountain sanctuary God appeared as warrior and led out Israel's troops to battle. At the mountain sanctuary 

the victorious God was enthroned to the praises of Israel and the divine rule over cosmos and history recited and 
reenacted. And at the mountain sanctuary the divine will was communicated and accepted by the community. These 
modes of theophany are thus not isolated phenomena, but part of a single pattern of thought and practice in Israel 
from earliest times ... The pattern celebrates the supreme position of a storm deity (Baal in Ugarit, Marduk in 
Babylon, Yahweh in Israel), before whose military strength the universe and naturaI environment can be shaken. It 
concludes with a theophany of the storm god enthroned as king of the universe, in which the rain from the storm 
brings fertility to the earth" Hiebert: ADD VI, 509. 
Imgation canal inspector was an honored title among Mesopotamian kings. The need for irrigation to maintain life 

in the region, and the role of kings as builders and maintainers of water resources was significant. Kings 
demonstrated their dominance over natural and human resources in such projects, an example from Ezekiel's time 
being the famous and enigmatic "hanging gardens." 

The kine of Susa in the 4th Century BC is described in the: "Fra.e;ments of Ctesias of  Cnidus [which] report[s] (FGrH 
111~no.  688, frag. 34): 'In ~ u i a  the king has a large nurnbe;of cattle. each of which lifts 100 buckets of  water a 
day to irrigate the drier sections of his parks.' Details provided in the rest of the passage suggest that the oxen were 
working at a water-lifting device now called a cerd, a large, self-emptying leather water bag lifted from a well by 
means of a rope passing over a roiler as the animals were guided down a sloping walkway. A similar device is 
probably intended by Diodoms Siculus' description of the water-supply system of Hanging Gardens of Babylon 
(2.10.6).: 'a gallery with shafts from the highest level and water-lifting machines by means of which a quantity of 
water was drawn up From the river."' Oleson: ABD 6,892. 

As we noted in our analysis of the iconography of empire, the celebration of the state could take place in both literal 
and representative "gardens." The temple at Karnak is comprised of multiple additions, one of which celebrates such 
a symbolic endeavor: "Among the remarkable series of chambers accessible from this basilica is onc of unusual 
appeal: on its walls Thutmose I11 has lea a bas-relief depicting the plants and animals which he had collected in 
Syria and brought home in the twenty-fifth year of his reign" George Steindorff and Keith Seele: When Egypt Ruled 
the Easr (Chicago: Chicago, 1968) 166. At some levels this chapter describes YHWH's "garden" which represents 
the world over which he is sovereign. But the means of representation is different, in that though this scene 
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will not wither nor their fruit fail, but they will bear fiesh fruit every month, because the 
water for them flows from the sanctuary. Their fruit will be for food, and their leaves for 
healing (47:6- 1 2) .% 

The picture is of a paradise in which life abounds. Eden has been r e ~ r e a t e d . ~  Food is plentiful, health is 

assured, life is blessed. The land is then divided into equal portions for the twelve triies of IsraeI. The plan 

is for all to equally participate in this bounty. Plainly, a miraculous restoration is required for this to 

become feasible. The healing power of the temple, its waters and h i t  and the spirit that raises an army to 

life 10 chapters earlier unite in their message. YHWH is sovereign over the natural world, and over the 

unknown beyond! He can choose to turn desert to paradise, wasteland to ~aterfal l . '~ The royal theme of 

sovereignty over the natural and silpernatural worlds so significant to the ideology of empire is clearly 

reflected in the themes of this portion. 

- - 

describes a bountiful garden-like world around the temple, the bounty "flows out" from the palace of the king to 
transform the rest of the world. 

'' The text provides the details of these divisions. The land is denoted the "inheritance among the twelve tribes of 
Israel" with Joseph having a double portion. This connects Ezekiel's presentation with those I2  tribe lists which 
exclude Levi from possession of the land as a priestly group. Egalitarian ideals centrat to original Israel are also 
applied: "You shall divide it equally; I swore to give it to your ancestors, and this land shall fall to you as your 
inheritance." Details affirm the ancient boundaries, but as we shall see, the allocation is into strips rather than 
regional blocks. Thus the land dismbution is further idealized - probably reflective of a transformed topography in 
which the central mountain city will be surrounded by essentially flat land! This seems to be the idea conveyed, 
though it is certainly not clearly articulated. Cf. Ezekiel 47: 13-20. As Blenkinsopp comments: "The cntire barren 
area of the country would undergo a profound and utterly beneficiaI ecological transformation once the sanctuary 
was readied to receive the long-absent divine presence" Blenkinsopp: 23 1. On the equal dismbution of the land 
compare Numbers 34: 1-1 2. Cf. Blenkinsopp: 233. 
Yet we have seen that Iife is still not guaranteed to be "eternal." In this manner it is also Edenic. 

58 "The purpose of religious processions was to make the gods' existence visible to all people. Whilst only the priests 
had access to god in his sanctuary, laymen could then also view 'the beauty of their Iord.' The real cult image was, 
however, hardly displayed to public view because it remained shut in the naos in the barque. Accompanying statues 
of the gods were sometimes borne on a stretcher or a carrying-chair. The processional way was strewn with sand, a 
means of ritual purification. Often gods traveled considerable distances in a boat on the Nile ..." Lurker: Gods and 
Synrbols 96. 

"Without purification the effectiveness of ritual was called into question. Above the entrance to the temple the 
following text was often written: 'May he who enters the temple be pure.' Basins before the temple gateway were 
for ritual ablution. Priests and kings had to undergo ritual purification again and again. 'Water of all life and well- 
being' was mentioned in connection with the king's bath; the royal bathroom, called the 'house of the morning,' was 
always situated in front of the actual temple, as at Edfu, where it was built into the forecourt. The sun-god Re also 
purified himelf in the celestial ocean before each daily voyage. In the Pyramid Texts a purificatory bath for the 
deceased is often mentioned whereby one was guaranteed not only cleanness but new life" Lurker: Gods and 
Syn~boLs 98. 
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530. 

The garden of  delights which finds its centre at the temple also included beauty of odor, produced by 

flowers and incense, and most importantly the odor of  the GodsS9 Garden imagery is closely associated with 

the banq~e t ,~"  and also as a place of erotic enco~nter .~ '  It also came to have associations with sexual 

pleasure for the owner of the garden and his c~nso r t .~ '  The garden, the palace, the city, the county, and the 

world are all to be understood as properly ordered, and thus reflective of the King who is enthroned at the 

centre o f  it alL6' 

59 "Part of the nature of the gods was their 'pleasant scent.' The divine odor which was described as the 'fragrance of 
Punt' made the arrival of the divine manifest to the king. This delightful scent told the queen that Amun was 
approaching, in order to sleep with her . . . As a divine characteristic, fragrance was itself imbued with the power of 
everiasting life, therefore the use of perfume and unguent played a part in cult over and above its cosmetic usage" 
Lurker: Gods and Symbols 52. 

"a Out of all of these interconnected ideas develops the concept of the final banquet hosted by the great King, which is 
central to the perpetually transformed world, where justice prevails and all have sumcient to eat. Dennis Smith: 
'Messianic Banquet,' 788-791, ABD 4. Connected to this is the parody where the oppressors become the buffet for 
the satiation of birds and beasts, such as in the climax of the attack by Gog. 

6' Cf. Susanna 1-21 ; Song of Solomon 3: 12; 5: 1 ; 612 etc. as weIl as Mesopotamian and Egyptian texts. 
6' The restored marriage of Israel and YHWH may thus be subtly signaled by the fertility of the land. Longstanding 

prophetic traditions relate the potency of YHWH to the bounty of the land. The traditions from the Psalter 
concerning Zion and the "city of God" are also evident in the whole vision. For example, the contents of Psalm 46 
offer interesting parallels with a transformed earth (46:2-3), "a river whose streams make glad the city of God, the 
holy habitation of the Most High" (46:4), "God in the midst of the city" (465) balanced by "nations in uproar" 
(46:6) and "desolations ... on the earth" (4653). The future attested by Ezekiel thus echoes events celebrated in 
temple song for generations. And tfe penultimate ideas before the climax affirming "the LORD of hosts is with us" 
(46:ll) cluster around "He makes wars cease" ... and "he breaks the bow, and shatters the spear; he bums the 
shieIds with fire" (46:9). The decimation of Gog and his hordes are marked by a similar silence in which we are to 
listen artentively. "Be still, and know that I am God!" the hymn suggests (Psalm 46:IO). 
"The motifs of cosmic centres that are prominent in these chapters throw into relief one glaring omission: the 
panorama embraces the two maritime powers flanking Israel but omits Israel, the geographic centre. This omission 
sets the stage for the final use of cosmic-centre imagery in chapter 47, where from the Temple threshold flows a 
river eastward to the Dead Sea, fostering teeming new life in its hitherto uninhabitabte waters" Rosenberg: 'Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel,' 202. 
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531. 

. .. So you shall divide this land among you according to the tribes of Israel. You shall 
allot it as an inheritance for yourselves and for the aliens who reside among you and have 
begotten children among you. They shall be to you as citizens of Israel; with you they 
shall be allotted an inheritance among the tribes of Israel. In whatever tribe aliens reside, 
there you shall assign them their inheritance, says the Lord God (47:21-23). 

The restored Israel is constituted from the original twelve tribes, their territory being allotted in strips 

which stretch from east to west. This very reconstitution of Israel from a broken and decimated - even 

ethnically "lost" - collection of former citizens attests to the same overwhelming power visible in the 

oracles in chapter 37. Here it is stated as simple fact, without comment, but its significance is incredible. 

Beginning from the north, Dan, Asher, Naphtali, Manasseh, Ephraim, Reuben, and Judah are allocated 

territory in equal portions (cf. 48: 1-7). The next strip of land: 

Adjoining the territory of Judah . . . equal to one of the tribal portions . .. with the 
sanctuary in the middle of it. The portion that you shall set apart for the LORD ... These 
shaIl be the allotments of the holy portion: the priests shall have an allotment . . . with the 
sanctuary of the LORD in the middle of it. This shall be for the consecrated priests, the 
descendants of Zadok, who kept my charge, who did not go astray when the people of 
Israel went astray, as the Levites did. It shall belong to them as a special portion from the 
holy portion of the land, a most holy place, adjoining the territory of the Levites. 
Alongside the territory of the priests, the Levites shall have an allotment twenty-five 
thousand cubits in length and ten thousand in width. The whole length shall be twenty- 
five thousand cubits and the width hventy thousand. They shall not sell or exchange any 
of it; they shall not transfer this choice portion of the land, for it is holy to the LORD 
(48% 14). 

The remainder, five thousand cubits in width and twenty-five thousand in length, shall be 
for ordinary use for the city, for dwellings and for open country. In the middle of it shall 
be the city; and these shall be its dimensions: the north side four thousand five hundred 
cubits, the south side four thousand five hundred, the east side four thousand five 
hundred, and the west side four thousand and five hundred. The city shall have open 
land: on the north two hundred fifty cubits, on the south two hundred fifty, on the east 
two hundred fifty, on the west two hundred fifly. The remainder of the length alongside 
the holy portion shall be ten thousand cubits to the east, and ten thousand to the west, and 
it shall be alongside the holy portion. Its produce shall be food for the workers of the 
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city. The workers of the city, from all the tribes of Israel, shall cultivate it. The whole 
portion that you shall set apart shall be twenty-five thousand cubits square, that is, the 
holy portion together with the property of the city (48: 15-20). 

What remains on both sides of the holy portion and of the property of the city shall 
belong to the prince. Extending from the twenty-five thousand cubits of the holy portion 
to the east border, and westward from the twenty-five thousand cubits to the west border, 
parallel to the tribal portions, it shall belong to the prince. The holy portion with the 
sanctuary of the temple in the middle of it, and the property of the Levites and of the city, 
shall be in the middle of that which belongs to the prince. The portion of the prince shall 
lie between the territory of Judah and the territory of Benjamin (48:Zl-22). 

The allocation of the land plays with multiples of 25, and the whole presentation of territroy is completely 

idealized. On the other side of the sacral territory the tribal allocations resume: Benjamin, Simeon, 

Issachar, Zebulun, Gad in the south. The Wadi of Egypt continues to mark the southern boundary of Israel 

and the Mediterranean the western border. (cf. 48:23-29). 

The picture is of a land divided from north to south into strips of equal size. In the midst OF the region is a 

holy strip, at the centre of which is a square of specially designated territory. The centre of the square at the 

centre of this non-tribal strip is the temple of YHWH - situated on his holy mountain. The square is 

divided into three strips. North of the temple within the sacred square is land allocated to the levites, while 

south of the temple is located the city of Jerusalem. The central strip within the square is allocated to the 

Zadokite priests, and the temple is at the centre of this section. The strip allocated to the city of Jerusalem 

has the city placed in the centre with city lands surrounding it. To the east and west of the sacral square of 

territory in the midst of the strip are crown lands belonging to the prince. The allocation of the land by 

strips is a subtle declaration of the reshaping of the cosmos. The heights of Jerusalem are now real, but 

even more so is the temple elevated as the centre of the world. The old divisions of the land, necessitated 

by geographical concerns are now cast aside, as Israel has become a fertile plain, on which each portion of 

land allocated to a citizen is of equal benefit. The division into strips only makes sense if the prophet has 

this in mind.& 

64 Again. Ezekiel plays on the ancient ideals of the torah in which distribution of land is done by YHWH in an 
egalitarian manner. 
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The gates to the city are named after the 12 tribal groups.65 "The circumference of the city shall be eighteen 

thousand cubits. And the name of the city from that time on shall be, The LORD is There" (cf. 48:30-35).66 

The naming of gates to a city is not unusual. Typically the names evoke and a f f m  the blessings of various 

gods upon the city. In Ezekiel's vision the exact reverse of normal naming happens. Here the gates are 

named for the constituent "tribes" of Israel. Their incorporation into the wall which surrounds YHWH's 

temple and visible presence indicates their perpetual blessing by YHWH, and their perpetual ~ecurity.~'  

The coaclusion of the book declares the permanence o f  YWWH's presence forever. This temple will never 

be undone. 

65 Displays of tribute brought to the capital from around the world reinforced the ideology of its centrality, and served 
to bring further glory, wonder and awe to king and palace. The capital of an empire should be filled with wonders 
from around the world. 

For example, Hatshepsut's expedition to Punt returned with trees in pots and other wonders which were then imported 
on a regular basis. These imports included apes, monkeys, greyhounds, which ctearly would have been regarded as 
luxury goods. Cf. George Steindorff and Keith Seek: Wljen Egypt Ruled the East (Chicago: Chicago, 1968) 10 1 - 
102. "There was no end of astonishment at the wonderful products of the voyage, especially at the thirty-one 
flourishing myrrh trees which had been transported in tubs" Steindorff and Seele: 102. From Syrian vassals arrived 
gifts and mbute of "horses and chariots; great herds of all kinds of cattle, sheep, and goats, as well as rarer animals 
such as elephants and bears" Steindorff and Seele: 107. "The ancients were familiar with settlements all around the 
Mediterranean Sea. Thus an Assyrian king reports that tribute is paid by kings situated 'in the midst of the seas' 
(Ezek 2727). Sennacherib's annals record that the king of Sidon escaped into 'the midst of the sea.' This portends 
the beginning of the migration westward of Palestinians and Syrian natives afraid of the invading empires of the 
East." M. Lubetski: 'Mediterranean Sea,' 664-666, ABD 4, 664. 

533. 
"This tribute arrived in Egypt reguiarly each year, when it was received and registered by certain high officials in the 

name of the king. tt must have been an impressive spectacle when 'the chiefs of Retenu and aIl the northern lands 
came from the ends of the earth, bowing in humility, bearing their tribute on their backs,' for it became a favorite 
subject chosen for the waI1 paintings used in the decoration of their tombs by the dignitaries in charge of the 
reception of tribute" Steindorffand Seele: When Egypt Rttkd rile East 107. 

66 "The new exodus, such as it is, will not be led by humans, but by God, will not include new law (which is moved to 
a post-entry event at Zion), but judgment, and will end at a land whose permanent abode for a non-mediated 
presence of Yahweh stands at the centre of a nation re-organized politically, economically and religiously. The 
result of this restored presence of 'iziiweh, served by proper priests, whose holiness is ensured, ultimately renders 
even Ezekiel obsolete. The prophet's presence fades away at the end of the book, replaced by the name, 'Yahweh is 
there1.' 89-90. 
The concept utilized here to convey theology parallels that used in the book of Numbers where marching order and 
camp descriptions convey significant theological messages (i.e. God in our midst, or God as our leader/protector). 
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The original temple symbolism was formed in the swirl of traditions regarding empire which became a 

vital force in the thought of the fust millennium. A11 the aspects of the temple built by Solomon articulated 

this program of ideas. Ezekiel reiterates them as essential elements of the new eternal temple: 

The outer courtyard symbols in conjunction with the Temple proper were constructed as 
a public display to convey Yahweh's triumphant enthronement and endorsement of the 
monarchy. After defeating the chaotic forces of nature, symbolized by the molten sea, 
Yahweh extended his powers to the monarch (Ps. 89:26) and designated Zion, the holy 
mountain won in battle, to be the seat of eternal divine (and human) sovereignty (Exod. 
15:l-18; 2 Sam. 2233-16' Pss. 29; 89; 93). Sated with offerings, Yahweh entered his 
Temple, thereby bestowing blessings on the king and the people, as recorded on the 
pillars flanking the Temple entrance. Solomon's choice of palmette and cherubim motifs 
to adorn the walls and doors conveyed to Temple visitors that the Temple proper 
recreated or incorporated the garden of Eden, Yahweh's terrestrial re~idence.~' 

Now, his constituents transformed, the world recreated, his palace completed, his residence will be 

ppppp p- 

68 Bloch-Smith: "'Who is the King of Glory?" 27. Connecting the temple with Eden, the molten sea with the 
primordial waters (Gen. 3:10), and the twin pillars with the trees of life and knowledge 'khile consistent with the 
interior decoration, needs to account for the standsllavers and the great size of all the courtyard objects. Conflict 
followed by enthronement and empowering of the king is a preferable interpretation of the Temple architecture since 
it supports the monarchy more explicitly than the themes of Yahweh as creator and the garden of Eden ..." 27. Yet 
one can hardly deny the intersection of multiple themes in these chapters as well as in the book of EzekieI as a 
whole. Ezekiel's creative abiIity to tease the reader with layered ideas has been noted throughout our analysis. The 
picture of the temple as garden of Eden, new Jerusalem, city of God and so forth is exactly what we might expect, 
given what precedes it. 

69 "Behind the vision stands the cultic concept of blessing, as the power of God which, crowning the worship of his 
pilgrim peopIe, returns here with them and enriches their lives" Allen: 2, 280. 
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We conclude where we began. Ezekiel's strange visions clearly left the early rabbis concerned about the 

impact of his message upon the faithful. The text was therefore intentionally marginalized by requiring the 

reader to reach the age of thu-ty before the prophetic visions were to be cor~sidered.~~ Such strictures only 

make sense if the problem with Ezekiel was that the text did make sense, but that its message, clearly 

endorsed by the exilic community as prophetic, was at the same time a source of discomfort and 

controversy to the rabbinic establishment with its focus on torah piety, prayer and obedience. While 

Ezekiel affrrms all these values to a great extent he does so in manners which are unconventional and at 

times disturbing. An iconographic reading of the text helps us to clarify the vision of God and future which 

the later traditionalists found so problematic by enabling us to read the text as sensible and programmatic. 

In order to offer some controls on what iconographic materials might be examined, and how they might be 

perceived as "working," it was necessary to argue that the ideological program represented in the texts 

from the ancient world could be articulated in the iconography. This we have called the iconography of 

empire." 

535. 

Using the iconography of empire as an interpretive tool in the analysis of Ezekiel has allowed us to see that 

the book makes sense as an integrated whole, that some features which seem problematic are intentional 

and imaginative, and that the overall book is characteristic of a creative mind whose work engages a 

variety of ideas. The development of the iconography of empire presents us with interpretive options for a 

variety of texts not previously well sewed by iconographic readings. Programmatic or historical texts, 

Writing on literacy levels, Millard observes: "In the light of evidence from all sources it appears that literacy reached 
beyond the palaces and temples of Israel and Judah to quite small settlements. This means prophetic oracles, hymns, 
laws could have circulated in written form from an early time to offer an authority and a control on oral tradition" 
A. Millard: 'Literacy (Israel),' 337-340, ABD 4, 340. 

" Though 1 was familiar with the major work of Margaret Cool Root on the Achaemenid Empire, as well as her 
conclusions, it was not until the methodoIogical approach had been worked out that I realized her analysis of Persian 
art, The King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, is subtitled Essays on the Creation of an Iconography of  Empire. Cf. 
M. Root: The King and Kingship it1 Acltaetnenid A rr: Essays on the Creation of an Iconography of Empire (Leiden: 
Brill, 1979). My research extends the ideological construct back in time, and sees this as  a development from and a 
continuation of  Mesopotamian metaphors for kingship. 
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treaty and covenant texts, and other texts under the influence of political and religious ideas of empire may 

benefit from the nuancing of ideas outlined here. This offers us potentially new and fresh insights to a 

variety of materials. 

We are also confronted with the profound impact the political and imperial power of Assyria had upon the 

religion of Israel. Is Ezekiel unique in the conceptualizing of YHWH as Lord of the universe? I would 

suggest not. What this challenges us to do is examine afresh all the prophetic texts, from the rise of 

prophecy alongside kingship, through to the demise of the prophetic movement and its rebirth in 

apocalyptic, shortly after the time of Ezekiel. At least within the "writing" prophets there seems to be a 

clear indication of the influence of empire as an ideological foundation to the kingdom of God. Amos uses 

the category of YHWH's kingship over the world, the metaphor of the lion, and the rhetoric of a search 

through the universe to describe the Lord's rule over his subjects. Isaiah describes how YHWH "will raise 

a signal for a nation far away, and whistle for a people at the ends of the earth" (Isaiah 5:6) and "they 

come, swiftly, speedily!" (5:6). Arguably this is in a portion introductory to &e 'larger corpus of Isaiah of 

Jerusalem and his subsequent interpreters. It may be for this reason that the "nation" remains unnamed, for 

the metaphor may then be applied to the Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian empires in subsequent reading 

and re-reading of the text. On the other hand Isaiah of Jerusalem clezrly describes YHWH "whistling" for 

the Egyptians and Assyrians to do his bidding (Isaiah 7: IS), the king of Assyria as "a hired razor" (Isaiah 

7:20), and a time when YHWH will "raise a signal for the nations" which will require the release of all the 

remnant of Israel, allowing their return to Jerusalem (Isaiah 11:12-16). Subsequent interpretation applies 

the designation of YHWH's anointed to Cyrus, the Achaemenian king (Isaiah 45: 1). Jeremiah cites YHWH 

as describing Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon as "my servant" (Jeremiah 25:9). Other examples could be 

cited, but it is already clear that an ideology of empire has clearly influenced the prophetic traditions, from 

their very inception. 

536. 

An iconographic reading such as we have explored using the iconography of empire might also serve as a 

bridge to fresh readings of apocalyptic literature. The genre, arising in part from a despair concerning the 

future, and within Judean trajectories, the failure of the Davidic line, utilizes high levels of literary imagery 

and programmatic direction. The iconography of empire offers a new tool to decipher and decode these 

highly nuanced and imaginative texts. While prophecy is transformed and ultimately disappears with the 

demise of kingship, a cursory glance indicates that the iconography of empire is one of the primary sources 
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fueling the new creative literary imagery found in apocalyptic writing. That this may be the case would 

appear to be supported by the important insights the methodological approach offers for the interpretation 

of the book of Ezekiel, a book which has often been noted as highly influential in the development of 

apocalyptic texts. 

We began this study with an acknowledgment of the work done in the development of an iconographic 

approach to biblical texts by Othmar Keel in his seminal work The Symbolism of the Biblical Korld. By 

building upon the world view articulated in that work, and subsequently applied to the Psalter and various 

wisdom texts we have been able to develop a new tool for iconographic interpretation. The consensus of 

scholarship since Diirr that there was a clear relationship between Ezekiel's theophanic descriptions and the 

iconography of the ancient Near East aIso provided an essential foundational insight. We must recognize 

and hope that the advances offered here will be M e r  refined, corrected, nuanced and advanced by 

subsequent research and insight. The iconographic interpretation of the Bible is in its infancy, yet offers 

perhaps the most profound tool for fresh readings of the text as it brings the hterpreter into contact with 

significant intellectual conceprualizations deriving from the realia of ancient life. 

537. 

As the features of the intellectual world in which biblical writings were formed comes to be more fully 

understood, those conceptual nuances assumed to be understood by the writers will gradually come into 

focus. It is clear that Ezekiel employed metaphors and symbols from both the art and literature of the first 

millennium empires to sharpen and clarify his programmatic understanding of the direction of Judah's - 

and the world's - history. His behavior, often castigated as bizarre and incomprehensible, seems rather to 

be deliberately idiosyncratic, intentionally metaphorical, and intimately bound to his overall message. The 

bizarre theophanies which border on the incomprehensible, yet swim with images familiar throughout the 
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ancient Near East, come into focus as an aniconic construct which utilizes iconography yet defies either 

two or three dimensional rendering. The remaining iconographic elements are then able to be focused by 

the prophet's central theme - the sovereignty of Yahweh, his betrayal by rebellion at all levels of society, 

and his determination to ruIe. It is, in fact, literary genius. 

A basic understanding of all of these elements can be read and understood without any knowledge of the 

iconographic traditions of the ancient Near East. They can be read more effectively and sensibly with a 

basic knowledge of the iconographic traditions. But it is only when the book is read in light of the 

iconography of empire that we begin to comprehend the rich sophistication of the literary nuancing and 

overall programling of the work. Truly, the iconography of empire opens windows through which we can 

see, experience and begin to understand Ezekiel, his world, and his vision of God. 
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